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m§:For Reference
From the Library

Every person who maliciously
cuts, defaces, breaks or injures
any book, map, chart, picture,
engraving, statue, coin, model,
litapparatus, or other work of
obor
s
anic
mech
art,
erature,
ject of curiosity, deposited in
any public library, gallery,
museum or collection is guilty
of a misdemeanor.
Penal Code of California
1915. Section 623
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ORREFORS GALLERY '90

A collection of limited edition works

p

by the designers of Orrefors.
Featured here, Anne Nilsson,

i

creator of "Apache I" and "Apache II.
Limited issue of 40.

Orrefors
BLOOMINGDALE'S,
BLOOMINGDALE'S,

IOrrefors
\ Sweden ,

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

MACY'S, SAN FRANCISCO
DAYTON-HUDSON, MINNEAPOLIS

STAIR & COMPANY
ESTABLISHED

1912

'J)taltn
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942 Madison Avenue (between 74th and 75th Streets) New York, NY 10021 • Telephone 212-517-4400

OXFORD ANTIQUE RESTORERS LTD. • 718-706-1144
{A subsidiary of Stair & Company specializing in the restoration of Antique Furniture)
We are always interested in acquiring J8th and 19th century English furniture of comparable quality.
David H. Murdoch, Owner
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A superb Re0ency rosewood writin£f tahle
with brass inlay. Circa 1820.
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Depth: 35" Height: 29"
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GOLDSMITH

A special presentation of Elizabeth Gage jewels will be shown at
The Regency Club, Los Angeles,
7th - 12th May,

20 ALBEMARLE
Telephcne: 07 1-499 28t9

LON

DON

STREET
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hicsiniik-: 071-495 4550
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BLANC
MONT^

For the f.lore nearest you. call Kohl Noor Rapidograph. Inc (201) 479 4124 In Canada. (416) 670-0300
Exclusive Monlblanc Distnbulor in Ihe Uniled States and Canada
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CaRTIER.

the art of being UNIQl
CaRT1ER...F0R

140

YEARS

uniting legend with reality.
a history so rich in
creativity and achievement
that it has changed

the very

course of the jewelers art.
Generations of dedicated ani
talented designers, working
with the noblest of earth's
treasures, have transformed
diamonds and precious metal5
into objects of rare beauty
and fantasy. like poets or
MAGICIANS.

know

CaRTIER

CREATORS

the wonder

of dreams

and the mystery of desire.
And like those masters of
IMAGINATION,

THE

CaRTIER

artists interpret those
dreams and desires for a
clientele
CaRTIER

which,
ITSELF,

IN ALL THE

LIKE
IS UNIQUE

WORLD.
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MICHAEL

ABSTRACTION

LOEW

FLORENCE,

1951

OIL OL.

Michael Loew
A MAJOR EXHIBITION OF EIGHTY SELECTED ART WORKS
SPANNING FOUR DECADES IN THE LIFE OF
THIS BRILLIANT CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN ARTIST

MAY 11TH TO JULY 13TH, 1990
SIXTY-EIGHT PAGE COLOR

LANDAU
1456 SHERBROOKE

STREET

WEST

■

ONLY

CATALOGUE
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FINE

MONTREAL.

CANADA
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DOLLARS

ART
1K4

■ TEL:

514-849-3311

MASTERWORKS"

■ FAX:

514-289-9448
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ROLEX

1.

AS TIME PASSES,
ROLEX ENDURES
To ensure that the Rolex timepiece
you wear today continues to function
accurately through many tomorrows,
*k?%
Rolex has created the pressure-proof '* ^
Oyster case to provide maximum
protection against the elements. Pictured here:
the Rolex Datejust and Lady Datejust, each pressureproof to 330 ft.; and the Submariner Date, pressure-proof
to 1000 feet. Available in 18kt. gold, stainless steel, or a
combination of steel and gold, these elegant Rolex
timepieces are a testimony to the enduring Swiss tradition
of fine watchmaking.
Only at your Official Rolex Jeweler.

MERKSAMER
Jewelers
A Tradition of Fine Diamonds Since 1929
Mo(<;/ Oy.for Dfjtoiusi iinil Hutimaiiiun DhU; uh; Umu-in^u^'

MAY

CONTENTS
SHOES

FOR SWELLS

Be warned! Bemiis and Edwards's snazzy footwear is habit-forming, by Carol Isaak Barden

THE DAY THE ART MARKET
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CORRIDORS

COLLAPSED

OF POWER

FRENCH
MORE

REVOLUTION

BELLINI THAN

THE HOUSE
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WITH

DANICA

THE NEW

WAY

IT'S CALLED
BRIGHT
HIGHWAY
COVER

by Lawrence Malkm
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Sot so little, actually, and full of choice antiques, by Nancy Holmes

The conductor Charles Dutoit wages war on the "brown international sound," by Jamie James
TITIAN

A HEART

Yes, Titian put his brush to The Feast of the Gods, but . . . , by Melik Kaylan
OF STONE

TO PLAY OLD

LP'S

With a laser, of course!, by John Woram
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108
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A dance sensation sweeps the nation, but can it last?, by Sally Sommer

116

Michael Ball's sweet tenor rescues a few minutes o/Aspects of Love, by Matthew Gurewitsch

TO THE TOP OF THE WORLD

92

First came the sculpture; then the walls, floor, and roof by Victor M. Cassidy

On its 200th birthday, a rare show of peerless porcelain designed for a king, by Jean Bond Rafferty

THE LAMBADA!

SPOT

A scenario,

Quietly, steadily, the Holy See is rocking geopolitics, by Roland Flammi

THE BEST LITTLE SCHOOLHOUSE

9 0
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Motoring along the fabled silk route of yore, by Mark Ginshurg

1 22

Photograph by Simon Brown

122

CONNOISSEUR'S

Irving Pcnn revisited; Soviet underground art discovered; Di's fishion haunts revealed

New Soviets in the Big Apple; upscale Impressionists; superior piiiball machines

AUCTIONS
LIVELY ARTS

Where to get the best vintages at the best prices, by John Haeger
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United States
Atyourfun^ertips, <:,■ , ihe-minute computerized weather information for the entire
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How American lawmaker^: turned .rt into a commodity, and other rejlections. by Thomas
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Launched by the Van Cliburn Competition, a Russian whi^bang with soul, by Stuart Isacofl

Philippe Starck's nifties for Jie kitchen ; blocks for the executive; a tight folding bike
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people. But to the designer
The terni"hiah per»orman<e"means many things to many
can prevent split-second decisions
thi BMW S-Serieflt has but one meaning: a car that
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rionally patented and universally coveted. And «an engine that can effortlessly power you
^ everything from bad roads to bad drivers, if you enioy the idea of reducing your
vjetion time to the barest minimum, see how quicicly you can react to this invitation: '
ilt your nearby BMW dealer for a thorough test drive. THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
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INGD ALES

A fluid bending of time in space: The Movado
Curved Sapphire Crystal Watch.
The dark synthetic sapphire crystal flows from the
gold bezel.The leather strap forms a harmony of line.
The "dot" seems almost liquid. Ye^t, from thc^ inside
out, its technology is of the future.
The Movado Curved Sapphire Crystal Watc h. A
new definition of timeless.

OVADO
The Museum.Watch.
The Movado Museum dial is a registered trademark of The Movado Watch Cwporatioa
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Created by master Japanese metalworkers over 100 years
ago, these rare kane mo no decorated the embroidered
pouches of 19th century Japanese aristocrats. Carefully
worked in gold, silver, shakudo and shibuichi, each oneof-a-kind piece beautifully captures the spirit of the
animal depicted: the gentle endurance of an elephant, the
pleasant portliness of a blowfish, the restless energy of
tadpoles,
and the indomitable vitality of a whale.
If you find yourself entranced by the c r a f st m a n s h i p and
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instincts . (Size of whale
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Never Carpxniise.

When it comes to choosing a destination resort, don't settle for less when
you can have the best of everything. Tlie Phoenician. Call your travel agent today

THE PHOENICIAN
RESORT
i^eservatlon Office: 6()2-941-82(X) • FAX: 602-947-4311
6(XX) Hast (]amelback Road • Scotlsdale, Arizona 85251

HANDMADE
ENGLISH CONSERVATORIES
For over a century, Amdega have been designing and building

styles and finishes to suit .til types ot houses ,iik1 budgets;

the highest quaHty conservatories. Handmade

using traditional skills, each conservatory is designed and

prices arc between $17,000 and SIOO.OOO. Aindcg.i's exclusive
design service is available throughout the United St.ites .uul

built to order from the best quality cedar. There are distinctive I

includes full drawings and quotations.

in England,

AMDEGA

♦

CONSERVATORIES

SINCE

1874

♦

For your $5 Full Color Conservatory and Garden Building brochure, telephone 1 800 922 0110 or riturn SS wiih this loupon to Amdega Inc., Suite 62'4. Kosion Design Center. Boston. MA02210

rfleph()ne_
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Please check the box if you wish our surveyor to call D
Zip-code
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Yashima Nana Picture Scroll c. 1703.
The Bodleian Library, Oxford. Ms. Jap d. 52( R)
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The need for a national defense is as old as nations themselves.
Contel is helping America fulfill that need with reliable telecommunications networks.
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-Louis\iiitton. J. ne spirit ol travel,
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Tme travelers are particularly demanding. They
journey across great distances and different climes, constantly in
search of what is authentic and essential. For these travelers, Louis
Vuitton conceives travel instruments, luggage and accessories which
are at once both highly functional and highly refined.
For these demanding few, our master craftsmen keep
alive the tradition which first defined the art of travel. The tradition of
Louis Vuitton, born in 1854 and still unic]ue. Louis Vuitton creations
can be found at the exclusive Louis Vuitton stores in Paris And the
other great cities of the world.
LOUISMALLf VUITTON
TIER A PARIS
MAISON

FONDEE EN 1854
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Impressionist and Modern
Paintings and Sculpture (Part I)
Auction to be held Tuesday, May 15, 1990 at 7 p.m.
in our galleries at 502 Park Avenue, New York, NY
10022. Admission to this sale is by ticket only; for
reservations please call 212/546-1128. Viewing
begins May 10. For further information contact
Christopher Burge (212/546-1044), Michael Findlay
(212/546-1170) or Nancy Whyte (212/546-1082).
For catalogues telephone 718/784-1480.
Edouard Manet, Le banc (Lejardin de Versailles), signed bottom
right Manet, oil on canvas, ISVh x 32 in. (65. 1 x 81.3 cm.) I'ainted
at Versailles, IH'^I Property of Mrs. John Harry Ryan.
Estimate: J20.000,fKX)-25,(XK),OfX)

CHRISTIE'S

SWAROVSKI
Available at Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom, Saks Fifth Avenue,
and leading womcns specialty stores

Swarovski jewelry U.S. Ltd

Cranston. Rhode Island, USA

02920

Telephone 1-800-624-0971

BOUCHERON
PARFUMS
PARIS

I
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More than a perfume, a jewel, gj^
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AVAILABLE AT BLOOMINGDALES

• L MAGNIN

• NEIMAN MARCUS

AND AT OTHER FINE STORES
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TECHNO-FEAR
There is a new way to screen
unwanted phone calls. But is it
safe? 44
L.A. EATS
The best place to watch the
stars and dine may be Campanile 32

GLASNOST BALLET
Happy Swan Lake5 are all
Stalinist. Every unhappy
Swan Lake 15 unhappy in its
own way 30

THOSE

HIP SOVIETS

Cutting-edge artists surface in
Tbilisi 28
ROYAL STYLE
A little shop in London has
quite a clientele 48
SMART TV
Catch it while you can. It is
disappearing 40

MASTER

OF LIGHT

As time passed, he seemed to
be in flight from beauty and
perfection, yet even when
skulls, rotten fruit, and i>!d
shoes replaced Parma hams,
grapes, and immaculate linen in
his still lifes. beauty and perfection remained. When he chose
the vilest of subjects, cigarette
butts from the gutter, he nevertheless unbuetl them with an
.iwful majesty.

raphs
marks the photog
of light
ce
en
es
pr
Theof Irving Penn, a grave,
transfiguring Hght that falls
from above, suggesting a spiritual essence behind appearances.
Then, always within the confined space of a studio, there is
,
line supremely elegant no matter how strained — the lines of
twisted torsos, bent arms and
legs, wry necks; of perfect female forms inhabiting masterpieces of high fashion; of a giant
mouth agape to take the flow of
lipstick from a brush. Everything iscalm, precise, detailed,
and inescapably, sometimes
perversely, beautiful.
He began his career photographing fashion when giants
like Balenciaga still ruled the
world of haute couture, in the
194()s. When that world perished, he went to the ends of the
earth — Morocco, New Guinea,
Central Africa — to memorialize, in the same featureless,

7'(>/). Pain's Still Life with Food;
abot'c: his wijc — Woman in nii)r
Hat with Martini.
coercive studio setting he used
for his fashion shoots, tiie antique elegance ot peoples who
had not yet become part of our
world. He photographed in tiie
garments of their trades the
workers of Paris, London, md
New York, finding in a sewer
worker or a bloodstained butcher abeauty no less exemplary
than that he could induce from
a woman in a I )ior hat.

i lis portraits, sp.inmng most
of his career, are iiKnuM.ibie
icons, tluiugh wluii tMie thinks
ofN.idars Baudei.iue or BraLinciiln.
Penn'stendfamous
artistsdy'sand
writers
to seem
creatures of artifice.
A headv selection of his photi)graphs. "Irving Penn Master
Images" — representing every
aspect of his work — is being
shown in Washington, D.C., at
the Nat10n.1I Museum of American Art and the N.itional Portrait (lallery, from March 30
through August 19. Both arc
open every day from 10 until25
5:30.
— live Auchiucloss

With what pen did Siri^i
"The Case Book c'
It isn't much of a mystery.
,
Sifting through the evidence, one can deduce
Arthur Conan Doyle chose an original Parker Duofol
Introduced in 1921, the Parker Duofold ("Writing
PressurelessWay ') quickly became by far the most p
lar pen of its time.

;

"Never mind," said Hdmes, laughing; "it is my businen to lo
ihings. Perhaps I have trained my^self to see what others overlool
not, why ^lould you cwne!to consult
^
. ,
T me?"'
A Case of Identity

So impressed was the author of Sherlock Hoi
that during the time he wrote the famous detectives
adventures, he also Ifound time to write to us.
"I have at last met my affinity in pens," he wro
Lord Molesworth, a member of the Parker Pen Board
Directors.

"Yiur No. 7 broad (nib) is what I have needed al
life" (Exhibit A).
We can but wonder what the inquisitive mind o ^
Arthur Conan Doyle would have made of todays Due
pictured below.
He would, of course, recognize many of the
crafted parts found in the original design. Each Par

i

^^ nib is still cut and pressed from 18 karat gold (Exhib
'^J^f and split from tip to heart by hand, using a blade n
\
thicker than a human hair (Exhibit C).
Under a magnifying glass one could, perhaps, <
detect a trace of walnut shell. Concluding that we '
tinue to polish our fountain pen nibs in a rotating hi
of walnut shells for 56 hours (Exhibit D). Many of th(

THE PAl

I/. X125 TO $300 CALL 1 800BEST

PtN FOR YOUR

NEAREST

PARKER

DEAL PR © 1990 PARKER

PEN U'lA LIMI M ! j j/.NF 'J.VII 1 I Wi MM

|ur Conan Doyle write
herlock Holmes"?
ways are still the best. Modern science has discovered,
however, that tipping our nibs with ruthenium, a metal
more precious than gold, makes them four times harder
than steel (Exhibit E).
And what of the inner workings? State-of-the-art
technology that would baffle the mind of Holmes himself.
Consider the ink collector alone. Made up of hundreds of
tiny fins, it is engineered to 0.75 of one thousandth of an
inch to ensure the ink will not dry up. blotch or scratch
jander any normal writing conditions.
Pressureless writing indeed.
To provide an ample and convenient supply of ink.
todays Duofold is also designed to be filled by cartridge or
bottle.
In selecting a fountain pen we hope you will take a
page out of one of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's books.
In the mystery, "A Scandal in Boliemia," Sherlock
Holmes asks Dr. Watson how many times he has seen the
steps leading to their apartment.
"Frequently:'
''How often?''
''Well, some hundreds oftimesr
"Then how many are there?"
"How many! I dont knowr
"Quite so! You have not observed. And yet you
have seen!'
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capital of Soisi, the
In Tbilviet
Georgia, lives the richest artist in the Soviet
Union. Zereb Tsereteli has appeared on "Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous," amid the
schlocky paintings he turns
out ranging from imitation
pink Renoir to red-figure
Greek vase painting on enamel
wall plaques. His calling card
reads, "People's Artist, Winner of the Lenin Prize."
Outside the building where
I was attending an international congress of art critics, an
eager young artist dragged me
to his studio, filled with naive,
expressionistic oils. (Faces
lurked in the swirling brushstrokes.) "How long have you
been painting?" I asked him.
"Three months. I am a I'cry
new artist," he replied.
In this southern republic
seething with nationalism I
was less surprised to find
painters concerned with Georgian tradition. Gia Bouradze
paints vast, semi-abstract battles of Arabs and Mongols that
took place long ago, genealogical trees tracing Georgian history back to Noah, and symbolic memorials to the Georuian demonstrators killed in

I^SSE
Tbilisi last April by Russian
soldiers. Levan Chogoshvili
paints a personalized ancestral
history: the imagery ot his exuberant canvases comes trom
old family photographs and
portraits of Georgian kings,
religious figures, and other
"disappeared
people,"
the
artist
calls them.
If theseas two
artists had not been cut off
from artistic dialogue with the
West, Bouracize might have
been a Kiefer, and Chogoshvili aBoltanski.
In search of something
more contemporary, I checked
out the first private gallery in
Tbilisi, opened last August.
The Gallery of the Alternative
Art's painters show trendy,
"international" work. (One
canvas was painted with the
names of American cars. "It's
too late. In Leningrad we have
had
already.
In Moscow
a Russian
critic
remarked.)too,"
But another group of artists,
the Group of Five, has done
something surprising. "The
Underground Show" had
large, graffiti-like abstractions
on the walls of a mysteriously
unfinished underground mall.
Distinguishing the sculpture
from industrial rubble was not
always easy. A long file of
bricks interspersed with can-
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dles, nails, and glass shards
could be seen through the
windows of one empty shop.
A Judd-like assemblage of
heating ducts filled another. In
one installation, Koka Ram
ischvili cut details from
van Gogh's Sunflowers,
stuck them along the
walls, and displayed the
rest of the picture on a
I
tripod in the center of
the room. Cut from a
big black canvas and
trailing across the
floor. Bill Woodrow
style, were a pair of scissors,
a hammer, and a sickle. Gia
Rigvava coats his white canvases with mattress coils or
tears them to expose metal underpinnings. One series of
canvases is riddled by bullets
actually fired, at his request,
by the local police.
A century ago, modern art
developed as a reaction to
bourgeois life. Now a parallel
art is emerging in reaction to
the Soviet state. As a Soviet
critic remarked, "However
progressive a stance is, if it
doesn't have an alternative, it
becomes dogma." — Kim Lci'hi
Bach in the USSR: artists called
the Group of I-ive )iow find they
are rebels without a cause.

BAWDY

FICTION?

n upKuraeis
w wor
ope
nehi
Hanif
did ld.
just
who
s
ter
wri
the
are
ipt
t
e scr
tha
for My BeautiRainrhis
ful Laundrctte, a film that revealed araw, vibrant London
s and on-the
wh
gayanspunk
kee Asi
maer
met at
the crossroads of sex, race, and class.
Kureishi pushed even further in
Sammy and Rosie Get Laid, producing ascript so ambitious
that the movie exploded like a
vast Roman candle.

He is back to solid ground in
his first novel. The Buddha of
Suburbia (Viking; $18.95),
which in its directness (if not actual events) gives off more than
a whitt ot the autobiographical.
Its narrator is Karim Amir, "an
Englishman born and bred, almost," whose life is changed at
seventeen when his Bombayborn tather, a born-again Buddhist mystic, abandons his English wife and takes up with his
disciple Eva. Karim finds himself expelled from suburban torpor and thrown into a life much
richer and more precarious. He
moves to London, becomes an
actor, and, endowed with a libid(^ the size of a Polaris submarine,wallows in the pleasures of
the polymorphou.s-perverse.
Priapic rock stars, neurotic actresses, the politically conscious
iiuiian girl next door — Karim
beds them all, shuttling between the insidious charm of
bohemia and the often melancholy (arce ot an immigrant re.ilily he never really leaves beCONNOISSI
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How do you
make the most of
a $50 miUion
business?

not just passive caretakers
of wealth. We can be your
active partners in managing
your company's financial
affairs.
We pay attention. We listen hard. And we build close

If you've been successful at
building your own business,
you deserve bankers who
understand your entrepreneurial spirit- bankers who
can help you maximize the
rewards of the business
you've created.
Which is exactly what
J.P Morgan offers you. We're
G 199(1 J.P Morgan A ('.o. Incorporalrd. parrni of
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company (Mrmber FDIQ
and other J.P Morgan subsidiaries

and enduring financial
relationships that allow our
clients to focus on what (hey
want to accomplish.
At Morgan, we adapt our
skills and services to meet
your specific needs. We can
manage your investments
or arrange a private placement; provide a bank loan
that con- .cments your

financial strategy or handle
trust and estate matters for
your partners and family;
help you expand your business or, if you so decide,
help advise you on the
complex questions arising
from a possible sale.
Whatever your requirements, we have the experience and sophistication to
help you handle them
quickly and effectively.
And our private bankers
have access to all the
resources of Morgan s global
organization to use on your
behalf- the same analysts.

traders, financial strategists,
technology, and underlying capital strength that
serve the world's largest
cor^M>rations.
If youM like a more active
approach to private hanking
for substantial private enter[irises, we invite you to meet
with US. (!all Melissa \: I'ctter.
Vice President. Morgan
(>iiaranlv Trust (iompanv. WW
S. l'"low«'r Street, l,os Angeles,
CA <MKH7. (2I.<) W«H>:i7t.

IVivute li«uikiiig at IMon^aii
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hind. Like the hero of Balzac's
Lost Illusions (one of the "proper
books" he has read), the
ambitious Karim comes to discover both his knack for selfexpression and his penchant for
living "an untrue life."
Occasionally Kureishi falls
into the trap that bedevils his
headlong hero and tries to do
too much with too little. This is
especially striking in the case of
Karim's adored rocker Charlie,
whose allure remains obscure to
the reader. Yet Kureishi has a
knack for the comedy of social
disorder — the angry wit of racial hatred, the bawdy brio of
sexual transgression, or the sadfunny dislocations of the immigrant experience (Karim's sadsack friend Changez is a delight). And unlike that of such
vaunted wits as Martin Amis or
Julian Barnes, Kureishi's humor
is leavened with compassion for
his characters' all-too-human
frailty. That is why, for all its
fornication and extremely rude
talk. The Buddha of Suburbia is a
very proper book. — -John Powers

GALLERY HOP
ON VIDEO
lyy no -one
ntrl
cela
regu
ex
has re
Until
plained the New
rt
scene
York contemporary-a
on tape. Last November, Art
Today appeared: a ten-issuesagazine"
per-yearversvideoe "mrr
th cu ent top ten
that co
to fifteen shows in town. Obviously, texture, tone, and
color suffer, but watching
these tapes is the next-best
thing to being there.
Critics such as Hilton Kramer and curators like Lisa

PhilHps, of the Whitney, provide narration with a minimum of jargon. The camera
closes in to reveal details and
pulls back to give a sense of
scale; it circles sculptures. Recent issues have included Joan
Mitchell's nearly abstract landscapes, David motel
Sandlin's
paintings of garish
rooms,
Jennifer Bolande's enigmatic
conceptual sculptures, and
Ashley
Bickerton's
dia reminders
that wemultimeare ruining the environment.
So far the video magazine
has attracted over 300 subscribers, at$495 apiece. More
than half of them are collectors, no doubt seeking investment tips. But Horace Solomon, a contemporary-art collector who thought up and
runs the project, wants his
tapes used for more-enlightening purposes. "The only way
your eye for art
gets better is if
you look and
look, and if you
don't look the
eye
atrophies
—
it's like
any muscle," heomon's
says.
tapes, Sol-

A new video majjazine tours the
top ten art shows.
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then, provide
home workouts
in aesthetics. (Arts Video News
Service; 1-8(H)-H42-2671.)
— Hue M. Kahn

REVIVING

SWAN

lies of Soviet ballet is
the happy ending on
an-omaandikov
grha
ofilthee Tc
annLa
ke. Wh
SwO
e
sky's music goes crashing to its
tragic conclusion — and Western
Swan Queens and their princes,
olio wing the 1895 St. Peters)urg version, obligingly hurl
-hemselves into the lake — Soviet Siegfrieds and Odettes dispatch the villain and get set to
live happily ever after. This revision was made in the thirties— Stalin was no friend of the
tragic sense of life — and it has
held ever since.
Now, however, a Soviet
Swan Lake is reverting to the
unhappy ending, but in a Western production.
Boston has
Ballet's
director,
Bruce Marks,
invited Konstantin Sergeyev, author of the Kirov's current production, to stage his ballet on
the Bostonians (May 2-20).
Marks had a few conditions —
the restoration of the tragic ending,wiseforhe left
example
— but otherthe rehearsals
to
Sergeyev and his wife, Natalia
Dudinskaya. (She was one of
Russia's most famous Odettes,
as Sergeyev was a famous Siegfried.) ReferecdAnna-Marie
by Boston's
ballet mistress
I lolmcs, once a student of I^udinskaya's, these rehearsals have

apparently been a vivid experience. "Sergeyev is amazing,"
says Marks. "He can go for ten
hours, and he doesn't understand why everyone else can't,
or
why everyone
doesn't Sospeak
Russian.
[He is eighty.]
he
yells, and Anna-Marie runs
around translating, and Dudinskaya runs
around
'fixing'of
people.
After
six hours
screaming, Sergeyev says to
me, 'Neplokho' — 'Not bad.' "
Marks calls this "aglasnost
Swan Lake." Not only is the
choreography Russian. The
sets, designed by the American
John Conklin, are being made
half in Russia, half in the United
States, and the lead dancers each
night will be split: one Russian,
one Boston Ballet dancer. The
roster will include the Kirov's
Altynai Assylmuratova and
Konstantin Zaklinsky, the Bolshoi's Nina Ananiashvili and
Alcksei Fadeyechev, and Boston's Fernando Bujones, Serge
Lavoie, Marie-Christine Mouis,
and Carla Stallings, in various
combinations.
It all sounds a little pressagenty. Still, the dancers include the superb artists Assylmuratova and Fadeyechev. And
swans
look like
the Kirov
it Sergeyev
can make
Boston's
swans, with their gorgeous, pliable backs, he will have done a
lot.
— Joan Acocellal
CONNOISSEUR

In a world of change, certain things endure.
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The Japanese enjoy nature.
restaurants and hotels).
Silverton says she wants her
followers — Dustin Hoffman,
Madonna, Warren Beatty,
Sidney Poiticr — "to think
they're not in Los Angeles but
someplace more relaxing."
"Like, maybe, Tuscany," adds
Peel, her husband.
If the lines of diners who
must reserve four weeks in advance are any indication.
Campanile will not lose its
charm for a long time to
come. (Campanile and La Brea
Bakery, 624 S. La Brea; 2\3938-1447.)
—Ann Ray Martin
A loaf of bread, a /hjj of wine, and
Dustin Hoffman; Campanile is
more than a restaurant.

TOKYO

FOOD

STARS

verton, who havePeel
k
just M
opened
ar the very
popular Campanile
restauran't, in Los
Angeles,
food stars.areHeAmerica's
trained atnew
La
Tour d'Argent and Moulins
de Mougins, in France, and
she at Le Notre, in Paris, and
Cordon Bleu, in London. He
was the original head chef of
Spago, in Los Angeles; she,
the pastry chef there. Between
them they have cooked and
baked at many American food
temples, such as Chez Panisse,
in
Berkeley,
Maxwell's
Plum,
in NewandYork.
Campanile occupies a wonderful building, topped by the
eponymous bell tower, which
C'harlie Cihaplin put up in
1928; and Peel and Silverton
have used a cool gray and terra-cotta color scheme that sets
32

off the romantic,
tountain-splashed
courtyard, the
atrium, and the balconies to advantage.
From an open kitchen, the slim, sandyhaired Pell and his staff turn
out lamb charred on a bed of
rosemary branches, grilled
calf's liver with pancetta and
shallots, and sweetbreads on
fcttuccine with chanterelles,
which he says are a "culmination and evolution" of California cuisine warmed with
memories of a recent sojourn
in Italy. Silverton creates such
desserts as passion fruit-kumquat semifreddo in her secondfloor pastry kitchen. Her dozen different breads and rolls —
a remarkable rye currant and a
Creek olive among them —
come from the ovens at her
adjacent La Brea liakery (it
sells retail to the public and
wholesale to twentv-five L.A.

TREES

ban congestion, offers a
ngs.t arr
risiing
ay lof ofseaurrp,
suo
wer tha
y
al flo
Thmoe deearliest
Tokson
are those of the plum tree,
which in late February perfume the precincts of shrines
dedicated to the deity of scholars. Students throng there,
praying for success in entrance
exams. Early to mid-April is
cherry-blossom season, when
revelers spread matting under
the cherry trees to enjoy sake
and song in Tokyo's many
parks. In later spring the trellises jutting out over the pond
of Kameido Tcnjin shrine arc
dense wi.th pendulouds wisteria
blossoms Destroye by
World War II air raids, the
thick, twisting vines and the
shrine's arching bridge have
made a comeback. In May the
azaleas draw people from all

over the city. Between spring
and summer the lush blooms
of the peony, in all shades,
from cloud white to deepest
garnet, contrast with their
black earth beds. In the rainy
season of early summer, luxuriant irises skirt ponds and
pavilions, and the intense blue
of mounded hydrangeas offers
a special appeal. With the approach of autumn, Japan
comes into its most poignant
season. The "seven grasses of
autumn" (pampas grass, chrysanthemums, pinks, bush clover, agrimony, Chinese bellflowers, and otninaeshi) enrich
the small botanical garden
Mukojima Hyakka-en. Maple
trees, especially at Mount Takao, the city's most famous
spot for fall foliage, are spectacular. — Amanda Stinchecum

SECRET GLAZE
smooth glazes and
y,ter
ughty,
its
robeau
cooy,l,, wit
irihdes
pot
c cla
cent bi
and
warm
rugPewa
ged utility, represents the ideal
of the American Arts and
Crafts movement, of the early
twentieth century. It also reflects the perfectionism of the
feisty woman who created it.
Mary Chase Perry Stratton
founded her pottery studio in
1903 and named it after the

I'cwahii
tile.or is it art'' Detail of
Is it pottery

copper mines ot her native
Hancock, Michigan. Her signature glazes were created on a
dare from her mentor and patron CMiarles Lang F-reer, tountler of the Freer (Jallery of Art,
in Washington. F reer chalCONNOISSI.IJK

Ruby, emerald, sa[}[ihirc arul duimoivl (•dr-c/i/>s
from Tiffany's cxdiLsiin: collection.
Available at all Tifjany stores.
To inquire: 8D0-526-064^.
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Actually, even point is a high
point on Seabourn to Scandi-

navia. Fjords. Meadows. Glaciers. Think of it

as the world s most enchanting moving picture.
On a picture window all your own. Seabourn
sails the fabulous fjords May. June and July of
19m And June. July and August of 1991. Depart
from London or Copenhagen. Cruises are 7 to
14 days and longer.
For resenations call your travel professional. Orfor a complimentary 52 page brochure
call or write Seabourn Cruise Line, 55 Francisco
St San Francisco. CA 94133 (415) 391-7444.
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lenged her to re-create the surface luster of a Babylonian
shard. After several tries, she

Polyglot Alert!

For theater h^uers fluent in Spanish, German, Lithuanian, Trench,
Hungarian, Italian, Hebrew, and
even Hnj^lish,
International
Theatre
Festival the
oj Chicago
(May

succeeded in giving her stoneware a glow previously seen
only on ancient urns pulled
from the ground of Persia or
China. She also set standards
for iridescence. When she
died, in 1961, her recipe rested
with a few loyal employees
and in a mysteriously placed
manuscript. The studio soon
ceased production.
The original Pewabic works
show up all over Michigan— in the Detroit Public Library, in a Kalamazoo bedand-breakfast, in downtown
office buildings. Mosaics grace
the grand auto mansions in
Detroit, the home and the
works of Eliel Saarinen, and
the monumental National
Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception, in Washington.
In 1982 the pottery resumed
hand- and foot-pressing of
tiles according to Stratton's
own, precise methods. And
the production department reformulated Stratton's glazes
by inspecting her original
work. Prices for these new
architectural tiles begin at $50
a square foot, with a $300
minimum charge. Profits support a gallery, educational
programs, and archives. {Pewabic Pottery; 313-822-0954.)
— Lisa Cohen

ON AND OFF
BROADWAY
Piano Lesson, August
In
son reclaims the waterWilThe
melon. Two of his characare
ters selling them, and at a
certain point one of these men
comes onto the set with the
huge green fruit balanced casually on his shoulder. He deposits iton top of the piano of
the play's title. At moments
like this, working with symbol and metaphor, Wilson
knows exactly what he is doing. His series of plays documenting black American life
in the twentieth century (of
which The Piano Lesson is the
fourth to be produced) is an
epic imagining of history,
both personal and social.
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23 to July 1) promises a i^ale of
fresh air: classics and novelties,
comic and tra<^ic, trailim;^ huzzahs
from critics domestic and foreign .
And Anglophones, note! Except for
shows that are in English (like the
King Lear and the Midsummer
Night's Dream presented by Kennethsance
Branagh's
fashionableofRenaisTheatre Company
Great
Britain) or mostly nonverbal (like
the wispy Cirque Imaginaire, a
husband-and-wife affair with Victoria Chaplin, daughter of Charlie— not recommended) , simultaneous translation is available.
Thus, if inclined, book fearlessly
for The Croatian Faust (pictured
at left), performed in German by
the Theater an der Ruhr. (For further information, 1-800-545-3378;
in Chicago,
312-644-3378.)
— Matthew
Gurewitsch

As dramatic experiences,
the plays tend to be a lot of
talk and very little action,
though Wilson charges them
with his poet's instinct for the
haunted. The brother and sister in The Piano Lesson are divided over a piano carved by
their slave ancestors. Her determination tohold on to it
and his to sell it and use the
money to start a new life represent the choices black America is forced to make about the
terrible past. Wilson's allegory
is unforced but also static — the
siblings argue for two acts,
and then a ghost appears and
the curtain comes down. It is
the atmosphere of his characters' displaced American

Dullon and Merkerson in The i*iano Lesson.

lives — farm people in the cities, southerners in the North,
Africans in white America —
that gives his plays their fullness, and his passion to bear
witness to a history long considered marginal that provides
their force. A character prefaces a story with the matterof-fact statement "Our family
was owned by a fellow named
Robert Sutter." After the chill
of these words, a ghost is an
anticlimax. (Walter Kerr.)
• • •
The Kathy and Mo Show: Parallel Lives is mild, enjoyable
feminist theater, its good, liberal intentions worn on its
sleeve. Fortunately, its creator-performers, Kathy Najimy and Maureen Gaffney,
have some anarchic zaniness.
Kathy in particular is an inspired clown with the gift of
seeming surprised by her own
antics. She is a bubbly presence, to whom Mo plays patient straight man (or woman,
depending on the sketcli). The
revue-sketch form is kinder to
Kathy's talents. Mo, more of

The cutups Kathy and Mo make
feminism fun.
an actress, comes into her own
when she plays a small-town
waitress wooed by a local
drunk (Kathy, a cigarette plastered to her lower lip). Turning her head restlessly away
from her swain (whose attentions touch rather than repel
her), she has a blank, haunted
look: you can read the story of
her wasted life in that look,
sense the emptiness of the
town outside the barroom
doors. Kathy's personal best is
Madeline, a loving, exuberant
caricature of the kind of upfor-any thing matrons you often find ycnirself next to in the
IK IS line. With Mo as her
pal Sylvia, she happily participates in an extension course in
c:()NN()issi;uit
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D reaiii Viacliines
For Sale

On Saturday, May 12, 1990, 25 of the world's most
exquisite automobiles and an array of vintage automobilia

Sotheby's presents a major event for
collectors of vintage automobiles, automobilia
and automobile art...

and art will be sold by Sotheby's at The Breakers Hotel,
1 South County Road, Palm Beach, FL 33480.
The exhibition will open at The Breakers on Wednesday,

The auction of the Rick Carroll Collection,

May 9, at 12 noon.

one of the world's premier collections of
Duesenbergs, Rolls-Royces and other classic
automobiles.

Inquiries:

We invite you to join us in balmy Palm Beach
for the most eagerly awaited single-owner automobile
auction of recent years.

In London

In Palm Beach

William Ruprecht

Malcolm Barber

Robert Ruggiero

1334 Sotheby's
York Avenue
New York, NY 10021

34-35 New Bond Street
Sotheby's
London Wl A 2AA

155 Worth Avenue
Sotheby's
Palm Beach,
FL 33480

tel: (212) 606-7165

tel: 44(1)408-5441

tel; (407) 833-2582

In New York

SOTHEBY'S
KOlNDt.l) 1711

We're raising the art of fine aulomohile auctioneering to nexv heights.

hiesenberg d 'Iterene Victoria , Chassis No. 2548, Engine No. J51 9. Auction estimate $1, 100, 000-1,300, 000

A richly illustrated color
catalogue is available. Price: $50
To order by credit card, call (800) 44-SOTHEB\5.
Outside the continental U.S., call (203)847-0465.
When ordering by mail or telephone, please

include "Sale Number 5991 . "
William Ruprecht, Auctioneer

•-, liu. 1990

Jolin I.. Marion, print ipal aiuiioncn, #524T'J^
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oddments, is hypnotic, and
Berenger, with his comically
gruff line deliveries, is surprisingly touching. But instead of
playing out the
black-comic
possibilities ofhis premise, Rudolph opts
for another, less satisfying
ment.
Dobbsdevelopis, in

tones. The illogic of romantic
attraction is tinctured by
Blier's special brand of dream
logic. The results are mysteriously moving. Blier used to
oi
women
his movies.
Now
court
openlyin the
"otherness"
men have become "other,"
too. How do you —say
"LightPeter
Rainer
en up" in French?

turn, being spied
upon by another,
equally bungling private detective (Elizabeth Perkins). Once
they finish the inevitable feuding, they become lovers. Rudolph
is trying to locate the
romantic heart in film
tioir. What he does not
seem to recognize is
that the film's real ardor is not in its cornTom Beretiger and Arm Archer
smolder in a new movie.
women's studies, expecting
"maybe some macrame" but
getting instead a performanceart field trip to a "chemicalfree, meat-free, male-free" environment. (She remains undaunted.) Kathy and Mo's cutups' high spirits represent the
truest kind of women's liberation. (Westside Arts.)
• • *
Larry Gelbart's City ofAn<s^els
is clever and thin, forgettable
songs shored up by an intricate, often charming production— the collaboration of the
director Michael Blakemore
and Robin Wagner, whose
sets are as witty and fun as the
rest of the show strains to be.
The story of a put-upon
screenwriter, Stine (Gregg Edelman), and his fictional creation. Stone (James Naughton), a hard-boiled detective
who serves as Stine's goyizcd
alter ego. City ofAnj^els never
develops the insights and jokes
implicit in its setup. As the
venal and manipulative movie
producer, Rene Aubcrjonois
does his slithery best; the rest
of the cast arc reduced to
markers in a complicated and
finally dull game. (Virginia.)
— Lloyd Rose

ticism cannot be misr nhema
taken forlpanh'y s otro
Rudo
n
a
l
A
s.
r'
ke
filmma
At his most flagrantly lyrical, in movies like
Trouble in Mind and sections of
Choose Me, Rudolph is so
completely clocked into his
own, woozy dreamtime that
you feel you are dreaming
right along with him. So few
directors are able to create a
fully achieved mindscape that
the distinctiveness of Rudolph's movies is often overrated— as if "different" were

ball, strangers-in-thenight pairing. It is in
the languorous, drizzly
noir imagery and the
ominousness of the wrongman scenario. Love at Large
has the eyes and ears of a great
moody-blues thriller, but it
has the mind of a marshmallow salesman. How can Rudolph be so sophisticated and
so sophomoric all at once?
• • •
Bertrand Blier, like Alan Rudolph, works out of his own,
private menagerie of obsessions. And, like Rudolph, he
often seizes intriguing comic
premises and then wafts them
into the aesthetic ozone.
Blier's new film. Too Beautiful for You, is about a man
(Gerard Depardieu) who is romantically torn between his

the same as "good."
Rudolph's new fuzzy-wuzzy extravaganza, Love at
Large, is always different, and
occasionally it is good, too.
He has come up with a wonderful premise for a thriller. A
footloose private eye, Harry
Dobbs (Tom Berenger), is
hired by a sleek dame (Ann
Archer) to tail her underworld
lover. But Dobbs ends up by
mistake tailing another man
(Ted Levine), who fits the ID
perfectly. Convinced that this
is the right guy, Dobbs uncovers his secret life as a bi-

and his

The movie, with its sinuous
gamist.
moodiness and old-movie

plays
it for
its
hallucina-

ork
nen? tw
vive on visio
Last June, tele
nnon's Deal,"
C ic,red "Sha
logt surtwo-hourwritpiin
aNBterrifai
od
go
rd
n
outaa downwa ly mobile
abC
ex— corporate lawyer trying to
help the little guys. Created
and written by the offbeat
screenwriter and director John
esve{T
rnt of
tugh
ca,uSet)
SasylSe
n he
n e Ou
Meth
andReEi
cu
d, atmoit was crisply pace
spheric, and intelligent. Jamey
Sheridan gave a defteth lead performance; Elizab Pefia
d
charme as his secretary-rassistant; the jazz trumpete
Marsalis contributed
Wynton
a knockout score.
Despite enthusiastic reviews
and better-than-average ratnon's NBC
Deal"dropped
from its "Shanfall lineings,
up. Now, the network has
come to its senses and slipped
the series in as a late-season replacement. Byall normal standards ofjudgment, the series
should be successful: Sayles
has written at least two more
episodes; the great cast is back;
Marsalis's marvelous scoring

model-perfect wife (the
model-perfect Carole
Bouquet)

dumpy retarysec(Josiane Balasko). It is a
right,
comicise, allprembut Blier

tory over40

ENDANGERED
SERIES

A different l':ind of love Irianglc: Too Ikautitul for You.
CONNOISSKUR

Breguet, of course,

Marie Antoinette bought six. Napoleon and Wellington consulted
theirs at Waterloo. Then, as today, those who shape destiny are (juick
to pursue that which seems most uncommon.
For men, the 18K gold Exrcnfn'r
features an off-center dial that
originated with Breguet in 1812;
completely hand made, the automatic

//
v^j^^^. |775
^^
moon.
the
of
phases
and
movement displays day, date
While for ladies, Breguet offers sapphires, emcrakis, or rubies
in a sea of diamonds and a delicate bracelet of IHK gold mail.
Breguet, so rarely seen that each is still indi\ idualK numbered
on the dial. Even after 200 years.

fine jev^ eiry
245 POST STREET • SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94108 • (415) 392-1200
© 1989

For list of selected jewelers and enraloK, send $.^ to ikcfiiiet. I<S llast 4.Sth Street. New York, ^^

10017
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For more information on Cunard sailings to
Europe, The Caribbean, Alaska, The Orient, South Pacific, and around the world
call your travel agent Or, for a free brochure or $8 95 videotape
depicting life aboard one of our top rated ships, call 1 -800-221 -8200.
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son, whose engaging new FaCHS
series "The
seems destined
for an mous
early
Teddygrave
Z"

m.^

as well, says that
every failed
attempt to break
new ground
makes it even
"When bad
ceed the to
nextsuctougher
tmie around.

Is John

m^}

Saylesries 's"Shansewithjamey
non's Deal,"

shows celed,
getno one
can-

Sheridan

stop
bad
says, making
'Hey, let's

intelligent
(rij^ht), toofor
TV?

adds. "But when
shows,' " he
a good show gets
canceled, every-

Lady: 809.8.L.70.41.31
Gentleman: 809. 8. G. 70.41. 31

one at the netsee? Seeworkswhat
says, 'You
Let's hope
happens with a

Century
The Sapphire Collection'
Beverly Hills
Princess Ermine Jewels
213276 5556
Dallas
R.D. Eiseman
2143610341
Greenwich Ct
Pelissier
203 6619101
Honolulu
Haimoff& Haimoff
808 5314900
Jackson Heights N. Y.
Monique Fine Jewelry
718 426 5559
800 356 5559
q;^
For further information, please contact
Maison Century Time SA
2501 Bienne/Switzeriand
Phone 4132 222 666
Fax 4132 226 166

"Shannon's
Deal" proves to
show?'
—an David
Ruben
begood
exc
eption
.
remains. But will it stay on
the air?
In the eyes of networks,
good writing and acting rate
onlyestasNielsens.
high asSometimes
the show's you
latwonder if these attributes
work against a show's survival. Take "Frank's Place," the
fresh, funky "dramedy" axed
by CBS last season. The show
was a standout, from its understated humor and smoky
New Orleans flavor to its eyeopcningly nonstereotypical
characters (Tim Reid as Frank
was outstanding). Like "Shannon's Deal," it had top-notch
writing, directing, acting, and
music. But CBS started it off
in a wildly inappropriate, 8:00
P.M. time slot and then placed
it on "hiatus" before it had the
chance to build an audience.*
The creator-writer of
"Frank's Place," Hugh Wil-

* Author's Note:
Luckily,have
reruns
Place"
foundof a"Frank's
cable home,
on Black Entertainment Television (BET): Mondays (noon,
8:00 p.m., 11:00 p.m.) and Fridays (noon, 8:00 p.m., 1:00 \.M.).

SORRY, WRONG
NUMBER
soldiers have battled using makeshift weaponry:
g secretaries,onan
prevaricatinch
e-fr t inephon
years,
rg-ma
swFeroin
screens. All
t,
en
ineffici
and worse: admit
someone through the screen,
and you have to admit you
lied. You could have come to
the phone all the time. The
guilt, the guilt!
Maestro promises an end to
all that. Maestro, aimounces
its maker, Northern Telecom,

ifyou arc in Paris this month, do not miss a splendid show of photography
hy our contributor Ncal Slavin, until May M at the Centre National
dc la Photographic, Palais dc Tokyo, 42 Ai'ciiuc dcs (lohclins, 750Li.

Ca.sc band and crystal of sapphire, refined from natural ALiOi, diamond
cm to pcrfeclion; 18 ct. gold or platinum 950 wiih flawless hrilllanis
US Patent ; 4327429
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"^ "Modern and European
"^ Paintings & Sculpture
Auction: Thursday, May 10
at 7 p.m.

StUe may he pri'vieuvil SdtunUiy-Tuestiay
prior to auction date.

^

Also including works by: I.. Adrion.
A. BrasilicT, J. Hrcton. C. Camoin. l-.Corlcs.
J. Dine. J. Duly. !. loujita. I- dallon. (, en Paul.

E.(irauSala..|. Israels, i'.. K.Jacques. II. Lebasque.
(i. l.oiseau. I;. Maclet. II. Manguin. M. Pechstein.
L Rivers, H. le Sidaner. V. Thaulou; C. Trovon

(.lISIiFPi; Dli NI'ITIS (Italian I8i6-188i)
"NXoman vvitii Parrots"
9' :• inches (33 X 49.5 cm)
Oil on canvas, ,sij»nccl

Calal<\i>nc S/5 post pa id (Spj orcrsms)
for further infornuition. coiilacl I'laiuc Hanks at (212) i2''-2()51

175 Kast 87th Street • New York. New York 10128 • Telephone (212) 427-2730

((William I>)yiel|
V

^ J
GALLERIES
Auction:
Wednesday, May 23
at 10 a.m.

Important
17th & 18th Century
English & Continental
Furniture and Decorations
including Old Master Paintings,
Georgian Silver, Tapestries and Rugs
Sale may be prerieuvd Saturday-Tuesday
prior to auction dale

Pair of Regency mahogany celestial and terrestrial librar)' globes.
Height 53 inches. Diameter of globes 23 inches.

For further information, contact lirianSmiil.u)r Bllen Washburn (Furniture & Decorations): Elaine Banks (Paintings)

175 East 87^ Strg^ • New ^brk, New York 10128 • Telephone (212) 427-2730
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Auction
Wednesday, June 6
at 10 a.m.

Belle Epoque
19th & 20th Century
Decorative Arts

Inc., is the first
residential tele-

With Maestro, phone
wars are up.
heating

including Fine Furniture,
Paintings, Decorations
and Sculpture.
ArtNouveau andArtDeco

g
^
z
I

Sale may beprei'iewed
Saturday-Tuesday prior to auction date

phone with feaCaller ID—
turing ascreen
that shows the
number that is
calling before you pick up the
phone. But Caller ID is just a
scout. Gathering forces inelude variable rings, selective

§ call obstruction, even "prereI corded call-rejection an§ nouncements." Forward cred" itors to your attorney. Program alusty ring for when the
plumber finally returns your
call. Divert your ex to a tape
that tells of your blissful new
life in Bali.
But do not get too complacent. There is a downside to
this space-age technology.
Imagine IRS calls masked so
that they seem to come from a
friend, or cluster calls that frag
your lines until at least one
gets through.
— Russell Miller

Fine and impressive
Transitional Louis X\/XVl-st>1e
gilt-bronze mounted kingw^ood
tea table and seven-piece
French vermeil ami rvon" tea set
For further information,
contact Gaim W Young
(Furniture & Decorations)
Elaine Banks (Paintings)

175 East 87th Street
New York, New York 10128
Telephone (212) 427-2730

NEW ZEALAND
HOSPITALITY
in the Wellington region
with a day or two of free
d yourself
ou
Sh
rseulffinin the hands
e, putld
youyo
tim
of Lady Nola Holmes for a
customized, highly personal
d'sr. capita
l.
lanhou
NewS40 Zea
of ut
tou
Lady
per
Forr abo
Nola will escort up to four
people around the city in a
limousine. A typical itinerary
includes a drive up to Mount
Victoria for a panoramic view
of the harbor city, a visit to
the Dowse Art Gallery, lunch
at a fine restaurant, and a dem-

Lady Holmes
a unique
gives visitors
"HOUSE BEniTING HEAVEN"

view of Wellingto.

Experience heaven on earth. On the beach at Waikiki.
2199 Kalia Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
Call your travel agent or toll-free (800) 367-2343 or (808) 923-2311

'Jht^'Ieadin^htelsofthtfWjHd^ %pTf^\hm^
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At Lands' End we want to do more
than make a sale to you:

We're out to build
a long-term relationship
Through service.
Therefore:

ofyfer a uct.
IWqe
ualit prod

2
We ship it
3 immecfiately.

4 WePeriod.guarantee it.

Please send free catalog of
clothing and soft lu^a><e.
Lands' End, Inc. Dept. ZX-45
Dodgeville, WI 53595
Name
Address .
City

We price it
fairly.

.Zip.
State

Or call toll-free:

1-800-356-4444
'^1990, Lands' End. Inc.

CONNOISSEUR'S

onstration of cheese making.
Nola Holmes, wife of Frank
Holmes, New Zealand's leading economist, has a wide
range of contacts and, given
enough notice, can arrange
meetings with anyone from
government officials to top
designers.
The high point of the trip is
afternoon tea back at Lady
Nola's, complete with her
homemade pavlova. Their
home was designed by
the New Zealand architect
Max Edridge and features
Maori carvings along with
paintings, pottery, and furniture done by local artists.
Then, it's off to her magnificent garden, with its fuchsia
and fig trees, a gazebo filled
with violets and camellias, and
a Japanese-style rock garden.
Her private bush reserve attracts host
a
of New Zealand
birds, which Lady Nola will
happily identify.
"Wellington has much to
offer," she says, "and I am
giving visitors a personalized
service, something a bit different from other operators." Meals and interpreters are extra. (For
jurthcr uiforwatioii: Lady
Nola Holmes, 61 Cheviot
Road, Lowry Bay, Eastbourne, S.Z. ; phone: 644
684 719.}— Linda Konner

WORLD

that Di wears to charity dinners and the neat suits she
dons for daily engagements.
The Chelsea Design Company has not let this royal patronage go to its head. Indeed,
when I said that I was going to
mention the princess in my article, was
I
very politely refused any further questions, so
reluctant is Catherine Walker

The laws of relativity W
assert that time does not
have the same value for everyon
Time,as told by LE TEMPS CHAN
is unquestionably precise and
uncommonly precious.

I

The timeless style
of CHANEL

in a few days. The collections— about six pieces each —
contain something for every
occasion: uncluttered coats
and skirts with silk or cotton
T-shirts to go underneath, and
coatdresses for the day; dark
suits or skirts with classic
cream silk shirts for the evening; long slim dresses or a
^
bouffant taffeta for the
night. If you connect
British with dowdi-

F

I or formal occasions, asfor instance her appearance inwax at
Madame Tussaud's,
the princess of Wales often wears Victor Edelstein, but at other times
she is likely to be dressed
by Catherine Walker, of
Chelsea Design. Walker
was responsible for the
short jacket, sarong skirt,
and coolie hat in which

48

CHANE

to appear to cash in on the
connection. The small shop is
on a Chelsea side street; the assistants are friendly; the
clothes hanging on the rail are
few and understated. There is
a couture range that takes
about four weeks and costs
roughly £1,000 for a suit, and
an off-the-peg range to which
basic alterations can be made

PRINCESS
DI'S SECRET
ADDRESS

the princess looked so admirably cool in Hong
Kong, as she is for the
narrow long dresses with
subtly seductive high slits

LE TEMPS

DAVID ItVtNStJN
BDB PRODUCTIONS

Simplicity Purity of line.
Undeniable elegance.
Beveled crystal echoes famous
CHANEL N° 5 parfum stopper
Swiss craftsmanship.
International guarantee.
Not merely a timepiece.
A piece of fine jewelry.
Par example:

ness, you are not taking into account the
touch of Frenchborn Catherine
Walker. Her mastery of cut makes
the simple tailoring softly flattering rather than
severe, and
there is a Gallic
flavor to the
decorative
buttons, the
contrasting
colors, and
the fabrics
she uses: tartan,
cloquc, beaded silk,
and embroidered velvet. The workmanship isfaultless, and
her customers speak
with awe of her perfectionism, her obsession with fit, her
flights to Paris to find
just the right button.
The English have
always been wary of

18K gold-plated watch
with signature CHANEL
leather-entwined bracelet.
Just one of the fine timepieces frq
LE TEMPS CHANEL Collectiorj
At CHANEL Boutiques and

She's got the
the very
look — from
French
Chelsea Design.

selected Bloomingdaie's,
j
I. Magnin and Nan Duskin store

CHANEL
BOUTIQUES
NEW

YORK

BEVERLY HILLS
CHICAGO
SAN

FRANCISCO

DALLAS
PALM BEACH
HONOLULU
WASHINGTON, DC.

I

-^m. ^.

\ v.r

LE TEMPS

CHAN
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the glitz of high fashion. Only
one English person has ever
become famous for chic, and
the words Lord Byron used to
describe Beau Brummell's
clothes apply equally to Catherine Walker's: "They have a
— Mary
McDou^all
certain exquisite
propriety."

OUT

OF AFRICA
an emblem of wealth

and luxury: alw
Tutankhalet us enothas
men, um
forget,ayswasbeen
Perf
buried with 400 liters of fragrant oils. (What a way to go!)

ren's new scent.

For the animal lover: A group of fine Meiji Period
Japanese figural bronzes.

^
^

MANHATTAN

Ralphtakes
Lau-us
Safari,

Located at New York's Fabulous

ART & ANTIQUES CENTER

) ^S*^ The Nation's Largest and Finest Antiques Center Featuring 104 International Galleries.
^^' SFiirninirc, Silver, Jewelry, Oriental & Other Objets d'Art. Convenient Parking. Brochure.
1050 Second Ave. at 56th Street, NYC Telephone 212.355.4400 Open Daily 10:30-6, Sun 12-6.

y/arie-Claude Lalique
tyl^^ invites you
to join an
exclusive
group:

nnuai

J^nr is $30.
membership
Check the appropriate
box and mail the
coupon.
Or, call
l-800-CRISTAL.

50

How does his
hills.
new
purplefragrance
convey such
splendor? With
the most sparkling greennessin Iten years.
have detected
With a richness that emanates
from its basic accord of hyacinth, ficur d'orani^er, and orrisroot. (Orris, the root of the
iris, is one of the costliest ingredients inperfumery, at

Name

$25,000nates per
pound.
from the
heart ItofemaSafari

Address
State

the annual "members-only" Lalique creations,
the quarterly LALIQUE magazine, special
Society events and exclusive gifts.

ivory satin
damask, rolling

D Accept my check.
City

With your membership, you will have access to

a while, peril-

Expiration.
D Send me more information

Mme. Lalique has just opened the 1990 enrollment in the The Lalique Society of America.
Join this group of discerning collectors, who
enjoy the privilege of owning rare, limited
edition Lalique crystal.

into the reductive Africa
splendent, seof Isak Dinescn,
a land that, for

ously held tocolonialism
and
gether British
the wildness of
nature, a dream
of cut crystal,

DCharge my MC, Visa, Am Ex.
Card #

The Lalique
Society of America.

Zip

LALIQUE
SOCIETY

3

cnffi^rffA

OF AMERICA

II East 26th Street
New York. N.Y 10010

as well as from Balmain's
Ivoire, Jact^mo's
Silences,
and
Chanel
No. 19.) Safari
is also
draped in jonquil and mandarin, which lend a Grand Marnier fruitiness, and in rose de
mai. And finally, the beauty of
untamed Africa comes
through in Safari's woodsy
undertones — sandalwood, cedar, vetiver, amber. It is an eloquent nostalgia. — -Jill Resnick
liditcd hy Dumc Rafferty
CONNOISSHUR

Give¥)ur Furniture
The Ultimate Shine!
Protect your investment
in fine furniture with
Antiquax, the outstanding, unequalled furniture
wax polish. Shortly after
the turn of the century
the owner of an exclusive
London antique gallery
developed Antiquax for
use solely by his aristocratic clients. They needed
a paste wax polish that
would protect, feed and enhance the
irreplaceable antiques they purchased
at his establishment. Now this same
secret formula of carefully blended fine

r

waxes is available to
everyone! Easy to apply,
Antiquax gives wood a
soft, mellow long-lasting
shine that repels dust and
will not fingermark. Join
the world's leading galleries and museums as
well as the stateliest of
homes by using Antiquax
to achieve the finest shine
available for your furniture. Our generous 7. 05 oz. tin will last
a long, long time and it's just $9.95
plus $2.00 for shipping, handling and
insurance (total, $11.95 each).

H.M. SPECIALTIES, Dept. CNWX 050; P.O. Box 1117, Radio City Station; New York. NY 1010

n

Enclosed is my check or money order (no cash, please) payable to H.M. SPECIALTIES for
$
Please send me
tin(s) of Antiquax @ $11.95 ($9.95 plus $2.00 for ship|)in.u,
handling and insurance each).
SHIP TO (please print)
STREET

APT. #

ZIP
STATE
(Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian, foreign or C. 0. D. orders. ) Please allow 30 days for delivery from our receipt of your
We ship via United Parcel Service wherever possible. Overseas orders may take up to six weeks by Parcel Post.
order
on
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The Hearst Corporation

250 W. 55 St.. New York. NY 10019
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Soviet artists, a ravishing Rciioir, and white nun^ic

bests have
e ist
k ii
et thart
eaik
Soviis
tw
Pcrc.<br
had since the Revokition. Now Habsburg, Feldmaii is bringing the Kniga
collection of contemporary
Soviet art to New York, on
May 5. The 120 works in this
Enropean corporate collection
were amassed m just five
years, largely straight from
the artists. Theirs is a highly
idiosyncratic idiom, incorpo-

rating elements of satire, wit,
huitasy, and prerevolutionary
tradition with well-honed, occasionally brilliant teciinical
virtuosity. Fresale estimates
mostly fall in a $15, ()()() to
$1()(),()()() range, a bit pricey
for someone you have never
heard of, but someday such
C^hildrcn and Animals, by
Coiist.vil (194H); LM)J)()()150,000; Chiistic's Amslcnkm.

prices may look low.
On the 19th, in London,
Bonhams presents a second
sale devoted to the sweetly

tures. Leger's cubist Womau in
Ariiuhdii{\^)\i) may reach $12
million; the collection overall
may top $60 million.

sexy work of Sir Wil- _,
liani Russell Flint.
Oan the craze tor his
nubile nymphs
be
based on belated recognition othis technical prowess as a watercolorist? As for less titillating matter, Bonhams offers its ninth
annual sale of flower
and garden pictures
oil the 24th, coinciding
with the Chelsea Flower Show
In New York, May's major
Impressionist, modern, and
contemporary art sessions at
Christie's and Sotheby's will
settle the "most expensive"
question ot the moment. The
most compelling work in
these sales is van Ciogh's poignant portrait of his friend Dr.
Paul-Ferdinand Gachet, oftered at Christie's on the \5th.
It may bring as much as S5()
million. Also in this sale is
Manet's virtuoso Le Banc
(ISSl), showing the garden at
Versailles where he was confined byillness. Estimate: $20
million to $25 million.
The tollowing day Christie's will present nineteen
paintings and sculptures
from the collection of Anne
and Kirk Douglas by the
likes ot Balthus, Braque,
Mondrian, Picasso, and Vuillard, mostly estimated in the
$500,000 to $1 million range.
It it is not materia! of the highest order, it does include a tew

Clnsaillc, /))' Iran Clmikov ( 19H8);
SHO,
nuiii,000-$
May 120,
5. 000; Habshtir^, Hcld-

After the Malbin works,
Sotheby's will offer works
from various owners. The star
of this second segment will be
Renoir's Ati Moulin dc la GaIcttc (1876). From the superb
John Hay Whitney collection,
this charmer may reach an unprecedented $50 million.
On the 22nd,
Amsterdam
has aChristie's
sale of modern and contemporary art, including that of the energetic
postwar COBRA movement
(Copenhagen, BRussch, .Amsterdam). Rather like Fauvism, CX^BRA was an art-historical sicieshow in which
first-rate artists picked up a
tew tricks.
At Ciiristie's New York,
top-notch Latin American
paintings will be sold on the
1st and 2nd; on the 23rd,

high points, including a Chagall and a DubutTet.
Sotheby's
NewDuring
York May,
is selling
the exquisite Lydia Winston Malbin
collection of twentiethcentury art, comprising 125
works. On the evening of the
U)th, forty-six choice items
will be offered, among them
luturist paintings and sculp52

CMirvsantlKimiiiis in a IJaskct

(iHHO), by I.. CLiiulc; L\i,00015.000; Bonli.iins, May 24.
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Who chose the Hakimian?
Surprisingly, the passionate collectors of
French furniture who make this their family
home prefer geometric orientals to bVench
rugs. Not surprisingly, their rug is from F.J.
Hakimian, world-renowned for oversized antique rugs. This 19th-century masterpiece is
by Zeigler, a British firm which interpreted the
carpets of Persia for the great draw ing rooms
of Europe. "I was looking for a \ibrant presence to unify the splendid anticjues in the
room. It had to be a Hakimian." Look no further for the name of this gifted designer; its
Michael LaRocca.
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Distinctive Kuropcan and Oriental (>arpcts
Antique Rugs and I'eriod Tapestries.
136 i'.ast 57th Street, Suite 201
New York, New York 10022
212-371-6900
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American paintings, drawings, and sculpture (featuring a rare Eakins sculling watercolor); and, on the 31st, fine
Chinese paintings and
Christ Crucified
between Two
Thieves: The Three
Crosses (detail), by
Rembrandt ;
$300,000-$400,000;
Doyle, May 23.

calligraphy, including a marvelous seventeenth-century
snow landscape by Wang Hui.
On the 1st in London, Phillips
will offer topographical, colonial, and British paintings, fascinating for their subjects as well as their decorative
quality; and, on the 30th,
good European paintings, in
Toronto. On the 15th in Geneva, Phillips holds its spring
sale of important jewels,
European silver, and objects of vertu.
At New York's William
Doyle Galleries, important
estate jewelry will be sold on
the 2nd. That evening, Doyle
features American paintings
and sculpture. Its sale of
modern and European *
paintings and sculpture the
evening of the 10th runs the
gamut from a "proto-Impressionist" work by Giuseppe de
Nittis to works by Jim Dine.
Doyle's biggest splash will be
on May 23 in its sale of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English and Continental furniture and other period
decorative material. A darkish
but exquisite
cifixion sceneRembrandt
may go for Cru$300,000 to $400,000.
On the 8th in Los Angeles,
Butterfield & Butterfield presents a superb private collection of coin-operated collectibles— vintage jukeboxes,
slot and pinball machines, and
a 1906 Edison phonograph.
Bonhams also has an interest-

Woman in Armchair, byFertiarid
U^er; $ W, 000,000${2,000,000; Sotheby 's New York,
May 5.

J. Mavec &
dFIo
^
Company, Ltd.
i25 Madison Avenue Second
New York, NY 10022
jTcl. (212) 888-8100

Fax (212) %\

on
the ing
11th,photography
featuring sale
cameras
and other photographic and
scientific equipment. At New
York's Swann Galleries' sale
of performing- arts materia
on the 24th, the high point
will be the Neil See collection of magic — rare howto texts, magic wands, and
trick decks of cards.
Finally,
U.K. two
is
having
threeSotheby's
house sales,
in Hampshire, one in Scotland. On the 2nd, the late
countess of Brecknock's
furnishings and ceramics
andtu some
good silver
and verwill be offered
at Wherwcll
Priory, near Andover. On the
16th and 17th, the contents of
West Green House, near Basingstoke, are being sold by
Lord McAlpine. The main attractions are his curious collections of antique garden tools,
birdcages, and stuffed birds
and his cellar of clarets, ports,
and champagnes.
The sale on May 21-22 of
the collections of the late
Colin Broun-Lindsay from
Colstoun House, in East Loisimportantreasons.
for historical andthian,aesthetic
There are handsome family
portraits by such as Beechey,
Lely, Ramsay, and the studio
of Van Dyck; and plenty of
good Continental furniture,
genre painting, porcelain from
the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, and English pieces
of the eighteenth
and in
nineteenth. The real stars
this
sale, however, are Anglo-Indian and Indo-European
furniture and Indian artifacts collected by the marquess of Dalhousie — for my
money, the best bets on the
block anywhere— -Janus
this month!
R. Lyons
c:()NN()issi;uit

^^0x24 Polacolor Photoi^raph
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You remember the Renaissance _^0j.
fashioned our Northern ■"' '■ • "' vdfv% cr
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hand detailing. See the
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Ceramics from The Rous Lench Collection
Auction to be held Tuesday 29 and Wednesday 30 May in our
galleries at 8 King Street, St. James's, London SWIY 6QT.
For further information please contact Anton Gabszewicz or
Rachel Russell (4471) 839 9060 at Christie's London or
Ellen Jenkins on (212) 606 0495 at Christie's New York.
For catalogues, telephone (718) 784 1480,
A pair of'Girl in a Switi^' catidlcitick-fijiures
of a jishcrman an4_ companion, 1749-54.
20.5 & 21 cm. lti)iff.LstimaU:^30,000-50,()0(^

Under THE Patronage of Her Majesh Qi een Elizabeth The Qi een Mother
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Italy and the Grand Tour

14th -23rd June 1990
Grosvenor House, Park Lane, London W 1
O/H'fiinii /'hues:
Daily: 1 1 am - H pni. W c ckcnds: 1 1 am - 6 pm
Children under five not admitted
Admission, including Handbook: .tlO
23rd June only: Jb3 excluding Handbook
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The Grosvenor House Antiques Fair
It is interesting to note how successful businesses move trom
plateau to plateau, what particular quirks of fate cause the
indefinable leap to enduring success. Norman Adams wished
his business to he known not just as a supplier of tine English
furniture but as an unrivalled supplier oi a period of
unquestioned quality in English fumicure. Norman Adams'
answer was to build up a business dealing only with private
collectors. So something over thirty years ago the die was cast
and no more dealing was done with United Kingdom trade. At
the time it must have seemed foolhardy. But now, that decision
has proved very farsighted and Norman Adams is renowned for

providing the finest English furniture available, a tradition
continued by his son-in-law, Stewart Whittington, and his codirector Christopher Claxton Stevens.
lUustrated: A superb carved mahogany centre table, circa 1750.
Ex. collection Percival Griffiths. Height 28" (75cms), Width 36"
(91.5cms), Depth 24" (60.5cms). Exhibiting Grosvenor House
Antiques Fair, Stand 42. 1990 colour catalogue of recent
acquisitions $10.00 (Quote C.M.).
Norman Adams Ltd, 8-10 Hans Road, London SW3 IRX.
Opposite West side of Harrods
Tel: (07 1) 589 5266 Fax: (07 1 ) 589 1968.

loNA Antiques was started 15 years ago by a husband and wife
team, Stephen and lona Joseph. They have built up a stock of
I9th century- animal paintings that is probably the largest in
England and which includes over fifty dog paintings. Primitive
paintings ot cattle, sheep and pigs are another speciality. These
prize farm animals were depicted as large and overfed in order
to publicize the various breeds.
Illustrated: Bichon frise &. terrier attributed to carl-Henrik Bogh.
Circa
1850. Oil (By
painting
on canvas.
14" PO
x 19".
lona Antiques
appointment
only),
Box 285,
London W8 6HZ. Tel: (07 1 ) 602 1193 Fkx: (07 1 ) 37 1 2843

In 1985 Bemheimer's of Munich, founded in 1864, added to its
international prestige with Bernheimer Fine Arts Ltd.
Situated in London's Maytair, Bernheimer offers its typical
"mixture" of high quality European furniture, works of art from
the 17th and 19th centuries. Old Master paintings, Chinese
porcelain and their renowned carpet and textiles.
Illustrated: A pair of "Grand Tour" marble statues ot a Vestal
Virgin and a Priestess of Isis, after the Antique, attributed to
Bartolomeo Cavaceppi (1716-1799). Height of figures: 82 cms.
Bernheimer Fine Arts Ltd, 32 St George Street, London
W1R9FA. Tel: (071)499 0293 Bx: (071)409 1814.

The Grosvenor Hoi/se Antiques Fair
The family firm of S J Phillips has remained one of the foremost
dealers in tine antique silver, jewellery, snuft boxes, objets de
vertu and miniatures tor over 120 years. The founder, whose
name the firm bears (and, incidentally, whose father and
grandfather were both manufacturing silversmiths), moved his
business to 113 New Bond Street from Regent Street in 1869.
There the biisiness stayed until 1966 when it moved to its
present premises at 139 New Bond Street. In a world that has
changed beyond comprehension in the last 100 years, you can
still find the same kind of objects in the shop to-day that you
would have found at the end of the 19th century. If there is one

word that the present directors would like Ili be associated with
the firm, then tha: is quality. Quality not only in the respect oi
the articles sold, but also, which is rarer still to-day, in the
service which they try to give. The philosophy must be that
every customer is your most important, and that nothing is tcx)
much trouble.
/llustTiiteJ. From our collection of miniatures, by John Smart
circa 1775, shown slightly smaller th.in .Ktu.il siri
S J Phillips Ltd, 139 New Bond Street. London Wl A iDL.
Tel: (071) 629 6261/2 Fax: (071) 495 6180.

The Grosvenor House Antiques Fair
Illustrated: A tine George 111 silver gilt Coftee Pot by Paul Stt)rr,
London 1797, engraved with the Arms o't Foley, for Thtimas,
third Baron Foley. This Cottee Pot, along with other museum
"Didier Aaron is a great showman", says Gillian Wilson, Curator
of Decorative Arts at the Getty Museum. "When you go to
Didier, in addition to seeing the best, you will also he amazed,
astounded, delighted by all sorts of things - strange lacquer
objects, 19th century paintings, anything in the world that has
struck his relentlessly busy eye as beautiful".
Leon Harris, "Didier' s Domain", Connoisseur, March 1987

Illustrated is a magnificent drop-front secretary in tlame
mahogany with ormolu mounts by Jean-Jacques Werner
(1741-1849). A very similar commode was delivered in 1844 by
Werner for the appartments of the Governor of the Invalidos,
and is now in the Musee des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. Above the
secretary hangs a pen and ink sketch heightened in watercolour
of Ruins of a Doric Temple' by -Hubert Robert (1733-1808).
Didier Aaron (London) Ltd, 21 Ryder Street, London
SW1Y6PX. Tel: (071 ) 839 4716 Fax: (071)930 6699.

quality pieces, will be part ot ADC Heritage's display at
the Grosvenor House Antiques Fair in London.

ADC Heritage
New York, NY
ADC Heritage
London WIX

Inc. at 965 Madison Avenue,
10021. Tel: (212) 734 5666.
Ltd. at 2 Old Bond Street,
3TD. Tel: (071) 493 5088.

Wartski Ltd was founded in 1865 and specialises in goldsmiths'
wt)rk dating from the 16th to the 19th century. 18th century gold
boxes and works of art by Carl Faberge are always in stock
together with the work of the Revivalist jewellers Castellani,
Giuliano and Falize. A. Kenneth Snowman is Chairman of the
firm and author ot several books devoted to European precious
metalwork.
Illustrated: An agate and gold mounted seal decorated with
enamel, probably Dresden. Circa 1820.
Wartski Ltd, 14 Grafton Street, London WIX 4DE.
Tel: (071) 493 1141<'2/3.

The Grosvenor House Antiques Fair
Looking in from Brompton Road at Alistair Sampson
Antiques Limited, the casual passer-by could be forgiven for
appreciating neither the extent of their premises, nor the wide
range in which they deal. The huge main galler\', two stories
high and with excellent natural lighting, is devoted to, interalia,
the most comprehensive stock of English pottery available
world-wide, together with the finest early English furniture,
rare brass, outstanding needlework, and an interesting selection
of naive pictures. The firm with its emphasis on the unusual
also hunts zealously for amusing items of Folk Art of all sorts.
Alistair Sampson Antiques number many top United States

collectors among their customers. Thev are open from Monday
to Friday from 9. 30am-5. 30pm and warrant a call from ail
visitors to Lmdon interested in early English antiques and
country furniture.

Established for 200 years Colnaghi has enjoyed an enviable
reputation as one of the world's pre-eminent art dealers in Miister
paintings, drawings and sculpture, with ^aileries in Lmdon and
New York. I'dustrated: Portrait of Henry Watkin Dashwixxl by
Pompeo Batoni (1708-1787) whose reputation was considerable,
particularly among the British gentry who visited Rome on the
Grand Tour. Circa 1768. Oil on canvas, 98rms by 72cms.
Colnaghi, 14 Old Bond Street, Londor, WlX 4JL.
Tel: (071) 491 7408. 21 East 67th Street, New York
NY 10021. Tel: (212) 772 2266. 112 rue de Fbg.
Saint-Honore, Paris 75008. Tel: (1) 42 66 91 45.

Antoine Cheneviere Fine Arts Ltd situated at 94 Mount

Illustrated left: English Delftware pt^sset pot and cover dated
1688.
Illustrated Tight: Early 17th Centur>' English tapestry panel from
the Sheldon workshop, circa 1605.
Alistair Sampson Antiques Ltd, 156 Brompton Road, London
SW3 IHW. Tel: (071) 589 5272 ftix: (071) 823 8142.

Street in London's Mavfair. will be exhibiting at the Grosvenor
House Antiques Fair, Stand No 61.
Illustrated: An important Russian centre architect's mechanical
table in mahogany and brass with 2 drawers ami extendible (laps.
The set of 18 gilded bronze stars and the 4 plaques on each leg
are inlaid with semi-precious Russian stones. Attributed to
Christian Mevci -circa 1805. Width 112 cms, Depth 62 cms,
Height HO c:iis.
Antoine Cheneviere Fine Arts Ltd, 94 Mount St, London
WIY 5HG. Tel: (071)491 1007 Fax: (071)495 6173.

The Grosvenor House Antiques Fair
EST.^BLISHED IN 1918
"A \nsual banquet oi lacquer, jade, cloisonne and rine porcelain
. . . tor those tired ot conventional chinoiserie, this is one oi
the best places in London to (Connoisseur
rind something
original".
Magazine.
Mdv 1984).
This is what collectors have come to expect from the centurvold"house ot John Sparks at Mount Street, in Londons Ma%tair.
lUustTOKti; A magnificent earlv ISth centur\- vase and cover.
2 1 ' .1' high, ot almost French exuberance, decorated in an earlv
tamille rose palette with tlowers ot the tour seasons.
John Sparks Ltd, 128 Mount Street, London WIY 5HA.
Tel: (071) 499 2265 '1932 Fax: (071) 629 3084.

THE BRITISH ANTIQUE
DEALERS' ASSOCIATION
otters members of the public the only reliable way
of buying art and antiques
"You have talked to the rest
best''
now dealOFwith
A - NUMBER
ThetheBritish

#

Antique Dealers' Association,
Established 1918

f
f

I
'

Contact:

Elaine Dean. B.A.D.A.. 20. Rutland Gate. London SW7
Telephone: 071-589 4128

m

The

Grosvenor House
Antiques Fair

X The Antique Dealers Fair

14th - 25rdjune 1990
Grosvenor House, Park Lane, London Wl

Stair & Cc^cwi Ltd, founded in London in 1911 and established
in New York in 1912, has been a valuable source ot tine English
antique furniture and works ot art for manv of the worlds most
distinguished private and public collections. The London galler>
ct ntains a comprehensive range of carefully selected furniture and
objects from the penod 1680-1840. including mirrors, chandeliers,
needlework and lamps. Illustrated: A superbly shaped, carved and
patinated mahogany Pembroke table with an exceptional colour.
English, circa 1765. Si:e: 34"wide open. 24"deep 2S"high. Stand 71.
Stair & Company Ltd, 120 Mount Street, London Wl Y 5HB.
fel: (071) 499 1784 Fw: (071) 629 1050.

Times:
Daily: 11 am - 8 opening
pm. Weekends:
11 am - 6 pm
Children under five not admitted
Admission, including Handbook: £10
23rd Jime only: £3 excluding Handbook

Organised by
The Evan Steadman Gjmmunications Group Limited
The Hub, Emson Close. Saffron NXaldon. Essex CBIO IHL. England
Tel: (0-99) 26699. Telex; 81655 INFORM

G. Fax: (0-99) 26088.

Now you can visit, browse and shop
Britain's fabled antique stores and auction rooms
through the pages of a unique magazine.

THEANTIQUE

COLLECTOR
invites you to take twelve monthly visits to Britain,
homeland of antiques. ..without ever stepping out of doors!
Best of all, this trip will not put a dent in your budget.
The cost? A little more than 80 a day:

One year (12 issues) of

THE ANTIQUE

COLLECTOR

$29-95

for only

Rare Watches
Victorian Jewelry
Antique Kitchcnware
Dining Tables
French Carriage Clocks
Irish Silver
Oriental Ruj^s

'^^

'^^

Chinese Porcelain
Feather Fans
Stained Glass
Royal Worcester
Islamic Art
1930s Motor Cars
Silver Candlestichs

And much, much more - a typical issue gives you
unique information on furniture, porcelain, paintings
silver and a host of collectable antiques.
Experts share their knowledge, showing
you the secrets of the fine collections and
helping you to recognise quality and value
for yourself We even tell you the current
prices of selected antiques, explain the
special characteristics that give them
interest and value, and tell you the nanyc,
address and telephone number of the
dealer, in case you wish to make further
enquiries or purchase directly. No other
antique magazine published today offers
you such service.
Act now and save $18.05 from the
newsstand cost. Just fill in the order form
and mail it today.
Your first copy will be on its way to you in
six to twelve weeks. Watch for it!

n

The Antique Collector,
Room 1117, 250 West 55th Street
New York, NY 10019.

Yes!
I I Please send me one year of
THEANTIQUE
COLLECTOR for only
$29.95

OR
I I ciieque enclosed
I I I'lease debit my Mastercard/ Aineru.iii Lxpress/
Visa/I )inci s ( 'lub (ilelete .is .ipplu .ible)

Name (please print).
Address

Zip code
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IRRESISTIBLY UNIQUE

A Limited Edition Seramic® Collection By Artist*

AUDREY COHLE
Connoisseur Fine Art Ltd
Fine Art Publishers

1-800-767-2707
*Pieces may be purchased individually
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WIN T ER,as part or tne extraordinary privileges

and gracious ;?candinavian stewardesses, amoiit! other

arroraea to the world s most-lauded cruise line, we'll ne

essentials. ( when we split the world up, all the pieces aa-

dividing our 106-day world cruise into Drierer

mvanahly rive-star-plus.) V)ur Iraxel atlent will provide

NEXT

respites ranging rrom 12 to 35 days.
YOU'LL

TRAVEL

the details, or call us at (800) 416-08.11

to each port with our

customary 33 chers, 17,000 bottles or wine
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Bakamian Registry

Renoir. . . Rembrandt . . .Van Gogh . . .

MICKEY

MOUSE?!

VINTAGE
ANIMATION

ART

Today's
hottest
collectible!
CALL: 1 (800) 323-2885
or(3()5)8()4-8(Kv1
FAX:(;«F))8().M)2:M
Write for free color brcx hure
1440 Kennedv Caiisewav
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Wiumng isn't everything, hut it certaiiily helps
Stuart
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Center in downtown
rt
rt
Fo Wo h, Texas, home of
the Van CUburn hiternational
Piano Competition, a great
white whale of a trailer is glistennig in the hot June afternoon sun. Squeezed inside are
a battery of television screens,
switching consoles, and a
crew of five, who are at the

moment

focusing on the final

B Y
Isacoff

rehearsal of the Soviet Union's
Alexei Sultanov {ah-LEK-say
sool-TAH-fioff), the front-runner. There he is on one ot the

it is the slight wisp of a mustache, the careless ruffle of soft
brown hair that hangs below
his ears, or his small frame.
He seems unguarded, slightly

twenty-four small monitors,
in a short-sleeve shirt, watching and fidgeting at the piano
with nervous intensity. At
nineteen he is the youngest of
all the competitors, and he
looks even younger. Perhaps

shy, yet playful.
But as he begins to toss
aside every treacherous technical challenge in Rachmaninoff "sSecond Concerto, there
is no mistaking the powerhouse virtuoso. His arm mus-

cles ripple and dance, and as
the music sweeps to a brief
resting place he pauses to toss
a glance at the camera.
"This guy knows where the
lens is— that's good!" exclaims
a video engineer in the truck.
In the concert world, image
and personality can count as
heavily as musical talent. After
the
win,would
Sultanov's
boyish
charm
serve him
well

Alexei Sultanov, a young Soviet whizbang with soul, faces his battlefield: the eighty-eight keys.
66
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V
on the Johnny Carson show
and other hot spots on the media circuit — just as Van Chburn's did to capture the
hearts of music lovers worldwide over thirty years ago.
Right this minute, though,
as he rehearses for the finals,
his life is a nightmare. Vladimir Viardo, a previous Cliburn winner and a former student and teaching assistant of
Sultanov's legendary teacher,
the
Lev Moscow
Naumov, Conservatory's
came to coach
the young contestant during
the rehearsal and soon began
to intrude so vociferously— throwing commands not
only at Sultanov but at orchestra players as well — that after a
while the conductor, Stanislaw Skrowaczewski, angrily
ordered him to be silent.
Shaken, Sultanov taps his fingers on the sides of his piano
bench and steals furtive
glances at Viardo, who bristles
with impatience at the front of
the auditorium. When at long
last the rehearsal ends, student
and coach convene under the
glare of television lights and
chain-smoke cigarettes as
Viardo dissects the entire performance, from first measure
clean through to the last.
The Russian delegation,
fearful of the possible fallout,
keeps the young contestant
away from the press for the
remainder of the contest. That
evening, though, Alexei Sultanov's performance — thunderous, virtuosic, gut-churning —
has the audience roaring approval asif for a triumphant
gladiator. The jury, too, is unquestionably inthe bag.
ov th
ang
waes,priz
ameontog
in
dlt
AwarSu
other things, a smart
political move. Long accused
of favoring unadventurous,
ad
middle-of-the-ro
pianists— pianists who offend no
one and excite no one — the
C^liburn has now crowned a
firebrand. Besides, many of
the competition's wealthiest
and most influential supporters— predominantly wellheeled Texans — have always
been infatuated with the Rus-

r,8

E
sians and are hoping for a
chance to bring about closer
Soviet— American relations.
Dissenting voices are heard,
of course, which only acHds to
the excitement. Critics of the
young Russian accuse him of
steamrolling, knocking down
all musical subtleties and stylistic niceties along the way.
John Ardoin, music critic of
the Dallas Moruiufi News, was
not pleased. "Fabulous fingers
and youthful abandon have
their place and can create their
own justification," he wrote
sagely,
not when
effect isas"but
mindless
as wasthethe

Y

A

R

T

matic power, elemental force,

the road, with a grueling

and
ratherextraordinary
than balance,vitality"
grace, and
classical restraint. Lexo Toradze, who, like Sultanov,
studied with Lev Naumov,
describes the tradition this

schedule of celebratory concerts in front of a naturally
skeptical confrerie of critics.
Some loved him, some hated
him, but very few anywhere
were lukewarm.

way: "Pianists are taught not
only technique but conditions
ot the soul. This results in
very charged, emotional playing. More is always considered better than less. Pastel
colors are not our teacher's
way. He believes oils and
acrylics really speak to you."
Before the competition, Naumov assured Sultanov that he
could not win, and that, too.

case Tuesday."

months after the competithe
Wareha
tion, Bether,
lessm,thanof six
emb
Novbur
In Cli
n Foundation, is
Van
frantic. "I'm in visa hell," she
sighs. Sultanov is homesick,
and masses of red tape must be
cut before he can make an unscheduled return to Moscow.
Just a few months earlier, he
was happy as a lark to be in
the United States. "It's a crazy
t I en
ce,"thehetime,
it."
loveroute
said, he"buwas
plaAt
to his home away from home.
Fort Worth. "A lot of concerts," he murmured, rolling
his eyes. After Washington,
Pasadena, Detroit, St. Paul,
not to mention London, Warsaw, Berlin, and more — forty
cities in six months — he was
exhausted, but still on air.
During the competition he

Sultanou cops the Clibuni. (His teacher told him he could not win.)
This is essentially the standard too-fast-too-loud complaint. Abbey Simon, a member of the jury, has no use for
it. "He plays too fast?" he
snorts. "That was said of me,
of Kapell, of Horowitz and
Bolet. The age limit of this
competition is not fifty, you
know. And he bangs? So
what? He has the ability to
turn on an audience." And
when Sultanov visited Vladimir Horowitz, as until his
death all Russian pianists felt
they had to do, the old master
commiserated: "They never
liked
either."school has alThe meRussian
ways represented, in the
words of the great nineteenthcentury Polish virtuoso Theodor Leschetizky, "prodigious
technique . . . passion, dra-

seems to be typical. "He likes
to shake you before use," says
Toradze,
medicine."
Sultanov"like
was a shaken,
and
the audience was stirred. With
the gold medal, he was
launched. Now the question
remained, was he emotionally
and musically ready to go
beyond the fifty or sixty concerts booked by the competition as part of his prize? Could
he develop the necessary
breadth of repertoire soon
enough?
Or sun
would
his into
mo- a
ment in the
vanish
long Russian
discontent? The hardwinter
truth of
is that
more prizewinners than anyone can remember have passed
more or less instantly into
oblivion. Talent and the prize
are just the beginning. Within
one week, Sultanov was on

drove
his host lot,
family's
an
abandoned
fishedcar on
snakes out of their pool with
his bare hands, and rented
kung fu and horror movies.
Now, he has purchased the
car, and he is off on his own
for the first time. Life has been
free and fun in an American
paradise, but he misses his
family and friends.
Within a few days, Alexei
did make it home. Then, suddenly, no one knew how to
get him back. He missed an
opportunity to perform at the
Kennedy Center Honors.
"Visa problems." Then, he
canceled his German concerts.
Finally, word came that he
had seriously cut his hand.
People who know him said
he was sowing a lot of wild
oats. None ot this sounded
good. Meanwhile, the Cliburn
people were discussing how to
handle his C'arnegie Hall debut, scheduled for May 3. Perhaps, they thought, it would
be better for him to play a
concerto with orchestra instead of a solo recital.
"Carnegie Hall is always a
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difficult date," admits Richard
Rodzinski, the Chburn's executive director. "He's so
young, we wondered if we
should give him one more
year under his belt before we
presented him there in a solo
recital. In New York they are
used to hearing artists like
Vladimir Ashkenazy and
Alfred Brendel all the time —
and they are the most conservative audience in the world."
of January,
the endthings
are back
By though,
on track, including the
solo recital. His first stop on
the road in the United States is
Carmel, California, where
Lyn and Renee Bronson present their Keyboard Artist Series. They have been running
these concerts for eleven
years, keeping what they call a
standing "blind date" with
each winner of the Van Cliburn competition.
Sultanov and I meet before
the concert, and I am struck
once more by his air of sweetness and self-effacement. His
smile is of the sort that sends
hordes of adolescent girls
swooning. He cut his hand, he
says, not on an irresponsible
binge but while closing a
window. He likes to have fun,
it is true. "But I can put many
feelings from that into my
playing," he claims with a
grin.be"Maybe
Brendel
can
serious Alfred
all the time,
but
I cannot."
"Actually," he says, "Brendel is one of my favorite pianists. think
I
I play with too
much emotion — maybe because am
I
young. I would like
to learn something from Brendel. Of course, there's never
enough time. You can work
all
your life
and you'llI feel
still that
die
an idiot.
Sometimes
I'm getting good, but sometimes feel
I
I should quit because I'm terrible.
"An artist must always be
changing; otherwise you will
become uninteresting. If you
practice new repertoire, find
time to rest, and bring things
from your life to the music,
then you have a chance, a
chance of staying alive."
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On the way back to his
lodgings he amuses himself
with the electric windows of
the car. Somehow, it is hard
to reconcile the sight of him
with the passionate artistry he
put so vividly on display at the
competition.
But the Carmel recital
brings all those first impressions back. He begins with
Mozart's Sonata in C, K.330.
The reading might be criticized as emotionally distant
and a bit too fast, but the palette of colors is amazing, and
Sultanov lingers over complex
harmonies in a personal and
thrilling way.
Next
Chopin's
ta No. 3 comes
in B Minor,
full Sonaof
boldness and drama, with an
exquisite rendering of inner
harmonies, dynamically
shaped and immaculately articulated lines, and melodies
set free by a singing right
hand. By intermission, the audience ison its feet, cheering.
The second half consists of
razzle-dazzle virtuoso repertoire: Rachmaninoff, Prokofiev, and Liszt. In many hands,
such music quickly degenerates into empty fireworks, but
not here. Sultanov is propelled
by intense, poetic fervor and,
surprisingly, some good-natured humor, only rarely succumbing to the temptation to
let out all stops. It is an exhilarating performance. If in Fort
Worth he proved that he can
turn an audience on, in Carmel he shows that his musicality is already deepening to an
extent that was unforeseeable
and is simply astonishing.
Yet backstage, after the
concert, Sultanov is not happy. His playing was not good,
he says. There is sadness in his
eyes, and also what seems to
be fear. He signs autographs
but brushes off compliments.
No one knows that, just two
days earlier, the doctors removed more glass from his
hand, and he nearly had to
cancel. Danger signals?
The local reviewer is unimpressed, dismissing Sultanov
as merely another steely-fingered virtuoso. Lyn Bronson

Y

R

wishes the reviewer had reported the reactions of the
public.
didn't
was that"What
for thehefirst
timesayin

A^

eleven years, the audience
gave a standing ovation at intermission. That's never happened before. We'll definitely
as any
askAnd
him reengagements,
back."
concert manager can tell you,
are the start of a real career. D
COMPETITION
WINNERS: WHERE
ARE THEY NOW?

T

winners over the years — Grigory Sokolov
dimir Krainev (1966),
(1970), Vlaand
Mikhail Pletniev (1978)—
maintain good careers at home
but are not well known in the
West. Andrei Gavrilov
(1974), however, has attained high recognition in
both the East and the West,
partly as a result of his move
to London, with the permission ofthe Soviet authorities.
Western winners — England'sjohn Lill (who shared
the prize with Krainev in

A mong today's piano
/-X superstars there are
-Z -1- those — like Andre

1970) and Northern Ireland's
Barry Douglas (1986)—
have solid reputations but

Watts and Peter Serkin —
who have never entered a

perform little in the United
States. Douglas is the most
recent winner — he also took
third place at the Cliburn in
1985 — and though he is already recording for the BMG
label, it is too early to tell
where his career will go.

competition, hut most do have
some medals behind them.
The resume of Emanuel Ax
lists the Rubinstein competition, in Tel Aviv. The Chopin, in Warsaw, has produced Maurizio Pollini,
Martha Argerich, Garrick
Ohlsson, and Krystian Zimerman. The Leeds has turned
out Murray Perahia and
Radu Lupu. Following are
the names of the winners of
the two most coveted awards,
the Tchaikovsky (founded in
1958 and held every four
years in Moscow, with prizes
awarded not only in piano
but also in violin, cello, and
voice) and the Van Cliburn
(another quadrennial, but for
pianists only, founded in
1962
and held in Fort Worth,
Texas).

Tchaikovsky Winners
The first winner of the
Tchaikovsky was, of course.
Van Cliburn, who was instantly propelled to fame.
Vladimir Ashkenazy and the
late John Ogden, who shared
the prize in 1962, both
achieved significant international status, though Ogden
was held back by illness.
Some of the Russian

Van Cliburn Winners
Ralph Votapek (1962),
Cristina Ortiz (1969), Vladimir Viardo (1973), AndreMichel Schub (1981), and
Jose Feghali (1985) all have
developed respectable careers,
though
hadofthe
handicap untilViardo
recently
being
kept behind the iron curtain.
Votapek teaches.
The one really shining star
of the Cliburn lineup, Radu
Lupu
(1966),
the concert
datesturned
offereddown
by
the competition in order to resume his studies and emerged
on the scene four years later
as a result of his win at Leeds.
Steven De Groote (1977),
—S.L
who never enjoyed the pressures ofa full-time concert career, divided his time between
performing and teaching until
his recent, untimely death.

Stuart Isacoff a pianist and
composer, edits the magazine
Keyboard Classics.
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"Shoes should be fun, "
says Warren Edwards;
"shoes should be sexy. "
He and his partner Susan
Bennis have little use
for the people who
trot around these days
in aerobics shoes.
"Sneakers have become

s
l
l
e
w
S
for
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Shoes

particular day are

quite conventionallooking black oxfords— with a big
d i t't'e r e n c e , of
course, but it is a
difference that only
the wearer or the
initiated would be
able to detect.
Not to be boring
remains a continuous challenge to Susan
and Warren. They believe that shoes
should engage both mind and senses,
trigger an emotional response, be functional, thought-provoking, and seductive. Their defiant attitude toward the
rest of the shoe industry has served them
well. Nothing about their shoes is
bland, and those who buy them are not
timid or retiring.
To search out the origins of these
nonboring shoes calls first of all for a
visit to their design studio, on East Fifty-seventh Street in Manhattan, where
the chaos of creation covers desk- and
tabletops. There are neatly cut arches of
leather and suede, finely quilted in many
patterns and dyed in clear, brilliant
colors, that will eventually take shape as
uppers. Mixed among them are plastic
heels about as slim and long as pencils,
wooden heels, low and elegantly
curved, metal studs, fine chains, soles
with pointy or round tips and wasp
for Swells

Next month, the partners will move
from Park Avenue into new and more
commodious quarters, at 22 West Fiftyseventh Street, designed by the architect
Rafael Vinoly. With only this one retail
outlet, Susan Bennis and Warren Edwards may not be so well known as
Bruno Magli or Ferragamo, but when
they unveiled their first shoe collection,
eighteen years ago, they staked a claim
as renegades in the shoe industry that
still holds.
If opposites attract, Susan and Warren
were made for each other. Warren, in
his baggy black trousers, is an unassuming, unsmiling Brit. His manner is imperturbably quiet, and though his thick
red-gold hair reaches his collar he manages to look almost prim. He is sipping a
cup of tea when Susan rustles into the
studio, carrying her newborn daughter.
She is tall, with long, dark hair and a
warm smile, and she talks a mile a min-

W,

absolutely

refuse to skimp. If
it has to cost $W0
more to get it right ,

waists where they support the foot's
arch. Along one wall stands a rack of
casualties that didn't make it. Everywhere there are shoes: fantasy shoes
decorated with wit and sparkle, defiant
shoes to wear to a rock concert, demure
evening slippers beaded and pleated,
evening flats of sumptuous silk satin,
richly brocaded pumps. There are
thigh-high leather boots made to strut
in, mules with flourishes of embroidery
and toes as pointed as a borzoi's nose,
seamless oxtords of crocodile — meticulously silk-lined in complementary or
contrasting colors, with the same imagination that has been devoted to the visible parts. The colors carry their own
punch: fuchsia, scarlet, hot pink, purple. These may be the most imaginative
and best-made shoes to be found in the
United States.
Two blocks away, on Park Avenue at
Fifty-sixth Street, is the present BennisEdwards store, half a block long (it was
formerly a nightclub), where people
with an eye for arresting luxuries have
been buying tUeir shoes since 1980.
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it has to cost that!'
— Warren Edwards

sake,
the
God's
For let
Right:don't
pooch touch that
$1,595 alligator
tassel loafer!
Below: Warren
Edwa
Would
ng he
ratherrds.
be playi
soccer?

Shoes
for Swells

Italy and spending many days at Italian
cobblers' benches learning how to make
a shoe, they were ready to put their own
names on the shop. In 1980 they took
the Park Avenue premises.
When Susan and Warren talk shoes, it
is clear that their approach to design is

ute. She has just
come in from the
country, where she
hvcs with her husband and four children. Warren hves
in Manhattan with
his daughter.
They tell their
story, leaving you
to guess at some of

not
market.
drivendictated
to makebythethebest
shoes, "We're
not the
cheapest shoes or the most profitable
shoes, " says Warren, rather heatedly for
him, explaining the basic tenet of the
Bennis-Edwards credo. "Commercial
principles never get in the way of mak-

its dynamics. "I went into a shoe store, "
says Susan, " — the Chelsea Cobbler, a
branch of a London shop — on Fiftyfifth Street one day to buy some boots,

ing a good promise
product,
and we won't
comworkmanship,
no matter
what. We absolutely refuse to skimp. If
it has to cost SlOO more to get it right, it

and there was Warren."
"They hired me to be English, " Warren explains, "to be their token Englishman. Susan ended up driving me home

has to cost that. We don't let ideas die on

to the East Village."
Their partnership is dumb luck, in a
way; shoe designing was nowhere on
their list of things to do. At eighteen,
Susan was studying merchandising at
the Fashion Institute of Technology
— they thought she was not up to her
first choice, design. Warren, at twentytwo, had just arrived from England and
chiefly wanted to play soccer. Neither
had any formal design training. "But I
did have a shoe fetish," puts in Susan.
To begin with, she quit her secretarial
job and got herself a job at the Chelsea
Cobbler. In their spare time, Susan and
Warren designed shirts and dresses, cutting and stitching everything themselves, sewing on endless buttons. "It
was drudgery!" says Susan with a grimace, but they managed to sell things,
and on the strength of this modest commercial success, F.I.T. admitted Susan
to a design course.
Meantime, the Chelsea Cobbler was
closing its New York branch. The franchise was available for practically nothing, and Susan and Warren bought it.
Selling "lousy English shoes," however, proved a disaster. They decided they
had to design their own shoes and sell
nothing else. All those buttons were a
thing of the past.

"The first collection was tiny, just
eight styles," says Susan. "It didn't fit
into any known category. Warren went
oft to Italy to persuade people to manufacture small, handmade orders, a limited edition."
It was "experiential learning," says
Warren. "We went trucking along as
the Chelsea Cobbler for nearly five
years before we started on our own."
That was in 1977. After many visits to
76

account of economics."
"Shoes should not be thought of as
accessories,"
Susancan says.
cessities, and you
judge"They're
a person neby
what he puts on his feet. Whether one
wears sneakers. Earth shoes, or cowboy
boots, a shoe really conveys who a person i^, the type of philosophy he has."
"You
shouldn't wear our shoes if you

don't like people staring at your feet,"
says Warren, who admits that there is
not much eye contact when he is first
introduced to someone.
Susan and Warren have made their
reputation in complex, haute couture
shoes. "The designing of one pair has
never taken less than six months and can
take as long as two years," Warren
explains. Styles vary enormously, but
method by not a jot. Each pair goes

O

fie man recently

strolled into the Park
Avemie store and
hou<^ht$53,000worth of conservatively styled shoes.

through some two hundred stages before itis ready to be offered for sale.
From the outset, the couple have
relied entirely on the precision of Italian
engineering, and it does not come
cheap. "The shoes are created with
lasts," Warren explains, "meticulously
handcrafted foot-shape forms. Because
European lasts don't fit the longer,
American foot, we have created our
own lasts, and new lasts are created for
each collection, with rounded or pointy
toes. New heels are also designed, and
though we do thousands of sketches, we
reject all but a couple of hundred. When
a prototype is built for each design, the
First, a careful sketch is sent to Italy,
goofs begin to show."
and the prototype, or interpretation of
the sketch, is sent back to New York.
Susan and Warren correct it for proportions. What looked right in the drawing
may look all wrong when the size 9 proCONNOISSI
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Susan's foot (or the
size 9 man's shoe on
Warren's). The corrected shoe is returned to Italy.
There are generally
tour prototypes for
each shoe, though
more-complicated
designs may r equire as many as six lasts and six prototypes. Detailed drawings and prototypes move back and forth across the
Atlantic, with constant phoning and
faxing between the New York studio
and the production office in Florence.
"Every collection is traumatic," says
Warren. "Our designs are frigging
complex, and they can't be stamped out
like jeans." They are a challenge to the
precepts of shoe manufacturing. "The
factory may be able to produce 1 50 pairs
of plain pumps a day for another customer,"says Susan, "but just six pairs
of our one-piece alligator pumps." It is
obviously very labor-intensive work,
and however high the prices, Warren
suggests that they may be too low, all
things considered. The construction of
one of their shoes is complicated in
itself, and each requires special ban-

Y
pcvsoti by irhat
he puts on hisjeet."
— Siisafi Beiuiis

dling. Different glues, plastics, thread,
and metal must be used with each type
of leather or fabric, and the types are
many: calf, goat, alligator, ostrich,
iguana, antelope, lizard, and even kangaroo — a very fine but tough leather
that lends itself well to moccasins.
Warren now treks to Italy four times a
year, working with the shoemakers —
"who, being Italian, take life fairly
easy." Their rhythm does not accord
very closely with that of the rather driven Warren. But he and Susan are conscious of their good fortune in having
had these people as mentors. "We
learned from very exacting people, '
says Warren. "It has been like going to a
vocational school."
Every year, Bennis and Edwards in-

troduce two collections with no fewer
than 170 new styles in each, and they are
now designing handbags, belts, luggage, and wallets. Their strategy is
expensive and not without risks.
"When we can't get it right, we dump
it," says Warren, who recently sacrificed aload of black suede cowboy
boots because it did not meet their standards. "We junked a hundred pairs
because we didn't like the look of computer stitching, and went back to doing
it by hand"
a lot
of leather
and manhours
down —the
drain.
Such failures
are
tossed on the scrap heap regardless of
the cost.
One of the advantages of being an
independent designer is that freedom to
create flawlessly and expensively designed shoes without having to kowtow
to store buyers. When you own the
store you can make the rules. Though
prices at Bennis-Edwards start at $295,
for a woman's simple flat, and spiral
upwards to S5,9()0, for a pair of alligator
boots, Susan and Warren are unapologctic. "People are not stupid," says he,
holding a gleaming, highly finished pair
of $1,100 boots. "Our customers know
the difference between handmade and
mass-produced. You can tell by the little irregularities," he says, pointing out
the triple stitching, each row of which
has been guided by a human hand.
(Continued on /'(J\'c 141 )
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The Day
the Art
Market

As the 198()s ended, it was widely
believed that only a world depression
could derail the art market. In fact, it
took only a small earthquake. The
year's
decisiveauction
event houses
did not begin
Manhattan
but onin the
the
Kanto plain, home to 30 million Japanese, which was shaken by an earthquake measuring 6.5 on the Richter
scale at 9:54 A.M. (Tokyo time) on
October 10, 1990. The shock was believed to be a precursor of the major
earthquake due early in the 1990s, Tokyo having suffered serious quakes with
uncanny regularity almost every seventy years1923.
since 1633 — in 1703, 1782,
amage was caused by fire in
ial and small-business areas,
eluded prominent art galleries
Aska and Fujii, which accounted
of the $258 million
najji^po^ton
on ImpreBoni^^Ki^^itempo

By Lawrence Malkin

Through

school, who rarely primed their canvases. This discovery soon occasioned
widespread criticism in Japanese art circles over poor quality control of American products, depressing the value of
these contemporary masters and casting
doubt on the durability of others.
Since the disaster occurred on a national holiday, Japanese financial authorities had ample tiine to organize
protective measures to stabilize most
financial markets. This forestalled a

a

misunderstanding,

Connoisseur has
obtained

an advance

copy of the private
report on the art
market

prepared

annually

for the

trustees of the
National

Gallery. Our

COPY IS DATED MaRCH

15,

1991. It COVERS the

events of the year 1990,
and we pass it on to our
readers very, very
c:autiously.

mMCnofMCtioi^during
art a^^gdHoy's ^oCh^ke's i
rs
tunilTol^y^^^^i^KveralBinor Re
ich hd^tene
display were ^^ed
their flesh tones an
attractive to Japan
es' stock was un
Most of the
uyers.
touched,
in
fireprooi*^id
cliinate-con
trolled vaults. But when dealers
made a
full inventory, close inspection revealed
small patches of cracked and flaking
paint on canvases by Rothko, Pollock,
and other members of the New York

huge sell-off in much the same way that
the Finance Ministry stabilized the Tokyo stock market after the Wall Street
crash in October 1989. Reconstruction
credits were offered by the Bank of
Japan, with important industries obtaining priority. Art galleries were low
on the list, as one would expect, and the
zaihatSH no longer had surplus cash to
offer Japanese art investors as 7 percent
loans for bidding money at the New
York auctions.
Yasumichi Morishita, known as the
"King of Shady Money" because of a
past conviction for securities fraud, an-

80

nounced he was reconsidering his artinvestment
strategy.
The Morishita,
gallery's
trustees will recall
that Mr.
minority owner of C^hristie's, spent almost $1 billion buying Western art for
his Aska International gallery, surrounded byboutiques in the Aoyama
district of Tokyo. Little that he purchased was of interest to this institution;
his acquisitions of works by Degas,
Monet, Vuillard, van Gogh, ToulouseLautrec, and Gauguin include few of
museum quality. Other galleries have
accused him of inflating prices by buying second-rate paintings in bulk. Two
years ago Mr. Morishita told the Washington Post, "I'm buying as an invest'e all
i
ment. It's just like buying stock."
After the earthquake, Aska International vanished as a significant bidder in
the late-autumn sales in New York.
"OMr.
Wi^
lJ
Vobt
iflf
Kazuo Fujii, who like many gallery
owners had raised money for inventory
putting up his suburban
^ral, also seemed unable

M«as

f ho

}ou«^nM«195i
Iciated trei[tal to bid.
Into

Lyo^kal
estate;
ued
^^^^)>(llii
coldoubt by the qu;
While the galler
draw from the sales to reconsidWFtheir
beei-u
market strategy, events forced decisive
action on the Yasuda Fire and Marine
poo,lalInsurance Co. It was liable for large
claims by its policyholders and therefore needed to raise cash quickly. Yasuda decided to sell its most famous possession, van Gogh's Sunflowers. Trustees will no doubt recall that this distinguished Japanese company bought the
painting
Christie's
for $39.9 million,
which wasat then
a record.
The fall auctions were in full cry
when Sunflowers arrived in New York,
on November 1, with instructions from
Yasuda Fire and Marine for a quick sale.
This caused great consternation among
those conducting the auctions, lest an
unprepared sale give the appearance of
having been forced. Instead of returning
to Christie's, Yasuda's agents decided to
choose Sotheby's because it offers sellers cash advances against half the estimated selling price, with interest of
three percentage points over the prime
rate, deducted at point of sale. If the van
CJogh made $40 million at auction —
under no circumstances would Sotheby's allow any star painting to be sold at
a discount to its recent price — the house
stood to earn $600,000 in interest
CONNOISSIXJU
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The day the art market collapsed. - illustrations by Istuan Banyai

charges and S4 million in commission.
The right buyer could also borrow up
to 70 percent of the purchase price from
Sotheby's at two to four points over
prime, which added another potential
source of income for the auction house.
Conditions of such buyers' loans were
adjusted slightly by Sotheby's at the
start of 1990 to deflect widespread criticism that its credit policies were feeding
a speculative bubble in the art market. It
had suffered much adverse criticism because of an unfortunate experience with
another van Gogh, purchased on credit
by an Australian businessman named
Alan Bond, who had interests in beer
but virtually no prior experience in collecting art. When his financial empire
fell into difficulty, in 1989, Sotheby's
regained control of the work, a beautiful
painting of a field of violet irises, until he
could repay his loan. Its modified loan
policy would have prevented Mr. Bond
from buying on margin and thus in
effect locked the door after the horse had
bolted.
The firm announced it would no
longer accept as collateral a work of art
that it had just put under the hammer, as
it had done for Mr. Bond, to its dismay.
However, any serious collector could
still offer works that were already in his
collection as collateral for paintings or
sculpture he wished to buy at auction.
They would of course be valued for this
purpose not at historic cost but at present market prices, which Sotheby's itself would estimate. This arrangement
is not unlike that offered by a stockbroker who raises his margin requirements
but nevertheless accepts his customer's
stock portfolio as collateral at current
valuation. If the market collapses, the
value of the collateral collapses with it,
no matter whether it was bought last
year or last week.
Because of the National Gallery's
long and friendly relationship with certain members of the security services,
we are fortunate in having received a
startling report from an agent in place
on the considerations involved in the
way Sotheby's handled the van Gogh
Sunflowers. This agent has proven reliable in the past, if perhaps colorful in
some of his detail. He reports that the
potentially huge fees were not uppermost in the mind of the chairman and
chief auctioneer of Sotheby's North
America, Mr. John Marion, as he strode
down the hall to the office of the president, Diana ("Dedc") Brooks.
"I thought we'd seen the last of 5m«Jlowers/' Mr. Marion said, with an
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uncharacteristic edge to his orotund,
auctioneer's voice. "What kind of finance do we need to offer to a buyer to
hold
the tell
price?"
"You
me," replied Ms. Brooks,
which was surprising, since she was
trained as a banker and he was the supersalesman of the team. " You'vej^of to sell
it at $40 million or better, or it will drag
down the market."
"/'ve got to sell it? I can't sell big pictures in this rotten market without leverage, alot of leverage. Kravis, Steinberg, Edelman, all that Wall Street
crowd — they're already mortgaged up

lian
van all
Gogh's
Irises.properties,
Mr. Bond including
had paid off
but a
few millionhimof in
the1987
$27 inmillion
advanced
order Sotheby's
for him to
meet the auction price of $53.9 million.
If the creditors had threatened to dump
their interest for whatever cash the
painting would fetch, the price might
have sunk to $30 million. Several collectors would have snapped it up at that
price, but any would have boasted of his
bargain and ruined the market. Mr.
Bond had already refused an offer of $35

to "What
their eyeballs."
about our friend from Panama
in the flower business?" Ms. Brooks
asked, arching an eyebrow.

million in 1988. Sotheby's turned to the
Getty to raise the ante and succeeded
after a fortnight of feverish negotiations, during which the museum promised never to reveal the price. Ms.
Brooks thus was able to imply that

"Too risky," Mr. Marion replied.
"He already has one van Gogh flower
painting. Why would he want another

Sotheby's had not lost money, while
never discussing whether Mr. Bond
took a loss on the painting.

They never mentioned this person by
name, because they did not know it. But
they had been tempted when creditors

During the conversation between
Mr. Marion and Ms. Brooks, Mr. Marion's voice occasionally took on an
admonitory tone. "You were the one
who told the New York Times we are 'a

threatened to seize Mr. Bond's Austraone?"

BouGHT In
When Paul Mellon

stock exchange of the art market.' Even
my broker is smart enough to know that

put

fourteen works from
his collection on the
block last year, each
was assigned a secret
minimum acceptable
PRICE. Seven did not

ers on the
block."commented, "I know,
Ms.
Brooks
John; I know what you're thinking. The
Hermitage sale — Cezannes, Gauguins,
Matisses, Picassos. A landmark. But we
gave the Russians a $400 million guarantee to win the sale. That's going to be
tough enough to meet, but if the market

make that reserve,

goes
soft,
we'll never
(The
financial
facts make
of the it."
Hermitage

including Picasso's

sale are such that if Sotheby's fails to
make its guarantee, it will have to pay
the difference. Extrapolating from the
declines in the prices of both van Goghs,

Death of a Harlequin
(it was EXPECTED TO
fetch at least $20
million), and were
"bought in." Scores of
other notable paintings
failed to sell at
auction in 1989, though
they got much less
publicity than those
THAT

c

the market goes down as well as up. It's
going to be very risky putting Sunflow-

DID.

Sotheby's might have to make up perhaps 25 percent of the guarantee, or
$100 million.)
Ms. Brooks continued, "I know Gorbachev needs the money to feed his
people, but what I don't know is how
we're going to support the market. This
year's figures for buy-ins are awful.
They've been getting worse ever since
Christie's had to buy in seven of Paul
Mcllon's pictures in 1989. The Japanese
were our big cash customers. Now the 1
only really deep pockets belong to Walter Annenberg
the Getty."
Mr.
Marion and
replied,
in a tired voice,
"I can't take another one of those sales
where the audience hiss and start walking out after the fourth Renoir in a row
is sold to the lady on the telephone."
c:()NN()issi:ui<

At this point, Ms. Brooks exploded.
"I am the lady on the telephone, and you
know it. Do you really want me to stop
bidding?"
"No, my dear, just find some more
cash customers."
"You find them, and Til finance
them. That's the way we run this business. You know our clients will borrow
only when they see prices going up."
Theyhave
bothto raise
knew thethat
would
S2() Sotheby's
million to
advance to Yasuda Fire and Marine,
perhaps more, if the company insisted
on it. But credit was tightening. The
auction house's loan portfolio had more
than doubled in less than two years,
from the $110 million outstanding at the
end of 1988. With bankruptcies increasing, however, the banks were getting
nervous.
Both then turned to a potential lender
of last resort, none other than the major

Ambassador, as he liked to be called,
would spend millions for the right picture, he was never one to throw around
his money. He had been quietly boasting that his new Picasso was a bargain.
In 1987, Ambassador Annenberg was
a bidder for Suiifowers but dropped out
as the bidding soared. He was offered
the paindng at S3() million, but only on
condition that he keep the purchase
secret for a decent interval of three
years. However advantageous this
might seem, it was impossible. Beautiful paintings are meant to be enjoyed,
the Ambassador said, not hidden.

mous painting; surely it could be sold at
auction as quickly as it had been bought.
Wasn't that what auction houses were
tor? Yasuda's chairman. Yasuo Goto,
had no choice but to tell the press that
Sunflowers already had been sent for sale
at the best price it could fetch, even if it
meant taking a loss.
The announcement that the owners

Next, Sotheby's tried the Getty
again. It certainly could be persuaded to
keep the price secret. The problem was
that the Getty already had a great van
Gogh, to say nothing of the Pontormo
Halberdier, which cost it $35 million.
Everyone was turning to the Getty for a
bail-out in the name of the national
patrimony. But there was a limit to even

borrowed
as an the
"investment."
Collectors money
who trolled
galleries tor
the newest hot painter had been assured
that in the long term art could not lose
money, any more than gold, IBM. or
real estate.

of Sun flowers were dumping it on a nervous market was the biggest blow to the
art market since the failure of the Op and
Pop sales during the recession of 1974.
only this time it was worse because so
much art had been bought recently with

driving force in applying the principles
of real-estate leverage to the trading of
art.

the Getty's resources. Its directors
promised to give Sunflowers serious
consideration but warned it would take
them some time.
Yasuda Fire and Marine meanwhile
needed cash to settle claims quickly.
With a few discreet hints from the prime

"How about asking Al Taubman to
raise money against his shopping centers?" Mr. Marion said.

minister's office, the Japanese press
started asking questions about the delay. Why was the company holding

Sotheby's
quickly
cation of its Art
Index.suspended
The indexpublihad
increased almost ten times since its inception, in1975, but its compilers could
sec that it soon would start to drop as
fast as the Dow Jones on Black Friday.
The index had risen constantly because
it was based on only the value ot art
actually sold and ignored pieces tliat
were held back, often because they \\ ere
of lesser quality and could not fetch top
prices. Now that paintings were being
taken off the walls and sent to the sale-

"Are you kidding?" Ms. Brooks
snapped. "Have you checked the realestate market lately? John, we have to

back payments? Its assets included a ta-

room before their prices could go low-

owner of Sotheby's, A. Alfred Taubman. The Detroit real-estate billionaire
bailed out the old London firm as a
white knight in 1983. He shifted its
focus to New York and became the

get out for
there
sell,the
sell,
sell. We
know
sureandwhat
clients
will don't
do if
prices start going down. But I was
working for Fat City when the bank
made all those loans to Latin America,
and I know what happened when they
turned sour."
"Exactly," said Mr. Marion.
It should be noted that when Sunflower s'sjdipanese owners sent their painting
to Sotheby's, they said nothing in public, lest an ill-timed announcement
panic the market. Through most of
November, Sotheby's made frantic approaches toits regular clients in the hope
of finding a buyer, privately if possible.
They first contacted Walter Annenberg,
who had bailed them out a year earlier
by buying Picasso's Au Lapiti Afyile at
$40.7 million — a handsome sum, but
only four-fifths of the record-breaking
price Marion had predicted but never
attained at auction. Ms. Brooks had taken the Annenberg bids on the phone as
he sat in a booth overlooking the huge
Sotheby's auction room. Although the
MAY
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Recipe for Disaster
1 . Take the most avid
group of buyers —the
Japanese — out of the
art market.
2. Put several major
paintings up for
auction at the same
time.
3. As THE ART MARKET
SHOWS

SIGNS OF STRAIN,

CONFIDENCE

IN ART AS A

COMMODITY

WII I

DECLINE.

4. Watch i'rices
PLUMMET.

er, the Sotheby's index would be bound
to go down — if it were published. The
auction house explained it was being
"revised."
The price slide was worse th.m during
the 198()s depression of" Old West art.
which plunged by 20 to 50 percent while
oil prices dropped and Tex.is millionaires lost their fortunes. At the Christie's contemporary sales, three dinner
plates fell off two Julian Sclinabel collages when they came up for .mction.
No matter; there were only twi^ bids,
both below the reserves. I lalf a iliveii
canvases by the late Jean-Michel MaswhosalemerPicasso,"
"black were
the heroin,
quiat, on
dosed
sent \o\
b\ a
hitherto unknown collector with a Latin
Amencan name living in Jackson
Heights. They werealsiW">ought in. The
advertising magnate Clharles Saatchi
sent more works by Sclinabel and then
followed them with works by Fnc
Fischl, the master of suburban ennui,
and Jeff Koons. a former telemarketer
who painted the androgynous Michael

H

Jackson on a cloth of" gold. SoHo art
now was truly "on
the edge,"
although
((londnued
on jun^c
142)
83
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THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
IS ADMINISTERED BY THE CURIA,
WHICH REFLECTS THE INCUMBENT

POPE'S ATTITUDES AND AMBITIONS. JOHN
THIS 40()-YEAR-OLD
PAUL II HAS CHANGED
BY APPOINTINi
PROFOUNDLY
BUREAUCRACY
NON-ITALIAN CARDINALS WHO SHARE HIS STRO^
VIEWS. NOTHING WILL EVER BE THE SAME AGAIN
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JOHN
WAS
THE PAUL'S
SPARK ELECTION
THAT GAVE
LIFE TO THE FIRES
OF DISSENT IN
EASTERN EUROPE.

esident Mikhail Gorbachev straightened his tie and
waited. There was perhaps a split seconds pause, and then Pope John Paul II
advanced toward him. arm extended,
and they shook hands. History stopped
in its tracks. Even though the unthinkable was fast becoming reality throughout what used to be called Communist
Eastern Europe, the sight of the Soviet
leader and the spiritual head of the
Roman Catholic church conversing in
the popes library in the Vatican Palace
was still breathtaking.
There they sat, two Slavs of peasant
stock, smiling slyly out at the world
from the very heart of Western civilization. For the occasion, commentators
inevitably e.xhumed the contemptuous
remark with which Stalin shrugged off
Pope Pius Xlfs condemnation of communism: "How many divisions has the
pope?"
Somebemused.
of the older Vatican prelates looked
Pope John Paul has a lot to smile
about. His Slavic heart must respond
with profound satisfaction to the unraveling of the Communist empire and the
restoration of freedom of worship to
Eastern Europe's 90 million Catholics.
He can claim a generous slice of the
credit. His election as pope, in 1978, was
the spark that gave life to the fires of dissent. The Pohsh Catholic labor movement Solidarity drew inspiration and
encouragement from him, especially
from his visits to his native land. Its
political success, in turn, sent shock
waves through the Soviet empire.
Roland Flatnitii, the author of Pope, Premier, President: Vatican Politics in the
196()'s, ii now workini^ on a hioi^raphy of
Queen Elizabeth II ofEnj^land.
CONNOISSEUR

Being a man who likes to be right, he
is pleased to have been vindicated by
events. For years he has waged a running battle with his senior advisers over

church, struggling for survival in the
Communist world. Wyszynski would
have been the first non-Italian pope in
450 years, but after his brief reign the
next conclave would go back to business as usual with another Italian pope.
This campaign was well received by
several cardinals, but the candidate was

the Vatican's handling of relations with
the Communist world. To these church
officials, steeped in the niceties of diplomatic practice, communism was a reality, here to stay, that they must deal
with in order to get concessions for
Catholics living in Communist countries. They did business with the devil,

not one of them. "I know what you are
trying to do," he told his supporters.
"But stop this campaign. I'm too old
and don't feel up to the task. If you are
really serious about this, there's Karol
Wojtyla. He's the man you should
elect." Cardinal Wojtyla was only fiftyeight and not what the group had in
mind. But the campaign to elect an
Eastern European had gathered too
much momentum to be reversed. And

but in God's interest, they said. To the
former archbishop of Krakow, a veteran of endless battles with the Marxist
authorities, the Vatican's readiness to
compromise with Moscow and the East
bloc was misguided. What worked best,
the pope believed, were bedrock convictions and a tough line. He was encouraged byhis certainty that, in any
case, Marxism was in decline.

so, says the prelate, "We

Pope John Paul I, whom he succeeded, had died after a bare month in office.
with him."
John Paul II, therefore, inherited a Roman Curia, the central administration of

It must also gratify him that, although he turns seventy this month, he
is so solidly in control that no one can
name a successor. "Ifjohn Paul were to
die tomorrow," a Western diplomat in
Rome declared, "the field would be
completely open." Nearly twelve years
after donning his first white papal cassock from Gammarelli, his official tailor
in Rome, he is still forcing the pace with
the vigor of a man a decade younger.
The changes in Eastern Europe have
opened up new vistas for him. Last
month he visited Czechoslovakia; next
year he will go to Budapest. One of the
topics discussed with Gorbachev was i
visit to the Soviet Union, which has
long been his dream. That momentous
trip, Vatican sources say, is likely to
take place sooner than expected.
A trip to Moscow would be a fitting
climax to the career of a pope whose
election grew out of a desire to pay tribute to the underground church behind
the iron curtain — "the church of silence"— a tribute that did not come ott
quite as its planners had intended.
The conclave in which cardinals from
around the world are locked up in the
Vatican to elect a new pope from among
their numbers is held in strictest secrecy.
But time erodes the secrecy, and a prelate who was there recently confided that
it all started when some thirty cardinals,
mostly from Italy and the United States,
all of them right of center, decided to
draft Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski, the
primate of Poland. Wyszynski was almost eighty, and a short pontificate was
envisaged, which would both encourage and pay tribute to the Catholic
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were stuck
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the Catholic church — "the brass at head
office," as a visiting C^hicago priest succinctly put it— that reflected the liberal
thinking ot Pope Paul VI. his predecessor but one. Over the yearsjohn Paul II
has gradually made appointments reflecting his own, more conservative
views, in the process diluting Italian
control over the senit)r ecclesiastical bureaucracy bynaming an overwhelming
number ot non-Italians to key posts.
But it was not until two years ago that
he moved in on the last Italian stronghold, the Secretariat of State.
When it ct)mes to pomp and circumstance, nobody can outiio the Vatican.
First, there is the setting: tlie magniticenceofSt. Peter's Basilica, with Bernini's four curling bron/e columns towering over the mam altar; then, the
solemnity ot the ancient rites, si>me virtually unciianged for a millenimim; and
tinally, the presence t>f the pope inmselt.
vicar of |esus (Mirist. supreme pontif t o\
the universal church, patriarch oJ the

liciiiiiii's lii)ipcioi l
Opposite:
ititinc,
the first imperia
(Joiistc
Christiiui. Ahoi'e:

The

Ameriaui orchhishop Ri\iiili's
students at the Aaadeinia
licclesiastiea Poiitificia .
Below: Another I'ery
exi'itisii'e enframe.

West, and spiritual head of the world's
900 million Riiman C'atholus. On June
28. PW8. .ill these elements came together in a consistory, the ceremony in
whicii the pope creates new members i>l
the Sacred (College of (.lardinals.
As jt^hn Paul II entered the basilica m
solemn procession, the Sistine Chapel
choir
Palestrina's
In lis
Peinis sang
to remind
him ot motet
the apostolic
origins of this ottice: "Thou art Peter,
and upon this rock 1 shall build my
church." Grouped around the pontiff in

INSIDE THli VATICAN

a brilliant tableau were the cardinals,

ASYLUM

archbishops, and inonsignors of the Roman Curia. Popes create new cardinals
infrequently (this was the fourth consis-

FOR NORIEGA

Though nuncios and pro-nuncios tend to
keep a low profile, one is occasionally catapulted into the limelight. Such was the case
with Monsignor Jose Sebastian Laboa, the
nuncio in Panama, who gave asylum to General Noriega. Vatican officials were privately critical of the way Laboa handled the affair
but not of his refusal to turn Noriega over to
the Americans. They cite several "irregularities" committed by the nuncio. For one
thing, he established preconditions before
giving Noriega asylum: he must stop the
fighting and agree to leave the nunciature
once it was clear that his life would be
spared. While neither condition was wrong
per se, his critics argued, diplomatic asylum
is not negotiated in advance. They also think
that Laboa should not have provided transport for Noriega or admitted thirty-two of
his henchmen, including three known Spanish Basque terrorists, many of whom will
probably remain there for years, perhaps for
the rest of their lives.
Vatican sources point out that Laboa, a
Spanish Basque himself came into the diplomatic service through other Curia channels. Itseems that he tried repeatedly to get
instructions from the Vatican by telephone,
but all the senior members of the Secretariat

of State were at Christmas midnight mass in
St. Peter's with the pope. The pope first
learned that Noriega was in the nunciature in
Panama City when the U.S. ambassador to
the Holy See asked an official after midnight
mass, "Well, when are you going to give us
"What is he talking about?" whispered the
Noriega?"
pope
to an aide. in Washington, Archbishop
Meanwhile,
Pio Laghi, the pro-nuncio to the United
States, came under strong pressure from the
State Department to persuade Laboa to give
up Noriega. Laghi refused, arguing that
once inside any embassy Noriega was pro-

red cardinals' hats. One was Archbishop Achille Silvestrini, secretary of what
used to be called the Council for Public
Affairs (now divided into the sections
for General Affairs and for Relations
with States) and effectively the foreign
minister of the Holy See. The other was
Archbishop Eduardo Martinez Somalo,

tected by diplomatic convention. "The
Americans wanted to arrest a notorious drug

The nuncio told Noriega, "This guarantee
does not come from me; it comes from the

the substitute secretary, Silvestrini's
deputy. Both are diplomats of ripe
experience who have spent a lifetime at
the center of power, and their elevation
to the highest ecclesiastical position
seemed to be acknowledgment of distinguished service. In reality they were
being kicked upstairs.
Pope John Paul wanted to make way
for two of his own nominees. It was all

pope." Noriega still hesitated, and Laboa —
who has a reputation for toughness — "practically lifted him by the seat of his pants and

part of the Polish-born pope's strategy
ot shaping the Curia to the requirements
of his own, robust and highly personal

frog-marched him out of the nunciature."

Pro-Governor of
the Vatican City

approach to his apostolate. His surprise
choice as Silvestrini's successor was
Archbishop Edward Cassidy, then a
sixty-four-year-old Australian papal
diplomat with long overseas service but
little experience in Rome. Six years ago,
Cassidy was sent as pro-nuncio (papal
ambassador) to the Netherlands, with
instructions from the pope to bring the

State
Archbishop Paul
Marcinkus

freewheeling Dutch church under control. His tough handling of the Dutch
evidently impressed the pope, who

The Tribunals:
Vatican Supreme

promptly plucked him from obscurity
to fill a key Curia position.
"We have replaced the rapier with the
cutlass," a seasoned Curia diplomat remarked in Rome of the contrasting
styles of Silvestrini and his forthright
successor. It is said that the pope had

merchant," a Vatican official said in Rome,
"but the Holy See was harboring a head of
state." When the Bush administration assured the Vatican that Noriega's life would
not be in jeopardy, this was immediately
communicated to Laboa in Panama City.

THE VATICAN BUREAUCRACY

AT A GLANCE

Pope John Paul II
Secretary of State
Cardinal A_^ostitio
Casaroli
Ordinary Affairs
Archbishop Giovamii
Baltistn Re
Extraordinary Affairs
Archbishop An((clo
Sodaiio

Congregation for
the Doctrine of the
Faith
Cardinal Joseph
Ratzin^er

Council tor
Dialogue with
Nonbelievers
Cardinal Paul
Poupard

Congregation
for
Bishops

Council for
Christian Unity
Cassidy
Archbishop
Edward
Laity

Cardinal Bernardin
Can tin
Congregation for
the Evangelization
of the Peoples
Cardinal jozcf
Tomko
Congregation for
Catholic Education
Cardinal William
Wakefield Baum

Council for the
Cardinal Eduardo
Pironio
Council for Social
Communications
Foley
(Media)
Archbishop John P.

Court
Cardinal Achille
Silvestrini
The Sacred Roman
Rota
Monsii^iior Ernesto
Fiore
The histitute for
Religious Works
(The Vatican Bank)
To be named

Congregation for
Divine Worship
and the Sacraments
Cardinal liduardo
Martinez- Sonialo
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tory inJohn Paul's eleven-year pontificate), and behind the religious ceremonial are political implications. Cardinals, after all, hold the key positions
in Rome and in the church at large.
On this occasion the attention of Vatican-watchers centered on two Curia
officials among the prelates receiving

grown impatient
with
Silvestrini'snegopreference for patient,
step-by-step
tiation, especially in Eastern Europe.
Archbishop Cassidy was not likely to
present that problem. Archbishop Angelo Sodano, who succeeded Martinez
Somalo, also comes from the field, having been papal nuncio for the past decade in Chile, where he came to the
pope's notice during the controversial
l'-'H7 trip. His promotion also reflects
CONNOISSEUR
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John Paul's interest in the fast-growing
Latin American church, especially that
of Brazil, which has the largest concentration ofCatholics in the world. Barely
two years later, the pope moved C^assidy again, putting him in charge of the
Council for Christian Unity, the last
important bastion of liberal attitudes in
the Vatican power structure. His successor. Archbishop Giovanni Battista
Re, is Italian but is known as a conservative and is more likely than Silvestrini to
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do the pope's bidding.
The Roman Curia is supposed to assist the pope m his magisterium — the
official term for his role as spiritual leader. Differences between pope and Curia
are nothing new in church history. The
pope IS absolute ruler. But popes come
and go. The Curia, on the other hand, is
always there. More than one pontiff
struggling against curial power has had
occasion to rue the fact that Pope Sixtus
V established the central bureaucracy in
1588. Before that, new popes tended to
put church affairs in the hands of a socalled cardinal-nephew, a relation, rapidly promoted, whom he could trust.
Pope Sixtus would have little difficulty finding his way around the structure
of the present Curia, which in 1988
marked its fourth centenary. The Secretariat ofState is the main administrative

department. Its head is Cardinal Agostino Casaroli, owlish and low-key, who
is secretary of state and in effect prime
minister of the Vatican City state.
Casaroli reached the non-mandatory
I retirement age of seventy-five last year.
^ Though the cardinal has served him
5 well for a decade, the pope would like to
10^

1

Above: Sixtus V, who in
1588 established the Vatican's
central bureaucracy , the
Curia. Below: John Paul II,
who is upsetting the
ecclesiastical apple cart.

i replace him, for fundamental difterI ences remain between them. To John
Paul, Casaroli symbolizes the continuing Italian tradition in the Curia: what
has been called "the old-fashioned system of interlocking patronages." There
is also a disagreement t)ver tiie condiut
ofinternational relations. Casaroli, who
has spent a lifetime in diplomacy, likes
to deal with governments,
working
through diplomatic channels,
Ihe
pope, a diocesan bishop, prefers th.it
local bishops take responsibility tor
dealing with their governments. He has
sometimes wondered aloud if the 1 loly
See needs a diplomatic corps at .ill.
The Vatican, internationally recc\gnized as a sovereign state, has diplom.itic ties with 116 countries, its foreign
relations are the responsibility of the
Secretariat of State's Section for lU-Litions with States, through its staffin the
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Vatican and its network of diplomatic
representatives overseas. The papal
nuncios, pro-nuncios, and apostolic
delegates abroad have a reputation for
being extremely well informed about
what is going on in their territory.
Many intelligence services, including
the C'lA. find it worthwhile to maintain
a Vatican watch.

IN THE c:)LD DAYS. THE
VATICAN DID BUSINESS
WITH THE DEVIL,
BUT. THEY SAID.
IN GOD'S INTEREST.

matic representatives of the Holy See
usually have a dual role: they keep up
relations both with the government and
1 p I owith the local bishops. In Clatholic
countries, the papal nuncio automatically becomes the dean of the diplomatic
corps — a position that elsewhere goes to
the longest-serving envoy. Established
at the Congress of Vienna in 1814, this
custom still prevails in Paris, Vienna.
Madrid, Lisbon, Bonn, and most Smith
American and some African capitals. In
countries where this practice is not
accepted (e.g., the United States), the
papal representative is a pro-nuncii>. a
step below nuncio. This is the I Kily
See's way of expressing its displeasure.
Nine congregations — iiicliiding i>ne
for creating new saints — each headed by
a cardinal prefect, administer the spiritual .iiid ecclesiastical business of the
uin\ersal iluircii. But .it tiie center of
tins structure is the C'ongregation for
the noctnne of the Laith. formerly
t.illeil the I lolv Office. Its prefect. Cardinal hisepli Rat/inger. is a force to be
reckoneii with in the Curia power network. Ap[''oiiitetl by John i'aul II. he is
kiunvii .IS the pope's alter ego in moral
and theologic.il matters. I lis rigid ortlunlDxy. says one prelate, "gives the
" The carof inind.
peaceab«.>ut
pope doctrinal
dinal is not coy
extending
his

,J'<
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power. He recently campaigned to have
a representative placed in every Curia department as a watchdog on moral
issues but was overruled.

"THE BRASS AT HEAD
OFFICE," A CHICAGO
PRIEST CALLS THE CURIA.

the Vatican treasures, except Michelangelo's Pietd, and buy a cruise ship, on
which he will embark with the
Curia
and the Pieta on a permanent world
cruise. The joke docs not amuse the
congregations and other departments
that prepare the files on each country
targeted for a papal visit, do the advance
work, and organize the pope's voyages
in conjunction with the local episcopate.
The result, say his critics, is that crisis
management in parts of the world that
have captured the pope's interest has
taken the place of broad-based, continuous administration. 'The rhythm of
work in the Curia," observes a senior
prelate, "has changed from the stately
pace of a Haydn quartet to the jerky

ongregation Propaganda Fide, or, as it is now
called, the Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples, which has an
imposing office block outside the Vatican in the Piazza di Spagna, controls 940
dioceses in the church's vast former
missionary territories, most of them in
the Third World. It is headed by the
Czechoslovak cardinal Jozef Tomko.
who still goes mountain climbing at
seventy-one. For the first time, there are
now two American Curia cardinals:
William Wakefield Baum, the former
archbishop of Washington, D.C., who
is prefect of the Congregation for Catholic Education; and Cardinal Edmund
Szoka, formerly archbishop of Detroit,
who heads the office that oversees the
Vatican's financial affairs. Besides the
congregations, there arc numerous
councils, one charged with furthering
relations with other Christian churches,
and several commissions, as well as
three courts of law, known as the Vatican Tribunals, which include the Roman Rota, the marriage tribunal.
For centuries the Curia functioned
undisturbed. God was in his heaven; the
pope was in Rome and stayed there; the
Vatican bureaucrats administered the
worldwide organization of the Catholic
church. A pope who takes literally his
role as world pastor is upsetting that
delicately balanced system. The wansalesman,"
traveling
derings of "God's
as he has
been called,
dominate the
Curia's work. The Czechoslovak trip
will be his forty-sixth voyage.
The current Vatican joke has it that
the traveling pope has decided to take
the next logical step. He will auction oft
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measures of a Polish mazurka."
This is a long way from the all-powerful church bureaucracy of a mere
twenty-five years ago, dominated at
every level by Italian clerics. Though
Latin was the official language of church
business, Italian was the working language. Like all good bureaucracies, it
had great powers of regeneration.
Young Italian priests with such distinguished names as Barbenni, Pignatelli,
Orsini, and Pacelli entered the Curia as
minutanti — junior secretaries with good
prospects of one day becoming cardinals ifnot popes.
Of the last six popes, the first four
came from the diplomatic service. John
XXIII spent twenty years as a papal
diplomat in the Balkans, Turkey, and
Paris. His successor, Paul VI, in charge
of internal church affairs and later prosecretary of state, was the ultimate papal
senior bureaucrat.
In the aftermath of the Second Vatican Council. Pope Paul introduced an
ambitious reform of the Roman Cluria.
The changes reflected the mood of progressive change in the church at the
time. No longer was Rome to call all the
shots. Power was decentralized, giving
national bishops' conferences a bigger
say in running their affairs. Paul VI also
began internationalizing the Curia by
appointing non-Italians to senior positions. His last secretary of state, the
French cardinal Jean Villot, was the first
"foreigner" to occupy the post in cner
three centuries. All the same, the central
government of the church remained
Italian culturally if not numerically. In
other words, it tended to favor compromise over confrontation and a leisured
pace of work over a fast one.
From Paul VI, Pope John Paul II m(Cotuimud oil /'rt(j(' 146)

INSIDE THE VATICAN
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The Best Little
choolhouse in Texas

Aljred Giles's splendid stone schoolhouse, ca. 1893.

Deep in the heart of Gillespie County —
and therefore in the true heart of Tex-the old Morris Ranch schoolhouse stands in solitary splendor
against a vast sky. Built of native
rock and oak and glass in ample proas- portions, itwas designed in the late
nineteenth century by Alfred Giles, one
of the finest architects of his time. Beside

it our image of the little red schoolhouse of yore pales. At first sight,
the Morris Ranch schoolhouse takes your breath away.
Gillespie County is in the "hill country,"
where, in the blast of summer's heat, it is
always ten degrees cooler than anywhere
else in the Lone Star state. The land, with its
rolling hills and gentle rivers, is known for
great deer hunting in the fall and fine peach
orchards in the spring. It is a prosperous
part of Texas, settled largely by German
farmers and ranchers whose legacy of solidFrances Billups restored the Morris
rock houses exists to this day. It is also the
schoolhouse and filled it with antiques.
handsome setting of what was once the
Morris Ranch and a fascinating chapter in Texas history.
The story begins on February 18, 1856, when Francis Morris, an
By Nancy Holmes
92
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eastern millionaire who once owned vast tracts
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0»e oj seven Texas country tables.

of the Bronx and spent his time there or at his
great Maryland horse farm, became a Texas
landowner. Almost on a whim, he purchased
23,000 acres of Gillespie County for twenty-four
cents an acre. Though he died before he ever
could see his Texas landholdings, his son, John
A. Morris, did. He was dispatched there soon
after his father bought the property, to make
sure that the area and climate were as ideal for the

breeding, raising, and training of Thoroughbred racehorses as they
had been represented to be. They were. When
John Morris returned with a favorable report,
the horse-loving Morris family started a movement toward Texas, and the Morris Ranch was
born. By the early 1890s, with eight houses
built for family and staff, the Morrises had
created a barony in the hill country that still
carries their name and
lives on in the memory
those who knew it.

of

I'lic oriiiithil elm floors and wood panels
are intaii. CA»//((7i()/» oJ ainique dolts.

The barony was extensive. A dozen barns were
fashioned from the local, sand-colored stone.
Two of them were over 400 feet long, each containing thirty stalls. The barns were just tlic
beginning. The Morrises built exercise pens,
Tin-panel Texas pw safe, ca. 1860.

traiuiug bams, aud watcr tauks, along with a

Pliotographs by Tina Freeman
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Tall windows flood the
lower schoolroom with light.
Frances Billups has an
eye for fine early jurniture
from her state, like the
Fredericksburg wardrobe (right)
and the pine table.
Somehow, the collection
of duck decoys, saddles, chaps,
elk-horn chair, and

sable-antelope trophy
all adds up.
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racetrack with a judge's stand. Then
came a capacious jockeys' house and a
two-story hotel for guests. A post
office, some warehouses, a general
store, a cotton gin, a flour mill, and a
drugstore soon followed.

To the benefit of no one, the antiracing laws at the turn of the century
blew it all away. When a group of eastern states passed legislation to forbid
betting, the business of breeding racehorses inTexas was virtually over, and
activities on the Morris Ranch shifted

inally, in 1893, last but not
least, the schoolhouse was built,
placed so that it stood alone on a
gentle slope a quarter mile from ranch
headquarters and eleven miles from
the nearest town, Fredericksburg.
The schoolhouse was by far the most
prestigious building put up on the
ranch, thanks to the fame of its architect, Alfred Ciiles. it demonstrated that
the Morris family were as concerned
with the education of their children

to farming and cattle raising. With the
heart of the operation gone, the Morrises shipped their remaining horses
back East and soon followed. As
for the ranch, little by little, the
acreage was sold off in parcels, most of
it to citizens of Fredericksburg. The
buildings were torn down or destroyed by the elements, hi a few

and those of the ranch staff as they
were with their racehorses. They
knew of (iiles, an Englishman by
birth, because he had emigrated to
nearby San Antonio in 1 873 and quickly achieved a reputation for building
handsome county courthouses all twer
the state, as well as some distinguished, large private residences in
San Antonio.
The completed schoolhouse consisted of three large rooms, still intact
today: two wings held the elementary
school and the high school respectively, while the center room was for middle-school pupils. A central bell tower
soared forty-five feet over the students; immensely tall windows at either end flooded the school with light.
The middle school even had a stage
with a gracefully arched proscenium.
The Romanesque-revival detailing of
the binlding gave the lie to the reputation of latc-nineteenth-century Texas
as an uncivilized place fit only for cowboys, rattlesnakes, and Indians.
The schoolhouse soon became the
center of cultural activity on the ranch.
The Morris tamily made their abundant library available to all children.
Church services were held each Sunday, with sermons given by ministers
from as far away as San Antonio.
There were constant barbecues and
quilting bees, dances and songfests. A
Shakespearean society flourished.
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years' time, all that remained were the
jockeys' quarters, the main white
frame house, and, of course, the solidly built schoolhouse.
In 1931, the schoolhouse, with
about nine acres, was deeded to Ciillespie County. It continued to operate as
a school, however, until 1962, when it
was judged too fir from the center of
town to be useful. For twenty years, it
stood empty and unused, until Frances
Heard Billups, a Texan with an eye for
beauty, rescued and restored it.
Frances Billups's father, Cyrus
Heard, was a prominent south Texas
cattle rancher and oilman, whose heart
was in the great outdoors. Having fallen in love with Gillespie County on a
hunting trip in the late twenties, he
wasted no time buying up some
acreage to be used for farming and cattle ranching. The land fell in several
parcels on either side of the old Morris
Ranch schoolhouse. Frances remem-

^houe: The orij^inal school stage,
with graceful proscenium, frames a
nineteenth-century Texas pine
dayhcd with early- American coverlet.
Billups waltzed clear across
Texas to find an 1865 armoire (right)
from Jefferson, topped by a
decorative louvre from an old barn,

bers, "As a young girl, we used to pass
the schoolhouse all the time, and I was
always fascinated by it, standing there

and a glass cabinet from a

on that slope by itself."
The thought of ownership had not

pharmacy in Doss, now

yet entered Frances's mind, but she
would not forget the beautiful old
building. The years passed, and
Frances grew up and married Brigadier General James Sykes Billups and
mothered five children. Her lively curiosity and preservationist instinct
stood her in good stead as, one day in

filled with antique children's
toys from all around the state.

1972, she stopped by Dodd's Nursery,
(Continued on paj^e 147)
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No ''brown international sound ''from the Orchestre Symplhviiquc dc Mouivcal
Alice after she drank from the bottle at the bottom of the rabbit hole, the world of classical music
has been shrinking at a most alarming rate. Nowadays, conductors and soloists — and, indeed, orchestras and opera companies — whiz around the world in an
infinitely complicated global game of musical chairs. In just
one musical generation, many people have embraced the
belief that nationality means nothing. German music, Italian
Like

music, Russian music — who cares? Music is music, they say,
and there is no reason why an American or European orchestra, with a conductor from Japan or India, performing with
soloists from South America or Scandinavia, cannot do full
justice equally to a Beethoven symphony, a Puccini opera, or
a Tchaikovsky concerto.
In Montreal, however, there is a man who stands firmly in
opposition to this concept of
the one musical world. Charles
Dutoit, a Swiss living in Canada, has a soul as French as the
tricolore. Try telling him that a
non-Francophone can bring
the same interpretive flair to
Debussy and Berlioz that he
displays with the Orchestre
Montreal. "I
Symphonique
hate
the brownde international
sound, " he says with the sort of
emotional conviction that is
unmistakably Gallic. "It's what
we call in French passe-partotdt,
something that fits everything."
The qualities that are lost
when a poem is translated out
of its original tongue are just
the delicate musical flavors that
Dutoit, now in his thirteenth
year as the OSM's music director, hopes to capture in his

new recorded-performance standards tor the orchestral
works of Ravel, Stravinsky (French by elective affinity), and
Saint-Saens, and it appears likely that they will do the same tor
the orchestral works of Debussy, a complete cycle of which
has begun with a lush reading of the Images and Noitunies.
Dutoit came to Montreal in 1977 in the wake of the precipitous departure of the ensemble's music director Rafael
Friihbeck de Burgos. The orchestra was in disarray. Recalls
Zarin Mehta, then the orchestra's managing director. "He
went back to Spain, leaving us not only without a music director but without a conductor for [the) next week's performance." Dutoit, who had
served a single stint in Montreal
as guest conductor six months
earlier, was rushed in as a replacement. The maestro and
the band proved to be made for
each other. Dutoit was the orchestras first French-speaking
music director in over twenty

DUTOIT'S
FRENCH
REVO LUTION
BY JAMIE

think in French, it's not like when you think in German. " The
point is not that only Frenchmen can perform French music,
for Dutoit's own repertoire is certainly polylingual. Rather,
Dutoit urges that all music be performed, and listened to, in
its own vernacular, instead of being translated nito a sort of
musical Esperanto that is native to no one.
Dutoit has led the OSM on many tours— to the United
States, to Europe, to the Far East— yet it is through its briskselling recordings that the team is best known. One of its early
successes as a recording act was its superbly idiomatic interpretation ofManuel de Falla's El Amor Bntjo. "One has to
"It's not just 'Ole,
know what is Spanish in there,"ofhethesays.
country that produced
ole!' It is the dramatic character
the Inquisition. There is a certain hardness in the music. This

understanding of the music has to be clear."
Their forays into other repertory notwithstanding, it is as
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Ravel's complete
Daphnis
something
of a
sensation.
Since then.
Dutoitet Chloc,
and the created
OSM have
established

CHARLES

orchestra's performances.
"There is a connection between language and music," he
explains. "There is a special kmd of sensitivity, and a certain
education of the mind, that comes from language. When you

MAY

refined interpreters of French music that Dutoit and the Montreal band shine most brightly. Their very first record, oi

JAMES

years, at a time in Quebec when
language was an incendiary nationalist issue. Says Mehta.
"From t h e beginning,
Charles's effect on the public in
Montreal was electric. It was
theThe
stufforchestra
legends areDutoit
made took
of"
over was competent, boring,
and provincial — known, it
thought about at all. as one of
the stepping-stones in the career of Zubin
brother).
In a fewMehta
years. (Zann's
Dutoit
made it over: he pruned out tiie
ueadwood and recruited tresh

talent from far afield, creating an essentially new orchestra. "I
have been very serious," he reflects, "very tough . . . tough
but relaxed. I am demanding, demanding, demanding, every
day, every day — (.^specially when things are gi>ing well."
l*ierre Heique, managing director emeritus, who was present at the creation of the Orchestre Symphonique de Montreal, in 1934, recalls how the orchestra was formed to give work
to cinema pit nuisiciaiis left unemployed by the introiliu tion
of the talkies. From his unique historical perspective, he
appraises Dutoit this way: "Unquestionablv. he gave his own
stamp to the orchestra. Under its previous iiMuhictors. such
as Otto Klemperer, josef Krips, Zubin Mehta, and FranzPaul Decker, the orchestra had developeil a certain German
sound. Dutoit came in, and as a disciple of F.rnest Anseniiet
and as a French Swiss, he gave it a very retined. clarified sound
and . . . nil [^out /j<j/I(<j/.v."
Ik-ique calls the orchestra's recordings "our calling card
tiiriMighout the world." Ihe rise in the fortunes of the OSM
has closely followed the growth of digital-rc( ordmg technol-
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Dutoit is no admirer of the big Juicy sound of most international orchestras.
ogy. The OSM is the first major orchestra whose work has
been entirely recorded with the new digital technology, and
its early releases were among the first demonstration recordings when compact discs were introduced.
Throughout the world, critics lavished superlatives upon
the burnished glow of the strings on Daphnis et Chloe, the
brilliant crackle of the percussion on the Falla disc, the thrilling presence of the orchestra's Bolero — a late arrival on a ridiculously overcrowded field which essentially blew away the
competition. "This recording," the New Penguin Guide to
Compact Discs and Cassettes announced, "defines the state of
the art." It sold over 100,000 copies in Canada alone, a sales
milestone usually reached in that country only by the likes of
Madonna and Bruce Springsteen.
The credit for the success story of the OSM's recordings in
large measure goes to London/
Decca, which in 1980 took a
gamble that the relatively unknown orchestra and its charismatic young conductor would
be able to compete in the international market. Dutoit says
that it was the Decca engineer
James Lock who discovered the
little church of St. Eustache in
the suburban village of the
same name, twenty miles
northwest of Montreal, where
the orchestra makes all its recordings. Engineers and musicians alike have an almost superstitious reverence for the
church, which they say gives
the OSM recordings their rich,
mellow sound.
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(one of them the first Tchaikovsk
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piano concerto, anwit th London'es Royalt Philhhaarmoni chO,rchestra and the brilli
but elusiv pianis Mart
Argeri
who
was his wife at the time) and an excellent series of twentiethch symphonic music on the Erato label with varcentury Fren
ious orchestras.

When Dutoit came to Montreal, he was determined not
only to make the orchestra over in his own image but to find
an international label for which it could record, so that all the
world would know what Charles had wrought. Dutoit's
arrogance, if that is what it is, is well tempered by his native
charm and tact — but he loves to compete, and he loves to win.
"In certain things," he says, "we can really be on top."
He cites the orchestra's recent recording of Hoist's The
Planets, another popular work that has been ovcrrecordcd.
"When we came out with Berlioz, Ravel, and Stravinsky, we
got great reviews, but I thought when we did some English
music, they would say, 'Now, wait a minute.' " Yet the
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recording was a commercial and critical success, and the reason, according to Dutoit, is that "it doesn't sound French."
''Gramophone [that choosy, frightfully English record magazine] said that until then the most successful recording of The
Planets had been the Berlin Philharmonic with Karajan, and
that now it is our recording. So I was glad that on a specific
field we could compete with the Berlin Philharmonic and beat
them!" The Berlin, of course, is the one to beat.
Herbert whom
von Karajan's
name is and
oftendoes
on not
Dutoit's
someone
he both admired
shrinklips,
fromas
being compared with. It was Karajan who gave him his first
big break, twenty-six years ago. Dutoit, at that time a gutsy
twenty-eight-year-old at the Bern Symphony, was one of the
few conductors in the world who were conducting Le Sacredu
Printemps. As a music-conservatory student at Lausanne and
Geneva, he had, he recalls, a
"fascination" for that score:
"When I saw it for the first
time, I thought it was the most
difficult thing in the world. It
was like trying to read a book in
At that time Karajan was the
director of the Vienna State
Opera,
which was planning to
Chinese."
stage a ballet of Le Sacre, also
for
"Karajan
heardthe
thatfirst
theretime.
was this
young
conductor in Bern who had
performed that piece with
some success, and he booked
me to conduct it without even
hearing
me."
in
Vienna in
the Dutoit
middle arrived
of one of
the fiery Karajan's battles with
the house management, and at
the end of the season Karajan
was gone.
"The guy who came after
Karajan, Mr. Egon Hilbert,
booked me to come back," Dutoit tells me. "He said, 'Ah,
you have had great success. Now, what opera can you conduct next year?' I said, 'I'm sorry, I don't know any opera. I
will be happy to study something, ' and I mentioned the scores
that interested me. He said, 'No, you must conduct Die Entjiihrung aus dem Serail in September.' So I asked him, 'How
many rehearsals do I have?' And he said, 'Oh, you have no
rehearsal.' Of course, I refused."
As a compromise, the rash Herr Hilbert offered him the
new production of Swan Lake choreographed by Nurcyev,
but that proved to be, from Dutoit's point of view, a disaster:
"Nureyev had no idea about the music." The choreography
became more and more complicated, slowing down the music in rehearsals to a snail's pace. "Then when the music was in
tempo, they could not dance. So he said, 'Oh, to hell with the
music; play it slow so I can dance this way.' That was the last
time I conducted anything from the standard ballet repertoire," he concludes, with an edge of contempt.
After his Viennese adventure, Dutoit went on to serve
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"Music gains," he says, "when you take out a little hit of the chol
esterol. "
terms as music director for
s Goteborg Symphonv
and the National SymphonySweden'
Orchestra of Mexico before
receiving the offer from Montreal. By all accounts, he is now
happy as a king. In 1982 he married Marie-Josee Drouin, a
Canadian economist thirteen years his junior, who has
achieved professional success equivalent to his. Pierre Beique
comments, "Charles has become a great Montrealer."
Nonetheless, Dutoit's musical ambitions have outgrow
the confines of Quebec. Despite all the Montreal-boostinng
that one hears from him and his entourage, the city is undeniably a provincial outpost — particularly when it comes to
opera. While he has performed a few operas in concert in
Montreal, in recent years he has been following the siren call
of foreign opera houses, hi 1983 he made his Co vent Garden
debut with Gounod's Faust. In 1987 he bowed at the Metropolitan with a wonderfully idiomatic Les Contes d' Hoffmann
over which the critics were
mostly lukewarm. (He was
back this spring for a calamitous new Faust and a revival of
Samson et Dalila.) In 1991 he
will go to the Los Angeles Music Center Opera for a "once in
a lifetime" opportunity, a complete staging of Berlioz's epic
opera Les Troyens. Can we expect to see Dutoit in the pit
more often?
"This sounds pretentious,"
he
a httle me
bit up
to replies,
me. Muti"buthasit'sinvited
to
La Scala, and I've been asked by
Paris, by La Monnaie, in Brussels, and the Maggio Musicale
Fiorentino, in Florence. Sinopoli invited me to the Berlin
Opera. But it takes too much
time." Apart from the fact that
"T^T T'~P/^T'~P /^"NT T^TQ^ This month, as a part of the
^^
iwll
\Jl\ Ui^K^ Debussy enterprise, Charles
Dutoit will record Pelleas ct Melisande using a cast of young French
singers without large international reputations. "I doubt that you've
heard of any of the soloists," he says in a tone tinged with pride.
"They are all native French speakers, which is so important for Pelleas. It's the most wonderful poem, more than an opera."
The best-known entries in the sizable Dutoit-OSM discography
arc, of course, some of the most popular pieces in the orchestral
repertoire. Many people dismiss items such as Bo/mi, the /^/2 Overture, and Mendelssohn's Wedding March from A Midstiiiiiner Night's
Dream as musical kitsch, but under Dutoit's direction the Montreal
orchestra breathes fresh life into these old chestnuts — which, after
all, became famous for a reason. Perhaps more rewarding for connoisseurs are their interpretations of slightly lesser-known masterpieces ofthe French school: the exquisite Ravel piano concertos witii
Pascal Roge, for example.
Recording exclusively for London Records, Dutoit and the C^SM
have recently shown themselves to be in souk- peril of becoming (Ik
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he devotes twenty-two weeks a year to the Orchestrc
Symphonique de Montreal, he disapproves of the power of
stage directors at most opera houses. "Obviously," he says
sarcastically, "today the stage director is more important than
the composer." When Dutoit conducts he wants to reign supreme. His two latest affiliations, as artistic director for the
open-air summer seasons of the i'hiladelphia Orchestra, in
Philadelphia's own Mann Music Center, and for the Saratoga
Peforming Arts Center, in upstate New York, should satisfy
that desire, certainly.
But even with these projects and various guest shots to keep
him entertained, how long will he be content to reign in Montreal? His answer is evasive: "I have already turned down a
couple of invitations to move. The recording situation is so
good here. I would leave Montreal only if I had a major invitation to a better, more glamorous place, a better orchestra, a
better situation altogether."
In 1991 Dutoit^ will have
completed fourteen years as
music director in Montreal.
That sounds like a long time by
contemporary standards, but
he does not care imich about
modern standards. "Ansermet
was fifty years in Geneva. Ormandy forty-four years m Philadelphia. They were committed tor very long periods. This
new generation at jet-set conductors, they seem to he impatient; they want to swallow the
Dutoit.
a civili/ed man. pre\\ hole
world."
fers to savor it. <j /(/ han(aisi'. □
Jamie James, a fieijtietit contributor
to Connoisseur, has a special interest inclassiiiil imisic.
company's house band. We could have done very nicely without the
recent issues of the Faure Rei]uieiii with Kiri Te Kanawa and Shernll
Millies, and a coupling ot the 1 alo Sytuphonie lispagiiole and SaintSaens's third violin concerto with Joshua Mell. Nonetheless. Dutoit
and the Montrealers continue to turn in excellent pertormaiues: a
new collection of Clershwin favorites and a pairing of the first and
fifth symphonies of Prokofiev are right on their respective moneys.
And a recent compilation on London's midpnced jubilee line of Ravel's orchestral works on four compact discs is one of the greatest
musical bargains around.
Some of Dutoit's recordings Irom the pre-Montie.d j^liase ol Ins
career, on the Erato label, reveal a somewhat more esoteric aspect of
his musicianship. His recordings of l-aure's opera Paielope, with the
Orchestre Philharmonique de Monte ( "arlo and a young, very f reshsoundingjessye Norman in the title part, is .i moving and persuasive
rendering of this neglected work. His cycle of the symphonic works
of Arthur I lonegger with the liavarian l^adio Symphony is a classic,
and most of these haunting modernist compositions are available in
no otiier recordings.
— /./
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More

Bellini
than Titian
By Melik Kaylan

formal quattrocento style of Bellini proved
too old-fashioned for him. Within fifteen
years he had the painting altered drastically,
not once but twice.
The full story of the painting's tribulations was recently uncovered after a fouryear intensive restoration by the gallery's
chief conservator, David Bull. He was
building on a discovery, made in the fifties,
that the first Bellini version had an entirely
different background, of a golden horizon
glimpsed through a latticework of tree
trunks, hi his detective work. Bull deployed

Joseph Widener bought the
Whenpainting
below in 1922, it was said to
be an unfinished Giovanni Bellini

an array of gadgetry worthy of space-age
espionage — infrared reflectography, gas
chromatography. X-ray diffraction powder
analysis, and stereoscopic microscopy,
which magnifies paint specks by 200 times.

completed by Titian — possibly more Titian
than Bellini. Now it hangs in the National
Gallery, and Bellini gets top billing. More is
involved than the mere whims of artistic
fashion, though Bellini is certainly in greater
demand now than Titian.

It turned out that Titian's was a salvage
job. Studying the brushwork minutely. Bull
.determined the first intervention to be the
handiwork of one Dosso Dossi, a mediocre
court painter of the time. Titian chose to
obliterate virtually all his work; his wind-

Entitled The Feast of the Gods, the picture
depicts a scene from a classical myth as told
by Ovid. A convocation of gods and goddesses is awakened from a postprandial
slumber by Silenus's ass, just in time to prevent Priapus from ravishing Lotis. The
painting was commissioned by Alfonso
d'Este, duke of Ferrara, for his erotic private
room, called the Camerino d'Alabastro,
from Bellini, who completed it in 1514. A
sensual and headstrong Renaissance prince,
husband to Lucretia Borgia, the duke clearly
felt a droit du seigneur toward art. (On one
occasion he melted a Michelangelo bronze
into a cannon.) It seems that the stiff and

swept foliage improves upon both Dossi's
buildings and Bellini's formal tree line. As'it
now stands, in its shining, cleaned state. The
Feast of the Gods is all Bellini in the foreground, all Titian in the background, with
an isolated pheasant and spray of leaves by
the ineradicable Dosso Dossi in between.
A triumph on many levels, the painting
offered, in particular, a lesson to museums
and their directors. Why moan about the
prohibitive cost of buying old masters, it
seemed to say, when you can rediscover the
ones you have and restore them? D

A museum director's
dream: two or
more old masters
and a painting
whose style bridges

Melik Kaylati is a free-lance writer.

two centuries — all
In the restored 1529
Feast of the Gods,
the river is once again
visible and Bellini's
hril'.int orange and
blue colors glow . Detail opposite: Priapus,
with bulging tunic,
about to ravish the

for the price
of a mere restoration.

sleeping Lotis.
Above: A veil of yellowish-brown varnish
occludes the painting
before restoration.
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What a sculptor did with 130 tons of rock
Turn off the main road a few miles
north of town, drive past woods
and fields, and you see the house,
set low in the landscape. It is about
two years old now, very large and
very grand — truly a mansion.
But open the door, walk through
the small foyer, and what do you
see? A massive wall of granite
Right: Dan
Yarbrough on his
Tower of Babel.
The house was

boulders. You blink, rub your eyes,
perhaps; but it does not go away.
Two giant rocks, one on top of the
other, seem ready to topple.
Enter one ot the passageways
that lead around the wall. The
boulders at your feet look stable
enough, but glance upward, and
the ones poised above seem to be
moving. Where will you be, you
wonder, if those rocks fall?
This is Tower of Babel, a sculpture
so massive that the building whose
center it dominates had to be constructed around it. Four stories
high, made of 130 tons of granite
and limestone, it fills the public
areas of the house, presenting a different face to each of the rooms that

literally built
around it.

surround it. Four fireplaces are set
in its flanks.

The dining room

Dan Yarbrough, the Chicago
artist who built Tower of Bahel,

(opposite) contrast:
massive boulders

planned it to evoke awe, excitement, comfort, and menace, de-

with neat

pendingisupon in
one's
of vision.
The secret
the angle
stones.
Stones

cobblestone.

speak to Dan Yarbrough, and he
makes them speak to us — in a babel
of voices.
The artist's feel for stone stems
from a love of nature. He cares
about the land, not because it is
fashionable to do so nowadays but
because he is made that way. Born
thirty-two years ago in High
Ridge, Missouri, in the foothills of
the Ozarks, he grew up fishing and

roaming the hills with his dog. But
from his earliest days, Yarbrough
also had the artist's proverbial itch
to work with his hands. His grandfather and a neighbor taught him to
carve. He made many clay models
and impressed schoolmates with his
drawing. They marveled at his ability to capture a likeness.
Dwelling as he did in "a very
rocky part
Missouri,"
Yarbrough spentofmany
hours pulling
stones from the fields of the family
farm. He learned to examine each
one carefully: American Indian
artifacts — arrowheads and axheads — were quite common where
he lived. Today, the artist has the
unmistakable look of a man who
works outdoors. Standing six feet
three inches tall, he has heavily
muscled arms and trunk, powerful
hands, and a square-jawed, deeply
sunburned face.
Yarbrough lives with his family
in an industrial Chicago neighborhood next to railroad tracks. They
have given nature a new foothold
there by planting hundreds of trees,
bushes, and perennial flowers
around their home and along a half
mile of easement leased from the
railroad. Birds visit year-round to
nest and to feed.
Before Tower of Babel, Yarbrough built large outdoor works
that contain cavities and shelves to
accommodate

birds and plants. "I

By Victor M. Cassidy

The House vv^ith
a Heart of St#ne
jgJlHl
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Tower of Babel can be seen as Yarbrough's magnum opus
on his favorite theme: the interplay of nature and civilization.
The monumental
Tower of Babel,
the core of (he
house, incorpiorates
fii'e arches in
varied styles
and evokes a
succession of
cultures settlinj^

invited nature into my sculptures,"
he says in his characteristically wellchosen, slightly teasing phrases,
"but I let chance determine the form
this benign invasion would take.
What humans see as the first stages
of structural deterioration, nature
reads as a sign of welcome."
"Artists are reporters," he continues. "They report on their adventures and discoveries." Tower of
Babel, Yarbrough's first indoor effort, can be seen as his magnum
opus on his favored theme of the interplay ofnatural processes and human civilization. The site repre-

in a siui^le

sents "a special place that has been
built over thousands of years by dif-

place.

ferent groups of people," he explains. Each group effaces and
builds upon what has come before,
often sacrilegiously. This, says
Yarbrough, is how our species
deals with the past.
Central to the design of
Tower of Bahel
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are five arches, each spanning twenty feet. "I like arches," says the artist. "Arches have such an allusion to
the ancients. Things that survive in
arch torm are even more magnificent than things that have survived
not in arch torm.
"We draw a certain sense of
camaraderie from them. They're
not immortal. They will fall someday. Sometimes, as we look at an
arch, we secretly hope it will collapse in our presence.- We do not
have the same personal relationship
with a boulder, unless it is somehow off-balance, in a tenuous situation— sitting on top of another, tilting or leaning. Perhaps it will do
something in your lifetime."

If the great size of the rocks in the
sculpture and the meticulous way
they are set recall the massive stone
constructions of Egypt and Babylon, that is as the artist would have it
be. "A religious fervor inspired
those structures," Yarbrough says.
"That's why they're so huge and so
very well made. To replicate that
feeling, I took great care to fit each
stone so tightly into the piece that
you could not imagine another one
in that spot." \w the den of the
house, the artist creates an atmowith huge
sphere of well-being
bouldei

set horizontally, traditional tuck
pointing, and a fireplace of standard
shape. "Horizontal things are comforting because they'll always remain that way," he says. "They're
not going to leap up. They're not
going to change." Not so with vertical stones, which are precarious,
or with forms placed diagonally.
They pose an immediate threat.
The living room, with its two
bright limestone arches, is cheerful
and buoyant. The playroom is a
place for fun and adventure.
Though the mortar lines are drawn
deep there, the stone wall looks
absolutely stable. The surfaces of
the stones are full of lively movement. Instead of a barrier, you see a
rock face that invites you to climb.
The dining room has a different ambience entirely. Set in
a semicircular wall of rock
and provided with tall
windows that look outdoors,
this
area is at
once restful and
exciting.
The dark ^^^P^ old stones
next to the
floor look solid
and safe. But high above your head,
the limestone arches seem ready to
take flight.
How does one conceive and build
an abstract sculpture on this scale?
As Yarbrough tells it, Charles
Moore, a prominent architect and
former dean of the Yale School of
Architecture, summoned him four
years ago to discuss a prospective
commission. Moore, who was unknown to Yarbrough, had heard ot
him through a mutual friend.
Moore's client, a Wisconsin industrialist, had a site not far from Milwaukee, where he wanted to build a
new home that would incorporate
the "family rocks" — stones from
the estate where he grew up.
Stone footings and fireplaces
were considered, but the architect
sought something grander. By the
time Yarbrough was called in,
Moore had a preliminary plan ot the
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house with a void at its center.
Moore explained that he wanted
Yarbrough to create a monumental
rock sculpture. Then he brought
out stacks of books and periodicals.
For the next several hours, artist
and architect looked at photographs
of stone walls, towers, and dungeons— from all over the world and
all periods of history.
They talked and talked, discussing what they liked, what they did
not — and why. Late in the evening,
Moore told Yarbrough that the job

Thf row^h-htu'ti
iippcaratKe hclies
)'arhrotigh's ri<>orous
tn<^ineeritig.
If the concrete
lootini; were to
till one hill I inch,
the floors would
hiicklc and

was his. "If you decide you want to
do it," he said, "let us know in the
morning, and you can start on the
The next day, Yarbrough promodel."
posed the five-arch design
that became the basis for
Tower of Bahel. "The
model jumped right
off the page," he recalls. "Normally it
takes me much longer to settle down to
work. I waste a lot of time. "
Rapidly, the artist produced a
clay model.
Moore was quite taken. "My initial idea was a pile of stones," he
remembers, "and Dan made something orderly, something architectonic, from it. Really, he transformed itinto art."
Imagining form is one thing.
Hoisting tons of rock into position
is another — "as hard as or harder
than digging ditches,"
ist. "People with any
out to those who have
Assisting with Tower
0\c Stauersbol, a local

says the artsense job it
none."
of Bahcl was
man who is

descended from a long line of Danish stonemasons. "People warned
me away from him," Yarbrough
remembers, "because of his maverick reputation. I got interested at
once and soon learned that we share
the same aesthetic for setting and
laying stone. He didn't need any
any teaching."
sits on a massive
prompting,
Tower of Bahel
concrete footing, eighteen inches
thick, that contains four layers ol

the root collapse.

steel remtorcing bar. Thus the entire house is tied to the sculpture,
and if the footing were to tilt just
one half inch, the top of the tower
would move twenty inches. At the
same time the floors would buckle
and the roof would collapse.
"We were building a mountain."
Yarbrough recalls. "You would
look up twenty feet in the air and see
a hreplace in the side ot this sheer
cliff of stones." The architect's
plans fitted around this nuniiit.nn.
Yarbroughs work had to be to the
quarter inch, so that the hearth,
say, would meet the floor exactly.
Moore let Yarbrougli proceed
without supervision. "I saw Tower
of Bahel a number of times as it w as
on
looked for
up," he says,
going fascination
with
and".\ud
wonder,
nie. the magic lav in the dittereiue
between conception .xud execution— what happens \\ lien those
rocks get chosen ami composed.
The power that Dan in\ested in the
The was
artistsimply
and hisextraordinary."
assistant agreeil
piece
that each stone must be treatetl as an
individual object with unique expressive possibilities — not just as .1
liunk of rock to be piled atop other
hunks of rock. Ou good days, when
their niiiids were clear and untroubled, one of them might climb
down the scaffold, walk to the stone
yard, and choose precisely the rock
(Cotiliniied on /'<K'< '•^•'^'^
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MAGNIFICENT

FLORA

DANICA

PORCELAIN
CELEBRATES

ITS
i

200 "BIRTHDAY
BY

JEAN

BOND

It is only a covered tureen, but what a tureen! Painted
leaves and flowers twine over its plump, white surface; the
handles of dish and cover, mimicking the branches of a
woody vine, are finished by nosegays of delicately modeled flowers; the serrated edges and garlands of pearls and
rosettes in relief on the neoclassical rims gleam in burnished gold. On each piece of this glorious service — from
saucer to fish drainer — a different Scandinavian fungus, fern, or flowering plant is drawn
with exquisite accuracy and then subtly hand
painted. Denmark's Flora Danica porcelain,
which is celebrating its 2()()th birthday, is perhaps the loveliest porcelain still being made
anywhere in the world.
The original Flora Danica botanical service,
made at the Royal Copenhagen Porcelain
Manufactory between 1790 and 1802, with
painted decorations carefully copied from
copperplate engravings in the encyclopedia
Flora Danica, is probably the most famous antique porcelain service in the world. It is certainly the largest. Of the
original, l,8()2-piece set, 1,530 pieces have survived raucous royal dinner parties, palace fires, and enemy bombardments. With few exceptions, the original pieces are
now part of the queen's collections, closeted in royal
storerooms and rarely seen. Until now, the only pieces of
the original Flora Danica publicly visible have been tucked

RAFFERTY

away in a turret of Copenhagen's early-seventeenth-century Rosenborg Castle, wlych in the nineteenth century
was transformed into a charming though rather eccentric
museum of royal treasures, best seen with a flashlight.
The bicentennial brings these antique pieces into view at
exhibitions on both sides of the Atlantic. In New York, a
representative selection from the queen's collection is one
of the high points of the Cooper-Hewitt
I Museum's "Flora Danica and the Heritage of
If Danish Porcelain,
1760-1990," which runs
from April 24 to September 2.
"The Flora Danica porcelain was a very
important example in the late eighteenth century of bringing the worlds of science and art
together," says the Cooper-Hewitt curator
1 )avid McFadden, who is organizing the show
with Steen Nottelmann, of the Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Manufactory. "As a compendium of the flora of Denmark and Scandinavia, It was an encyclopedia that also embellished and
enriched
the royal Queen
table."Margrethe II will celebrate both
In Copenhagen,
her fiftieth birthday and Flora Danica's two-hundredth
with an exhibition at Christiansborg Castle. In the royal
dining hall, two banqueting tables will be laid — behind
glass walls — in the eighteenth-century manner with her
original Flora Danica porcelain. "It will be the first table
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setting of antique Flora Danica ever open to the public,"
says Ole Villumsen Krog, silver registrar to the queen.
Both tables will be laid for a banquet of eighteen, the first
for the main course, the second for dessert.
Nearby, in the coral and gold Abildgaard Hall, the royal
exhibit will demonstrate the manufacturing process, from
copperplate botanical prints, through molding, painting,
gilding, and polishing, to the finished piece. Both exhibits
will be open from May 24 through September 30.
The story of Flora Danica abounds in unanswered questions. The Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Manufactory was
founded by the dowager queen Juliane Marie in 1775 — late
in the course of the princely rivalry to discover the secret of
Chinese porcelain. Danish royal pantries were well
stocked with foreign porcelain, thanks to alliances with
German princesses and a large merchant navy. Homemade
porcelain may have seemed supererogatory.
Legend, with scant archival evidence to support it, suggests that the Flora Danica service commanded by Crown
Prince Frederick in 1790 was intended as a gift for the
empress Catherine II of Russia. For whomever it was
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meant, the service was surely a token of Frederick's wish to
celebrate one fantastic Danish enterprise with another. The
Swedish botanist Linnaeus had introduced his system of
botanical classification in 1735. Not long afterward, commencing in 1761, the encyclopedia Flora Danica was published. Itaimed to represent all Danish flora — then including the plant life of Norway, Greenland, Iceland, and the
Faeroe Islands. The king's librarian sent a messenger to the
Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Manufactory with the first
volumes of the encyclopedia. In due course Royal Porcelain was asked to reproduce the life-size plant illustrations
as decoration on a royal dinner service.
The diligence with which the royal instructions were
followed is responsible for the engagingly eclectic charm
of the first service. "Subscribers were needed for the first
volume of the encyclopedia, so it was very rich, full of varied plants," explains Steen Nottelmann. "The plants were
not given out in any botanical order."
A mixture of ferns, mosses, fungi, and flowers, therefore, was painted willy-nilly as the plants came to hand,
botanical accuracy taking priority over aesthetics. Tall
plants were lopped in two, the flower and root sections
arranged side by side, sometimes along with other plant
parts, labeled a and h. A yellow seaweed that grows vertically twirls horizontally around a wine cooler. There
appears to have been some concern with matching the size
of the plant to that of the porcelain piece, though not

always. "You have very large objects with tiny mosses that
you should like a magnifying glass to see," says Nottelmann, "and shell-shaped confectionery dishes where you
find one big fungus. It is funny that you would expect
people to cat on a plate with a large, nasty fungus on it!"
Most of Flora Danica's mushrooms, however, are appealing. Villumsen Krog's favorite tureen, with its cluster of
mushrooms on the lid, will star in the queen's exhibit.
Nottelmann will include more mushroom-painted porcelain in the Cooper-Hewitt show.
Almost all of this superb painting, done over the course
of twelve years, was the work of one man, Johann Christoph Bayer, a painter from Nuremberg, who joined the
manufactory in 1776. Though he eventually ruined his
eyes and his health, his remarkable versatility, his faithful
representation of botanical specimens (often using actual
plants when engravings left room for doubt), and his utter
devotion to his task made possible the creation of one of the
loveliest monuments of the age.
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I'ice, all
1790 scrpamled with

a luncheon for the king and queen of Spain. It is unlikely to

The crown decided after a few years to extend the order
om eighty settings to a hundred and to keep the porcelain
the royal collection; then, inexplicably, in 1 802, an order
as issued to cease production. The manufactory com[ied promptly, leaving four cruets without their saucers,
ate number 1,260, depicting the trumpetlike mushroom
'ziza cornucopioides, was the last in the porcelain service,
hich then numbered 1 ,802 pieces in all. "I think they said,
iood heavens, are they still working on it?' " laughs NotImann. "It's strange to be working on such a project at
ch a slow speed."
The Flora Danica porcelain was first used in 1803 to
rve the dessert at King Christian VII's fifty-fourth birthly banquet. Since then it has occasionally appeared at
)yal anniversaries and state dinners. It appeared in 1980 at

be used again, for it is now priceless. "I can't even estimate
its value," says Villunisen Krog.
Almost all of what remains of the original service is in
the royal collection, though a great deal was smashed in the
course of royal luncheons and dinners during the nineteenth century and a few pieces were given away. One
recipient was Frederick VII's friend and kinsman the official cupbearer, Cxnint C'hristian Danneskiold-Samsoe. .i
noted porcelain collector. Along with antK|ue Meissen,
Sevres, and faience, his four Flora Danica dishes are an
arresting feature of the e.xtraonlinarv collectii>n of his
descendant Cloiint Frik Daiineskiolti-Samsoe.
In 1906, Royal C'openhagen's artistic director. Aiiu>id
Krog, spotted pieces of the original l-lor.i n.iiiu.i service m
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Copenhagen antiques shops. A guard at Rosenborg had
made off with 101 pieces over two years. Of the lot, 81
were recovered; the remaining 20 have never been traced.
After the original service was completed. Flora Danica
went out of production for sixty years. In 1862, a group of
Danish women decided to revive it as a wedding present
for the Danish princess Alexandra upon her marriage to the
prince of Wales. They had fifteen volumes of the encyclopedia to choose from, but, in keeping with mid-Victorian
taste, they passed over mushrooms and mosses in favor of
the more romantic flowers and added some views of Danish castles and mansions. This service, now at Windsor
Castle, marked the resumption of a production that has
continued to this day.
Flora Danica motifs are now chosen from 700 to 800
plants culled from the entire encyclopedia. In the years
since 1761, 3,240 plants have been depicted. Though chromatic colors have replaced the original rust colors, and the
flower painting is somewhat less detailed, the porcelain
itself is still flawlessly executed. "You could easily hide an
old piece between the new ones and never know the difference,"says Stecn Nottclmann. Royal Copenhagen's production director, Leif Lautrup-Larsen, claims that even he
cannot always tell.
Craftsmanship has been sacrificed to technology in
much of the Western world, but in Denmark it flourishes.
In the atelier of the Royal Copenhagen Group, lit by the
cool light of a northern winter, Annette Secher-Larsen
deftly molds the soft porcelain leaves and petals of tiny
flowers and then confidently arranges them in the small
bouquets that surround each handle's base, with the help of
an instrument half scalpel, half hatpin. It seems simple, but
her fluid facility comes from twenty-five years of practice.
"I started at fourteen," she explains. "It took about five
years to learn. The first three or four weeks it's all thrown
away. After a while you can do it correctly, and it's
accepted. But when I started it took double the time it does
now." She can make six bouquets a day, enough for one
and a half wine coolers, for example, but so intense is the
concentration that she must take a break every half hour.
In another room a craftsman carefully cuts into the wet
clay of Flora Danica's decorative piece dc resistance, the
"ice bell," with the patience and precision of a heart surgeon. One slip of the knife, and the intricate trelliswork
will be ruined. The mysterious ice bell, a tall, articulated
dish cover crowned with leaves and a pink tulip, whose
purpose is debated, will be one of the pieces in a com-
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very complicated," explains Lautrup-Larsen. "It must be
fired twice before it can be painted, and it takes more than a
week just for the gold work. From start to fmish it takes
about three months." Royal Copenhagen never reveals
production figures. Lautrup-Larsen will say only that
"considerably fewer than 1 ()(),()()()" pieces of Flora Danica
are produced each year.
The factory employs 450 painters in all, more than any
other porcelain works. Eighty-five of them have acquired
the skills needed for working on Flora Danica. Herdis
Myrseth scrupulously follows the botanical drawing on
the eighteenth-century Flora Danica print propped up on
her worktable, as she paints the outlines freehand and then
fills in the colors of Cardaniinc faroeciiisis Hon;, a wildflower
native to one of the Faeroe Islands. It will take 12, ()()()
brushstrokes to finish the floral decoration on a dinner
plate. She can finish the decor of a wine cooler in two days.
"I should be able to, " she says. "I've been here twenty-one
years. When I started, it took me a week." Painting progresses instages, and an object can be fired up to six times
as the layers of paint are applied. When she finishes, the
painter will sign her initials aext to the Royal Copenhagen
hallmark of three wavy blue lines, symbolizing the major
waterways dividing the Danish islands. Finally, the Latin
name of the plant will be inscribed in copperplate script.
Finding and training craftsmen is important. Royal
Copenhagen has set up a school, now training thirty girl
apprentices. After two years, they begin on the Blue Fluted
service. After another two years the very best are ready for
Flora Danica. "Artists and craftsmen are our most important asset," says the company's president, Leonhard
Schroder. "The two-hundredth anniversary of Flora Danica is really a celebration of our craftsmanship."
Flora Danica costs dear (up to $14,500 for an ice bell, or
$465, for a teacup), but unlike in any other porcelain, each
piece is adorned with a different flower. Choosing pieces
to buy and deciding on floral motifs consumes pleasant
hours in the Flora Danica room of Royal Copenhagen's
shop, in a Renaissance house built in 1616. The director,
Jorn Due, often pulls chairs up to a round table to advise
customers about what for anyone is a considerable investment. Some collectors begin with a cup and saucer; others
have the panache, and purse, to order an entire service. For
one of the greatest achievements of the European decorative arts. Flora Danica is cheap at any price. D
Jean Bond Rafferty, who lives in Paris, is a contributor to the
International Herald Tribune.
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THE NEW WAY TO PLAY

OLD \ LP'S
By John

A

Photograph

by Henri k Kam

11 technical questions aside, it was the late, great Herbert von Karajan who brought the world of recorded

on the side. Alter tii.il, liu' [t.iiuls m.i\ Ik- jM.ived in
any sequence and the system programmed uuich the

music into the digital age — by fiat. "All else," he
declared,
gaslight."
But must"isthe
music lover who has built a treasureil

way the modern c i>mp.ict-disi- system is. That laser
"stylus" overcomes many t)l the limitations otT I's:
the system ignores to a truly astonishing extent .ill
surface blemishes. reci>ril w.irps, .nul the snap-crackle-pop usually associated with analog records.
We all want one. The price is $.12, (KM). (Available

collection of black vinyl, much of it still irreplaceable, simply toss it all away and start over? Thanks to
Finial Technology's Laser Turntable, the answer is
no. As the name suggests, the system uses a laser
beam instead of the traditional diamond stylus to
play old LF records. (Outwardly, it resembles a
sophisticated laser-disc player (which, of course, it
is). Its laser beam begins the job by scanning the
record surface; then it displays the number of bands
MAY

1990

Woram

exclusively at ix'tter outlets or from l-inial Technology, Sunnyvale, Clalifornia; 408-720- WOO.) U
John IVonini, the (Hillior of the Sound Recording Handboijk, reports ftcipinitl)' for Clonnoisseur on dcvdopnicnts ill audio and video technoloiD'.
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From Bahia via Paris —

am

a heat wave called the

By Sally Sommer
Hip to hip
and thi_<^h to
thi<ih. The
quaint old salon Taui^o
(abopc) was
at least as
nau(;hty in its
time as the
Latnbada
wants to be
today.

The Lambada, the self-styled "dance rage of the
nineties," arrived in America via France this January amid a publicity blitz worthy of P. T. Barnum.
They say the Lambada will cause a social revolution, that it will reunite couples on the dance floor
in the ultimate "safe sex."
What looks steamy is the pelvis-to-pelvis position of the dancers, the way they braid their thighs
and swivel their hips to up-tempo Latino tunes, the
way the girl spirals backward in a deep dip. But
this is hardly new. From the Maxixe and Tango of
1912 to the Slow Drag of the 193()s or the randy
Funky Butt of the late 198()s, Americans have
danced with pelvises welded. The Lambada is only
slightly more shocking than in olden days a glimpse
of stocking. Now, God knows, anything goes.
What is sexy are the colorful costumes, especially
the way they flip up to display the bodies of the
beautiful Brazilians dancing the Lambada on television. Revealing more than they conceal, these outfits conjure visions of a tropical beach. The girls
wear tight bandeaux and tiny miniskirts, which,
with each flick of the hips, flare up to reveal tinier
black G-string panties and sweetly rounded bare
buns. The boys wear cotton trousers, with bare
chests — or loose tank tops that show off their bare
chests. Without such dress, the Lambada loses
steam. Packaging, as the Lambada's French creators know, is all.
hi Brazil, lambada is loosely applied to a wide variety ot dances and songs that have been around for
a long time. Vacationing there, the record promoter Jean Karakos and the filmmaker Olivier Lorsac
"discovered" it and immediately set about creating
their European crossover fantasy. They snapped up
rights to 400 songs, registered the name Lambada
(capital L), simplified the moves, and formed an
Afro-Caribe pop band, Ka()ina,to record a single,
"Lambada." Thanks to Lorsac's very slick dancevideo, "Lambada" rose to the top of the charts in
fifteei European nations and sold over 4 million

l-'hotographs by Mark Hanaiicr
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copies. Next target: the United States.
In January, CBS's Epic Records
brought over Kaonia and several Lambada dancers. What people loved was
not the cruise-ship music but the dancing. When the gang departed, American hucksters moved in with Lambada movies, "Gotta Lambada" Tshirts, videos. Lambada fashion
lines, and a bunch of very happy
dance studios.
The nuttiest event was a Lambada wedding on February 14,
^
'"---^ ^

when fourteen couples
(minus one no-show)
were married on Manhattan's Fourteenth Street.
The brides and grooms Lambadaed across Fourteenth Street and up
the Palladium aisle to exchange
vows. The Honorable Nicholas
Figueroa presided. Afterward they
drank champagne and cut a Lambada cake (with tiny bride-andgroom dollies on spiraling stairs)
from the Valencia Bakery, on Fourteenth Street.
The Lambada looks best on
lithe, juicy bodies, but anyone can
learn it. hi big cities lessons are

Mating
dances then
and now.
The point remains always
the same: get
two bodies to
move as one.

offered in clubs like Manhattan's
Palladiimi or S.O.B.'s, where
sweet Lambada angels minister to
even the arrhythmic. The basics are
easy — three twisting steps and a
"hold" to a bright 2/4 count (one and
two and). What is difficult are the stylish embellishments: figure-eight hip
rotations in double-time, gentle body
bounces in half-time, snaps and shimmies off the beat.
Will America be Lambadamized?
Probably not. The dance is really a fad
with the media only. The sixteen- to
twenty-five-year-olds who jam the
clubs move in large tribal groups,
where the closed-couple position is
impossible. The dancing they do is as
tough as the backbeat of the punkclubhouse music that keeps them together. Our great Latin dances like the
Salsa have always contained elements
of the Lambada, and the driving
sounds of Tito Puente's Afro-Cuban
jazz spin the dancers out on free-style
rhythmic flights that
foursquare melodies
Lambada is a brief
like a pretty sundress
away in the fall. D

leave Kaoma's
far behind.
summer affair,
we will fold

Sally Sommer writes and comments on
dance for the Village Voice, Dance ma{Jazine, and Natio,ial Public Radio.
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To do the
Lambada,
folloiv the
bouncing couple! Itstarts
like a Foxtrot.

One and two
and/ Su'inj^
the
her Lindy
out — like
Hop.

Draw her
back and hold
her close — like
the Slooow

>r(j((

your ihi{;h

and do a
Tanf^o di]
Break it
away (like
thejitterbuj^
toss), and
then — one
and two
and/ . . .

Tli.it'x thi
I .iiinhada!
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There is only one reason to go to
Aspects of Love
BY

MATTHEW

GUREWITSCH

ow let's see.
Alex, who is
seventeen,
loves Rose,
who is twentyfive — he makes
her feel seventeen again.
Alex's uncle George, fifty-eight, loves
the sculptress Giulietta, "young," who
is leaving him for her art. Rose thinks
she would like Alex's uncle. Giulietta is

London, having
cheered his Marius
in Les Miz and
his Raoul in
Phantom, put his
single of "Love
Changes Everything" (that song from
Aspects^ at the top
of the charts.

intrigued at the thought of George's
nephew. Rose tries on Delia's dress and
George is thunderstruck. Wait! Who's
Delia? George's late wife, the one in the
painting over the mantel. Rose and
George are now an item; Alex is out.
Giulietta has a fling with Rose. Fast-forward fifteen years. Jenny wants to have
a fling with Alex. Who's Jenny? Rose
and George's daughter, of course. How
about Alex and Giulietta? And Hugo
and Elizabeth and Marcel?
If you care, you will want to rush to
Aspects of Love, the long, listless Muzakal soap opera Andrew Lloyd Webber
has just unloaded on a panting Broadway. At the Broadhurst Theatre you
will discover characters as round and
fascinating as a string of paper dolls,
blown about the map of Europe on little
puffs of passion. And you will hear a
score of a blandness and monotony that
make "Three Blind Mice" sound like
the Symphotiie Fantastique .
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All the same, the show will run, possibly forever; it opened last month with
advance sales of an amazing $15 million.
If, having booked early, you are holding
tickets in your flameproof glove, do
not, repeat, do not, instantly pass them
on to the maid and the driver. Wandering around this mess is one performer
you will want to hear and see: Michael
Ball, who plays Alex, the role he created
in the original London production last
year. The word is that at home in Britain
he is a pop idol, but no fame precedes
him here. Unluckily for the audience,
he has not been entrusted with the sort
of showcase theatrics Michael Crawford reveled in in Phantom of the Opera,
but even without starworthy material,
Ball is worth lending an ear.
Arrive on time. Ball's best moment is
Love,
the show's
opening number and unofficial theme song.
Love chani^es everythin<^:
Hatids
Love, and faces,
Earth and sky.
Love chani^es everything:
How yoH live and how you die.
Do not look to the verse to explain the
tug at the heartstrings here; it is drivel.
Do not give much credit to the tunc; it is
hardly more than a lullaby. But listen!
That honeyed, plangent tenor makes
even so trite a confection ineffably tearswept, soulful, and sweet. D
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BY ED GRAZDA

isitors have been pouring into India's
Kashmir region for years — and with
good reason; Kashmir is one of the
more stunning areas of the globe. If it
had a drawback, it was that far too
many tourists populated the hotels,
inns, and houseboats that the Indians
promoted. Nowadays, Kashmir is
riven by separatists and too embattled to visit. But those who want to
see equally spectacular scenery, and
without swarms of people, should
head across the border to Pakistan's
northern areas. There, a gorgeous district the size of
Switzerland has been opened up by the Karakoram
Highway, the highest highway in the world, running
798 miles, from the verdant Pakistani town of Abbottabad to Kashgar, China.
The highway represents an incredible feat of engineering: Chinese and Pakistani armies labored a quarter of a century at incredible cost to carve a road into
what is for miles a sheer rock canyon wall jutting up
from the Indus River. The road follows the fabled silk
route, the ancient way that Marco Polo used to bring
back to Europe the silks and spices of Cathay. Before
that, Alexander the Great swept through this same
area from the northwest, and Genghis Khan, from the
northeast. It was here, too, that Buddha's early disciples found serenity. All of these men left their imprint,
and a motoring journey through the scenic expanses
proves that their heritage endures to this day. The
highway ends the isolation of this little-known area,
encircled by three forbidding mountain ranges: the
Hindu Kush, the Karakoram, and the Himalaya.
The best way to tour the silk route is with Pakistan
Tours Limited, which provides a driver, jeep, and personalized itinerary. (See box.) Though not highly
developed, the necessary tourist infrastructure exists:
inns are comfortable and clean; Western food is served
on request. The hospitable innkeeper, often an offspring of a former local ruler, can help you pursue a
number of interests, including archaeology, freestyle
polo, fishing, and trekking. My preferred season is late
fall, when the air is frosty and the Karakoram Highway (KKH) is all but abandoned. The road itself, cutting through a landscape of such monumental scale, is
preternaturally seductive. Like the travelers who once
boarded great trains to see Europe without ever getting off, you can experience a fabled corner of the planet from the car.

dition. There are really two Lahores: the ancient,
walled city and the newer one, of office complexes;
revisiting the Moghul era. with its seventeenth-century monuments built on an epic scale, involves shut-

longest
suspension
Opposile:
The
hnJf^e in Asu spans
Pakistan 's teal hlue
digit River.

tling between the city's two faces. The faded elegance,
busy bazaars, and amazing variety of Islamic and British architecture make this a city of constant contrasts
and surprises.
To begin, book yourself into the comfortable and
well-located Avari Ramada Renaissance Hotel (8(K)228-9898), and, when there, reserve a car and driver at

ir

the car-rental desk. Touring the city will take two f"ull
days. Here are some of the top attractions.
♦LAHORE FORT (fifteen minutes from the hotel)
was built by Emperor Akbar as a palace and harbors
hundreds of marbled chambers, staircases, and passageways, as well as a
Afi elephant heralds
multitude of gardens and
the arrival of the irav
pavilions, within its
eling circus
delights crowdsthat
along
the highway.
curving, red stone walls.
Inside, make sure to visit
the Sheesh Mahal, or hall
of mirrors, the gilded
quarters for the empress
and the harem. (Avoid
going on a Friday, the
Muslim dav otT.)
*BADSHAHI MOSQUE is within walking distance
of the fort. This superb example of Moghul architecture isthe largest mosque in South Asia, whose courtyard can hold over 100, ()()() souls. Shoes must be removed at the entrance (the courtyard is swept constantly), and ladies must cover their heads. Badshahi is
most interesting after nightfall, when an eerie, bluish
electric light floods the long, vaulted passageways,
and at Friday-afternoon prayers, when the courtyard
becomes a sea of human backs undulating in unis(Mi to
an exotic, amplified voice chanting the Koran.
*SHALIMAR GARDEN, on the edge of the city, w.is
built as a royal pleasure garden by the emperor Shah
Jahan m the midseventeenth century. Long pools with
fountains (frequently shut off during water shortages)
reflect white marble pavilions that are reached bv sm.ill
bridges. Acres of rigidly geometric formal garileus .ire
enclosed by whitewashed w.ills; insuie them, on
grassy lawns, boy-girl melodramas untold .is the cou-

As a preamble to the highway and a lively cultural
and historical orientation to the frontier, I recommend
a visit to the city of Lahore, a former capital of the
Moghul Empire. It was once the repository of every
scrap of wealth — every diamond, emerald, ruby,
pearl, and spice jar — the silk road could h.-iidle.

LAHORE

IN 48 MOGHUL

HOURS

"Lahore is the only city with culture; that's why we're
living here," explains Ustad Salamat Ali Khan, a
famous Pakistani singer in the classical Hindustani tra-
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/'//(• ir.K-/» Kiutn,
11 old Lahore.
i< a Miiall nio^ijue of
perfect
proportions.
Its mesmerizing
kashi
lile work gleams
after restoration
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trast to the ancient, weather-beaten surroundings. To
reach Wazir Khan Mosque, which is not on most drivers' agendas, one has to penetrate the narrow bvways
ot old Lahore, which are lined with bazaar stalls drawing thick crowds.
The hotel desk can provide a list of first-rate shops

Tniiisvestiti's draw
custot)icrs to the trai'elinji circus hy daiiciiii^
sciittctivcly while lip
synch ini^ Hindu
film soiiiis.

for carpets, shawls, silks, jewelry, and handicrat'ts.
Gultex, a Pakistani company, manufactures exportquality bedspreads and dhurries of natural fabrics. The
unique Pakistani tblk designs are extremely well executed and look somewhat postmodern and light. You
can spend hours perusing the hypnotic and labyrinthine markets. Try the Shah Alam market, the Anarkali bazaar, and the gold market. If you are new to
bargaining, ask the driver to bargain on your behalf
ating out is a social event in Lahore,

Pakistan. The Gulbcrii Kcihana and
TalhU], both in Gulberg, a wealstthyin
e be
s ar
nt,
nteialrestco
rany
aulo
sideth
re
loeokth padded,
Eand d,
blan
and modern but serve perfect
d
roaste (or steamed) meats and fish
spiced according to your taste. Vegei
tables that most Manhattan restaupics dare to hold hands — enjoying a freedom not
allowed in other public places. Punjabis wear their
hearts on their sleeves, and a guy will still hand a girl a
rose and read aloud Urdu poetrv to woo her.
*The LAHORE CENTRAL MUSEUM presents a
more organized and articulate view of the passions
overflowing in the chambers, meadows, and gardens
of former kingdoms, with a sublime collection of
Moghultheminiatures.
Kipling's
father used
to
curate
contents of Rudyard
this formidable
Victorian
Gothic

pA'cry uilhii^c has its
fruit t'Ciidor, like this
oiw in Swat, a town
famous for its apyplcs
and hoiwy. Opposite:
The seventeetith-cenlury Badshahi
mosque, in Lahore,
heavily used several
tiines a day for
prayer, is a celebration ofspirit and sky.

structure, which includes a priceless collection of
Gandharan sculpture, hi front of the museum lies an
enormous brass cannon; here Rudyard Kipling first
spied the urchin Kim.
*JAHANGHIR'S
TOMB
was erected by
Shah lahan (who also
built the Taj Mahal, in
Agra) for his father, lahanghir. The drive there
takes you through bustling neighborhoods of
Lahore you would not otherwise see. The mausoleums, which were once exquisitely ornamented with
geometric and floral frescoes, are badly damaged, but
enough remains to hint at the immensity ot the love
story between Jahanghir and his wife, Nurjahan. The
setting, on the peaceful banks of the Ravi River, provides an ideal spot for a picnic; ask the hotel to pack a
box lunch.
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rants do not bother to prepare inleeks, and okra
elude eggplant,
freshly ground
in
s^uteed or grilled
spices. Service at the posh establish-

ments isuniformly poor, but as one tViend put it, '"For
a lot of folks here, it's their best chance to get out of the
house. Why rush things?" Pakistanis are the most welcoming people I have met on my travels, and their
genuine hospitality almost ensures that the traveler
will have adventures.

SEVEN DAYS ON THE ROAD
My journey begins in Islamabad at 10:30 a.m., with an
intrepid Baltistani driver installed behind the wheel of
a Mitsubishi jeep sporting a little brass flagpole suggesting that the passenger is a VIP. By midafternoon
the jeep is racing across a bridge in the Swat Valley,
which spans the Kabul and Indus rivers. The two
streams flow side by side, as if in lanes, one coal black,
the other bright blue. "This Swat Valley, very, very
old kingdom from betbre times," Kachu, the driver,
says, adding cryptically, "Buddha lived here." On the

*WAZIR KHAN, one of the most beautiful mosques
in Pakistan, was built in 1634 in the old city. Smaller,
with proportic^ns more human-size than the other
monuments', the mosque is coated with glazed mosaic
tiles
of floral
patterns
that beautifully
recall the rich
designslook
oi'
William
Morris.
The tiles,
restored,
almost surreal, so bright are they, particularly in con-
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descent after the Malakand Pass, evergreens grow perpendicular to the precipitous, rocky mountain face.
The landscape seems magical, and I remember next the
road's turning to wool: a shepherd was guiding his
huge, bleating flock across the pavement to a stream
fed by the Swat River. The next morning I breakfast
alone in a huge hall of the Hotel Royal Palace, in Saidu
Sharif, the summer home of the last ruler of the kingdom of Swat. The ceiling is some sixteen feet high,
which allows hot air to rise during the torrid sunnner.
Way below it are perhaps twenty tables, set as if in
expectation of a sudden flood of visitors. Haifa mile
away, the dusty center of Saidu Sharif Swat's capital,
bustles with cars, buses, rickshas, and crowds of
people. Inside, it is calm. The stone columns of the
veranda have leafy marble inlays.
Until the 196()s, regions like Swat were feudal
places. The rajas protected the culture: they feted,
counseled, settled disputes, and tricvl to live up to
people's expectations of a king and father. When /iilfikar All Bhutto rose to power, in the 1970s, he confis-

cated the rajas" allowances as part of one of many
efforts to show he was a socialist, and tried to downgrade the rulers in the eyes of the people. The palaces,
which had required enormous upkeep, were vacated.
and the male members of the royal families often
became managers of inns like this one. 1 lere. too, there
is a deeply rooted hospitality, a poignant melange t)f
humility and aristocracy. It lends intimacy ami softens
the unfamiliar, often intimidating l.indscapes.
The next day Kaclui .md I folU)w the rocky Sw.it
River into the mountains until we reach the town o\
[{alirani. 1 do not remember how K>iig it took — the
bobbing motions of the jeep had alre.uly becimie so
hypnotic. B.ihrain li.is a timeless air. Veileil or shawlcovered women shuttle over the bridge onto the high
street alongside tribesmen with rifles slung i)ver then
shoulders — reminders tli.it tlisputes (invariably t>\er
property) aresettkxi the old \\,i\ : lui .i vill.ige level, or
else man-to-maii.
On this late-autumn day. the h.irvest weeks behind
them, the Hahr.iini .ire idle. .\ t|uartet of them sit in a
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1)1 the remote i'ilhi<;e
ofNai^ar, apricot and
mulhcrr)' orchards
(bri^f^ht green in summer) serue as a pretty
forefiround for the
snowcapped Karakorams, risinf^ 18,000
feet in the distance.

THE TRAVELER'S NECESSITIES
While most major international carriers tly to Karachi, only
Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) and Pan Am liavc
direct flights from the United States. Only FIA and British
Airways fly into Islamabad, the setting-off point for the
KKH.

PIA's advantage for the Western traveler is its stopovers in the great cities of the Islamic world, like Istanbul
and Cairo. You will need a visa for Egypt and for Pakistan.

yellow wood teahouse, gossiping, smoking tobacco,
and drinking tea from China. Behind them, the bazaar
begins. Stalls lining both sides of the street are stocked
so tully that their wares spill onto the road, interrupting the flow of pedestrians and donkeys. What is for
sale is the stuff of living, not of luxury; the gleaming
white refrigerators, console televisions, and VCRs are
the exceptions — items of great value that have been
smuggled over the silk road, as prized things have
always been, throughout history.
Sensing my disappointment at the wares, Kachu
leads me to a shop selling pure silk and cotton fabric,
much of it decorated with the abstract, heavily geometric Swati embroidery. Some Central Asian antique
silver jewelry is laid out as well, but my eye latches on
to an indigo-colored shawl with a block pattern that
could have been appropriated by Issey Miyake. As if in
sport, Kachu, previously docile, starts to bargain on
my behalf. Arms flail and judgments are handed
down, as the pitch of his earthy Pashto language rises
to shame the vendor for charging a guest an inflated
Men with a past:

Sufi Sahib (ri<^ht),
once a famous polo
player, and his brother have seen first the
English, tiien the
Kashmiris, and tiow
the Pakistanis rule
Gilgit.

Columbia University; he is sympathetic to Americans'
needs for comfort. The KKH journey can be undertaken
anytime from May to November. An all-inclusive rate (tor
meals, private car and driver, and hotel) should be less than
$100 per day, per couple. For information: Pakistan Tours
Limited, Flashman's
92-52-65449
or 64811. Hotel, Rawalpindi, Pakistan; phone:
Travel light. Pakistani hotel laundry in the larger cities is
magical and quick. Cotton clothing and a sweater arc ideal
for July and August. Bring heavier garments, like corduroys, a parka, long Johns, gloves, and a woolen hat for the
other months. Take light trail or hiking boots for walking
off the road. You can buy almost anything in Pakistan, from
film and batteries to pharmaceuticals, but you cannot buy
back your health. Do not drink the water; close your mouth

price. Showing off further, Kachu yanks out a
beautiful swatch of handwoven cloth and bites

when showering. Avoid all uncooked foods; thick-skinned
fruits generally do not present a problem. When bottled soda
water is not available, drink green tea. It is delicious and will
not rot your stomach like the acidic black tea. If you arc
prone to infections, bring your proven antibiotic; it might
not be available locally. Shots are of uncertain value, as
northern Pakistan is not known as a malaria zone.

into it, announcing in disgust that it is mixed with

In Islamabad, stay at the Holiday Inn, where CIA and
State Department people are put up; it is better than the

"plastic." A few minutes
later we leave with our

Pearl-Continental Hotel (ex-Inter-C"on), in Rawalpindi.
Room rates are about SH5 a night in the big cities, half or a
third of that in the northern areas. In Swat, I recommend the

prizes and the Bahraini
shopkeeper in tears.
The drive out of the
green Swat Valley — the
color is strange and metallic — to the bustling mountain town of Gilgit takes two days. The occasional stupa, rising out of a roadside meadow like a stranded
flying saucer, serves as a lonely reminder
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For all KKH journeys, follow the good counsel of Pakistan Tours Limited (PTL), a government-owned tourist
bureau, which is crucial in expediting priority airplane tickets and hotel accommodations, getting into museums, and
negotiating road checkpoints. The agency is managed by
Raja Changez Sultan, who holds graduate degrees from

of the val-

Hotel Royal Palace, the former ruler's palace, which has fireplaces inthe rooms and marble bathrooms. In Gilgit, there is
a choice between the Chinar Inn, in town, or the more modern Gilgit Serena Lodge, facing the mountains. The Serena
hotels arc owned by the Aga Khan and have high standards
as well as comparatively high prices. In Hunza, I stayed at the

ley's extraordinary past, as a birthplace of Buddhism
and the home of Buddhist universities and thousands

Hilltop, at the PTL's behest, although newer hotels are being
readied now. In Skardu, stay at the PTL-affiliated K2 Motel.
(Avoid the Shangri-La resort, an overpriced tourist trap.)

of monasteries. The Swati hills, swept over by Islam
about a thousand years ago, are heavily terraced and
sparsely populated; the view, with its rigid patterns,
reminds me of electronic circuitry. The geometry of
the hills renders the angular shapes on our shawls less
abstract.

Pakistan's two major shopping lures are carpets and gems.
Shopping malls in Islamabad sell everything from ovens to
handicrafts. In many ofthe carpet stores one can still bargain,
knocking 30 or 40 percent off the marked price. Cotton,
wool, and silk fabrics are also of high quality; shawls from
Kashmir are particularly beautiful. Modern textiles can be

We spend the next night in the town of Besham, on
the banks ot the roaring Indus River. After we have

purchased at Nageen 1 lyat's Interiors, 47 School Road. Tailors abound and can copy whatever you bring them.
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driven through rolhng hills perforated with evergreens, the scenery changes. Barren, dry earth prevails. My mind shuts off, and Kachu feels forced to call
out whenever we are approaching something he
thinks I might want to see. Nanga Parbat peak, at
26,660 feet one of the world's highest mountains,
swims into view. Its proximity to the great, glacial
Karakorams makes one aware of its scale: it seems to
dangle from the clouds above them, like a shard. In the
arid town of Chilas, rock carvings, looking like
ancient graffiti, bear scripts from the Neolithic and
Bronze ages. Some carry Buddhist drawings of stupas, and there are a few hunting scenes from the fifth
century A. I). Oddly, nothing reflects the last fifteen
hundred years, unless the carving out of the KKH can
be classified as a gigantic form of graffiti.
ilgit, once the main transit center ot
st busthewamo
maeinshigh
y, now
utne,ofreth
rotow
ng
k
tli
sil
e
Gth
mostly because of agriculture. It is
here that I meet Sufi Sahib, one of

Gilgit's distinguished elders, who
was once a great polo player for Pakistan. India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan are the last places in the world
where the original game of polo is
still played: freestyle, brutal, unadulterated. The ponies, half wild, charge
eck speed, while their riders
kn
ea
at br
hang on unencumbered by regulations concerning
human or animal welfare. Sufi Sahib, a weathered,
,
sinewy, but still hale septuagenarian tells me about
s
g
he
ed
e
in
the matc
he play
whil serv
in British army
divisions with names like Eskimo Force and Ibex
Force. Today the best matches are between the towns
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announces, with the stiff pride of a dinosaur, "There's
no one like me now."
Kachu halts on a plateau. We have crossed a ghostly
suspension bridge hardly wider than the jeep. It serves
a village called Nagar (we have swapped the Mitsubishi for a smaller, more expendable jeep). Several suspension bridges, including one over the (iilgit River,
have reassuringly thick steel cables and great wood
planks; it is said to be the longest in Asia. The Nagar
bridge, however, looks more than precarious and
requires a pioneer spirit that has not been previously
called tor on the journey. In Nagar some children,
barefoot, dusty, and joyous, run to greet us and have
their picture taken. Looking through the lens, I am
suddenly aware of three sets of mountain ranges Iocmiiing into view, each with radically different topography. The one in the foreground is rt)cky; it rises abt)\e
terraced orchards like a sprawling medicwil castle.
Behind it languishes a more rounded, \\a\y range,
dressed in khakis and browns. The tmal tier, the
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Himalayas, props up the horizon; its jagged glacial
shards shine in the sunlight like inanimoth chunks ot
crystal. This contlni'in e ot r.mues uKikes ,i tin\ . tori;ot\ loii\; way »>// the
healeii track: this
prinniire
houseneither
in
lialiistan has
niiiniii\; ii-aler not
cletltKily bul a rieir
iM'cr the fathomless
Kaihura I ake

d Hunza. My newest friend's mind seems
lgit
of
nest inana time of old Alexander Korda movies in
to Gi
which the English officers were gallant and bold. As
we sip tea with a dash of salt and pore over dog-eared
scrapbooks that reach back fifty years, Sufi Sahib
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ten village the most beautiful place 1 have ever seen.
In Nagar, wc drop in (unannounced) for tea with the
Mir. One oi' the last mountain rajas, the Mir seems
intent on debunknig all the myths that have grown up
around this part of the frontier, which was, in fact, the
model for James Hilton's Shangri-La, in Lost Horizon.
"No, the people of the Hunza valley do not live to be
120 years old — an Englishman spread that rumor
eighty years ago, " he says. A trio of magpies pass over
his magnificent orchard, stretched out before us like a
garden. "Even the birds leave these places now," the
Mir says, crustily. Apparently, the young people — his
children and grandchildren — have all gone with the
KKH. "No one wants to stay here anymore; they want
to go to Gilgit ands we
maketravel
money."
farther north, we enter
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rourThne flo
or thpain
ish without effort no
e
es whteer
ap
sc
nd
la
d
s,
out of rock expo
has been blas

ing the earth's frenzied marbled interior ot pinks, grays, and browns,
slashed with veins of black and
white. Now we cling like a magnet to
the walls of a very long, very deep
gorge cut by the Indus River, which
rushes furiously sixty feet below.
Sculpted, pastel-colored slabs appear
with increasing frequency. They are
memorials to tTie reported 1,000 shahids, or martyrs,
who died in the KKH's construction. Here, the road
can be dangerous, subject to landslides. But we
encounter no problems — indeed, the driver of a small
covered pickup truck, packed with Pashtoon tribesmen coming down from Baltistan, confirms that the

road is passable — and we pull over to a teahouse. From
an earthen oven the smell of baking pita bread fills the
air. A young man with green eyes, olive skin, black
hair, and aquiline nose serves us. His features remind
me that Alexander's army had liaisons with the local
women, creating a unique Central Asian bloodline.
As we approach the frontier tc^wn of Skardu, from
where I am to fly back to Islamabad, the KKH uncoils
down a mountain overlooking a large sandy plain with
few trees. With the Karakorams rising 18,000 feet
above the valley floor, the place reminds me of a St.
Exupery setting, with a lone goatherd as the Little
Prince. From Skardu, wc walk through some hillside
villages. Kachu points out serene, blue-black lakes, the
depths of which have never been recorded but whose
twelve-pound trout are said to be delicious. The primitive houses and mosques here are made of stone and
birch logs. Some black beasts looking like shaggy bulls
are grazing in a pasture. In fact, these dzos are a cross
between a yak and a cow; they remain an integral part
of the local economy.
I catch my flight back to twentieth-century civilization the following morning. From the Boeing, the
valleys and glaciered peaks appear serene and jewellike. The teal blue ribbon of the Indus and the strip of
charcoal beside it— the Karakoram Highway — remain
faithful guides. I remember the bobbing motions of
the jeep, the effortless hospitality of the Pashtoon
tribesmen wherever I met them, the staggering beauty
of the scenery. I was virtually alone, privileged to be in
such a simple, remote, and as yet unspoiled world. D
Mark Ginshuri^, a contributing editor of Vanity Fair, has
made four journeys to nortlicrn Pakistan.

The i^oats ol the frontier tou'ii of Sl^nrdii
use the KKH, too;
their milk and meat
provide the re^i^ion's
main food staples.
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Meeting of six top antique dealers, specialize
Great Masters.
and 18tb century Furniture, Objets d'Art andcolic
ors every
give
nce
Their skills and professional experie
guarantee of QUALITY and AUTHENTk.lTY.
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Good-looking toys for i^rowti-nps

ALESSI GOES
STARCK
RAVING MAD
The kitchen objects
shown at left arc thi
newest additions to
Alessi Hne. This Ita
company made its
name by coniniissi(
ing hot architects ai
designers to create
everyday objects \\\
tea kettles and clocl
Now, the
Italians h
turned
to Philippe
Starck, perhaps the
most imaginative,
outraquitous,geousand
designer at v
today,
hi this coun
his best-known
pr
tonManhattan's
Hotel, whereRo 1
is
not only designed
interiors but also fi
nished each room.
Three new piece
Alessi demonstrate
Starck's cerebral hi
mor. Consider his
water kettle ($125
like a Viking helm,
impaled by a spear
tact, it is based oit
new building he is
planning in Japan,
which, in turn, is :
sual homage to a f
mous New York s
197()s: of
"Moondog
figure
the l%()s
tall, blind compoS'
aandVi-a
gotA up
king,like
helmetStarck
second
is the spiderlike en
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ture, which, hkc most Starck
furniture, has three legs. Reminiscent ofsomething trom the
1939 New York World's Fair,
it actually is meant for squeezing fresh citrus juices by hand
($75). Best of all is the outsize
colander ($300), with its ring
of Picassoesque faces round
the rim. It can stand as a satisfying art object when it is
not draining the fettuccine or
full of sandy spinach.
— Nancy Moving

THE MINI-BUILDER

4

Emperor Hadrian would have
curled his lip at Archiblocks,
but then, he could afford to.
When he saw an edifice he
liked, he built one just like it,
full-scale. His so-called villa
outside Rome, you remember,
is a 300-acre collection of the
grandest architectural monuments of the antique world.
Archiblocks are for the Hadrian in you. Sets of correctly
proportioned columns, pediments, lintels, domes, and
other building elements made
from Vermont hardrock maple, they come in styles including, for starters, Greek,
Roman, Gothic, Renaissance,
and postmodern. (Mix them
up if you like, or even commis ion aset based on a building of your own choosing.)
Depending on how much
room you have to play in, you
will prefer the Mini-Classics
(with two-inch columns), the
Collectors' Classics (with
eight-inch columns), or something in between.
Ron and Sylvia Bower, the
Vermont couple who design
and produce Archiblocks (the
ch is proncjunced k), like to
132
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vaunt the sets' educational value and now market them in
schools along with Architecture
Is Elenietitciry (Gibbs Smith,
Salt Lake City; $19.95), a selfstudy book far more demanding than its title suggests. But
the self-selected clientele is

S^

adult. These "blocks" are toys
for the executive desktop and
priced accordingly, from a
recommended $18, for a modest Mini-Sampler, to $298, for
the lordly Master Renaissance
Collectors' Classic, in a maple-and-Plexiglas case. They
do themselves proud anywhere, disposed into temples,
gazebos, or other fancies.
The classic styles in bare
wood are the most pleasing,
though the Santa Fe and Japanese lines (also in bare wood)
will find their following. Only
the Victorian and Islamic
styles tail, done in by tacky
paper facings glued on to
show surface embellishments.
Archiblocks have won the
approval of buyers from the
prestigious shops of the Guggenheim Museum, the Smithsonian Institution, and the
Museum of Modern Art, to
name a few. The full brochure
is available from Archiblocks,
76 Main Street, Vcrgennes,
Vermont 05491 (802-8776868; fax: 802-877-3631),
where you may also place direct orders.
— Matthew Gurewitsch

LOOKING

BACKWARD

This sassy rabbit is the honorable descendant of the Jumping Jack wooden toys made in
Oberammergau, Bavaria,
hundreds of years ago. (Back
then, they often served as caricatures ofunpopular political
figures.) When tin soldiers and
mechanical toys became popular in the nineteenth century,
the old folk-art tradition petered out and was lost.
Three CJerman artists,
Thomas Margraf, Karl Braun,
and Klaus Vogt, decided to do
something about it. They began experimenting in 1980,
trying to figure out how their
forebears carved the lively
faces and moving parts of the

THE LAST LAUGH

two-speed gears, which you
activate by back-pedaling

Efficient
and handsome:
the MicroBike,
which its that's
makers proudly maintain is
"the world's lightest foldable
bike." I cannot guarantee the
claim, but having owned and
used a folding bike for some
ten years, I do have some familiarity with the species.
This one, following a splendidly gawky design by Otto
Linander and Sven Hellestam,
in Sweden, costs about $650,
is made of anodized aluminum, and weighs exactly
18.72 pounds — a lot less than a
set of golf clubs. Other superior features of the little dynamo include the folding action, which, once you get the
hang of it, is about as quick as
closing your briefcase. The

toys from a single pine shingle. Then they had to find the
secret of the paint and lacquers
that give these toys their special appeal. What they learned
is that there are no short
cuts. It takes a year to
age the wood,
carve, and then

jt

paint each piece, ^^
which explains why production of each model is limited
and the toys cost as much as
$158 apiece. Still, the nine
characters — the Hungry Fox,
Raven in Evening
C^lothes, and Crocodile
with Walking Stick
among them — will
delight their own- ^
ers. The design ha:^
been well tested

*

—N.H.

slightly,bratedare
for theperfectly
hills andcalistraightaways, and the braking
action is excellent. Do not be
fazed by the
twelve-and-ahalf-inch
wheels,
but do take
the necessary time to get accustomed to them. When you
are riding along, you will look
a little strange, like a man at
war with a praying mantis,
but do not be put off by the
stares and smiles of passersby.
Once you alight from that bus
(or boat or private plane) and
whiz on your way, you will
— Thomas Moving
be smiling, too.

Northern
Lights
The first American exhibition for
Norway's premier landscape painter
I

May 17- 31, 1990

''The subjects of Dag Hoi s work are
earth and the
the heavens and
dialogue between them."
Color catalogue available on request
"Birch in Storm '

'Meadow " — Telemark

"Mountain Cabin "—Valdres

Saks Galleries

zm
3019 East 2nd Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80206
303-333-4144

132 North Tejon
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Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903
719-475-7833
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Wiuc iinilioiis ill the I hiitcd States dir not yet h^^ Imsiness, hut tlicy arc fun
B

John
, a
t clSa
l.iy.in
miMcniso'
k inon
octi
At ters
s(\i c .uul nu^stlv
vouni;ish crtuvd li.ilt tills HiKtcrticKl i\ lUittcilicld's plain
aiution room m San Francisco's v\ .uclunisc district. Weekdays, this room sees antique
hirnitiire, Oriental rugs, Inipressii>nist paintings, silver,
and jewelry hammered down
lor tive- M\tS six-tigure prices.
Hut on li.ilt .1 do/eii Saturdays
each year, the word is wine,
the pace is last, and the prices
are low. In less than five
hours. Huttertield's auctionose
(K) to 900
will sp
lots ateers an di
average otpr"7ice of
about S400 per lot. The entire
s.ile w ill gross less than one
painting bv Thom.is Hewing
or Albert Hdelteldt.

in C'hicago, C'hnstie's rents
the salon ot the University
Olub tor its quarterly wine
auctions and plays tit a slightly
tweedier crowd. Twice each
year, also in Chicago, the privately iield C'hu.igo Wine
C AMupain
a "live" 1 lotel.
auction 111 tiie stages
Rit/-C\irlton
This handtul of events is the
beginning and the end ot the
commercial \\ ine-auction
business in North America —
chicken teed compared with
I oiidon. where wine has been
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auctioned since the eighteenth
century and about $20 million
worth changes hands annually, or cttmpared with American retail sales, where one major stiMc can sell more wine
than all the commercial auc-

ize," says Dennis Foley, Hutterfield's wine consultant,
"that they can get a modest
wine at auction." Mary Ross,
who buys wine for the 95th,
the penthouse restaurant atop
C^hicago's Hancock Center,

tions combined. "But," says
Fritz Hatton, of C-hristie's,
"it's very tasty chicken feed.
Wine is uniiiue. Its a consumable collectible th.it also behaves
like a conimodity. The press is

underscores this point. "It
isn't just big-gun wines," she
says. "The auctions arc an opportunity tobuy beautiful

interested. So is the public. It's
a tremendous
challenge."
It w me auctiitns
cttnjure up
visions of crusty bottles alleged to have spent time in
riuimas recitrd
jetTerson's
cellaris (the
auction
tor wine
SI.SO,000, tbrabottleof 17.S7
C^h.iteau 1 afite from his cellar), ov rare Nebuchadiie//ars
oi tirst-gnnvth lUtrdeaux best
consumed by millionaires,
they should not. Most wine
sold .It auction comes from
sources no more interesting
than some wine Kner's tnerstock, a cellar divided by divorce, or a restaurants bankruptcy. Most ot n is less than
twenty-five years old. Only a
few lots sell for more than
$1,000; some bring less than
$200. When the \o\ is a full
case, that may be less than $15
a bottle. "People don't real-

wines
reasonable
prices."
The atmost
surprising
fact
about auction prices is simple:
mature, ready-to-drink vintages sell tor less than recent
vintages of the same wines at
retail. For example, 1986
Chateau Ducru-Bcaucaillou
(rated "outstanding" by Robert Parker) is widely available
in wine stores for around $500
a case; a case of the excellent
1978 vintage sold last year at
C^hristie's for the same price.
A case of 1986 Chateau
Leoville Las Cases brings
about $500 retail; a case of the
1978 was recently auctioned
for $480 in Chicago. Even the
legendary 1966 and 1970 vintages command only a tiny
premium over current vintages: $1 , 100 for 1966 Ch.ueau
L.ifite-Rothschild versus $900
for the 1986 retail; or $600 for
1970 C^h.iteau Pichon Longueville CAimtesse de Lalande at

r
auction versus $500 for the
1986 at retail. The story holds
for most Bordeaux, Burgundies, red Rhones, C^alifornia
cabernets, and Italian Barolos.
Part of the explanation for
this phenomenon is that wine
auctions act much like wholesale transactions. In fact, soni
retailers acquire part of their
mature wine stock at auction.
But the sharply higher opening prices asked and received
by the top Bordeaux chateaux
since 1975 and their ripple effect on lesser properties and
other regions play a part.
When the wonderful 1959,
1961, and 1970 Bordeaux wcr
released to the market, they
sold for such reasonable sums
that the "return on investment" has outpaced most ret^
ular market indicators. But th
price of young wines has bea
sent sky-high by systematic
hype, outright greed, and th<
gradual transformation of tb
wine business from simple
agricultural enterprise into
high finance (consider that a
share in Chateau Latour was
sold for about $100 million
last year, or about fifteen
times its 1962 value). Butterfield's Foley contends that th(
situation cannot last: "Either
the prices of young wines wi
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A delicate porcelain centerpiece created in honor of The National Wildflower Research Center and its founder Lady Bird Johnson.
Color brochure of the entire American Wildflower Collection available upon request with a $2.00 handling and p<)sta|{e charjie.
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go down, or old wines will go

They may charge 50 to 100
percent more than the auction
price, but at least the customer
can inspect each bottle. Generally, auction customers must
trust that the auctioneer's staff
has inspected the wine.
Few professionals are quite
so cautious, however, and
auction customers I interviewed had few stories of disap ointment to tell. Auction
catalogs make a lot of scary,
"Caveat emptor" noise about
"sold as is" and "final sale"
and limit the auctioneer's responsibility with a forest of
disclaimers, but they also say,
in effect, that the auction
house will work out any dispute arising within twentyone days of sale, and the
houses are in practice sometimes more responsible and
forgiving than retail stores.
Enough wine is available for
the houses to be fairly selective. Butterfield accepts about

it is "visibly horrible." Davis,
while conceding that Christie's too will catalog a bottle of
1945 Chateau Latour (destined
to sell for something in excess
of $600 a bottle) more meticulously than a cru bourgeois from
a mediocre vintage in the mid1970s (unlikely to bring more
than $100 to $150 a case), pro-

up." The economist Orley
Ashenfelter, who publishes a
wine-auction newsletter called
Liquid Assets as a sideline, is
not betting on the latter. "I do
not advocate buying wines for
investment," he says. "The
only way you can go into this
business and make money is to
forget about making money."
there are, of
rule
eve,ry exc
For
eptions. The
course
rarity of Chateau Petrus
keeps its price going up and
up. Keith Stoltz, a Delaware
real-estate developer who
buys regularly from Christie's, says that this escalation
"is making a lot of auction
buyers into selective sellers.
Two years ago a single bottle
of 1961 Petrus sold for $600 to

$800; now it's close to $1,900.
You have to ask yourself if
that bottle is now worth
drinking at $1,900, or better
sold to finance the purchase of

says, "are used for the disposal
of wines in less than good

75 percent of what it is offered; Christie's, somewhat
less. Michael Davis, of Christie's, says he spends as many
days in coveralls, checking the
contents and conditions of cellars, as he does in a business
suit. Christie's asks a seller
everything he knows about
the wine, inspects it bottle by
bottle for signs of deterioration, and catalogs any condition that is abnormal consider-

condition." Most buyers, he
thinks, would be better advised to cultivate good relationships with retailers who
handle older vintages.

ing the wine's age. Butterfield
admits that it gives less attention to less expensive wine unless, as Bruce Kaiser, director
of the wine department, says.

several less expensive wines."
The big worry about auctioned wine is that it may be,
as the trade euphemistically
puts it, "out of condition."
Roger Livdahl, a certified
wine appraiser based in Los
Angeles, concedes that auctions "can provide great bargains" but argues that the risks
are significant. Auctions, he

E
log whenever it is abnormal.
"Good
storage," he says,
"means a positive vapor pressure. Low temperature and
high humidity are good. A
forty-nine-degree cellar in
Scotland with water dripping
from the stones is ideal. If you
are near a furnace, the vapor

fesses higher
a
standard. "We
owe it to ourselves, our buyers, and our consignors to describe every bottle as carefully
as possible. Superstar bottles
may
we
make get
the headlines,
bulk of ourbutmoney

pressure drops, a pumping action sets in, and the fill goes
down." Foley showed me a
bottle of 1952 Chateau Latour,
covered with mildew, the label "foxed" — bad for the labels collector, Foley admitted,
"but the wine will almost cer-

on the 'other' items." Christie's opens even sealed cases to
inspect
Butter-it is
field every
does not. bottle;
In addition,

be 100 percent."
The label on tainly
a bottle
of 1964 Chateau Prieure-Lichine was in
mint condition but not faded.

frequently a condition of a
Christie's sales contract that a
number of bottles will be
pulled for the presale tastings
offered to regular bidders. I
asked Davis how often he
finds a bottle, opened fof presale tasting, in worse condition than its physical appearance had led him to expect.
The answer was perhaps one
or two bottles in a hundred.
"The visual clues really are
accurate 95 percent of the
time,"
ley. Hesays
took Butterfield's
me through Fothe
San Francisco warehouse to
prove it. Assuming a wine is
sound to begin with, "storage
is 100 percent of how it will
taste later,'' he explains. The
fill level — the space between
the cork and the wine — is such
a critical indicator of condition
that it is described in the cata-

(Faded,
labels mayFoley
indicate hot,mint
dry storage.)
held the bottle up to the light
and examined
"You
kind
of subtractthethecolor.
[green]
glass,"
he explained.
"I mean,
this is red.
This is as good
a
bottle of 1964 Prieure-Lichine
as exists!" Some 1935 Cockburn'soredport
leaking
coffee-colfoam from
a tear
in the
capsule looked much riskier.
No reason to worry, says Foley. Port corks do not always
seat properly, but port is so
sturdy that it is usually good
anyway. Good condition and
bad condition are not a binary
proposition with older wines.
Condition is a spectrum. All
wine is not alike, he points
out. Sweet wines are survivors. Cabernet-based wines
usually age well. "But if you
want to collect old Burgun-

1
Latour
1945
136

Mouton Rothschild
1948

Hal Icrest
1961

Boal Madeira
1S70

Petrus
1961

Montrachet
197H
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nightmare.
is tough."
Keith Stoltz Florida
recalls that
the
first time he tried to ship the
wine he had bought at a

Christie's, "we might be looking at a five- to tcn-milliondollar department." As it is,
wine represents less than one
percent of North American
business for Christie's.
For several years attention
has been focused on liberalizing the commercial-wine-auction laws in New York State.
Although New Yorkers can
bring back wine purchased in
Chicago, San Francisco, or
even London without much
difficulty, only licensees are
legally permitted to auction
wine in New York, and licenses are granted only to
firms with actual storefronts
whose sole business is wine
and spirits, which leaves the
auction houses out in the cold.
New York liquor retailers
have successfully lobbied
against repeated efforts by
auctioneers and a consumer
group to liberalize the existing
law. A spokesman argues that
the wine trade in New York
deserves special protection

Christie's Chicago sale home
to Delaware, "it had to sit in
Chicago for eleven months
while the paperwork was negotiated." "But," says Davis,
"there's usually a way to do
it." Potential buyers, however, should inform themselves
in advance what regulations
apply. Shipping charges alone
are not high, but if the services
of some intermediary are required, an inexpensive purchase may not be worth it. "If
it weren't for legal restrictions," says Fritz Hatton, of

from "competition" by independent auctioneers, adding
that New York's retail merchants fear for the reputation
of fine producers should auctioneers offer out-of-condition
lots, but it is hard to imagine
that the producers, used to
auctions in London, Amsterdam, Geneva, Chicago, and
California, share this fanciful
fear. Christie's, which once
led the drive to liberalize the
law, says it has withdrawn
from the fray. "This is now a
consumer issue," says Davis.

dy," Foley admits, "you have
to
be has
a gambler."
wine
either to In
be short,
drunk
young or held someplace
while it matures. Consumers
can choose whether to supervise the maturation personally
or trust a restaurant cellar, a
retail merchant specializing in
older wines, or the expertise
of an auction house. One restaurateur told me off the record he judged the odds of getting abad bottle lower at auction than in most restaurants.
of wine aucThe future
tions in the United
States depends largely
on the Byzantine web of restrictions that the fifty states
impose on the wine trade.
Davis, of Christie's, calls state
importation restrictions "our
number one enemy." "Some
laws," he says, "are wonderfully absurd. Pennsylvania is a

Lafite- Rothschild
1945

Mar^aux
1945

Mouton Rothschild
1945

Whatever happens in New
York, the commercial-auction
business will grow slowly.

A Cautionary
Tale

Butterticld's sales are now simultaneous (byopen telephone link) in San Francisco

Buying at auction can be hazardous unless the house is as

K-

and
Angeles.
C^lhristie's
held Los
its first
California
auction
last fall in Los Angeles. As
commercial auctions arc demystified and the number of
buyers grows, prices may inch
up a bit, but astronomical
growth seems unlikely, because the very high prices
asked for young wiiK's discourage speculation.
Although the auctions
themselves are relatively colorless and undramatic affairs,
relieved only by the erudition
or humor of exceptionally
good auctioneers like the esteemed Michael Broadbent,
buying wine at auction is still
fun. For absentee bidders, just
the catalogs, with their very
British descriptions of the
"fine Bordeaux of an Illinois
gentleman," are entertaining.
"It is sort of a challenge just
because you can't taste," one
bidder told me. Another, unamused, was single-mindedly
in pursuit of missing vintages
of Chateau Yquem he needed
for a vertical tasting. A third,
a Hispanic barrio lawyer from
Los like
Angeles,
clean: "I
just
to tellcame
our friends,
'Hey, this came from a wine
auction.' " D
John Haej^er u'rote about wine
merchants for the December
1988 Connoisseur.

Mouton Rollischild
1966

alert as Sotheby's in London
was in I'W). when two bottles
hand labeled "Port. Biggs Dorchester, 1868" came to the wine
department. The bottles looked
ancient and might have fetched
S25() each, but the director was
suspicious: the dirt seemed to be
sprayed on, and the seal to be
candle wax. Before the bottles
could be inspected further, one
exploded; the other proved to
contain a new, semisparkling
Italian red wine.
A few weeks later, the director noticed two more candlewax seals on bottles in his bins.
The labels claimed the contents
were Croft 1924. In fact, they
were a cheap port mixed with
home brew. The police were
called but drew a blank.
When the man who had consigned both these sets of fakes
returned with further bottles,
they were booked in for sale
without question, but this tune
the police caught the consignor
in
his "port."
He the
hadact,
beenmaking
practicing
this
scam tor some time, and no one
knows how many purchasers
will one day go to their cellars
—i:.A.
to bring up a tine old bottle
ot
port only to be dre.idtully surprised when the tork is drawn.
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Ax your fingertips: saje-fiight weather data

-^«n

stranded in bseoemne
s not
hub haairport betciaouns?e
hlo
W
of a fai ed airhne connec
Or afraid to fly at all because
of disasters like the Avianca
e andy
rash? ouldn't
kc now wWhat the weitatbherh was to
going to be inr Chicago or Atlanta or Denve or any hub
u
o
r
a e forced to go through
y
in itohne?se days of airline deregulat

There is a way! IVRS (Interim Voice Response System), a
highly accurate computerized
forecast system, is available to
anyone who has access to a
touch-tone phone or an electronic converter.
Dial up the IVRS number
nearest you (see list on page
140), and a sonorous male
computer voice will say,
"Hello, Greenwich time is
now 22:00. Enter location
identifier."
(Greenwich
time is
five hours ahead
of Eastern
Standard Time.) "Location
identifier" is the familiar
three-letter abbreviation for an
airport (JFK, BOS, LAX).
Let's say you want to know
the current weather and forecast for LaGuardia (LGA). To
do this is a bit tricky. Follow
along by looking at your
phone or the illustration (right)
to note how letters appear on
the buttons. First press the key
with the letter you desire; then
press the number {1,2, or 3)
1.38

that corresponds with the position ofthat letter on the key.
For LaGuardia press the button with L on it, followed by
3, since L is in the third position on the key (JKL); then
press G, followed by 7, since
G is in the first position

sigmet" means "significant
meteorological
warning."
IVRS tells you that
there isIfa
"convective sigmet" out for
embedded thunderstorms,
high winds, severe turbulence,
icing, thick fog, and so forth,
you might reconsider flying

(GHI), then Aznd1. To complete the entry push the
"pound" symbol (#) twice.
The voice will then instruct

anything
that day aircraft.
— certainly
small commuter
But most of the time the
IVRS computer voice will say,
"No selected weather warnings exist; do you want surface
observations? Answer yes or
no." If you are leaving in a
couple of hours, it might be
nice to know. One terribly

you, "Lima, Golf, Alpha; enter next location." (The computer talks military: A = Alpha, B = Bravo, C = Charlie,
and so on.) If you want Los
Angeles (LAX), punch L, 3;
A, 1; X, 2. To complete the
transaction, always push #
two more times. You can
punch in as many as ten locations at the prompt and will
probably want to check any
hub you are passing through.
The computer might say,
"Selected weather warnings
exist; do you want these warnings? Answer yes or no." If
you punch y##, the computer will launch into flight
jargon, something like "A
convective sigmet for embedded thunderstorms exists on a
line from Zulu Alpha, Foxtrot
to position Lima, Echo,
Papa . . .," and so on. If you
had an air chart you could actually put your finger on the
line of thunderstorms dangerous to all aircraft, including
747s. Simply put, "convective

foggy evening in New York
City I heard the following:
"At 21:12, ceiling two
hundred, visibility one, fog,
temperature fifty, dew point
fifty, wind one five zero at

IVRS MADE
-*G

niner, peak gusts one four,
low-level wind shear, altimeter two niner eight one. Remarks: runway zero four visual range more than six thousand feet, surface range one
and one-half. Do you want
terminal forecasts?"
Boston to LaGuardia and
fronm
inghada clos
ng tio
mak
flyinec
beene con
you
If
to, say, Miami, you could
have been fairly certain you
would not make it. That is a
very low ceiling, necessitating
long, spaced-out instrument
approaches and probable holdrns. (That also haping patte
pens to have been the very eve
ning when the Avianca 707
went down on Long Island after a missed approach to JFK.)
The terminal forecast for

EASY
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-*R
EXAMPLES

CODES

A = 2,1

I'ause LOCID

□

Resume Delete —
Begin Over
Repeat
Terminate

*B
*T

- Letter, Key Position
-(Y)9##
-BOS
- (N)6##
-(l(X)ft.)
-02,—2 max.
6, 3 7,3##

MNO
6

IwxyI
Function Key
Control
—

Letters

LOCIDYes Sharp Key

1(),(KXJ-1(X)##

No I 9 I Hours

E Q H

f##hMtry)

ALT-

ABCDEFGH
I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
21 22 23 31 32 33 41 42 43 51 52 53 61 62 63 71 11 72 73 81 82 83 91 92 93
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Discover Your Own
European Treasure This Year

Whatever your dream vacation may be, from ' 'most affordable " to ' 'most
elegant', ' you 'II find it in the new Air France European Treasures brochure.
Fabulous offerings like Bonjour Paris, from $918* which gives you a
choice of four-star hotels for 6 nights in the City of Light and includes a
half -day of sightseeing by private chauffeured car. Bonjour
Riviera, from $1028* gives you a choice of four-star hotels
for 6 nights on the Cote d 'Azur, plus the freedom of your own
car to let you explore the south of France. Or spend a week
in grand style with Paris Aristocrat, from $1768* featuring
6 nights of luxury at the world-famous Hotel Crillon , daily
continental breakfast, gourmet meals and round-trip
private chauffeured airport transfers in Paris. All of these
packages include the style and service of Air France
round-trip. You will also receive discounts, amenities
and much more, filling each European Treasure with
unforgettable pleasures . Make this your year in Europe. To receive your
free Air France European Treasures "Tl IF" PIK 1^ A DT
brochure, call 1-800- J ET-0999.
\ flLl
III NL /\K I

MfO?

FLYING

AIR FRANCE
France Is a partner in Mileage Plus, OnePass, FllghlKund and USAIr's Frequent Traveler IVojtram.

Air
»ppl> V.hdihmugh ICVJI/W
l.^blcOCcujMncy. lY.cr«m)«v„l.bllincsv«ybygi.r™.y«ndde(»nurc<li.tc A<l«nccp.ln.h.v<-.nd.«hc.rr«nct,onvm«
•Basedonlowest.ODlic>bleairfare.perpersol-« Olhct g,«iiin«^nl u«« or sccuni) fccsiirt iik ludcd
Not cornbiinble with any other programs <« ,.ffcf. . Add $« U S. Depuroir Tu .nd $10 rcder.l ln«pccl...n

TRAVELINE

A PARIS
LE QUARTIER DES ANTIQUAIRES

Carre "^Bjfve Qauche

DE

LILLE

zero, peak gusts two four,
low-level wind shear, chance
of your flying
time,
of Most
thunderstorms.
"
you will hear reports like
"Ceiling four thousand five
hundred scattered, two five
thousand thin broken, visibility five, winds two seven zero
at ten, altimeter three zero

of thunderstorms," no "hail
two inches on ground," no
"peak gusts seventy-five
knots." My rule is that when I
hear "severe" or "convective

QUAI
5

gy evening in January was
"Lima, Golf, Alpha, amendment two, 21:50 untilOO: 10,
ceiling two hundred, sky partially obscured, visibility onehalf mile in light rain and fog.
Wind one five zero at one

two two." No "sigmet," no
"sky obscured," no "chance

VOLTAIRE

RUE

LaGuardia on that tragic fog-

^

sigmet,"
I don't
go, even
the
big boys.
Happy
flyingwith
by
telephone!
RUE

5
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— Thomas Having

IVRS Numbers
To g^et latest weather information for
prefli{iht planning^, use a touch-tone
phone to call the IVRS exchange
nearest to you.

LES 5 lOURS
DE L'OBjET EXTRAORDINAIRE
May 10th to 14th, 1990
Information: (I) 47.03.44.89

in collaboration with

A<v**//^''5^*^^ J

L

j

j
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(404) 876-231 1
(617)890-7475
(312) 767-4800
(614)224-6525
(214) 256-2245
(303) 797-3374
(313)358-0330
(214) 256-2245
(717)232-5281
(713) 526-5411
(516) 588-9760
(913)321-3540

Los Angeles,
CA (714) 670-0707
Miami,
FL
Minneapolis,
(305) 624-0796
(612)936-0917
New
Orleans,
MN
LA
(504) 529-1365
Oakland, CA

from II am to 10 pm, Sunday included

.^ Nordstern

Atlanta, GA
Boston, MA
Chicago, IL
Columbus, OH
Dallas, TX
Denver, CO
Detroit, MI
Fort Worth, TX
Harrisburg, PA
Houston, TX
Islip, NY
Kansas
KS andCity,
MO

I H %\l

I

Philadelphia, PA (215)625-0910
(415)261-9733
Portland, OR
(503) 242-0023
Raleigh. NC
(919)832-0843
Seattle, WA
(206) 343-9345
St. Louis, MO
(314) 731-8093
Teterboro, NJ (20 1 ) 288-46(X)
Washington, DC: (202) 393-1456
l-or assistance, call 1-800-I-ORIVRS (in Massachusetts, call
1-m)-221-5603). They will also
send
a free IVRS instructions
Pilot's Guide
with you
more-detailed
and
airport ahhrevialions.
CONNOISSHUK
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Shoes

(Continued Jrom pa^e 78)

"When somebody is willing to pay S295
for a mass-produced shoe, is S395 really
that much?" One man who cares about
the difference recently strolled into the
store and bought $53,000 worth of conservatively styled shoes. Others wait for
the annual sale, when the cowboy boots
are reduced to S550.
Susan and Warren have led a rebellion
against boring shoes, but some of their
more fanciful creations have given them
"fits." "We found some tie-dyeing hippies in California and commissioned
them to create fabrics for us," says Warren. "They would jump in their vans
and disappear for weeks," he reflects,
looking nonplussed. Their suppliers
have gone to the corners of the earth for
rich brocades, gauzy fabrics, special
glues, ornaments, and exotic leathers.
Embroideries have been imported from
Italy, Turkey, and India, but some materials turn out to be strictly local. A
New York S&M shop supplied the
mean-looking metal studs that adorn
some of their startling heels and their
motorcycle boots.
Though old-fashioned services seem
to have gone the way of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad, Bennis-Edwards customers are privileged. "We make shoes
for basketball players with size 15 feet,
and for clients with a size 7 right foot
and an 8'/2 left foot," says Susan. Shoes
are repaired, rebuilt, rejuvenated, and
resoled, and when a New York grating
takes a bite out of a heel, it is shipped to
Italy. "We don't have blue python
hanging around," Warren admits, "but
if it's needed, we find some, and if a customer gets attached to the alligator
shoes in eggplant he bought in 1985, we
make
another
Whenhim Susan
andpair."
Warren talk about
working together, they are fairly frank.
A lot of water has flowed under the
bridge since she first drove him home to
the East Village. "Of course, we don't
always get along," says Susan, and
Warren hastens to add, "But even
though we scream and argue, we're
very loyal. We have furious arguments
about toe shapes and heel shapes, but we
really do think alike."
If you visit the store, it is quite possible that Warren or Susan may fit you.
"That's how you find out the true
poop," says Warren. "You learn from
your customers every mistake you've
ever made, and we've made some classics, like the year we forgot to include

black shoes, and the year we eliminated
bright colors. Our customers were going berserk."
They
are guarded about sales figures,
but their plans for stores in other cities
and the new store in New York indicate
that they have struck pay dirt. In 1981.
fifty pairs of Bennis-Edwards shoes
were installed in the permanent collec-

ALAN
THORPE

tion of the Metropolitan Museum's
Costume Institute. The next year the
partners were awarded a Cutty Sark
Award for men's accessories and a
American Fashion Critics AwardCoty
for
men's shoes.
Their customers rhapsodize freely
about Bennis-Edwards shoes. Carolina
Herrera, who has called on Susan and
Warren to create footwear for her collections, says, "Their designs and colors
are very avant-garde, and there is a spectacular blending of materials." Herrera
herself prizes a conservative pair of
crocodile flats. "The workmanship
makes them different from all other
shoes," she says.
To those who collect them, the shoes
are amusing symbols of polite defiance.
"You can wear B and E shoes to your
parents' house or to a downtown bikers'
bar," says the novelist Jay Mclnerney.
"They go both ways. I've been in Aspen, Santa Fe, Los Angeles, and people
take one look at my feet and announce,
'Bennis and Edwards.' These shoes always attract attention at social gatherings. Sure, I'm addicted," he admits,
"but this is a safer addiction than some
I've had in past years. Besides, I buy
sale."Warren have shod almost
on and
Susan
them
every fashion-conscious celebrity you
care to name — Jacqueline Onassis, Jasper Johns, Tom Wolfe, Cher, Bruce
Springsteen, Mick Jagger, the Bass
brothers, Ann Getty — all of them willing and able to pay the price. A few fanatics have collections of 300 pairs or
more. (It seems that Imelda Marcos,
however, was not one ot their tans.)
"I've walked on the wild side in my B
and E shoes," says one Houston woman, who treasures her ninety pairs and
flies to New York twice a year to buy
more. "When

CAT, Bronze

800-344-9359
619-346-0161
FOR INFORMATION

ZANTMAN
ART
GALLERIES

I die I hope to God they

feet hrst."n
outhianinml
me the
carry
cataloi;, call ( l-HOO)
To order
634-9884, or (212) 755-4197.

Carol Burden wrote about the Caribbean
resort ofCapJnlucaJor the February issue.

CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA
PALM
DESERT
CALIFORNIA
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Collapse!
(Continued from page 83)
not in the ways its promoters had ever
intended.
To keep afloat, Mary Boone, the
dealer who had handled many of
SoHo's most celebrated artists, proposed to sell off her extensive personal
wardrobe of shoes, as collectibles. The
auction houses advised her that her timing was inopportune. She left for an
extended vacation in the south of
France. Soon afterward, four other
West Broadway galleries declared
bankruptcy. In mid-December, the
SoHo loft market collapsed.
Stellas that had gone for $4 million
were refused at $2 million. Johns at $17
million and de Kooning at $20 million
were only memories. A few small collectors made panic sales to museums
whose curators had gone bottom-fishing to fill holes in their collections. The
trustees will be pleased to hear that purchases have been made by the gallery in
six figures instead of seven, to the advantage ofthe public. We must report,
however, that major collectors can afford to stay out of the market. A recent
issue of Vanity Fair contains an article
reputedly commissioned by its owner,
Mr. S. \. Newhouse, showing his magnificent collection of art. He is quoted as
saying, "I stay home now and enjoy
looking at my walls."
hi London, the reappearance of the
Scandinavian dealer Bo Alveryd has
marked the definitive end of the boom
there. During the summer of 1989, he
arrived with orders to buy what were
regarded as modern blue chips, ranging
from Picasso to Warhol. He scattered

themselves rarely saw the paintings,
which, like gold or diamonds, were
consigned to vaults to save insurance
premiums. The money from the sales of
art was shifted to Hungarian hunting
preserves, considered the chic new acquisition in the investment climate of
Eastern Europe.
By contrast. Wall Street's nouvelle
collectors preferred as always to demonstrate that they were "culturally solvent," as the vogue term puts it. Some
in the junk-bond market arc said to have
been forced to choose between their trophy paintings and their trophy wives. A
few optimists with aesthetic pretensions
opted to dump the wives, on the argument that they could find new ones
when the market turned up. More are
said to have decided to take profits.
Often they were prodded to sell by the
wives themselves, who saw the paintings as a source of cash flow to feed their
appetites for shopping, entertaining,
and travel.
For all the talk about art as investment, itturned out to be no such thing.

And If One Stayed
Home ...?
For the price of a work
of art to rise, two or
more people must want
IT. The most dramatic
RECENT example

CAME

WHEN False Start, by

$70 million among the Bond Street galleries. The purchases were shipped to
his gallery near Lausanne, and the consensus on Bond Street was that he was

Jasper Johns, went to
AUCTION IN 1988. In a
battle likened to an

acting on behalf of wealthy European
investors for whom art was merely the
latest in speculative fashion, following
treasury bills, wheat futures, and Italian
bank stocks. When the dealer reappeared before Christmas of 1990 with
instructions to cut his losses and sell.
Bond Street knew it had been right.
Old masters slumped for much the
same reason. Anonymous syndicates of
investors who had been buying through
bankers in the City of London began
cashing out. That left Bond Street dealers with heavy stocks of lesser works by
such masters as Hals, David, and Zurbaran. Their purchases had been heavily
leveraged by the bankers. The owners

Ali-Frazier match,
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Hans Thulin, a Swedish
real-estate tycoon, bid
fiercely against S. I.
Newhouse, the media
mogul. But Newhouse
COVETED
KNOCKED
WITH

c

IT more;

HE

ThUI IN OUT

A $17.1 Mil LION BID.

because it produced only psychic income. Paintings were really like the
highest of high-tech stocks. No one had
looked at output, revenues, or earnings.
They looked only at the future, at the
stuff of dreams. The women understood that instinctively. They did not
have to work on Wall Street to understand that a painting has no cash flow.
The bankers and auctioneers discovered this belatedly, when prices fell
toward their collateral value. They realized they had committed the fundamental error of lending short against an illiquid balance sheet. The collectors, for
their part, were borrowing short and
buying long, the classic recipe for bankruptcy. Some had already spent their
advances well before the auction date,
only to discover that their estimates had
been too high and the paintings had
failed to sell.
The collapse of the market cast doubt
on the Sotheby's sale from the great
Heriiiitage collection. The paintings
had been amassed by Russian capitalists
early in the century and then seized by
the new Communist state. Now they
were being returned to the capitalist
world to earn money to buy goods for
the Soviet people.
The auction house had been cultivating the Soviet government for years.
Alfred Taubman himself flew to Moscow in his private jet, which was accorded special landing rights. In 1988
Sotheby's conducted the first auction of
modern Soviet painters. The sale netted
the artists almost $1 million, and the
European chairman of Sotheby's, Lord
Gowrie, had to rap knuckles at the Soviet Finance Ministry to see that the artists
and collectors got their money.
In the summer of 1990 Gowrie won
the Hermitage sale for Sotheby's, but
only by agreeing to guarantee it would
earn $400 million. Negotiators from the
Soviet Ministry of Culture had driven a
hard bargain. They argued that the auction house had guaranteed $100 million
in 1989 to the heirs of the Campbell's
soup fortune for the right to auction off
their collection, and the Hermitage collection was a far greater one commanding afar greater price. Why should the
people of the Soviet Union be treated
worse than capitalists?
Fearful of a political reversal in the
West, the Ministry of ('ulture also had
negotiated a clause preventing Sothe(Clontinnvd on page 144)
CONNOISSIUIi

▼

EVERYTHING

■*

B"Jj||jl CHAIR

BAG

▼ BACKJACK

People on the go always have so much
to carry around. The Everything Bag
makes it a snap. This oversized shoulder bag
IS constructed of tough, water-resistant
canvas material and features nine roomy
pockets Plus, an unusual zipper design
enables the bag to expand to double its
normal width— to a full eight inches Adjustable 2"wide straps provides a real comfort feature. In 5 great colors $24.98
($4 00) #A1955-Blue; #A1955-Khaki, #A1957Cray
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▼ WORDFINDER'",
DICTIONARY. THESAURUS

Versatility,
comfort
and convenienceall in the new
BackJack
Chair upright.
Its a firm back rest, for sitting, studying or
reading Flip it over and you have a recliner
with a cushion headrest— perfect for TV
watching or just relaxing Extremely well
constructed. BackJack features a tough
zinc-plated steel frame The seat Doasts a
polyurethane foam cushion and a removable cover crafted of all cotton army duck
that IS water repellant and mildew resistant So now theres a chair for any room
in your house— or take it along when you
head for the beach, pool or campsite
$26.98 (S600) M1958-Ped. #A1959-Blue.
#A1940-Tan

▼ IT SWIVELS!

Chairs have solve-old Bapro
ed thele
agss
ckBack
blem of proper seataligning
ing, nat
uraltheaxibo
s dysoi i
on Its
that sitting does not[
stress spine or backj
ri-]
e onred
muscles Thbuti
of ist
body
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FRESH AIR

mateeica
weight
IS dra
e fr
g,]
inlly, mor
natural, comfortable
But until now you|

Concern about air pollution is on the
rise The Pollenex'^' Pure Air "99" Air
Cleaner with Ionizer will help clear the air
around you. A high voltage generator produces negative ions that help reduce
minute particles of dust, tobacco smoke
and other airborne pollutants. An electrostatic air filter intercepts larger airborne
particles and has a deodorizing action too
Two speed air flow control. So now you can
breathe easier with Pure Air "99". $69.98
($7.50) #A1962; 2 for $125.98 ($1000)
#1962/2

HOW

FREE

TOLL

CALL

1 -800-456-2434

TO
ORDER
THE HEARST

and smartest elecsmallest
The worldstronic
dictionary/thesaurus. Small
enough to fit into your pocket, purse or
briefcase, but large enough to include over
100,000 spelling words and 220,000 synonyms Italso includes 4.5 megabytes of information, proper names, major cities and
states, jumble key for unscrambling words
(Great for those difficult spelling games)
Ideal for students, business executives, all
who desire to improve and expand their use
of the English language Large 20 digit display with 9 operation indicators, auto shutoff. Weighs only 8 ounces Uses 4 AAA batteries (included). 90 day warranty $119.98
(S5.00) #A1897.

CORPORATION

24

HOURS

A

DAY,

7

DAYS

A WEEK

ABOVE NUMBER IS FOR ORDERING ONLY. CUSTOMER SERVICE
CALL 201-357-2900. WE HONOR MASTERCARD AND VISA.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
'iDVtkTISEMtN?

had to give up mobiliity to sit — thiesse intellirs
gently th
cha
were unidirectional
ed
ed
and if you ne
to change orientation
you had the awkwardness of moving the
whole chair Finally it swivels' in its brandnew swivel incarnation, the Back Chair is
suited for use at any work station, desk or
table The reinforced oak 4-star base has
commercial-quality dual-track casters for
easy maneuverability over carpets or floors
Effortless swivel action Manual height adjustment Cray poly-cotton fabric over
plush cushion This is a new twist on a good
Idea and until you use it you don t know
how relaxed and productive you can be sitting down The price is a nice turn too. only
$79,98(515 00) /rA1816 Minimal assembly
•

*
•

*
*

*
*

•
•

If ordering by mail send remittance to
H.M. SPECIALTIES, Dept CNXS 050. P 0
Box 1574. k'ndio City Station, NY, NY
10101 Item price is followed by shipping
and handling in ( ) Be sure to add both
together to arrive at total price When
using credit card — include account
number expiration date, signature
Sorry, no Canadian, foreign or COD
orders. Alow 30 days for delivery
Magalog Marketing CrouD mc >c 1990
250 W 55TH ST. NY. NV 10019

Masterpiece Re-Creations

Our living masters paint ;
affordable museumi
quality re-creations of
?
masterpiece oil paintings.

(Continued Jrom pa^e 142)
by's from canceling the auction except
for "acts of God." Sotheby's tried to
win a postponement, adducing thejapanese earthquake. But the Russians insisted on their $400 milHon guarantee
and threatened to sue, warning that it
would be impossible to prove that an
earthquake in Japan had any relevance at
all to a sale of Impressionist pictures in
New York.
As of this writing, in the spring of
1991, the auction catalogs are at the
printers, but the estimates have been left
ominously blank. We wish to advise the

You may now easily
commission a custom
oil-on-canvas re-creation
of any masterpiece you
would like to own.
Your Masterpiece
Re-Creation will be
hand-painted on fine
canvas, then properly
antiqued, and it will
include a hand-crafted
period frame re-creation,

Collapse!

gallery's trustees and the chair of the
acquisitions fund that a historic opportunity will present itself for obtaining

f

We fully guarantee your :
-^;;i^^N*
satisfaction with e\'ery
Masterpiece Re-Creation.
'Hunting

the Birds" (La Chasse aiix Oisenux)

paintings of the highest quality at attractive prices if the auction proceeds as
scheduled. A list of possible purchases
and prices is attached to this report.

We will be pleased to send you our full information package
at no charge upon your request and we will also include a

The gallery's curators have advised
their Soviet colleagues at the Hermitage
that the maximum the sale can be

Ongiml oil on canvas Inj Francois Boucher, circa 1 760
. FrmK^ois Boucher by Heritage House Galleries, circa 1 990

HERITAGE HOU8E
'GALLERIES'

320-page perfect bound hardback "Art Source Book" with
over 700 full-colour photographs for twenty-nine dollars.
4800 North State Road Seven* Fort Lauderdale, FL 33319
Phone 800/448-4583 or 305/735-5601 ♦ Fax 305/735-5607

expected to fetch in current market conditions is$300 million. Because of the
Sotheby's guarantee,
they remain
concerned. In conversation
with unthe
gallery's curator for modern paintings,
the deputy director of the Hermitage

Sterling Flatware & China
at Ross-Simons' Savings

Call ToU-Free 800-556-7376

To Place An Older Or For Information.

ArPc. Steriing Settings, New and Factoiy Sealed
pnces subject to change without notice
GORHAM
Chantilly
$136.95
TOWLE
INTERNAnONAL
Rhapsody
Buttercup, Edgemont,
Candlelight, Chippendale,
Joan of Arc, Prelude,
$139.95
King Edward,
Fr. Provincial, Old Master,
Delicacy
$136.95
Newport Scroll
Spanish
Provincial
$129.95
LONT
$129.95
$154.95
Fairfax, LaScala,
King Richard
$154.95
REED & BARTON
Bel Chateau,
KIRKSTIEFF
Eng. Chippendale,
$139.95
Old Maryland Eng.
Modem Victorian
18th Century,
$159.95
Gold. Winslow,
WALLACE
Fr. Regency,
$137.95
Woodwind
Wmsbg.
Shell
$199.95
Burgundy,
$139.95
Rose Point
Hampton Ct.
$148.95
ONEIDA
$169.95
Damask Rose
$124.95
Grande Baroque
Francis 1st
$161.95
Brand New
5-Pc. China Settings
MIKASA
Antique Lace
$
Imperial Lapis
$
Remembrance
$

SALE
51.00
69.00
79.00

MINTON
Jasmine, Grasniere
Bellemeade
WEDGWOOD
Amherst
Cavendish,
Kut Crane
Osborne
Runnymede

LENOX
Charleston
Monroe, Hamilton
Eternal, Solitaire
McKinley
Holiday

$91.00
$ 71.00

$ 75.00
$ 80.00
$ 97.00
$115.00

RO\ALDOULTON
Albany, Princeton,
Rhodes
$ 80.00
Hariow
$112.00
Cartyle
$130.00
NORITAKE
Barrymore, Shenandoah,
Magnificence $ 52.00
Gold & Steri. Cove
$ 50.00
Rothschild
$ 43.00
VILLEROY & BOCH
Petite Reur, Riviera
$ 56.00
Amapola, Basket
$ 75.00
ROYAL WORCESTERSPODE
Christmas Tree
Marlboro Sprays
Evesham (5 pc.)
FnrZ& FLOYD
Ren Green, Peach
Cloisonne Peony
St Nicholas

CRYSTAL BY LENOX/ GORHAM/
ORREFORS/WATERFORD AND MORE.
Firelight
Monroe
McKinley
Lismore
Chartres
Massena
Cherrywood
ToU-Free

$22.50
$24.00
$24.00
$37.95
$25.00
$78.00
$21.00

800-556-7376

Jolie
King Edward
Lady Anne
Laurin Gold
Illusion
Pielude
Royal Gold

$15.00
$18.00
$18.00
$12.00
$24.75
$29.50
$30.50

has said, "That's capitalism."
The owners of Sotheby's are reported
to be seeking an injection of fresh capital
to cover the expected losses stemming
from their ill-advised guarantee. They
have approached Mr. Morishita, of
Aska International, who recently has
expanded his 7 percent stake in Christie's. Backed by a credit line from Fuji
Bank Ltd., which began accepting art as
collateral in the autumn of 1989, he
offered to bail out Sotheby's under
stringent conditions. To bring order to
the market, he proposed a merger of the
two big auction houses. This was decisively rejected, on the advice of U.S.
and British officials.
Once again, an overextended Sotheby's has turned to United States entrepreneurs. Prominent among them is
Donald Trump, who has stated that the
auction house lacks a sufficiently gla'morous image, a deficiency he proposes
to remedy by installing a former Georgia beauty queen as CEO. The outcome
will be discussed in an early report to the
trustees. D
Lawrence Malkin, a frequent contributor
to this ntaiiazine, is chief U. S. correspondent
of the International Herald Tribune.
c:()NN()issi;uR

Cocaine
lies,

risk is higher the younger you

are,
and may
as high
as SO".,
for those
who besmoke
cocaine.
(Some crack users say they felt
addicted from the first time
they smoked.)

After nearly a decade of
being America's glamour dmg,
researchers are starting to uncover the truth about cocaine.
It's emerging as a very
dangerous substance.
No one thinks the things
described here will ever happen
to them. But you can never be
certain. Whenever and however
you
use cocaine,
Russian
roulette. you're playing
You can't get
addicted to cocaine.
Cocaine w^s once thought
to be non-addictive, because
users don't have the severe
physical withdrawal symptoms
of heroin— delirium, musclecramps, and convulsions.
However, cocaine is intensely
addicting psychologically.
In animal studies, monkeys
with unlimited access to
cocaine self-administer until
they die. One monkey pressed
a bar 12,800 times to obtain a
single dose of cocaine. Rhesus
monkeys won't smoke tobacco or
marijuana, but 10(y'<i will smoke
cocaine, preferring it to sex and
to food— even when starving.
Like monkey like man.
If you take cocaine, you mn
a 10% chance of addiction. The
c 1987, [)I)B Needham World wide Inc.

When you're addicted, all
you think about is getting and
using cocaine. Family friends,
job, home, possessions, and
health become unimportant.
Because cocaine is expensive, you end up doing what all
addicts do. You steal, cheat, lie,
deal, sell anything and everything, including yourself. All the
while you risk imprisonment.
Because, never forget, cocaine
is illegal.

That's how basketball plawr
Uni Bias died.
If you're unluckx' the first
time you do coke, your Ixxjy
will lack a chemical that breaks
down the drug. In which case,
you'll
Ix^ akillfirstyou.
time ( ).n.TwT)
lines will
Sex with coke is amazing.
Cocaine's powers as a sexual
stimulant have never Ix^en
proved
or dispr(j\ed.
the
e\idence
seems toHowe\'er
suggest
that the dmg's reputation alone
serves to heighten sexual feelings. (The same thing happens
in Africa, where nati\'es swear by
powdered rhinoceros honi as
an aphrodisiac.)
Wliat is certain is that continued use of cocaine leads

to impotence
finalK' in sex.
complete
loss and
of interest
Itll make you feel great.
There's
no
way
to
tell
who'll
become addicted. But one
Cocaine makes you feel like
a new man. the joke goes. The
thing is certain.
No one who is an addict, set only trouble is, the first thing
out to become one.
the new man WcUits is more
c()cain(\
C'monjust once
It's true. After the high
can't hurt you.
wears off, you may feel a little
anxious, irritable, or (iepressed.
Cocaine hits your heart Ix^
head. Your pulse 1 You've got the coke l)hies. But
hitsyour
fore itrockets
rate
and your blood
fortunately
they'relines
easyorto fix.
with
a few more
another hit on the pipe.
Even if you're
pressure soars.Ix^come
a prime
15. you
only
Of course, sooner or later
candidate for a heart attack, a
stroke, or an epilei)tic-type fit.
you have to stop. Then -for
In the brain, cocaine mainly
days at a time— you in.w leel
lethargic, (kpressed, ewii
affects a primitive part wherc^ tlu^ suicidal.
emotions are seated. I Infortu.S,\\s l)r Arnold Washlon.
nately this part of the brain also
controls your heart and lungs.
one of the countiv's l(\uling
tive
A big hit or a cumula
cocaine
ex|)eris: to"Itsimagine
iini)os.sil)lc'
for the nonnser
the
overdose may intemipt the
deep, vicious depression that a
electrical signal to your heart
and lungs. They simply stoix
cocaine addic-t suffers from'"

Partnership for a Drug-Free America

Vatican
(Continued JYom page 91)
hcrited a pluralism of theology and attitudes within the church, but there is
nothing proachpluraHstic
aboutjohn
apto such moral
issues asPaul's
divorce,
contraception, married clergy, and
women priests. His senior Curia appointments were calculated to restrain
the tides of thought and opinion flowing after the Second Vatican Council.
His supporters say he brought order to
an unsettled church; his critics call it
putting the clock back. But instead of
the awesome solidity of the true conservative, John Paul displays the vigor of
the Counter-Reformationist.
His theological buzzword is chiarezza
(clarity), which means a near-fanatical
insistence that there be no confusion

Glorify your surroundings with these
superb reproductions of masterpieces by
the Italian sculptor Antonio Canova
(1757-1822).
Imported from Italy. Made from bonded
marble for exterior or interior. Available
in the following sizes:
VENUS UALICA
17" on marble base
$172
25" on marble base
$503
46" (pedestal available). . . $2119
64" (pedestal availabi'3). . . $4077
THREE GRACES

ppd
ppd
ppd
ppd

I6V2" on black base
$408 ppd
Pay by check, VISA, MC. Unqualified
guarantee. Artbook color catalogue
$6. America's largest collection of
museum reproductions.
fil ■I'rO/vIN^A

L.1L/. Importers of Fine Statuan;

Magnolia Village • 3217 W. Smith #975
Seattle, WA 98199 • 206/283-0609

regarding the Christian message. Their
lack of chiarezza is his chief complaint
against the bishops of the United States.
He is deeply disappointed with his first
major appointee. Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, a leading voice in the American
episcopate, whom he now thinks
wishy-washy. Yet he is not happy with
the arch-conservative Cardinal O'Connor, either, feeling that he fails to provide the quality of leadership expected
of an archbishop of New York.
The unhappiest clerics in the Vatican
today are the Italians. For one thing, the
pope's steps to internationalize the Curia have virtually wiped them out from
top positions. In 1962, there were only
four non-Italian cardinals in the Curia.
Today, practically the reverse is true:
there are only six Italians, not counting
those in retirement. In the College of
Cardinals, Italy's twenty-two cardinals
under eighty still make up the largest
national group among the electors, but
they have lost their old dominance.
There was a time when they made up
almost half the entire college and could
get a pope elected with little help.
One difficulty with internationalizing the Curia has always been that of
recruiting young priests from outside
Italy. Most of them tend to prefer pastoral work to an ecclesiastical career in
Rome. They see souls, not files, as their
metier. But a quick survey of nationalities of rising junior curialists indicates
that the trend toward internationalization is not likely to be reversed. For
example, the Vatican trains its diplomats at the Pontifical Ecclesiastical
Academy, in the Piazza della Minerva,
in Rome. Its director is an American
(Airia prelate, Archbishopjustin Rigali,
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who drafted
the pope's
speeches
for hisis
visit
to the United
States
and who
soon to move on to another post. He
says one of the academy's more recent
classes of twenty-seven comprised six
Italians, two Poles, six other Europeans, four Americans, four Asians, two
Latin Americans, one Australian, and
two Africans. Ten years ago, at least a
dozen would have been Italian; thirty
years ago, twenty.
In the long run, a significant part of
Pope John Paul's lasting legacy may
turn out to be the ending of the Vatican's special relationship with Italy and
the establishment of a genuinely international central government. Given the
church's multinational character, this
approach may also be inevitable. But
Italians resent it, not merely because
they have lost control of the bureaucracy but because they have a proprietary
feeling toward the papacy rooted in geography and history. Pope John Paul II,
who js also bishop of the Roman diocese, is the first non-Italian pontiff in
over four centuries. He does not disguise the fact that he has no special attachment to Italy. Indeed, he is openly
critical of its materialism and lack of
religious strength.
Italian curialists today complain privately about a "Polish mafia." There is
at least one Polish junior staffer in every
Curia department whose main job is to
translate the comments John Paul writes
in the margin of official documents, for
though the pope is fluent in several languages, he prefers to write in Polish.
Hence the ubiquitous Polish presence.
The complaint resembles the old one
about Italian influence. But the Poles are
also said to form a network of informers
who report to the pope's powerful private secretary. Father Stanislas, about
activities in their departments.
Vatican insiders can cite instances of
the pope's acting on information clearly
received through the Polish mafia. The
real extent of his susceptibility to Polish
influence is hard to gauge, though its
importance is suggested by the rumor
that Archbishop C'assidy was chosen for
his exalted office because of the glowing
private reports the pope had been given
about him by MonsignorJuliuszJanusz,
the number two man in the nunciature
in The Hague. Monsignor Janusz hails
from the pope's old archdiocese of Krakow and was one of his proteges. It is a
measure of the prevailing Roman view
c:()NN()issi:uR

of
John
Paul'sareunpredictable
nature that
such
stories
not discounted.
The Italians, of course, should be the
last to point an accusing finger, but as an
Italian churchman at the Vatican said
resentfully, "Yes, we Italians did the
same, but what we did in 500 years, the
Poles have accomplished in ten." D
SCHOOLHOUSE
(Continued from pa^e 96)
in Fredericksburg, to exchange a little
local gossip and learned that the Gillespie County school board was putting
up the old Morris Ranch schoolhouse
for public auction. Frances Billups did
not hesitate an instant, nor did she try
for a bargain-basement price. Her bid
got her the schoolhouse. "I never
knew how much I wanted it until I got
it." she says.
"You cannot imagine what perfect
condition it was in after all those years

"Because of the height of the ceilings, 1
told everyone, 'I want BIG; now think
BIG.' " The result is that Frances Billups is one of the few women anywhere who have seven country tables
ten to twenty feet long in one dwelling. She also has a trained eye for the
fine early furniture made in the state,
combined with an abiding love of preserving past treasures and, if possible,
using them as they were meant to be
used. She spots things in the rear end of
pickup trucks or in the backyards of
antiques shops that would go unnoticed to all but a practiced eye. Her
daughter Francie knows her mother
well. "She has a lock on every pie safe,
every armoire, and every back bar in

walk in here one day. Since we've
owned the schoolhouse, a lot of things
have found their way back to us.

One thing means too much for her
ever to change it. In 1983 the old Morris Ranch schoolhouse was honored by

"Two of the rooms had their original elm floors, and when we had an
architect test the foundation under the

being included in the National Register of Historic Places. It took a few

bathrooms, while preserving the
downstairs structure. Then she put on
a new roof. "That did not exactly
come cheap," she says. "Nor did airconditioning the entire place." The
Billups family spend a lot of time
there, and Frances has nothing against
being comfortable, especially in a
building that possesses such grace
and scope.
Frances, in the true Heard-family
tradition, has always been a collector,
and she managed to fill up the schoolhouse with half the antiques in Texas.
MAY
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no Indeed
holdingnot.
her."
A budding Doris Duke,
Frances has bought and restored
enough buildings and houses in Fredericksburg for it to be known to some
as "Francesburg." They, too, have become repositories for the spoils of her
collecting. It would be impossible to
give the accurate number of her acquisitions, because the figures change —
she trades, donates, and sells — as often
as the weather does in Texas.

little examples of its excellence."
Frances Billups used space under the
roof to create four bedrooms and

1990 IN chc Year of the Horse (.Maybe vou II
need one to help tarn home all your shopping
bargains!) Really, ihis is Ihe tiiiw lo see whal
makes this plate iitk The fast mating tonirosts of
cast antl west, the fesii\als, the streets, the sights
Not to mention the thousands upon thousands

the state of Texas," she says. "Once
she bought the schoolhouse and had a
repository for her collecting, there was

of standing empty," she continues.
"The oak floors, the original beams,
and the board ceilings in some rooms,
even the original glass panes in the
windows — everything was fine. Of
course, a few glass panes were gone.
The wood panels that separate the
rooms were intact; only the doors
were long gone, but even they may

house, he said it was as 'tight as a
tomb. ' The place was so magnificently
built, so structurally perfect for a
building almost a hundred years old,
that Jim and I keep coming on other

It's a great year
to visit Hong Kong.
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years of painstaking research to provide the documents necessary to validate the claim, but the preservationist
in Frances Billups was not about to let
the schoolhouse, the last of Morris
Ranch history, go unrecognized.
The Billupses celebrated the landmarking with a large reception. When
it was over, Jim Billups asked his sou
Jamie if he knew where his mother
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was. "Dad," young Billups replied. "1
saw a big pickup truck go by half .ui
hour ago with a mess of old wooii iii it.
and the next thing I knew iiu)tlK-r w.is

Corning. NY 14«.M Above. Nimbus Vase by
City
Paul Schulze.
Name

out the gate, in the car."
s sighed. "I hope she's
Jimdy Billup
got the last of the old back
alrea
bars. Those things are too BIG tor
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State

around here now." 11

Nancy Holmcf is the author o/" Nobody's
based on Britain's Lord
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needed next. On bad days, particularly
when the contractor was pestering them
about the construction schedule, nothing worked. But in the end, Yarbrough
and Stauersbol finished ahead of the

Sorry to introduce ourselves in this way, but
it has become necessary. We publish Passpi>rt,
the confidential and privately circulated
monthly newsletter on world travel. It's read by
discerning travelers all over the world. Our
information comes from carefully selected spies.
Each month in this tersely-written 12 page
letter, we share new travel discoveries with our
members — charming inns, attractive
restaurants, undiscovered resorts, places even

contractor — right on schedule.
Since completing Tower of Babel,
Yarbrough has produced Endanf^ered
Species, sculptures that express his anxiety over "the destruction of the very
things that make life possible: the plants
and animals that produce our food and

the guidebooks haven't found yet. We also warn
them
about places that are becoming spoiled and
touristy.
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But neither we nor our members want this
information to become widely circulated. That's
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oxygen. " Suggesting the forms of birds
and fish, these works are made mostly
of materials that can threaten life —
asbestos, tar, and scrap from the production ofdisposable diapers.
The first thing one notices about these
sculptures is how beautifully the forms
are conceived and executed. Next, one
sees the surfaces and colors. Only then
does the polemical point sink in. This
is work to live with.
The owners of the house that contains

years. We rarely advertise. And when we do, it's
only
quality
like this isone.
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us, publications
a trial membership
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Towjr of Babel, for their part, are already
talking about new Yarbrough projects.
Plans call for an outdoor swimming
pool and a hot tub built into a boulder
field. More unusual will be a luxurious
"habitat'.' for the owners' dwarf pigs,
which will look from the outside like a
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"lovely, white, almost Grecian sort of
bath house. " Yarbrough has proposed a
perfectly circular stone wall forty feet in
diameter, pierced with a single doorway. At the base will be a garden of perennials. Visitors will see beautiful flowers up against this white wall, lavender
spilling from the top over the sides, and
a large, round reflecting pool that feeds
two smaller pools. Only when they

If you are planning to move, please
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before changing your address by
calling Toll Free 1-800-888-7676.
PRESeriT ADDRESS
Attach address label from a recent
Zip
issue, or print your name and address
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name
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approach will people see that the reflecting pools are really the roof of the pig
house. The beasts will live below, in
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hog heaven.
"From the first time we saw a small
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very excited to watch it go up. We're
still finding new things in it every day —
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model of Tower of Babel,'' say its owners, "we loved the piece, and we were

Zip
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Address

features suddenly pop out."
"Guests feel menaced by portions of

State

the sculpture and often must be reassured," they continue, "but they still
find it amazing and beautiful. We are
very pleased to be living with Dan Yarbrough's sculpture. We'd dot the land
with his work if we could." D
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Victor M. Cassidy is a Chicaj^o writer and
art-exhibition curator.
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Assembly Required

This elegant showcase for your favorite
books or cassette library is crafted from
hand-selected solid oak and oak veneer with
a top that has been meticulously inlaid with
genuine oak to create a traditional pattern of
beauty and grace. You can use them in your
den, family room, bedroom, office or in your
living room as end tables Mounted on a spe
cifically concealed ball-bearing base, the book
case rotates a full 360 degrees with only a
touch and needs only 4" clearance You have
easy access to any of the 8 individual compart
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Don't kick the stock ticker; the unreproachable Met; a new inn at Vail
By

in
It seems to be fashionable
the press these days to
hammer down on the artauction houses, especially
Sotheby's. They are being accused of single-handedly
creating the spectacular rise of
art prices and, as a result, of
making it impossible for all
but the wealthiest museums
(read, the Getty) to carry out
their sacred task of acquiring
treasures. Then there is the accusation that, having forced
prices into outer space, the
nasty auction houses — run by
and catering to those vulgar
"nouvelles" — have made artinsurance premiums so high
that the great scholarly exhibitions (once derisively called
ckb
blo usters) are actually in
danger of becoming extinct.
What blather! Blaming art
auctions is like kicking the
stock ticker when the market
reacts smartly. The fact is that
art prices, far from being astronomically high, have just
begun to reach their proper
levels. They got there through
the complete deregulation of
the American — and therefore
of the world — art market.
Overnight. By mistake.
Since the end of World War
II, the United States has by
and large controlled the art
market. The money was here,
and the wealthy art collectors
were well served by a tax law
that made it incredibly attractive never to sell and always to
give to their favorite institutions. You could buy your Picasso in 1969 for SI 4,000 and
fifteen years later hand it over
to the museum of your choice
at a value of, say, S2,(K)0,000.
Not only did you not have to
pay taxes on the appreciated
value; you could get huge tax
breaks on the basis of the latest
assessed value. Because of this
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extraordinary loophole, some
museums flourished (mostly
the ones near where fashionable collectors lived). Because
of the extraordinary loophole,
very few world-class old masters. Impressionists, and Postimpressionists ever came on
the market.
When they did, they fetched
prices that seemed out of all
proportion to the rest of the
market. Acting on a whim,
Mrs. Alfred Erickson put
Rembrandt's Aristotle on the
block — why did she not just
leave it on her wall? — and it
brought in a record $2.3 million. The eccentric Lord Radnor got edgy about lurking
thieves and precipitously put
Velazquez's Jwan de Pareja up
for sale — he could have easily
made a deal with London's
National Gallery — and the picture fetched an astounding
$5.5 million. Robert von
Hirsch, instead of handing his
medieval and northern-Renaissance masterworks over to
a Swiss museum, is supposed
to have said, "Let them sweat
for every one of my pieces as I
did!" And his collection
gained a then-unheard-of
$34.2 million.
When the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 was being drafted, art
museums did not raise their

Farcja, clearly a bargain in 1970.

polite voices in protest — and
the art loophole slammed
shut. Instantly the art market
was deregulated. Under the
new regulations, the appreciated value of art donations
became absolutely taxable;
there were no financial advantages to be gained by giving
art away. Within six months
"distinguished" art philanthropists became mere hawkers. Grandiose pledges of vast
collections to the Met, Minneapolis, or Philly vanished. Ex-

ecutors could no longer in
good faith hand out the goodies to museums or colleges or
hospitals. For the first time
since prewar days, works of
art of surpassing quality
flooded into the auction
houses. All the wealthy souls
who had always wanted to acquire supreme pieces (but had
never been given a clear shot
reasons)
last hadfortheir
at
them, at
perhaps
"social"
chance and competed vigorously. The new, really rich
grabbed the hot stuff — as they
have always done, from Frick
to Havemeyer to Bache to
Morgan. Simple as that.
So, I have to smile when I
read trendy, inflated articles
(softened considerably by concerned lawyers) hinting that
art auctions are manipulated,
fixed, corrupt; insinuating that
five of the last ten world-record paintings sold at auction
had no underbidders; arguing
that loaning a chap 50 percent
of the knock-down price is the
same as allowing him to buy
on margin; giving the distinct
impression that New York
City's Consumer Affairs Department isabout to change
fundamentally the way artauction houses do business. In
all my struck
years in
never
me big-time
that the art it
people in the auction business
had the venaHty, the time, or
even the inclination to be either Machiavellian or Ponzian.
Right now, like it or not,
the value of art is determined
by the unregulated market.
Can the market crash? Sure.
For a semi-tongue-in-cheek
scenario of how that might
happen,
see pagein 80.
it?
Most unlikely,
my Will
opinion;
it started its deregulated
course only in 1987. Of
course, anytime one Impres-
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sionist sells for less than expected, someone will proclaim
that the crash has begun. If
Irises slumps below its sale
price of a staggering S53.9
million in 1987, no doubt
there will be some who point
to this as "the end." Not me.
It is going to take more than
the softening of the price of
one painting to signal the collapse of the art market.

Y

ver Creek may be the most
perfectly groomed ski area in
the country, and for that reason it is well worth being on
the first lift, at eight-thirty in
the morning, for that first run
down the recently pampered
slopes — sensational! — plus
coffee at the bottom of the lift.
The mendacious FDR.

The deft Russell.
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politician, from the carefree —
some said utterly irresponsible
— dilettantism of youth
through the shocking physical
and psychological agonies of
polio. Especially striking is its
revelation of how easily and
persistently mendacious Roosevelt was. •

rope's legendary sports hotels
and blend in to Beaver Creek's
narrow valley. In general, it
works — better than many of
the "Alpsy" chalets in nearby
Vail. The interiors are superior, particularly the main
lounge, the bar, and the pleasant library.
The Hyatt management has
decided to make its special
mark at Beaver Creek with
service. And they have a winner. From the moment you
drive into the spacious covered portico you are virtually
assaulted — very politely — by
young people willing to do
anything for you. The skis are
gone; the luggage is in your
room practically before you
get there; the car vanishes. I
tested the concierge severely
with demands for a special fitting for my portable miniVCR and, later, a heating pad.
Within minutes the needed
equipment was there. What
impressed me more than the
smiles and the fact that breakfast showed up three to five
minutes before the ordered
time was how quickly the staff
recovered from a gaffe. Bea-

If you are partial to biograWard's
C. Franklin
phies,study
Geoffrey of
889-page
Roosevelt, A First-Class Temperament, isthe tome for you.
It is about the emergence of
the man and brilliantly charts
the journey of the youthful

In mid-January I took off for a
week of skiing — to Vail and to
Beaver Creek, Colorado, one
of the few resorts in America
to be blessed with snow. I
stayed at the brand-new Hyatt
Regency hotel at Beaver
Creek in the last days of its
shake-out period before the
grand official opening. The
design, by Homberger, Wostell & Assoc, is intended to
have the feel of one of Eu-
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Kimmelman ascendant.

The New York Times has
found a replacement for its
chief art critic, whose post 1
watch carefully, for, potentially, it is the most important of
its kind in America. The outgoing critic is John Russell, a
wordsmith of erudition and
charm. Here is my favorite
Russellism; the subject is the
cubist Georges Braque.
"His paint structures range
from an irresistible ease and
fluency to a dense, encrusted
substance that is suggestive of
a pecan pie made in heaven.
. . . He could bend space to
his will, wrap it around his
shoulders like a scarf, slice it
like best-quality New York
ham, and turn it upside-down
and shake it like a toaster too
full of crumbs. There was no
texture he could not
counterfeit, no color
combination he could
not transform in his
own image, no echo
from the world outthe studio he could
not tame the way Orpheus
tamed the wild beasts."

Russell's only consistent
weakness was that he strenuously avoided making judgments, especially when it
came to the Metropolitan Museum, where he apparently
had close ties.
His replacement is Michael
Kimmelman, who, I hope,

Y^

will take tough stands. There
must be a middle position between the curmudgeonliness
of Hilton Kramer (who was
always explosive and fun to
read, despite his sometimes
laughable lack of preparation)
and the bonbons of Russell.
Kimmelman's task will not be
easy. The Times art section has I
some deeply imbedded ideologies— an aversion to big exhibitions, phobias when it
comes to innovation and excitement, an antipathy toward
anything but subcutaneous
academic evenhandedness,
anxiety about roughing up the
mega museum that the
York Times'?, publisher,
Ochs Sulzberger, runs
chairman of the board.
have my hopes.

New
Arthur]
as
But I

Those readers who remember
my announcement of forthcoming o^
changes
in the editorial content
Connoisseur
and
in its design will be prepared
for the new look apparent in
this issue. The man responsible isJean-Claude Suares, our
design consultant, one of this
country's top publications designers (among his credits are
the op-ed page of the New
York Times and 7 Days magazine) and a longtime friend of
the magazine. J.-C, as he is
called, has appeared in these
pages as both an illustrator and
a writer. It is he who led readers through the antiques stores
of the Rue Jacob, in Paris
(May 1985), on a tasting tour
of Belgian-chocolate factories
(October 1985), and, last year,
on a quest for top-class polo
ponies in Argentina (February
1989). He knows our spirit
and our goals. D
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Fine Famille Verte Porcelain Vase
Of the Kangxi (K'ang Hsi) Period, A.D. 1662-1722
Height: 17 '/2 inches
Ex collection: James Garland
Ex collection: J. Pierpont Morgan
Exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of Art
for more than a quarter of a century.
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ith 156 horsepower, the 24-valve V6
Lexus ES250 can hold its own
against most other sports sedans. But
what makes the ES 250 a truly potent force is
the host of power features pictured at right.

Hie New Lexus ES 250
The Most Powerful
Sports Sedan Ever Built.

I

And because many of these features

are standard, the ES 250 is an automobile
whose value may be its strongest asset.
Power. It's what separates the ordinary
from the extraordinary.
And it's one more thing that
makes the Lexus

Tchaikovsky

THE

E S 2 5 0

^

ES 250 not just a sports sedan. But the

®

luxury sedan of sports sedans.

The Relentless Pursuit Of Perfection.

TELARC

iipia.

Power mirrors Jor both the nghtand left-hand sides are standard.

fV! up an ES250 on your favorite stretch of road? An available power sunroof makes it easy.

Our satellite network
allows any Lexus dealer
to obtain your ES 250 s
maintenance
history in
seconds.

matic
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)wer"
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A standard six-speaker audio system
and optional CD player punch out
sounds both rich and powerful.

Optional leather,
power adjustable
drivers seat allows
you to find an ideal
seating position.

Closing up

you
Withis
too.250
eas>r; ES
standard power
windows and
lockrds.
pow
star nda
Ander a doo
theft-deterrent
system is designed
to kci p it chsnl
to intruders.
) 1990 Lexus, A Division Of Toyota Motor Sales. U.S.A.. Inc. I,e\us reminds you to wear .seat hells and ohe-i all speed laws. For more infnrmnlion

all H00-8T2S:i98.
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'Never give in to temptation,' I told myself, its beauty taking me b;
ing me by surprise. And since I don't always listen, not even to
myself, I dared to touch 'CD' on the smooth glass panel. Amazdoor appeared and pure sound filled the room.
r
inglv, iangly, amirrored
"Intrigued, I grasped the remote and
touched 'TV.' When the television began
rotating toward me, with a picture so real
it seemed part of the room, I knew that

Bang&Olufsen

of Denmark

this was only the beginning."
The sight and sound of Bang & Olufsen recall the sights and sounds of Denmark. Like the simplicity of the system's
control panel, the Danes have created a lifestyle without clutter. Their warmth and friendliness, especially toward visitors, shows that each
Dane is personally aware
of how wonderful a country
A
■ B ■ # Denmark is.

THE

SIGHTS
AND
SOUNDS
OF
DENMARK.

And just as going I^A^^ AM A
reveals a complex array of
m ^T^^k
mony, Denmark combines
/M I^J I ■
into an ideal vacation des~ AMX ^ ^^r
monarchy in Europe ^i ^^ V TlkT^^
of "Danish modern;' Wf
II I 1^
is among the world's \J^^F^^ X ^
cities,
at its heart
Tivuii,
amusement
parks. isAnd
with
■^^T^
■ U

l^r "inside" a B & O system
parts working in perfect harmany diverse concepts
tination. It is both the oldest
^1 ^^^ *^^ birthplace

I iW While Copenhagen
^^\^ most sophisticated
one
of the world's roots
oldestto the
its Scandinavian

north and its border with ^^r A
W^estern Europe to the south,
Denmark is the ^^^ W^^TTH M M ^^W^
ideal gateway for
starting or
I1mI%IIwIz1I#I4
finishing a
European trip.
Come to Denmark— The Other Europe. It's the
land of food, fun and fairytales— and
Bang & Olufsen, too.
Foir more information on Bang & Olufsen
and to receive a cofiy of the 32-page illustrated brochure, "Denmark— The Other Europe/'
call 1-800-323-0378.

DENMARK
THE OTHER EUROPE
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Edouard Vuillard (1868-1940). huile et coi.e sjr carton, signee en Das a dror.e

E. Vu.iiard", 1898, 74,5x78 cm (29 3/8x30 3/4 in.).
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Coachwork by Graber.

RECORD-BREAKERS
i'S are proud to announce an auction
k^^of the world's most outstanding and rare
collectors' cars on 20 August, 1990.
Final entries are now being accepted
For further information, please contact Brian Cole
in New York on (212) 702 3713, David Gooding in
Beverly Hills on (213) 275 4102, Colin Crabbe,
'-*"oim or Miles Morris in London on
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Claude MONET
"Falaise de Varengeville, coup de vent"
(1882).
Oil on canvas, signed at lower right
60 X 73 cm.
Exhibitions : MONET, DURAND-RUEL
New York, 1913, n°3
Cincinnati Museum of Art, 1926.
Wildenstein n° 802.

ugh the law office of
re Jean STAEHLI
sier Judiciaire
Geneva 1 (Switzerland)
(44) (22) 728 60 77

In the presence of

Maitre Marc-Arthur KOHN
Auctionner in Fiance
All Departement de TAin
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i bis. rue General-Debeney
01 ()()() Bourg-en-Bresse
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The Architects of Time

Versatile, thin, elesant In 18 kt. gold. Water resistant. Extremely accurate, very Swiss.
Five year international limited warranty. Intelligently priced.
Also available in a combination of stainless steel and 18 kt. gold and all stainless steel.

006 Westheimer at Post Oak Blvd
Houston. TX 77056

Opposite the Gallena
713/960-1011
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SAD OPERA
Mark Moms eruicls the
opera Dido and Aeneas
uuh tra^c eloquence 23

ARTIE
AT EIGHTY
I
hist month. When
eighty
e Shaw inwas
Artiwas
g
ow
up, I
gr
used to see him every so often
on television without his chirinet, which he put away for
good in 1955 to write novels,
produce films, and occasionally unburden himself of great
thoughts on talk shows. 1
knew he was an ex-bandleader
who was famous for having
been marrieci to a succession
ot Hollywood beauties, including Lana Turner and Ava
Gardner. What I

RUSTIC
RETREAT
The Swag, a pleasant
inn in the Great Smokies 26

didn't know was
whether he had
ever really been a
musician — like
Bennv Good-

WORLD
man, tor e.xample.

Reissues ot Shaw's big-band
and Gramercy Five sides trom
the thirties, torties, and titties
eventually answered the cjuestion in the attirmative, but not
sc:) torcetullv as Artie Slum' and
His Onhcstia: 1949 (Musicmasters C:ijl)6 0234 M), a new
CD ot never-betore-issucd
pertormances by a band unlike
any other that Shaw ever led.
It played bebop more convincingly than the combo that
Goodman (Shaw's swing-era
rival) tormed tor the same
purpose, around the same
time.
hi addition to Shaw, the soloists teatureci on 1949 include Al Cohn anci Zoot
Sims, Lester Young-inspired tenor saxophonists
who went on to tulfil
the promise they
demonstrate here.
But good
as the
solos are,

ZIPPY
OVERALLS
Surprising, delectable:
Finnish clothes for kids 32

FLOWER
POWER
The ultimate garde7\ encyclopedia: everything
you need to know about
g;rowing flowers 32

INDIAN EPIC
Mahahharata, the film:
a Sanskrit Hellzapoppin 38

THE NATIONAL
Does anyone really need
a sports daily! 40

/*

as a
1949ifies
quA\-

genuine tmd because ot the arrangements— especially those
contributed by Tadd Dameron
and (ieorge Russell, both of
whom had previously written
tor Dizzy Gillespie's big band.
Dameron's "Fred's Delight"
(cocredited to Shaw) locates
an intectious groove haltway
between bebop and swing,
and
" (the
most Russell's
ambitious"Similau
ot the several
Afro-C"uban numbers on the
disc) boldly tuses mambo and
Russian-period Stravinsky.
1949 also includes a number
ot older arrangements done up
new, including a remake ot
"Stardust" taithful to Shaw's
1941) hit record of the song,
but superior to it on two
counts: tirst, this bands sax
section is better equipped than
the original version's string
section to do justice to the undulating blues variations that
the arranger Lennie Hayton
adcied to the song's bridge:
second, Shaw takes a solo
even more remarkable — more
tree-floating and melodically
indivisible, less anchored to
the bar line and the beat — than
the tamous one he did nine
He earlier.
was a musician, all right.
years
But it will always be a mysterv that sometMie who played
his horn so beautitully could
have given it up completely.
— liaihis Dai'is

FOR A DAY
QUEEN

ot chamber-opera

pri>duction, and
trom June 20 tlirough 2}, sance
regnais
a in
e llin br
Me
to
Opera arwi
BA
W
BrcK>klyn's M.ijestic Theater
one ot the jewels of the repertory: the choreographer Mark
Morris's production of Henry
Rurcell's Dido and Acmas, of
1689. Purcell wrote /)/(/(' to be
e, sh
oron
t
efnd
or.meItd is,at th
sc
rtol
a er
girorls'
Lo
peho
ly
al
ic
at
)
(one hour and dram
uncomplicated. Like its original, Virgil's Acneid, it tells
how the Trojan prince Aeneas
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Over the last half century. Jaguar has introduced
some truly remarkable automobiles. Indeed, legendary Jaguars such as the XK120 and XKE helped to
define the term "classic motorcar." For 1990, we would
like to introduce you to another remarkable Jaguar: the
Sovereign.
With its dramatic styling, aerodynamic headlights

A

BLENDING

and elegant, regal grille, the Sovereign is destined
yet another Jaguar classic.
But it takes more than style to create a c
Jaguar. It also takes substance. Which is why
Sovereign is powered by a 223-horsepower, four
24-valve, six-cylinder engine, mated to an electron
controlled, four-speed automatic transmission tha
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sport" and "normal" shift capabilities. The Soveris also equipped with anti-lock disc brakes,
latic ride leveling and Jaguar's renowned fourindependent suspension.
f course, no Jaguar, especially one of such classic
rtions, would be complete without a host of luxuamenities. The Sovereign cabin is fitted with
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hand-polished, inlaid burl walnut, supple leather, an
electrically operated sunroof and the convenience of
computerized climate control.
We invite you to test drive the 1990 Jaguar Sovereign. For your nearest dealer, call 1-800-4-JAGUAR.
Discover the joy of driving the car that is destined to be
the next great Jaguar classic.

JAGUAR
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soldiers in Vietnam grin for
the camera. Reagan beams,
the Nixons chortle, and a box
ot detergent gets named
('heer. Skip the text here; the
pictures pose the more profound issue of whether it is
un-American to be unhappy —
and whether you hadn't better
smile when you ask that question. — Vicki Goldberg

TO BE IN
APPALACHIA

Mark Morris and the Moniiaic Daticc Group hriiij^ Dido and Aeneas to life in Brooklyn.
loves and leaves Dido, queen
of Carthage, causing her to
kill herself in grief But unlike
The Aeneid, it makes no great
excuse for Aeneas: that he had
to go on and found Rome.
This beautiful little opera cares
nothing about Rome. Loss of
love, loss of life: they happen
here for no better reason than
in reality. Sunt lacrimae reruni,
said Virgil's Aeneas upon entering Dido's city — there are
tears in things — and that is
what Purcell's opera is about.
Morris keeps it tight and
tragic. Following a practice pioneered byMeyerhold and
Diaghilcv, he has moved the
singers offstage — they perform from a bo.x on the side.
What occupies the stage is a
danced enactment of the
opera. The ensemble of Morris's Monnaie Dance Group
switch back and forth, now as
Aeneas's sailors, now as
Dido's courtiers, now as the
witches attendant on the Sorceress, who engineers Dido's
ruin. Aeneas is played by the
ruggedly handsome Ciuillermo
Rcsto; he does it all in profile,
like a sandstone pharaoh. In a
great virtuoso performance,
both the Sorceress and Dido
are played by Mark Morris.
26

As the Sorceress, he is all evil
glee and flying limbs, magnificently repulsive. As Dido he
is grave and sculptural, truly
beautiful in a way that transcends gender.
All the members of the cast
wear plain black tunics. Morris is distinguished from the
others only by his gold nail
polish. (Theirs is red.) The
movement too is blunt, often
centered in the groin. Morris
is a master of sexual poetry. In
a decade hard on sex, he gave
it a new, blood-rush frankness
and a new dignity — a tragic
stature — of which his lovelorn
Dido will be remembered as
the noblest example. Looming
behind the action is Robert

SMILE FOR
THE BIRDIE
u pphay,
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(Vintage;
Carole Kismar
$10.95), is a dry, hip photobiography of Anybaby born
Anywhere after World War II,
as seen in the media: ads, stock
photos, and occasional news
clips in eye-glazing colors. Babies, mommies, lovers, nudists, mortgage brokers, and

and "rustic" often
warn travelers not to
expect too much, but this is
not true of the Swag, a
m
twelve-roo mountain inn in
e, orth
le,"
imlipna
Waynesvill
N like Ca
"sro
s
d
r
e
o
iv
W
-f
about the.irty
miles from
Ashevill
The Swag is indeed
rustic and simple, but those
who know this rambling,
n
rough-hew inn astride a high
e
ll
hi in th Great Smokies regard itas the best in the
It is 5, ()()()
ns.feet up, in a dip
Appalachia
between two knolls. Its 250
acres adjoin a 500,()00-acre national park with countless
trails, some dating back to the
time when the Indians stalked
game in the beautiful forest.
The walls are hand-cut logs
assembled from an abandoned
2()0-year-old primitive Baptist
church and five old cabins.
But within them are Jacuzzis,

Bordo's stunning backdrop,
showing a vast blue sea dotted
with golden lands: a map of
the world. At the end of the
opera,
Dido's
courtiers walk,
one bereaved
by one, through
a slit in the backdrop. They
walk into the world, into the
universe: ashes to ashes, Mediterranean style. Dido's sister
Belinda (Penny Hutchinson)
lowers her head in grief, the
lights go out, and you feel
your heart has been torn out in
one clean !-'roke.
— Joati Acocella
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The Tiffany Tesoro
The dcjinitivc aporis watch
in eighteen karat gold or stainless steel
and eighteen karat gold.
Also ai'ailahle at selected fine jewelers.
To inquire: 800-526-0649.
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cathedral ceilings, .nid a library specializing in southern
literature; on the beds are
handmade quilts; on the washbasins, hand-milled soap.
Mies van der Rohes "dod is
in the details" hangs framed
above the dining-room door.
Food is simple but uncommon: orange muffins, pork
loin with currant-wine sauce,
hot vegetable salad.
For guests returning from
walks or horseback rides along
mountain trails, from a game
of racquet ball, or from fishing
at the pond, the delicious

meals are an essential p.ut ot
the Swag. Some evenings after
dinner Liz and Lynn Shaw
drive over to perform Appalachian music on the mountain
dulcimer, fiddle, banjo, and
psaltery. (They will be featured on a PBS special this fall.)
'it's like having my own,
book-stocked, carefully maintained cabin," an Emory University professor says. "And I
don't have to lay in food or
cook or worry about the pipes
freezing." He and his wife
have been coming six years.
"When people call and ask.

s

WORLD

'What is there to do at the
Swag?' the reply is, 'Nothing!' "Heener Matthews, the
cnvner and founder says.
"Lhis
a place
he, notto do.
Still,isthere
are tothings
do: "
in June, nature week; in July,
hiking week; artists week in
October. Within easy driving

TRANSATLANTIC

SUPREMACY,

Wolfe's birthplace, the Biltmore estate, and the Cherokee
reservation, with its museum
and outdoor drama, Ihito
These Hills, telling how the
Cherokees were driven from
their mountain homeland.

year's positguests
put year.
down Many
a deto stay this
summer and fall weekends are
already booked, but call (704)
926-0430 to get on the cancellation list or to book weekdays. Rates are modest. Room
C4, for instance, has a queeii-

CIRCA

splendid —meals.
B. liin^eiie (iiiessindii

BLOOMSBURY

U.S.A.

distance
C^arl Sandburg's
mountain arehome,
Thomas

The Swag does not advertise. Seventy percent of last

The Swafi: tiettitijii away from it dll m the heart of AppaUichia.

size bed, a whirlpool tub with
a view, a fireplace, a wet bar, a
refrigerator, and a private balcony. The daily rate for two
people is S19S, including three

cross the Bloomsounp anwidth the
ryn gr
buei
salo
(iertrude St
you get if you
twn do
k a
unh
on Washingit do
plW
ton's Lafayette Square in the
Gilded Age? A rarefied circle
called the Five of Hearts,
whose works and memorabilia
are now on view, for the first
, itin (i
mera
e lecarypi.tal's National
Port
thal
ti
The Five of Hearts, as these
remarkable people called
themselves, were Henry Adams, man of letters and scion

of the nation's first political
dynasty; his wife. Clover, a

1917

For more information on Cunard sailings to Europe, The
Caribbean, Alaska, The Orient, South Pacific, and around
the world call your travel agent. Or, for a free brochure or
$8.95 videotape depicting life aboard one of our toprated ships, call 1-800-221-8200.
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talented photographer who
ended her hfe at
forty- two by
drinking a darkroom chemical;

• THE

FIVEQF
HEARTS

John Hay, who
rose from secreLincoln's
Whitetary inHonse
to
secretary ot state
and helped set the
course ot U.S.
policy in Panama,
China, and the Philippnies;
Clara Hay, his qinet, pious,
and wealthy wite; and Clarence King, a brilliant scientist
turned entrepreneur who lived
a double life with a black com■ mon-law wite and their tive
children.
Much ot their world is
glimpsed through the perceptive eyes of the witty Clover
Adams in photographs ot
family members and triends.
Hav and Adams, men ot taste

f^

and means, commissioned houses b\
H. H. Richardson .nu

playing-card pattern, a heartshaped tea set, and first editu)ns ot their books (among

sculptures by Au-

them Adams's best-selling
novel, Dcinocnuy) round out
this portrait of a friendship.
Outside their circle, the Five

gustus Saint-Ciaug dens. Anu)ng the e.\5 hibits is an early ver^ sion of Saint-Ciaus dens's haunting
. z bronze figure for the
^ grave of Clover Ad^ ams. Also included
z are a superlative
John La Farge
stained-glass window from
Hay's hc)use and John Singer
Sargent's portrait
ot Hay. Rare
photographs,
playtul letters on
stationery embt:)ssed with five

s.

ot Hearts came to know^ many
ot the heavyweights of their
day, and the story of these ties
is told in the paintings of
Richardson, Saint-C.audens,
anci La Farge and m the portraits of Henry James, William
Dean Ho wells, Mark Twain,
Edith Wharton, and others.
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tile hiiiDhilc
group.
I'hc
live 0}otHenry
Hcnrts:
An
Piiytraii
Adiints and His I'riends. 18S()19 1H.month
by Patricia
(^'Toole. out
this
trom C^larkson
Potter.
— C. /•'. 11 '()()/.<()(;

INSPIRED DAFFINESS
Broadu'(iy\ parodv
ot Grand Hotel \ Mi
as it Cerard Alessandrini had
written myn revi1ew
saw torl-ormehi.ddcii
Whe
Joel Crey, impersonated by
ons, shows up right afJeff Ly
ter a crate ot silverware hits
ay
r.rhLi
deiilast
, oolo
dw's
idke
theowfl
year
sh
Broa
s
nt
1990 has its mome
of inspired datfiness. Aside trom
he
"C.rim Hotel," Mi
there are "Tnd- llion-Pe
Three-Hundre

red hearts arranged in the
Hiiy's conur liousv,
/))' Richdrdson; Adams's, next door.
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The exhibit, which runs
through November 4, grew
out ot the first biography of

Registries QE2-Gfeat Bniain, Saga(|Ofd, Vislatiord-Bahamas. Sea Goddess I & 11 Norway © 1990 Cunard 158
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Stinu;; jotYMandy
Lyons'sPatinkin;
hysterically
sensitive
and
a terrific jab at Jerome Robbins and his leap-and-stretch
style ot'choreography. Alessandrini's touch takers with
nonnuisicals. His satires ot
The Merchant of I 'cuicc and Orpheus Desceuditi^i do not come
off at all. and his takes on .4;/nie II and City of Aii<^ch are
weak. Fortunately, there are
some holdovers from last
year, including "More Miserable" and "Phantom ot the
Musical." Forbidden Brocidwiiy
is sophomoric, but when it
works it has a goofy freshness.
Rogerson and Lyons handle all
the male roles; Suzanne Blakeslce and Marilyn Pasekotf play
all the women. (At Theatre
East.)

— Lloyd Rose

A Paul dc Laiiicric iiiastcypuce: niiUiou-dolla

PRICIEST SILVER

SON OF
CANDID CAMERA
T" T" "That do yon do when
t/\/ )'i'"r wife f^ets stnch
headfirst in the dishw V
washer? Ifyou are Bill Wholf the
answer is easy: race for the camcorder, ship the tape to ABC, and
then share your beloved's predicament with millions of chortlim^
Americans on prime-time TV.
Wholf's quick thinkinj^ earned
him a S5, 000 prize from "America's Funniest Home Videos, " the
new hit TV show that takes up
wherecamcorders
"Candid have
Camera"
off
But
turnedleft
video
voyeurism on its head: ivhere Allen Funt used one-way mirrors,
the new pro<^ram's producers relax
and watch the tapes tumble in.
Millions ejus, it seems, crave our
fifteen seconds of fame — and will
leave our spouses wedj^ed into major appliances to <^et it.
— David Ruben
30

children io the Tower,
t
t to take reluctan
e
c
x
E
pepople tend to go to the
City of London only on business. But there arc pleasures
lurking there too, and to them
a new one has been added.
The Worshipful Company ot
Goldsmiths is celebrating the
sumptuous restoration of its
Victorian hall with an exhibition ot the work of its most illustrious liveryman, Paul de
Lamerie. He worked from
1703 to his death, in 1751,
producing everything troni
simple jugs and bowls to extravagant rococo ciecorative
.
es
About 200 examples m
piec

BUT IS IT ART?
nate as objects of
ip arca
t nthat
rshid'
difigfibe or
wos
t
Obcultjto e
evaluate critically. The
quality of a marble Venus or
Renaissance altarpiece is
quickly gauged because such
objects have been with us tor a
long time and we know how
to judge them. They are either
well done or not. But an Atrican JU-JU? \ serpent-headed
cane from 'aire? It may look

gold, silver, and silver gilt
have been collected, over halt
of them frt:)m abroad. Fron>
the Kremlin comes an impressive chancielier, which has not
left Russia since it was made
tor the czarina, in 1734; from
Kerry Packer's dining table in
Australia, an elaborate centerpiece that held the auction record tc:)r silver until (aime Ortiz Patino paid over \700, 000
for the Walpole inkstand, also
on display here.
Such richness might be indigestible, but although the catalog IS scholarly the exhibition
is engagingly designed to
show Lameric's work as his
contemporaries saw it. Pieces
long dispersed are groupcci to-

rudimentary or ill-executed
yet be a primitive masterpiece
imbued with the profoundest
hopes and tears of an unfamiliar culture. A powerful icon
may appear to have minimal

gether under portraits of the
patrons who commissioned
them. On the walls are reproductions ofpaintings by Lameries trienci William Hogarth, who evokes the London
of his day as vividly as Dickens was later to do. Some of
them show people using
pieces ot silver that are on exhibition.
Auction prices indicate that
Lamerie is the world's most
highly valued silversmith, and
from May 16 to June 22 the
Worshipful Company of
Cioldsmiths, in Foster Lane,
anci its sponsors, Grand Metropolitan, are offering an excellent opportunity to see
why.
— Mary McDoin^all

aesthetic charm, but according
to whose aesthetics?
Such are the questions that
simmer below the surface of a
buoyant and celebratory book.
Black Art: Ancestral Le^^acy —
The African
in African.'\nierican
.'\rtImpulse
(Abrams;
$45),
published in conjunction with
a traveling exhibition of the
same name (High Museum of
Art, Atlanta, through August
5). It is not simply a catalog ot
black American art. Only
those materials are chosen that
CONNOISSIUK
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GONN'-*lSSEUR'S
draw consciously on or show
palpable signs of African influences. Hence, perhaps, the
absence of work by the likes
of Jean-Michel Basquiat,
merely a brilliant painter with
no pretensions to sorcery or
ties to the African spirit
world. Much of the exhibition, however, is about art
preoccupied with such things.

from bottle trees and tree
charms to automatic writing
and Haitian voodoo flags.
Which IS not to say that the
noisy parade of colors and
carvings and exotic installations isnot a visual delight.
That so much of it is presented
as portentous spiritual paraphernalia simply obscures
that fact. — Mclik Kaylaii

tle that comes in a hot rose
stamps its sweats with redand-gold leopard spots; the
company calling itself Toddler's prints real schoolchildren's drawings of teddy bears
and elephants on playsuits.
And Miraakkeli makes immaculate sailor suits and dresses.
One of the few places to
buy Finnish fashion in the

box lined with yellow and ornamented with Lacroix's
black-and-gold
tracery. own
— -Jill Restiick

United States is Gordon's of
Atlantic City (phone: 609-3445000), but, better, check out
Fanny
Alexander,
Helsinki. The& owner,
Tuire inPutus,
displays her own designs — floral dresses with big white collars, eyelet trim, tiny ribbon
bows — amid toy soldiers, antique dolls, music boxes, dollhouses, rocking horses, spinning tops, and puppets. It is a
giant toy box, "not," as Putus
points out, "just for children
but for parents and grandpar— Kathleen Beckett- Youn<^
ents too."

C'EST LACROIX

Hii;li style for kids in the laud of the niidiiii^lit sun.

MINI FINNISH
FASHION
nessfor a
hted
breigne
bi
et of th
Maybdu
ng
ri
the endless,
s
er
es
nt
nl
or their Lapland
wi
su
heritage, with its brilliant red
and blue cosrume, accounts
for it, but the I-inns produce
some of the be.st children's
wear anywhere With their
32

mixes of bold color and print,
made tamiliar in this country
by Marimekko, Finnish fashions are unexpected, inventive, and utterly delightful.
Reima Club plays with blackand-white stripes and dots,
positive and negative, on an
infant's overalls, while Sasta
zigzags a chilci's snowsuit with
orange, then zaps it with yellow midnight suns. Vendi

e. Chrishaute coutur
tian Lacroix, draws on
iratofion.
spar
for inst
several sources ge
s h
lorsstreflect the
eant yocoun
vibr
HiT
it of Probrilliance Hisand spurires
have a
vence. text
,
Parisian sophistication and he
puts it all together with a
at rewarmhearted whimsy itth
flects his own personal y.
(See "Christian Lacroix — The
Art of Sensuality," page 74.)
C'est la vie!, his first women's
s, harscent, like his clothe
monizes somewhat startling
contrasts.
The tragrancc draws upon
the long-respected floralOriental accord, which goes
back nearly a century. The
warm, lingering background
of amber, vanilla, sandalwood, and musk blended with
more sprightly floral elements
(jasmine, violet, ylang-ylang,
heliotrope, rose, and orange
flower) has olfactory associations with such classics as

HORTICULTURAL
ORACLE

T

he American Horticultural Society Encyclopedia ofGarden Plants
(Macmillan; $49.95) is too
glossy to live in the potting
shed. It is one of those books
that will have you constantly
running indoors with muddy
feet and fingers to check on
the color and ultimate size of
the plant for which you have
already dug the hole but
which you now think might
look better somewhere else.
On matters of reference,
like how tall or how fast and
what color the flowers will be,
it is faultless; indeed, it is the
nearest thing to a horticultural
oracle that you will find between covers. But I would not
trust it absolutely on the more
personal question of taste.
Close scrutiny of the advice
contained
planter'sguide lists in
willthereveal
some

yi

mm

!].#*

Guerlain's Apres I'Ondee and
L'Heure Bleue. The traditional
scent is wrapped in postmodern dress, a heart-shaped botCONNCMSSfUU

Followers or leader.

Baume & Mercier
GENEVE
MAiTRES HORLOGERS

DEPUIS 1830
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Thelnfiniti Q45 hits 60 mph in 69 seconds!

vu discover that 'Wow' is
an involuntary reaction of pure pleasure
(,

The Infiniti

performance luxury sedan can be

Since its a car based on innovation instead of imitation,
you are immediately taken, for instance, by the creature comforts. An
automatic, tilt-up, tilt-down steering wheel that telescopes to your idealI

driving position. Leather-covered seats with vertical seams that accomI
■^

m

modate the shape of your back, or, more specifically, your backbone.
In the midst of amenities, however, you also note a decidec

icKof clutter. In the Q45, whats there is there for the

■

hs drivin'
ml feel good" (278 horsepower, 454iter, V8 engines,
perhaps because of their rarity, tend to evoke reactions like this.)
69 seconds later, you find yourself going 60 mph.
Thats where the "Wow" comes in.
■

To find out more about, or test drive the Infiniti Q45

pfcrmance luxury sedan, call t80O826''6500 for the name of
your nearest Infiniti "dealer.
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.Vergilt iuid shaded enamel
suggestions tliat might not

ter Eg5 by Fyodor Riickert, Moscow,
circa 19()0, will be included in an

have
been every
first choice.
Few gardener's
people, I
hope, will want to grow
heather to cut for the house,
nor would they put a prostrate
conifer in a hanging basket, as
these lists recommend.
It is important to read the
pages on how to use the book
before you start consulting it,
because the system ot symbols
is complicated. I found the
tiny black-and-white key to
the shapes of trees and shrubs
particularly helpful, and I also
liked the way the photographs
arc arranged, by color. Many
of these were commissioned

auction of Faberge, Russian Works
^

of Art and Objects of Vertu on
Wednesday, June 13,
For information, please call Gerard Hill
at (212) 606-7150. For catalogues, call
(800) 44-SOTHEBYS.
1334 York Avenue, New York,
NY 10021.

Auction estimate: $15,00018,000.

specially for the book, and
they show plants clearly, so
that even nonbotanists should
be able to identify almost all
garden flowers. For gardeners
who like to grow somethmg a
little different, the pictures arc
good appetite sharpeners. The
encyclopedia fills a long-felt
need, and its impeccable provenance makes it the best allpurpose reference book about
plants that the amateur gardener can buy.
— Mary Keen
I'hc him ('/ The
Mahabharata,
India's nationnl
epic, is a sizzliiii^
mix of iiiiUliiil
arts and mythic
mcaiiiii'i^s.

MORE MARTIAL
ARTS THAN MYTH

p

iCter Brook's nine-hour
stage dia's
production
Innational epic ofpoem,
77/c Mahabharata, is now a
three-hour movie. Since the

poem runs to eigliteen bulky
volumes, the stage show, even
at that serpentine length, was a
masterpiece of compression.
In the movie version, the saga
is so lickety-split that the effect isalmost dizzying. It is a
Sanskrit Helhapoppin.
Under the circumstances.
Brook and his screenwriter,
Jean Claude Carriere, have
done a ruthlessly able job of
pruning the saga to its core of
action. About midway into
the movie, the film turns to a
protracted battle between two
sets of cousins, the Pandavas
— five sons half god and half
human — and the Kauravas — a
tribe of a hundred sons led by
the towering Duryodhana
(played by the ferocious actor
(ieorges Corraface). The action takes place on stylized sets
but with real horses and foliage.
The resulting dissonance is
what is sometimes referred to
as Brechtian. The presence of
the actors in huge, looming
close-up, performing their
magical whammies, draws us
into the drama, but it also exdust-and-tinsel
trappings.
poses the production's
saw-The
effect is both intimate and distancing— not a bad combo for
a ritualistic epic. The members
of the cast, mostly from
Brook's Center for Theater
Research, swing into action as
if they were superheroes from
some weird hybrid of Shake-

SOTHEBYS
FOUNDED
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Important Jewelry
This emerald and diamond necklace/ljiacelet combination
and pair of emerald and diamond pendant-earclips, all In
Harry Winston, are included in Sotheby's auction of
Important Jewelry on Monday, June 11 and liiesday, June 12.
For catalogues or more information, please call (212) ()()(>7.S92.
Sotheby's, 1334 York A\enue, New York, NY 10021.
■)().()()(). KiiK lips: SI"
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spcarc and Cicurs^o Lucas; their
imiltiracial, multi-ethnic composition
heightens the story's
ecumenical
power.
Brook and (larriere use the
poem as an alleiii^rical table,
but there is so much martial
paraphernalia w hizzins; by that
you may not have tune to sort
out the mvthic meanings. And
It may not matter. The Malhihharata works so well in this
version as a slam-bam spectacle that the philosophizmg intrucles almost apologetically,
like the socially recieeming pap
in Hollywood actic^n movies.
— Pc(cr Raimr

NO HIT
ither Wit
st-eve
logofirfor
alliot
Theiil, the
sports daily newspaper
in the United States, which
made its debut on January 31,
shows a bald eagle clutching in
Its talons the tools of the trade
(bat, tennis racquet, golt club,
hockey stick), while in its beak
t:)n's credo unthe publics: ati
furl Lucius Acijuus Oiiiuihiis
locus Ludiquc — Fair Play for
All Fun and Ciames. Is it likely
that the Natioiuil, with its narrowly focused target audience
of male yupsies (young urban
professional sports fans), can
make a go of it?
After its first months on the
newsstands, the question remains difficult to answer.
The National: stroiii^ on sportiiK^
statistics, short on purpose.
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Frank Deford, the popular
sportswriter, who left Sports
lUustrtited after more than
twenty-five years to become
the Niitioiiiil\ editor in chiet,
has argued that athletes like
the Chicago Bulls' Michael
lorclan, the San Francisco
4^.)ers' loe Montana, and the
Oakland As' Jose C'anseco are
not just local heroes but are in
fact national figures whose exploits require coverage by a
national spt>rts daily that will
satisfy the appetites of local
fans as well.
This sounds like a huge
challenge, and so far the Natioihil has not met it. The biggest sports stars have been
E^vent"
features
that incan"Main
be tound
in
spotlighted
any weekly or monthly, and
the paper's local coverage does
not go deep enough to satisfy
loval hometown tans. It thev
can get more inside information from the several pages
their local papers give to each
team in each sport, not to
mention what radio, TV, and
the columnists provide (for
less than the Natioiial's steep
price of fifty cents), then just
what is it giving them?
For now, at least, the answer seems to be a bevy of statistics (e.g., the ratio of assists
to turnovers by NBA guards;
the world's most valuable
hockey cards) and "personality" columnists like Mike Lupica, Dave Kindred, Scott
Ostler, and Deford himself.
While stats and good colum-

At the Petrarch Press, Peter Bishop ituthes short books slowly
nists are important parts of a
total package, they cannot be
its major ingredients. Unless
some overall purpose — apart
from the intent to sell somc*thing nobody really needs —
emerges, the Ndtioiidl seems
destined for extinction rather
than greatness.

— Billy Altiihiii

A DEVIL
OF A PRINTER
and well and living, for
ple,
nth
veve
on s theare seali
exame
presse
Pr
oriv
an office building on
ofat
flo
Manhattan's West Seventysecond Street. There, in a narrow room abt:)ut half the
th
of a subway car, Peter
leng
liishop has managed to install
tingt, inn
e asones
two prinsis
le cas
rabs,
tan preumesse
of
type, reams c^f fine paper, and
g spirit of meticuthe presidin
lous devotion — some call it
torture — that letterpress printing requires. The Petrarch
Press has recently completed
its fifth book — a jewellike,
leather-bouiul edition oi Epichical
osop
nd-new
phTheilTuc
tetus's book
hiriiiioii.haIts
project is a broadside of Lincoln's SeccMid Inaugural Address ("with malice toward
thSthchan
arit
torarall
no
y "),
os,e wi12.
niyvers
fell
whne
h.
ng
ent
rc
ri
via rec
I )u
in Ma

40

sit to the press, a proof of this
had just been pulled, and a
stray e was spotted in one line.
Out It came, and the whole
paragraph
unraveled: to fill promptly
the space left
by the
c, a new word had to be
brought up from the next line,
and then another word from
the following line to replace
that, and . . . Composing
stick tant
in hand.
Bishop's
reset anassisentire Peter
columnCohen
of type.
"I'm in no way opposed to

modern printing," says Bishop, perhaps mindful that a
computer typesetter could
perform
in d.
somew
less'sthanchore
a secon
hatCohen
"It's made incredible achievements. ButiethI guess I'm not
really a twent
century person. need
to understand with
I
my hands
invol
with.
Part what
of the I'm
advan
tagevedof
producing books the way we
do is that we can control
everything — the paper, the
Most the
impor
all, colors
he can."
tantng,of the
type,
bindi
select the texts. Petrarch's first
project, in 1986, was The CjOspel iicconliin^ to Tlioiiitis, a
Christian text oucc thought
heretical that was rediscovered
only in the 194()s. Then came
the press's longest book to
date, Rilke's Duiiio lilcf^ics, in
both (Jerinan and Fnglish.
I'hc Ascent oj Mount I entou.x , a
CdNNOISSI
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19th Century European Paintings,
Drawings and Watercolors
INCLUDING

Property

from the British Rail Pension Fund

Auction in London:
Tuesday, June 19.
Exhibition opens: Sunday, June 17.
Illustrated catiilogues available
at our galleries and ofFices
worldwide
Incjuiries: In hm/hn, Alexander
Apsis or Simon liiylor, 44(1)
4()8-5S84/5. SoUieby's. 34-35 New
Bond Street, London WIA 2AA.
In Nnv York, Nancy Harrison oi
Benjamin Doller, (212) ()()(>7140.
Sotheby's, 1334 York Avenue,
NewYork, NY 10021.
Jean-Baptiste-CamiJle Corot, Venus au Bain, signed, oil on canvas, 45 by 35'/i inches (1 16 by 90 cm.).
Auction estimate: £1,500,000-2,000,000 ($2,500,000-3,000,000).
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John L. Marion, principal auclioneer, >*5'2iT2H
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NBLOOM&SON
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/
DEALERS IN FINE OLD JEWELLERY & SILVER
• EST 1912
40 CONDUIT STREET LONDON Wl
ENGLAND
TEL 011-4471-629-5060 FAX 0/1 -447/ -437-5026
Ami at HARRODS FINE lEWELLERY ROOM
KNIGHTSBRIDGE. SWl. TEL 011-4471-730-1234

letter by Petrarch ab(.)ut spiritual tumult on a mountain
climb, was the press's homage
to its tutelary poet. Looh Within, a selection from the Meditations ot Marcus Aurelius,
sprang out of a printing exercise begun by Cohen. Among
future projects are Oscar
Wilde's l-airy Tales and De
Profundis, and the Tao Te
Ching. Prices range from S3()
to SI 60, depending on size,
paper, and binding, and much
more for a tew copies printed
on parchment.
But a press does not live on
spiritual tare alone. Bishop accepts commissions tor finely
printed invitations, corporate
announcements, even books.
Old
Town lurks
In Geneva's
Lii hiwolti,
<) perfect Itiilianstyle restiuiriUit.

WORLD

ian-spcakiiii; Ticino C^aiiton,
bordering Italy. He cooks and
siic runs the restaurant, wliicii
is on two small Floors decorated with old lace, handsome
tables with embroidered tablecloths, and salmon pink walls.
The food is near perfect.
Martinoli makes his own pasta, risotto, and gnocchi, often
witli wild mushrooms or
small, very fresh vegetables.
He trained in several Michelin
two-star restaurants and others serving classic French
food. But the cream and butter in the pasta sauces or the
main courses are tempered by
a restrained Italian sensibility.
And French technique does
not come amiss in, for instance, areduced Barolo sauce
over quail with figs, a typical
Fiedmontese combination, or
in a delicious pear tart for dessert. He prepares his dishes according to produce that is seasonably available, offering a
risotto with asparagus in the
spring, with hgs in summer,
quail m scribes
autumn.
dehis food asMartinoli
being more

He was delighted when Quotron Systems, Inc., the stockmarket data tirm, asked him
to design a book based on a
seminar it sponsored on the
Black Monday crash. Petrarch, who knew spiritual tumult, would have approved.
— Kenneth Auchineloss

A PRECIOUS
ADDRESS

Art Nouveau plique-a-jour enamel, opal,
diamond &. 18ct brooch/pendant, circa
1900. Un-marked, possibly American.
$16,750
Art Nouveau plique-a-jour and opalescent
enamel, diamond & 18ct brooch, pearl
drop, circa 1900. French marks - maker
un-identified.
$12,500
Shown actual size: courier delivery, insurance
and US Customs duty included: credit card
charge accepted: colour brcKhure of estate
jewellery available on request.

Swiss efficiency might
ape the
want to esc
s , exhausted by
Tr
rn el
deav
neva
mo
Geer
c^n the river,
with its impeccable French
restaurants, and instead climb
the winding, cobbled streets
ot eighteenth-century inaisons
particulieres. Here the restaurants are more like back-street
Paris bistros, relaxed and untussy. The most charming ot
them. La Favola, melds
French and Italian.

homey than French or Italian— although few housewives
have anything like his skill.
No home could improve on
the generosity and eagerness
with which he and his wife
make their guests comfortable
and happy to linger at the table. La l-avola, Rue Jean-Calvin
15 (lu-ille Ville), 1204 Geneva;
phone: (22)21 14 M. Open for
litnch and dinner Monday throin^h

La Favola is owned by (Jabriel and Nicoletta Martinoli,

hriday. Closed Saturday, Sunday, and the month of July. Credit cards accepted. — Corby Kumine

a young couple of Italian descent who grew up in the Ital-

lidited by Diane Raffcrty
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Sphinxes, sports cars, Greek coins
Kylix with two youths, at Sotheby's: $80,000-$120,000.
"crazy" turn-of-the-century
potter George Ohr. His idiosyncratic experiments with
colors and glazes earned him
his monicker of the "mad pot-

w;

hat comes together
at auction at any
given time is largely
2 a matter of chance, but happio ly this month brings some exg traordinary material. Long don's annual International Ce■^ ramies Fair is always an occasion for interesting sales. On
the 6th, Phillips modestly offers good European ceramics
and glass. Better than good,
many of the late-eighteenthand nineteenth-century highstyle porcelain pieces and services are absolutely first-rate.
On the 7th, in Boston,
Skinner holds a sale of fine and
estate jewelry, starring a gold
and citrine necklace made in
1886 by Augusto Castcllani,
with its original bill of sale.
Estimate: $8,000 to $12,000.
On the 13th, Bonhams
holds a contemporary-ceramics sale, with over 250 lots.
The estimates range from £80
to £10,000, not bad for the
works of such stars as Alison
Brittain, Hans Coper, Elizabeth Fritsch, Shoji
Hamada, Bernard
Leach, and the
peerless Lucie Rie.
The Christie's
June 9 sessions of
important American arts and crafts
and architectural
designs and commissions inNew
York are strong on
fantasy. The stars
should be twenty-one rare ceramic
pieces by
the cunningly
44

Ml

ter of Biloxi."
The York
same presents
day, Sotheby's
New
garden
statuary. For an estimated
$6,000 to $8,000, instead of
those lounging lions and snarling temple dogs you could just
as well have a pair of superb
stone sphinxes modeled after a
rather brazenly busty Madame
Du Barry.
At New York's William
Doyle Galleries on the 6th,
Belie Epoque decorative arts
will be sold, including plenty
of period revival pieces of
ebonized and bronze-mounted
Louis-look-alike furniture.
There are also bronzes, marble
pedestals, silver (including a
great French seven-piece vermeil-and-ivory tea service),
and a colossal pair of Japanese
late-nineteenth-century cloisonne palace vases.
the 15th, and
Doyle's
will
sellOnold-master
modern
prints, with silk screens,
lithos, etchings, and prints by
such as Chagall, Diirer, Ho-

mer, Icart, Lichtenstein,
Rauschenberg, Lautrec, Warhol, et al., and, in a second
session, books and autographs. One of its top lots
may be a first edition of David
Roberts's The Holy Land and
Eqypt & Nubia, 1842-1849
($30,000
to $40, 000).Such material
will also be
the atlases,
focus ofmaps,
the Sotheby's
of
travel, andsale
natural history, on June 21-22
in London. It includes Theodore de Pauly's brilliant 1863
Ethno^^raphique des Peuples de la
Russie, depicting in native
dress the peoples who now
make up the Soviet Union, as
well as two natives of preSeward
"Russian
The main
event America."
in the field
of printed material should be
the sixth and last session o£the
Bradley Martin library, presented bySotheby's in New
York on June 12-13. It includes fascinating odd lots that
did not quite fit into earlier
sessions — natural history,
travel, atlases, illuminated
manuscripts, early printing,
science, and economics.
Perhaps the most fun this
month
be at
in
New will
York,
forGuernsey's,
a sale of 150
sports cars at auction, on the
9th. They include well-known

sports cars, exotic prototypes,
and rare racing machines from
the 193()s, 1950s, and 1960s.
One is a 1938 SSI 00 3.5-liter
Jaguar in almost pristine condition. The engine was modified in 1939 by the original
owner, making it the fastest
SSIOO going, but it is otherwise entirely original. The sale
will be held at a
180-acre estate in
Greenwich,
necticut,Conwhere
there will be road
testing
viewing during
days. the
Two furniture
sales this month
deserve mention.
On the 11th, San
Francisco's
Butterfield
& Butterfield
has an exceptionally
good turesale
of American
and decorative
arts furnidrawn
largely from regional resources. Among them, surprisingly, ias handsome mahogany bonnet-topped double
chest that Butterfield has labeled "Goddard-Townsend
School" and estimated at over
$100,000.
On theis 25th,
London
sellingSotheby's
fine French
furniture. Mostly Louis XIV
and XV, it comes with notable
pedigrees (Weisweiller, Duplessis, Lelen) and prove(many pieces
merlynances
in some
palais were
royal).forThis is serious
stuff,
toppingwith
many estimates
£100,000.
With June in
London come
Impressionist
and
modern
sales late in the
month in New
Ahouc: A Lucie
hams: 14,500.
Rie pot, BoilLeft: Jaguar
SSUK), Guernsey's:%.i 50, 000$4.50,000.

Up

the

grand

staircase.

For gift delivery of Grand t\/larnier' Liqueur (except where prohibited by law) call 1-800-CHEER-UP
Product of France. Made with fine cognac brandy 40% alc/vol (80 proof). vCi1988 Carillon Importers, Ltd., Teaneck, NJ,

Sometimes Luxury
;Better Measured In
HoursThan Dollars.
Spending a lot ot money on a car doesnt ensure
youQ feel good spending a lot of time dri\-ing it
H3\^ie\'er. me Mazda 929 S is a produa of Kansei

free dn\-mg en\Tronment a\-aiiabie at any price.
Attributable to not onK' the ob\ious benefits

Engineering— an automobile designed around

a 19C-horsepouer DOHC \'6, anti-lock brakes and
E-link rear suspension. But also to such subde touch

human emotions. Creating, perhaps, the most stress-

as the discreedy placed infrared sensor youll find oi

AdER PlCAR^D TaJAN
FINE AUCTIOiNHERS IN PARIS
12, RUE FAVART, 75002 PARIS - Phone : (Oil 331) 42.61.80.07 - Fax : (Oil 331) 42.60.79.09 - Telex : 212563 F

Hotel George-V,

31, avenue George-V, 75008 Paris

Wednesday, June 6th 1990 at 3 p.m.

MARIA

FELIX COLLECTION
from her parisian flat

Napoleon III period
Objects of art - Furniture - Silver - Carpets

Experts : Mrs Dillee, Dechaut and Stetten, de Bayser, Pacitti and de Louvencourt
Public viewing : Hotel George-V (Salon « Vendome »)
Monday, June 4th from 2 to 10 p.m. and Tuesday, June 5th from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
In Paris, please contact : Pierre Gibour - Phone : (Oil 331) 42.61.80.07 - Extension 410
In New York, please contact Mrs Ketty - Maisonrouge & Co. Inc. - 16 East 63th Street. Fifth Floor. NEW-YORK.
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How Brian Lar<^e turns your TV set into the best seat at the Met
By

isiis the
. Whinv
rgeformer
en
Brian bleLaper
we see the MetropoUtan Opera's Der Rin^q des Nibeli4ft<^eti on PBS on four consecutive nights starting June 18,
we will be watching the work
of Brian Large, but we will
hardly see him, if indeed we
see him at all. Large is the television director, and it is his
task to capture Richard Wagner's seventeen-hour epic on
video as it unfolds in live performance, to orchestrate the
visuals and transmit them to
us precisely as the stage director Otto Schenk, working
er'seive
ginal
Wagnco
from
tches,
nc orid them.
ske
I met with Brian Large in
his office at the Met on the day
he arrived from London to undertake the monumental project of breaking the Ririj^ down
into camera angles and shots,
close-ups and pans and fades.
Since The Rise and Fall of the
City of Maha^onny , his first
Met telecast, eleven years ago,
he has directed no fewer than
twenty-eight telecasts from
the same stage. There have
been chestnuts like Aida, with
Leontyne Price in her farewell
appearance with the company,
and Rij^oletto, with Lu
ciano Pavarotti as
the callous Duke.
There have
been rarities

Laurence

like Berlioz's Les Twyens and
the recent double bill of Bartok's Bhieheard's Castle and
Schoenberg's Erwartuni^, all
three works unforgettable for
the presence of Jessye Norman, her great tragedienne's
face showcased
in hovering
close-ups that captured her at
her
most have
hypnotic.
Large's in
services
been greatly
demand elsewhere, too. For
the Royal Opera at Covent
Garden, he did Der Rosenkavalier as staged by John Schlesinger, not to mention Natmcco
for La Scala when Riccardo
Muti opened his first season
there. He knows the ropes.
"I have the unenviable
task," he told me, "of having
to select what I believe someone wants to see. How the de-

Gonzales

vil can you please everybody?
It's a question of what you can
draw out of the work without
When inwethewatch
way."an opera in
getting
the house, at any given moment we may cast an eye here;
we may concentrate over
there; we may turn our head,
sneeze; we may fall asleep. But
we are constantly editing in a
way that makes the experience
uniquely our own. When we
watch an opera on television,
the director has already shaped
it for us. Hence the need for
that invisible performer, especially this time. Like a bullfighter. Large steps between
the audience and the great,
lunging, horned beast that is'
Wagner's creation, and he had
better not miss, for if he is not

Brian Lar<^c is
watching! With
cameras in the house
and on the staj^e,
only a costar ^ets a
closer view. Left:
Jessye
Norman
the Mct's
historicin
Les Troyens,
telecast
of Berlioz's
March 28, 1984.

gored by one he might get
trampled by the other.
Like the conductor and unlike everyone else, the television director gets no time off
Throughout the performance,
Large's dozen or so cameras,
stationed in the auditorium
and onstage, follow the action
from multiple perspectives,
each preserving a strand from
the complete tapestry of the
Wagner experience. And
Large, at the console in the
Unitcl truck parked curbside
on one of the quieter streets
bordering Lincoln Center, is
moving in and out, switching
and panning in real time.
Cameras are in the house for
several performances
to "rehearse" the final take and
to
provide backup in case of mishaps (most telecasts eventually
make their way to video, as
the Met Rin<^ will), but on the
big night of a live taping, all
editing takes place at the console, on the spot. There are no
second chances. Spiritually
and mentally, Large must be
everywhere at once, observing
the Rhinemaidens from afar as
they dart among the rocks,
marveling with the gods as
they behold their new dwelling, Valhalla, spying on Jessye
Norman's Sieglinde as she
drugs her husband's nightcap.
Large was born for this
work. His presence is powerful while at the same time
unobtrusive — precisely the
technical formula that is required to film live opera, a
new art form that he all but invented and of which he is the
finest practitioner. A sleek,
graceful, bearded man in his
fifties, he is soft-spoken and
seems drawn in quick strokes
with a soft charcoal pencil.
Yet within that comfortable
exterior is a coil of energy —
intellectual
physical- — that
never
seems and
to stop.
"I always had an ambition,"
C:C)NN()1SS1.UU

An Important Painting
by Rembrandt
from a Private Collection
Auction to be held Thursday, May 31 at 2 p.m. in
our galleries at 502 Park Avenue, New York, NY
10022. Viewing is May 26 through May 30. For
further information contact Ian Kennedy or Rachel
Kaminsky at 212/546-1178. For catalogues telephone
718/784-1480.
Rembrandt Harmensz.van Rijn, St. Peter in Prison, signed with
monogram and dated 1631, oil on panel, 23'/4 x 18% in.
(59 X 47.8 cm.) Estimate on request.
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he said, almost m a whisper,
as if it were a secret. "Many
years ago I dreamed that one
day, if I were very kicky and
very privileged, I would have
the chance to make the /?/».(.'.
And it happened ten years
ago." The Met production is
his second crack at Wagner's
mighty tetralogy. The first
time the work was entrusted
to him. Large was not yet forty. The production in question
was the very radical and adventurous version staged by
the French enfant terrible Patrice Chereau in 1976 at Bayreuth, the house Wagner had
built specially for the world
premiere of the Rin^ exactly a
century before. Large found
himself in the eye of a double
storm of controversy: the first
was over Chereau's interpretation of Wagner, which depicted the Rhinemaidens as
whores strutting their wares
by a hydroelectric dam and
Wotan, chief of the gods, as a
nineteenth-century grandbourgeois industrialist with an
unmistakable physical resemblance to Wagner himself. The
second controversy was over
the very concept of putting
opera on television.
Oh, people did it, sometimes well. In the fifties, for
NBC, George Balanchine
staged a remarkable Mai^ic
Flute with the young Leontyne
Price. But in general the wisdom was this: television is
crass; opera is art. It was like
arranging a marriage between
a stablcboy and the queen.
But despite some catastrophes along the way, opera on
television has been full of
wonderful surprises. Not only
has opera been brought to
people who might otherwise
never have a chance to see it.
Aficionados, too, have come
to realize that television can
reveal details that are impossible to see on the big stage.
Brian Large has done for
opera what the microscope did
for anatomy. From the great
mural of opera his cameras
isolate details that redefine it.
The singers become actors.
After seeing a test tipe, MirelD2

la Freni decided to play the
death scene in La Bohcmc
much more intimately, and
learned not to blink. And
looking away from one face at
the proper moment can be as
important as looking at another. In the third act of the upcoming W'dlkiirc (night two of
the Rin^)- home audiences will
see Hildegard Behrens from
James
Morris's
point
of viewwhen he
takes his
agonized
farewell. Though silent at this
moment, she remains his radiant equal in the drama.
Nevertheless, some people

A.

possible tor Large to put opera
on the screen not once or
twice, as famous filmmakers
like Ingmar Bergman {The
Millie I ■lute), loseph Losey
(Doti (jioi'dinii). or Hansliirgen Syberberg {Parsifal)
have done, but over and over.
Most television productions
are done by a group of intruders who come in and electronically observe something. The
intruders are, in essence, journalists, creating events or distorting them (or making the
participants, in whatever walk
of life, trip over their exten-
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in 1980, the age of televised
opera began to be established.
By now it is almost a cliche to
say that, with television,
everyone gets the best seat in
the house: Brian Larges seat.
Looking back on the
Chereau Rini^, Large says,
"Now it looks so old-fashioned to me. We thought it
was so modern at the time."
About the current Riu'^. a defiantlv naturalistic, nineteenthcentury interpretation of this
much overinterpreted work,
he says, "Perhaps the Met has
gone too far in the other direction. Perhaps its too conventional this time. But Im not
here to judge
it. I'mpeople
here towho
interpret itfor those
mav never see it in the theater
or people who simply want to
see what Wagner really
wanted — Wotan in a helmet
If Itwonderful
is not to your
stay
with
shinytaste,
horns."
tuned. Next year, back at
Bayreuth, Large will apply his
art to the latest Bayreuth Riti^;.
a grim, postapocalyptic inscenation by the East German
director Harry Kupfer — therea third
time over.
Andambition
why
by realizing
his life's

Hail and fareivell! Leontyne's last Aida, televised live from the Met on
January 3, 1985.
feel that the thrill of live performance isdiminished in a
televised opera. Large does
not buy that. "I'm trained as a
performer."
he told
me. "Iget
like
to think our
telecasts
as close as we can to a real,
live performance. It may have
technical flaws. But you will
finish up with something that
is alive and vital and real.
Once you go in and that camera goes on . . ." — his voice
goes to a whisper and his clear
brown eyes grow narrow, intense— "there's no stopping.
You've got to get it right."
Large is a pianist, has a doctorate in music, and has written a respected biography of
the C^^zech composer Bedfich
Smetana. It is, I believe, that
background that has made it

sion cords). Brian Large has
been an insider from the start.
He was a musician who played
and talked and wrote about
music. He was a well-known
music scholar with substantial
credentials. As such he could
be invited to perform with a
great opera company. The
other performers recognized
him as one of them. So the most
important part of the collaboration was born: the spiritual
bond, the trust.
Naturally, once he was invited into the fold, he had to
perform. And perform he
does, with astonishing timing
that captures all the action that
has been rehearsed and agreed
upon beforehand, and then
some that has not. When
Large filmed Chereaus Rin{^

not? "Is life over?" Large asks
himself theatrically, ensconced
in his office at the Met. There
follows one of those pregnant
pauses he films so well. Then,
with an opera star's timing, he
leans forward and shouts indignantly, "No!"Cat work on a
Laurence Gonzales,
hook on flyifi<i, is the author oj^he
Still Point, a book of essays.

BRIAN'S Best AND

Worst

live pertorniances — by
no means all operatic —
sed ofis th
noew
Ikian Large has televilis
t
ally on vidcing
erni
mmeo
ailable bu
corg
avA
eo. We asked him to cite sonic
of the most outstanding.

• Horowitz in .Moscow: "We
taped this for CBS in 1986 when
Horowitz, as part of this cultural exchange between Reagan
and Ciorbachev, was the first to
( ONNOISShUU

A George III satinwood and marquetry bombe commode in the manner of John Cobb.
49^4 in. wide; 34^2 in. high; 24 in. deep. Formerly in the collection of the
Dukes of Marlborough at Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire and subsequently of
Sir George Cooper, Bt. at Hursley Park, Hampshire. To be sold 5 July 1990.

t iportant French and Italian Furniture
d Tapestries - 14 June 1990
Iportant English Furniture - 5 July 1990

ctions to be held in our galleries at 8 King Street,
)1 [ames's, London SWIY 6QT. For further information
) ase contact Charles Cator, William Lorimer or Robert Copley
): (4471) 389 2353 at Christie's London or Will Iselin
) (212) 546 1176 at Christie's New York. For catalogues
c;phone (718) 784 1480.
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brought to It in emotional intensity and experience was totally

something which one can never,

brilliant." (Paramount Home
Video: Pioneer Laser Disc)
• Berlioz: Les Troyens (1988):
"For the centennial year, the
.Met decided to put on the
French Rino. as it were. And

ever forget." (MG.M UA Home
Video; Deutsche Grammophon
Laser Disc)
• Sew Year's Concert in I'ienna. with the Vienna Philharmonic, conducted bv Carlos

they brought in a marvelous
cast, Jessye Norman, Placido
Domingo, and Tatiana Troyanos. And we decided as a big

Kleiber (1989): "This was the
first time Kleiber had appeared
to make the New Year's Day
concert, and it was like putting
the orchestra on the most in-

gesture to do this in two parts.
(The total running time is 253

credibly unattainable level of en-

• The Bayreuth Rim;:: "Because itwas a document and because itwas a pioneer work."
(Philips Laser Disc)
• Richard Strauss: Elektra.

S

sing four performances. In ten
days we managed to find the
funding and to record this historic performance. Yes, the lady
was in her sixties: she was over
the hill in a sense. But what she

really go back to the Soviet
Union — after sixty years — and
to open up the culture freeze.
We not onlv followed the preparations, but we were pnvileged
to be present and to videotape
this incredible concert. That is

ergy. A monumental concert."
(Deutsche Grammophon Video
and Laser Disc)

T

An eloquent silence: Hildegard Behrens listens as James Morris
delivers H'otan's Farewell, in Die Walkiire. night two of the Met's
The Ring (telecast June 19).
with Birgit Nilsson, from the
Met
(1980):
"It role
was ofNilsson's
farewell
to the
Elektra.
She had not appeared in this

country for many, many years.
And on very short notice the
schedule at the Met was revised
so Nilsson could come back and

Forever beckoning.

m

minutes.] It's incredibly moving. It was a production which
had been in the house since the
house was
opened,
so it's a document of what
the productions
were like back in the sixties. But
it's also the only video version
so far recorded of The Troians.

Mauna Rea Beach Hotel at dusk. Perhaps
most tranquil moment you'll ever experitj
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by Berlioz." (Paramount Home
Video; Pioneer Laser Disc)
• Puccini: La Bohemc, from

of great luck.
I think, no one
knows where

San Francisco (1988): "Mirclla
Frcni and Luciano Pavarotti
have been singing this one more
often than most of us have had
hot dmncrs. But they had never,
ever recorded it together in any
form. We persuaded them at last
to commit that performance to

the one performance leaves off

Another victory snatched
horrible."
from
the jaws
of
— well,
you

tape." (Home Vision Video: Pioneer Laser Disc)
Large can also tell of disasters,
one of them in Trojatis.

know with
. . . —the
came
Met telecast of

■"For totally unaccountable reasons we had a technical blackout

Alban Berg's
caustic
master-

for eighteen minutes at the very
start of the second half, a major
electronic breakdown. All ot a
sudden every television monitor
and light in the production
truck faded to black. You
couldn't even find a door.
Those eighteen minutes were
salvaged not with retakes but
from a rehearsal tape, which I
happened to have in my bag. It

and the other begins. That was

Die Walkiire a'^ain: Jessye Xorman and

had been
sched"Wc
Lulu:
uledpiece
to televise

the recently restored three-act
version for the
first time, live with Teresa
Stratas. It s a very, very tough

Gary Lakes as Siej^linde and Sie^mund, Wagoner's
rapturous twins and louers.
had
and
and
and

to be taken to a laboratory
tested, graded, blown up.
transferred to one-inch tape
was then cut into the

performance. And by a stroke

)y impeccable service and amenities. And the
lenge of one of the world's finest golf courses.
5s£^s?5£^^&Vi

piece. And at five o'clock — the
show goes on at eight — we got a
telephone call saying Stratas had

Stay here, and the experience is forever yours.
Call vour travel consultant or 1-800-882-6060.
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canceled. And a wonderful lady
by the name ofjulia Migencs
Johnson, who to my knowledge
had not sung the role onstage or
with orchestra, went on and
was so brilliant and so fantastic— it was a tour de force. It
was very unnerving because in a
work of that complexity any
artist is free to do whatever she
feels moved to do at any moment. But this girl had observed
the rehearsals, and she did it 9()
percent identical to the original
production. All our shots
worked."' Unfortunately, you
will have to fmd a pirate to supply
this one. Legendary though the
performance is. it has never been
commercially released. — L.G.
The Ring telecasts on PBS (June
18—21) are funded in part hy a major j^rant from Texaco Inc., which
this season also celebrated its pftieth
continuous year of sponsorship of
the Metropolitan Opera's live radio
broadcasts.
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Would you believe Lon(^ Island?
The vines are young, but there is promise of great things (o come
By

Alice

Feiring

French than the Californians
can. Long Island more nearly
resembles Bordeaux in climate
and length of growing season

erhe
is a Ripev-put,e th25erepast
Road
On
py-looking sign:
"Welcome to Long Island
Wine Country." My hopes are
not high. The harsh tannins of
n
a very weedy Bridgehampto
t
er
e
pino noir ling in my tast
memory. In Jamesport, I stop
at the Country Kitchen for a
cup of extremely good coffee.
They have an assortment of
local wines. The waitress asks
me, "Have you tried the Pugliese? They do a wonderful
merlot." Already this is not
the Long Island that I know.
The local wines do not now
have a great reputation, but
the news is: (1) there are no
fewer than fifteen functional,
interesting wineries on the
eastern end of Long Island; (2)
nearly all produce wines
worth keeping an eye on; (3)
many make chardonnays on a
par with some of the finest
from California; and (4) a few
make quite good red wines —
there is already one true standout, a merlot, and another
possible contender, a pinot
noir, to be released in 1991.
The land has a long history
of agriculture, of which potatoes were a mainstay, but
farming was dwindling, with
soaring land prices. Who
would have thought that out
of the potato-farmhouse ashes
would rise a phoenix? The old
potato barns were perfect for
wine cellaring, and the land
was cultivated. It was a natural
to move in and take over with
the vines.
Alex and Louisa Hargravc
started out in 1973 after an extensive search for proper grape
territory. A visit to Long Island convinced them that the

eastern Long ' -land soil and
.S6

(California's is hotter and
longer) and in the resulting
acid content of its wines.
French and Long Island wines
tend to be softer, more lactic
than the tartaric California
wines, yet they can also remain crisp, depending on the
extent of the malolactic fermentation used in the winemaking process.
The Hargrave pinot noir,
still in the barrel, is a shocker.
Nearly all wine makers in the
area have thrown up their
hands on this regal grape of
Burgundy. The Hargrave entry, to be released within a
year, may be of a quality not
yet achieved on Long Island. It
will certainly stand up to the
pinot noir coming from the
West Coast.
I do not want to sound

From Bedell, on the North Fork, a glass of 1988 Chardotniay Reserve.
climate had striking similarities to those of Bordeaux. Seventeen years later, they produce 8,000 cases of up to fifteen types of wine.
The Hargraves, in their
1660 farmhouse, look as if
they would be more comfortable around Harvard than on
the North Fork of Long Island. Their preference in literature isclassical, complementing their taste in wine. Alex is
not out to reinvent wine categories but to allow the grape
to do what it wants to.
The Hargravc fume blanc,
though erratic in certain vin-

tages, has an identifiable mark
and is quite tasty in its 1988
form: full of fruit; a bit thinner-bodied than a fat chardonnay, as indeed it should be.
"Oak," Hargrave says, "is
terribly important as a complexity factor. In a white wine
it is a high-wire act. You can
lose what's beautiful about the
fruit so easily. So we are terribly careful in good years. You
can always style the wine to be
sensational, but can it live to
Thea voice?"
Hargraves believe that
have
thanks to their climate they
can make a wine nearer the

overly optimistic. The Hargraves have been at work
longer than any other viticulturists — and seniority counts.
"If a vine here is eight years
old," Dan Kleck, the wine
maker at Bidwell Vineyards,
explains,
"it'ssoanmuch
old vine.
There
is just
you can
do — other than do the best
That
is why
from red
you can
and the
wait wine
for age."
grapes — cabernets and pinot
noir — is a tricky business on
the island. Every drop declares
its To
youth.
make matters worse,
Long Island red wines are released before their time. Cynthia Fullcr-Perrine, an exEnglish professor turned marketing director of Bedell Cellars, says, "We would all like
to hang on to our red wines
CONNOISSHUH

OUR HOME IS IN BOSTON.
OUR OTHER HOME IS A HELMSLEY HOTEL.
Home is home and you love it. But when you are coming to
New York for business or pleasure, head for a Helmsley Hotel.
We make you feel at home and then some.
At a Helmsley Hotel, you get our legendary "Attention to Detail"
service. Getting each detail right adds up to complete luxury.
Like three minute eggs that are three minute eggs; morning coffee
with a side order of your favorite New York newspaper; and
sewing on a popped button at a few minutes notice.
For reservations call toll-free: 1-800/221-4982.

GENIUS IS IN THE DETAILS.
NEW YORK'S PREMIER HOTEL GROUP:
THE HELMSLEY PALACE
THE HELMSLEY CARLTON HOUSE
THE NEW YORK HELMSLEY
THE HELMSLEY PARK LANE
THE HELMSLEY MIDDLETOWNE
THE HEI MSLEY WINDSOR
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for five years. This just isn't
possible."
are into
demand forThe
the wines
wine hsts,
keep up with the new interest
in American food. Moreover,
most of the Long Island wineries have a small output — between 5,000 and 8,000 cases a
year. They cannot afford to
hold on to their red wines until they are ready.
Maybe because ot their
common problems, the wine
makers support one another.
Richard Olsen-Harbich, of the
Bridgehampton Winery, says,

blend. It is good, and even
better after aerating for a few
hours, when it becomes a tullbodied, easy-drinking wine
strong on plum overtones.
Lenz Winery's 1986 merlot
was a complete surprise. At
first the finish was dead. It had
pungent vegetal aromas; one
could almost smell the potatoes and brussels sprouts that
had previously grown in the
soil. But with ten minutes'
aeration it opens up into a
complex red that is sturdy and
goes well with food. Though

ing. Their merlot has the
strongest personality ot any I
tasted from the Forks. It was
the only reci that prompted me
to describe it with that unprofessional "delicious." Rich,
strong chocolate, ashy. The
ashiness is attributed to the
American oak used for aging,
but the wine lacks that "oaked
to death" quality of many new
Calitornia vintages.
Bedell's merlot was recently
featured at the Rainbow
Room, in Rockefeller Center.
Fred Price, the wine stewarci.

"Back in the early days, there
were a lot of different egos
and directions involved, hi the
past three years, that has
changed. People have seen

We've outgrown that adolescent stage where everyone re-

A\ HargYave, Alex Hargrave, his Joi^', ivid his 1988 Chardomiay .
wine cannot always stand up
to a vinegary salad dressing,
this one managed nicely. Look
for further improvement from
Lenz and its new wine maker
Eric Fry.

said, "Every year this merlot
got better. It had no trouble
selling out before the week
was over, though, like other
Long Island wines, it was a
The natural temptation is to
overpromote
these wines.
hard sell."
Their names are unfamiliar,

with other people."
There are some signs of real

The 1987 merlot from Bedell Cellars is worth the detective work to find. Kip Bedell
hatched his wine future in his
basement with a home winemaking kit. After research, a
conversation with the Hargraves, and a brushup on his
science, he became the second
owner-wine maker on Long
Island. He and his wife, Susan,

';gress. Pindar's 1987 My'■'•'■^y is a Pomerol-slyle

produce, if not the most classic wines, the most interest-

gather in the North Fork's
sunny spots. Larry Fuller-Perrine explains,
"We're format
trying to
create
an intellectual
and context in which to
achieve the highest quality we
can. Knowledge doesn't exist
in books. The only way to get
It is to develop connections

58

Some wine makers fed me adjectives they hoped I would
use: "This one is blackberries,
silk chiffon. You can roll it
back to the back of your
mouth and get a hint of
peach." The Pindar winery
believes in aggressive marketing. Ifyou go to its tasting
room in season on Sunday you
might think you were in a
crowded
shopping
mall, because of its
long, gleaming

that it's not economically feasible to be very separate.

bels against everyone else."
Perhaps everyone gets along
so well because Alan Barr,
owner of Le Reve, serves as a
scapegoat. Barr gets a lot of
attention, not only from the
rating of his wines. The wineries are suspicious of his
American Series — for which
he imports grapes from all
over. Until recently, it is said,
he grew none of his own. He
is the man they love to hate,
but he makes a fine chardonnay. His cabernets and merlot
lack depth and have heavy,
unpleasant tannins.
The wine makers are trying
to increase their knowledge
and facility in manipulating
their natural resources by
holding biannual wine conferences. Two years ago there
was a Bordeaux conference,
and this summer they will discuss merlot. hiternational figures in the merlot world will

on the map, with a longer
growing season than any other
place in the Northeast; and
that Long Island will be the
chardonnay and merlot capital
of the United States.
Mere repetition of the
above does not, of course,
make the wines any good.

and people tend to think that
New York has too short a
growing season for the making of top-quality wines. As a
result, one hears over and over
that Long Island has soil and
climate more similar to those
of Bordeaux than any other
place in the States has; tliat
Cutchogue is the sunniest spot

copper tasting area and tour
guides who give instruction to
novice tasters, sometimes
three deep at their bar.
But the only proof is in the
wine itself. From all indications, the 1988 vintages will
put Long Island on the map.
The summer was hot and dry,
the autumn dry and cool. The
chardonnays are capable of
substantial body and floral
bouquet.
I would say that the longterm outlook was good. Many
of the wine makers know
about styling their wine. I met
Larry Fuller-Perrine, the wine
maker ot Gristina Winery, on
a vicious February day when
he was pruning the dormant
vines. He is symbolic of the
new generation on Long Island. He and his wife, Cynthia, West Coast people, fell in
love with agriculture and then
wine. They left the obvious
wine country and played pioneers. Larry started his new
life as the wine-grape specialist
at Cornell's Long Island research station; now he is Gristina's first wine maker. He is
passionate about the wine and
the grapes and the fermented
juice. He is a visionary, with
tastebuds to contend with in
his lab. All he and his peers
have to do is try hard and wait
out the youth of their vines. D
Alice l-cirin'ti is </ frcc-hiinc writer
based ill New York
CONNOISShUU
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Clark Hulings

Street Market-Morocco

"Street Market-Morocco " combines Clark Hulings' love for travel and his search for rustic places and bygone lifestyles. It captures the light and people for which this celebrated painter is renowned. ( "He paints the very air itself ", Christian Science Monitor). He is the recipient of many prestigious awards and has earned a reputation as one of the most significant contemporary
American realists.
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A New Golden Age for

Racing yachts, eighteenth-century houses, marble mansions, cool jazz, string quartets.

championship tennis, great parties, rocky cliffs, a sparkling sea ...a summer paradise

BY WALTER
JUNE
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SUM ER
RESORTS
She fnay he no spnii<^ chicken, hnt she remains beantijnl, stinniLitinj^, inexhaustible
When you think of Newport, Rhode Island, you
remember names: Vanderbilt, Goelet, Lorillard, Pell,
Clans von Biilow, Sir Thomas Lipton.
Many of these people have moved on, but what
remains is what made them come to Newport, the
queen of summer resorts. Its weather in season is that ot
a Bermuda. The air is refreshing, the sun very bright,
splashing the dark shadows of immense old trees onto
broad lawns. On Narragansett Bay the breeze sends hundreds of sailboats
on their way.

J. T.'s Ship Chiiiuilcry

Then there are the buildings. Newport has the largest trove of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century buildings in America. Its White Horse
Tavern was opened in 1673 — and is still serving. The first Quaker»meeting
house is here, built in 1699; Trinity Church, in 1725; the public library, in
1748; the oldest synagogue in America, in 1763. The architectural history
continues through Gothic, Queen Anne, and Victorian to huge Venetian
palazzi, French chateaux, and neo-Grecian temples.
But Newport is not a quaint stage set. It is a tunctioning small city,
which for three and a half centuries has been

Thc restored John
Banister House, built
in 1751.

accruing experience. It has had its ups and
downs, steep ones. Settled in 1639 by religious
refugees from Boston's Puritanism, the town
became a leading seaport, handling more transoceanic and coastal cargo than New York. As a
sideline, some Newport captains became privateers. Most rewarding financially, the town
became a center in the slave trade, smuggling
molasses up from the Indies, cooking it into rum
in Newport, exchanging the rum for slaves in
Africa, and bringing them back across the Atlantic to sell. By the mideighteenth century, Newport's population numbered 12, ()()() people and
twenty-two distilleries.
When the Revolution came, it virtually bankrupted the town. During the winters of the
The I'ouro Synaiioi^uc,
dedicated in 1763.

three-year British occupation, the troops pulled apart a third of the town's
houses to burn in the hreplaces ot other houses. Post-Revolution Newport
never regained its position as a prime commercial port. The citizens of the
new Republic gradually found other occupations. They turned to fishing
and farming, shipbuilding and crafts. Some of the fine furniture and silverware they made is priceless today. Though the town never has been a whaling port, it became a leading processor of blubber and captured the market
m spermaceti candles.
Almost from the beginning Newport has also been <i summer vacation
spot, at first for plantation owners from the ('arolinas and the West Indies,
fleeing heat and malaria; later for a group of intellectuals from Massachu-
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I he Newport C^on\^re\^atioii(il (Church.
Opposite:
hallrooiii ('/ ///(• The
Newport
Country Chih (IS94).
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Its irresistible attraction, one lon^inie resident says, is
''Newport's ^^lanioroiis fable." Says another, ''It's all the
worlds here that never touch."
setts: Longfellow, Julia Ward Howe, the James family, (Oliver Wendell
Holmes. New Yorkers could reach Newport overnight on the Fall I^iver
steamship line and began building summer cottages by the water. One
exotic summer house of the ISSOs was a portent of things to come, a (Jothic
mansion built by a New York C'hina-trade merchant. Its owners called it
Chatcau-sur-Mer and in 1857 held a party there for 3,()()() guests.
Following in the train ot the new summer people was an influx ot leading American architects: H. H. Richardson; Richard Morris Hunt; the firm
of McKim, Mead & White; and, a little later, the fastidious Ogden Codman .
Usually expressed in wood, their styles varied from (ireek revival to
French mansard but were unitormly declamatory. Richardson produced
rustic Romanesque masterpieces, covered with shingles — in effect, enormous, textured tents, with hooded roofs punctuated by round towers and
indented with deep porches.
This shingle style persisted for generations; witness the beautiful Casino, a tennis club designed in 1879 by a brilliant young Stanford White

A diorama in the
Tciinii Hall of Faiiu\
in Newport's
Casino (1879).

enjoying himself. By the 188()s the money being made in New York — in
railroads, metals, real estate, manufacturing, and stock-market manipulation— had become a roaring river. While the millionaire husbands attended
to business, the town became an arena of competing female social ambitions. The architects, unleashed, produced fantastic buildings.
Preposterous many of these buildings are, without question. Yet some
of the interiors arc exquisite; photographs hardly convey their sumptuous
beauty. At night the flicker of gaslight must have made the lofty gilded
ceilings and other decorative extravaganzas glitter magically. Even today
it is better to experience these interiors during overcast weather, when the
windows by the sea cast a dim, moody light.
The architect Hunt's Ochre Court,
is fine late-Gothic, ornate but always
mous central great hall, with walls of
Room. Leaves and flowers carved in

.4 mannequin in the
tennis museum.

built in 1891 for the Ogden Goelets,
under control. Pass through an enorgilded galleries, into the State Dining
relief abound. One wall bears incised

silver decoration so delicate, yet so alive, that it stops you. Whoever made
it did so with passionate pleasure. Many such walls in Newport's palaces
were produced by French craftsmen and shipped from France to be reassembled on the site. Much detail in later mansions, however, appears to
have been ground out by the yard by lackluster draftsmen
working in New York.
So orgiastic was the Newport architecture party that
Hunt later confessed that he would prefer to be remembered
for his earlier, simpler wooden houses. At the time, howev-

The newly restored
court at the Wilional
Tennis C.oitrt.

er, he advised his architect son, "It's your client's money
you're spending. ... It they want you to build a house
upside down standing on its chimney, it's up to you to do it
and still get the best-pt^ssible results. " Expense was truly no
object. Marble House, a ht^me that the Vanderbilts would
occupy only two or three months a year, cost eleven millu>n
nineteenth-century dollars. But it did its job; it helped Alva
Vanderbilt succeed to Mrs. William B. Astor's social
throne. Alva involved herself in virtually all decisions concerning the design ot her home, including the choice ot dining-room chairs, which still surround the long dining table at Marble
House. Bulky, upholstered on seat and back, they are constructed ot solid
bronze. A liveried footman was essential. His salary: two dollars and tifty
cents a week plus keep.

More nieniorahilia on
display in the
tennis nniseuni.

Easily the most headstrong ot Newport's socialites, Alva created a scandal in 189.S by divorcing her husband in New York, where the only ground
was adultery. Soon afterward she married the bachelor O. H. P. Belmont,
whose Newport mansion, Belcourt, was a near neighbor. Belmont was a
64
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At nij^lit, iti their clci^atit stables, Perry Behiioiits
horses, if not their (grooms, n'ere bedded dot I'ti oti white
Irish liiieii sheets embroidered with the Behiiorit crest.
horse lover. Two of his favorites stood upstairs, stuffed, while the ground
floor was given over to stalls for the living, who at night were bedded
down on crested linen sheets.
Alva reopened Marble House in 1908 and plunged into the campaign for
women's suffrage, holding a national rally in her resplendent house. She
served refreshments on dishes stamped with the motto "Votes for Women." (Today, copies sell briskly at the souvenir desk.) Alva at one point
exhorted a flagging volunteer, "Just pray to God. She will help you."
Not long after Alva's rally the flamboyant summer colony she epitomized began to fade slightly. The coming of the graduated income tax was
the first blow, followed by World War I and, a decade later, the stockmarket crash. In 1933 Marble House was sold for $100,000, less than one
percent of what it had cost. Eight years later the Herman Oelrichses' Rosecliff— cost in 1902: $2.5 million— went for $21,000.
With World War II Newport prospered as a navy town, complete with
tattoo parlors and whorehouses, but in 1973 the fleet was shifted south.
The Naval War College remained, plus a few smallish ships; even today
there is still one tattoo parlor in town. But most of the great payroll that
had supported many Newporters sailed off.
At this point, some began to talk of legalizing gambling, turning the
island into a New England Monte Carlo. During the 1920s, after all, Richard Canfield had run a gambling house for the wealthy off
•V
Bellevue Avenue, but the idea was finally voted down by
the town council.
The revival of the America's Cup races in 1958 brought
in thousands of well-heeled sailing enthusiasts. In 1983,
however, the cup was won by Australia and carried away
to Perth. Newporters still mourn this loss; in a recent
opinion poll they rated it the most significant local event
of the decade. What was to rescue Newport was a group
of civic-minded, mostly wealthy residents who helped to
//; the venerable
Redwood Library and
Athenaeum (174850), models of Newport houses by students at St. Georj^e's,
a life mask of the
Rhode Island paititer
Gilbert Stuart, and
sundry portraits.

Bowen's Wharf.
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create the town's present chief civilian industry — touring
the houses of another age.
The Preservation Society of Newport County started quietly in 1945 by
buying Hunter House, a beautiful colonial structure that had served as
headquarters for the commander of the French fleet late in the Revolution.
After that, the society gradually picked up benefactors and momentum,
turning its attention to the mansions along Bellevue Avenue. For a dollar a
year it arranged to lease The Breakers, the largest of Newport's "cottages," from Countess Laszlo Szechenyi, the former Gladys Moore Vanderbilt, and began guiding tourists through it for a fee. In 1961 the society
purchased The Elms. Two years later it received Marble House as a gift
from Harold S. Vanderbilt. In 1968 the society acquired Chateau-sur-Mer
and, by 1973, The Breakers, Rosecliff, Kingscote, and Green Animals, an
extraordinary topiary garden. The tourists began to arrive.
Meanwhile, in 1968 Doris Duke, who had summered in Newport as a
child, set up a foundation to revive the colonial part of town. At a cost of
about $15 million, the Duke foundation restored eighty-five houses in the
old district, in a spot renewal that augmented the efforts of smaller organizations as well as of individual Newporters, who were delighted with what
carpeting and fresh paint could do for the town's oldest houses. Today
most of them are rented out to year-round residents, but for many people
the exteriors alone, with their charming small gardens, are worth the trip
to Newport.
The biggest draw, though, is those monsters on Bellevue. Some fifteen
of them went under during the bad years, victims of abandonment, arson,
and demolition. Several others have been deeded to a local Catholic col(doutiiiucd on pimc 124)
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The Aquidneck
Lobster Company, on

Walertrotn headquarters ofthe Ncu' Vcril'
Yacht Club, in Harbour Court (1906), a
"cottai^e" turned
clubhouse.

SECRET
NEWPORT
Survival in this glamorous and gritty New England
village rests on a mysterious network cfassociatiojis —
if blood, business, native birth, and whom you know
They arrive every spring. With a kind of arrogant fanfare the trendy new
businesses open along the Thames Street waterfront, out-of-towners
come to woo the golden goose of Newport tourism. Local people cock an
eyebrow and shrug, mildly conscious that these carpetbaggers will have
ignominiously folded their tents by Thanksgiving, for survival in this
glamorous and gritty New England village rests on an elaborate and mysterious network of associations — of blood and business and native birth
and who-you-know. And but for the exotic and unpredictable influence of
a genuine aristocracy, the experience would be
not unlike that of many small towns all across
America. Real life in Newport, Rhode Island,
is far less the realm of the glossy tourist brochure than it is the old-fashioned, interconnected world of ajane Austen novel.
It is first and last an island. Never mind the
bridges, the thousands of day-trippers each fine
summer day. There are still old people who
have seldom been off island; far more who

In the Mclntire

regard a commute to Providence — forty minutes away — as a terrible imposition. The place
is full of those who have half-consciously shipwrecked their careers, having become enchanted bythings as intangible as the sea light
or the sounds of autumn foghorns at dawn.
Stuck, they take bemused pride in becoming
Newporters, a compliment that cuts across
lines of class, money, political party, race, and gender. (To be a native

Teahouse (1792),

"nieupuorta" is an enviable distinction.)
Island limited, the social circles mesh as elaborate wheels within wheels

recently moved to
thej^rounds of
Bellevue House.

long familiarity, and it tastes of a family's affections, resentments, and
mutual protectiveness.
Newport is a place self-conscious of the past — even burdened by it. The
hordes of summer tourists who pour through like a tide each year, threading the narrow colonial streets or gaping at the palatial opulence of those
(iilded Age summer cottages, believe they are sampling Newport's sense
of the past. They arc only touching the artificts of it. Newporters, no matter how frantic the pace of their individual lives, operate in a context larger
and slower than the single moment. They are apt to continue their grand(( Am tinned on pa\^c l.iZ)
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opposite: At Sweet
House (1730), on the
Prescott Farm, saved
by the Newport Restoration Foundation.
The clock case is filled
with bottles Jrom
Newport Harbor.

that intersect at odd places the visitor never frequents: Sig's at Sundaymorning newspaper call. Crest Farm grocery on a Friday afternoon,
church. The wealthy scion of an old Summer Colony family takes his scat
beside the master carpenter, as did perhaps their fathers before them. Saturday night's society hostess may on Tuesday meet a friend for ham sandwiches atGary's Handy Lunch. And as you wait in the cold drizzle for the
children's dancing class to let out, the tall man shivering under the umbrella next to yours is indeed the state's distinguished senior U.S. senator.
Always peculiarly, unhappily sensitive to our dependency on outsiders —
the navy, the tourists — we have fashioned a dependency on one another of
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Above, below, and

BY EILEEN WARBURTON
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What must it have been like,
wakiN{^iu the niovriii{q,
retnuidiug yourself, 'Tin
Mrs. Vandeybih,''then yiti<^ingjor breakfast a) id plotting
the downfall of some rival?
♦IP

An eclectic interior in
one of the hii^ seaside
"cottages" belonging
to a distinguished
Newport family.
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I-iv left: At Kiiii>scotc, a CjOthic-rci'ii'al
house built in 184L
The bookcase follows
the curviti_{i wall.
Above: The kitchen
at Marble House. Below: In the caniaf^e
house at The Breakers.

''Day -trippers spit gum on the sidewalk,
buy an ice-cream cone maybe, get drunk

/s

re
on beer, and throw up in the park. They'
ng
campi
night
the
even allowed to spend
out in their Winnebagos/'
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Left and (ihoi'c: In
Ihe Doris Duke house
where Elizabeth
Meyer lives, surbydinosaur
sculpturesroundedby
JeJ]
Wells. Belou>: In the
Jiw Baker house, a
modern one for a
change; his decoys,
his fish paintint^s, his
doii, and himself.

"The most beautiful combination of'words in the English language is 'sunmier afternoon.' "
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I the large cirWharf, or Atlantis Fisheries, on
William Street.

■lar domed
ill with its

The Newport Music Festival

iral stairccise

runs from July '.> to 22. Top

Bellevue,

players perform in The Breakers, C^chre Court, Marble
House, and other mansions

rnterly called
?rkeley 17/. The house

from July 9 through 22. Ben &
Jerry's Folk Festival is held at
Fort Adams July 21-22, and the
JVC Jazz Festival has started up
again (August IHand 19).

a happy synesis ofEtiish and

The biggest event on the
water is the start of the Newport to Bermuda Race, on the
weekend of June 15; and there
are regattas all summer long.
The most spectacular pits the

merican eiglienth-centtiry
chitecture,
lilt in 1910

old America's Cup contestants
the Hndeauour and Shamrock V,
an event, so far sponsored by
Corum Watch, that is by itself

the designs
Ogden
odmati.

worth the trip. Up at the Casino, the men's Volvo tournament (July 9-15) and the women's Virginia Slims competition
(July 16-22) attract the pros.
The Inn at Castle Hill (Ocean
Drive; 849-3800) has a great
view overlooking the entrance

THE

BEST

OF

NEWPORT

to Narragansett Bay. Other hotels: the Sheraton Islander Inn,
ocean; Gooseberry Beach is
smaller and protected by a reef) .
Visit the yachting museum
(Fort Adams State Park), or
take an oi.ting along C^liff
Walk, which skirts the sea.
Newport has gt)od restaurants, among them Le Bistro

There is always plenty for a
visitor to do in Newport. Exploring the colonial streets and
wharves requires only a map, ot

the Black I'earl (Bannister's
Wharf; S4f)-52M), in the dock-

course, but the Newport Historical Society (82 Touro

ing area; the White i lorse Tavern (at Farewell and Marlbor-

Street) offers guided tours, including such buildings as the

ough streets; S4')-.V)(»()); and
Cafe Zelda (.S2S Thames Street;
849-4002), in the I iftli Ward.
For French fare try La Petite

(liowen's Wharf; S79-7778) and

Redwood Library anci Athenaeum and the Touro Synagogue. To sec the mansions,
start at the Preservation Society
of Newport County (118 Mill
Street). You will need a car.
To enjoy the ocean, you can
go to the beach (the best public

There is always something
OH the water in Newport,

beach is Easton's Beach, on the

races of two oj the last J-hoiil:

JUNK

IWO

Auberge (1*.) ('liarles Street;
S49-6669), and. for the best fish
doing

ei'en

chowder in tt)wn, Muriel's (at
Spring and Foiiro streets; S4'.>77SO). For the best lobsters to
take out, go to the Aquidneck
Lobster C^ompany, on Bowen's

on Coat Island (800-325-3535);
the Treadway (49 America's
C:up Avenue; 800-873-2392);
and the Marriott (25 America's
Cup Avenue; 849-|(MIO). The
Inntowne ((■> Mary Street; 8469200) new colonial, is clean .ind
well run; the John Banister
I U>use (5() Pelham Street; 8460050), authentic colom.il. is
nicely appointed. Bed-andbreaktasts range troin simiile to
luxurious. C"t>ntact Bed t\
Breakfast, Newport (}} Russell
A\eiuie; 846-5408), or Bed i\
Breakfast of Rhode Isl.nui
(P.O. Bi)\ 329L Newport, RI
02840; 941-0444). Summer
rentals can be arr.mged through
Private Pri>perties (98 William
Street; 847-1331) or Claiey.
Richmond c\ Viking (49 Bellevue Avenue; 849-7000).
— ir. McQ. and Tom McC.ormack
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Christian Lacroix-The Art of
The fashions of the French couturier Christian Lacroix suggest that elegance is not always
synonymous with simplicity.
Sometimes it can he complex.
His latest ready-to-wear y for
fall 1990 y was a critical success, and his spring couture was
his best since his first, in the fall of 1987. Like Dior's New
Look four decades earlier, it injected new life into the

Sensuality
Christian
Lacroix

French couture, with its lavish
pleats, ruffles, and fichus, huge
collars and bows, bouffant skirts,
and unapologetic nostalgia for a
romantic femininity . Not for Lacroix the tasteful or safe.
Three years later, in his spring
1990 couture, Lacroix has perfected the best of his previous work.
An exquisitely sensuous peach
chiffon-and-lace evening gown
falls into a thousand tiny pleats

TAKES IT
EASY FOR
A FEW,
RARE MOMENTS IN
HIS Paris
OFFICE.

that are set in motion by its wearer's

By Diane Rafferty
74
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Opposite: A
MINIMAL
GOLD

DRESS OF

LAME

AND TIGER-STRIPED
CHIFFON

FROM

THE Luxe
SPRING-SUMMER
COLLECTION.

Right: A
CHEERY

LITTLE

OUTFIT OF COTTON
AND VISCOSE FROM
THE SPRING-SUMMER
PRET-A-PORTER
COLLECTION.

least gesture. A piquant red
wool jacket with flaring peplum, sharp, stand-up collar,
and slightly elevated waist
takes curvaceousness to the
edge of flashiness yet remains
innocent. His color sense is
daring and extraordinary.
Because Lacroix seeks a
high tension between beauty
and the ludicrous, there are,
inevitably, outfits that make
you want to avert your eyes.
Balanchine
used to
say,so"Ihard
love
it
when a dancer
tries
she falls down."
Lacroix has most frequently
fallen flat in his ready-to-wear
lines, much criticized in the
United States for their flamboyance and "unwearability."
His "American tourist in the
south of France circa 1955"
costurnes and seventies psychedelia came in for particular
scorn here. The criticism is
unfair, because in these large
collections there were always
lovely outfits to clothe any
woman, however unassuming. And his latest ready-towear and Luxe lines promise
to be hits in the United States
as well as abroad: Lacroix has
finally figured out how to incorporate the textural play and
sensual cut of his couture into
his ready-to-wear.
Lacroix's first perfume,
C'est la vie!, is being launched
this month (see page 32). His
creativity remains at the boil.
Last year he did seven collections— two couture, Luxe,
and ready-to-wear and one
cruise wear. Recently he
found time to answer a few
questions about what he
is up to.
DR: What inspired your
spring 1990 collections?
CL: I didn't want to impose a
too precise theme. That's so
commercial. Instead, I felt like
experimenting with forms,
colors, fabrics, prints. But in
trying to work as instinctively
as possible I found that what
kept cropping up in my drawings was a nostalgia for my
happy student days and their
carefree spirit. At the same
time I wanted to reconcile that
78

when I wake up or on napkins

nostalgia with the way people
dress today. For the ready-towear, it's a sublimation of the
street. I like to mix up cultures, too. In the Luxe line I

in a restaurant. I can't see a
blank piece of paper without

pfit-i.
Poit«r

express my nostalgia for
American women. These
women have a demeanor few
young people have anymore.
Q: In your ready-to-wear,
English fashion of the 1970s is
noticeable.
A: That's right. But don't
forget that the 1970s in London were nostalgic for the
1930s and 1940s. Fashion is
like those Russian dolls: you

^

Opposite and
BELOW:

A

ONE-PIECE

APRON

DRESS WITH
TROMPE

L'OEIL

separately: colors, fabrics. Afterward,mix
I
it all up.
Most of the time the outfits
I prefer and those that end up
being
the that
most I drew
"successful"
are those
unconsciously, without thinking. I'll
make a little drawing while
I'm on the phone; then later I
look at it and say, "Better
keep that one!" I envy designers who can sit down and consciously work within the limits of a page, in the same style,
with everything in perfect
proportion. My stuff is scribbled on the back of envelopes

hand, I love technicians,
the exchange with

j«,
m
>4

novel, but it's rather like a
photo album, with holiday
mementos of my mother and
sister in Aries. This kind of
creation is just as modern as
many things around today

to be a "genius." This obligation to be contemporary leads
to a dead end. You have to
take life as it is, with many
different ways of thinking.
Q: When you work do you
draw first in color?
A: No. Black and white. Always. First I ask myself what
colors I want. I do everything

give them that first sketch because the attitude and ambience are there. It's still fresh.
I don't work by draping at
all. I'm more of a cartoonist
than a tailor. On the other
whether in the
haute couture or
mass production,
because it always
adds something. I

open one up and another is inside, then another and another
. . . Through the seventies,
we see the forties, and the forties were inspired by the end
of the nineteenth century.
It would be pretentious to
say that a collection is like a

that people call modern. Today everything must be a masterpiece, "modern" before it is
even drawn or painted or
sculpted or created. One has

wanting to draw on it. It's a
problem, because later I can't
seem toI know
redrawwhat
whatI mean,
I've
done.
but it's hard for the atelier to
decipher my scribbles. I try to

T

don't
start with a
revolutionary
cut. I prefer to
play from a distance with the sudrawing, perficial
color,
side— the
ries.
prints, accessoQ: is
YetoneI find
that
cut
of your

BATHING

SUIT

FROM THE SPRINGSUMMER HAUTE
COUTURE
COLLECTION.

strong points.
A: Maybe. But
though I admire
tremendously those designers
who work single-mindedly on
cut, like Azzedine Alaia or
Balenciaga, above all Charles
James, I find their work not
exactly dry but perhaps a little
too cerebral. I want more sensuality, amore tactile quality.
Woman is not architecture.
She's flesh.
That doesn't mean I prefer
the practical side of fashion,
because often I can't keep
from imposing a difficult, not
necessarily comfortable structure on a woman. Maybe putting comfort above all else is a
phony idea of the eighties.
Journalists have often taken
me to task for wanting to put
women back where they were
anothundred
that at years
all. Onago.
the But
con-it's
trary,believe
I
women have
won their freedom. Except for
countries like Iran, women are
(Contitiucd on paj^c 125)
CONNOISSi:UR

"I don't work by draping at all. Fm
more of a cartoonist than a tailor. "

Touch of Genius
Bv Bruce Porter
Photographs by Elizabeth Watt
Like a house under construction whose joists and
beams stand exposed to pubhc view, the manuscript ot
T. S. EHot's "The Waste Land" sits in a royal blue
leather slipcase on a shelf along the wall, its neatlytyped lines nearly obliterated by a tangle of cross-outs,
arrows, marginal scribbles, and expletives, revealing
to the world just how overwhelmingly the original

The eccentric
bachelor doctors
Albert (below)
and Henry
founded the
famous Ber^
Collection .
Opposite:
Charles Dickens's prompt
copy of A
Christmas
Carol and his
notebook of
character names.

poem was transformed by Eliot's mentor Ezra Pound.
"Make up your mind," Pound scrawls in thick black
ink, beside a confused image. " 'Perhaps' be
damned," he snaps, catching his protege in a waffled
phrasing. "Echt," he writes, in
German, after eighty-sixing a
whole half page of verse with jagged lines and finally running on a
passage he finds just right.
hi a nearby stack, the twentyeight volumes of .4 IVritcr's Diary,
by Virginia Woolf, occupy a set of
beige paper folders tied up with
red ribbons. Written with a fountain pen in a tight cursive hand, the
journal starts off jauntily enough
soon after New Year's Day of
1915 as Ms. Woolf recounts a trip
to buy meat for supper: "a degrading but rather amusing business. 1
dislike the sight of women shopping. They take it so seriously."
Twenty-six years later the chipper
tone has faded; ten or twelve days elapse with nothing
written at all. "Why was I depressed? I cannot remember," she writes in February of 1941. "We have been to
Charlie Chaplin . . . we found it boring." In her final
entry, on March 24, four days before she walks into
the Ouse and drowns herself, the thoughts seem disconnected; the handwriting peters out halfway across
a page. Her last note concerns a woman she encounters
who tells her that her two sons have been killed in the
war: "... 1 tried to coin a few compliments. But they
perished in the icy sea between us."
Auden is there, too, the man v^^hom the poet Joseph
Brodsky has called "the greatest mind of the twentieth
century": manuscripts of plays he wrote with Christopher Isherwood, an operetta done with Benjamin
Britten, the account of a trip to Iceland with Louis

MacNcicc, family snaps showing a dressed-up nineyear-old out on an English moor with his arms embracing amassive boulder as if he had just set it down
there himself. And notebook after notebook of poetry, composed in now fading black ink on the righthand page of ledgers, with the left often reserved for
noodlings and second thoughts — none of which, had
Auden been properly consulted, would probably ever
have seen the light of day. "Shameless envious Age!"
he wrote before his death, in 1973, "when the Public
will shell out more cash for note-books and sketches
that were never intended for
them. . . . Observing erasures
and blunders, every amateur
thinks: / could have done it as

wclir

These, and some 130,000 other
rare books, manuscripts, letters,
' diaries, and various artifacts composing what is arguably the most
exquisite collection of nineteenthand twentieth-century English
and American literature in the
country, reside in the Berg Collection, on the third floor of the
New York Public Library, in
Manhattan. Situated in a lordly
suite of rooms floored in French
marble and paneled in pale Austrian oak, and cooled to a steady
sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit to prevent the molecules
in all the old paper from moving about too energetically, the Berg achieves its distinction not by being the
largest collection, or even a truly comprehensive one.
It occupies only a tiny nook of the mammoth NYPL,
whose own holdings in the rarities field include one of
Jefferson's drafts of the Declaration of Independence, a
Gutenberg Bible, and the 1310Tickhill Psalter, worth
about $5 million. Neither is the Berg nearly so extensive as the Bcinecke Library, at Yale, with its Boswell,
Gertrude Stein, and Goethe, or the Alderman Library,
at the University of Virginia, with its heavy supply of
Faulkner, or the Houghton Library, at Harvard,
which has Emily Dickinson, Samuel Johnson, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, and Herman Melville. The biggest
player, until the oil bust of the mid-197()s, was the

How the Bcv(^ Collection amassed this century's
most private papers
so
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Ransom library, at the University
of Texas, Austin, which, when it
wanted something in the nature ot
English literature, simply found
out where it was and bought it—
from (Jeorge Bernard Shaw and Joseph Conrad to John Masefield,
T. E. Lawrence, and Ford Madox
Ford. In 1967 Texas boxed up and
shipped home to Austin just about
the entire contents of Evelyn Waugh's house.
But the other rare-books libraries, many ot them
newer at the business than the Berg, have had to compete so furiously for shelf stock — it is not uncommon
for aggressive curators to send out solicitations to living writers, the more avant-garde of whom can make
almost as much money selling to a library as to a publisher— that they often end up sticking themselves
with literary material not exactly destined for the ages.
"There were seventeen poets identified with the Beat
generation, of which perhaps two have any lasting value, and Texas probably has fifteen of them," says
Glenn Horowitz, a prominent Manhattan book dealer
whose current hot stock item is a truckload of the early
papers of Vladimir Nabokov. "The great strength ot
the Berg is that it's uniformly rich in materials of significant literary value. You just don't find the same
uniformity
in the
The reason
for others."
its eminence can be traced to its
founders, a pair of slightly eccentric bachelor doctors
named Albert and Henry Berg, the sons of an immigrant tailor, who collected books m their town house
off Fifth Avenue, which was also inhabited by three
canaries, all named "Dickie," and read to each other in
the evening from their favorite authors: Charles Dickens, William Makepeace Thackeray, and Sir Walter
Scott. Albert, who donated the collection to the NYPL after
his brother died, in
It was not until
1969 that anyone
knew the Berj^
possessed
the fro)n
"hot" letters
Virj^inia Wool f to
Vita Sacki'ilU'IVest; then hioi^rapliers iiad a heyday. The relentless researcher
Henry Thoreau
stuffed his notehooks with wildflowers.

1938, pioneered
in abdominal surgery
at
Mount Sinai Hospital,
where he won a reputation for his authoritarian and demanding mien
in the operating room.
In the course of one operation he complained so
vociferously about the
incompetence of his assistants that his patient on the table, who
had been given only a partial anestiietic,
piped up during the removal ot part oi his
stomach and said, "Won't somebcHly
lierg?"
help asDr."high
plciisc
Known
spot" collectors, the lierg brothers
stuck pretty close to the standard works and managed

Bio(^mplicrs from
all over the world use the Ber^.
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E' to acquire sonic 3,500 volumes, in__, _-^ ^-^ , eluding sixty of the One Hundred
Books Fiinioiis in Hti<^lish LitcrcUurc, a
Xj Jq X\ vJ
collecting guide published in 1902
COLLECTION
by the Grolier Club, that would be
T

U

H

y.y
rc
todaan
library to pu
e emwere
nsivth
pese
exha
preohib
rsy also had everything
heel
otiv
brit
Th

from first editions of Chapman's
Homer and Spenser's The Faerie
Queene to the works of Coleridge and Wordsworth,
down to Alfred Lord Tennyson and Oscar Wilde, not
to mention the unique three-volume first edition, first
issue of the Lord Amherst-Walter Thomas WallaceAlfred Bernheim-Seth Sprague Terry copy of The Life
and Stran<^e Surprizing Adventures of Rohitison Crusoe of
York, Mariner, which Dr. Berg bought in 1939 from
the great New York bookseller Thomas J. Gannon for
$1,450 and which today is worth about $35,000.
Immediately after its founding, the Berg was
enhanced considerably by the addition of two much
larger collections. The first, consisting
of 16,000 books that had been amassed
since the turn ofthe century by W. T. H.
Howe, president ofthe American Book
Company in Cincinnati, included
Gray's "An Elegy Wrote [sic] in a Country Church Yard" and the prompt copy
for Dickens's performance of A Christmas Carol, the one he used during the
ninety-minute, emotional stem-winder
he gave on his American tour in 1867.
Next came the 15,000-book collection
of Owen D. Young, chairman of the
General Electric Company. Among his
holdings were numerous manuscripts
and rare volumes representing Robert Burns, Lewis
Carroll, Mark Twain, and Rudyard Kipling; a first
The late Lola
Szladits, director
of the Berj^ from
1969 to 1990.
The original manuscript ofT. S.
Eliot's "The
Waste Land"
shows Ezra
Pound's deletions
and marginal expletives (inink)
and Eliot's wife
Vivienne's
changes (in
pencil).

edition of Milton's Paradise Lost that had belonged to
Alexander Pope; and another batch of Dickens, in this
one a book of memoranda showing how he had got
names for some of his characters — Magwitch, in Great
Expectations, and Stiltstalking, in Little Dorrit — off the
parish register of a country church. Young had also
got hold of "Tamerlane," a potboiler in verse recounting the adventures of an Oriental monarch trying to
find his lost love, published in 1827 by Edgar Allan
Poe when he was only eighteen. The most recent copy
turned up in 1988, when a Massachusetts man bought
it for $15 from the unsuspecting owner of a New
Hampshire antiques store and promptly had it auctioned off at Sotheby's for $198,000. The Berg owns
two of them. "Like the ladies of Boston," said Lola
Szladits, who was director ofthe Berg from 1969 to
1990, "we don't have to go out and buy our hats; we
already
Aside own
from them."
inheriting much of its valuable stock.

the Berg benefited from being directed by only two
curators in its fifty-one-year history, each of whom
expanded the collection in a consistent and remarkable
fishion. The first was John Gordan, a Harvard Ph.D.
with a specialty in Conrad, who oversaw its conversion from a private preserve to a general scholarly
resource whose contents only researchers of spotless
credentials would be allowed to use. Dressed impeccably in a gray suit invariably decorated with a silk
handkerchief, Gordan spoke mellifluously in a rich
baritone and displayed a courtly set of manners. "He
was a Virginian and as a Virginian very proud — I suppose 'imperious' is the word," says Kenneth Lohf,
librarian for rare books and manuscripts at Columbia
University. "He also knew how to talk to wealthy
women," a talent especially useful in dealing with the
phalanx of Park Avenue widows confronted with the
task of finding a repository for their dead husbands'
collections. When it came to literary matters having to
do with sex, however, his courtliness bordered on
prissiness. One longtime friend recalls Gordan's
showing him, with some embarrassment, a set of notes jotted down by the
poet Rupert Brooke, complete with
sexual illustrations that Gordan deemed
"pornographic" and so never listed in
the Berg's catalog. It was also not until
after Gordan's death, in 1968, that the
Berg told the world it had all of Virginia
Woolf's letters to Vita Sackville-West.
To his thinking their explicit sexual
content was hardly proper ground for
scholarly digging.
In the early years he altered the collection, away from being what was merely
a potpourri of museum pieces given by
monied literary groupies to being one that actively
acquired manuscripts, letters, journals, and notebooks, which could provide scholars greater insight
into a writer's work. When the Berg bought "The
Waste Land" for $18,000 in 1958— the manuscript had
been presented by Eliot in the 1920s to the literary
patron John Quiiin, who also picked up "The Love
Song of J. Alfred Prufrock," for $2 a page — it discovered that the work had been altered not only by Ezra
Pound but also, considerably, by Eliot's wife Vivienne. It was she, for instance, who took the ds out of
the famous ending to one ofthe stanzas ("HURRY UP
PLEASE ITS TIME/Goonight Bill. Goonight Lou. Goonight May. Goonight./Ta ta. Goonight. Goonight.")
and then penciled in on the margin, "Splendid last
Gordan also gathered writers who complemented
one another — ofthe Bloomsbury group, not only Virginia and Leonard Woolf but Vanessa Bell, E. M.
Forster,
lines." and Lytton Strachey; or figures from the Irish
renaissance,
among the holdings of which is an

'Tm not interested in individuals;
Vm interested in their questions'^ said Szladits.
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When Henry
Miller's works
were outlawed in
the 1940s, the
library's director
hid Tropic of
his
desk.
Capricorn
in

BERG
COLLECTION

Ujoy

unusual correspondence involving
some 2,000 letters exchanged between Lady Gregory and W. B.
Yeats. "Dear Willie," she writes on
one occasion. "There is not much

ve you ever
urge he
tried into stpiayctin
Durebl. inHa as it is with-

out your own self in it?"
When the Berg went after individuals, ittried to compile archives
showing a writer from several different angles. Of
Henry David Thoreau, for example, it has notebooks,
letters, journals, even a pencil he made by inserting a
piece of graphite into the middle of two half-round
pieces of a dried twig, and the intricate survey map he
drew of Walden Pond: circumference, 1.7 miles; deepest point, 102 feet. What emerges is the picture of a
man relentless in his research, a regular pack rat in the
field, who stuffed his notebooks with wisps of weeds
and wildflowers, recording their Latin names on little
torn bits and pieces of paper dropped between the
pages; he filled up the back of his memorial-service
program for the abolitionist martyr John Brown with
data concerning the spawning rate offish. "Walks out
of the house with a better grace than he goes in . . . ,"
reads his self-profile, "to be raised at any season, by
day or night . . . by a smart stroke upon any pine tree
in the woods of Concord."

After Gordan's death, the directorship was passed
on to Lola Szladits, pronounced sladitch, a native of
Budapest, who held the position for twenty years,
until her death, this spring. She spoke in a clipped, precise Middle European accent that did little to invite
familiarity on the part of strangers. With the ability to
recite page after page of poetry — especially Yeats, her
favorite — she spoke six languages fluently and exuded
a knowledge of literature, art, and music that seemed
all-encompassing. "She was one of the last of the
scholar-curators," says Paul Fasana, the director of
research libraries at the NYPL. "When you were talking to her it was like listening to someone engaging in a
literary stream of consciousness. She went so fast and
came up with such obscure literary references — I could
go through an entire lunch with Lola and understand
only one-tenth of what she was communicating."
V/hilc her intellectual flamboyance might endear
her to scholars, it did not get her too far in the low-key
world inhabited by librarians. In New York, she lasted
only nine months as a general-reference clerk in the art
division of the NYPL, because she could not stand
dealing with the mundane requests of the general public. To her delight one day, Aldous Huxley popped in,
looking to document the fact that the Italian painter
Carlo Crivelli would invariably paint cucumbers into
his pictures of the Holy Family as a sort of signature.
(Continued oti pai^e 126)

Picking out future stars
takes self-confidence and a lot of luck.
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he last time Randy Graff
went to the Tony Awards,
as she ought to again on this June
3, she was dressed as a street
urchin — a male street urchin. She
was to perform with the cast of Le5
Miserables, and though she played
Fantine in the show, the company
was doing a number without Fantine, so she went on looking like
one ofthe Dead End Kids. Sharing
a couch backstage, waiting to go

COUNT

ON

RANDY

By Michael

McWilliams

rough
dying onstage
every Oolie/
night."
Theatrically
speaking,
Donna does anything but die. "I
get to cries.
talk! IBut
get she
to crack
Graff
resentsjokes!"
being

on, Graff went gaga: "You would
not believe the people sitting on
this couch — from Helen Hayes to
Bill Hurt to Kathleen Turner to

typecast in the Eve Arden School
of Priceless Helpmates and longs

Jessica Tandy. I turned to Bea

for parts that are "more challenging." Like every other "New
York actor," she wants it all. Role

Arthur and said, 'Could you pass
me a cookie?'
This year, Graff should get
more than a cookie. Her dual,

model? Angela Lansbury. "She's a
respected
actress,sheshe's
got
her own stage
TV series,
makes

mirror-image roles as wisecracking secretaries with cocker-spaniel
hearts in the Larry Gelbart-Cy
Coleman— David Zippel musical
smash City of Angels are the stuff
Tony talk is made of.
"Uh-oh," she coos, with just a
trace of admonishment. "You
said the T word!"
As Donna in City of Angels,
Graff is a golden-age-of-Holly-

movies, and she's got her own
As a little
girl, Graff wanted to
exercise
video."
be somebody else; she announced
to her mother one day that she
needed no more piano lessons, becausematic
she was
to be "aTyler
draactressgoing
like Mary
Moore." But, she adds now, "I
meant Laura Petrie." Today, as it
turns out, Graff takes an exercise

wood mogul's secretary; she is
flesh and blood and feels the sting
of unrequited love. As Oolie,
Graff is Gal Friday to a Philip Marlowe—ish PI; she is imaginary and
sails through pain. In the middle
of act 2, Donna and Oolie take
turns singing the showstopper of

class
want
don't
It

despite her longing for a challenge, Graff wonders, somewhat
perplcxingly, about her selfimage. "I never fantasized about
playing a glamour girl, because I
never felt like a glamour girl. I
usually play women who are
warm and humorous and downto-earth and strong and yet soft,

word singsong — like Coleman's
"If My Friends Could See Me
Now" in slow motion — and Graff
whips her tongue around every
lyric, savoring each joke.
. . . faithful and true as a Saint
Bernard

Wc know.
like it. When
described her
you know?"
as a "/i7//i tioir
alluding to

Barking up the wrong damn tree,
You can always count on me.
At thirty-five, the Brooklynborn Graff is something of a hardluck girl herself, an actress who

Meet

has "paid her dues," which is a
gallant way of saying that Meryl
Streep got all of her parts.
The first role Graff originated
on Broadway, she recalls, was the

the showstopper in
City of Angels

OCKENFELS

What is more, we
told that somebody
role in City of Angels
Miss Marmelstein,"
the one character

people remember from the 1962
also-ran / Can Get It for You Wholesale, Randy Graff looks flushed.
"That was Streisand's big vehicle,
right? Well, good. I hope Miss
Oolie
my big
vehicle."
It is.isMiss
Ciraff,
it is. D
Michael McWilliams is a television
critic ofthe Detroit News.

fiery Rosalia in Saravd, "the longest-running Broadway flop."
BY FRANK W

with Moore. Life is funny. "I
to yell, 'Oh, Rob,' but I
have the nerve."
takes nerve to play against

type, too, to inhabit a character far
from your own personality, and

the 1990 Broadway season, "You
Can Always Count on Me, " a sardonic paean to bad-girl goodness.
It is played in an almost metronomic, easy-to-catch-every-

PHOTOGRAPH

Pause. "At least it wasn't Moose
Murders.'^ She made her
Broadway debut in Grease, but
only as an understudy, because
she was so adept at playing everybody else. After ten more years of
stock and such, came Fantine —
just your average dying, diseased
whore. "I loved her, but it was
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The Doctor Did It
on
, s Vag
cent
90ar
ino,
Julyhun2d9r,ed18ye
One van Gogh died in the
arms of his brother Theo
as they lay on the narrow
bed in the room he had rented in a small
auberge in the villaget of Auvers-sur
s
e
w
h
,
s.
Oise an hour nort
of Pari Two
days earlier he had botched an attempt
to shoot himself, somewhere up in the
wheat fields, on the plateau above the
valley that sheltered the village. End of
story? For the rest of that day Theo tried
to submerge his grief as he hurried to
organize the funeral in the teeth of
opposition from the local priest. On the
morning of the thirtieth, Vincent's artist
friends arrived by train from Paris, and,
in company with the few local people he
had got to know during his nearly three
months in Auvers, he was carried up to
the square, walled graveyard among the
wheat fields and laid to rest.
Vincent was only thirty-seven. He
had been pursued by mental instability
since childhood, and after the notorious
incident when he had mutilated his left
ear, two years earlier, his decline into
madness had appeared inexorable.
When Theo went through his brother's
things he found a letter addressed to him
that looked like a suicide note: "Well,
my own work, I am risking my life for
it, and my reason has half foundered
because of it— that's all right — but you
are not among the dealers in men as far
as I know, and you still choose your
side, I think, acting with humanity, but
veux-tu?''
queTheo
was

shattered. Within

six

months he was dead, grief having weakened his resistance to a kidney infection.
Eccentric, depressive,
averse to surgical intervention: Paul-Ferdinand Gachet, M.D., as
seen by his patient.

^7on

By David Swcctman
Twenty-four years later his body was
brought to Auvers to lie beside the
brother he had loved so sclflcssly.
Since Theo's death no one has questioned that basic outline. It fits neatly
into the established view of van Gogh as
an isolated genius, a man driven by the
twin furies of madness and creativity
who had to die by his own hand. It has
led many to latch on to a single painting.
Crows over the Wheat Field, as his final
act: a maddened image of paths that lead
nowhere, of skies clutched by an impending storm, of the menacing approach of a flock of black crows, symbols of violence and death. Such a view
explains the main gap in the story —
what was he doing with a gun? Clearly
he had borrowed it to scare away the
birds that bothered him while he
painted. You remember the film: Kirk
Douglas goes mad; the camera whirls
around; BANG!
story be. aThre s ceoxuanmtisnation
ac
of
ed
those who kntehew ahcicmeptin
in
o
t
g
c
i
d
s
n
a
r
r
e
t
Auv
are con
hi
Not
ng. ll hat
ry and self-servi
A t
is known
for sure is that van Gogh left the auberge
venth
after lunch on the twenty-se
car.
rying his usual painting equipment The
Ravoux family, who kept the inn, were
sitting on their veranda after supper
when they saw him return, clutching his
stomach and walking oddly. He
brushed their inquiries aside and went
up to his room. A little later, they found
him stretched out on the bed with blood
d
on his clothes. They summone
Dr.
.
r
e
n
o
Mazery, the local practiti
At Vin,
ce
en
st
si
in
cent's
they also sent a nmaensdi
sage to his friend Dr. Paul-Ferd
.
t
e
e
Gach
who had a hous not far away.
The two doctors examined the patient,
but in the end Mazery withdrew and left
matters in the hands of Gachet.

n

Thirty years later, Gachet's son Paul

wrote a memoir of his father in which he
included the diagnosis of Vincents
condition. The artist had, according to
Gachet pere, attempted to shoot himself
in the chest but had pointed the gun so
low that the bullet had passed, without
touching any major organs, to settle
near the spine. It was this that prevented
any medical intervention, for surgeons
hesitated at the time to remove anything
so lodged. A miraculous recovery, according to Gachet, was all they could
hope for, and initially it seemed possible. When Theo arrived from Paris the
next day, Vincent was no worse, and
Theo wrote his wife, Jo, saying that his
brother might once again prove lucky.
But as the evening wore on, it became
clear that infection had set in and that the
patient was sinking fast.
Bad luck? Only if one accepts Gachet's diagnosis, for with the decision to
do nothing, Vincent was effectively
doomed. Yet there is every reason to
suspect that Gachet's view that the
patient was inoperable represented a later attempt to justify his inaction.
Paul-Ferdinand Gachet was sixty-one
when van Gogh came to Auvers. He
was a collector of avant-garde art who
had supported the Impressionists in the
early days. He was also an amateur
painter and etcher, and this, along with
an interest in the nascent study of mental
illness, was thought to make him especially useful to those with troubles of the
creative mind. He had been friendly
with Pissarro and at his request had been
able to help Cezanne through a difficult
period. As a medical student Gachet had
discovered in himself an unconquerable
aversion to the dissection of the cadaver.
He chose to write a graduate. thesis
called "A Study of Melancholy." As
time went by Gachet turned more and
more toward alternative medicine. Today, his interest in homeopathy seems
perfectly reasonable, but his dabbling in

Cicr

Nothing hi the accepted story cf Vincent's ''suicide'' hears examination.
electric-shock treatment for venereal
diseases borders on quackery. He was
an unrepentant eccentric and flamboyant dresser. His attic studio had all
the appearance of an alchemist's laboratory, decorated with the death masks of
murguillotined
Z derers.
Despite
dramatic imQ
J
||
I
|i

Cachet's prescription:
Hope for a miracle.

provements in
surgical techniques during
the period, his
revulsion against
all forms of surgical intervention never diminished.
When Theo

arranged the transfer of his brother from
the asylum in Saint-Remy, where he
had been since his self-mutilation, to
Auvers, his aim was to place Vincent
near to Gachet. But from the start the
doctor was only vaguely interested in
his new artist-patient. When Theo first
described Vincent's symptoms,
thought by his Provencal doctors to be
the result of inherited epilepsy exaggerated by overwork and alcohol, Gachet
did not hesitate to proclaim that he
would soon be cured. He had not yet
examined the patient.
When they first met, Vincent concluded that the doctor was as much in
need of help as he was. Gachet had to
attend his clinic in Paris three days a
week and decided that all Vincent
needed was a little counseling, which
would best be done over the occasional
lunch. As Vincent had a horror of
formal meals and Gachet suffered from
bad digestion, these encounters resulted
in mutual misery. But that was as far as
Gachet would go. From the first, Vincent was on his own.
His condition had much improved on
his leaving the drab confines of the asylum. He had regular meals and some
companionship at the auberge. Theo
and Jo and their newborn first child,
Vincent Willem, were not far off, in
Paris, and in an emergency there would
be, presumably, Gachet. Vincent
worked with all the vigor of the past
four years, turning out a painting a day
during his time in Auvers, though it is
clear that a great deal of the turbulence
and fire of the southern works had been
dampened down. Was he, as some have
concluded,
like a singer who has
90

stretched his voice once too often and
can no longer reach the higher notes?
Did Vincent van Gogh shoot himself
in despair because he had witnessed the black crows of creative death?
Nothing could be further from the
truth. What the Auvers works reveal is
an artist struggling to find a new way
forward. He knew that the violent, tortured colors of the south had pushed
him further and further down the road
to abstraction, away from his earlier
fidelity to nature. Now he wanted to
pull back. On his way through Paris to
Auvers, Theo had taken him to see a
new work by Pierre Puvis de Chavannes. Inter Arte s et Natur am. Puvis was
one of the rare nonacademic artists trying to update the classical tradition, and
this painting had a stunning effect on
Vincent, who saw in it a manifesto for
the balance between art and nature that
he was now determined to pursue. If he
had had the chance to continue the Auvers experiments, another great burst of
creative endeavor would likely have followed. The real tragedy of his suicide at
thirty-seven is that we have been deprived of so much more.

True, he went out that day with a gun,
probably up to a lane beside the local
chateau, where he put a bullet in himself. According to the most reliable
source, he fainted. When he came to, he
scrabbled around trying to find the gun
but could not. The Ravoux family
maintained that they, too, were unable
to trace it subsequently. When he had
recovered sufficiently, he staggered
back to the auberge.
This was not the first time he had tried
to kill himself. There had been four previous attempts. The incident with the
ear was most likely the first. Thereafter,
he tried to poison himself by drinking
turpentine or by swallowing his paints.
Every time, someone saved him. But in
Auvers he was examined by a doctor
who under no circumstances was going
to permit an operation to take place.
Even if Gachet's subsequent record of
his diagnosis was correct, it still seems
bizarre that no attempt was made to get
the victim to a hospital. Did the strange
Dr. Gachet simply decide that, if his
patient wanted to die, he should be
allowed to do so?

Vincent's act was a gesture rather
than a true attempt at suicide. This was
commit suicide at that
made clear a few years ago when the art
moment? Gachet later
historian Jan Hulsker realized that the
claimed that he had beento supposed suicide note was the rejected
want
first draft of a letter that Vincent had
mad ftohren,somdied hteime and
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determination to get on with his work.
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goes out of the window, along with the
rest of the modernist baggage about the
order him out. Why did Gachet not do
g
somethin then? Why did he allow his
isolated genius who poured his tortured
d
life into his art.
patient to go off unattende if he now
t
?
n
knew he was viole
again Once more
The simple fact is that while Vincent
the man suffered, his great gift to us is
it is tempting to assume that this story
ed
represent
a later attempt to stack the
the glorious sanity of his work. His
struggle was not to infect his canvases
evidence inlablfe amavdnoesrs. of Vincent's uncontrol
with his violent seizures but to exclude
them. Rather than seeing himself as a
Others have emphasized that, in the
fortnight before his suicide, Theo wrote
prophet of modernism, Vincent van
to tell Vincent that the infant Vincent
Gogh felt himself part of the broad culWillem, named after him, was seriously
ture of the nineteenth century, of an unill. How could Vincent forget that their
broken tradition in Europe firmly attached to the study of nature and its
own parents' first child, the first Vincent Willem, was stillborn, and that he
transformation into art. Just as he was
about to affirm that role fully, however,
himself was born on exactly the same
he was allowed to die. D
day a year later and named after him?
The thought that now another Vincent
David Sweetman is the author of Van
Willem might die could have been the
Gogh: His Life and His Art, which will be
psychological last straw.
So, did he really mean to kill himself?
published hy Crown Publishers.
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Bank of the Oise at Auvers
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The Last Seventy Days
Vincent van Gogh came to
Auvers-sur-Oise in the spring
of 1890. On July 29, he was
dead of a self-inflicted gunshot
wound. Here are twelve of the
seventy canvases he painted in
the meantime. Are these the

A Corner in Daubigny 's Garden

phantasms of a mind in despair? Not at all. They signal
ergrowth with Two Figures

the artist's retreat from abstraction, a return to his earlier fidelity to nature. And those
late, late black crows? Just
part of the landscape.

Women Crossing the Fields

To see his late work in context, visit the magisterial retroatAmsterdam's
Rijksmuscum spectiveVincent
van Gogh,
through July 30.
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IN MOTION
JUST WHAT MAKES ALESSANDRA FERRI
SUCH
A BEWITCHING
BALLERINA?
BY

JOHN

SIMON

-^

PHOTOGRAPHS

BY

MARK

HANAUER

Unlike most ballerinas, who think with their feet, Alessandra Ferri thinks on her feet.
Among the ballet dancers I have met — and they are fun to know — there have been some
smart ones, a few pseudo-intellectuals, but hardly any to whom mind mattered. And why
should they be intellectuals when even ordinary intelligence is not a necessary part of a dancer's
equipment? Alessandra Ferri, however, even though she would not call herself an intellectual, is
bursting with intellectual curiosity and marshals her canny msights quickly and lucidly. And that
may just be a major factor in what makes this young Italian ballerina with American Ballet
Theatre a significant artist, potentially a great one. ""^^ At five feet three inches, she is of shorter
stature than many of our better-known ballerinas, particularly the Balanchine kind. But there are
notable exceptions: Natalia Makarova, for one. Ferri is not, at first glance, beautiful, which, in
any case, is no prerequisite, though it helps. There are ballerinas just one of whose photographs can haunt you all your life: have you ever seen a picture of Nini Theilade? There are
others, whom you did see, and whose beauty you cannot comb out of your memory:
Tamara Toumanova, Ludmila Tcherina, Moira Shearer, Sono Osato, Valentina
Kozlova, Suzanne Farrell. Sometimes, this beauty is only an onstage beauty, but
that is enough. Ferri, who actually looks better offstage than on, comes
across as a prematurely wise street urchin — perhaps a gamine in an
expressionist painting: a face fierce with personality that scorns
prettiness. It is triangular, this face, with the great
domed forehead of a thinker; but then it narrows rapidly into a cunningly
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She did not just visit. She joined the company and stayed.
pointed, vixenish chin. The hair is
dark; the eyes, brown; the complexion, dusky. It is a face that
stands up to be counted, with emphatic, unbreakable features. A
face full of passionate life that
defies us not to be in love with it.
And,
so could
many love
dancers'
faces, aunlike
face that
back.
This young woman is no narcissist. Just as, tete-a-tete, her conversation holds nothing back, her
dancing, onstage, speaks to us
with a message that is outgoing,
penetrant, clear.
At twenty-seven, Ferri is an international star, as beloved in Europe as in America; before she is
through, she will annex the rest of
the world. The choreographer

'

John Taras, ABT's associate artistic director (since resigned), chats
with me as we watch Ferri rehearse Giselle in a hot rehearsal hall
in Miami Beach. Taras points to a
moment in the choreography
where Ferri does a simple releve.
He remarks, "hi my day, they
used to jump there — Alicia Mar-

Ferri's Favorites

t

Alessandra Ferri's repertoire for
American Ballet Theatre's fiftiethanniversary season ranges from the
hallowed Giselle and that classical paragon Nikiya, in the excerpt from La
'^«e»,.

Bayadere known as "The Kingdom of
the Shades," to leads in such recent

'^Uf'j^U '^^''^s ^s Twyla Tharp's In the Upper
- ' ' -^^ Room. Asked which three roles, if that
were all that was allowed her, she
would pick, she unhesitantly names
-**''>*.tx at
that carefree girl in Don Quixote ("It's
so much fun and you can just let go")
and the heroine in MacMillan's Romeo
and Juliet, both of which are also
among her current roles. Juliet is the
only one in which she may be seen on a
commercial videotape (with the
Royal Ballet, on HBO Video). She is
not so sure about her third choice,
though she dreams of doing Tatiana in
John Cranko's Eugene Onej^in. But Giselle and the Chcrubin of Roland
As the spitfire
Kitri, in
Don Quixote,
Ferri drives
fans wild.

Petit's Le Diahle Amoureux are close
runncrs-up, and so is Odcttc-Odilc, in
Swan Lake, which she feels she has yet
to mature into. It is a nicely rounded
dance diet: something for the girl, the
woman, the hellion.
— J.S.

kova, for instance." Yet his admiration for Ferri is enormous: "She
has somcthmg American dancers
usually lack. They tend to worry
about their feet, their hands, their
torsos — their technique. This girl
is an
As artist."
long as ballet criticism —
both that of critics and that by balletomanes— has existed, people
have debated
ments in termsdancers'
of two achievecriteria:
technique and artistry. At one extreme, there is the dancer with
strong technique, who can toss off
battements and entrechats as if
they were so many fmger snappings, but who lacks the refinement, the lyricism, the expressiveness, the je ne sais quoi that
comes under the rubric of artistry.
At the other extreme, there is the
dancer of exquisite grace, flowing
line, sense of period style, who,
however, does not have the elevation, the extension, and so on that
come with strong technique.
Needless to say, the split is seldom
that pronounced, but it does exist.
Thus Moscow's Bolshoi Ballet
has always been better-known for
its
for technique;
its artistry. Leningrad's Kirov,
In Boston and New York, in
my student days, one tended to
distinguish between the extraordinary technique one got at the
various Ballets Russes, and the interesting new style, the artistry,
that was evolving among young
American dancers in various
American companies, and notably
Ballet Theatre (as it was called
then). There dancers such as Nora
Kaye andjohn Kriza and a nimibcr
of others developed a sort of dancing in which theatricality and human immediacy came ahead of

Russo-Yugoslav Igor Youskevitch; there was the dark, broodingly aloof Hugh Laing, from
Britain; from Canada, there was
that sexy, merry fireball Melissa
Hayden; from Denmark, that paragon of manly elegance Erik
Bruhn. Some of these were fixtures; others came and went; but
not until Mikhail Baryshnikov
took over the reins of ABT were
foreign stars — other than himself— dispensed with. True, Misha did bring over a twenty-twoyear-old leading dancer from
Britain's Royal Ballet, Alessandra
Ferri — she was tiny enough to
make him a good partner — but for
the rest, he favored Americans
promoted from the corps.
Yet these Americans, despite
very dependable technique, tended to lack the brilliance, the bravura that does not forfeit finesse, the
artistry endemic to European
dancers that so often eludes the
homegrown

product. Ferri was

Baryshnikov's and ABT's masterstroke. Unlike another lovely, living-porcelain ballerina from Italy,
Carla Fracci, who merely made
guest appearances with ABT, Ferri
joined the company and, aside from
appearances elsewhere, stayed.
How do you define this precious balletic "artistry"? Well,
how do you define what is poetry?
There are things, midway between heaven and earth, that, all
scholarly and critical efforts notwithstanding, remain undefinable. Still, one must keep trying.
And how better than by catching
Ferri in Washington, with Roland
Petit's Ballet National de Marseille, ina very "modern" ballet of
Petit's, Le Diahle Amoureux (The
Devil in Love), and then following her to Miami, where she was

pure technique — especially when
such a lyrical choreographer as
Antony Tudor, or such a razzma-_
tazzy one as Jerome Robbins, was
devising the steps.

to open American Balletseason
Theatre's
fiftieth-anniversary
by
dancing the title part in Giselle, a
hallowed (Romantic) classic and

But this plucky yoimg American company, directed by Lucia
Cubase, did depend on quite a few
foreign, or foreign-born, stars to
lend it luster. There was the incomparably sensuous Alicia
Alonso, from C'uba; there was the
dashingly yet also tenderly virile

the diametrical
opposite
To
watch Ferri
cover oi"
theDiahle?
antipodes in rapid succession might
enlighten us about her artistry, at
any rate. But before flying off to
Washington, I interviewed, while
he was on his way through New
York, Roland Petit himself
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Alessandra Ferri was Baryshnikov's and ABT's masterstroke.
Petit has created one of the most
challenging of modern ballerina
roles: the Gypsy heroine of Carmen, memorably portrayed by the
young Margot Fonteyn. So impressed was he with Ferri's way
with the part that he choreographed Diahle "on" (as they say
in ballet parlance) Alessandra.
Over coffee, Petit was overflowing with praise for Ferri: her talent, her discipline as a quick study
and hard worker, her easiness to
get along with. But what is unique
about her? Not even Petit can
come up with a definition. "Every
dancer is unique," Petit says. Yet
with her quiet intensity and
joyous sparkle — her artistry —
Ferri reminds him of the youthful
Fonteyn, before she became a
Dame and the grand lady of ballet.
Not bad, that; personally, however, if comparisons were not odious, I would liken her to the
young Lynn Seymour, on whom
Kenneth MacMillan choreographed his Juliet.
Le Diable Amoureux, a ballet

Some of her
"In Europe,
Italian
mystiqueheritage.
is her

history is in

anybody's
blood.
your blood —

suggested to Petit by the playwright Jean Anouilh, is based on a
more known than read novel of
1772 by Jacques Cazotte. The ballet concerns the devil's machinations to obtain the soul — or, more
accurately perhaps, body — of a
young man he has fallen in love
with. Himself assuming the shape
of a young man, the devil, all in
black, tries to lure his love object
into conjuring up the prince of
darkness, but his appeals to greed
and ambition fail. The man in
black then, by a kind of hellish cell
division, appears in another guise:
as Cherubin, a very ingenuous
youth ready to serve our hero.
The latter is suspicious, but, as
Petit puts it in a program note,
"surrenders to the ambiguous allure of the boy."
At a dance, the man in black
reappears and provokes our hero
into a fight. Cherubin slips him a
knife and he, ostensibly, kills his
adversary. The young man and
Cherubin run from the pursuing
soldiery until, shielding his master's body with his own, Cherubin isshot and mortally wounded.
(Continued on pa^^e 128)
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There is something to delight
every fancy

By Mary McDougall
Photographs

by David Montgomery

n mid-June London is in flower. The streets are full of women in romantic hats on their
way to Ascot. Debutante balls are given. The art world gathers for the year's
most important auction sales at Sotheby's and Christie's. The best hotels are
full of visitors lured by summer art
exhibitions, new plays, and hopes of
good weather. And then the annual
Grosvenor House Antiques Fair, from
June 14 to June 23, caps all the pleasures
of a London June.
This year it promises to be better than
ever. In 1979, a strike at the Grosvenor
House Hotel stopped the fair, which
had taken place there for almost forty
years. Disgruntled exhibitors (taking
with them the fair's royal patronage)
arranged their own event, which became the biennial Burlington House
Antiques Fair. When the Grosvenor
show opened again, in 1983, the British
Antique Dealers' Association returned,
but the Burlington fair continued until
1987. This year, Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother, is back as the Grosvenor fair's patron.
The' theme this year is Italy and the
grand tour — that educational trip
through Europe that young English
gentlemen and their tutors used to make
in the eighteenth century. The Queen
Mother has lent two Canalettos to the
British Antique Dealers' stand, and the
exhibitors who can are making an effort
to show something the young gentlemen might have bought. Spink & Son,
Ltd., from its endearingly eclectic
stock, has produced an imposing portrait of an English baronet with the
Colosseum behind him; Mallett at
Bourdon House, Ltd., an oversize head
of a Roman emperor; Clifton Little
Venice, a wonderful Roman sarcophagus. But many, like Lin and Emile Deletaillc, the distinguished Belgian dealers
in primitive art, fmd it hard to come up
with something relevant.
Yet a theme seems unnecessary. The
Grosvenor House Fair does not need a
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Adams,
NICHOLAS

gimmick; it is the most important antiques fair in the world. The Paris Biennale des Antiquaires may be more spectacular. Many French dealers are also
decorators, and in the enormous Grand
Palais the dramatic richness of the
stands is as much a part of the show as
the works of art. The organizers are trying to encourage this at Grosvenor
House. Although Nicholas Vandekar
admits that professional design brought
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a great deal of extra attention to his porcelain stand last year, on the whole there
is resistance to the idea. "People mistake
panache for quality," says John Yorke,
of Mallett. "It may be very glamorous,
but it is not our style," says Roger Keverne, of Spink, in his voice the slight distaste with which the English speak of a
well-dressed and well-made-up foreign
woman. There are hints too that the
French do not understand vetting.
the vetting
House
nor
sve
At isGro
lous.
icu
One hundred
met
and twenty-five experts divided into eighteen committees examine every item in the fair. If there is the
slightest doubt, an item must be withdrawn. Even the most august have been
found wanting. One of London's leading furniture dealers had to remove a
star piece, a million-pound Boulle desk,
last year, and some time ago an old,
established picture dealer in a period of
managerial transition had to change its
entire exhibit twice before the pictures it
offered were found worthy. It is notjust
a question of distinguishing the fine
from the shoddy. There is a talented
maker of Faberge now working in
Hong Kong, but you can tell the fake
from the real by its superior workmanship. A member of the picture-vetting
committee told me that the same applies
to English pictures. "They paint them
too well. They cannot capture the hint
of naivete in someone like Arthur Devis." If anything you buy at the fair, or
indeed anything you buy in the shop of a
member of the British Antique Dealers'
Association, is found to be wrong, the
return of your money is guaranteed.
The fair is staged in the Great Room
of the Grosvenor House Hotel, and it is
a kind of antiques-dealers' ball. "Almost any antiques dealer if he were
invited to take a stand would accept,"
says Christopher Clarke, a former
chairman. The newer and smaller dealers dream of finding fame and fortune
there. "Sometimes I see something that
is expensive, and I would not buy it for
my shop," a country dealer told me,
"but then I think it is striking, and I will
get it and take it to the fair. " This is partly because if something is expensive in
the country, people think that it is too
much, whereas in London they "accept
price." But the antiques
that that is the
establishment disapproves of getting
special things for the fair. Stewart Whittington, of Norman Adams, Ltd., quite
young but establishment by virtue of
the fact that his firm has been one of
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SAYS ONE
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"It may

BE

VERY GLAMOROUS,
BUT IT IS NOT

OUR

STYLE.

London's leading English furniture
dealers for over half a century, is disdainful. "It gives the wrong impression.
People then go to their shops and are
disappointed. We go to the fair to meet
our friends. We do not keep anything
special," he concludes dismissively;
"just take some things from stock."
Still, the fair can bring business even
to the very well known. Thos. Agnew
& Sons, Ltd., the preeminent London
picture dealer, had not taken part for
many years until last year and sold so
much that it is not only coming back this
year but is also going to the Paris Biennale. With so much at stake, emotions
run high. I saw a statuary dealer shaken
almost to tears with the sudden news
that four eighteenth-century Italian
statues of the Seasons from his rival Seago were to grace the entrance. The fair
committee plays hostess, getting the
right people to come, keeping the
wrong people out. "It's hard to play
God, but I think they realize it's for the
good of everyone, " says Elaine Dean, of
BADA, optimistically.
The resulting mixture is a fascinating
and beguiling sight for anyone with any
interest in works of art: the best dealers
showing their best. Bernheimer Fine
Arts, Ltd., has an early-eighteenth-cen-

tury black lacquer commode panited all
over in Watteaucsque scenes for about
tl8(), (){)(); C.John, an important Italian
silk needlepoint table cover for around
£1()(),()()(). For £7(),()()() Mallett has an
important red lacquer dressing mirror
of the Venetian rococo, illustrated in the
standard work on the subject. Garrard,
the crown jewelers, has a very rare
Tompion clock for about £125, ()()(). But
not everything is expensive. William
Drummond, whose charming watercolorb were a sellout last year to a crowd
includingjoan Collins and Dustin Hoffman, is showing an equally appealing
group of nineteenth-century oils on paper, at about £1, ()()() each. He has also a
rare, almost Corot-like Watts of a Tuscan scene. The point is not the cost but
its being the best in its field.
The fair offers an unparalleled display
of works of art and a wonderfully easy
way of seeing them. Instead of traveling
to Holland, Belgium, all over England,
or even just fighting your way through
the trafficjams of London, you can have
everything laid out before you in this
conveniently central location. And
while it can be inhibiting to be alone in a
sho{5 under the appraising eye of its
keeper, here you can browse unselfconsciously and ask whatever questions
you like, confidently, knowing the
dealers have come simply to try to interest and seduce you. You are not trespassing on their ground.
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Mo
deals in outstanding porcelain of any
country or period. He sells only what,
he says, "I can heartily recommend with
my hand on my heart," and his desire is
"to teach clients to recognize quality for
themselves." Stewart Whittington,
whose furniture is famous for its rich
and subtle patina, is equally eager to
educate. "Much is made of provenance,
period, and maker, but the condition of
the wood is often ignored. Patina is the
lustrous depth to wood which comes
from rubbing, polishing, oxidization,
and sunlight, which can turn red maho^
gany to gold or honey-gray. It cannot
be faked, and a country piece with patina can be worth more than a piece by a
famous maker whose surface has been
on." ifDea
yed best
ler
desetrothe
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nts
r sclie
ieveatithat
hav
beltor
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become knowledge
they will return
to them.
The trouble with the best is that it is
(Continued on page 129)
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bove the war zone that is opera hang the
memories, hke mournful ghosts, of countless
young talents that flared early and burned out
ijefore their time, done in, we like to think, by
impresarios who offer too much too soon.
But true greatness makes its way. "Lead me
not into temptation" is no prayer for a hero.
No one in opera is more beset by tempters

Dmitri Hvorostousky
sets the opera
world on its ear

just now than the twenty-seven-year-old Siberian baritone Dmitri Hvorostovsky. His
potential is boundless. The voice is somber
yet sumptuous, like the hues of Rembrandt,
noble, red-blooded, as fit for tenderness as for
command. The presence is commanding,
too. Broad-shouldered, of imposing height,
he takes the stage with a conqueror's stately
pride. In repose, his countenance impresses
with its swelling cheekbones, sensuous
mouth, dark hair shot through with metallic
early gray, and almond eyes that unlock souls
as they slowly sweep the hall. When he sings,
he is more beautiful still, knitting his brows
and baring his teeth like a tiger, letting those
eyes droop shut in private rapture. Caravaggio would have loved to paint him. "Don't I
look like a rock star?" he asked London's entertainment magazine 20/20 not long ago.
Maybe, or maybe some seducer-by-trade of
another tribe: an evangelist.
But no flimflam taints the spell he casts.

Hvorostovsky in Edinburgh, on the brink of a
very big career. His next
American dates: recitals in
Lajolla's Sherwood Auditorium, on October 28, and
at Carnegie Hall, on \'ovember 4; and the Richard
Tucker Music Foundation
gala, at Lincoln Center, on
November 1 1 (to be broadcast on PBS). In the meantime, catch his debut album
on Philips Classics, a collection ofTchaikovsky and
Verdi arias, out this month.

Consider his reading of Tchaikovsky's meditation "Podveeg" (Exploit):
There is glory in battle,
There is valor in struggle,
But the highest honor is in patience,
Love, and devotion.
With this brooding stanza the song begins; to
this stanza it at last returns. With a show of
cheap piety, you could sell it. Hvorostovsky
"shows" nothing, sells nothing. Lost in its
solemnity, grave and alone, he floods one's
being in the sound of his voice. In "Don
Juan's Serenade," where Tchaikovsky strikes
a swashbuckling, Slavic-stage-Spanish vein,
Hvorostovsky is perfect again: predatory, orchidaceous, demonic. Without acting, merely through poetic concentration, he sculpts a
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song through the moment the piano's last
note dies, but then breaks forth, if he is content with himself and the audience, in a blazing grin. It sounds as if something would have
to ring false, but, strangely, nothing does.
Hvorostovsky's gifts transcend his medium. Unlike Placido Domingo, say, who
has vainly courted the masses with nightclub
tunes and zarzuela shows, Hvorostovsky has
it in him to enchant people with no prior
interest in opera or classic song. He belongs in
the charmed circle of Enrico Caruso, John
McCormack, Marian Anderson, Paul Robeson, Fyodor Chaliapin, and Ezio Pinza, in the
past, or Luciano Pavarotti, Jessye Norman,
and Kathleen Battle, today: stars on whom
fame descends — popular fame, fame on the
grandest scale — without exacting from them
any betrayal of their native genius.
The West first took notice of him exactly a
year diff
ago,
of the BBC'sStrictly
CarSingeronof the
the occasion
World competition.
for the trade, one might suppose, but not this
time. Hvorostovsky (Westerners who choke
on the initial Cyrillic x — variously transliterated as h, ch, or kh and pronounced like the ch
in the Scots word loch — may drop it and say
vah-rah-STOV-sky, which is close) presented
himself with "Ombra

mai fu, " from Handel's

Serse, known to churchgoers as "Handel's
Largo"; songs by Hugo Wolf, Rachmaninoff,
and Tchaikovsky; a favorite aria from Tchaikovsky's The Queen of Spades; and three
scenes from Verdi, capping the finals with the
death of Rodrigo from Don Carlo, unfolded in
phrases so endless and so smooth they left listeners breathless with wonder.
Live telecasts carried the proceedings into
millions of British households, and as the
offers began pouring in from La Scala, Covent Garden, the Berlin Opera, not to mention
record companies and the world's top orchestras, ordinary people started accosting him on
the street to tell him how wonderful they
thought he was. Everyone wanted more. But
what else was there?
(Continued on page 129)
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MUSICAL-CHAIRS

You might remember the days when museums
were recesses of exotica, quiet repositories ot
cultural scholarship where the exhibits barely
distracted the eye tVom the motion of sunlight
on dust. You will remember when these same
surroundings were suddenly invaded, some
two decades ago, by blockbuster exhibitions,
opening-night galas, restaurants and gitt and
card shops, the noise and chatter of omnivorous culture consumers. Museums became what
one director disdainfully calls "part of the leisure-time industry." Whether it was a good or
bad thing for museums, for culture, for the
public, for art — these are old chestnuts by now,
well picked over, and anyway moot, since the
change is a fait accompli. One unanticipated
consequence, however, slowly hove into view
during the eighties and at century's end promises to be the most talked about and perhaps the
greatest challenge to the well-being of museums around the country: the effect on
the primary authors of the change,
the directors themselves.
"Time was when the average
museum director could look forward to a long and peaceful tenure, followed by a dignified retirement. These days you are expected to

W

H

leave after a few years, and if you don't
you're likely to be fired anyway. The
wear and tear is enormous." So says one director who wishes to remain anonymous. "The
job has its own life span, its own burnout
cycle." According to Jan van der Marck, once
head of Miami's Center for the Fine Arts, now
chief curator at the Detroit histitute of Arts,
"You must be too many things to too many
people: you have to be circus performer, educator, dinner guest, fund-raiser, builder, scholar,
and all-round salesman — twenty-four hours a

W

It is the directors who have to add new wings
to their museums, buy star works, invent and
day." new shows, bring in wealthier trusorganize
tees and shake down the old ones. Sooner or
later the pressure always shows up on the great
fault line between director and board. Says one
veteran, "Trustees expect to be led; otherwise,
they complain of lack of vision. You push too
hard, however, and they resent it." Not surprisingly, the managing of trustees is fast becoming a vital art among directors.
The latest lore holds that trustees have
changed along with institutions, that boards
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suffer from an excess of "new money" types
who are more image and status conscious than
the older variety. An ex-director of a major
museum puts it this way: "These people are
used to hiring and firing CEOs in their business
lives. They think it's one of their holdings."
Similar things are said of trustees who are lawyers or accountants from donor corporations.

o
w

"When faced with trouble at the museum, they
tend to think more about the bottom line than
about the institution's cultural commitments. "
Whatever the immediate causes, there is no
denying
the outcome:
a museum
musical chairs
around the
country. directors'
Someone
always seems to be just out of a job. Somewhere, local newspapers are bruiting it about:
bitter tales of confrontations — board versus
director, trustee against trustee — stories of betrayal and ingratitude, of palace coups and
ignominious departures. What is happening to
r
our museum directors? Herewith, a
"" connoisseur's sampling of voices
from the front line.
■ When Tc:)M Armstrong took
over the Whitney, sixteen years

ago, it was, j-elatively speaking, a
cultural backwater. He took the
museum to the cutting edge of the
avant-garde. The Whitney acquired a
reputation for controversy, a permanent
collection of ultracontemporary art, and a permanent headache of a trustees board.
One fellow director referred to the members
as "tough business roughnecks with deep
pockets." Many were Armstrong's own recruits: thin-skinned, "new money" millionaires, hiMarch of this year they forced him out.
Why? According to some rumors, the decisive
factor was a ponderous broadside in the New
York Times about the lack of tradition and serious scholarship at the Whitney. Another story
making the rounds is that the mega trustee
Laurence Tisch's son was turned down by the
board of the cooperative building in which
Armstrong lives. Tisch never forgot the slight
and led the campaign to unseat Armstrong.
Tisch won; New York lost. Armstrong responded with a smash-up party at the museum.
The T-shirts said, "Fuck Art, Let's Dance."
■ A Dutch master of learning, Jan van her
Marc:k fell victim to the old-style director's
nightmare: a board that chose PR and profit
over content. In 1980 became to Miami, where
he helped build and launch the Center for the
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Fine Arts; it opened in 1984 as part of the Senator Jesse Helms and the tar right threatMetro-Dade Cultural Plaza. A year later, sud- ened to close the publicly funded show; others
denlv and silently, he was gone. One Miami threatened kiddy-porn lawsuits against the
HcnjWrcporter recalls, "I did practically every- Corcoran. The director, CHRISTINA OURthing but sleep with those trustees, and not one Cahall, canceled the show and ran into a chowould talk." Van der Marck himself, now rus of protest. She claimed that her trustees had
chief curator at the Detroit histitute of Arts, at first backed her decision, then backed away

seems perfectly candid: "They told me straight when it became too hot. "Censorship!" was the
out: thcv wanted a more marketing, less cura- battle cry that drove her out. One fellow directorial approach; more crowds and entertainmeat from fewer exhibitions for less outlay" —
more bang for the buck. "It's driving everyone
bananas, this corporate attitude," he says,
"Corporateadvice
types give
lots ot
of
^.^^^^ *^™
financial
instead
funds. Also, they know nothing about art."
■ JC^HN
H.
DOBKIN
did
everything right. He studied
liberal arts at Yale, history in
Pans, and law at NYU. No
scholarly mystic he. When he
became director of the National Academy of Design, on
Manhattan's upper Fifth Avenue, nobody had heard of it
but the members,
400 ot
them,
most of whom
regarded itas a personal exhibition space. Dobkin changed
all that during his eleven
years. He mounted exhibitions from around
the
world — from the Uffizi. the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the
Royal Academy,
and elsewhere— attracting crowds

I
5
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All forced to leave museum
seats: clockwise Jrom top left,

eight since 1970, when OrrCahall's replacement takes office. According to most observers, the Corcoran suffers
from all the trustee ills at
once — internal divisions, lack

of leadership, too much advice, and too little involve5 ment — m9stly deriving from
5 the board's unwieldy size of
z forty members.
I Now the Corcoran is practically paralyzed. According
to the Washinj^tcfi Post, it has

lost 10 percent of its membership. It has no director, no
Christina Orr-Cahall,Jan Fonteiri,
associate director, no press
Jan van der Marck, and
liaison. A IVashinj^toti Post art
John Dobkin.
critic said, "The trustees have
diagnosed
the
problem:
themselves. They are
and new funds. "It took ten years to build up,
cleaning
house,
rotating
out life-tenure types,
and SIX months to undo it all," he says. A new
appointing more-committed people. Not a
board president came in, hastened Dobkin's
departure, fired half the staff, and inadvertently
too soon."
■ The Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, a bastion
moment
alienated the funding support. The Sew York
Times hinted darkly that financial excesses were
ot old money, entered the new era rather late.
The moving force was the board president
to blame. "That's all nonsense," says Dobkin,
who now runs Historic Hudson Valley, a
Howard
Johnson.
A former dean
of MIT's
Sloan School
of Management,
he dragged
the
group of historic estates and a Dutch farm up

the river from Manhattan. "It was presented as
a deficit problem but was really the new board
president's decision to back away from
growth. The money was there. The vision
■ The Corcoran Gallery of Art, in Washingwasn't."
ton, D.C., hittheheadlinesinjulyof 1989 with
the controversy over its scheduled exhibition
of steamy Robert Mapplethorpe photographs.

'HTQlina
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tor's comment: "No curator has ever been fired
for standing up to pressure. She caved in by
calling off the show." All of which, perhaps,
obscures the real issue. The Corcoran provides
t
^^ most egregious example
in recent years of the directorial revolving door. From
1900 to 1970 It had just four
directors. It will have had

MFA into the eighties by increasing the power
of the financial officer and appointing moregenerous trustees and a bookish, pliable excurator of Asian art, Jan Fontein, as its director. Fontein never adapted to modern museum life but knew how to keep out of the way.
He cheered while Johnson made the money
flow in. He applauded while the crowds packed
the blockbuster shows, most notablv the 1985
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The Smithsonian's Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, in Washington, D.C., is
currently presenting a striking exhibition of Yokohama prints from the collection of William and Florence Leonhart. It includes a rich array of works by
some of the most famous print artists of
the time, including Sadahide (1807-ca.
1878), Yoshitoshi (1839-1892), Kunihisa (1832-1891), and Hiroshige II
(1826-1869).
A career diplomat, Leonhart served in
Japan in the 1950s. There, he and his
wife began collecting prints that illusJapan'sand
first the
contact
edtrate
States
restwith
of the
the UnitFive
Nations. He kept some hanging in his chancery office,
"hopeful that their irrepressible
good humor might lend a moderating perspective, a sense of
long-term relationships, and a
quiet toleration of the occasional asperities of daily business as we sought to create new
institutions appropriate to new
situations." In the exhibition
catalog, the curator Ann Yonemura likens wood-block prints
in the nineteenth century to
color television in the twentieth: they spread bright images
and terse, newsy messages
quickly throughout the land.
Historians today believe that
Perry gave himself too much

books brought in by the Dutch, educated Japanese were already aware of
many European inventions. But it was
the prolifically published prints inspired

by the Americans' visit and its aftermath
that brought ideas and images of Western modernity to the larger populace
and stimulated yearnings for progress.
Some of the most technically impressive early Yokohama prints are maplike
renderings of the vicinity, such as the
convincing panoramic views made by
Sadahide. His Complete Picture of the
Newly Opened Port of Yokohama, printed
on eight joined sheets, shows the situation of the new town built on a swamp,
enclosed in a bay dotted with
THE
three-masted Western ships
and smaller Japanese vessels.
JAPANESE OF
Across the foreground runs the
THE PERIOD.
Tokaido, the major thoroughTHE
fare connecting Kyoto and
Edo.

i

YOKOHAMA

PRINTS WERE
WHAT TV
BULLETINS
ARE TO US;
FULL OF

I

BRIGHT
IMAGES THATT
QUICKLY
SPREAD

I

TERSE, NEWSY
MESSAGES

In segregating Westerners in
Yokohama, thejapanese hoped
to minimize conflicts they
knew would occur along the
Tokaido, where antiforeign
sentiment sometimes found
violent expression in showdowns between samurai and
Westerners.
Since the early seventeenth
century, the warrior class, answerable to the shogun in Edo,

had constituted Japan's civil
government; the emperor, efcredit for "opening up" Japan.
Ifjapan transformed itself from THROUGH THE
fectively figurehead
a
and rea medieval feudal society into a
garded as semidivine, was seLAND.
modern industrial one in a matquestered inKyoto; daimyos,
landed warlords with armies of
ter of decades, it was because
there were already pressures for change
samurai, administered clearly circumfrom within. The stagnating economy
scribed domains. Daimyos were required
to spend alternate years in Edo in
of the shoguns' rule was a source of discontent to a burgeoning merchant class
the shogun 's service and to leave their
ai'l a destitute peasantry. Thanks to families there as hostages. The Tokaido
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Commerce then and now. Above:
Sadahide's Western Traders (1861).

was the route along which many daimyos traveled with their retainers.
Anyone who failed to make proper
obeisance imperiled his own life.
Francis Hall, a bookseller from upstate New York, who cofounded one of
the first trading companies in Yokohama, was lucky. He was observing the
transit of a daimyo and his entourage
from a ridge above the Tokaido when
the daimyo espied the brazen foreigner
and halted his procession. He might easily have ordered Hall killed, but happily
the warlord was as interested in eyeballing the foreigners — especially the woman among them — as they were in him.
"With an opera glass, a veritable opera
glass,
[he] took
good long look at us,"
Hall wrote
in hisa journal.
But the artists who designed woodblock prints were not always committed to direct observation. Sadahide apparently spent a good deal of time in and
around Yokohama, for his views of the
town coincide closely with contemporary accounts. Many other artists embroidered on scant or ill-remembered
observations, or borrowed from illustrated periodicals the foreigners brought.
Several of the early foreign visitors
(Continued on paj^e 134)
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Meeting of six top antique dealers, specialized in French 17th
Great Masters.
and 18th century Furniture, Objets d'Art and collecto
rs every
Their skills and professional experience give
guarantee of QUALITY and AUTHENTICITY.
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English Impressionists: affordable and occasionally top-notch
By

Robin

Duthy

niques and scientific theories
of light and colors.
Since then, almost every
Western country has produced
its own school
of "Impressionists"— emulators
who,
putting it simply, painted in
the open air, using a loose
brush technique, and sought
to convey the effects of light.
Portraits and still lifes were, of
course, done in the Impressionist style, but the archetypal subject matter of Impressionist painting is landscape.
Since the boom of the 196()s
in French Impressionist prices,
dealers have been quick to attach the Impressionist label to
any artists who worked in that
broad idiom. Established
schools of American, German,
and Irish Impressionists, to
name a few, date back to the
last century, but more are being "discovered," and, who
knows, some Egyptian Imfore long.
pressionists may be found beFor at least two decades after Monet's seminal work, the
British art establishment remained in near-total ignorance
of what the French Impressionists were up to. As late as
1896, Sir Edward Poynter,
then president of the Royal
Academy, a man who in 1871
had praised the French system,
in which art students worked
in the studio of an established
master, had nothing but con5 tempt for the Impressionists,
^ regarding their work as inI competent or even dishonest.
^
Only toward the end ot the
5 century did there emerge in
England a handful of critics
willing to defend the ImpresHarold Hari'i'Y's An Interior (1919). linimatcd at C 20, ()()()- 130,000 ■
sionists. But the public response was cool. The French
the cooler, more subdued light dealer Durand-Ruel held ten
in the Impressionist
d to
is asn har
onisasm whe
inesinow
Impr
defes
the
of
dusk and dawn. It was only
style — Monet, Renoir, Sisley,
exhibitions at his London galterm was first taken, in
and Pissarro — set out to conlater, with the Neo-Impreslery between 1870 and 1875
sionists Seurat and Signac in
but closed it owing to lack of
1872, from a painting Monet
vey the splendor of the colors
called Impressioti: Sutirise.Thc
they saw in the natural world,
particular, that artists became
support. A later exhibition, in
earliest wave of artists to work
whether in full sunlight or in
concerned with new tech1883, including work by De-
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the narrative element in their
work and the persistence of
that idealized melancholy
whicK tainted so much Victorian painting set it at odds
with the forthright mood of
Impressionism proper. Still,
whether they are seen as English Impressionists or not, the
Newlyn school's performance
is impressive. Stanhope
Forbes's work is up 860 percent since 1975 to an average
of $7,800; Lamorna Birch is
up 560 percent, to $3,400; and
Walter Langley is up 590 percent, to $4,900.
George Clausen, a member
of the conservative wing of
the New English Art Club and
later a professor of painting at
the Royal Academy Schools,
was an important plein air artist. Clausen no doubt winced
when Degas described him as
the Bouguereau of naturalism,
for Clausen's early work was
unduly sentimental. Later he
came to see this himself, disclaiming his early efforts.
Clausen's work has jumped
Walter Langley, whose stock has gone up 590 percent.
gas, Manet, Monet, Pissarro,
Renoir, et al., was received
with openly hostile reviews.
the
ver,
howeits
le y,
styll
worked
magic
Gradua
on English artists, and
the effect can be traced
through every succeeding generation. Walter Sickert and
lip
Phi
Wilson Steer were the
first notable English artists to
respond. Sickert was a lively
cosmopolitan of Danish and
Anglo-Irish descent who had
worked with Whistler in London and been influenced by
him. For years, he was the enfant terrible of British art, introducing the Cockney music
l
hal as a subject. Then, too,
there were long spells in Venice, where he painted nudes
and his mistress, who was
doyenne of the local fish market. He was a prolific artist
hout his long life, but
ug
ro
th
his work is still underrated,
with a rise of just 80 percent
since 1975 and an average
price of $7,000.
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As early as the 1880s, Steer
was working with what has
been called an adventurous
palette and an exciting technique. Inhis paintings done at
Etaples, in Normandy, Steer
was already beginning to analyze the colors of shadows and
use mauve for those cast by
the figures and boats on the
sandy beach.
Though he was favorably
compared to Monet in his early days, Steer's
creative
weakened
in middle
age,pulse
and
his feebler work has lowered

the average price of paintings
sold at auction to only $3,300,
making for a rise of just 120
percent since 1975.
Both Sickert and Steer
showed work with Les XX,
the trail blazing Brussels
group that included twenty
Belgian artists and twenty invited foreigners.
It was the rigidity and dullness of London's Royal Academy that led to the establishment in 1886 of the New English Art Club, with Steer
among its founding members.
Its first exhibition was held
that summer. Many members
were artists who had formed a
colony at Newlyn, in Cornwall, among them Stanhope
Forbes, Walter Langley, and
Lamorna Birch. Later, in
1889, two powerful new

A Dorothea Sharp: L45,(}()t).

groups began to take control— the Glasgow school and
the London Impressionists,
under Sickert's leadership.
For many, the Newlyn
school artists are the archetypal English Impressionists, yet

520 percent.
Theodore Roussel was a
Frenchman who liked the artistic atmosphere of London
better than that of Paris.

Another Langley: £26,000.
Twice rejected by the Royal
Academy, he was able to
make a living by his art outside the academy because, he
said, "vast numbers of [English] people . . . insist on their
own opinion and taste and
judge of things by themselves.
From 1890 onward, English
artists were continually form- i
ing groups and factions and
CX)NNC)ISSEUR
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regrouping with new members, new objectives, and new
venues for their exhibitions.
During the winter of 191011, Roger Fry put on a now
famous exhibition at the Grafton Galleries, "Manet and the
Post-Impressionists." Among
living artists, Picasso, Matisse,
and Vlaminck were represented, but the show majored
in Cezanne, van Gogh, and
Gauguin. The public and most
of the critics condemned the

S

X
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examples arc in British public
collections, and others are
with owners who are happy to
hang on. Even so, the overall
rise since 1975 cannot be less
than 500 percent.
After the cultural shocks of
the first twenty years of the
century, English art suffered a
backlash. A handful of moderns kept pushing at new frontiers, but a majority would
have gone along with the tame
statement made by the Seven

R

S

& Five Society in 1920, which

old Harvey, have soared in

declared that there had "been
of late too much pioneering

price by 2,4(M) percent and
2,800 percent since 1975; their
work now falls mainly in the
S10,000 to $4(),0(K) range. The
performance says a lot about
the taste and buying power of
collectors today. Gloriously

along too many lines in altomuch
hurry."
The tonegether toowas
thatofofa little
old
ladies reproving wayward
children.
In this climate any number
of artists whose work might
claim a tenuous link with
French Impressionism could
flourish. Two artists in particular, Dorothea Sharp and Har-

exhibition as an outrage. Almost worse, the hostility of
the old guard at the NEAC revived antagonism among its
members and became the impetus for the creation of the
Camden Town Group.
This took its name from

JUNE 1990

work cannot quite be dismissed as chocolate-box art.
Britain's two greatest artists.
Constable and Turner, are

many torsofbecame.
their English emulaIn the choice of which of
these English artists to buy,
Sickert's own view may be of
value, for he, at least, could
define what Impressionism
was not. "Essentially and
firstly," he wrote, "it is not
realism. It has no wish to record anything merely because
it exists. It accepts, as the aim

fiercely argued. Harold Gilman, a leading member,
strongly supported by Sickert,
insisted that the group should
exclude women.

Camden Town painting
commands a respect not
matched by that of many other English groups. Its changing value is harder to monitor
than most; only fourteen
works by the leading four
members were sold at auction
last season. Many of the best

decorative and perhaps somewhat too easy on the eye, their

rightly seen as forerunners ot
French Impressionism, but
they might have been shaken
to see how bland and sweet

Sickert's remark that the district had been so watered with
his tears that something good
must come from its soil.
There were to be sixteen
members, and the question of
who should be admitted was

its odd mixture of
For all lis
radica m and sexism,
the group made the most
enduring of English contributions to .the Impressionist
le.
Besides Gilman, the
sty
members most admired today
are Spencer Gore, Charles
Ginner, and Robert Bevan.
The real subject of their work,
as the art historian Wendy Baron has pointed out, was "the
effect of light on the human
form. The drama is in the tension achieved by the formal
ati
rel onships to each other and
to their settings." Their work,
she went on to say, represents
a late and temperate flowering
in England of French Impressionism.

FILE

of the
lan Poepicture,
asserts what
to be Edgar
the soleAllegitimate province of the
poem,
By this
he
meant, beauty."
I think, that
the artist
should aim to paint some truth
that he has observed in the
world — some reality seen
through the filter of another
man's pain or pleasure. Just as
a poem can resonate in the
mind if it conveys thoughts
and feehngs the reader identifies with but has not thought
to express in that way, so a
painting should make possible
a new experience. Only then

Breakfast Table, by Georf^e (^Jhhsch, sold fot i.26,000.

How Some English
today
Impressionists Matched
Up
Artist

Lamorna Birch (1869-1955)
George Clausen (1852-1944)
Stanhope Forbes (1857-1947)
Harold Harvey (1874-1941)
Walter Langlcy (1852-1922)
i:>orothca Sharp (1874-1955)
Walter Sickert (1860-1942)
Philip Wilson Steer (1860-1942)

Average price Changes
1975 since
+ 560 percent
$3,400
$6,300
$7,800
$22,000
$4,900
$15,000

$7. ()()(»
$3,300

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

520 percent
860 percent
2,800 percent
590 percent
2,400 percent
80 percent
120 percent

can a propertransaction,
interaction if— you
an
emotional
like" — between artist and viewer take place.
Too often, these latter-day
Impressionists produced
merely pretty images, teclmically adept, perhaps, but lacking seritnisness and depth. The
discerning buyer ot Lnglisii
Impressionists will reject 98
percent of what is offered. The
remaining 2 percent of artists
will hold their own in the
most illustrious company. D
Rohiti Dtilhy is the iUithor oj The
Successful investor.
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Vigo carpets: ravishing reproductions

1

Here the aristocratic connections of the antiques business
help the new venture. When
the duke of Beaufort commissioned Vigo to make a replacement for his Axminster
Savonnerie, he allowed them
to make duplicates, so you
can now buy a spitting image

've been going there for
fifty years." says a dis. cerning nobleman when
the Vigo Carpet Gallery is
mentioned. Long estabhshed
as one of the top three antique-rug dealers in London,
it is now making reproductions that one need not have a
noble purse to afford.
Five years ago it started
making copies of needlepoint
rugs as a hobby. Then, a year

of the beautiful dining-room
rug at Badminton. The inspiration and first design for the

later', the Americans put an
embargo on exports from
Iran. "America in its wisdom
has deemed that all Persians
are terrorists," says Bill Hill,
Vigo's managing director,
with uncharacteristic irritation, "even those who have
been dead for ninety years."
This political move both
created a market for copies of
Persian rugs and increased the
demand for Aubusson, Savonnerie. and needlepoint, already strong because of the
seemingly inexhaustible fashion for the English countryhouse look. Prices rocketed
and reproductions became appealing. The "hobby" soon
became a business. Workshops were set up, first in
Madeira and then in Hungary,
where there is a native tradition of needlework, and now
two more, in Romania.
The big rugs are made in
workshops, where the largest
loom is thirty feet wide. At
one, a huge Savonnerie for a
foreign embassy is in progress. Smaller rugs are made
at home. A photograph shows
eight beaming women sitting
around the rug they are working on. You can almost hear
the gossip.
Although time-consuming,
the making of the rug is only
the end of a chain. First the
design must be perfected.
This can take two months.
Peter Auckland, who started
in the antiques side of the
business, has a team of graduate designers under his direction."His eye and their skills
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"Williamsburg," designed by the Royal School of Needlework.
form
our look,"
says more
Mr.
Hill. Color
is almost
important than graphics in
giving an authentic impression of the original. Infinite
trouble is taken here. Wools
are carefully dyed and faded.
What looks like a black background isin fact several dark
tones melded to prevent a flat
look. In the machine-made
strip carpets that Vigo is beginning to produce in England, where the number of
colors is limited, different
strands are woven into one
yarn to give a soft tweediness.
The design and the wools
are then sent off to be woven,
and six months later the rug
comes back. If only one color
out of fifty is wrong, the rug
is deemed a failure and will
not be sold. Otherwise, after a
few months of use to wear off
the newness — for there is
something jarring about a rug
that looks nineteenth-century
and yet is in pristine condition— you have something
just as decorative and wellmade as the original, only far
less fragile.
Mr. Hill waxes enthusiastic
about every side of the business as he riffles through piles
of designs drawn and painted
in stitch-by-stitch detail. He
hopes that one day connois-

seurs will be able to recognize
individual Vigo designers as
they now distinguish different
artists on porcelain. He
dreams of making good rugs
in huge numbers and selling
them at reasonable prices
through concessionaires.
He oversees the production
side meticulously, spending a
good deal of time in Eastern
Europe. Recent events have
added to his difficulties, but
the increase in chaos is partly
offset by the fact that he can
now work directly with the
factories and home workers
instead of going through middlemen. "When we said we
had to have a rug by a certain
date, they sent it to us on time
but with half the border missing. When we promised two
rugs by Christmas to a most
important American decorator, we had to send a man to
Hungary to wait for them, fly
them to America, take them
through customs, and deliver
them. We made it. We always
try
fulfill ofourthepromises."
The tovalues
old shop
that once dealt only in precious antiques still prevail.
Old rugs are often copied
exactly. The Aubusson that is
for sale downstairs for
£32, ()()() can be bought upstairs, replicated, for tH,.S()().

fledgling machine-made stripcarpet project is an early example of this genre in the
magnificent drawing room at
Houghton Hall, one of the
stateliest houses in England. A
room can be carpeted in the
grandest manner for £7,500.
"We are ideas rich," says
Mr. Hill, "but cash poor.
Most of what we make is at a
customer's request." He is
running what is in effect a
couture rug business. The
customer can choose a design
from one of the samples in the
shop or from a pattern book
and have it made in exactly
the size and colors he likes.
Or he can order a rug to his
own design. After exhaustive
research through the archives
of nineteenth-century manufacturers at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, Vigo has
come up with a tartan that
glows liards
likeroomjewels
for a bilin Scotland
and a
subtle. Oriental, corded Wilton for Turnbull & Asser.
The reproduction business
is now responsible for 40 percent of the Vigo turnover, and
it is growing. January, always
a bad retail month even without talk of recession, showed
record sales for the firm. The
two sides of the business
complement each other nicely. The experience and
knowledge with which Vigo
chooses the best of the old ensures that it demands perfection in the design and manufacture of the new. Its clientele isdiscriminating enough
to recognize the quality in
both.
— Mary McDougall

Cultivate an English accent and never speak a word.

Whisper volumes of rich refinement and blooming romance with "Lady Caroline," designed by
Mines & Co. expressly for the 250 Suite Collection from Cannon Royal Family An exquisite 250-thread
count of 60% Pima Cotton blend, 40% polyester, the most luxurious easy care fabric in America.
Tonight, sleep in an English garden. And awaken a whole new language of comfort. For stores nearest
you call 1-800-237-3209. Or write Cannon Mills, 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York. NY 10020.

CANNON.
The Fabric Of Life

TRA^y^BhhN^E
Three new luxury hotels, tea dancing, and balneotherapy

from London. (Phone: 0296
65-1211, or 65-1282.)

located close to the Kremlin,
has eighty-six rooms, with attractive traditional lurnishings, large, comfortable beds,
and tiled baths, and a beautiful
restaurant. Rates start at about

Oasis in Tokyo. The exclusive Hotel Seiyo Ginza is a
haven of comfort, luxury, and
tranquillity in the middle of
one of the world's busiest and
noisiest cities. Its eighty spacious rooms are impeccably
furnished; the white-marble
bathrooms are huge — a rarity
in Japan; and lush bathrobes,
jogging suits, and slippers are
provided, for those who relish
Western comfort.
Best of all is the service,
from a staff of 250. Instead of
using an internal phone directory, you simply press the
knob for your personal secretary, who will organize anything you want, from a newspaper to a restaurant booking
or an airport car.
Hotel Seiyo has three
world-class restaurants,
French, Italian, and Japanese;
and if you are planning formal
entertainment, you might
consider renting its poshest
suite, furnished with Japanese
antiques and a dining room for
ten, at about $1,650 a night.
(Address: 1-1 1-2 Chuo-ku,
Ginza; phone: 800 44-SEIYO.)
Luxury in Moscow. The Savoy (formerly the Berlin, but
now completely renovated).
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$225 per day, double.
The only hitch is that to
stay here you must fly to
Moscow business- or firstclass on Finnair, as the hotel is
a joint venture of Intourist and
Finnair. (Phone: 800-9505000, or 212-889-7070.)
Bali high resort. Amandari is
an exotic and beautiful resort

Amanddtf

■'

near the arts center of Ubud,
in the highlands of Bali. Thirty spacious one- and two-story pavilions, each with a canopy bed, walled garden, and
terrace. Huge bathrooms with
private outdoor tubs. Each
room has its own audio system, and there is a wellstocked library with tapes and
books. Wonderful open living
rooms with bar and dining table. Lovely, safe jungle paths
for hiking.
Excellent service, plus exceptional Indonesian food — if
you can tear yourself from the
fabulous, terraced pool that
seems to spill over the gorge.
Here local musicians, costumed in red, provide daily
entertainment .
Amandari is owned by the
same group that built the spectacular Amanpuri resort on
Phuket Island, in Thailand (see
Connoisseur, September 1988).
Rates: from $175 to $500, for
the Amandari suite (with view
of rice paddies). (Phone: 8004220.)
421-1490; California, 800-262-

Two for tea dancing. Tea
dancing is making a comeback
in London, especially on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday afternoons, from 3:30 to 6:30, at
the Waldorf Hotel, in Aldwych. Reservations a must.
The Cafe de Paris, at 3
Deluxe spa in Paris. The
Club Trianon Phytomer is the
newest spa in Paris for health
and beauty treatments. It features the latest in hydrotherapy techniques, a combination
of bath and massage using seawater and sea products. The
"balneotherapy" takes onehalf hour in a tub where the
water is forced through tiny
holes, forming powerful jet
streams that relax the body
from head to foot. There are
four types of massage and a
marvelous, twenty-five-yard
swimming pool.

Coventry Street, near Piccadilly Circus, has recorded music on Wednesdays, from 3:00
to 5:45 \\M., and live bands on
Thursdays, Saturdays, and
Sundays. And for those who
would like to keep on dancing, the Ritz in Piccadilly
hosts
"Puttin'
on the
Ritz" aongala
Friday
and Saturday
evenings, from 10:00 P.M. to
1:00 A.M., with music from
the twenties, thirties, and forties. Reserve.

The club is just outside Paris, on the grounds of the elegant Trianon Palace Hotel — a
twenty-minute drive on the
autoroute west to Versailles.
(1 Boulevard de la Reine, 7800
Versailles, France; phone:
3951-0606.)
Rothschild manor. Too often missed by visitors in England is Waddesdon Manor, in
Buckinghamshire, a charming
house built for Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild in the late
nineteenth century, in the
style of the chateaux of the
Loire. It has a fascinating past
and many beautiful things to
see, including a great deal of
Sevres porcelain; Savonnerie
carpets; seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century French
paintings, drawings, and furnishings; eighteenth-century
English portraits; Dutch,
Flemish, and Italian paintings;
and much more. Lovely
grounds and an aviary. Now
part of the National Trust.
There are tours from April
through October. It is six
miles west of Aylesbury,
which is about thirty miles

Two

top Scandinavian restaurants. When in Stockholm, do not miss Wedholms
Fisk, one of the best restaurants in the city (see Connoisseur, April 1983). It specializes
in fresh seafood. Because it is
quite small, be sure to reserve
ahead. (Address: Nybrokajen
17; phone: 10-4874.)
And in Copenhagen, the
rooftop restaurant of the SAS
Scandinavia Hotel is noted for
its dramatic view of the old
city moats as well as its good
food. (Address: 70 Amager
Boulevard; phone: 1 1-2324.) D
Produced by Passport, the
Monthly Letter for Discriminating International
Travelers, 20 North Wacker
Drive, Chicago, IL 60606.
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DiscoverYour Own
European Treasure This Year.

Whatever your dream vacation may be, from ' 'most affordable " to ' 'most
elegant',' you'll find it in the new Air France European Treasures brochure.
Fabulous offerings like Bonjour Paris, from $918f which gives you a
choice of four -star hotels for 6 nights in the City of Light and includes a
half -day of sightseeing by private chauffeured car. Bonjour
Riviera, from $1028f gives you a choice of four- star hotels
for 6 nights on the Cote d 'Azur, plus the freedom of your own
car to let you explore the south of France. Or spend a week
in grand style with Paris Aristocrat, from $1 768 f featuring
6 nights of luxury at the world-famous Hotel Crillon, daily
continental breakfast, gourmet meals and round-trip
private chauffeured airport transfers in Paris. All of these
packages include the style and service of Air France
^Bati^ round-trip. You will also receive discounts, amenities
and much more, filling each European Treasure with
unforgettable pleasures . Make this your year in Europe. To receive your
free Air France European Treasures
brochure, call 1-800-JET-0999.

THE FINE ART
jmrO? FLYING

AIR FRANCE
Air France is a partner in Mileage Plus, OnePass, FlightFund and USAir's Frequent Traveler Program.
•Basedonloweslapplicable airfare, per person, double occupancy. Pnccs and availahiliticsvar> by galcway and dcpanurc dale AdvancepurchascandothcrrcslrKiionsma\ apply Valid through IO/3I/S0.
Notcombinablcwilhanyolhcrprogranuoroffcrs Add $6 US Departure Tax and SKI K'dcral Inspeclion Fee Other govcramcnilaxes or sccunly fees nol included

Newport
(Continued from pa^^c 65)
lege, including Ochre Court, now the
college's administration building, beautitully maintained, its ground floor
open to the public.
Six dollars buys a Preservation Society guided tour at The Breakers, biggest
of the mansions; five dollars, at The
Elms, Chateau-sur-Mer, Rosecliff,
Marble House, or Kingscote; or, for a
surfeit of gilt, you can pay twenty-two
dollars and visit all six. In a good year
more than 800,000 tourists take the
walk. One can also rent Rosecliff for a
private party, wedding, or ball, for
S3, 500. Lines of people come stumbling
out of these places, imaginations reeling. What must it have been like, waking in the morning, reminding yourself,
"I'm Mrs. Vanderbilt"?
Nor is Alva the only ghost prowling
the neighborhood. There is Mrs. Oelrichs, mistress of Rosecliff — the demon
housekeeper who every day had her
maids put fresh sheets on the beds of her
nineteen bedrooms, whether they had
been slept in or not. There was also Mrs.
Stuyvesant ("Mamie") Fish, who by
her own admission was not so very
rich — she had "only a few million," and
her mansion, Crossways, with its staff
of a mere fifteen servants, was smaller
than many. Perhaps she had more fun
than her competitors, however, for she
possessed a salty wit.
One of Mrs. Fish's Newport friends,
Mrs. Alice Drexel, employed a male
secretary whose company was constant. One day another frieno approached Mrs. Fish. "Mamie, have you
seen Cousin Alice?" she asked. "I've
looked everywhere." "No," replied
Mrs. Fish. "Have you looked under the
secretary?"
Ask Newporters today how they feel
about their city, and depending on
which layer of the Newport social
pousse-cafe they inhabit, you will get
different answers. To begin with, there
are the local people and the summer
people (a distinction less obvious than it
sounds, since many year-round residents are still labeled summer people).
There is a layer of the poor, many of
them black or Hispanic, who live in the
Tonomy Hill area, and a layer of working-class people in the Lower Thames
Street district called the Fifth Ward. Still
another layer contains the Portuguese
fishermen whose forebears came to
Newport as farm laborers a century
ago. There is a layer for doctors and
124

lawyers and one for retired navy people
and teachers at the War College.
Then there are the very wealthy, but
even those who still inhabit mansions
do so with a difference: live-in servants
are many fewer, so the chandeliers
sometimes look dusty, the marble hallways scuffed. Newport's catering services handle dinner parties. Above all,
the old propriety is gone. One matron,
with an income of $10 million a month
after taxes, has placed in her ballroom a
full-size gasoline pump bearing the
name of the oil company from which
her fortune derives — a joke Alva Vanderbilt might not have found funny.
One Newporter who occupies a layer
all his own is Felix de Weldon, a sculptor
born in Austria and now seventy-three
years old, who has sculpted the official
busts of three English kings and many

her a long life was to make a real luxury
ship." As a result Endeavour has five
comfortable staterooms that are centrally heated and air-conditioned. Kept in
the Caribbean in winter, she can be
chartered by a party of eight for $60,000
a week. When at home she is the pride of
Newport Harbor, a floating symbol to
match the great mansions. When
Endeavour races in the bay against the
Newport yachting museum's Shamrock
K another restored J-boat, the event can
attract a spectator fleet of 1,500 boats,
with thousands more in the audience
onshore. These are the kind of visitors
Newport likes best — classy, boat
oriented, with money to spend, the kind
who used to flood town during the

U.S. presidents, as well as a seventyeight-foot-tall depiction of the flag-raising on Iwo Jima and other monuments
abroad. De Weldon owns Beacon Rock

America's Cup races before that fateful
day when the Australians won.
How to encourage the right kind of
tourist while discouraging the wrong
kind is a frequent topic for conjecture,
with dismay expressed concerning the
latter. Elizabeth Meyer is particularly

in Newport, a Stanford White house
that sits on a rocky height above Brenton Cove. Although its fagade reproduces an Athenian temple, the house is

acerb." Day-trippers from Fall
Pawtucket spit gum on the
buy an ice-cream cone maybe,
on beer, and throw up in

more livable perhaps than any of New-

They're even allowed to spend the

port's other mansions. There are fourteen fireplaces and, on the walls, a
Gainsborough, a Romney, a Degas, a

night
campinghowever,
in their Winnebagos!"
In reality,
the day-trippers
are only one aspect of a larger problem:

couple of small Renoirs, a Diirer, a Lucca della Robbia plaque, and a number of
twelfth-century Chinese paintings. De
Weldon is at work on a reconstruction
of the Colossus at Rhodes.
Younger people, no matter what
their wealth, mostly shy away from the
mansions. Newport today has two heroines. One is Doris Duke, who spends
most of her time in Hawaii. The other is
Elizabeth Meyer, who is in her midthirties and rents one of the Duke houses.
For five years Meyer designed and
built houses on Martha's Vineyard, before settling in Newport. She loves sailing yachts and spent five years in England and Holland restoring T. O. M.
Sopwith's derelict J-boat Endeavour, in
which he tried to wrest the America's
Cup from Harold Vanderbilt. It is one
of the last three of these great sailboats in
existence. It is reported that this labor of
love cost Meyer $10 million. "Fortunately," she says, "I'm wealthy. I
thought of doing a stripped-down racing machine, the hull was so beautiful
empty,
I wouldn't
her
forever, but
and I knew
the best
chance ofown
giving

River and
sidewalk,
get drunk
the park.

how to exercise control over the town's
new prosperity. Though happy about
the prosperity itself, inhabitants bemoan many of its side effects, from the
overdevelopment of the waterfront to
the excessive presence of condominiums and the shortage of parking spaces.
On certain summer weekends Newport
almost drowns in its own success: too
many boats seeking moorings in the
harbor; too many lines waiting outside
the restaurants; above all, too many
automobiles clogging the narrow
streets. The local townspeople, says
Meyer, "say good-bye to each other on
the Fourth of July, then hello again on
Labor
by far
But
estate

Day." October through May are
her favorite months here.
for Dan McSweeney, a realdeveloper, it is not that simple.

McSweeney has a low-key, calm, reflective manner unusual in his profession. Back in the 197()s the firm he
works for built Brick Market, a shopping and apartment complex on
Thames Street, where the stores now
sell for as much as $300 a square foot.
This is because the retailers, he says,
c:()NN()issi:uR
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expect mall-type sales, in the neighborhood of $600 a square foot, and are willing to pay high prices on the basis of that
misconception. But in Newport the
trade is so seasonal that a very successful
store makes only S300 a square foot.
Compounding the problem, most
townspeople refuse to shop in stores
that they consider are for tourists.
Passions run highest when it comes to
the waterfront, with the new Marriott
hotel taking particular heat. McSwccney says that in the early eighties there
was a lack of proper zoning: "Today at
waterside there's a forty-five-foot
height restriction, but the Marriott got
grandfathered in at seventy feet. " It also
took over Long Wharf, a docking facility much used by commercial fishermen,
as well as the site for several fish markets
and J. T.'s, Newport's venerable nautical-supplies store.
J. T.'s Street.
has since
moved to Lower
Thames
The
problem of the fishermen persists, as
they gradually are forced out of Newport Harbor to such places as New Bedford, twenty-five miles away.
But it is not just the Marriott; it is all
the condominiums and restaurants and
shops that in recent years have come to
dominate the wharves. "Essentially
they have closed off the waterfront to
Newporters," says McSweeney. Says
the forthright Elizabeth Meyer,
"What's been permitted here stinks.
Newport is an example of the worst
overall planning I've ever seen. " Friends
of the Waterfront, a watchdog organization with growing power, is working
to prevent further excesses.
Although dented here and scarred
there by the pressures for development,
Newport nevertheless remains a magically beautiful place. McSweeney says,
"When I first moved here from Boston 1
used to walk the streets, thinking to
myself, 'What a terrific place to live!'
Jim Baker is that fairly rare phenomenon a native Newporter who has not
moved away from the place. A plainspoken, thoughtful man of about fifty
and an accomplished painter, he has the
air of quietly but determinedly going his
own way in life. When he is asked what
makes so many people come to Newport, he answers, "Newport's glamorous fable, and the many layers of the
place." His wife, Dorothy, adds,
"Newport has all those worlds that never touch — hat's what I like about it."
The son of a navy machinist. Baker
JUNE IWO

grew up in the Fifth Ward during the
1950s and 196()s, when Newport was
fading fast as a plutocratic summer
resort and many of its enormous old
mansions had been abandoned. "I had
the romantic feeling that they would
someday, somehow, return," he says.
"You could go on the grounds of some
ot those places. I spent a lot of time
doing that. I even went inside some of
them. There was a strangeness, a grandeur— a sense that time and the elements
would ultimately take over.
"The natural topography here is my
inspiration as a painter. I have no
strong social attachment. I'm more concerned with what the ocean is doing."
Baker has witnessed major changes in
his town and traces them back to the
opening of the Jamestown-Newport
bridge, in 1969; before that, most visitors to Newport had to come by ferry.
He says that back then there were summer people, but not tourists: "There
were the townspeople and the summer
people, and that was it." Now things
are very different, and the Bakers describe almost with awe a weekend last
summer

when "you couldn't go anywhere: the whole town was grid-

locked." They recall, "We started out in
the car and had to turn back home."
The Bakers' house, designed with the
help of Ron Wood, a local architect,
resembles no other building in Newport. Small in area but tall, it has the
character of a beautiful box kite caught
high on the rocky promontory that is its
site. Below lies Lily Pond, a small freshwater lake. Beyond that is a narrow
strip of land, and beyond that the Atlantic Ocean. The only structure visible on
the strip of land is a single, plainly built
white house, perhaps a half mile away.
Dorothy says, "Doesn't it make you
think of an Edward Hopper?"
It does. There is something still and
poignant, timeless, about the way the
house stands alone at the end ot this
famous rocky island, silhouetted
against the sea, walls reflecting the afternoon sun as it moves toward evening.
"I think," Henry James once said to
Edith Wharton, "the most beautiful
combination of words in the English

presidents, company directors; they
make lots of money and dress as they
wish. They have nothing to prove. It's
part of their freedom to put on a short
skirt, a bustier. And when they've been
dressed in "executive woman" all day
long, what's wrong with looking like a
seductive young thing for evening?
Comfort has never been the purpose of
fashion.
Q: Otherwise we'd all wear pajamas.
A: Exactly! My greatest regret is that
people haven't wanted to see that I love
classic clothes. 1 know why. Others do
them so much better than I do that
there's no point going to Lacroix for a
blazer, a pair of gray flannels, or a Tshirt. But these are things I love doing:
finding the perfect proportion for a
jacket, making a good pair of pants or a
beautiful cashmere coat. But I have a
label on my back that says, "Bright
colors,mcSpain,
un wearable!"
want
to be the
wearable,
but whenPeople
1 am
they complain that I don't look like
Lacroix. I'm trying to be recognizable
within as large a range as possible.
Q: American women complain that
they can't wear Lacroix to the office.
A: My cruise-wear line is quite wearable. saw
I
two women walking home
from work in New York wearing
clothes from last year's cruise line —
classic navy-and-white blazer, pleated
skirt. But then people want me to be
wearable and unwearablc at the same
time. You needn't please everyone!
Q: Which designers do you admire?
A: I don't admire many people, but
Gaultier I do admire. I think his work
symbolizes the marriage of the street, of
lite, and fashion. He's very sincere. I
admire Armani, Geoffrey Beene, Crahay, who was at Lanvin, Saint Laurent,
of course, and Donna.
Q: Donna Karan?
A: Yes. I adore her.
Q: You once said that liaute couture
was a laboratory of ideas.
A: More than a laboratory. I've come
to believe it's a museum for conserving
the technical know-how ot people who
work for couture — the many premieres,
seamstresses, embroiderers . . . We

Walter McQuadc is a coiitiihutiii'^ editor of

couturiers are a little like ecologists protecting an endangered species. What
they call haute couture exists only here
in France. We have the best embriMdercrs. I love doing ready-to-wear, but
there isn't that thrill one feels when

this maiiijzitu'.

working

is 'summer
language
Surely
he was
thinking ofafternoon.'
a place both
knew well, Newport, Rhode Island. D

with

Lesage.

You

couldn't
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have Lcsagc work on rcady-to-wcar. It
would be far too expensive. So it is our
first duty to safeguard this expertise.
When people ask nie, "What will
fashion be like in the 1990s?" I say,
"What a silly question. Women everywhere didn't change in December
1989." Attitudes change little by little.
Who could have predicted in 1979 that
women in the eighties would dress the
way they have? Women today are what
they are because of world events. That's
what makes fashion what it is today.
It's interesting to see what has happened to fashion in the past decade.
When I started in 1981, there was massproduced ready-to-wear that had lost
some of its popularity; there was haute
couture, and it was going downhill; and
in the middle were the upscale ready-towear designers like Thierry Mugler and
Claude Montana, who were adding zip
to ready-to-wear. It struck me that what
they were after, without realizing it,
was the glamour of haute couture.
That's
decided
thereins
hauteat
couture why
route I and
took to
overgo the
Patou. People at that time thought I was
crazy. But I guess I was right, because
now you have Montana at Lanvin, Ferre
at Dior. But we must be careful that
couture doesn't die again.
As for a laboratory of ideas, I suppose
you fmd it in people like Issey Miyake,
who work on textiles. In couture you
can't develop new textiles. You work
within a tradition that you are maintaining. can't
I
turn to into
a supplier
ask him
to throw
himself
textileand
research.
Q: Do you have a different attitude
toward your ready-to-wear lines from
that toward haute couture or Luxe?
A: The essential is the same. The woman who wears ready-to-wear is no different from the one who wears haute
couture. It's the same woman at different times. For the ready-to-wear I do
take the street more into consideration.
The Luxe line is a dream of a sort of
international elegance. I love playing
with the classic conventions of fashion:
navy and white, flowers, embroidery. I
try to play with all those things at my
disposal in a way that is both respectful
and original. But my couture line is
purely selfish. It's the working out of a
story that I want to tell myself D
Diane Rafferty is the fashion editor of Connoisseur. This interuiew was conducted in
Trench and translated by the author.
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Lola spent two hours helping Huxley in
his search, for which her supervisor
inserted a reprimand into her service
record. "You weren't supposed to
spend two hours on just one person,"
she said. "Even if it was Aldous Huxey.
One day in 1955 she showed up at the
Berg Collection, down the hall from her
work station, on the excuse that she was
looking for materials concerning one
Julia Pardoe, an obscure nineteenthcentury American travel writer who
specialized in Hungary and Turkey. After getting a whiff of her scholarly passion, Gordan hired Lola as his first
assistant. Now, instead of being hounded by the public, she could pour her
efforts into aiding the few scholars who
applied to the Berg for help in fulfilling
important literary missions — Fred Kaplan, doing work on Dickens: A Biography, or Michael Holroyd, researching
his highly praised work on Lytton Strachey and his three-volume biography of
Shaw, or Mitchell Leaska, editing, annotating, and introducing Pointz Hall,
which included the early and later typescripts for Virginia Woolf's Between the
Acts. "I'm not interested in individuals;
I'm interested in their questions," Lola
said of the Berg clientele. "If someone
has an interesting subject and an inter-

who, until his retirement two years ago,
operated the Phoenix Book Shop, in
Greenwich Village. "Lola suggested
what to get and where to find things and
would do the contact work. Gordan got
the trustees and donors to come up with
the money." Unfortunately, Lola's ascendancy ashead of the Berg came during a period when its capacity to compete in the high-priced literary market
began seriously to decline. After paying
for staff salaries, its small endowment,
which has grown from the $2 million
originally supplied by Dr. Berg to $6
million today, provides less than
$250, ()()() a year for acquisitions, pitifully small change, considering, for example, that the current asking price for one
of the signed copies of the Shakespeare
and Co. first edition of Ulysses is
$25,000 (which, in this instance, need
not worry the Berg, as it already has
three of them).
One of the strategies for expanding
the collection on a shoestring has been
for the Berg to go after authors no one
else was collecting, hoping that someday t^iey would make it big. In this fashion, ithas bought for not much money
over the years a lot of May Sarton,
Muriel Rukeyser, and Robert Graves's
companion Laura Riding — poets not
widely sought after until recently. It

esting way he approaches things, I'm
curious, and I listen, and then I get

bought Sean O'Casey in the 1960s,
before his reputation became truly international. Italso benefited from the

The Berg also gave her a chance to put
involved."
on twice-a-year exhibitions, for which
she shortly became famous in the literary world and which she curated all by
herself, using works just from the Berg

NYPL's early interest in Henry Miller:
during the 1930s and 1940s, when his
books were outlawed in the United
States, the director of the NYPL, James

stacks. One of them, "Self-Explorations: Diarists in England and America," recorded the musings of fifty authors, among them the playwright William Inge fighting his alcoholism ("The
last hangover I suffered frightened the
wits out of me. So it's back to A. A.").
Another, "Love and Death," included
Keats's farewell letter to Fanny Brawne
("I wish you could invent some means
to make
me atamorous
all happy letters
withoutClifford
you")
and
several
Odets wrote on a typewriter while sitting in a canoe.
Szladits and Gordan together existed
in near-perfect symbiosis. "Lola would
never admit it, but she was the one who
did the work, and Gordan was the social
end of the thing," says Robert Wilson,
the well-known rare-books dealer.

Lydenberg, kept Tropic of Capricorn hidden in a drawer in his office, so when
FBI agents came to the library seeking
to carry off all its Henry Miller in order
to save American minds from being
polluted he could honestly say the library did not have any. Which it did not;
the book was in his desk.
Needless to say, picking out future
stars can be tricky business, one that
takes a good deal of self-confidence, not
to mention a lot of luck. One day a
Catholic nun named Sister Bernetta
Quinn came into the Berg to do research
on Ezra Pound. In typical style, Lola
allowed that in her opinion there was an
American poet who was greater than
Pound, and that was Randalljarrell. As
it turned out, Sister Bernetta had not
only known Jarrell intimately enough to
have figured in one of his poems, "A
CONNOISSEUR

Conversation with the Devil" ("Indulgent, or candid, or uncommon reader — /
I've some: a wife, a nun [emphasis
added], a ghost or twti — /If I write for
anyone, I wrote for you"), but she also
knew his widow well enough to know
that she wanted to sell her husband's
papers at a reasonable price; would Lola
be interested? Lola spent a night in
Greensboro, North Carolina, a guest in
Mrs. Jarrell's house, and not long thereafter his papers arrived at the Berg.
Her biggest coup, however, was in
landing the notebooks, the plays, the
letters, the journals, nearly all the
poems, and even the leather Hartmann
knockabout suitcase he traveled around
the world with of the poet Wystan
Hugh Audcn. "For twenty-five years,"
says Robert Wilson, "the Berg bought
everything it could of Auden at a time
when nobody but nobody in the world
seemed to be interested, despite the fact
that here was one of four or five of the
greatest poets of the century." More
stuff piled in during the 1970s, including
the battered blue ledger book with Auden's early poems.
The Berg got its last batch of Auden
manuscripts and letters in 1980, only
after a protracted and costly five-year
lawsuit started by an eighty-six-yearold Brooklyn dentist who was the father
of Chester Kallman, Auden's closest
friend, with whom he had lived since
the early forties and the one who had
donated the papers to the Berg. The
action was actually initiated by Dr.
Kallman's girlfriend, Dorothy Farnan,
who had wanted to sell the papers, then
valued at $100,000, to the University of
Texas, which had already bought "The
Age of Anxiety," practically the only
Auden work the Berg had not managed
to acquire.
The main ground for the suit
was that no official document existed
proving that Chester, who died several
months after Auden, had wanted the
papers to go to the Berg. Operating,
however, on the nine-tenths-of-the-law
principle, Lola got her hands on the
material just before Chester's death,
when a Columbia professor named Edward Mcndelson, Auden's literary executor, picked up the papers from the
bank vault of Auden's London publisher, Faber & Faber, packed them into a
suitcase, and flew them back to her
office in New York. The Berg eventually won the case, in part -because it
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tracked down two witnesses in Switzerland who testified at the trial that thcv
had heard Kallman say where lie \\ anted
the papers to go. Commenting on the
whole affair, the poet Charles Merrit
said, "I'm sure that Chester and Auden
are having a good laugh in heaven about
this opera bouffe."
Lola's indefatigability in getting material was more than matched by the
ferocious tenacity with which she protected itonce it had arrived. When Dr.
Timothy Healy, who earned his doctorate in English literature from Oxford
and served as president of Georgetown
University, took over from Vartan Gregorian as president of the NYPL, the
publicity department thought it would
make a nice shot to have him photographed looking over the manuscript of
"The Waste Land." Lola flatly refused,
and no amount of pleading could
change her mind. "I mean. Father Healy
is a scholar, too," says Paul Fasana, who
was Lola's boss, still nonplussed by the
incident. "It wasn't as if he was going to
on it."
drool
Indeed,
her general hauteur when it
came to the Berg earned her a fairly fearsome reputation around the library.
Staff members referred to her in hushed
tones as "The Doctor." And rather than
fall under her glare, the library's docents
tended to give the Berg a wide berth
while taking people on tours. When it
came to monitoring the conduct of
scholars in the reading room, Lola could
become such a tyrant that in at least one
instance the Berg lost its chance to get a
valuable literary archive. In doing work
on a forthcoming biography of Edna St.
Vincent Millay, the writer Nancy Milford, of Zelda fame, brought thousands
of Millay documents into the Berg,
where she intended to work on them
and then arrange to have them donated
after her research was finished. Two
favors she sought were permission to do
her work in the back office rather than in
the regular reading room and to use a
typewriter instead of a pencil, as prescribed bythe rules. "I didn't want to be
f\ced with the problem six years hence
of being unable to read my handwriting," she says. Lola steadfastly refused
to bend the rules, and so Miltord packed
up herself and her Millay papers and left
the Berg to work somewhere else.
For all her intractability, Lola could
also exude a considerable amount ot
charm when on the track of soniethini^

she really wanted. A prime example was
her pursuit of the Nabokov papers, for
which she had hungered ever since their
availability was announced, in 1984.
Part of the problem was meeting the
asking price of around S2 million,
which required lining up donors and
getting special budget approval — issues
that had been exacerbated by several
changes
in the library's upper management.
Then

there are the papers themselves, which are housed in a hotel in
Montreux, Switzerland, which serves
also as the residence of Nabokov's ailing
widow. "As I understand it, they're
stored in the eaves, and it's hard to tell
exactly what's there," says Paul
Fasana. "You don't buy a car unless
you know it's got all its wheels and spark
For his part, Glenn Horowitz, the
dealer representing the family, has
vouched that the novel Ada is there,
along with journals from Nabokov's
childhood, in the early part of the twenplugs."
tieth century. Otherwise, he says, the
archive is so extensive^ — enough to fill
up a good-size panel truck— ^that it
would take two years to catalog completely. "What's wanting now," says
Horowitz bluntly, "is for someone to
send me a check." If the Berg does land
the Nabokov papers, it will be in large
part the result of Lola's untlagging
efforts over the years to convince Mrs.
Nabokov and her son, Dmitri, that the
NYPL is where the papers belong.
"One of the impressive things about
Lola," says Horowitz, "was she had a
genuine streak of the humanist in her.
and she could manifest in intimate conversation a concern for the transfer of
assets that are sentimental rather than
financial. This capacity to express what
is moving about these things was what
particularly appealed to the NaboIt isjust this combination of sensitivity, passion tor literature, and near-encyclopedic knowledge that the library will
most sorely miss. "Lola was a snob, but
kovs."
a snob
in the positive sense. " says Paul
Fasana. "The position will be impossible to fill if we try to get someone just
like her."n
BiiKC Porter, dssociiilc protc^sor at the CoItDiihia I ^iiit'crsitY (.hadiiatc School oj loiirnoisseur.is a frcqiniit loiitrihutor to i'.ounalisni,
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His master discovers that he is really a
girl and carries him/her otYto an isolated

home. The family has supported Alessandra — who left at age fifteen to study

place, where (Petit again) "he covers her
with his body [and] tries to breathe new
life into her, and tinally gives hmiself to
her . . . the Devil. In the dance of

at, and later dance for, London's Royal
Ballet — in every way.
Significantly, there is very little in the
world that Ferri hates — except smoking, drugs, and killing animals for their
furs. She is a fighter, she says, and she
makes things come out right. She is
very ready to find the man to marry and
start having children with. Ideally, she
would continue her work with ABT but
also dance a lot in Europe and have a
house in the hills of Florence, as well as a
place in New York. The problem is
that, given her work, it is hard to meet
men; the further problem is that the man
would have to be as absorbed in whatever his work might be as she is in hers.
Otherwise, as past experience has

Well. hell. It is, though full of trickehell."
ry— or, if you wish, superficiality — a
very engaging piece, and there is a final
effect so exciting that even the staid
Washington lawyer sitting next to me
was propelled out of his seat. "How did
they do that?" he wondered with a halfdelighted, half-bemused smile. He was,
however, also hanging on the fine dancing of Ferri and her two partners; indeed, Ferri does pull off a remarkable
display of dance-acting.
Though she has portrayed a dancer in
a movie {Dancers, appropriately, opposite none other than Mikhail Baryshnikov), Ferri has never studied acting.
What makes her Cherubin both so
boyishly extroverted and so femininely
sensitive in the end? I repeat, it is idle to
try to explain what makes an artist an
artist, but I cannot help feeling that Ferri's love of painting contributes. "I can
sit for hours before a Caravaggio at the
Uffizi gallery and just stare," she says. Is
it not possible that a heightened sense of
movement, gesture, expression can be
derived from studying the great Renaissance and mannerist paintings? Again,
Ferri loves music: "Music is for me a
spiritual experience — it is almost something divine. It does wonders for you if
you let it go inside you." To me, Ferri
does more than dance to the music; she
dances in the music, or perhaps it
dances in her.
Like everyone else in ballet, Ferri
works hard and long hours exercising
and rehearsing (usually from eleven to
seven), but when she speaks of her
"work," she immediately corrects herself: "I do not call dancing work." And
further: "That's why I feel so lucky —
and maybe so strong — in my work: becauseknow
I
there is a real world, I have
a real family." Her father, a mechanical
engineer, is a former Italian champion
runner (something seems to be running
in the family); her mother is a retired elementary-school teacher; her older
brother, a businessman, does not like
ballet and has apologized for having
seen her dance only three times. But
they are a close-knit finnily, and Milan
still vies with New York as Alessandra's
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shown, her dancing becomes "like another person," and the man might not
incline toward such a menage a trois.
Oh, and yes, she finds cooking very
relaxing and is good enough at it,
though nowhere near on her mother's
level. Eating — she particularly likes
pasta and appetizers, and luckily does
not put on weight — is to her "almost
likeThe
a religious
fighter isexperience."
apparent in the young
woman who comes to the rehearsal studio in Miami Beach and gets right down
on the floor to work. There is an air of
extraordinary determination and concentration on her face as her legs reach
up, up, up from the floor; it is rather like
the expression of a young child trying to
make sense of the alphabet — or of Cherubin, inthe Petit ballet she was dancing
only a matter of days before, as he
serves, defends, and seduces his master.
She does not have a little doggie leashed
to the barre and yapping away; though
by no means unfriendly, she does not
horse around with the other dancers.
Her work clothes are inconspicuousness
itself, although she does love to dress
well; her favorite designer is one of
Europe's stars, Romeo Gigli.
Europe, a sense of history, must also
have much to do with her artistry. In
Giselle, from her first second-act entrance as one of the Wilis (spirits of girls
who died before their wedding day
betrayed by their fiances, and who now
lure them to their deaths), there is that
same seriousness about her tace, her
movements, her presence. One infers
the ballast of history, the sense of CAselle's past as a young girl, but also

something more. As an Italian, Alessandra has grown up aware of the dark
backward and abysm of time; this is
what makes her so at ease with Juliet —
she calls the Renaissance her favorite
period in history, with even the costume feeling more right than any other.
In America, which she loves, "people
read about history, study it; in Europe,
it's in you, in your blood — anybody's
blood." You get the beauty of it just
walking around, just "living in a threehundred-year-old
A young womanhouse."
who reads serious
books (Umberto Eco's Foucault's Pendulum at the moment), who owns numerous classical CDs but also enjoys a discotheque now and then, who would
adore extensive travel if only her schedule permitted it, who fancies good movies and loves just spending evenings
with friends, and who on top of all that
is Alessandra Ferri — could anyone ask
for more?
And one further charming feature:
she is a good learner. She feels warmly
beholden to Kenneth MacMillan, a quiet man who, as she tells it, with a few
simple words revealed worlds to her;
she speaks with affectionate gratitude of
"Rudi" Nureyev, with whom, it turns
out, she danced only once, in Los
Angeles, but from whom she learned
the meaning of Giselle's character, the
cause of her confusion. "He looked at
me with so much desire, so much daring, that it was too much: I had to take
my eyes off. " Such wanting, she !^ays, as
a timid peasant girl could not face. "He
really
me feelfeels
it." a role, her interOncemade
she really
pretation stays fresh. You can speak of
her technique, or her artistry — of the
strong definition of each movement
combined with a sense of weightlessness— of her musicality. To me, even
more astounding is her acting. As I
watched her in Giselle, and again, some
days
tapeheras facial
MacMillan's
I was later
struckon by
play and Juliet,
body
language: a choreography within the
choreography,
human being's
sponse to every aonrushing
second reof
life. Alessandra Ferri is, to quote Vaclav
Havel in another context, "the actual,
living person, creating the work now,
before us and with us." D
/()/;;/ Simon is the drama critic for New
York ma{ia::ine and the movie critic for
National Review.
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HVOROSTOVSKY

(Continued jirom page 98}

(Continued jirom page WO)

increasing in value faster than the mediocre. Daniel Katz, Ltd., who deals in
bronzes and marble, regrets this. He has
just seen a School o( Bernini Septiitie,
which he sold eight years ago for
£30,000, estimated at between £200,000
and £300,000 in an auction catalog.
Many of his old clients have been priced
out of the market. Fashion, too, plays its

Other than what Hvorostovsky had
shown in Cardiff, the kingmakers knew
nothing about him. Where did he come
from? What did he know?
Here are some answers. Dmitri
Hvorostovsky was born on October 16,
1962, in the Siberian city of Krasnoyarsk, exactly halfway around the
globe from Peoria, and its cultural reputation among cosmopolitan Soviet citizens is about what Peoria's is here.
Somewhat unfairly, as it happens, since
its population of under one million sup-

part. "The enthusiasm of American
decorators for the English countryhouse look has raised the price of
painted furniture three or four tmies in
the past ten years," says Whittington,
who has an eighteenth-century suite of a
Pembroke table and two card tables
with borders of flowers and peacock
feathers, irresistible at £88,000.
The Grosvenor House Antiques Fair
makes you long just to have received a
Trump-size settlement, not only to buy
what you have always wanted but to
satisfy the sudden and urgent desires
you feel as you walk round. "I specialize
in things that people are not looking
for," says Christopher Clarke, from
Stow on the Wold, and it would be a
coincidence indeed if you had been
looking for a nineteenth-century litesize wood statue that portrays Mephistopheles on one side and Margarete on
the other, like the one he has on his corner stand. But it is easy to imagine
someone's falling in love with it. Drawn
to Wartski by a stunning aquamarine
tiara, you are entranced by an art nouveau crown of thin gold laurel leaves.
Looking for C. John and the rug of your
dreams, you are sidetracked by Harriet
Wynter's fascinating and decorative
globes and instruments. Impulse buying could become rampant.
Asking prices as a journalist often
produces a pained reaction. "Oh, we
don't do that," apologizes th? charming
Kenneth Snowman, of Wartski, on
whose card there are so many royal warrants there is hardly room for the name.
"That's not really the point," says
Stewart Whittington loftily. Perhaps
not. But it is comforting to know that
money is being well spent. When the
British Rail Pension Fund's investment
in works of art was sold, its increase in
value had kept pace with the Financial
Times index for the period. And your
interest is in the pleasure of beauty combined with possession. D
Mary McDougall is a contributing editor oj
this magazine.
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ports, by Hvorostovsky's count, two
opera houses, two playhouses, a children's theater, and a symphony orchestra with its own, splendid hall, in addition to other venues for chamber and
organ recitals, along with a music
school and a conservatory.
The only child of a chemical engineer
and a doctor, both good amateur musicians, Hvorostovsky was sent at an early
age to music school , where he studied
piano and conducting and sang in the
chorus. At twenty, he began to work at
the local conservatory — initially as a
tenor — with the voice teacher Jekatherina Konstantinova Yofel, otherwise unknown to us. She is "like a hypnotist,"
according to her star pupil. "With her,
even exercises have feeling." Like playing Bach? "Yes! Like Glenn Gould play-

ne
brought him along with a clutch of rising singers she hoped to commend to
the attention of Western managers. The
concerts for peace drew good crowds,
but no auditions materialized. Undaunted, Arkhipova arranged some
ineptly promoted recitals. In Los Angeles, Martin Bernheimer, the music
critic of the Los Angch-s Times, estimated
attendance at no more than 200, in a hall
seating 1,270 — "embarrassing," he
called it. But he was impressed by the
talent, singling Hvorostovsky out as
"the greatest revelation." "If he always
sings as he did on this occasion," Bernheimer wrote, "he could have the world
But not right away. Days later, the
at his feet." traveling show played SymArkhipova
phony Space, an unfashionable venue
on Manhattan's Upper West Side. Of
the people who count in the music
world, only two bothered to check in.
Eve Queler, the music director of Opera
Orchestra of New York, which presents opera in concert at Carnegie Hall,
was scouting for affordable talent; she
offered Hvorostovsky a contract as a
cover for the scheduled baritone in
Tchaikovsky's The Maid of Orleans the
following February. Will Crutchfield,
from the New York Times, was on hand,

After four years with Yofel — this
takes ingusBach!"
to 1986 — Hvorostovsky joined

too, and gave the singer's unaccompanied rendition of the folk song "Nochenka" (Night) a rare unqualified
"marvelous." Other than that, he wor-

the Krasnoyarsk Opera, "a big opera
house," as he describes it, "with bad
acoustics." After unnoticeable walkons in Rigoletto, La Traviata, and Tosca,
he graduated to better assignments, like
Silvio, in / Pagliacci; Valentin, in Faust;
Germont, in La Traviata; and Tchai-

ried about "the pressure [Hvorostovsky] puts on his loud notes, which
turned stiff and sometimes hoarse."
The soprano Natalya Datsko, he felt,
was the Arkhipova protege to watch.
As things turned out, Hvorostovsky
did not cover The Maid of Orleans, and

kovsky's Prince Yeletsky, in The Queen
of Spades, Robert, in lohmtha, and Eugene Onegin (to date his only bona fide
lead). In 1987, he took first prize at a
singing competition in Baku, the capital
of Azerbaijan, where he attracted the
notice of the legendary Soviet mezzosoprano Irina Arkhipova; in 1988, he
took another first in the French town of
Toulouse, which led to an engagement
to sing The Queen ofSpades in Nice the
following fall.
Before Cardiff, he had been to America, too. In April 1989, when the Sail
Francisco grass-roots organization Beyond War invited Arkhipova to take
part in some Soviet-American concerts
to promote cultural understanding, she

Queler presented him at Alice Tully
Hall in his New York debut recital, with
piano, the following Sunday. Never before had she put on a concert without
personally climbing the podium and
waving her stick, riiough not a single
advertisement had appeared in any
newspaper, the tickets had vanished
from the box office instantly. The previous December, Hvorostovsky had
confirmed his Cardiff conquest with
two sold-out recitals in London. Now,
in New York, the music world's highest
and mightiest were ranged like powers
of the Inquisition.
I Ivorostovsky 's program — nine
songs of Tchaikovsky followed by nine
songs of Rachmaninoff — contained no
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conventional crowd-pleascrs. But the
encores brought his prizewinning Verdi, and the house came down. Then
Hvorostovsky returned alone, sat down
at the keyboard, struck a chord, rose
again to a baffled laugh from the audience, and announced, "Last my song.
'Nochenka' — 'Night.' " No one was
prepared for what followed: a serpentine lament whose swelling and fading
arabesques reached back to the dawn of
time. Marvelous indeed.
What on earth is it all about? Hvorostovsky does not trust explanations.
"Like a lot of Russian songs," he offers
in English that improves each day, "it
has two meanings, maybe more. To
understand a Russian song, you must be
a Russian
Are the person."
words a secret?
Hvorostovsky drags deeply on his
American cigarette. Despite that mesmerizing gaze in the hall, beyond a few
feet he sees nothing clearly without the
thick glasses he wears offstage. He
seems to like it that way. "I feel the connection with the audience," he has told
me. "Sometimes. " Now, in the privacy
of his room, he closes his eyes.
Dark ni^ht, autumn nij^ht,
I have no mother, no father,
Only my beloved,
Who lives with me
And does not love me.
That's all? "That's all!" Hvorostovsky bursts into laughter. "Russian
ple are somewhat strange. We ask
Why do I live? Nobody knows
Russian literature, Russian music

peowhy.
why.
is full

of this question. Moussorgsky,

Tol-

stoy, Tchaikovsky. . . ." Is self-mockery creeping in? "Pain and happiness,"
he continues ni portly tones, "light and
night, hi this question, there are deep
philosophical thoughts. That's my
joke.
..." be harnessed? It is
HowI'mcansorry
this talent
too grand, too untamed for the workaday opera world to contain. Consequently, Hvorostovsky's experience
still lags far behind his manifest ability.
Blame his voice category. As the history
of opera is written, especially in the Ital-

for him; another dreams of a Liaisons
Dainiereiises. But who will write them?
In the realm of actualities, everyone in
the business can see him as Onegin,
which he will sing at La Fenice, in
Venice, in early 1991, in his first major
operatic appearance in the West since
Cardiff; or as Verdi's Rodrigo, in Don
Carlo, the vehicle for his debut at La
Scala on the opening night of the 1991
season. Five or ten years down the road,
heavier parts like Verdi's Count di Luna
(in // Trovatore), Renato (in Un Ballo in
Maschera), lago (in Otello), and Rigoletto should be his own. For now, carving
out a niche will require a certain art.
Coming off his triumph at Cardiff,
Hvorostovsky could have shaken hands
with many devils. There was the Bolshoi Opera, dangling a contract giving
him his pick of roles and the pampered
life of a favored Soviet artist. "I didn't
see my future there," Hvorostovsky
says. Moscow, even post-^^lasnost,
would be a gilded cage. "The artists are
not free. They get offers from the West
and are not allowed to accept them. I
have to work in the best houses, vnth
the best conductors. That's very important. But the most important thing is to
work as a free man."
Freedom has its pitfalls. Hvorostovsky could also have gone hustling the
international opera circuit. Instant possibilities were not lacking, but these did
not suit him either. Except for Onegin,
the roles he knew no longer seemed
worth his time. Roles he wants but does
not yet know were offered, too: Rossini's Figaro, in The Barber of Seville, for
instance, and Verdi's Rodrigo, whose
death scene he enacts in concert so
unforgettably. Leonard Bernstein, for
whom Hvorostovsky auditioned privately in London, embraced him and
gushed, "You are Don Giovanni," no
doubt forgetting for the moment that
Mozart's rake has not a single great
number to sing in a score that is otherwise all marvels. Hvorostovsky had
heard the line before, from girls at the
stage door. He looks the part, but what
is in it for him? A Salzburg festival debut
in a new production in 1993, if he wants
it. His own wish list runs to bel canto

turn," he remarks. "When I learn a song
or a new role, I listen to many recordings and watch many tapes. I have a lot
of literature and really good friends
who help. And I go to the library. That's
the ideal. But now I'm not at home. I
study in hotels, airplanes, the metro. It's
terrible! I have to work alone."
So the concert stage is his salvation.
Only there can he control his pace,
maintain the presence he wants both in
the Soviet Union and in the West, and
keep the spotlight, too. Except for starring roles under festival conditions —
when the colleagues and venues are
right and the productions are new —
opera ties up too much time to justify
the narrow exposure.
An impatient world must settle for
tantalizing glimpses. London, New
York, and Washington have heard
Hvorostovsky only in his Tchaikovsky-Rachmaninoff programs, with
Verdi relegated to the encores. His
interest in bel canto is now a matter of
public record, but no one outside Dublin really has any inkling just how splendidlyit suits him. Dublin? After a hospital stay the Cork impresario Barra O
Tuama (nicknamed Boris O Tuamovich, for his predilection for Soviet
singers) caught Hvorostovsky on television during the semifinals in Cardiff
and offered him a tour of Ireland in February, "win, lose, or draw."
Hvorostovsky accepted and was programmed on a shared bill of opera arias
with an Irish soprano and a Welsh tenor,
accompanied on the piano. After turning away thousands in Cork and in
Dublin, O Tuama quickly arranged a
solo recital in Dublin for Hvorostovsky
two nights after his first outing there.
The vaguely Victorian salon setting that
is O Tuama's hallmark — a master of
ceremonies presiding over a stage
decked out with sofa, lamps, and flowers— complemented Hvorostovsky's
nostalgic program exquisitely; it was a
scene fromjamesjoyce, filled with song
that tugged the heartstrings and at the

to order, the baritone is the tenor's confidant or father, the prima donna's
rejected suitor or betrayed husband —
no roles for so charismatic a youngster.

rarities: Donizetti's Lm h'avorita, which
he will sing in Brussels in November

same time stopped one's breath with
sheer joy. Giordani's lover's plea "Caro
mio ben," which Pinza used to sing
(ravishingly) as a silken caress, broke
forth in a piercing cry. The slow sections of Donizetti arias charmed the ear

1 991 ; Bellini's / Puritani, in his datebook
for 1992 at Covent Garden.

with warm, flowing elegance; the allegro sections, with rippling scales and

One admirer of Hvorostovsky's fantasizes about a new opera of Dracula just

The greatest challenge now is to take

ian repertory for which Hvorostovsky's
glamorous tones and phrasing are made
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his time.

"My

life has taken a hard

riiythmic
world's music capitals have asnap.
treat The
in store.
c:()NN()issi:uK

Three nights later, at a fund-raiser for
the National Art Collections Scottish
Fund at Usher Hall, in Edinburgh,
Hvorostovsky sang, with the Scottish
Opera Orchestra, a program of Slavic
and Italian opera arias. Along with some
swift Dutch managers, who brought
Hvorostovsky to Holland last fall, and
like O Tuama in Ireland, the Scots had
signed Hvorostovsky early. Edinburgh
was the watershed: Dmitri's last gig in
the sticks. Henceforward, it would be
nothing but the big time.
He might have coasted, but no.
Along with his most polished Tchaikovsky and Verdi, he brought something new: his first performance with
orchestra of the popular Prologue from
Leoncavallo's / Pagliacci. In the theater,
the singer would begin in midoverture,
popping his head through the curtain
and interrupting with a prefatory message from the author. On the concert
platform Hvorostovsky had to stage it
his own way if at all. So, on cue, he
popped out from the swinging door at
stage right, put his throat-clearing excuses to members of the orchestra as he
passed, hit his mark front and center
right on time for the big announcement
"lo sono il prolo<^o! , " and with an expansive gesture took in the whole hall.
It was an instinctual masterstroke,

Masterpiece Re-Creations

and there was more. The Prologue's
point is to stress the truth of the action
that is to follow, to urge the bond of
common humanity between the spectators and the players. One lovely passage
evokes the "nest of memories" that was

quality re-creations of
masterpiece oil painting

the author's inspiration, and its high,
soft setting seems calculated for crooning, for easy nostalgia. Floating the lines
as handsomely as one could wish, Hvorostovsky tinged them with a mysterious bitterness, disturbing, original,
and true.
Where, one wonders, not really expecting an answer, does he find such
things? "I listen and I learn," the singer
replies. "It's not possible to express in
words. These are feelings of the heart
and mind. I don't study a manner. To
study that way is impossible. In a sense
it is forbidden."
"What I want," he continues, "is for
the audience to understand the feelings.
Even if there are technical flaws, I have
to sing with feeling as if it were the first
time. If I stop giving that, I must stop
career."
myThis
is just the beginning. D
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(Continued from pa^e 105)
bang of the last two decades — seems to
be over. With the soaring of art prices,
the cost of insurance making the popular mega exhibitions almost prohibitively expensive, the competition
among ambitious museum programs,
and a straitened economy pinchnig trustee largesse, easy victories are hard to
come by for directors. Yet the public's
expectations remain high. What does all
this bode for our heroes' future? Says
one pundit, "Directors will be recycled
like baseball managers." The outcome,
others say. will be a bunker mentality
with the emphasis on survival, on presenting lower
a
profile, a smaller target.
Directors will be technocratic, cooler,
less the risk takers. They will take what
one director calls "the George Bush
approach: protesting lots of desire
curbed cludes
by thatnottheenough
He congolden wallet."
age is over
for
museums.

"If we're lucky we'll settle

into a quiet silver age." D
Melik Kaylan is a contributing editor of
Connoisseur.

ELEGANT PLANTERS
FOR PATIO OR TERRACE

Our English Box Planters have the refined look
of expensive lacquered wood but are in fact
constructed of tough, durable, maintenancefree molded plastic. They're unbreakable,
easy to clean and never need painting! Sturdy
legs raise them off your patio, deck or terrace
floor for easy cleaning — ^just hose them down
outdoors. You can either fill the planters with
potted plants or plant directly into them.
There's a drip-catch basin to collect water
during indoor use, or punch out the pre-scored
bottom holes for outdoor drainage. They feature superb British quality and easy snaptogether assembly. Available in two sizes (A)
Large (15" x 15" x 13" h.) @ $39.95 plus
$5.00 for shipping, handling and insurance
(total, $44.95 ea.) or (B) Small (lOV/ x IOV2"
X IOV2" h.) @ $24.95 plus $5.00 for shipping,
handling and insurance (total, $29.95 ea.).
Special Offer! Order 2 of the same size
planters (a stylish way to frame the entrance to
your home) and pay the shipping charge for
only one!

Secret

Newport

(Continued from page 66)
parents' loyalties in church and politics.
Some still live in the neighborhood,
even under the roof, of their distant
ancestors. Rich or poor, they grow up
in houses where the floors pitch and the
closet doors have not been plumb for
eighty years. Their parents are united,
as in nothing else, in their concern about
damp rot and crumbling plaster and
their pride — however inconvenient — in
"the details." Newport children are enfolded in the past as if it were a civic
religion.
Long before the coming of the Europeans, the native peoples called this

HOW TO ORDER: Send a check or money
order (no cash, please) payable to H.M. SPECIALTIES for $44.95 ($39.95 plus $5.00 for
shipping, handling and insurance) for (A) each
Large Planter you want or $29.95 ($24.95 plus
$5.00 for shipping, handling and insurance) for
(B) each Small Planter you want. NOTE: Order 2 of the same size planters and pay the shipping
charge for only one! On a separate piece 0? paper, please indicate size A or B; PRINT the name
and address, including ZIP code, that you 'A'ant the English Box Planter(s) sent to. Please be sure
to include the department code shown beir v; or your envelope and on your order paper. Send
your payment and your order information tt

place simply "the island." But, as the
grand estuary of Narragansett Bay is
completely peppered with islands, to
have designated this green and granite
chunk of oceanfront property as the

H.M. SPECIALTIES, Dept. CHEN 060;
P.O. Box 1117, R.. ' o City Station;
New York, .>/ 10101

Eileen Warburton, a Newporterby choice, is
the author of in Living Memory: A
Chronicle of Newport, Rhode Island,
1888-1988.

(Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian, foreign or COD ora-jrs.) Please allow 30 days for delivery from our
receipt of your order We ship via United Parcel Service .. ever possible. Orders outside continental United
States will take six weeks for delivery via Insured Para-.
it.
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island suggests that perhaps they considered itthe essential one, a kind of
defining place. Few who have lived here
since would disagree with them. D
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Frogdesign
(Continued Jrom page 110)
good all day after eating this," he says.
The Griesshrei offers a sort of culinary
metaphor for the mingled cultures in the
Black Forest, where the French influence has softened the German. Altensteig is a resort town of half-tmibered
houses, but it is in the heart of high-tech
Germany, where the elves are giving
way to industrial robots and acid rain is
killing the trees. Daimler Benz is down
the road. Esslinger himself owns a Mercedes and also a Porsche, another local
product. The son of a fabric retailer, he
knew hunger in the postwar years. Besides Chuck Berry and James Dean, his
heroes were Newton and Gauss, Edison
and Marconi, Bohr and Einstein. He
went to the university in Stuttgart to
study electrical engineering and was
good at it but hated all the math and
technical repetition. So he applied to
design school, the Hochschule fur Gestaltung, at Ulm. He was flatly rejected.
His drawings showed no talent.
HFG Ulm was then the place for
design, heir to the Bauhaus, which had
preached producing things for the mass
market but rarely achieved it. At Ulm
the veterans of the Bauhaus decided to
work directly with industry.
Their biggest coup came in 1955,
when a little-known company named
Braun launched a line of products designed in consultation with the professors at HFG. You know the results: the
coffee makers, razors, mixers, clocks,
and little black calculators. In Ulm,
design was practiced as science, with
perfect cubes, forty-five-degree angles.
The result was often lovely, cold, and
condescending. One of the early Braun
designs was a piece of hi-fi equipment
nicknamed "Snow White's coffin."
After a year at another design school,
Esslinger went to Italy. Visits to the studios of Mario Bellini, Ettore Sottsass,
and others made him skeptical of Ulm,
with its industriousness, metaphysics,
piety, and rationalism. "We are not
rational," Esslinger objects, "and we
are not all the same, and we are not static; we are changing." Form follows not
only function; it must follow emotion
too. That became frogdesign's motto.
Back in Germany he designed a portable radio with detachable speakers and
tried to sell it to a small German electronics firm called Wega. They said it
was too extreme and he was too young.
Then he read about a government prize
for industrial design.
Esslinger reJUNE 1990

worked his radio and submitted it. A
few months later a notice was delivered
informing him he had won the prize.
At the presentation ceremony, a
black-tie affair to which he wore a red
tie, Esslinger saw the man who had
refused him a job: Dieter Motte, who
owned and ran Wega. Now Motte was
effusive. Esslinger turned his back, but
in the end he took thejob offered.
Motte saw a chance to seize more of
the market for Wega from the esteemed
Braun. The look he sought for his products was younger, more emotional,
slightly rebellious. For two years Esslinger worked on Wega's line of televisions and electronic components. At the
1971 electronics show in Berlin, opposite Braun's black-and-white booth,
Wega set up one in bordello red.
The star ofset.
the While
show was
television
setsWega's
were 3020
still
housed in simulated-wood-grain
boxes, the Wega was downright sexy,
with lush curves expressing the shape of
the picture tube within. Having a Wega
television in the 1970s in Germany was
like having a Bang & Olufsen stereo in
America. Today German collectors pay
around 6,000 marks — $3,500 — for an
example of the 3020. At twenty-six, a
design-school dropout, Esslinger had
become a prince.
Then in 1975 Sony bought Wega and
signed Esslinger on to create the Profeel
series of Trinitron television sets for the
global market. The Profeel line led to
frogline, marketed in Europe. Today
most television sets sold in the world
rely on some variant of the seductive but
exacting black-and-gray shapes he
created for Sony.
But working for Sony was frustrating
in the end. "It drove them crazy that we
could do things in days or weeks it took
them months to do." One Trinitron
model was designed in a day. Frogdesign kept coming up with more ideas
than Sony could absorb: dozens of
Walkman variants, and, most astonishing, Museman, a tiny device, little more
than a colorful set of controls attached to

make them into a model, of plastic or
claylike resin, so that he can get a feel for
the camera in three dimensions.
Once, models were made by carving
foam or wood by hand, but now they
are made by machines like the half-million-dollar Intergraph CAD/CAM sysdownstairsthefrom
studio.
This tem
monster,
size Esslinger's
of a small forklift,
seems to melt the shapes in Esslinger's
drawings into pure energy. On the
screen the lines and curves become sparkling red and blue girders.
The computer directs a battery of sea
green milling machines in the basement.
Motors whir, cams turn, bearings spin,
and out the model comes, pale pink, the
color of the resin-based modeling material the guys in the shop call roter Staff.
The result suggests a larval wasp perfect
in every detail, but colorless. Like many
of Esslinger's models it may join the
gallery
"corpses"
he sometimes
from hisof cabinet
to show
visitors. pulls
In 1982 Esslinger decided it was time
to move to America. He met Stevejobs,
of Apple. He was warned, "Steve may
throw you out right away. He's like
that." But they got along. "While I was
talking to him," Esslinger says, "I knew
what the computers would look like. I
saw them in my head at the very
moment Steve was asking me to do
them." IBM and Olivetti were famous
for good design, and Jobs was determined to move Apple into the same
league. "I want poems," he told Esslinger. A more prosaic concern was to give
Apple's computers some look in common. There were seven different products in the line under development, so
the search for a design identity was
called "Snow White."
This design language — repeated patterns of horizontal lines; stepped-back
square shapes with small-radius corners; a grid of cooling vents in a digital
pattern reflecting the digital organization of information inside; low. contoured keyboards; and a cool platinum

a tape cassette. Sony would not produce

color — made Apple's among the bestlooking computers anywhere.
"I devoted two years ot my lite to

it. Esslinger says, "I told them, 'Don't
pay me; let me keep it.' " Someday it
be produced. Beside it, Walkyetseems
may man
like a crude boom box.

creating the Apple design language,"
Esslinger says. But once it was finished
he could do a new monitor or printer in
a few hours. The first was the Apple lie,

By the four o'clock coffee break, Esslinger has given his drawings of the
camera to the model maker, who will

a portable version of the company's
basic model; the c stood lor "compact,
compatible, and cuddly. " With its light,
self-contained shape, low, squared
133

put them into the computer, which will
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keys, and fine detailing, the lie was an
immediate hit, garnering handfuls of
industrial-design awards and reviving
the original Apple II product line. The
Apple IIGS followed in 1986; the new
Macintosh line, in 1987.
But for all the successes of the new
Apple machines, Esslinger's most remarkable achievement at Apple was
simply getting along. That may say as
much about what makes Esslinger successful as the beautiful platinum boxes
do. Some of Esslinger's favorite designs
were rejected. He brings out the bones
of what could have been the new Macintosh computer: a skull-like monitor
with no feet or case; the slot of a disk
drive making a mouth; a keyboard that
is just keys rising on a curve like teeth,
like a steer jaw you might fmd in the
desert. During its design the machine
was known as E.T. "They tried to fire
me," Esslinger recalls. "For months I
was walking on thin ice. They tried out
other people, but no one could do it or
would do it."
Esslinger remained on good terms
with the difficult Jobs, who was forced
out of Apple in his feud with John Sculley, the CEO he had brought in. Jobs
decided he wanted Esslinger to work
with his new company, NeXT. When
Esslinger asked John Sculley's permission, tohis surprise he got it. Ultimately
it was at the cost of the Apple relationship, but the design language of Apple's
products continues to be Esslinger's. He
designed Jobs's new NeXT computer
over a weekend. It is a ribbed, black box
with, beside it, a screen that bears the
face of a proscenium: a stage where the
images of the computer perform.
At the introduction of the NeXT
computer, Esslinger sat in the audience
of 3,000 people at San Francisco's symphony hall while Steve Jobs called him
"the best product designer in the
world." Afterward, I met Esslinger
outside the hall. We gazed admiringly at
the new machine that Jobs kept describing as a "one-foot cube."
"But you see," says Esslinger, "it is
not a perfect cube. Thirty-eight centimeters this way, thirty-six that way."
He held up his two fingers to show just
how slight is the margin. He knows that
if you make something perfect it will
not look right. D
Phil Patton often writes about design, architecture, and technology1.34
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hiiiihi III Biishii |mt)dcrn Musashi Province): Aiiiiiiini Moon at MiyoiaL-i. hv
Yo-ihitora. Edo period, IKM, medium. wo<id-block print, ink and color
on paper, size. 14.6,^" x .SO". Page 26: (top) Backdrop. Robert Hordti.
Page 2'>: Painting, Mabel Hooper La Fargc. Henry Adani> in Hi> Sindy, ta
IH'M. medium, watercolor. Page 30: (left) Videotape, courtesy Lindcnbaum & Associates, Page 32: Rcima Club coat, courtesy Gordon's.
Atlantic C'lty; accessories, courtesy Greenstones & Cie. Pages 61-73
Lt)cations arranged by Brownie Warburton; flowers, courtesy Paul Eckhart for Broadway Flowers, Newport. Pages 74-79: Stylist. Patti Wilson/
Cornelia & Friends; model. Karina Lombard/NAME; hair and makeup.
Joe Mcl^evitt/Pierre Michel Salon; manicure, Demse Markey/Kramer &
Kramer. Page 76: Gilt Rcgencc stool (pair), courtesy Metro Antiques.
Pages S(>-K6 Photographs, manuscripts, and letters, courtesy Berg Collection. NYPL Pai;e K2: Letters, courtesy the Viri^inia Woolf hsi..re
Paije H7 Photo. Frank W CVkenfels 3/C^tline; stylist. Patti WiKon/
C-ornelia ^ Friends, hair. Virtiinie/Creative Workforce; makeup. Helene
Aiidersson/Oeative Workforce PaijesKH-Vl: Paintings, etching. 18^0.
by Vincent van Gogh Page 8S Portrait of Dr. Gaclui; medium, oil on canvas; size. 26.38" x 22", Page 'XI: Dr. Giului. medium, etching on paper;
size. 7" X 5.75". Page VI: (top row. left) Medium, oil on canvas; size.
2K.H8" X 36.5"; Detroit Institute of Arts. Bequest of Robert M. lannahill; (center) medium, oil on canvas; size, 50.8 cm x 71.1 cm. courtesy
Saint Louis Art Museum, purchase; (right) medium, oil on canvas; size.
I'J 88" X 3*> 5"; Vincent van Gogh Foundation/National Museum Vincent van (iogh. Amsterdam; (second row. left) medium, oil on canvas;
size. 25.3" X 32"; Kunsthaus. Zurich; photo. Giraudon/Art Resource:
(center)
medium, oil onMuseum
canvas; Vincent
size. 19.63"
39.5"; Amsterdam;
Vincent van (right)
Gogh
Foundation/National
van xGogh.
medium, oil on canvas; size. 23. 8H" x 28.75"; Toledo Museum of Art.
Gift of Edward Drummond Libbey. 1935; (third row, left) medium, oil
on canvas; size, 19.88" x 39,5"; Vincent van Ciogh Foundation/National
Museum Vincent van Gogh, Amsterdam; (right) medium, oil on canvas;
size. 25,25" X 31 25"; courtesy Saint Louis Art Museum; (fourth row,
left) medium, oil on canvas; size. 19.63" x 39.5"; courtesy C"incinn.iti Art
Museum. Bequest of Mary t Johnston, fleti) medium, oil on linen, size.
2(f" X 20"; Vincent van (iogh Foundation/National Museum Vincent
van Ciogh. Amsterdam; (b<iitoni row. lettj medium, oil on canvas; size.
19 13" X 24.88"; <Thc Phillips Collection, Washington. DC . acquired
from Miss Elizabeth Hudson, fright) metlium. oil on paper mountetl on
canvas; Marion Koogler McNay Art Museum, San Antonio. lexas.
Bequest of Marion Koogler McNay Pages 93. 95: Photos, Mark
I lanjuer/t)nyx; hair. Nello Addabbo/Cclestine C^louticr. LA,; makeup.
Jeanne rownscnd/C;elcstinc Cloiitier, LA, Page 96: Photographed at
Nuniian Adams, London. Page 97: Photographed at Spink. London
Page W (top) Photographed at Clifton Nurseries Ltd.. London, (icnirr
lettj phi>tographed at Christopher Clarke Antiques. GloiKestershirc,
'right) photographed at Garrard. London; (bottom left) photogr.iphul ,it
Darnel Kat/ Ltd. London, (right) photographed at Ciarrard. London
Page 104 (top left) Photo, Harry Naltchayan Page 105: (bottom right)
( ourtesy line Arts Museums of San Francisco, Paues 107. 108. Ill (top)
Props stylist. Anne Blevins Page III: (bottom right) Hand model. LaureiKc Whife/Ford Models. Inc. Page 113: R^ttlway Timetable; medium,
wood-block
and color
on paper;Tramportitm
size, 14,56"Merdumdisv,
x 9.HI". Page
1 14 Picture ofprint,
Wnirniink Tradtn
at Yokohama
Edo
period; medium, wood-block print, ink and color on paper; size. 14 63"
X 50", Page 1 16: Medium, oil on canvas: size, 24" x 20" Page 1 18 (lopi
1HH9; (right) Walter Langley. While ilie lioai* Are Away, medium, oil on
canvas; si/e, 61 cm x 51 cm; (bottom) Hai'iim huii on tin- Heach. medium.
oiUin canvas; stzc, W cm X W cm. Page 119 Medium, oil on canvas; size,
46 cm X ,36 cm

Yokohama
(Continued from pa^i^e 1 14)
noted the Japanese fascination with
Western costume, particularly with
buttons, but many prints focus on
Western costume with more interest
than accuracy. Amon^ the Five Nations:
Americans (1861), by Kunihisa, for example, shows a woman on horseback —
itself an odd novelty to thejapanese — in
billowy skirts and sleeves and wearing a
kind of basket-weave pillbox hat from
which stream long green fronds. The
woman herself looks Japanese — or,
rather, except for her hair, she conforms
to the stock facial type of women in Japanese wood-block prints — while the
man behind her, with his hat, red hair,
and mustache, looks anything but Japanese. (Thejapanese were accustomed to
refer to the Dutch as "red hairs, " and for
a time they used the expression to refer
to non- Asian foreigners generally.)
Some prints contrast Western and
Japanese attitudes to comic and telling
effect, such as Yoshitora's Eight Views of
Yokohama in Bushu [modern Musashi
Province]: Autumn Moon at Miyozaki
(1861), from a series whose title alludes
to a pfoetic theme in Chinese art. Here,
in Miyozaki,
Yokohama's
trict, abarefoot
courtesanpleasure
attendsdis-a
bearded foreigner in uniform as he
points to the full moon. The contrasts in
their postures and gestures — she submissive and sly, he bluff, outgoing, and
unwary — may refer wryly to the encounter between Japan and the West.
The Japanese ambivalence toward
foreigners tinged many Yokohama
prints with caricature, even those of the
second wave, which immediately followed the Meiji restoration of 1868.
(The shogun resigned in 1867 and the
emperor again became civil ruler, under
the aegis of the Meiji, or "enlightened
rule.") However, thejapanese admiration for Western technology appears
unqualified, as we see in the earliest
images of Perry's ironclad ships. In
1861, Yoshikazu (flourished ca. 185070) produced an impressive triptych
print showing a cutaway view of a
steamship with various activities, from
a dinner party to military drills, being
carried on below decks. Only two years
later, Sadahide made a large triptych of a
steamship in Uraga manned by an allJapanese crew. Pride in assimilation of
Western innovations became a theme in
wood-block

prints as Japanese society

changed rapidly under the slogan "civilization and enlightenment."
C:C)NN()1SS1-.UI(
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Inventions such as the sewing machine, the camera, and the steam engine
are celebrated in Yokohama prints. The
Leonhart collection even includes a
charming anonymous

print commemo-

rating Benjamin Franklin's proof of the
electrical nature of lightning. Foreign
cities, too, became popular subjects,
although in early Yokohama prints the
Japanese artists' reliance on borrowed
visual material resulted in strange
images of architectural dissonance, such
as the print, based on a picture of a city
in hidia, that purports to show Washington, D.C.
Beyond the charm in their coping
with unprecedented subjects by familiar
artistic means, the prints in the Leonhart
collection are an invaluable testament to
Japanese readiness to join the larger
world, an attitude with economic and
political reverberations that are still being felt. Anyone with the faintest interest in Japan's self-education in the new
course of modernity, in its use of a popular art form for informational purposes, will enjoy this show. D
The Leonhart collection of Yokohama prints
stays in Washington, D.C, until September 9. In October it travels to the Asian Art
Museum of San Francisco; in January
1991, to the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art.
The View

from

the Bridge

While the Japanese clearly were avid for
visual information about Commodore Perry and his foreign inventions, Perry was
himself casting a cool eye on the Japanese.
One characteristic entry in his journal describes them as a "very sagacious and deceitful people"; another calls them "a singular
and semi-barbarous people." Perry noted
that thejapanese he allowed to board his vessel were "inquisitive . . . peering into every
nook and corner accessible to them, mcasurmg this and that, and taking sketches after
their manner of whatever they could lay
their eyes on." Onshore, he took a good
look at the Japanese women: "The young
girls are well formed and rather pretty, their
teeth not being blackened until they are married."(He was repulsed by the women's custom of blackening their teeth.) "But it
would be folly to compare them with
females of corresponding rank and position
in most parts of Europe or in any part of our
own country."

— K.B.
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Sonic Sentry, the value of a car alarm brings you peace of nnind— without the expense and bother of installation You can switch it from one vehicle to another
Just plug Sonic Sentry into the cigarette lighter, cord reaches 5 feet, so the unit can
occupy dash or seat when vehicle is parked, where the flashing lights can make a browsing thief think twice The petite 4y2"x4y4"x2" box is capable of emitting a truly ear-piercing
alarm, concentrated inside the car,
where it can most effectively repel an
intruder Activated by the light that
accompanies the opening of car door,
hood or trunk, it also senses impact
or "unnecessary roughness", the
shriek lasts for one minute and only
the key stops it— unplugging the lighter activates a back-up battery Stuck
on the road";" Switch Sonic Sentry to its
mode showing HELP in flashing red
lights and put in the window to attract
aid. It's protection you can't afford not
to have, at $85.98 ($7.00), #A1899

▼ IT SWIVELS!

▼ WORDFINDER ",
DICTIONARY, THESAURUS
The worlds smallest and smartest electronic dictionary/thesaurus. Small
enough to fit into your pocket, purse or
briefcase but large enough to include over
100,000 spelling words and 220,000 synonyms Italso includes 4.5 megabytes of information, proper names, major cities and
states, jumble key for unscrambling words
(Great for those difficult spelling games)
Ideal for students, business executives, all
who desire to improve and expand their use
of the English language Large 20 digit display with 9 operation indicators, auto shutoff. Weighs only 8 ounces Uses 4 AAA batteries (included). 90 day warranty $119.98
(S5.00) M1897.
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Travel advisories for Prague and Krakow; kudos for the CIA (Culinary Institute of America)
By
d that
I he
l arha
av as
clon
d been
Have
As Vaso
elected president of
Czechoslovakia and Lech Walesa had won in Poland, I lit
out for Prague and Krakow,
two of the most compelling
cities in the world for art. The
story of the art treasures will
be told in a coming issue; but
for the moment, a few tips on
traveling to the two countries.
Book now! There is a rush.
Visas are mandatory for both
countries and take two to
three weeks to obtain. Currency and customs ground'
rules can be confusing and
hard-line (the Communists
may be gone, but the bureaucrats are hanging in). Upon
arrival in both countries you
must fill out a currency form
declaring how much foreign
money you have, down to the
penny. Czechoslovakia has a
mandatory exchange of fifteen
dollars a day, which can be
waived with a credit card. The
rate for changing money up to
$15 is 16 crowns; for any

Thomas

amount over $15, it is 34
crowns per dollar. But change
only what you need, as it can
be a hassle to change back.
Another restriction is that the
bill for better hotels must be
paid in dollars.
A Czech phrase book is important. German is virtually
the second language; French is
rare; English, very rare. Several restaurants are fine, especially the cavelike steak house
Mecenase {mct-chcn-ah-sUay) ,
on the Lesser Town Square.
Make tracks for the Hradcany
{hrad-chah-nee) and Prague
Castle, and prepare yourself
for a visual feast, especially the
Bohemian painting and sculpture from 1200 to 1428— after
1428, the quality sinks, to rebound in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. The
Narodni (meaning, national)
Gallery has splendid Cranachs,
Diirers, and Rembrandts.
Currency in Poland is
wild — 9,310 zlotys to the dollar. Cash sparingly because
zlotys are difficult to change

Moving
back. Despite all the apparent
red tape, at the tiny Krakow
airport two soldiers with a
sweet attack dog appeared before departure and pushed
through the formalities with
broad smiles and not a search
of anything.
There must be half a dozen
narodowc museums in Krakow. Try them all. The best
days to visit are Friday
through Sunday, when everything isopen. Each day pre-

The best thing about the CIA
(Culinary Institute of America),
the school for chefs in Hyde
Park, New York, is that some
of its graduates are practicing
their art in the vicinity. For
example, in Pawling there is
the Corner Bakery, where the
chefs create some of the finest
croissants, cakes, soups, and
entrees in five counties. And
in Fishkill, New York, a half
hour's drive away, the Inn at
Osborne Hill has been bought
and transformed by two stellar

in St. Mary's
Church,cisely at noon,
the magnificent
high
altar, carved and painted in
1489 by Veit Stoss, is opened
by a nun to organ fanfare. The
great wings are moved aside
to reveal the huge figures inside, one of the most stirring
sights in Western art.
The finest restaurant in Poland isthe Wierzynek, in Krakow. Because of the exchange
rate, a fabulous meal including

CIA graduates.
The first thing I noticed was
that the country-inn decor was
not elaborate, indicating that
the emphasis was in the right
place: the kitchen. Diners
pored over the menu like medieval monks over manuscripts. Instead of a litany of
specials, the select menu was a
gem of succinctness.
For starters, the artichoke

an aperitif and a bottle of better than passable Bulgarian
wine will come to about $28
for two. A handy restaurant
for lunch is the Hawelka, on
the Market Square.
The only disappointing
thing about Krakow is that the
five huge Turkish tents, all
embroidered and sparkling
with hundreds of tiny mirror

soup was a perfect liquid distillation. The pasta, an eclectic
mix of scallops, pesto, pignoli
nuts, diced tomatoes, and
shrimp with thin linguine,
melded perfectly. The tender
calf's liver was bedded in a
sauce of onions and bacon lardoons. But the beef-and-kidney pie was the best. Its pastry
"dish" was as light as air; the

appliques, that were captured
in the battle of Vienna, in
1683, are off exhibition for
restoration, perhaps forever.
By far the most thrilling
thing one feels in both cities is
the spirit of freedom, a far cry
from the last time I was in
Prague. Then, in August
1968, on my way to the airport Ismelled the overpowering
odor of fresh
on
the Russian
tanks paint
that —would

kidneys firm, the beef perfection, the sauce just sufficient
to moisten the meat without
rendering the pastry soggy.

invade the very next day. The
people are buoyant, delighted
to be able to talk about anything. But there was one question that no one in either
country seemed able to answer: "What happened to all
the secret police?"

For dessert, the profiteroles —
each delicate pastry cup filled
with excellent ice cream surrounded bya pool of chocolate sauce — paradise enow!
The wine list, of mostly California wines, is superior. The
price of all this, including a
Vichon red wine and ice wine,
was $134 for three.
The proprietors, Michele
and Frank Nola, bought the
decrepit inn two years ago. In
that short time they have accomplished arare triumph: the
creation of one of America's
top restaurants. Book in advance: (914)897-3055. n
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As I See It #10 in a series
Douglas Fraser
'Original View'
Acrylic on Canvas

Nothing new under the sun, you say? Look again. Our new Artist Editions light the way with original
designs for those who can fall in love. Shown here: Isis" Lavatory with matching Antique" Faucet. Wnat's
showing at your house? See Yellow Pages for Kohler Registered Showroom. For complete product portfolio
and idea rCo.
book, send $8 to Kohler Co., Dept. LHD, Kohler, Wl 53044 or call 1-800-4-KOHLER, ext. 289.
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ianr.'Circa 1750.
vjne of an exceptional pair of Irish mahogany side tables.

M

Length 56"

Depth 26"

Height 31"

942 Madison Avenue (between 74th and 75th Streets) New York, NY 10021 • Telephone 212-517-4400
London, 120 Mount Street, London, WIY 5HB • Telephone 71-499-1784

'( Vaboiml \

OXFORD ANTIQUE RESTORERS LTD. • 718-706-1144
{A subsidiary of Stair & Company specializing in the restoration of Antique Furniture)
We are always interested in acquiring 18th and 19th century English Furniture of comparable quality.
David H. Murdock, Owner
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truly distinguished luxury automobile must have
an equally distinguished heritage. A case in point:
the 1990 Jaguar Vanden Plas.
Our most elegant sedan not only has the performance and refinement of Jaguar, it also bears the mark of
Vanden Plas. More than one hundred years ago, this
prestigious European builder created some of the finest
coaches and carriages in the world.

A

BLENDING

Inside the Jaguar Vanden Plas, you will find a
senger compartment reminiscent of elegant coai
Hand-finished, burl walnut graces the doors, fasci;
fold-down rear picnic tables. The contoured le
seating is stitched in a classic five-flute design and
rious, fleecelike rugs rest on deep-pile carpeting i
'
passenger foot wells.
To the regal beauty of a classic era, the 1990 Ji
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/as Hie Most Civilized i

Plas adds a host of advanced amenities: compuiclimate control, an 80-watt six-speaker sound
, iieated front seats that adjust electrically, as
high-intensity reading lamps and additional vencontrols for rear-seat passengers.
I'll also find thoroughly modern performance,
to Jaguar's larger, more powerful 4-liter engine,
to an electronically controlled automatic trans-
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mission that features "sport" and "normal" shift capabilities. A limited-slip differential improves traction under
all conditions.
We invite you to test drive the 1990 Jaguar Vandcn
Plas. For your nearest dealer, call l-8(X)-4-JAGUAR. A
few quick moments in our remarkable sedan is the best
way to appreciate the timeless elegance that is Vanden
Plas, and the refined performance that is Jaguar.

JAGUAR
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Ambassador Gallery
Whippany, NI
(201) 386-1505
(

Art Limited Gallery
Ft. Myers, FL
(813)481-3221
Court Gallery
Cincinnati, OH
(513)891-3302
P&C Fine Art
Washington, D.C., Metropolitan Area
(703)698-8452

"Antibes' 26

Walnut St. Gallery
Ft. Collins, CO

x 32!/4

(303)221-2383
Village Gallery
Orange County, CA
Horton (714)768-8421
Plaza, San Diego, CA
(619)696-9914
KivA Gallery
Santa Clara, CA
(408) 248-9804
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Howard Behrens "French Riviera Suite" is a set of two serigraphs entitled,
"Cap Ferrat" and "Antibes". Each image is printed in a limited edition,
created with over sixty hand-drawn color plates. Every piece is
individually numbered, and then hand-signed by the artist. Also available
is a deluxe edi: ion of serigraphs on linen. These are mixed media, with
extensive hand [tainting by the artist. For the gallery nearest you, check
the listings above or call Soho Editions.
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Even the best-planned approach does not always succeed, by Richard A . IVolters

The secret behind America's top seafood restaurants, by Dorie Creenspan
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Fourteen European restaurants where charm and cuisine combine, compiled by Mary Kelly
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Bees drone lazily 'round dewy blossoms the only sound to break the silence of an early June morning.
It is the perfect time to gather summer stock, and the
perfect subject for master impressionist

Lau Chun

To acquire this painting,
please call our toll-free number, 1-800-228-2006.
Plan to attend
Mixed Bouquet • The Art of Lau Chun
San Francisco • July 6- 16
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Fashion Island, 1121 Newport Center Dr., (714) 721-9117
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"Summer Stock." Original oil. 40 x 40 inches.
©1990 Lahaina Galleries, Inc.
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masterpia'e oil paintings.
You may commission
the custom oil-on-canvas
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masterpieces you care to
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Your selections will be
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One South Wacker Drive

period frames.
We fully guarantee your
satisfaction with our

Chicago, IL 60606;

"The Irises" (Les Iris) by Vincent Van Gogh, painted circa 1889.
November 1987 Auctioned for Fifty-Three Point Nine Million Dollars.
February 1990 Available for Twenty-Five Hundred Dollars.
Full information will gladly be sent to you at no charge upon

HERITAGE HOUSE
'GALLERIES'

ANTIQUAX!

your request. We will also include the 320-page "Art Source
Book" with over 700 full-colour plates for twenty-nine dollars.
4800 North State Road Sevens Fort Lauderdale, FL 33319
Phone 800/448-4583 or 305/733-5601 ♦ Fax 305/735-5607

Protect your investment in fine furniture with Antiquax, the outstanding,
unequalled furniture wax polish.
Shortly after the turn of the century
the owner of an exclusive London
antique gallery developed Antiquax
for use solely by his aristocratic clients. They needed a paste wax polish
that would protect, feed and enhance
the irreplaceable antiques they purchased athis establishment. Now this
same secret formula of carefully
blended fine waxes is available to
everyone! Easy to apply, Antiquax
gives wood a soft, mellow long-lasting
shine that repels dust and will not
fingermark, join the world's leading
galleries and museums as well as the
stateliest of homes by using Antiquax
to achieve the finest shine available for
your furniture. Our generous 7.05 oz.
tin will last a long, long time and it's
just $9.9S plus $2.00 for shipping,
handling ana insurance (total, $11.95
each).

HOW TO ORDER: Send a check or money order (no cash, _please) payable to H.M.
SPECIALTIES for $11.95 for each tin of Antiquax you want ($9.95 + $2. for shipping, handling and insurance). On a separate piece of paper, PRINT the name and address, including
ZIP code, that you want the tin(s) or Antiquax sent to. Please be sure to include the department code shown below. Send your payment and your order information to:
H.M. SPECIALTIES, Dept. CNWX070;
P.O. Box 1117, Radio City Station; NY, NY 10101
(Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian, foreign or CO. D. orders.) Please allow 30 days for delivery from our receipt of your order
We ship via United Parcel Service wherever possible. Overseas orders may take up to six weeks by Parcel Post.
The Hearst Corporation
250 W. 55 St., NY, NY UKII4
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BEAUTY PRODUCrS
Deborah Dunbar

hand-painted on fine
canvas and authentically
antiqued for the time of
the original. Paintings
include gold-washed
and ornate handcrafted
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ladminton Cabinet
To BE SOLD IN London

following the sale of
Important English Furniture

rnhr-

ON 5 July 1990

Important French and Italian
Furniture and Tapestries
14 June 1990
Fine English Furniture
12 July 1990

Enquiries, London, Charles Cator,
villiam lorimer or robert copley
ON (4471) 389 2353
Catalogues:
London, on (4471) 582 1282

:hristies
8 King Street, St. James's
London SW1Y6QT
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XV^BIENNALE

INTERNATIONALE

The Galerie Chexalier will once again be exhibiting at the
'Biennale Internationale des Antiquaires'. Specialists ot world
renown in antique tapestries, Pierre and Dominique C'hevalier
will show several important pieces among which of exceptional
note are the following: "The Ball at Barcelona" - tapestry trom
the Don Quixote series woven at 'Manufacture Royales des
Gobelins' in 1758. A magnificent tapestry in exceptional
condition.
Illustrated: Detail from "The Triumph of Charles V" a rare
Flemish tapestry, circa 1550. Woven in either Audenarde or
Enghien, this tapestry represents a triumph of the Emperor

DES ANTIQUAIRES

C^lharles V. Charles V was not only Emperor of Austria illustrated
by the double headed Habsburg eagle, but also King ot Spain,
King of the Netherlands and Emperor ot the Holy Roman Empire
as depicted by the eagle ot the Roman Legions and the emblem
oi the RiMiian senate
"SPQR". company with a second gallery
CHEVALIER,
an international
in New York, also have a laboratory in Stamford specializing in
the cleaning and restoration ot antique tapestries.
■ar—'^!r Paris.
Galerie Chevalier, 17 quai Voltaire, 75007
Tel: (1) 42 60 72 68. II East 57th Street, New York,
NY 10022. Tel: (212) 750 5505.
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The Galerie Camoin may be found by the banks of the Seine,
on the Quai Voltaire, facing the Louvre. Founded in 1908, this
gallery resembling a private residence, in which the furniture
and works of art from the 17th to the 19th century, reflect the
eclecticism of its driving force since 1981: Alan Demachy. His
experience as a decorator has enabled him to present a collection
of carpets, in particular Aubusson and Savonneries from the
18th to the beginning of the 19th century from China and the
Orient to chandeliers, lamps, furniture and works of art ranging
from the charming and witty to collectors pieces. A European
collection of eclectic quality, and great variety featuring
furniture and "objets" from the 18th and 19th centuries. A

particular emphasis is placed upon ihe cabinetmakers of the
Jacob dynasty: Georges Jacob, Jacob Freres Rue Meslee, Jacob
Desmalter, Pierre Gamier, Canabas, Leleu, Weisweiller etc.
The picture gallery at Galerie Camoin houses the most
renowned artists from the 18th and 19rh centuries.
Viustyatd left: A 19th century armchair trom a comprehensive
dining room suite. Signed Edwards &. Roberts, 1880/1890 taken
from the design ot Thomas Hope.
Illmtratcd rij^ht: An early 19th century (1st Empire) carpet
'Manufacture Royale d'Aubusson'. Dimension: 600 x 570 cms.
Galerie Camoin, 9 Quai Voltaire, 75007 Paris.
Tel: (1)42 61 82 06. Fax: (1)42 61 24 09.

GRAND PALAIS • PARIS ■ September 21 to October 7

XV^BIENNALE INTERNATIONALE
Illustrated: "Jeune fille de rArncia" bv Franz-Xavier
Winterhalter. Oil nn canvas, signed and dated on bottom right:
"F. Winterhalter 1838". I47cm x 114cm. Exhibitit)n: Paris, Salon
of 1838, N-1797.

DES ANTIQIAIRES

He rapidly became a fashionable portraitist in Pans and also
abroad, depicting all the st)vereigns from Queen \'ictoria to the
Empress Eugenie.
Galerie Bruno Meissner, Rahnhotstrasse 14, CH-8001, Zurich.

Frani-Xavier Winterhalter was bom in Menzenschroad m 1806
and died in Franctort in 1873. Pupil ot STIELER in Munich,
WINTERHALTER was portraitist at the court ot the Grand Due
de Bade. He settled in Paris in December 1834, atter a stay of
two years in Italy.

GRAND

Tel: (01) 211 90 00 Fax (01) 211 93 71. 23 Quai \'oltaire. 75(X)7
Pans. Tel: (1) 49 27 96 12 Fax: (1) 42 61 43 70.

PALAIS • PARIS • September 21 m October 7

XV^BIENNALE

INTERNATIONALE

The Galerie Achkar-Charriere, in the heart of St. Germain,
speciahzes in 18th century furniture and wiirks ot Art, all ot
which are collectors pieces of the finest quality. Galerie AchkarCharriere will be exhibiting at the XVe Biennale des
Antiquaires at the Grand Palais in Paris from 21st September to
7th October, where they will show some outstanding and
extremely rare 18th century masterpieces.

DES ANTIQUAIRES

The Galerie des Laques founded in 1948 by Madame S Hureau
is, today, run by her son J C Hureau, expert at the Ci>urt of
Appeal in Paris. Specialists in Oriental and European lacquers,
18th century works of art and furniture; mainly French.
Illustrated: A Louis XV red lacquer table with cabriole legs. The
top a C^hinese lacquer tray, black background decorated in gold
and red foliage. Length 69cms, width 49cms, height 73cms. On
the table: pair of bronze ducks flecked with gold. Chinese 18th
century. Height 23cms.
La Galerie des Laques, 74 rue du Cherche-Midi, 75006 Paris.
Tel: ( 1) 45 48 88 82.

XV^ BIENNALE INTERNATIONALE
DES ANTIQUAIRES
AVEC LA HAUTE JOAILLERIE
DE FRANCE
ET LE LIVRE RARE

GRAND
PALAIS

Illustrated: A pair of large Paris porcelain vases, early 19th
century. One of the rare occasions on which two ot the greatest
ceramicists collaborated. Made by NAST and decorated by
DARTE. An identical piece is to be found in the Sevres
Museum. Height 62cm.
Bibliography: 'French 19th century'. Collection Connaissance
des Arts, page 82.
Galerie Achkar-Charriere, 232 boulevard St-Germain.
75007 Paris. Tel: (1)45490701/454893 30.

GRAND

September
October 217

Information:
Syndicat National des Antiquaires
1 bis, rue Clement Marot
75008 PARIS - FRANCE
T61.: (1) 47.20.31.87

PALAIS • PARIS • September 21 to October 7

XV^BIENNALE INTERNATIONALE
For the past 25 years Bob and Cheska Vallois have brought a
dedication and a passion to their recreation of the atmosphere
and style ot the 1930's. In their galler>' at 41 rue de Seine, Paris
can be found the finest furniture and works of art from this
peirod. Here, only the finest quality and the work of the great
designers is on show. Even among the most famous names of
that period - Ruhlmann, Rateau, Prints, Dunand, Legrain,
Eileen Gray, Frank - the Vallois' selection has been so

DES ANTIQUAIRES

meticulous that there is place only for masterpieces. This gallery
is as exceptional as the period that it so perfectly mirrors.
Illustrated: J E RUHLMANN - a desk in black lacquer
incorporating a silver plated lamp. 1930. Height 77cms, length
140cms, breadth 80cms.
Galerie Vallois, 41 rue de Seine, 75006 Paris.
Tel: ( 1 ) 43 29 50 84 Fax: ( 1 ) 43 29 90 73.

GRAND PALAIS • PARIS • September 21 to October 7
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iiH'tit: The Struggle
for Bread \93S (mionyiuons) is one 0/150
arrcstiiiii inm^ies in the
Manhattan exhibition

o\i' is the

"Eyes of Time: Pholojounhilisni in Anieii(</, "at the Internatiotial Center of PliotO'^ra-

time (thioniih Decem-

phy to Aui^nst 19.

Call Windstar (H()()25H-SAIL).

ber) to sail amid the Society Islands on the hi.xnrioHS Wind Song.

.es, this is SpartacLis, but no, it is not
the Bolshoi. The Australian Ballet, on a rare
visit, {^ii'es the old story
new steps. Stops: New
York (Met, July 2329); Washini^ton (Kennedy Center, July 31Auf^ust 5); Costa Mesa

H

(Au<^ust 7-12).
for: Louis Malle's new
movie, May Fools. It
.ere comes the

Jirst unauthorized bioi^raphy of Irvinfi Berlin,
the immensely talented

offers a fond if satiric
view of French society

(and testy) man who

during the 1960s rebellion, all seen throu(ih
the eyes of a family

Jerome Kern once said

gathered to mourn their

"is American music";
by Laurence Beri^reen
(Vikini^).

matriarch's death.

W

In paperback, ou}
top pick is John Casey's
Spartina (Avon), the
tale of a man torn between his love for his
family, his obsession
with /i/.s boat , and an
unexpected romance.

T

/)(' best of four

Vienna museums' hold
ings ofBicdermeier decorative arts now graces
the Chateau de Baga
telle, in Paris: until
August 15.

18

I

. n summer, the hottest auction house is

Sew York's Doyle
Galleries. Potential

this Renaissance-revival tete-a-tete, in a V'ictoriana sale on July 1 1 .

'C/5

hari>ains abound — like

r,

b

iiriii{; his two
trips to Tani^ier, in
1912 cmd 1913, Hctiri
Matisse chatiQ^ed his vision and created twentytliree paintin<^s and six-

ty-odd drau'itii^s. Most
of these, astonishin(>ly ,
have been collected in a
joint U.S.A.U.S.S.R. project. The
exhibition, one of the
summer's hii^hliiihts, is
now at Manhattan's
Museum of Modern Art
(until September 4).
After that, it i^oes to
Russia.

R

.eady to learn:
The Freshman, written and directed by Andrew Beriinuin, i^ives
Marlon Brando his first
starrini^ film role since

1976. He plays a kindly oriiani~ed-crime
leader
who takes a
clever colle^^e student
(Matthew Broderick)
under his lutelai^e.
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CONNOISSEUR'S
Serious TV ^^

W

A personal view of men's fashions ^^

Scottish cuisine, anyone? ^^

Scott Turow's new thriller ^^

IVhy movies ^{^ct an X ^^
Anticpiiuii '" In-laml ^^

R L D
Films by photo^^raplurs
Bi^^ dancing from Russia

TO LIVE AND
DRESS IN L.A.
ere late in the secSomewhond
draft my producer
and I started getting
chummy. So I rang him up
one fine Saturday morning
and asked if he would care to
accompany me to a sale at my
clo
's-nto
favori
n men
n.thing store,
ctote
Cla
& Fri
"Ha!" he replied. "I always
knew you were a Clactonist."
He said it as if he had just discovered that we were both
thirty-three-degree Masons.
And although we Clactonists,
to use his coinage, have neither secret handshake nor arcane rituals of greeting, we do
share a fanatical allegiance to
Los Angeles's best menswear.
As everyone knows, it is
hard to be a man in Los Angeles. More specifically, it is
hard to know what to wear. If
you are a woman, you just let
your hair grow big and wear a
fringed jacket. This classic,
L.A. aerobicized-bimbo look
varies from casual (bodyglove spande.x) to business
(body-glove spandex with
Chanel handbag) to formal
(black neoprene). It's a nobrainer. (Obviously you can,
of course, wear something
vintage, something Japanese —
if you do not mind being accused of dressing like a New
Yorker.) But for men, the
choices — if not the clothes —
seem more constricting. If you
are seriously tan with white
hair, you can dine in the best
bistros of Beverly Hills in
your Italian bicycle-racing
shorts. If you are an agent,
you can wear Armani and
never even have to think about
it. If you are a young agent,
you can wear your tassel loafers low-cut, exposing the daring flash of well-hosed vamp.
For formalists, there is always
the black leather Schott FerlULY

1990

fecto jacket, for riding your
si.x-figure vintage Harley or
simply for business meetings.
Then there are those of us
who commit what, in L.A.,
turns out to be a minor act of
subversion — showing up in a
suit when we do not have to.
Call it irony; call it self-respect; for this kind of thing
one shops
at after
C'lacton
Frinton. Named
two i^'cheertul
English resort towns (ot the
type you would expect to pop
in a Kinks
song),
C'lacton
&up Frinton
is run
by expat
Brits, who combine traditional, restrained English-cut tai-

loring with fibrics that would
make the archbishop of C^anterbury kick a hole in a
stained-glass window. Admittedly, Clacton & Frinton will
sell you a navy suit you could
wear anywhere. It will also
sell you trousers in aubergine
and a wool gabardine jacket in
radiant, Easter-egg blue.
C^F, and its designers, Michael Anderson and Hilary
Anderson, has been in business here tor ten years. Fhere
is respect for traditum — if bv
tradition you mean something
Ricky Ricardc) would wear to
the nightclub in a colori/ed

III Tinsvlloii'ti, iJ lUiiii's iiiconic
iiiiiy (icpciul on llic ait ot '"> i'hkct.

episode ot a Lucy show. My
own t'avorite C&F suit is a
two-button, broad-shouldered, wide-lapel, slightly
oversize drapey nu>del, with
pleated pants: something Cary
Crant might have worn, had
he beenlinen
partial
to green-aiulbkuk
sharkskin.
I also
have a black wool-and-cashmere double-breasted bla/er,
less Katharine I lamnett than
Robert Mitchum. I he extraordinary C&F shirts — ranging from the soft white cotton

rhe perfect accident?
The front left corner of the

more often involve offset than

lorthbound car has abruptly

direct head-on impacts. So the

net the front left corner of

forward chassis and

body

Even

with
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structure of a Mercedes-Benz

against
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iffset frontal impact.

is ingeniously configured to

absolutely no-risk, no-damage,
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absorb, channel and distribute

no-injury

his way, how fortunate that

impact forces in both offset

probably always will be,

hey were both Mercedes,
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long-slecvc kind to fuchsia
and acid green "sport" shirts
— all carry a vertical loop on
the back, below the pointed
collar. It IS how we Clactonists recognize one another at
crowded screenings.
The producer turned out to
be too busy that morning to
accompany me to the sale.
Later that week, when I
handed in the draft, he assured
me that it was not my fault,
that I was still as good a writer
as when I had handed in the
previous draft, the one that
everyone was wild about; the
thing, he said, just wasn't
"there" yet. The long, chatty
phone calls slowed to a trickle.

except to reassure each other
that we would love to get together as soon as we found the
time. Both of us being gentlemen, neither mentioned the
word
In L."lunch."
A. — as in any town
built, essentially, in 1937 — it is
important to know the difference between the ephemeral
and that which lasts. The
friendship between a writer
and a proclucer may be one
thing, but the pleasures of a
Clacton &■ Frinton suit — such
as the gray-on-gray Out of the
Past model I am going to buy
as soon as I get my back-enti
money from the studio — are
torever. — Houumi A. Rodiiuiii

You can catch photographers filming scenes they
made famous in stills — Man
Ray's view of a female torso
scribbled over with patterns
thrown by shade; C^artierBresson's image of a woman
identifying a concentrationcamp traitor
in a remarkable (this
film, Le last
Retotir,
war in 1946); Helen Levitt's
sweet, funny, poignant version of the urban dance of life
in the slums (//; the Street,
1952). You can witness a vision working itself out on
film, sometimes less well than

ers, wrestling
Photog
h ph
the problem of exwitra
tracting ameaningful
moment from the flow of
time, have often given in to
temptation. A few have made
the transition memorable.
Now the American Federation
of Arts is presenting "Moving
Pictures: Films by Photographers," arich and peculiar series of forty-one movies.
Some of the films are historically fascinating but artistically anemic, like the Lumiere
brothers' first one-minute
reels of passengers debarking
24

and a baby being fed (1895),
or
Margaret
Bourke-White's
rather
jerky travelogue
of
Russia in 1932. But some early
abstract films by Man Ray {Le
Retotir a la Raisofi, 1923),
Ralph Steiner (H/), 1929), and
Moholy-Nagy {Lichtspiel —
Schwarz Weiss Grau, 1930), or
CHiarles Sheeler and Paul
Strand's less abstract paean to
Manhattan, in 1921, exhibit an
experimental zest and a high
sense of desiL;n that have outlasted the year' .

^*' ■
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SJ.

in stills (Harry Callahan, Robert Mapplethorpe), sometimes
at a high level of cinematic

Television is the unlikely forum
"Salesman, 1969.
jor <^reat documentaries, such as

competence
(Susan Meiselas's
Nicaraguan documentary.
Living at Risk, 1985; Raymond

tion tor superior work (Grey
Gardens, Runnin(^ Fence,
Gimme Shelter), Salesman still
has never been shown on U.S.
television.

Davidson's Isaac Sin<^er's
Nii^htniare and Mrs. Piipko's
Beard (1974), starring the talkative Mr. Singer, and some
entertaining exercises in — hold
your breath— deconstruction:
John Baldessari's Title, Paul
and
de Nooijer's
One Menno
View, and
Michael At
Snow's So Is This, a story entirely composed of filmed single words. (At the Cleveland
Museum of Art through An<^ust
15; then at Harvard, Cornell,
A}nherst, the University of Arizona, Portland, Ore<^on, and
elsewhere.)
— Vicki Goldberj^

CLICK, WHIR

; fc..

abc:)Ut liberated prist^iers ot

Depardon's slide-show autobiography, Les Aiinees Declic,
1983, and especially his Litth'
Fugitive, 1953).
For sheer tun, there is Bruce

Mdiiy \;rc(it photoi^raphcrs experiment with cinema: Man Ray's
L'EtoiledeMer, 1928.

q

STRONG

STUFF

bert Maysles showed
eet
PBS his bittersw
ker Alma
lm
fi
the
r
e
t
Af
portrait of door-to-door Bible
salesmen, ten years ago, he
noticed that the PBS programming director had been crying. Maysles, who made the
film with his brother-partner
David and C^harlotte Zwerin,
recalls, "I thought, 'We're in.'
But then he said, 'My father
was a salesman — I can't watch
any more. It's too strong.'
And that was that." Despite
the Maysles brothers' reput.i-

pO

Assessments like "too
strong" or "too controversial"
continue
to keep
most creative
and America's
passionate
documentaries trom appearing.
Now, PBS has found room
tor a series dedicated to con-

temporary
nonfiction
films — a
series that not
only
tolerates
but vigorously welcomes provocative subjects. On June 26
"P.O.V." (which stands for
point of view) starts up a third
season of what its executive
producer. Marc N. Weiss,
calls "television for people
who hate television."
are JimconAmong troversial
this c:)fferings
summer's
Klein's Letter to the Next Gen-r
eration, a look at Kent State
University students twenty
years after the killings there
(]u\y 17); Alan and Susan Raymond's examination of bigcity law enforcement in Police
Chiefs (]u\y 3\)\ and Motel,
Christian
Blackwood's
view
of
the characters
who populate
three motels in the American
Southwest (August 28). And
will
feature
older
work: to
for the
first an
time,
"P.O.V."
Albert Maysles's delight.
Salesman, made twenty-one
years ago, airsjuly 24. Mark
tlie date.
— David Ruben
CONNOISSllJU

Granot Loma
Own A Part Of American History

and 15 baths. Adjoining the Lodge is a Guest House with
8 rooms, 4 fireplaces and 4 baths, 14 Bedroom Servants Quarters and a 9 car garage. The farm complex consists of 2 houses,
huge barn and a dozen other buildings, most of glazed brick
construction. With thousands of acres of forest, this is a
sporlsmans dream, with abundance of deer, bear and fox.
Over a mile of frontage on Little Garlic River offers the finest
of rainbow trout fishing in Michigan. Millions of dollars have
been invested in extensive renovation, offering tremendous
potential for resort development, as well as a profitable
lumber investment and an opportunity to own one of
America's most famous and historical landmarks. Just listed
and offered at only $12 Million, including all furnishings,
art and antiques.

A rare opportunity to live in a work of art, this historical landmark commands a 5,000 acre estate with 3.6 miles of frontage
on Lake Superior. This empire was begun in 1919 with a full
time construction crew of 250 of the finest artisans in the
world who labored until 1923 to complete the Lodge and
19 other buildings in the farm complex. To reproduce the vast
complex today would cost up to $41,000,000.00, although professional appraisers doubt that it could be duplicated at any
cost. The 50 room Lodge appears to rise out of the waters
along the shores of Lake Superior with 1.1 miles of private
sandy beach. The Main Living Area of the Lodge runs along
the lake for 141', with 24' ceilings in the Great Room, with
huge stone fireplaces in the Library and Banquet Dining
Hall. There are 26 Bedrooms, each with a unique fireplace
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CLEAR

glass what Coco Chaion,r"
did vi
forngfa
, sh
fooHoli
says Thomas nelLa
diad pr
e
qu
e
Ret n
or
ect
dir
w
hi
of a ne ex bijec
tion of Lalique. "Lalique, like
Chanel, is a look — readily
identifiable, unique, and at the
same time accessible to those

One of Ireland's wisest connoisseurs of antiques: Ronnie McDonnell.

DUBLIN'S FINEST
nnell is the
eecteMc
isp
Ronnre
d Dodoyen of the
Dubhn antiques trade.
Across the road from the Shelbourne Hotel, his house on
Kildarc Street is where you
will find some of the finest
pieces of eighteenth-century
Irish mahogany furniture for
sale in Ireland. He has been in
the business all his life, and his
uncle before him. "Handling
the goods is really the only
way you learn," he says, and
allssalthe
hedreof
when
rec
es da
lan
the "t
allysover
were
the old families selling up who
had been in Ireland for 300
years or more. They were terrible gamblers, and half of the
families went bust." He
shakes his head forgivingly.
"When you went to the country to buy a load of goods, it
would take days for the stuff
to come back in horse-drawn
e,
s twinklth
e
Theks blu
vadns."
wi
a chair
into eye
he sin
an
gilded dolphins for arms. He
is a large, craggy man, and the
soft Irish voice and easy,
throwaway manner mask the
incisive eye and encyclopedic
dge
d's
lan
kn
eurs ofofIrefin
estle connoiofssone
e art.
wisow
In the twenties and thirties,
he explains, American dealers
bought the delicate, plain,
thoroughbred Irish eighte nth-century tea and card ta26

bles because they could be
passed off as having been
made in Boston or Philadelphia. They scorned the big,
baroque Irish side tables, their
aprons carved with animal
masks and thick garlands of
leaves and flowers. Ronnie
points to one against the wall.
"Even in the sixties," he says,
"they wouldn't have given
shopforis that."
like a cluttered
youHis£200
private house. There is a
gauze-thin glass fanlight over
the front door and a turf fire

who love it." And like Chanel, Lalique is a giant hit with
Americans. The legendary Sarah Bernhardt piled on Lalique's jewelry a century agrgo,
and today Whoopi Goldbe
and Jack Nicholson are gathertered vasesgned
d deliingcathe
emwa
stos
te fr
desi an by
r,
MarieRene's granddaughte
ns
ca
e.
ri
de
qu
au alwa
li been "Athme
Lays
Clve
e biggest
ha
collectors," says Nicholas M.
Dawes, who curated the exhibition "Lalique: A Century of
Glass for a Modern World," at
the Dixon Gallery and Gar-»
ur,ing.
tons
in Memphis, and then
de
objets Vase
d'art
are Among
Rene's the
1926 150
Alicante
(below); the magnificent, oneton Cactus Table, designed by
Rene's son Marc; and MarieClaude's re-creations of Rene's
jewelry.
— Kathleen Beckett-Young

burning in the grate. The cupboards are filled with armorial
china, famiile rose porcelain
plates, old Waterford cut-glass
decanters and bowls, glass
candlesticks, and blue and
white pots of different dynasties. Convex gilt mirrors reflect the great lantern hanging
from the ceiling. A collector
himself, McDonnell has donated nearly 200 silhouettes of
Irish families, as well as an important group of Irish eighteenth-century mahogany furniture, to Malahide Castle,
where it is on view to the
"By the way," we inquire
public.
on leaving, "how much
would that Irish baroque side
table cost us today?" "Thirtyfive thousand pounds," says
this kind man, with a benevolent smile. — Olda FitzGerald
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ning-length productions, and
a handful of set-piece "highlights," they will be making
an eleven-week American
tour. Unless they have
changed greatly in three years,
we can expect to have our
hearts lifted by their dancers,
or some of them, and our
brains numbed by their choreography, or most
of it.
In Russian,
holshoi
means
big, and that is what this
troupe is famous for: not ele-

A beautiful line: the Bolshoi Ballet's Nina Ananiashvili.
gance or correctness, which
are the supposed province of
their rival, Leningrad's Kirov
Ballet, but big, meaty, exciting dancing that carries you
along with it. A hero
traversing the stage in three
fabulous leaps, then hoisting
his lady into the air in a onearm overhead lift, then tossing
his head back and baring his
teeth at the audience — that is
Bolshoi.
While not subtle, such

ANED-BALLET
GR
SCAL
cow's Bolshoi Ballet
yed byawdef
ay frion
om s,theMosstag
unSta
tes for ect
ited
UnSt
most of the
1980s. Now we are back on
their itinerary. They were here
in 1987; and this summer,
with 120 dancers, four eve-

dancing can be artistic, depending on the dancer. The
troupe's reigning he-man, a
big Tartar named Irek Mukhamedov, can actually do the
three-leap stage traversal. He
manages, furthermore, to be
both charismatic and modest
at the same time — an irresistible combination — and now
that he has gotten a Western
haircut, he even appears to
haveful inaa neck.
Equally
different
way wonder(less
force-of-nature, more refined)
is Alcxei Fadeyechev, the
CONNOISSEUR

ONNOISSEUR

W

ompany s premier
nale classicist. And
}ediminas Taranda,
he top character dancr — he plays the villins — acts up a storm,
omplete with musache-twirling, and
nakes you believe it
11. In the women,
Jolshoi theatrics often
ead as hardness rather
han excitement, but
slina Semizorova and
^Iina Ananiashvili are

trong, stage-hungry
lancers, and Inna Perova and Nina Spernskaya are reportedly
he young comers.
If you are going, try
o see one of these
lancers, but do not set
'our heart on it. Rusian companies are fanous for last-minute
ast changes. Indeed,
hey are famous for
saving dancers home
t the last minute. No>ody knows what the bad
hing was that Gediminas Taanda did in 1987, but in spite
»f his being the poster boy —
nd the program cover! — for
he 1987 tour, he never got on
he plane.
As for which ballet you
hould choose, try for one of
he classics. Swan Lake or Gielle, which have been only revised bythe company direcor, Yuri Grigorovich. The
)ther two big ballets in the
our repertoire, Ivan the Terrile and Romeo and Juliet, were
ctually created by Grigoro'ich, and he is one of the leastlifted choreographers on the
nternational scene. He can
erve up male virtuosity with
;usto, but that is almost all he
an serve up. Women have litle place in his work. And as
or his use of the ensemble, it
las been justly said that Grig)rovich's group dances make
he June Taylor dancers look
ike Balanchine. The tour will
tart July 10 in New York
ind will go to Washington,
).C., Chicago, Los Angeles,
>an Diego, Honolulu, and
3oston.
— -Joan Acocella
ULY
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very oiu Aberlour from Speyside, so hig. '" alcoholic that I
could now set
hy the reel is
such a popular dance in Scotland.
The Hills O' Home is also
open for Sunday brunch and
tea, when the Scotophile can
overdose on such treats as arbroath smokies. Loch Fyne
kippers, fried bannocks, tattie
scones, and athole brose, a
heavenly combination of oats,
cream, honey, and, of course,
whisky. The restaurant can arrange for a taxi to get you
home. You may well need
one. (The Hills O' Home, 22
North Street, Clapham Old
Town, London SW4; phone:
720-9559.)
—Bernard Merkel

SCENTSATION

The Hills O' Home restaurant avoids Caledotiian mawkishness.

SCOTTISH

W;

FEAST

hen next in London,

the intrepid gastronome would do well
to venture south of the river
Thames, for, in the suburb of
Clapham (terra incognita to
tourists) can be found one of
London's most original restaurants. The Hills O' Home offers genuine Scottish cuisine,
and it is worth the trek.
The owners, Wilmma
McKerlie HoUist and her son,
Malcolm Hollist, have created
a warm atmosphere while
avoiding any phony Caledonian mawkishness. There arc
trews, tam-o'-shanno tartan
ters, or red-bearded bagpipe
players; just comfortable,
homey surroundings, friendly
service, and excellent tare,
which marries traditional recipes to contemporary dishes
based upon the best Scottish
produce.
Deciding to go for broke, 1
began with a slice of light and
spicy haggis, served with turnip and claret sauce and
washed down in the traditional manner with a wee dram of

Scapa from Orkney, from the
restaurant's spectacular list of
over forty single malts. I followed this with beautifully
tender venison cooked rare
like a steak and accompanied
by sharply contrasting hainberries (a mixture of wild berries) and a fat tureen of new
potatoes, glazed carrots, and
the ubiquitous mashed neeps
(turnips). A young Fleurie
proved a suitable match.
For dessert I resisted
the charms of a tipsy
laird, the house version
of trifle. In hindsight
this was wise, since it
turned out to be essentially large
a
glass of
sweet sherry thickened
by a little sponge cake,
custard, and cream.
Instead I tried a cloutie dinnpling, a surprisingly light, moist
plum pudding in a
thin pastry shell. Delicious. And to finish, strong coffee
and another wee
dram, this time a

it was introduced, just
after the war, by rthe
when
Fracas caused a sti
fashion designer Robert Figuet. Like the voice of the incomparable chanteuse Edith
Piaf, for whom Piguet designed a much-copied little
black dress, the fragrance has
an explosive effect: it is pure
and intense. Gardenia is its
signature note, yet because the
essence of gardenia cannot be
extracted, it is created by the
combining of tuberose, jasmine, lily of the valley, and
orange blossom against a
musk and sandalwood backThis little bottle is cansimi a
coiuinotion (a^^ain)-

Having fed the
calves and
tended the
Arabian show
horses . . .
Margaret
Dunbar
is on her way
to the office
to open
her mail.

II

And ours.
End Customer Service
As Manager of the Lands'
Department, Margaret Dunbar
supervises the 1 25 people who
deal with the mail and the
phone calls that come in each
day from the most important
people in our business lives . . .
our customers.
Some of the calls and letters
are warm and friendly. Some
are a little more heated. But
Margaret and her people
respond to them all with great
respect, in keeping with our
obsession with the ultimat*. 'n

customer service.
She and her husband, Don,
live in the same house where
they raised their daughters,
Jill, Karen and Janet. Home is
on a 239-acre farm IV2 miles
from Dodgeville. When her day
with us is done, she drives those
IV2 miles home to where they
live. After all, there are evening
chores to do. And, of course,
tomorrow is another day.
This kind of dedication
is not rare
at Lands' F>nd.

When you undertake to run a
business like ours, which
depends
so heavily
on the dayin-and-day-out
dialogue
between us and our customers,
you need people like Margaret.
Down to earth people. Warm.
Friendly. Outgoing. Not
because they're paid to be, but
because that's how they really
are. And because so many of
our people are rooted in the
good earth of Dodgeville and
its rural environs, their spirit
infuses the company for which
they work just as it enriches

the lives they lead bef i
after hours.
The kind of people v
fits the kind of prod
we offer.
"research"
would
We feel quite
sure prot
— tl* %
never detect it— that 0
reason for such succes I
Lands' End has enjoy(
date is the fact that we
ourselves, feel comfoi
with the merchandise
v
Clothing
and soft lug^lu

^ifJ4m\l4£^itmim^iJ3Liail^^Si^S^ilL.'iiiiil'f'i-J^M ^HjHOk^-d- Jti&u.t.-^ r.-rsv:' « .v.- .. ^ ' »

lly traditional, that
IS, the natural fibers
Earth provides.
:tion techniques that
v'ily on the human
id its practiced skills,
ig practices that are
lot convoluted through
bureaucracy — so that
in reflect value, not
ind thus help us build
ihips, not merely
les.
1 our guarantee comes
to a simple,
;in handshake as it can

in two no-nonsense words:
GUARANTEED. PERIOD.'
May we give you
our phone number?
If you have yet to experience
the simplicity and warmth with
which our people undertake to
serve you, please call our tollfree number ( 1 -800-356-4444)
and let the voice that answers
introduction
be your
End
Direct
Merchantsto—Lands'
an
unusual American company,
served well by unusually

devoted people.
Or, if you want to make
Margaret Dunbar's day, fill in
the
right,catalog
and she'll
see coupon
that our atlatest
gets
off in the mail to you, before
she heads for the parking lot.

Please send free catalog.
Lands' End
Dept.ZX-21
Dodgeville, WI 53595
Name
City.
Address ,
Slate .

.Zip.

n Please send information about
your new international service.
Write or call toll-free:

1-800-356-4444

di^

^v^

N. NU O

ground. Fracas is rich, sexy,
and heady. No wonder it
spawned many imitators, notably Chloe, which adds to the
tuberose a modern top note.
Forty-five years later. Fracas is making a comeback.
Like Piaf, it shakes the rafters.
—Jill Rcstikh

reworking of the glam-ro'ck
gem "Your Ma Says You
Cried in Your Sleep Last

laugh
Plament hemust
ty ti
rer
sees a
Robeev
heavy-metal band on
MTV emulating the ear-piercing shrieks and macho swagger he trademarkcd better than
twenty years ago in the band
Led Zeppelin. And he must
smile whenever he turns on

Night" will spawn a new
breed of roots-conscious headbangers. After all, it took until
the mideighties, when he hit
the top of the charts with his
versions of the rollicking
rhythm-and-blues tune
"Rockin' at Midnight" and
the simple ballad "Sea of
Love" for people to realize
that
RobertarePlant's
roll shoes
of the rock-andsame blue

Love."
ta The
irony deepens: at a time
when specialization is the
quickest route to the big time
in popular music. Plant has
gone eclectic, succeeding with
a pastiche of fifties rockabilly,
sixties funk, and seventies glitter— genres that neither his
myriad imitators nor his clas-

Nci'cr judaic ii v/ni^'") /;)' Ins attire.
Robert Plant.
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suede popularized long ago by
another famous tall cool one.
— Billy Ahman

ARTY

THRILLER

ichsteries to the sleek mamy
son
From Perry Ma
nations of "L. A. Law,"
American mythology is crawling with attorneys far more
intelligent and amusing than
any of your friends in the profession. Inhis acclaimed bester
sell Presumed Innocent (probably the most popular legal
novel since Dickens's Bleah
House), Scott Turow enriched
the iconography by giving his
characters two and a half dimensions instead of the customary two. Buoyed by that
book's success, he tries for 3D in The Burden of Proof (Farrar, Straus & Giroux; S22.95).
His hero is the brilliant defense lawyer Sandy Stern,
from Presumed Iiniocetit, whose
wite, CMara, without warning
or explanatic^n, commits suicide. Even as Stern works to

accept this tragedy — and to
figure out its causes — he is
caught in the middle of a
tough case: his rich, randy
brother-in-law Dixon Hartnell
is .ibout to be nailed for insider
trading in kitures.
In following Clara's past

R
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SPEECHLESS

sic-rock programmers will
touch, for fear of seeming unhip. His new album, Manic
Nirvana, takes up where his
1988 smash, Now and Zen, left
off. Maybe such numbers as
"Hurting Kind (I Got My
Eyes on You)" — a jumping.
Gene Vincent-like heavy
breather — and his remarkable

FULL CIRCLE

one of sta
those "classic rock" radio tions and hears his old
songs getting more airplay
now than they did back in
1968, when Plant and his fellow Englishman Jimmy Page
were considered heretics for
their bowdlerization of "classic" American blues and for
their headache-inducing originals like "Communication
Breakdown" and "Whole Lot-

.^0
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theaters are losing
audiences to the daia ni
dramcn
reets, the y)
inkthe ston
ly em
Sovr
(C temporar
Theatre of Moscow is stillet
many Sovi
g l
ini
awh
llout crowds. The
see
drW
reason? The theater, founded
ng Khrushback in 1956 duliri
chev's short- ved thaw, has
never been just a place to let
ott political steam. "Our subman spirit," says
ject isthenihu
en k's director, GaliSovrem
k.
he
lc
na Vo

In will
July,
as part of
GoodArts Festival
in the
Seattle,
Volchek and her company are
A hcst-scllitii^ writer i^ets lofty
and falls fiat.
and Hartnell's financial shenanigans. Stern merely learns
that the personal and the professional often collide; and Turow gets lost in his attempt at

presenting a play about a time
that tested that human spirit to
its limit. Based on the memoirs of Eugenia Ginsberg, who
spent eighteen
in Stalin's
Gulag,
Into the years
Whirlwind
features a cast of five men and fif-

a psychological novel.
What made Presumed Innocent click was not its psychological acuity but the way its
author's legal savvy and
sneaky plotting gave simplistic
characterization the illusion of
complexity. Here the characters are the whole story, and
they stand naked and scrawny
as Giacomettis. You do not
know whether to snort at Turow's flatfooted attempts to
spring Stern trom Central
Casting's legal division (he is
an Argentinian Jew who could
just as easily be an Irish Catholic, for all the book shows us)
or to laugh at the coarse, unintentionally hilarious descriptions of the hero's sexual reawakening. Only when Turow
dives into the niceties of insider trading does The Burden
of Proof have the zing ot good
None fiction.
of which means, ot
popular
course, that Turow was a flash
in the pan. But The Burden of
Proof serves to remind us ot
two things: that inside every
best-selling novelist there is a
Serious Writer shrieking to get
out; and that, almost always,
these shrieks are best ignored.
— -John Pou'crs

Soi'ict theater comes above
ground — ('(( Seattle!
ty-tive women, including the
eighty-threc-year-old Paolina
Mjashikova. Mjashikova does
not utter a single line throughout the play but remains onstage as a living memory of
that chilling period: she was
one"When
of Ginsberg's
I tirst sawcellmates.
the play, I
had someone whispering the

translation in my ear — not the
best of cc:)nditions," says Norman Langill, president of One
producerin
the testival'
Reel,
s,
was a smoment
"but there
the second act when I was
overcome by tears just by the
pertorot the
pure
it was
impact
and the
niancepower
having on the audience. These
women are the age of our
mothers. You can understand
why seeing tiiem get hauled
otf to jail tor ten to twenty
CONNOISSI
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Hoffman Realty Sells World-Class Pre >erties

NOTTOWAY, A rare opportunity to purchase the largest Plantation home in the Country. 64 rooms and 53,000' of restoration
and complete with all antiques and furnishings. $9 Million.

THIS TEXAS SHOWPLACE, featured on LIFESTYLES OF
THE RICH AND FAMOUS, has a 24,000 SF main home and the
finest Equestrian Facility in the country S 16 .Million.

THIS RENO ESTATE, was patterned after the famous SAN
SIMEON HEARST CASTLE and features 12,000 SF of incredible construction with a spectacular indoor pool. $3.6 Million.

BOCAGE ON THE TECHE, This Louisiana Plantation home
has 7,000 SF of restoration, 25 acres of the Bayou, Guest House
and an opportunity to purchase one of the Souths great estates.
$995,000.00.

SANTA YNEZ VALLEY, CA, This is the showplace horse farm
in the area, highly improved with a luxurious main home,
designed with Old California Ambiance throughout. $7.5
Million.

SISTERDALE VALLEY, TEXAS, 1 his Hill Country Showplace has 282 acres with Guadalupe River frontage, a Game
Preserve and a 5,000' main home, several other homes .ind
barns. Over $3 Million.

Marilyn Hoffman, President of Hoffman Realty, Inc., is considered one of the foremost specialists in the sale of world cl.iss properties,
selling CHARBONNET, the most expensive residential property ever sold in Louisiana, the famous SOU IHFRN C;R0SS RANC:H, as
seen on the TV show, "DALLAS," Lee Trevino's Texas Mansion and the famous pink mansion which she sold to Mary Kay Ash, was featured
in People Magazine. Marilyn was recently featured on LIFESTYLES OF THE RICH AND FAMOUS, featuring a $35 Million Dollar Texas
Mansion and in the annual issue of Forbes Magazine.
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years for telling a joke at a par-

ing, virile power to the role.
There was no hint of how

ty would be died
so upsetting."
Ginsberg
in 1977, too
late to see her memoirs published inher own country. For

young he was: the deep, uncomplicated maleness of his
screen presence made him totally convincing as that archetypal father Tevye the milkman, cursed with five daugh-

years her story was an underground best-seller, circulating
through the samizdat network. Last year the theatrical
version premiered to enthusiastic crowds at Sovremennik's 800-seat theater, not far
from Red Square.
"It's one thing to know
Empire V Cut

about
Stalinist period
says thethemanagi
r,
ng directo,"
Starod
Valeryanothe
quite
to sit .in a"It's
theater
r ubtsev
flnto the Whirlwind will be
and feel it."
performed inmultaneous
Russian,
with siheadset translation

Lady: 809.4.L.50.91.61
Gentleman: 809. 4. G. 50. 91. 61

available, July 25-August 5 at
the Bagley Wright Theatre. Next
summer it will be at the International Theater Festival, in New
York.) — Margo Hammond

MANLY

Century
The Sapphire Collection'

Dallas
R.D. Eiseman
2143610341
Greenwich Ct
Pelissier
203 6619101
Honolulu
Haimoff& Haimoff
808 5314900
Jackson Heights N. Y.
Monique Fine Jewelry
718 426 5559
800 356 5559

Bock, lyrics by Sheldon Harnick), he was only thirty-four,
and he brought an outstand-
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Twenty-six years later, Topol
returns to Fiddler.

poverty,
and people.
membershipters,
in the
chosen
Twenty years have passed
since the film was released,
and though Topol is still an
imposing presence he has been
doing the role too long. It is
not quite fair to say that he
walks through it, but he is not
fully there, either. Now the
right age for the part, he has
grown beyond it. The whole
production, a remounting by
Ruth Mitchell of Jerome Robbins's 1964 staging, has a
queer, removed air, as if it
were a Xerox of the original.
The scenery is still Boris
Aronson's central cottage and
Chagall-based drops. It looks
shabby, and devices that were
exciting twenty-six years ago
now seem quaint.
Except for Topol, the cast
has a road-company dispiritedness despite its history
with the show. (Rosalind Harris, Golde here, was a charming Tzeitel in the movie; Ruth
Jaroslow has been playing
Yente pretty much full-time
since 1964.) The high point remains the dances. With the
travails of a heroic common
man, rather than a love story,
at its center. Fiddler is an unusually masculine musical, and
the choreography seems inspiredfrom,
by, if male
not actually
derived
folk dancing.
The tleshort
"botdance,"but
my exquisite
favorite thing
in all Jerome Robbins's work,
is followed by a whirling aftermath, joyous and a little
frightening, a wild surrender
to frenzy. There is a lot of vitality in Fiddler; preserving it
as if it were some untouchable
classic makes it seem mustier
than it is. The material is
strong enough to stand up to,
even welcome, a rethinking
and a new presentation. (In
Toronto during August; then
in Houston and Nashville.)
— Lloyd Rose
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ly viacofmedhi
nt mo
es
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number clai
d
pe
have been slap
with
X ratings. We are not talking
pornos here. Pedro Almodovar's Tie Me Up! Tie Me
ter Greenaway's
Down! , Pe
The Cook, The Thief, His
Wife, and Her Lover, and John
McNaughton's Henry: Portrait
of a Serial Killer all received the
scarlet X. Viewed in its most
utilitarian light, the Motion
Picture Association of AmeriA

ca's ratings system is a way of
alerting audiences to the content— that is, the sex and/or
violence — of the movies in the
marketplace. The system has
been a joke ever since the ratings were adopted, in 1968, as
an
a me s of providing protection for the film industry by
allowing it to police itself After all, the G movie ("All ages
admitted") hardly gets made
anymore. The PG-13, reportedly adopted in response to
the public outcry over Steven
Spielberg's fried-heart grossouts in Indiana Jones and the
Temple of Doom, is just so
much alphabet soup. Discretionary enforcement crops up
primarily with R-rated films.
There's the rub. An R-rated
movie officially requires anyone under seventeen to be accompanied bya real, live
adult, but it is the rare theater
owner who will turn away a
ticket buyer.
This is far less true with an
X-rated film, which is branded off-limits for those under
seventeen. Most filmmakers,
not to mention their distribution companies and exhibitors,
will not court financial disaster
by releasing an X, and so virtually all X films end up as Rs.
This promotes a dual hypocrisy: the ratings board, by giving afilm an X rating, is, in
effect, acting as a censor, since
by snipping the offending
footage the filmmaker can
thereby receive an R. In the
meantime, the filmmaker can
publicize the initial X in the
press and reap gobs of lucrative publicity — before, of
course, trimming the bangs.
JULY 1990
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Some films genuinely deserve an X rating. That is to
say, there are films, for example, Henry: Portrait of a Serial
Killer, that should, I think, be
childproof But what is there
to link this movie with, say,
the new Greenaway or Almodovar films? Yes, Greenaway's movie offers up canni-
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Does Almodovar's Tie Mc Up! Tic
Mc Down!
deserve an X ratini^?
balism as its final delectation,
but for the most part the film
is precisely the sort of symbolclogged, freeze-dried art thing
that tends to provoke dithyrambs of delight in the New
York Times Arts and Leisure
section. Tie Me Up! Tie Mc
Down! is a beguiling passion
is Almodovar's tamplayestthat
work yet — and his earlier
films all received Rs.
Is this latest lust for "X
marks the spot" a side effect of
the kinder, gentler conservatism plaguing the National
Endowment for the Arts? Or
could it be that over at the
Motion Picture Association of
America too many bluenoscs
are getting bent out
of shape?
-^-Peter
Raincr
Edited by Diane Rafferty
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y4 launch, a bust, a hare, a hippopotamus
ish" of sales, however, will be
the fifth annual auction at

uses are w
York ho
the major Ne
While
dark in July, the
Brits have most ot the stage to
themselves and usually treat
themselves and their clients to
a variety of sales celebrating
ritishness" in furaspects of "B
niture, decoration, paintings,
and all sorts of other wonclerful wares. The action gets under way on the 3rd with the
ie's session of Old-Masst
ri
Ch
ter Drawings — hardly up to
the 1984 Chatsworth disposal,
but a solid sale nonetheless.

Phillips of Traditional Rivercraft & Ephemera, in Henleyon-Thames Saturday the 14th,
a week after the races, when
the splendid setting is at its
loveliest. That there will be
dozens of first-rate examples
craft
an Andrews
of
the— specialist
boat launch,
maker'sa
rare Thames gig — as well as a
fascinating selection of paintings and models is a welcome
bonus indeed.
Finally, on the 4th, Christie's presents its annual sale of
Important Clocks. The 1989
sale was such a prodigious
success that it will be hard to
match, much less top, it. The
stars this year are four exquisite late-seventeenth-century

That day too Phillips presents
Fine Old-Master Paintings. A
star should be Joachim Beuckelaer's The Market hStall (1563),
nt century
with its seventeety
li ,
two-dimensiona
which
makes it look like a Red
Grooms composition (estimate: £100,000 to £150,000).
y's Old-MasIn thPaeinti
Songth
s eb
ter
session on the
4th, considerable interest
should be shown in the only
known animal painting by the
ury
sixteenth-cent
German
n
ma
drafts
Hans Hoffmann,
The Hare in the Forest (after
Diirer's famous study). This
beautiful, incredibly detailed
work was done in 1585 and
later disappeared for three centuries, turning up in 1983 in an
English farmhouse attic. Sold
at Sotheby's that year for
£407,000, it has now been
cleaned and is estimated at £2
to £3 million. The balance of
this sale may well attract sixfigure bids. The same should
ue at the esChristie'sns Oldbe trer
Mast
Pictur
sessio
on
d
the 6th and woul be a godsend at the more modest Bonhams sale on the 19th, where a
measly £50,000 still gets you
good value.
Bonhams also has a session
of Period Frames that day, as
does Christie's South Kensington the afternoon of the
5th. Frames can be a serious
art form in themselves. You
could find yourself bidding
against dealers or even museums, many of them in the

34

pieces by the great Thomas
Tompion, with handsome
cases, works, and estimates
(we are talking six figures).
If the Hoffmann painting oi
the 4th does not fetch the top
price
in July, one
lot in at
its Sotheby's
sale of European
Sculpture & Works of Art on
the 5th will: a highly important white marble bust of Alexander Pope by the Frenchborn sculptor Roubiliac, datec
1741. He did virtually all his
work in England and was con
sidered one of the greats of thi

Roubiliac's Alexander Pope, estimated at up to £1 million.
timate of£30,000 to £50,000.
vanguard of the movement to
exhibit work in period trames.
The ishChristie's
BritPictures saleImportant
on the 13th
is
"Britishness" will be well
demonstrated in two other
a bit more upscale, with good
pictures sales. On the 10th,
depth if no great stars.
Christie's shows a different
Phillips offers Fine British
Paintings, replete with elegant
aspect of "Britishness" in two
other excellent sales: Imporeighteenth-century portraits,
sketches of manor and town
tant English Furniture, on the
life, and a variety of early5th, and Fine English Furniture, on the 12th. The latter
nineteenth-century Romantic
scenes. One of the best of
includes a pair of striking
George III mirrors, eloquently
these is an early coastal scene
by John Martin, shown in the
1812 Royal Academy show — a
surprise to those who know
only his grandiose biblical
paintings. It should top its es-

expressing the rococo exuberance of the high Chippendale
style (estimate: £30,000 to
£50,000).
The most uniquely "Brit-

age. The execution is masterly, although the presale estimate (up to seven figures) ma
owe something to its provenance (Sir Robert Peel and the
earls of Rosebery). It has been
exhibited only twice, in 1820
and
better1961.
with Will
this Sotheby's
bust than fare
Christie's
did with
Bernini's
glorious Pope
Gregory
XV,
which failed to live up to its
ambitious $7 million estimate
last January?
On the 9th and 1 1th, Sothe
by's and Christie's hold firstrate Antiquities sales. The
former includes prize pieces
from the collection of the late
Marion Schuster of Lausanne,^
including a delightful Egyptian faience hippopotamus
CONNOISSHUR
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The Market Stall,
hy Beuckclaer; estimate: 1100,0001150,000.

Call Toll Free or Send $2
for our catalogue today.
with a serious £100,000-to£150,000 estimate. The Christie's session on the 1 1th is
strong in later Greco-Roman
material.
On the 17th, Sotheby's
presents Later European Ceramics & Glass. Most of this
predictable but decorative material byleading factories
(Sevres, Meissen, et al.) was
made for the newly monied
commercial classes of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. You might be surprised to compare the prices
this stuff realizes at auction
with the retail prices of current
material next time you shop
for a wedding present. On the
20th, Bonhams has a similar
sale, directed toward the middle market.
On the 17th, Bonhams
holds a silver sale, including a
full range of functional, decorative, and collectors' silver
and plate estimated at between
£50 and £50,000. At such sessions the offerings include flatware, serving pieces, candlesticks, tea and coffee services,
and unique items by commercial manufacturers (Tiffany,
Gorham), upmarket shops
(Asprey, Garrard), and star
makers (Lamerie, Storr).
In this country there is precious little action in July. In
New York on the 11th, William Doyle Galleries presents
its annual Victoriana sale, featuring period furniture, paintings, silver, and decoration,
with lots of big names (Belter,
JULY 1990

Please include phone number and
individuals or areas of interest.

Herter) and "revival" pieces
(Gothic, Renaissance). There
will be some wrought-iron
garden furniture too, very hot
nowadays.
In San Francisco on the
1 1th, Butterfield & Butterfield
offers Dolls, Toys, & Collectibles, a miscellany including
hand-carved marionettes from

American
HtBtorical (Sutlfi
130 Circle Drive, Suite 200
Roslyn Heights, N.Y. 11577

800-544-1947 • 516-621-3051

a WPA project, original Disney eels, metal toys, classic
comic books, movie ephemera, and so on. The big attraction, however, is Butterfield's first sale devoted to
American Indian art, a twosession, 6()0-lot spectacular
held simultaneously in San
Francisco and Los Angeles on
the 31st. A lot of material
comes from the Ahlstrom collection, ofDallas. There are
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strong sections of southwestern and Northwest Coast artifacts inevery imaginable medium, all in good condition.
— -James R. Lyons
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A fiddler with the grace of youth and the spirit of old masters
By

Polly

Frost

camp, in upstate New York.
"That was a turning point,"
he remembers. "Before that
I'd never practiced more than
an hour a day. I read in the
brochure that they required
five hours a day practice, and I

odd-looking,
gosse
All scxtho
ilysedre
— and
heavily promoted —
young violin virtuosos! It can
be hard to hear the music for
the marketing. One of the
most visible of the new kids is
Joshua Bell, twenty-two, who
has performed for (and made
small talk with) Johnny Carson, and whose heartthrob
good looks have been emphasized on his CD jackets.
But the qualities Bell brings
to his playing are not what the
packaging would lead you to
expect. Although he has a
phenomenal technique, he
does not use it to blow away
the last row of the hall; instead
he aims to bring the audience
in close. In a generation of
violinists that includes many
stars — Midori, Anne-Sophie
Mutter. Nigel Kennedy, Viktorya Mullova, and Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg, to name a
handtul — Bell has consciously
taken the generous performing
style of an older school and
given it an introspective quality of his own.
Despite his youth. Bell already has a lot of experience
on the concert stage. He began
his professional career at thirteen alter winning the Seventeen Magazine-General Motors Talent Competition. At
tourteen, he became the
youngest guest soloist ever to
play in the subscription series
of the Philadelphia Orchestra;
he made his debut under Riccardo Muti. The next year he
toured Europe and at nineteen
signed an exclusive recording
contract with Decca/London
Records — the first such contract the company had offered
a violinist in ten years.
Bell does not mind being labeled old-fashioned. Without
apology, he dusts off the tuneful showpieces that were in the
repertoire of Kreisler and Heifetz half a century ago. His debut album. Presentini^ Joshiui
.V>

thought that sounded ridiculous. As it turned out, there
were so many talented students at the camp that I ended
up practicing seven or eight
It was also at Meadowhours
day."he fell in love with
mount a that
the playing of Jascha Heifetz
and Fritz Kreisler, which he
heard on tapes some of his fellow students played for him.
In these masters of an earlier
ige he heard the possibility —
and beauty — of bringing one's
own personality into performance. Even today, one of his
favorite recordings is Kreisler's Beethoven Concerto. "If
someone were to play like that

Jo.<liUii Bell prefers (lentle persuasion to a hu<^e sound.

Bell, includes such fare as the
Wieniawski "Variations on an
Original Theme" (you cannot
imagine Nigel Kennedy playing it, try as you may) and the
Grasse "Waves at Play" —
compositions generally dismissed as musically seccindrate. Bell gives the Wieniawski a melancholy attentiveness,
and the Grasse a lost-world
quietude. And lo and behold,
they come to life.
"You can't survive just on
Beethoven," Bell says. He has
considerable self-possession
but still speaks with the enthusiasm of a kid. Then he

laughs: "Well, actually I could
survive just on Beethoven, but
it's nice to do other things.
The Grasse is a character piece;
it's not meant to be great."
Nor does he consider Wieni" "But I
. wski,
Wienia
play"profound
when Iawski
don't think of him as a sec-

ond-rate composer, because if
you think like that you start
schmaltzing
it up."
He has his
own
ideas about
Paganini,
too. "People think of his compositions as technical pieces
that are impossibly difficult.
They forget that Paganini is
like Italian opera — like Rossini. There's a certain elegance
and lightness to it. I think it's
important to treat all music seriously and bring out whatever greatness is in it."

ington, Indiana, the
son of musically in
Bloomew hisup fainther
grnts;
led pare
Belclin
teaches psychology at Indiana
University, and his mother is
a counselor for gitted children.
He began studying the violin
at five but did not buckle
down seriously until he was
d attending Meadelevenunan
owmo t summer music

today, they'd get trampled on
by the critics. But there was so
much personality. Perhaps he
stretched it too much according to our standards today. He
changed notes; he was a composer himself. But the music
was his when he played it. I
wouldn't go as far as he did,
but Kreisler had qualities in his
"People tend to sound alike
that I love."
playing
now,"
finds.
afraid toBell
bring
out "They're
their own
personalities and take risks.
There's also a big emphasis on
playing loudly and getting a
big sound. I don't like to see
that. Of
it's sobecause ourcourse,
concert part
hallsof are
big. When I play a Mozart
concerto, sometimes I'm criticized that my sound isn't big
enough, but a piece like that is
so intimate." (At least one
tough critic has found this a
virtue. Harris Goldsmith has
written that Bell "favors gentle persuasion where all too
many are addicted to highpressure vibrato and demonic
I DNNOISSl
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intimidation.")
Shortly after Meadowmount, Bell gave a recital in
his hometown. His teacher
then, Mimi Zweig, invited Josef Gingold, the distinguished
violin professor at Indiana
University. "It was very impres ive,tell
I
you," says Gingold, in his charmingly oldworld manner. Bell recalls, "I
teachnotme."
begged him
Gingold,
whoto did
usually
take on such young students,
agreed. "He was a remarkable
talent, and he developed fantastically," says Gingold. "He
made three years' progress in
one semester." Bell says that
Gingold, now eighty, grew to

haps some of the more negative aspects of being a teenager— peer pressure, drugs. But
at college I was around a lot of
interesting people, musicians
mostly.
was not
great!"
Music Itwas
the only discipline at which Bell excelled.
"Everything he did he seemed
to be a natural at," Gingold
recalls. "He once represented
the state of Indiana in a tennis
tournament. Although he
didn't win, he made the finals.
And he never had a tennis lesson in his life!"

Y

A

prodigies encounter do not
faze him. "There are so many
factors. It's hard to make the
transition from prodigy sometimes because the career is
based on something besides
musicianship. A lot of the
problem is the incredible pressure and expectations. Children often don't know why
they're performing, or even

literature")
and has just
ished Anna Karenina.
He finalso
makes time for games and

arhance
peut
s nge
s st
hira
looks andapyo
is hias
us
ri
va
,
di
in
viol
a 1726 Stra
that
as
is
at
th
thing
n
O
ede
art. in
itea
'druis
shap
likeinga gugr
"Ist
rrow
been
bo
m
ments fro collectors who
were nice enough to lend them
to me," he says, "but I wanted
to get one of my own. Someone said they had seen this relooking instrually unusual-ag
ment in a Chic o violin shop.
When I first walked in and
saw it I was shocked. It had a

him." Bell says that neither his
parents nor Gingold pushed
him that way, but for him
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my —reading."
Besides nonfiction
Bell is fascinated
by astronomy and physics — he
reads spy
novels
("I guess of
those
are the
Wieniawski

striking in his stage

Critics have praised Bell's
"natural style": he attributes
this to Gingold's teaching.
"Mr. Gingold plays in the old
style. He was friends with
Heifetz and Kreisler. A lot of
the reason I like the showpieces play
I
is because of him.
He loves music and the violin
so much that it exudes from

experiences? "The high-school
prom," he replies, "and per-

plain about the pace. "I actually
like
says. there's
"When flying,"
I'm on aheplane
no place I have to go to, and I
can just relax and catch up on

Still, one problem Bell may
who they toare."
continue
bump up against is sports; current passions include chess, golf, and snooker,
that people refuse to take his
a billiards-like game he plays
music seriously, given the
in England.

be "like a grandfather" to
him.

"there was never a question"
from age twelve on that music
would be his career.
Later in the year of his first
encounter with Gingold, Bell
began college study at Indiana
University. While continuing
to go to classes at the local
public high school in the
morning, in the afternoon he
went to the artist diploma program at the university — a program that draws performers
on the graduate level who
want to sharpen their playing
before starting concert careers.
"All of my friends from
then on were college students," he says. "I lost touch
with high school." Current
psychological thinking warns
that the skipping of grades
leads to later emotional problems, but Bell's parents felt
that holdmg their son back
would hurt him more. Does
he himself feel as though he
missed out on any key teenage

R

Given looks this j^ood, maybe the au'fttl video ivas inevitable.
"I goofed off too much
growing
up," twelve
Bell admits.
"When I was
and thirteen Iplayed a lot of video
games. Once I met a kid, and
when I mentioned my name
he said, *Oh,
thought
it wasyou're
for thefamous.'
music, I
because there had already been
some publicity on me, but insaid, 'Yeah,
won sostead hemany
times, you've
your
name is up there on all the video games.' That was a little
Perfectionism was not imposed on him; instead, he
scary."
challenged himself, as he still
does. One senses a remarkably
healthy attitude. Questions
about the problems musical

image his record label has created for him. In an otherwise
positive review of his recordings in New York magazine,
the critic Peter G. Davis admitted, "London Records'
crass campaign to sell Bell as
an all-American teen hunk
was tasteless enough for me to
toss his debut discs unheard
intoIn the
discard
person.
Bellpile."
is far from
the image of a brat-packer. He
has a genial, independent spirit. Although he now lives in a
co-op in lower Manhattan on
those rare days when he is not
touring, he has lost none of his
midwestern openness. And
unlike most musicians on the
fast track, he does not com-

very dark sound — it had a
voice of its own — and I could
bring a lot of colors out of it. I
had been trying to get as close
as I could to an ideal sound I
had in my head. With this
violin I felt I could get closer
to that. It was an unknown instrument, and people were
l
ca
ti
skep
because it was so
odd-looking, but it has
worked out well. Some people
say this violin was originally
built as a baroque instrument
called the viol d'amore, which
was slightly bigger than the
standard violin. This one was
probably cut down
in size and
made into a violin, which
t
un
d
coul acco
for its darker
sound. It has larger F holes
in., It
th
typithca
andhasit'sreder a in
e l mividdolle
wian
eneduseup itsiha
ncde I'
tenalit,lybeopca
nevevergotbeen played much.
"I like its powerful lower
end — I can really dig into the
G string. Strads are generally
known to have a bright, sweet
sound, especially on the E
CONNOISSI
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:ring, and they're not always
ery rich on the lower end. It
lay not be the last instrument

only begin there. He is planning to record the Mozart
concerti, to be released for the

11 get,
but hopefully
be
ble
to hold
on to this,I'll
because

bicentennial ot the composer's
death. "I like recording," Bell
says. "There isn't the excitement of a live concert, but you

is so unusual."
Is there anything he finds
ifficult technically?

"Take a piece like the Saraite Carmen Fantasy. In some

^ays it's the old cliche. It's
ifficult, but it's not nearly as
ifficult as a simple Mozart
3nata. Obviously, musically
lat's true, but even in a techical way it's true. The Car\en Fantasy is written very
/ell for the violin, so it fits in
le fingers well, and
et away with a
)t more. In a
lozart sonata,
le architecture

can bring out colors that aren't
possible
in a bigandhall."
This month
next. Bell
will travel as soloist with the
recently formed American Soviet Youth Orchestra on its
second world tour, with concerts throughout the Soviet

Y

R
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sible turns his career may take.
Would he like to join the
growing number of soloists
turned conductors? "There is
so much I want to do with the
violin that I can't think about
conducting
rightlike
now,"
swers. "I would
to dohea anlot
more chamber music in concert and on records. I'm starting to think about forming a
trio. My dream, though, is to
—
That's
quartets.
you
to play
only hard
quarplay have
tets. But maybe someday I'll

s place. Any
ny intonation
ip in something
D exposed and
2
rystalline sticks
|
ut like a sore
^
lumb. Probably <
le Beethoven is
le most difficult o
oncertos because it
osed and so technic
ult. It also has the

ave a hard time with up-bow
taccato. It's a reflex thing that
Dme people have or some

eople don't. Nathan Milstein
r David Oistrakh, when they
ot to the places in the virjoso pieces where there was
n up-bow staccato, they
ould just play normal stacca). Hcifotz used to say that it
vas the most difficult thing

or him, but I don't believe
iiat, because he had the
:reatest staccato. It's not the
iiost important thing. You find
t mostly in virtuoso pieces."
Although listeners have
earned to associate Bell with
he Romantic virtuoso repcroire. Bell claims his interests
ULY
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in his playing, this is very much
Bell's own interpretation.
Rounding out the C-D is the
Wieniawski Violin Concerto
no. 2, an ungainly piece Bell
manages to pull together and
make a case for.
The Mendelssohn and Bruch
Violin Concerti, with Neville
Marriner and the Academy of
St. Martin-in-the-Fields: Bell
brings his full, sweet tone and
his lightness and restraint of
phrasing to the Mendelssohn.
And his relationship to the orchestra has a chamber-music feel
to it. The result is vvondertul,

Lalo's Symphoiiie Hipaxiiole and
the Saint-Saens Violin C^oncerto,
with Charles Dutoit and the Orchestre Symphonique de

lythm, the artiulation, every
ote has to be in

"Certain
things
to I
ractice
harder
thanI have
others.

recordings of it, but squeeze this
one in, too, for its unusual subtlety and depth. And while you
can hear the intluence of Heitetz

with a wit and delicacy — and
sensuality — too often scanted.
Also available is a coupling of

as to be perxt — the

"chnical difficulties
1 the Sarasate — the double
tops, for example.

T

Montreal; dependable piertorniances, dispensable repertoire.
Less successful is an album with
the Faure, Debussy, and Franck
Violin Sonatas, with Jean-Yves
Thibaudet at the piano; the artists' approaches do not mesh.
Bell's style in chamber music
has been documented in a lovely
rendition of the Brahms Piano
Quartet no. 3 on a Musicniasters CD from the 1987 Spoleto
Festival U.S.A. His partners arc
.4f five, Bell took up the fiddle. At eleven, he j^oi senous about it.
Union, Europe, and the United States. (August 15, they

take a couple of years off and

play the Hollywood Bowl;
August 21, the Ravinia Festival, outside Chicago; August
28, the West Lawn of the Capitol, in Washington, D.O)
His calendar this summer and

do that."n
Bell
ON Disc

beyond also shows dates with
the Mostly Mozart and Tanglewood festivals and the London Proms, plus concerts m,
for starters, Japan, Korea,
Stockholm, San Francisco,
Seattle, and Toronto. He will
also perform chamber music
at Wigmorc Hall, m London,
and Alice Tully Hall, in New
York. Even with such a highpowered schedule, Bell seems
to enjoy musing over the pos-

The best place to start with
Hell's recordings— -all, except as
noted, on the London label and
available on CD and cassette — is
Presefitifi/ii Joshua Bell, with Samuel Sanders at the piano. The
Sarasate's
— including
program Fantasy,
(^(iniuii
the FallaKreisler Spanish Dance, and tiie
Wieniawski "Scherzo-Tarantella"— reads like a greatest-chestnuts lineup, but lk-11 treats the
music with a rare regard.
The Tchaikovsky Violin

Jeffrey
Kahane,
and Charter
Brey. Scott Nickrenz,
From London Records, there
is also a music video of Bell pertorming the Brahms Hungarian
Dance no. 1. Oops. Bells tine
playing cuts through the overproduced digital sound, but ilie
music is overwhelmed by imtsy-totsy images intended to turn
him into a sex object. The scenario has Bell stalk into a large,
bare space to serenade Karen
Black, who smokes a mean cigarette. Anonynunis others give
the director something to crosscut to by moving chairs around
in an atmospheric manner. Yes,
Bell is cute, but there are better
ways to sell an artist.

— /' /•.

CA^ncerto, with Vladimir Asli-
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The new Alfa Romeo Spider.
The official car of summer. Again.
The new Spider gives you
a restyled, yet still classic
Pininfarina body. A Bosch
Motronic fuel-injected
engine.
Power-assisted tourwheel disc braking. A new
power-assisted steering
'?j1990 Alfa Romeo

system. Power windows.
Power mirrors. A new
premium sound system. A
5-speed manual overdrive
transmission.
And something else.
That last-day-of-school
feeling of exhilaration

Distributors of North America.

and independence you may
have been missing for quite
sometime.
The Alfa Romeo Spider.
The emotional equivalent of
the first day of summer. Again.
For more information,
The legendary marque
call 1-800-245-ALFA.
of high performance.
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Lisa u<j.\- stolen, in

1911, street sini>eri
in Paris sani> satirically about the theft
and then sold sheet
music of their niordant sotii^s.

There are empty spaces on the walls at the Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum, in Boston, and a lingering sense of shock. Last March the museum, a pseudo-Venetian palazzo, was the scene of the biggest
art heist in history — the loss is estimated at over
S2()() million. None of the art was insured, because
inc pr
the premiums were prohibitive.
ometime after one A.M., two thieves dressed

Rape ofEnropa), they took an odd assortment: Vermeer's The Concert, Manet's portrait Chez Torhmi,
and three Rembrandts — The Storm on the Sea of Galilee (his only known seascape), A Lady and a Gentleman in Black, and a small self-portrait — while leaving a larger, more valuable Rembrandt self-portrait. The two large Rembrandts were carelessly
hacked from their frames, possibly because their

as policemen faked their way into the building by telling the two guards they were investigating adisturbance. The guards, young
and green, did not check their mission with the
police station. The thieves, who wore mustaches,
Maced, gagged, and bound the guards, disarmed
the alarm, and removed the videotapes from surveillance cameras. Clearly they knew what they
were about. Or did they?
Their choice of

size made them difficult to carry. Christie's and
Sotheby's have offered a $1 million reward for the
return of the art, an act of generosity that has raised

s

things to steal
struck investigators as peculiar.
Instead of taking
the museum's
great Italian Renaissance paintmasterpiece
The
ings (like Titian's

a lot of eyebrows. "Are we creating a whole new
line of employment?" asks Margot Dennedy, a
New York FBI agent in charge of tracking down
stolen art. "You can call it a reward, but it is more
Robberies like the one at the Gardner Museum
like ransom."
have become all too familiar in the past decade. The
number of notices of purloined paintings that Interpol sends out each year has tripled since 1965. When
the great money-making schemes of our time are
assessed, art theft will probably rank among the
most lucrative, second only to drug dealing.
Between SI and S2 billion worth of art is stolen each
year. As prices for paintings have ascended into the
empyrean (S82.5 million for van Gogh's moody
Portrait of Dr. Cachet), the volume of theft has bal-

The Gardner is the biggest and most reo
looned as well, following the market.
Most of the art is gone forever. Recoveries are
generally estimated at a mere 10 percent of losses.
The other 90 percent moves around the world with
astonishing ease, but certain countries are more
hospitable to stolen art than others. Japan and some
Latin American countries have two-year statutes of
limitations, after which art legally belongs to the
person who owns it— provided he did not know it
was stolen. "A Japanese is a good-faith purchaser
simply by buying it from a shop or an auction,"
says Constance Lowenthal, director of the International Foundation for Art Research (IFAR),
the sole clearinghouse in the United States for
verifying and tracing stolen art. "Before two
years, the theft victim has to pay him to get it
back. So there's no financial risk in buying it. "
(Nevertheless, the Japanese government and
police recently prevailed upon certain private
persons in Tokyo to return fourCorots to
France three years after they had been stolen
from the museum in Semur-en-Auxois.) In
another famous heist, eight of the nine
paintings stolen from the Marmottan
Museum, in Paris, in 1985 have been
traced to Japan. In fact, according to a
French press account, several months
before the theft, Shinichi Fujikuma, a
known Japanese crinnnal, circulated
among Tokyo galleries a catalog of the
nine paintings that would soon disapCONNOISSEUR

pear. The paintings, too famous to be sold on the
open market, included Renoir's Bathers and Monet's Impression, Soleil Levant, from which Impressionism derived its name.
Famous paintings, like Soleil
ner Vcrmeer and Rembrandts,
but there are markets for them.
is the mad collector who gloats

Levant or the Gardare hard to fence,
At the top of the list
in his secret gallery,

the fictional exemplar being Ian Fleming's Dr. No.
In real life, the mad collector is fmgered only rarely.
"Idi Amin was one of the biggest collectors of stolen art," says Allen Gore, former security chief at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in New York.
"He had a French connection and took stuff out of
Marseilles. He commissioned people to do it."
Much stolen art is used as collateral for loans, a
way of raising money that is particularly popular in
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, and the Cayman Islands, where the penalty for possession by a "goodfaith purchaser" is virtually nil. Missing masterpieces are locked in bank vaults and used over and
over again. After the statutory time has elapsed
(five years, in Switzerland), the pictures become the
property of the owner, if he is not the thief. Harold
Smith, of Smith International Adjusters, Inc., an
insurance firm, cites one case of con men who used
art as collateral where "the picture was phony."

sured) or pay a reward. Rewards and ransoms generally run to 10 percent of the
art's value; otherwise the insurer would have to reimburse the owner at full cost.
These days, however, in big
cases like the Gardner, the
FBI steps in and tries to fl
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work a sting. "Ransom is ll
like collaborating with thefj
enemy," says Lowenthal. ^
"It's an open invitation to try again."
Consider what happened at the Gallery of Modern Art in Milan in 1975. During a break-in, the
thieves took twenty-eight paintings, including
Cezannes, Gauguins, van Goghs, and Renoirs. It
was a gorgeous sweep. The ransom was paid
immediately, and the pictures were found in an
empty apartment. (Empty apartments and railway
baggage-claim offices are the two most common
places to dump stolen paintings.) The director of
the museum, who was quoted as having said that

Monet's Impression, Soleil Levant, taken from
the Marmottan
Museum in 1985,
is reported to he
in Japan.

the thieves had "displayed a very refined taste,"
quickly authenticated the paintings. Three months
later the thieves did a reprise. This time the museum
lost thirty-eight paintings, including half of the first

far from the most spectacular of this century's art heists.
"Banks lent close to a million on it," he says.
In Switzerland, art consortiums buy art for investment purposes. "They put it in a vault for a few
years and wait it out," says Charles S. Koczka, a
former U.S. Customs special agent. "Down the
road, the price goes up, and the urge toward recovery is less." The consortium need not be crooked,
either. The buyers just might not know that the art
is hot.
business
In recent years the drug baron whose
has become too dangerous for his own peace of

mind "goes into arts and antiques," says Philip
Saunders, a former art dealer, who is a founder
and director of Trace, an English magazine that lists
stolen art and advertises rewards for its recovery.
"They find a well-known collection and a buyer
who won't ask any questions and fund the operation with drug money. Within twenty-four hours
the pictures are in a private collector's collection."
"Art is used to finance drug smuggling," says Charles Moore, a Boston-area detective who knows of
several drug raids in which stolen
paintings were found hanging on the
walls. "You exchange paintings for
drugs so you're not caught laundering money."
In the past, the traditional recovery
procedure has been for the insurance
company to ransom back the stolen
pictures (assuming they were inJULY 1990

batch. The paintings had been cut from their frames
and the frames left scattered on the floor. Both
times the electronic burglar alarms were off
According to the police, the guards had turned off
the alarms because they said they had been bothered
by false alarms in the past and they wanted to sleep.
Sleep? Officially, no one has admitted that any
money changed hands.
The Gardner Museum theft will take its place in
history as the most expensive to date (until art
prices go higher) but not the most unusual. Compared with other great heists, it was a fairly straightforward operation. The following art burglaries,
considered to be among the most interesting and
imaginative, have aspects of individuality and obsessiveness, even a quixotic approach. Some of the
paintings have been recovered; some arc still missing; and the most famous one . . . well, long after
its recovery, there is still speculation that it just
might not be the real thing.

The All-Time Great
Scam— 1911
The scheme was magnificently simple^— steal the Mona Lisa, make flawless copies, and sell them to shady
collectors. C'onceived by an Argentinian younger son who had been
undone by primogeniture, a man
who called himself Marques Eduardo de Valfierno, it was virtually fool-

1'ortr.iit
(16.i4),
Remhriiiidt's
ScUsloh-n from the
Gardner Museum.
43

A copy of the van
Hyck brothers' The
Just Judges, stolen
Jrom the Ghent altarpiece in 1934.

Manet's Chez Tor
toni, still missing
jrom the Gardner
Museum.

Goya's Dona Antonia Zarate, lijied
from Russborough
House; not returned.

Which of these masterpieces will ever be seen again? About $2 billi
Raphael's Portrait
of the Young Pie-

Raphael's Est
hazy Mador
covered by G k

tro Bembo, returned to the Budapest Museum.

police in 198

an Gogh 's Bren Women,

miss
Vermeer's A Lady

ijrom Milan's

Writing a Letter,
still missing from

allery of Modern
rt since 1975.

Russborough House

rth of art is stolen each year; only 10 percent is recovered
Rembrandt's The
Storm on the Sea
of Galilee and (beRembrandt's ]2iCoh
de Gheyn III, stolen and recovered
four times.

low) A Lady and a
Gabriel Metsu 's A

Gentleman in

Man Writing a

Black, missing from

Letter — does "the

the Gardner.

General" have it?
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In M

It, arrogant

thieves cut thirtythree paintings out
of their frames,
which they lefi scattered on the floor of
the Gallery of
Modem Art.

proof. If anything should go
wrong, the buyers would be
coconspirators as well as
dupes. As Valfierno was to
admit in a confession published posthumously, the
facts of which can be neither
proved nor disproved, he
lined up buyers at $300,000
per (remember, this was
1911). Each was thrilled at
..«*»
the idea of owning the most
famous painting in the world, as soon as it became

the rumors. Some claimed a
theft had taken place years
earlier and had been hushed

^''^Ww

"available. " By then, Valfierno's longtime partner,
a brilliant art restorer and master forger named
Yves Chaudron (they had once set up a "Murillo
factory"), had made six copies and shipped them to
the United States, where they were stored, to await
subsequent events.
Back in Paris, the theft itself was a breeze, as these
things go. For his burglar, the marques found an
Italian carpenter and painter named Vincenzo Perugia who knew the Louvre — he had worked with the
firm of glaziers that had built the frame and glass
case for the Mona Lisa. Perugia and two assistants
spent the night in a storeroom in the museum. The
next morning they put on workmen's uniforms —
heavy white tunics — and became invisible. Perugia

.*

up. One art critic tried to
prove that a replica had been
substituted for the original
on the railroad trip from
Florence to Paris. Decades
later, dealers were still
"real" Mona
claiming
to have
Lisa. found the

An Incomplete Confession — 1934
Some old masters, long missing, may still turn up.
The Just Judges, a great steal, is one such. Painted in
1 432, Thejustjudges is a panel of The Adoration of the
Lamb, a polyptych of twelve panels by Jan and
Hubert van Eyck that makes up the altarpiece at the
Cathedral of Saint Bavo, in Ghent. On April 10,
1934, it vanished without a clue. The thief sent two
ransom notes asking for one million francs
($46,000), but negotiations petered out. He is
thought to have become frightened. Not long after
the second note, an upstanding Belgian businessman, dying of a heart attack, gasped out that he
knew where the panel was. As in an old-fashioned
mystery story, he died before he could describe the
hiding place. His relatives found letters indicating

Some of the art thieves are knaves; some, patriots; some,

Bridget Rose Dugdale, a British heiress and IRA member, was jailed for
stealing art as ransom for prisoners .

1
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unhooked the painting, removed it from its frame,
and put it under his tunic, and they walked out.
They had a little trouble with a locked door, but a
passing plumber opened it for them. A waiting cab
driver picked them up.

that he was facing ruin and making it clear that he
was the thief. The panel has never been found. Since
1935 a copy has stood in the cathedral.

them and left town. He
s paid
Thehad mar
of the original — the public
need
noque
uproar after the theft was his validation.
But Perugia, who knew nothing about the
con (he did not even know Valfierno's real name),
had expected to make his fortune. It was his understanding that there would be continued payments
followed by a large lump sum. For two long years
he kept the painting hidden in his room and waited
to hear from Valfierno. In 1913, angry and resentful
at the lack of appreciation for his talents, he brought
the Mona Lisa to Florence along with a patriotic
fantasy he seems to have acquired. He had stolen the
picture himself, he claimed; Napoleon had looted it
from Italy, and his sole desire was to return it to its
native land. All he wanted was a small reward —
$100, 000 would be satisfactory, he said. Giovanni
Poggi, the director of the Uffizi, verified that the
painting was indeed La Gioconda — all the craquclurc matched what the photographs showed —
called the police, and returned the painting to the
Louvre. Perugia served seven months injail. Would
Perugia, an ordinary laborer, have acted on his
own? No one pursued the question.
The return of the Mona Lisa did not put an end to

Altruism, one of the rarer human impulses, was the

The Robin Hood of Art — 1961
motive behind the theft of Goya's Portrait of the
Duke of Wellington from the National Gallery in
London. Before being lifted, the picture had a narrow escape — Charles Wrightsman, the American
oilman, had bought The Duke for $392,000 in 1961
and planned to take it out of England. National dignity was so affronted at the possible loss of this treasure that Parliament managed to raise the money to
buy it back at the same price. Eighteen days after it
was hung in the National Gallery, it disappeared.
The thief entered an open bathroom window in a
part of the building that was being repaired. "The
guardslater.
were Ten
having
tea ortheft,
were the
asleep,"
he
said
daysa cup
afterof the
London
office of Reuters received a ransom demand for
£140,000 ($392,000). "Query not that I have the
Goya," it began, with a certain flair, and proceeded
to describe the label on the back of the painting. The
writer wanted to set up a charitable fund but
neglected to mention his cause. There were no takers. (The producers of the movie Dr. No had their
own theory. In 1962 James Bond did a double take
when he saw the portrait in the archvillain's secret
Caribbean hideaway.) By 1965, frustrated at the
t;C)NN()ISSEUI

lack of response to his glorious gesture, the thief
wrapped the picture in brown paper and checked it
in a railway baggage office. He sent the claim ticket
with a letter to the London Daily Mirror. The police
collected the picture.
Six weeks later, Kempton Bunton, a sixty-oneyear-old unemployed truck driver, turned himself
in. It was not that he had a guilty conscience or anything noble like that; he had been indiscreet and let
something drop and did not want anyone to collect
the reward money. He had wanted the money to
buy TV licenses for the elderly and the poor. Bunton was sentenced to three months in jail.

Most Stolen Masterpiece — 1967
There is a little Rembrandt, Portrait ofJacob de Gheyn
III, that keeps being stolen from the Dulwich College Art Gallery, in London. Its small size, that of a
sheet of paper — 12 inches by 11 inches — makes it
extremely attractive. Since 1967 it has been taken
and recovered four times. One thief was a twentyfive-year-old visitor who took it off the wall while
the gallery was open, hid it under his coat, and bicycled away. Hejust liked the look of it and wanted to
sketch it, he explained, when police caught him a
mile away from the gallery. Once it was recovered
in a London taxicab; another time, from under a
bush in Streatham Common.
The last time, in

March. The ten others are still at large.
Police speculate that the alarm system had b. m
deliberately triggered by the robbers, one of whom
then hid inside the house until the coast was clear.
Clearly, the most likely suspect was Michael
O'Shea, but there was no proof of his complicity.
(He has since been fired, for other reasons.)

the paintmany
outing
second
It was ings.the
In 1974,
of art
clearof links
of theforfew
in one
theft with terrorism, members of the Irish
Republican Army snatched nineteen pictures
and demanded the transfer of four Irish hunger
strikers from Britain to Northern Ireland. Also
short of cash, the IRA demanded a SI .2 million ransom. But the police had an informer, and eight days
later they found the paintings in a deserted farmhouse. Bridget Rose Dugdale, a British heiress and
the leader of the group, went to jail for six years.
In 1986, the police also had an informer, who told
them that Dublin's largest criminal gang,
run by the notorious Martin Cahill,
a.k.a. "the General," had stolen
the pictures. The police had
been dancing around the
General for years,
unable to inflict a
(Continued on
page 104)

lovers; and some, just plain screwballs
1986, it was found in a West
German railway station after
a tip to the police. The Dulwich gallery claims never to
have paid ransom or insurance. The painting is worth
about $5 to $6 million, although it may be a little
devalued by now.

Terrorists and
Bunglers — 1986
At two A.M. on May 21, 1986, the alarm went off in
Sir Alfred Beit's Russborough House, in County
Wicklow, Ireland. The police arrived almost immediately, but everything was in place. Michae
O'Shea, retired Irish army colonel and the live-in
administrator of the collection, also checked the
house after the alarm went off and found nothing.
After the police left, thieves took eighteen paintings
worth about $45 milHon. Among them were two
Rubenses, a Gainsborough, a Goya, two Guardis,
and, by far the most important, Vermecr's Lady
Writing a Letter with Her Maid. (According to some
estimates, the Vermeer alone was worth $45 million— there are only two Vermecrs in private
hands, and the other one belongs to Queen Elizabeth.) Seven of the eighteen paintings were jettisoned along the road and recovered hours later.
One of the others was recouped in Turkey this
JULY 1990

Question: Hliy did
this sixty-one-Ycarold utieniployed
truck driver steal a
Goya portrait from
Britain's National
Gallery? Answer:
To give money to
the poor for TV
licenses.

Earrings, hy Marchak, of gold,
rubies, emeralds, and diamonds,
with a Carder pendant and chain
of carved rubies and emeralds.
Fred Leighton.
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Verdura 's jfflV dn</ diamond necklace and mabt-pearl earrings.
The David Webb minaudiere
with emerald and diamond clasp,
from Fred Leighton.

By Suzy Menkes
Photographs By
Gerhard juRKOvic

A svelte figure in a sharp
black suit sits in a pose of
impossible elegance. Feathers jut out from a veiled
headband; one gloved hand
stretches upward; on the
lapel prickles a diamond thistle— a symbol of wit, drama,
and glamour in dull times.
That famous image was
frozen in a Willy Maywald
photograph
1951, one up
that somehowin summed
the 1940s and 1950s. But it
could be a fashion picture
of today in its mix of the
plain and the whimsical and
in the brittle chic of that
outsize pin.
Jewelry of the 1940s and
1950s is prized for many reasons. Itlooks lush; it is beautifully made; and it was designed bysome of this century's top talents, from Van
Clecf & Arpels through Cartier, Boivin, and Belperron.
Beyond that, it fits our
times. The exuberant glamour of the earlier era is
echoed in the mood of fashion half a century on. We
too have broad shoulders
and plain clothes to act
as a backcloth for
Above all, the
strong, powerful
jewels.
individual
character
of modern woman reverriucc pin.< and carriin^s ojj^ohi,
diamonds, and rubies, by Boivin;
h'rcd I-cii^hloti. Top: Vcrdtna's
scallop shell in a jt^old net. Above:
Carder's bird-of-paradise brooch.
C:C)NNC)ISSLUR,

The exuberant
glamour of an
earlier era is echoed
in the mood
offashion half a
century on.
berates back to the 1940s,
when women were Hberated
by the war to do men's
work. When they went
home to their closets, it was
the time of Dior's New
Look, and jewelry changed
from forceful to feminine.
Awareness of 1940s jewelry was crystallized by the
collection of a woman with
ideas ahead of her time. The
auction in 1987 of the jewels
of the duchess of Windsor
brought into focus the style
motifs of midcentury.
The Windsor jewels expressed the flamboyance of
the period and its most important trends. First there
were the fireworks of color
that burst over the black and
white favored by art deco.
Amethysts and turquoises
were made into a lattice
breastplate by Cartier for
the duchess of Windsor in
1947. In the same spirit,
Rene Boivin would work
club-tie stripes of rubies,
emeralds, sapphires, and
diamonds into a bracelet.
The tutus of the ballerina
brooches from Van Cleef &
Arpels were a froth of rosecut diamonds, with ruby
and emerald frills at the hem.
All the jewelers had abandoned cold, pale platinum
in favor of buttery yellow
gold. It was rolled into voluptuous curves or twisted
into plump ribbon bows.
The insistent images of fabric— swaths of cloth, honeycomb textures, and the
bows — are quite different
from the light, lacy designs
of the Edwardian era, when
a corsage of jewels blended
with the bodice. The knotted
necklace Rene-Sim Lacaze,
JULY 1990

An an^el moimted on a snail in
rhodochrosite, diamonds, and
cabochon emeralds — a brooch
by Pulco di Verdnra.
a designer for Van Clccf,
made forWallis Simpson
was a torsade of rubies
and diamonds that
could trickle across a
bare throat or stand
out against matte
black crepe.
Gem-set jewelry
meant birds, animals, or
flowers. But these representational designs did not repeat the sinuous art nouvcau
shapes; and the miniature
sculptures were in total contrast to the abstract or cubist
forms that came immediately
before them.
The fashionable new menagerie was typified by the
duchess of Windsor's great
cats and her flamboyant

amingo — both
inspired by Jeanne
Toussaint, Louis
Cartier's lover
and the
artistic director

Pierre Sterle's birds speckled
with 1 jrquoise on gold filigree h ithers. The French
writer t'olette captured the
compelling strangeness of
the 194()s creations when
she described "a snail all

luxury
of the jewelry.
house's
The panther
bracelets were
articulated so that
the pave-diamond
pelt flecked
with
onyx
seemed to ripple
on the wrist. The flamingo
spread its tail feathers from
breast to collarbone on the
tiny duchess. Surreal size or
overweening proportions
were characteristic of the
There were other stylized
period.
exotic birds: Van Cleef s
birds of paradise with predatory diamond beaks and
curling jeweled plumes; or

bulging "like
with topazes"
bracelet
a pet snakeor a
with
its green
eye."
hi the
hands peridot
of the master
jewelers,
flora as and
well exotic.
as fauna were luscious
In the recent Cartier exhibition in Paris — its long run
extended by popular demand— there was a palmtree pin with cascading diamond fronds. Jean Schlumberger, the designer for Tiffany, made a pin in 1955 in
which three pine cones, their
kernels white and yellow
diamonds, sprouted from a
lustrous marquise. Other
jewelers fashioned ripe berries or ears of corn. Even
flowers were different from
Victorian enameled pansies
or Edwardian lilies. The difference ispartly in the use
of bold color but also in the
three-dimensional effects.
The duchess of Windsor
was painted by Gerald
Brockhurst in a fashion
image of the time: an inky
blue Mainbocher dress used
as a screen on which to project a giant bouquet from
Van Cleef, the yellow and
blue sapphire flowers and
ruby stamens quivering on
slim stalks. This technique
tor creating flexible branches
was also used by Maubt)ussin and Boucheron in the
early 194()s and had been
perfected by Mellerio in tiie
nineteenth century. But Van
Cleef could claim as its own
the invisible settings invented in 1935: petals made
up of a mosaic of small
stones, sunk into a lattice at
the back, giving an unbroken surface. They iikuIc
striking clips.
Ah, diose dips! Wallis
Mcllcrio's iicckliuc of ci\^htecnl^iUiit \iold mesh and diamonds,
Irom the I'rimarcra Cnilicry.

v«uxz«u^Baesi

Tk

A Boivin menaiierie: a cliamclron
who ihdii'^es (()/(»»■ from nihy to
emerald, with a flexible starfish

40s look

produced assertive,
bossy jewelry to
show off iti.

and shrimp. I'red Lci^^hton.
learned fast to tell the good
from the bad and how to

Simpson was photographcei
by Hoyningcii-Huene in
1937 expressing her cocktailshaker chic. The dress is

recognize Belperron," he
says. "The market is for
signed pieces, especially Van
Cleef bracelets, double clips,

black, square-necked; and
at each side of the dccolletage
diamonds wink. The double

andThethe experts
zipper necklace."
find various
explanations for the current
enthusiasm for 194()s style.

clip, often transforming
from a brooch or neckpiece,
was the quintessential jewel
of the age. Now that the
cutout neckline is back in

Watson puts it down to "the
last five or six years of incredible wealth," and to
fashion. "It started with the
suit jackets, with the heavy
fabrics and the padding you

fashion, clips should be set
for a revival.
The appeal of 1940s jewelry is partly in technology
and craftsmanship that enabled designers to create petals of tiny, exactly matched
stones or clips that glided
in and out of sockets. The

could attach a brooch to."
The Becker
jewelry also
historian
ienne
sees an Vivecho in our times of the
mood of the 1940s, when
there was what she calls "a
last lunge
life and
style."
The
1940s atlook,
of small

jewelers themselves celebrated their skills by turning
ball bearings, rivets, and
flexible links into art. Golden tubes snaked round ele-

stones used to give an outward impression of massive
wealth, produced, she says,
"assertive, bossy jewelry

gant necks as the "gas pipe"
or "rat tail" necklace came
into fashion. Then there was
the buckle, exemplified by

today," says Gordon Watson, of Lewis M. Kaplan
Associates, in London, a
major dealer in the period.

Wallis's wedding gift from
her king: a buckle bracelet
with a fat cushion of invisi-

"Otherwise people are looking mainly for signed

bly set sapphires and a flexible strap of brilliants, made
by Van Cleef m 1937. Chaumet would flank a ridge of
emeralds with baguette-diamond hinges for a brace
let; Mellerio engineered
a necklace of riveted
gold with emeralds; Bulgari built
a mesh of yellow
gold round a
hunk of citrine.
The most
ingenious marriage of art and
technology is
seen in the diamond zipper designed by
Van (^leef for the duchess

Who are the names of the
1940s and 1950s to note? In
pieces."
Paris,
within a gemstone's
throw of the Place Vendome, were Cartier and Van
Cleef, Boucheron, Boivin,
Chaumet, Mauboussin,
Pierre Sterle, and
Mellerio, a.k.a.
Meller. Suzanne Belperron worked first
with Boivin and then
with Jean Herz. Jean
Schlumberger was taken
up by the fashion designer
Elsa Schiaparelli but made
his career with Tiffany,
in New York. Also

and translated into a range

Vcrdura's diamond, pearl, and
platinum mouse, ahoue, and, at

of jewelry. "That is one of
the most sought-after pieces

ri^ht, Carder's drai^onfty with
artindated diamond u>in_^s.

.S2

working out of America
was the Sicilian duke Fulco
di Verdura, whose baroque
mixes of materials and forms
underlined his concept that
vast stones —

A taste for dressing
to show off in."
up after two decades
down has
of dressing

a'j/'^./^

"swimming

pools,"notinintrinsically
his wordswere
interesting. Verdura worked
with Chanel in Paris,
a collaboration — Dali,
Braque, and Calder also
worked in a fashion context— that exemplified how
closely all the arts were
linked in the pre- and postwar period.
Dorrie Nossiter, with her
myriad stones blended in
one magic-carpet surface,
is another whose work is in
demand, according to John
Jesse, who collected cocktailperiod jewelry in his London
gallery "before [he] even
knew
it wasWatson
1940s."hnds that
Gordon
clients are discriminating in
what they will pick from
the 1940s. "Women have

brought back
another
fashion
from the 1940s, the
fancy evening purse.
Van Cleef & Arpels invented the minaudiere — a
rigid, jeweled makeup container— for Florence J. Gould
in 1930. That started a flood
of "necessaires du soir," not
least Cartier's engraved egg
on a golden rope chain and
half-moon powder compact
in a mosaic ofjewels tor the
duchess of Windsor.
Similarly, the tide of fashion has swept back the
charm bracelet, that frivolous whimsy that was all
the rage when Wallis Simp-

I

son was decking her wrists
with hearts
and crosses.
The British
society decorator
Nicky Haslam remembers
the seductive effect of WaHis
making up at the table from
her array of jeweled trinkets.
That image could appear in
a fashion or beauty photograph in a current magazine. D

<;

Stizy Menkes, the fashion editor
of the International Herald
Tribune, i5 the author of The
Royal Jewels.

Where to Find It
The best jewels were designed
in the period between the Paris
International Exhibition of Arts
and Techniques in Modern
Life, of 1937, and the International Exhibition of Modern

4

Jewellery, at Goldsmiths' Hall
in London in 1961. Among the
top dealers are the following.
New York: Primavera, 808 Madison Avenue; Fred Leighton,
773 Madison Avenue; Macklowe Gallery & Modernism,
667 Madison Avenue
Lo/;r/ciH; John Jesse, 160 Kensington Church Street, W8;
Lewis M. Kaplan, 50 Fulham
Road, SW3
Paris: Michel Perinct, 420 Rue
St.-Honore; Boucheron, 26
Place Vendome; Mauboussin,
20 Place Vendome; Van Cleef
& Arpels, 22 Place Vendome
Milan: Dast, 12 Via Manzoni;
Carlo Eleutcri,
Andrea

7 Via Sant'

Prices range widely. A pair
of Schlumberger birds of gold,
lapis, and coral was recently
offered for $8,500, while a set
of three lily pins with matching
earrings, of gold, diamonds,
and rubies, by Boivin was
marked $525,000.
Ahoue: A Verdiira buckle brooch
of tourmalines and sapphires.
Rii^ht: Van Cleef s zipper necklace, frotn the Primarera Gallery.
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SCHLUMBERGER
By Amy Fine Collins

bank vaults.

To collectors searchin<^

A zine
magaeditor, an
old friend of

Schlumberger left his hometown of Mulhouse, determined to find a profession

Schlumberg-

outside the family's textile
and banking businesses. In
the early 193()s he arrived in
Paris, and, after working in
the perfume department of
Lucien Lelong and for the
art-book publishers Braun et
Cie, he began dabbling in

for jewelry of the
1940s and 1950s designed inAmerica, the
most coveted names are
those offean Schlumberger and the Sicilian
duke Fulco di Verdura.
Schlumberger's mystique
derives partly from his long
affiliation with Tiffany &
Co., an arrangement that ensured that he never faded
from public consciousness, a
fate Verdura nearly suffered.
Though he died in 1987,
pieces signed "Schlumberger
Tiffany & Co." arc still being produced after his elaborate, chimerical designs.
But this may not go on
forever. The master's original associates — the goldsmith Louis Fcrron, the jeweler Andre Rappicault (now
succeeded by Angelo Poliseno), and Schlumberger's
partner Nicolas Bongard —
who though officially retired
still shows up daily at Tiffany— are in their eighties or
dead. The economic implications of this troubling situation have not been lost on
the Japanese, who have been
buying jewelry in large
quantities not to wear but to
stockpile as investments.
This is an attitude toward
jewelry that Schlumberger —
who thought nothing of
spending years creating one
bizarre but flawless object —
would have found alien. He
had ambitions for his work
to end up in museums, not
54

er's,imated
growsaboutanthe man known affectionately as "Johnny." "He was
wicked, very amusing, cultivated, and good-looking.
Everything living was mad
about him — boys, girls,
flowers, and animals." While
Johnny is rumored to have
conquered in his day the
hearts of both a French
prince and a Yugoslavian
queen, his attachment to
"flowers and animals" lasted
the longest.
Along with his friendly
competitor Verdura,
Schlumberger moved jewelry out of the flat, abstract art
deco period into a new, romantic phase of lush naturalism. The origins of the gorgeously ornate forties and
fifties style that today ignites
bidding wars go back to the
Parisian avant-garde of the
193()s. "Ten years before the
war,
jewelry
was like
this,"
Bongard
declares,
dragging
his palm roughly across the
suede top of a Tiffany display table. Now pointing at
a wriggly gold starhsh
brooch rising in the center to
a jagged mound of diamonds, he exclaims, "For
Jean, there was always the
third dimension — always!
He made the change, and
were attracted to it."
people
The people attracted to
Schlumberger's sculptural,
organic aesthetic included
such legendary international
tastemakers as Daisy Fellowes, Mrs. Harrison Williams, and Princcsse JeanLouis de Faucigny-Lucinge.

A native of Alsace,

jewelry. Forays into the
marchc aux puces yielded
colorful porcelain flowers
that had once adorned chan-

berger's flying-fish earrings,
she hired him to make jewelry and buttons. The photographer Horst, who
moved in the same, elite bohemian circles as Schlumberger, believes that Schiap
seized on Schlumberger because she was jealous of Verdura's brilliant collaboration
with Chanel.
For Schiaparelli, Schlumberger crafted droll cufflinks
in the form of bagpipes, ostriches, or roller skates and
surprising buttons resembling speckled pebbles or
pink starfish. He devised the
accessories
for of
Schiap's
Circus collection,
1938; and,
even more crucial to his
evolving aesthetic, for her
Pagan collection he invented
buttons, buckles, earrings,
and pins shaped into leaves,
vegetables, flowers, and insects. design
Schlumberger's
celebrated
from most
this

A Scliluinbcri^cr turtle oj •^old ami
citrines (at Primai>era) and the
master himself in 1982.
deliers of the late eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. He
wrapped their stems in gold,
studded their petals with
semiprecious stones, and
presented these makeshift
treasures to friends. The demand for his bijoux fatitaisies
grew so great among women of fashion that he established his own atelier, in a
space vacated by Picasso
(whose paintings, Bongard
admits, "Schlumberger
hated"). When the formidable, visionary couturiere Elsa
Schiaparelli spotted the stylish Marina, duchess of Kent,
wearing a pair of Schlum-

period was a goldfish cigarette lighter with gemstone
eyes and flexible tail, on
which it rested when not in
use. His friend the magazine
editor still laments the theft
of her fish lighter, years ago.
Though the association with
Schiap was brief, it won him
instant fame (in 1938, Harper's Bazaar was already hailing his "Cellini versatility")
and impressed upon him a
protean, witty sensibility
that he drew on for the rest
of his life. Schlumberger
once worried that the only
surviving traces of this period were the fish lighter and
streaming coral necklace that
he clutches like saintly attributes in a portrait of him
painted by Leonor Fini. In
fict, a number of his Schiaparelli pieces still exist, most
notably in the collection of
CONNOISSliUK

Billy Boy, in Paris.
Bongard reflects, "Jean
was moving in a section of
society promoting new art
forms. He knew Dali and
Bebe Berard — whose work
he owned — very well. They
all got^ideas and inspiration
from each other." Not only
Dali and Berard but Giacometti and even the surrealist
poet Louis Aragon collaborated with Schiaparelli.
Though he may not have
found Picasso's fractured
cubism to his liking,
Schlumberger's sophisticated, nature-based aesthetic,
particularly his passion for
marine motifs, closely paralleled the representational,
surrealist tendencies of 1930s
avant-garde art. Disillusioned byindustrialism (it
had, after all, precipitated the
market crash), progressive
artists who in the 1920s venerated the sleek surfaces and
clean, hard edges of the machine and the city had by decade's end begun exploring
the more unruly shapes of
nature. Speaking for many
artists of his generation,
Schlumberger once remarked, "Itry to make
everything look as if it were
growing, uneven, at random, in motion. I want to
capture the irregularity of
the universe." The Surrealists, who also loved to make
visual puns with plant and
animal forms, were especially fond of sea imagery. For
them, the ocean depths
served as a metaphor for the
unfathomable unconscious,
and in marine creatures they
found weird, ambiguouslooking organisms that could
amusingly suggest the elemental, slimy origins
of life.
Also related to surrealism
was Schlumberger's interest
in placing the odd detritus of
bygone eras (flea-market
finds) in new contexts
(brooches) — a process analogous to Max Ernst's reassembling ofnineteenth-century engravings into colJULY 1990

Tlie famous i^old ami enamel bracelets, with a pair of bird brooches.
All from Primal' era.

lages. Schlumberger's unexpected mixing of humble
and precious materials recalls
surrealist irreverence as well.
His celebrated gold-petaled,
emerald-leafed sunflower

Renaissance and baroque,
that may be because the artisans of those periods were
also reveling in a retrieval of
illusionism after long years
of flat, hieratic abstraction.
The flowering of the arts
in 193()s Paris was brutally
interrupted by the German
occupation. Schlumberger
was evacuated trom Dunkirk
and went to America via

(concocted for Bunny Mellon), whose radiant interior
is a 100-carat sapphire,
grows out of an ordinary
English clay flowerpot, cradled in gold latticework. If

England and C^anada. hi
1940, shortly after his arrival
in New York, he bumped
into his old acquaintance

Schlumberger's dolphins,
phoenixes, and sirens also
bring to mind the fantastic,
voluptuous jewelry ot the

Bongard, who had just escaped from a German prisoner-of-war camp. (They
had first met as teenaqers in

the summer

of 192() at St.-

Tropez.) "1 was on the corner of Fifty-seventh and
Fifth," says Bongard. "when
suddenly 1 heard someone
cry
out, decided
'Nico!' "toThe
emigres
opentwoa
business together. Bongard,
among whose aunts and uncles were the couturiers i'aul
Poiret and Nicole Groult and
the jeweler Rene Boivin, had
worked for both Boivin and
Lacloche in Paris before the
war. Schlumberger and Bongard set up a shop at 743
Fifth Avenue, which lasted
about a year and a half, until
they both left to fight with
(Continued on pa(^c 105)
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for the first time at a distance, across a wide
dirt lot hard by the Brooklyn Bridge. The
date was July 20, 1964. He had come to
America under protest, his first and only
visit, to supervise the filming of his short,
enigmatic scenario entitled Film, with the
aged Buster Keaton as its sole performer. The
original Saturday Evening Post, then on the
verge of collapse, was trying to save itself by
featuring subjects of greater weight than
usual, and 1 had been asked to attempt a piece
about the author of Waitin<^ for Godot. I
attended the shooting of Film's opening scene
(subsequently cut). I was not sanguine, in
view of his reputed dislike of interviews, his
supposed taciturnity and reclusive temperament.
Yielding to the pleas of a cinemaniacal friend of my son's
named Molly Gregory, I had brought her along. The air shimmered with the midsummer heat. Beckett sat erect in a folding
director's chair, smoking a cigarillo, gazing fixedly at the location, along, gaunt, craggy man of sixty-two, with graying hair
rising stiff as quills, and the profile of an eagle. He was the cynosure of reporters by the dozens, of the bustling production crew,
of casual passersby. Evidently, he noticed Molly and me, total
strangers to him, standing uncomfortably under the baking sun,
for he suddenly sprang up, lifted his chair, and walked with it
across the lot. "Do please sit down, " he said to Molly, with a soft
Irish lilt, and planted the chair beside her.
With inner tremors I introduced myself and explained my
assignment. The purportedly austere Irishman smiled gently, his
pale blue eyes penetrating behind steel-rimmed glasses. Yes, he
would talk to me on his own turf Let me notify him through his
publisher, Jerome Lindon — he was at first chary of divulging his
address and telephone number — where I intended to stay and
when he could call me. Despite this unexpected affability, I
sensed a conflict between his aversion to personal publicity and
his reluctance to thwart a man doing his job.
A few weeks later, punctual to the minute, he strode across the
lobby of the Hotel Pont Royal, where I was waiting for him. He
wore a black turtleneck and an old brown sports jacket. The
expression of severity faded as he recognized me, and he broke
into a warm, welcoming smile. "Good show!" It was a greeting I
would grow accustomed to; it still rings in my ears.
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We adjourned to the hotel's Bar Litteraire to consume some
whiskey, Irish for Beckett, Scotch for me, the first of innumerable drinks together over a period of twenty-five years. Sam
always picked up the bill. No amount of protest, no pretended
anger could dissuade him. I once managed to approximate the
cost of a coffee and croissant and deposit the money with the
cashier before Sam showed up.
A few evenings later Sam picked me up in a rattly two-horsepower Citroen, and we drove to a small Montparnasse seafood
restaurant, Lcs lies Marquises, Sam's favorite; in fact, at that period, he seldom dined anywhere else. With quiet amusement, Sam
indicated to me one of the waiters, a burly specimen in a sailor's
striped shirt, as the winner of the national speed championship
for opening oysters.
As we spoke of Sam's boyhood, his years of grinding poverty,
his choice of Paris as a permanent home, I asked him if he would
ever revisit America. "I never expect to travel any distance
again," he replied. "I need absolute tranquillity and isolation to
write. It's so difficult. There's no way ot expressing what has
happened to you. But you write; otherwise you die."
"Only silence is valid," he once told the sculptor (Macomctti.
"Words are a stain on silence."
"Then why do you write?" Giacoinetti asked.
"I can't help myself"
He once propounded an additional reast^i for writing. "I want
to leave a little trace," he said. "I don't want this to have happened to me without leaving a trace."
"With each work," he now told me, "I find writing more
agonizing. It's because the area in which I write has been reduced
once I've finished something. Joyce spent eight years on Ulysses
and seventeen on l-innc{^aiis IVahc. He exhausted his material.
That's one way out of the dilemma, not having tt) stop and start
again." In recent years he had been sitting staring out the window, scrawling a word or two on a scrap of paper, then throwing
it away. The two prose pieces .4.n.s('^ and /'///i,' (seven ami a iialt and
three and a half pages long respectively) were the residue ot what
were to have been long statements.
As for the past masters, he dismissed them. "Ah. the beauties," he scoffed. "I kiunv all the beauties. Everything written, all
the beauties, Shakespeare, et cetera, are lies. They have no relevance to the human condition. Man was in trouble tiie moment
he Inmoved
the slime."
those out
earlyof stages
of research for my Post piece Sam would
often break otTin a sudden access ot revulsion and urge me to
drop the whole project. But the next instant, seeing me crestfallen, he would insist that I continue.

By c late fall of 1965 I had finished and
flown home with the manuscript. But it never appeared, and the Post subsequently ceased
publication. The next year, on February 10, I
married Evelyn Cummins, and we honeymooned in Paris. Sam gave us as a wedding
present a signed copy of the first edition of
More Pricks Than Kicks.
The gift propelled me into the obsessive
world of bibliomania. I ended up with one of
the largest collections of books by Beckett in
private hands. Many of them he gave me;
many I bought; almost all were inscribed.
They were beginning to take over my life
when a fire broke out in the apartment underneath ours. Evelyn and I were absent at the
time. The firemen were ready to break down
our door and soak the apartment with their
hose, but no flames reached our floor. A finearts insurance policy would have cost more
than I could afford, and so, with Sam's
encouragement, I disposed of the collection.
Most of it now reposes in the Berg Collection, at the New York Public Library, and in
the Humanities Research Center, at the University ofTexas.
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(1938)

would come to watch after a good dinner."
"Would you want to see that, Sam?" He
replied with banked anger, "I wouldn't want
to see a rat killed."
For writing, Sam preferred the solitude of
a two-room cottage he had bought in the tiny
village of Ussy, about forty miles east of Paris. Suzanne disliked the place, and Sam
would spend weeks on end there alone, the
address and phone number concealed from
all but a few friends, whom he requested not
to call him before midmorning. The cottage
and its surroundings had the spare, strippeddown character of the sets he specifies for his
plays. A high wall cut off the landscape. No
flower beds or ornamental shrubs relieved
the monotony of the flat, browning lawn.
When Sam invited me to Ussy, I stopped a
score of villagers before I could find one able
to direct me.
The main room contained a plain worktable, a straight-backed chair, a cot, and a small
piano. Music
chesschess
werewith
Sam's
hobbies.
I onceand
played
him main
and
was swiftly defeated. Instead of competing,
however, he would far rather have replayed
famous games or solved chess problems.
I noticed on a bookshelf a tattered copy of

WATT HAD WATCHED PEOPLE
sitiofng WohirsldmotWha-r
II Sam watbs revi
ak
ou
th
er ein Dublin (which he once
At
his poem about time, "Whoroscope," his
SMILE AND THOUGHT HE UNDERfirst published effort, written at twentydescribed to me as "that fitful
y
four — his last copy, the rest having been givcoma"). He left immediatel
STOOD HOW IT WAS DONE
d
re
en away as insouciantly as he had relinfor Paris. "I prefer
France
quished other rare first editions of his works.
in war to Ireland in peace," he told me in
- WATT (COMPLETED 1945)
I
suggested
that he have a case made for
ed
ag
.
s,
ic
tr
s
66
zi
rt
e
19
"I wa so ou tment by th Na , pa
ularly bytheir trea
of the Jews many of
"Whoroscope" before it crumbled entirely.
whom were old friends, that I could not remain inactive. " When"What's the good of hanging on to it?" he asked.
the Germans occupied Paris, Sam and Suzanne Deschevaux
"Why not? Where are you going?"
Dumesnil, a pianist and music teacher with whom he was living,
"Where we are all going."
He added that anyone who cleared his bookshelves altogether
joined the Resistance and later fled south together; they narrowly
escaped capture several times. After the war, he received the
would be rendering him a great service. "Someday I want just
Croix de Guerre.

Back in Paris, they subsisted on the thin edge, Suzanne teaching music, Sam taking on occasional odd jobs, among them
translating articles for the Reader's Dii^est at a payment of about
two dollars a page. Few of Sam's friends ever saw Suzanne, even
when visiting the apartment, for she was so shy that in contrast
Sam seemed gregarious.
Yet without Suzanne's perseverance Sam might have dwelt
forever in obscurity. Murphy, his first novel, had sold ninety-five
copies in Sam's French translation, and the copyright owners
were only too happy to abandon it to anybody who thought he
could do better. Suzanne trudged from publisher to publisher.
"What the hell, Suzanne, why bother?" Sam would exclaim. At
length she found a fledgling publisher, Jerome Lindon, who
shared her faith in Beckett's writing. Sam pitied him: "To think
of the synipalhiqne young man ruining himself through me." Lindon's Editions de Minuit went on to publish nearly all of Sam's
work. "Through Beckett," he told me, "my firm came alive."
In 1961 Sam married Suzanne, after they had been living
together for twenty-three years. They occupied two separate but
communicating apartments on the Left Bank at 3S Boulevard
Saint-Jacques, small and sparsely furnished. The distant vista
from the seventh-story window, dominated by the dome of the
Pantheon, char led the eye, but in the immediate foreground
rose the dark w is of the Santc prison.
"Do you real "v" he asked, having allowed me into his sanctum, "that not so lung ago they used to guillotine criminals publicly in the exercise yard down there? People in dinner jackets
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these bare walls."
n August 1966 George Plimpton, editor in chief of the Paris
Rei'ieii', proposed to me an interview with Sam, delving
into the essential meaning of his work, all expenses paid.
The prospect delighted me, though I knew how Sam
would respond. "I can't do an interview, " he wrote back as
.expected on September 9. "Please forgive me. I have less
than even a word to say about my work or myself."
A year and a half later. Esquire made him an offer he found
hilarious. "I was invited with lonesco and Genet," he wrote me,
"to cover Chicago convention, I being allotted to MacCarthy
[sic] headquarters with riots guaranteed as additional inducement. How I wish I could! The others seem to have accepted."
(In the event, the final list of acceptants comprised Genet, Terry
Southern, William Burroughs, and John Sack.)
Oddly, for a man who professed distaste for his native Ireland,
Sam frequented a late-night cafe, the Falstaff, that was one of the
few in Paris with the cozy, wood-paneled ambience of an Irish
pub. It also provided him with Jameson Irish whiskey, which he
loved as much as he disdained Irish coffee. By ten P.M. his friends
usually knew where to find him. Among the closest were A. J.
("Con") Leventhal, a small, impish retired professor of English
at Trinity College, Dublin, where he first knew Sam; Henri
Hayden, a Polish artist whose friendship dated from the Occupation; Avigdor Arikha, a brilliant young Israeli artist.
C^ne night, I ventured a question that had always puzzled me.
c:()NNc)issi;uit

How did it happen that so many fine Irish writers arose within so
comparatively short a span of time: Yeats, Joyce, Syngc, O'Flaherty, O'Faolain, O'Casey, to mention a few? "When you're m
the last ditch," said Sam, "there's only one thing left to do —
sing," and he added, "The Catholic church and the English, 1/5
nous ont encule lagloire'' (they buggered glory into us).
That night Sam offered to drive me to my hotel. Neither of us
had been abstemious, and we walked the streets radiating from
the Boulevard du Montparnasse for perhaps an hour before we
recognized his dilapidated Citroen. Sam was a colorful driver,
and I remember thinking, "Well, if you're going to crash, it will
be in the company of the greatest prose writer of the century."
But we landed safely. He kissed me on both cheeks. "You've
done me good," he said as he rattled off

at the Leventhals', Con
dinner
at sts
eved nin
h a story about Beckett's
regale
hisg gue
wit
One firs
t novel. Murphy, published in 1938. Inside
Dublin's General Post Office stands a statue of
the mythic warrior hero Cuchulain. In chapter 4
the eccentric Professor Neary dashes his head
iculous, asked
against the statue's behind. Beckett, , ays met
Con, who was about to return to Dublinalw
to measure the distance
between Cuchulain's posterior and the floor to determine whether Neary's head could reach its target. At unimaginable risk to
himself, in the full eye of the public. Con performed the measurement. Yes, he later reported to Beckett, Neary's head could
readily attain its mark.
(Many years later, for the fun of it, I obtained the exact measurement with the help of Ms. Orla Carey, of the Irish Tourist
Board in New York, whose query to Dublin brought this reply:
"It is the considered view of the two senior executives delegated
to investigate this matter that a person of 5 ft. 10 ins. or taller
could successfully achieve the desired objective. Those of a lesser
stature should bring an orange box.")

arly in 1969, with rumors -npant that Sam would
win the Nobel Prize, he b.: u his publisher inform
the Royal Swedish Acadenn that he did not want
the honor but would accept 11 unwillingly rather
than stir up further publicity, that he would not go
to Stockholm to deliver the usual speech of acceptance. "What a catastrophe!" declared Suzanne. The couple had
already fled Paris. Sam wrote to me from Tunisia, on November
2, "How I wish I were another and could be glad. ... A mercy
this didn't descend on us in Paris. Even here it's been a devilish
week. Lull now — ominous no doubt."
"It's been a terrible year, " he complained when we met in Paris
the following spring, and he was not referring to the two operations he had undergone for cataracts or to a lung abscess. The
crux was that prize. "It destroyed my relationship to my work."
He considered the choice of winner absurd, pointing out that
Alfred Nobel in his will specified that the prize should go to elevating work. "Mine is hardly elevating."
The prize carried the equivalent of S73,000. Most of it Sam bestowed on needy young artists. With the rest he obtained a special
telephone that enabled him to make calls but receive none.
By this time I knew better than to ask Sam to explicate anything he wrote. He professed to be unqualified. "I'm constantly
working in the dark. It would be like an insect leaving his
cocoon. I can only estimate my work from within. " Or as he told
the late director Alan Schneider when he asked the identity of
Godot, "If I knew, I would have said so in the play."
But one night in June 1971, as we were strolling after dinner at
the Closerie des Lilas, he did get to talking about how he had
worked years ago. When writing Murphy, he had needed a psychiatric clinic upon which to model his own Magdalen Mental
Mercyseat. Being a friend of the psychiatric resident at the Bethlem Royal Hospital, near London, that was the institution he
chose, visiting frequently between 1935 and 1938. "I often saw a
patient who claimed he had hereditary syphilis and begged the

Sam was slow to anger, but the late drama critic, belletrist, and
doctors to kill him," Sam recalled. "I finally said to him, 'You
literary manager of the British National Theatre Kenneth Peahave knives and forks at meals. Why don't you ...?'" The
cock Tynan managed to arouse it. The casus belli was Oh! Calmadman was furious, as Sam suspected he would be. "No real
cutta!,the erotic nude revue conceived by
encounter was wanted," Sam continued.
TEARS AND LAUGHTER, THEY ARE
Tynan. He invited a number of noteworthy
"Stop
game."
In thethenovel.
Murphy, an avid chess player
authors to contribute skits. Sam agreed, on
SO MUCH GAELIC TO ME.
the understanding that his name would not
like his author, is a ward supervisor in a madbe used, and he dashed off on a postcard,
house. Mr. Endon, his opponent, is a mad-MOLLOy (1951)
man. They make meaningless maneuvers,
doubtless as ajape, a tiny, tiny playlet. Tynan
the pieces soon returning to their starting
broke his word. Not only did Sam's name
figure in the 1969 advance publicity, but
position. "Stop the game," Sam concluded
I WAS LIMPLY POKING ABOUT IN
now. "No encounter wanted. 1 thmk that's
Tynan altered Sam's stage directions to include naked bodies strewn all over the stage.
what the chess game in Murphy meant."
THE GARBAGE SAYING PROBABLY,
Sam exploded. I had, meanwhile, written to
ask what his contribution was.
Nineteen seventy-eight was a wretched
year tor me. My marriage collapsed, leaving
FOR AT THAT AGE I MUST STILL
"My contribution to the Tynan circus, " he
me desolate and guilt-ridden, while my proreplied, "is a forty second piece entitled
fessional life ground to a halt. On March 2,
BREATH. I have it written down someHAVE BEEN CAPABLE OF GENERAL
Sam found words that both eased the pain
where but can't find. It is simply light coming up and going down on a stage littered
IDEAS, THIS IS LIFE.
and filled my eyes with tears: "Perhaps some
with miscellaneous unidentifiable muck,
comfort in the thought that what is best tor
- MOLLOY
synchronised with sound of breath, once in
the loved one is best for the lover."
He urged me to come to Paris. 1 lis purse,
and out, the whole (ha!) begun and ended by
he
promised, was mine. He would defray the
same tiny vagitus-rattle. I realized too late to
CHRIST, WHAT A PLANET!
repent that it is not unconnected with
travel expenses. "Break away, relax here
On entre, on crie,
with your friends and find strength to contin-ALL THAT FALL (1957)
Et c'est la vie.
ue. Love, dear John, cfa'/znujc." Shortly I was
able to join him at my own expense, and his
On crie, on sort,
company as always revived my spirits.
Et c'est la mort.
I was neither so naive nor so egotistical as
FAIL ACIAIN.
FAIL
[One enters, one screams, /And that's life. / TRY AC;AIN.
to
imagine that I held some special attraction
One screams, one leaves, /And that's death. ]"
for
Sam. To be sure, he was a wonderfully
^
^
"If this fails to titillate," he added, utterly
(Continued ()(/ page 106)
BETTER.
- WORSTIVARD HO (1983)
deadpan, "I hand in my apron."
JULY 1990
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ULTIMATE
PANORAMAS
Zuber's classic wallpapers will make your home feel like a palace
xcept for the electric lights, installed m
1900, the old building is just as it was in
1797. Even the work done here — the
printing of panorama wallpaper — is
done in the same way it was the year
Napoleon Bonaparte crowned himself
emperor. Any shortcut, any use of machines to do a task that should be done
by hand, would diminish the product.

Monsieur Zuber himself.

I

ByJ.-C. Suares
Photographs by
Fritz von der Schulenburg

To print "Eldorado," a typical, lush
landscape, demands the talents of fifty
men. They must ink 1,554 wooden
plates in order to apply 192 colors on 24
panels. Multiply that by 50 (a typical
edition), and the technical task of creating one panorama grows to some
77,000 impressions. This is one reason
any homeowner wishing "Eldorado"
must be ready to pay at least $20,000,
installation not included.
It is well worth the price. The panoramas are made by Zuber &: Cie, of Rixheim, France, the oldest and fniest wallpaper manufacturer in the Western
world. It sells mostly to decorators,
who fmd that nothing else can provide
quite such fantasy and illusion of space.
"The paper is gorgeous," says Marilyn
Katz, a Manhattan decorator. "It opens
a room and gives it a feeling of dimension. Itgives a special air of quality. It's

theThe
beginning
an adventure."
adventureof can
be best appreciated
if one stands in a room covered with a
Zuber panorama. Most obviously, the
wallpaper acts as a sort of mural painting. More than that, it serves as a set
design awaiting actors, and a travel
poster inviting the imaginative.
Tai:e "Views of Brazil. " The panorama was created in 1829 and consists of
thirty panels that go on for fifty-two
feet. The view starts at the ocean, bright
blue with orange sand and yellow sky.
The scene continues deeper and deeper
into the jungle, growing greener and
greener, lusher and lusher — literally
thousands of plants, birds, and animals
are depicted — until the forest is virtually
impenetrable. In the near background
are signs of civilization: natives planting
coffee, bullfighting, trading, dancing,
fishing, hunting. Then thejungle makes
way for houses and finally the sea and
ships again. To be surrounded by this
marvelous scene is to enter a complete
fantasy about Brazil.
Nobody can say for sure who invented scenic wallpaper. Until the end
of the eighteenth century wallpaper was
purely decorative. Typical were papers
produced by the famous French firm ot
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paper called "HinJusiau."
More of the scene is shown
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Rcvcillon. Sparse, elegant, and symmetrical, they might consist of floral
arabesques, with peacocks, doves, or
parrots at the foot of a design, or a
medallion with a scene vaguely reminiscent of Fompeiian wall paintings of
Apolk^ pursuing Daphne or Pygmalion
and his statue. Also typical were trompe
Toeil papers designed to represent lush
silk draperies in loose folds and festooned fringed draperies with borders.
In 1791, an exemplary industrialist
named Jean Zuber stepped into the burgeoning field of wall decoration. Born
in the Alsatian city of Mulhouse in 1773,
while It was still a free imperial city, he
was a visionary who spent a great deal of
time improving his products. He
plowed money into research and development; he automated whenever possible; he was a brilliant promoter.
His timing was impeccable. By 1798
Mulhouse became part of a France under Napoleon, who was creating a new
empire. With it a whole new bourgeoisie emerged, one finely attuned to the
fashions of the day, from clothes to furniture. Zuber was ready to capitalize on
this market. A year earlier he had
moved the factory from Mulhouse (an
important center of textile printing) into
a spacious, three-story neoclassic structure in nearby Rixheim. In 1802, he renamed the firm Zuber & Cie.
Several things may have inspiredjean
Zuber to invent scenic paper. It was not

Above:

The wooii blocks

thai print the paper; the dry//)sj room; a paper panel is
inspected.

Botto))i,

Views of \orth

n\'/)f;
Ameri-

ca," created in IH}4. Rii^ht:
A detail of the version issued
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a great step from the practice, then common, of decorating walls with tempera
paintings that depicted large canvases in
stucco frames. Nor were panoramas a
novelty; they belong to the neoclassic
style artistically. Zuber's brilliance was
in seeing that his clients had an insatiable
curiosity about faraway places. One has
only to examine the factory's archives to
see what influenced Zuber's tableaux:
"Views of Brazil" is based on Engelinann's lithographs of the voyages of
Johann Rugendas, a nineteenth-century
Cierman explorer. "Hindustan" is based
on the drawings of Thomas Daniell
published in London in 1797.
In 1802, Zuber began commissioning
original material. He wrote to Pierre
Antoine Mongin, a painter who specialized in English gardens and had de-

in 1853. Both versions haiii^

signed tapestries
at Gobelins,
"We've
been thinking
of producing
a landscape
painted in your style for many years,

in the IVIiite House.

and we'd like to pick some views of
Switzerland in order to give this decor

mass appeal." Mongin accepted the job
for 400 francs a month and started making sketches from life. "Views of Switzerland" consisted of 16 panels printed
in 95 colors with more than 1 ,000 plates.
The results were spectacular, and the
whole print run of 150 sold out.
Zuber's only serious competitor at
the time was the firm of Dufour, which
produced some extremely successful
panoramas. Among them was "The
Savages o{ the South Sea" (also called
"The Savages oi' the Pacific Ocean"),
which turesdepicted
in the SouthCaptain
Pacific.Cook's advenThe lesson was not lost on Zuber. He
started looking for artists who posses ed asense of the fantastic that translated into grand visions of the worlds
beyond. With Zuber as their Cecil B.
De Mille, they created huge works.
"Hindustan" was followed by "Arcadia," "Views of Italy," "Isola Bella,"
and "Eldorado." In each, the scenes
were continuous, meaning that the last
panel would blend into the first.
A^typical panorama would take a year
or two to conceive and another seven or
eight months for twenty men to engrave byhand. Next came the mixing of
inks and the printing of the panels. To
achieve the quality Zuber demanded,
company technicians made their own
paper and devised their own inks. The
colors of the latter — Prussian blue,
Schweinfurt green, chromium yellow,
ultramarine — were so bright and reliable that the clever entrepreneur was
able to sell them to the textile printers of
Mulhouse.
The long lead time between inception
and manufacture occasionally caused
the instant obsolescence of a panorama.
Dufour's "Monuments of Paris," conceived just after the fall of Napoleon,
looked a little silly when it came out.
The company could make some fast
(Coiititiucd oil page 106)

IVIR. MUSICAL
n the continuing fantasia of Tommy Tune's
career, a motif is beginning to emerge. Call it the
Imp Factor. Sooner or later, no matter what
Tune is up to — whether he is singing and dancing, creating dances for a stageful of other
people, or superintending an entire production— he always tweaks the harmonious order of
whatever world is at hand. Of course, a harmonious order has to have been established in the
first place, and in that department. Tune is a
grand master. Among the showmen ot America's musical theater he is the king ot style.
Take "Sitie" (1982), based on Fellini's 8'/:, set
in the Elysian spa of Montccatini, represented in
a blinding, white-tiled unit set. Here, far from all
the women who are driving him crazy, the film
director Guido Contini (played by Raul Julia)
hopes to recharge his creative batteries. Good
luck. At the top of the show, twenty-one of his
women, all dressed in black, materialized to
By
Michael
Phillips

Photograph
By
Ken
Nahoum

warble the off-the-wall overture, by Maury Yeston, "conducted" by the haughty Contini. flourishing baton
a
like a lion tamer his whip. How's
that for an image of order and control? But Anita
Morris was in the wings, the imp as vamp, all
tumbling red curls and purring come-ons, set to
take center stage a little later, tempting Guido
with "A Call from the Vatican."
"I do like beauty," Tune says with a smile.
"But I also like sticking the pin in the balloon, so
you don't get too carried away with yourself."
Grand Hotel, now in its ninth month at
Broadway's Martin Beck Theatre, is classic
Tune. It has book problems, as most critics have
recognized. In the age of The Bonfire of the InaniVickithe
Baum's
of shady
deals feels
and
scamsties,of
heart romance
in the Berlin
of 1928
faded. And the score is uneven. Still, you will
have to search your memory long and hard to
find an American musical staged with such elegance, invention, and economy.
Reading Baum's memoirs, Tune found her
description of an ideal film version — quite unlike
the MGM star vehicle for Garbo, Crawford,
John Barrymore, et al. that in fact was made.
What Baum envisioned was "an expressionistic,
almost abstract hotel, a constantly moving mael-

TOMMY
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strom of faces, bodies, backgrounds, phones,
bells, beds, objects." Tune liked that, and that is
what he has created on the stage.
When the audience arrives, the curtain is up.
Tony Walton's set — quietly one of the most
audacious ever to grace a Broadway musical — is
stripped to essentials. A revolving door, three
chandeliers, twelve skeletal columns, thirty-two
straight-backed chairs: these alone convey the
lobby of Berlin's grandest of hotels in all its
swank decadence. The large cast enters in deft,
skittery Crosshatch patterns. Here are the hotel
operators; there are the scullery workers. Here
comes a captain of industry; there goes a fading
ballerina. This one is a climber; that one is a
crook. Whose destiny will cross whose?
It is a whirlwind of exposition, choreographed
to a tee. Yet like most o( Grand Hotel, it contains
surprisingly little all-out dancin^^. Despite the
jazzy beat of "Maybe My Baby Loves Me," the
fez-topped waiters at the coffee bar do little more
than tap their feet while admiring chorus girls
shimmy. Or take the hypnotic Yellow Pavilion
segment. The dark center square of the stage
floor is packed with partnerless dancers. In the
foreground the gold-digging secretary
Flaemmchen (Jane Krakowski) dances first with
the dashing, debt-ridden Baron (David Carroll)
and then with the dying bookkeeper Kringelein
(Michael Jeter). Coiling and uncoiling its snakelike way to the insistent beat of a rhumba, then to
a foxtrot, the background movement sets off this action and
Utider Tune's appraisthen, thrillingly, engulfs it.
itii^ eye, Yvonne Mara
Sweeping
up Flaemmchen
Kringelein's rumand Pierre Dulaine
pled form,
sings
brinq ballroom glamour
about the steps being "commonplace." No, you think, watching
the Grand Hotel set.
what is after all nothing but a basic foxtrot; only the lyrics are.
Not until an hour and a half into the one-act,
two-hour show does the dance explode. As the
Charleston plays, Kringelein arrives with news
that he has struck it rich. In his euphoria, the
dance sweeps him up once more, and suddenly
this man who can barely shuffle is flying, covering half the stage with whirling limbs, vaulting

TUNE, A FRESH BREEZE ON BROADWAY

c:()NNc)issi-:uR
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TUNE'S GREATEST

GIFT: A MUSICALITY

over the bar. The imp is loose!
The raw material tor this number, as

admires Tune's "ability to approach each new
piece of material as if he had never done anything

it happens, was not Tune's. It was
worked out by the dance captain and

at all before." As Vincente Minnelli did in film,
Tune discovers a style within each project, not in

Michael Jeter, a real wow in schlepp's
clothing. Left to his own devices,

some bag of ready-made tricks. "I think you can
end up washed up on a shore that way," he says,
"'cause you're pulling it all from you instead of

Tune is quieter. On his six-foot-sixinch frame, a little movement goes a

A fond ntemory from A
Day in Hollywood
. ... On the Ankle
Stai^e, Ruby and Dick
(and also Fred and Gin(^er, Mickey and Minnie,
et al.) were known only
by iheir "famous feet. "

Star meets star: Tommy
Tune's youm^ Captain
Billy Buck Chandler
takes a tap lesson with
(Charles ("Honi")
Coles 's ret'ereiid Mr.
Maj^i.x, in My One
and Onlv.

I long way. "My leanness might be
I reflected in my choice of choreogra-

from
But thedomaterial."
not discount Tune's inventiveness.
Michael Bennett did not. When Bennett was

s phy," he says. "Meaning that I don't
5 make voluptuous work. I try to tell it

struggling on Seesaw in Detroit in 1973, he called
Tune and eventually let him devise a specialty

as few
possible."
Even so,in he
makeslines
realas dances,
which makes
him, on present-day Broadway, a class of one.
Cower Champion died in 1980 on the opening
day o( 42nd Street. Michael Bennett — who hired
Tune for two Broadway chorus lines in the sixties and whose record-breaking A Chorus Line
Tune considers "the perfect musical of the last
twenty years" — died in July of 1987. Bob Fosse,
of C//(Vrt(JO and Caharet, died two months later.
Now an extraordinarily youthful fifty-oneyear-old New Yorker, Thomasjames Tune was
born in Wichita Falls, Texas, and raised in Houston. His apprenticeship began when he was cast
as the tallest Shark in the history of West Side Story, in the 1960 edition of the Dallas Summer
Musicals. In the ensuing decade, besides performing inthree Broadway choruses, he choreographed dozens of musicals in summer stock.
Here the star was all: Howard Keel in Kiss Me,
Kitte (he called Tune "Taller-than-I"), Betty
Hutton in this, Martha Raye in that . . .
"Stock like it existed then doesn't exist now,"
Tune says, sitting cross-legged on his Upper
East Side penthouse's one and only divan. "I
don't know what the new generation is going to
do for a place to practice. But stock is where I
learned. Every week you were given another
Broadway musical that had been choreographed
and directed by somebody else, and you had to
use their music,
their script, and
with your actors
figure out how
to present it one
week later. You
got an Agnes
DeMille show,
th e n a F o s s e
show, then a Mich ae1
K id d
show. All those
styles! You really had to scramTony Walton,
his frequent scenic collaborator.
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THAT

number tor himself. Tune gave him "It's Not
Where You Start," involving clogs, a broom, an
endless supply of balloons, and one very, very
tall performer playfully defying gravity. "The
show was in such financial trouble," Tune told
the Ncii' York Times. "I knew I couldn't ask them
for an elevator. A pogo stick goes up but it also
goes down . . . and suddenly the idea came —
balloons." This inspiration won Tune his first
Tony Award. He remains the only person ever
to win in four separate categories.
"Invention out of necessity," Tune says.
"That's how all the good ideas happen, I guess."
Consider The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas
(1978), remembered chiefly for the "Angelette
March." "We wanted to do a drill-team number
with sixteen," Tune explains. "You can't do one
with any tewer than that. But costume-wise, we
just couldn't swing it with that many girls at that
point in the show."
costume designer. Tune said no.
boys, suggested the
gmiein
in
d, som
Br
he ewent home. Aha! He
Sty
did not need sixteen real girls, he
realized, since drill teams operate as a synchronized unit. Thus the idea of dummies sprang
forth: life-size, one attached to each hip of six line
dancers. It worked. The ringers' Slinky-like
legs, balloon bazooms, and bouncing balloon
derrieres got the show's biggest laugh.
Necessity struck again when Tune directed A
Day in Hollywood/A Ni(^ht in the Ukraine. For the
number "Famous Feet," set in the thirties in an
idealized Craumann's Chinese Theatre, Tune
wanted to evoke Astaire and Rogers. Re-creating their steps was no good. Slowing them

down
to heighten
the romance
dull. Tune's
solution?
The Ankle
Stage, a was
miniproscenium
above the stage proper, where not only Astaire
and Rogers but Judy Garland, Mickey Mouse,
Minnie Mouse, Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell,
and Charlie C^haplin were glimpsed^^ — all instantly recognizable — from the calves down.
Tune next turned his attentions to a straight
play: C'aryl Churchill's mordant comedy of sexual yearning Cloud 9, set in colonial Atrica and
contemporary London. It could have been
knocked off with the speed of a Feydeau farce,
c:()NNc)i.ssi;uu

SUFFUSES NOT JUST DANCES

BUT A WHOLE

SHOW.

but Tune took it slow. A weird sense of calm
pervaded even the most frenzied of the pansexual
conjugations. Scenes for two often played on
two porch swings facing each other across a
small off-Broadway stage. Deft moves of the
swing interwoven with stolen glances told all. In
a play with no musical numbers, Tune was exhibiting his greatest gift: a musicality that suffuses not just dance passages but a whole show.
But for all their combined grace and razzle,
there is a curious evanescence in Tune's major
shows. "Nine" lived out its life on Broadway
and has rarely been revived since, despite Maury
Yeston's often glorious score. The same fate
may well be in store for Grand Hotel.

"We talked about that," says Wally Harper,
the show's music supervisor, who first worked
with Tune in summer stock nearly thirty years
ago. "We kept wondering why we always end
up doing things that seem to be fragile.

M iM

. . . Sometimes Tommy would say, 'Oh, G()(/!
Why can't we just do a show like Hello, Dolly!
that can play in any language with any person in
the role? If's bombproof!'
Tune confesses his concern. "No, I don't love
it," he says of Grand Hotel's fragility. "But given
the material, you do with it what you can to

A Tune Chronology
1973. After stock and chorus lines, Tunc comes to
Broadway in Seesaw, which wins him the Tony
Award for best supporting actor in a musical.
1976. Off-Broadway, Tunc directs The Club, in
which an all-fcmalc cast impersonates Victorian gentlemen celebrating wine, women, and cigars. He wins
the Obie Award for outstanding direction.
1978. On Broadway, Tunc choreographs and codirects (with Peter Mastcrson) The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas.
1980. Back on Broadway, Tune directs and co-chorcographs A Day in Hollywood/A Ni^^hf in the Ukraine
with Thommic Walsh. Tunc and Walsh win the Tony
for best choreography.
1981. Off-Broadway, Tune directs Caryl Churchill's
play Cloud 9, collecting another Obic for outstanding
direction.
1982. On Broadway, Tune directs "Nine" and wins
the Tony for best direction of a musical. The production wins the Tony for best musical.
1983. My One and Only, with Gershwin songs and a
new book by Peter Stone, wins Tunc Tony Awards
for best actor in a musical and, with his codircctor and
cochoreographer Thommic Walsh, tor best choreography.
1987. On Broadway, Tune directs and choreographs
Steppini^ Out, a flop.
1989. Tune directs and choreographs Crand Hotel,
which collects twelve Tony nominations including
best musical, best direction, best choreography.
JULY 1990

make it work. And if it has to exist in style — in
choreography and movement anci stage design
and 'the picture' — then that's what has to be
done in order to make it land."
It is the lesson learned in summer stock. Work
with what you have. In fact, maybe that principle was in Tune's temperament even earlier. He
recalls how his father — who had met his brideto-be on a dance flexor — used to cajole him into
dancing for guests: "Get out yer tap shoes, boy,
and give em all arms and legs! " Young Tune
would give 'em that without having to try,
thanks to an adolescent growth spurt. His legs
kept on growing, for a time so painfully that he
could not walk without crutches and his parents
feared polio. Luckily, that phase soon passed,
and Tune got out his tap shoes in earnest.

,
rsus
hecio
, g oreo
few — directors
pre
thegrap
amonch
Today he s is
performer in any medium — who
learn when to give em the works
anci when not to. Unlike Michael Bennett and
Bob Fosse, who got their results by putting their
casts on devastating emotional roller-coaster
rides. Tune thrives on serenity. His approach:
"To create a hothouse environment, where all
can grow, s in their own way."
the exotic plants st
in his shows feel
number
Hence the greate
e
ad
-m
for the original performers — the
custom

I'laeinnichen (Jane Kiiihou'ski) ionus lo the
Crand Hotel to type hut
u'itids up (/<(»( M/i,'.
Above: With the penniless Baron {Dai'id Carroll) amid a surreal mass
oj the unpartnered. Be/()»'. hroliihiin; at the
eoflee bar ivith ihe liniiiiys ( Dai'id jiiikson,
Danny Sirayhorn).

wriggling sex kitten Anita Morris, the "jeterThe tart
bugging" (Tune's term) Michael Jeter.hi,
who
French sophisticate Liliane Montevecc
had the showstopping "Folies liergeres" number in "N/z/c " anti graces Grand Hotel, characterizes aTune rehearsal as "harmony, because he is
harmony. I le has this inner peace, this inner
calm that he gives to us automatically."
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Whs

next for Tune? As usual, he is

E

ugghr.j several projects. "My life." he
compiains with a laugh, "is meciugs."
Meetings about Topper, based on the
short stories that inspired the old ghost
movies with Cary Grant and Constance
Bennett, which Tune is in line to choreograph and star in. Meetings about
Ziegfeld Presents Will Rogers, expected to
star Keith Carradine. with a book by
Peter Stone, music by Cy Coleman
(fresh off Cify of Angels), and lyrics by
the unbeatable old pros Betty Comden
and Adolph Green. Meetings about
this, meetings about that . . .

tiful girls . . . he's just the most unlikely person to be in a Ziegfeld Follies. Just
so regular. Not colorless, but it's like
my dad doing a Ziegfeld Follies."
During a meeting at Comden's, the
creative team was discussing the marriage-proposal scene, which in life was
set in a drab midwestern train station. "I
said, 'Jeez, not in a Ziegfeld show,'
Tune remembers. "'How about Pans? "
the others asked. "No." Tune said,
"that's too realistic. I don't care if it
takes place on the moon.''
"Well." says Tune now. picking up
the story, "Stone started laughing, and
he wrote that line. Who knows if we'll
end up with it? Will says. 'Might as well
say Betty and I met on the mooni" Ziegfeld says, 'Good ideal' and out come the
Moon Maidens. "
A far cry from the somber beauty of

me un- I
made
very good. Itcomfortable
and squirmy.
had my dinner ruined by the
Vietnam War for years.
Now this — for dessert?
Then I saw Dana Delany.
She was playing Lt. Colleen
McMurphy, one of the
nurses at the EVAC station
on the coast near Da Nang,
an unusual place, where the
choppers were coming in

Beach''

history, the Hot Lips Houlihan of the 1990s. She is Helen Hayes handing out bandages to Gary Cooper m .4
Farewell to Arms, Ingrid
Bergman in the Spanish civil-war film For Whom the Bell
Tolls, Vivien Leigh as Scarlett O'Hara as a civil-war
nurse, and yes, Florence
Nightingale in the Crimean
War, but not as played on
ABC

byjaclyn Smith.

most
beautiful
She is
Delany
is not actress.
the world's
not the sultriest. She looks as
if she has been up all night:
those two-day-old T-shirts
stained with blood, the baggy-khaki-fatigues look, and
those bangs. She is not my

Class Act
B^' Marvin Kitma.x
Photograph
Douglas

by

Kirkla.nd

With the dying and
wounded, which also served
as an R&R facility. It was a
seaside resort where the
grunts came to forget the
war for a few seconds or to
be patched up so they could
return to the boonies or go
home in body bags. China
Beach had its own beachboy.
a lifeguard on duty. USO
performers, doughnut dollies, round-eyed prostitutes,
and Nurse McMurphy.
I watched Dana Delany, as
the spunky Irish-American
kid trom Kansas who had
never even seen the ocean
before, with my mouth

started working on it, I didn't know that
the whole piece would appear so choreographed. But you never know when
you start. You have a few images, and
you get going, and you see what hapIt IS not so different from summer
pens."
stock, give or take a few million. D
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vcrybody in the know was
saying it was a very good
war series. That meant realistic, capturing all the
And when "China Beach "
finally landed on the beach ot
my TV screen, in April ot
1988. it was bad, that is,

Grand Hotel. "Yeah. "Tune laughs. "It's
bright. And showy. Although I think
Grand Hotel is very showy. When I

Michael Phillips, formerly the arts editor of
the Twin Cities weekly City Pages, is the
drama critic of the Dallas Times Herald.

of ''China

pain and anguish ot war.

The first image that came to Tune's
mind for Ziegfeld, he says, was "the
staircase, of course." In wildly fanciful,
nonlinear fashion, the show strings together scenes from the life of the
improbable star of stage, radio, newspaper, and film, the man who said he had
never met a man he didn't like.
"That lone, solitary figure out in
front of the curtain." Tune says, "just
talkin' to the audience and spinnin' a
rope, juxtaposed against a stage of beau-
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open. She was so incredible.
Most TV actresses do not
act so much as appear on
TV. Dana Delany acts. She
does not just repeat the same
expression week after week.
Things happen to her. and
she happens to them. She is
the eternal nurse figure in

typeWhoat all,
she Delany
gets to isme.
caresbutthat
thirty-four, from an IrishAmerican family in Connecticut, whose business was
m toilet flushing (valves),
who went to Wesleyan and
hung out with the theater
crowd
New the
York's
Central?in From
first Cafe
day,
two years ago, when the
grunt brought in from the
jungle smelled her perfume
and called her Miss Chantilly, Dana Delany has projected something special.
As she marches to her own
drummer, trying to find
happiness where she may,
lately with the French Dr.
Bernard on a rainy, moody,
muddy Fourth of July, I
think. If only I had been in
Vietnam . . . Wait a minute,
are you crazy? D
.Marvin Kitman is the television
critic 0/ Ncwsday.

Far from the blood,
su'eal, and tears of
the perpetually
endanj^ered "China
Beach" (ah, ratings t. . . '. Dana
Delany shines in
a silk-satin suit,
courtesy Chanel,
by Karl Laj^erfeld
and jeweir)', courtesy Tiffany & Co.,
by Schlumbcri^er,
whose accomplishment isexamined
on page 54.
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The nrndemirian's specialtv is Russian medieval literature— he has written two dozen books about it — but his
popnlnritv derives from his attempt to deal with far-rani:ing ethical issues. He has tearlessly promoted the publication of suppressed literature and been a champion of
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iluss culture. There is a clear connection between such
caus Likhachev once told a reporter, and his specialty.
"Meaieval literature focuses on personality. It strives to
understand it, to share human pain, and to raise basic moral
issues. From time immemorial, it has reminded us of important things that we tend to forget in our intoxication with our
own, technological progress." By transcending his subject
matter, by boldly entering the thickets of human behavior
and politics, Dmitri Likhachev has become known to an
astonishing number of people. When Soviet TV devoted a
program to him in 1986, 150 million Russians watched it, and
then they and their fellows demanded that it be rerun once,
twice, three times again.
Another proof of Likhachev's stature was given in Moscow
on March 13. A three-day debate was raging over a draft law
that would invest General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev with
strong executive powers in a brand-new office, that of president. Opponents of the law insisted that the issue be put to the
voters in direct, secret elections. They invoked the dread
example of Joseph Stalin and warned heatedly and often

against creating a precedent for a new despotism.
When Likhachev rose to speak, he respectfully but firmly
rejected all such arguments. Choosing his words with utmost
care, he warned the delegates that a referendum on the presidency at this time would lead straight to civil war: "I remember the revolution of February 1917 very well, and I know
where emotions can lead." It marked a turning point in the
debate. Although other members of parliament sounded similar alarms, Likhachev's words and his presence carry a special
authority, and the draft law on the presidency, as amended
during the debates, was adopted.
n truth, few Soviets have confidence that
Gorbachev's new mandate will soon heal
the rifts in Russia. There are too many
challenges to face: ethnic conflict in the
Trans-Caucasus, a vacuum of political authority in the provincial cities, strike
threats by workers in the oil and gas fields,
the secessionist movement in the Baltics,
and, most i)bvious, a badly faltering economy. As the prominent economist Nikolai Shmelev commented during the
debate, "We have built a madhouse, and we are living according to the
lawsfewof reassuring
the madhouse."
One
of the
voices is that of the academician
Likhachev. His message is not new; he has articulated his
views for years, always expressing a firm belief in his nation
and in humanism, always speaking directly, whether on
national television, through newspaper interviews, or in legislative debates. His philosophy is deceptively simple. He

REMEMBE
stands for values that might at first glance seem old-fashioned
but are firmly founded on the bedrock of personal experience.
In February 1928, the secret police in Leningrad began
rounding up "academicians" — university students, for the
most part, who participated in the discussion groups that
flourished at the time. Among them was the twenty-twoyear-old Likhachev. He was clapped into a Leningrad jail.
After nine months, he was transferred to a penal colony on the
Solovetskiye Islands, in the White Sea north of Arkhangel'sk. There, Likhachev became friends with fellow
inmates of many different national and social origins,
including redoubtable criminals who twice saved his
life. He came to admire the firm moral character of
those who had been educated under the prerevolutionary system.
After a period of heavy physical work and a
bout of typhus, Likhachev organized a work
group for adolescent prisoners; he saved many
from death by freezing or starvation, wrote down
their life histories, and even compiled a collection of
criminal slang, the basis of one of his first published research
papers (1935). The last part of his five-year sentence he spent
working as a dispatcher on the railway supporting the construction ofthe White Sea-Baltic Canal, one of Stalin's major
forced-labor projects. From this experience, Likhachev
acquired a sense of serenity and spiritual well-being. He has
written that "the inconveniences, deprivations, and even misfortunes which a person may have to endure because of his
74
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convictions are nothing by comparison with the torments of
spirit and soul which are inevitable if he should abandon his
principles."
A second source of Likhachev's original perspective on
contemporary society comes from his intense study of Russia
from the tenth to the seventeenth century, a period that conventional Soviet historians tended to dismiss as having been
largely devoid of cultural achievements. Quite the contrary
was true. Likhachev's research over many years revealed that
Russia before Peter the Great was full of accomplishments in
every area. These studies also made Likhachev aware of the
continuity of Russian culture, a revelation that he continually
shares with his audience. For example, he warns that the
nationalistic organization Pamyat "often exploits the confidence of simple people and speculates on myths, narrow
nationalistic ideas, and plain boorishness. Russian culture and
the Russian people are rich enough that [they] do not need to
rely on the fictions of a few representatives of Pamyat." Thus
challenging Pamyat, it should be noted, takes not a little courage; the group has the political clout of, say, the National Rifle
Association in the United States. Similarly, Likhachev has
fought for the preservation of historic buildings from the
bulldozers of governmental officials — no mean feat in a
nation run by bureaucrats.
His immersion in the history and literature of Russia, combined with his sturdy Russian Orthodox faith, has led Likhachev to formulate some moral propositions designed to help
revive national self-confidence and combat widespread corruption, theft, and lying. Mikhail Gorbachev himself has

<NOW WHERE

poetry he defined the highest manifestations of love, friendship, grief, joy, and military prowess. For example, Pushkin's writings about the bonds of trust and affection forged
among students of his time give meaning and life to the concept of enlightened friendship. The poet also shows Russians
that exploring their recollections of the past offers a way to
find a courageous explanation for the present.
ow can this poet-guide be made more
widely known? Recognizing that the
Soviet educational system will not do
the job — it already neglects the serious
study of the arts and letters — Likhachev
has turned to a proven, if forgotten,
alternative. As president of the Cultural
Foundation (his deputy on the board is
Raisa Gorbachev), he has sponsored the revival of the latenineteenth-century Pushkin Societies. Their purpose is to
convey Pushkin's ideal of a civic society to Soviet citizens of
all ages. Already the apartment on the Moika Canal, in Leningrad, where Pushkin spent the last three and a half years of his
life has been restored, with consummate taste and evocative
effect. This museum, along with the others that are planned,
will help expand the number of Pushkin's admirers and, Likhachev hopes, his emulators.
It is easy in these cynical times to scoff at such an attempt to
help reform a nation. One might write Likhachev off as just
another hopelessly romantic humanist, except for one
thing — he is right. He has come to serve as the voice of the
intelligentsia, a position usually held in the past by dissidents.

EMOTIONS

complained in a recent speech of "ingrained dogmatic views,
the habit of taking a passive attitude, sitting idle and doing
only what the boss tells us. ... I would even say that despite
all the economic and social difficulties . . ., inflexible mentality remains the biggest stumbling block to change."
Likhachev's answer is to propose a public code of "internal" honor for all citizens. Under it, says Likhachev, "a man
keeps his word, whether an official or an average citizen,
comporting himself in an orderly manner. He does not violate
ethical norms; does not toady to the bosses or to others in a
position to confer favors; does not mold his response to those
of others because of the desire for personal gain; does not dig
in his heels in order to demonstrate that he is right; does not
settle personal scores in the office; and does not pay off his

CAN LEAH

Every educated person, Russian or other, will agree that the
old academician's call for "men of principle" isjustified; such
men clearly make the best leaders. Likhachev is also right in
recognizing that the USSR will not easily produce these leaders. They have to be emboldened, developed, and summoned. "Act, "Likhachev has exhorted, "and by your actions
assert
your stand
in life." seems to be heeded. Indebted to the
Happily,
the summons
work and example of Dmitri Likhachev and others, men of
principle are displacing the apparatchiki and shouldering the
civic responsibilities appropriate to a more pluralist, democratic, and open society. It is true that some years of serious
domestic convulsions may well lie ahead for Russia. But, as

Likhachev has explained, "the greatest economic success will
come from moral successes, from the development of a culdebts to 'the necessary people' at government expense. In
ture of memory, from public assistance given the elderly and
general, as he evaluates his circumstances, he knows how to
the ill, from the restoration in sociedistinguish between the personal
and the governmental, between
THE ABUSES OF GLASNOST
honorthe
as aLikhachev
moral category.
In
thety ofend,
thesis " on
the subjective and the objective."
how to heal Soviet society today
For Likhachev, the great poet
Some people have be<^un to interpret glasnost as
may well prove more powerful
Alexander Pushkin (1799-1837) is
the ri<^ht to settle old scores with those they dislike. . . .
the single most important model
than any
purelyD political or economic strategy.
But the rij^ht to passjudj^ment on another person must
for his fellow countrymen in their
be used with^reat care and discernment. Let us therepresent travail. Pushkin, he notes,
fore become accustomed to another word — not simply
Hey ward Isham, a former United
did not simply describe the disStates ambassador to Haiti and a longtinctivenes othe
f
Russian nationghsnost but "democracy." . . . When democracy iti
all its resonance enters our Hues, we will not accept
time Russia watcher, works at the Instial character; he created the ideal of
Russian national culture. In his
tute
for East-West Security Studies. 75
"exposing" people as a substitute for a genuinely free
exchange of opinions and ideas.
JULY 1990
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Yes, you have seen the man whose portrait appears at right. His face has graced
the prime-time news. Time, Ncn'swcck.
He has made the front page of tlie New
York Times and the Wasliin<;>ton Post so
often that he has stopped counting. But
if you fail to place him, do not worry.
He IS William Hugh Hopkins, Ph.D.,

Tt]

•mo s^f?W7trrE n ro e t e
torty-eight, of the State Department
Language Services, who is always on
hand to interpret when George Bush
gets together with Mikhail Gorbachev
to talk turkey. You are not supposed to
notice him. "It's paradoxical," says
Hopkins. "On the one hand my great
satisfaction is in expediting communication and establishing contact with
people. But the better I do it, the more
invisible I hope to become. I provide a

Bill Hopkins, Pavel Palazchenko, and others, ready
to talk in Malta, December
3, 1989. Ri^ht: At the
State Department library,
Hopkins reads all the news
Pravda sees Jit to print.
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Russian verbs have only three tenses (past,
which is inflected for gender and number;
present; future) but also have two aspects
("perfective," referring to completed actions, and "imperfective," referring to action in progress). Another problem is
vocabulary. Annyii means army, and rahdio
means radio, \)\.\t other cognates are
few, tar between, and hard to spot.
As it happens, Hopkins grew up in
Iowa farm country, an unlikely place
to get curious about the Russian language. He first encountered it on
visits to his grandparents' house, in a
Slavic neighborhood in Cleveland.
"We were Irish, but someone else's
grandmother would always be
around, and I'd
d'^ih-dj^ih,' and
what she was
eighth grade he

hear her talking 'd<;iihI always wondered
talking about." In
saw the movie of War

and Peace. "The American version, "
service. I'm not the star of this show."
he specifies, "and the title was in
The teat he accomplishes is nonetheCyrillic Russian letters that crossless pretty stellar: conveying the letter
taded into English. I raced home and
looked up the Russian alphabet in the
and spirit of what is being said, instantadictionary. Many of the letters
neously. No two languages match perfectly, but the gulf between Russian
looked like English written backand English is especially hard to bridge.
wards, so I thought. That must be it.
The grammar is one reason. Russian
If you wrote letters backwards, that
nouns and adjectives come in three genwas nik.
Russian."
Then there
SputThen Khrushchev
camewas
to Iowa.
ders (masculine, feminine, and neuter)
and six cases (nominative, gen~HB In 1960, Hopkins regisitive, dative, accusative, instruBY
^H tered for "Beginning Rusmental, and prepositional).
((Continued on pa{^e IDS)
ORDAN_i::a sian" in order to tultill the
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AT STATE, HE BECAME

A "NEWS
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RAjR A»D:I*S E
GARDENS
England
The yew-hedged entrance to the Rose Garden,^ one of the "rooms"
in the garden at Castle
Drogo, in Devon.

We have all known

THAT

REFRESH

the magic of contemplative

places. As children we found refuges for daydreaming in forts, tree houses, at the edge of streams. As
adults we seek out a park bench, a corner in a bar, or
a walk by the sea to refresh flagging spirits.
In some places there are gardens that match the
images of our deepest fantasies. These contemplative realms can be in the unlikeliest places: semideserts, mountain villages, deep forests. Even in midtown Manhattan, a worst-case scenario, people
have made gardens that enliven
the senses and touch the soul.
Leo Tolstoy's estate south of
Moscow shows the influence of a

Italy
Villa Balbianello (opposite), onLake
Como. The English
landscape style with
Italian content induces
romantic moods.

contemplative garden on one life.
Yasnaya Polyana stands among
rolling expanses of birch groves,
broad valleys, deep rivers, meadows, and copses, a model of simplicity and natural beauty. Tolstoy described it as his cathedral,
his sanctuary, his muse.
The grounds are made up of
allees of birches, lindens, maples,
honeysuckles, and hazels leading
from one part of this parklike
estate to another, passing orchards, forests, and
fields. The allees serve to give the forest sanctuary
a coherent structure.
In it are various garden areas and Tolstoy's favorite resting spot, a birch-log bench in a small clearing
facing a thick fir grove. Each of his favorite destinations— described in innumerable vignettes and stories— is a yasnaya polyana, or bright glade, in the
dark woodland landscape. On this bench, seated in
a circle of light, Tolstoy was free to contemplate
with "nothing" to look at, letting his mind wander
and his muse speak. He could perceive the most
subtle and minute things from where he sat — the
thawing of the earth or the sound of grass growing,
two images that appear in Anna Karenina.
Isaac Newton said that the idea of gravity came to
him as he sat "in a contemplative mood"

By Jul If. MoiR Messervy
7H

under an

FLAGGING

SPIRITS

apple tree. Perhaps Tolstoy found his greatest inspiration on this bench. From the contemplative mood
it fostered came an understanding of how to translate liisparate elements into an aesthetic whole. In
such heightened moments the artist feels he has
touched something universal.
Wherever the contemplative garden is found, it
has similar properties used in various ways. It must
contain a series of linked elements
designed to induce the quiet joy of
reverie and reflection, the union of
imagination and memory in a
tranquil mood.
The first necessary element is
enclosure, separating the profane
from the sacred, protecting us and
fostering
tion isless
form less
relaxation.

quietness; contemplamystical than restful, a
of meditation than of
If in this state of letting

go we concentrate on a focal
point, it loses its literalness and
becomes abstract. We transcend it
and, by extension, the world. The
V
garden conducive to such contemplation may be enclosed by a forest, hedge, fence, wall, or buildings, penetrated by a gateway that leads to the experience awaiting within.
Once inside, we become aware of an overall
organization, based on architectural or natural principles of order, or both. An architectural layout is
often formal, axial, or symmetrical, while a natural
layout is informal, curvilinear, or asymmetrical.
The layout may take the form of a progression of
small subareas or of one large garden precinct.
Contemplative gardens typically involve two
kinds of journeys, one actual, the other imaginary.
Stroll journeys take place when we follow a path
along which the senses are piqued and thought
evoked. Mind journeys occur when we arrive at a
place where something seizes our attention and sets
off a contemplative experience.
The gardens ot Lake Cx)mo, in Italy, offer stroll

Photoc;rafhs by Sam Abell
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TOLSTOY'S GARD.:N WAS HIS
SANCTUARY, HIS MUSE.

Russia
Pollen shiDuiicrs oti the
surface of the Bi(; Pond
at Tolstoy's estate,
where he rcrii'ed his

spirits in lonteniplation

India
By boat (top) to the
heavenly {lardens of
Shdiiniar.

New York
Cireenacre Parh, an

air)' oasis in the
tomrele lityseape.
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"IF THERE

BE PARADISE, IT IS HERE. " ^

Morocco

chitecture, and the reflection of the sky.
These gardens have their origins in ancient Persia, where they were pairidaeza {pairi: around; dae-

Bouf^a inv illca cascades

jraminfi a villa in the

Zii: wall or walled garden) — thus, our "paradise."
Islam carried the Persian garden across much of the
globe, from Marrakech and Seville, in the West, to
Samarkand and Srinagar, in the East.
For the Moslem, the garden is an image of para-

visiotiaryjardin Major-

dise. "No eye hath seen it," says the Koran; "no ear
hath heard it; no man hath any conception of it." Its
joys are described in terms of those we know in this

over arboreal trellises

life. The Koran speaks of "rivers of milk and honey," "spreading shade," "fruits and fountains and
pomegranates, " and "cool pavilions. " Paradise was
everything that the inhospitable desert was not.
Islamic gardens were also places of pleasure,
where lovers found solitude, the despairing sought
solace, and the wealthy provided sensory delights.
Among the greatest of all garden builders were the
Moghul emperors. In Delhi, Agra, and Kashmir
they constructed magmtlcent pleasure gardens under the spell of the Persian vision of paradise. Using

;•//(• , in MarrakecU.

journeys. Set high in the Pre-Alps, Lake Como is
surrounded by sheer mountains that start tar below
water level. There are no foothills; just spines of
forested fault lines that fill to the water's edge and
peninsulas that divide the lake into three arms. The
fervent landscape is bathed in a romantically soft
atmosphere that envelops the gardens along the
shore in a light mist, blurring edges.
The visitor walks up long, ascending paths,
straight or meandering, broad, narrow, dark, or
bright, set with incidents — classical statues, pavilions, or beautiful trees that stop your eye and direct
you on your way. The stopping places offer broad
views over the lake and to the promontories
cloaked in mist.

Japan
Bamboo offers cool
shade and the rustle of
foliage when the wind
blows in the [grounds of
Saiho-ji Temple.
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Many Como gardens were laid out in the Renaissance; their lines tend to be formal and architectonic
near the house, vaguer as they move out toward the
natural landscape. By the eighteenth century, villa
gardens in the Como region combined the English landscape style
with Italian content to create gardens that excited the emotions,
provoking states of rapture, romance, and melancholy.
By contrast, Marrakech, in
Morocco, offers mind journeys,
with its silent reflecting pools.
Water comes from the snowy
peaks of the High Atlas Mountains, which irrigate the dusty
plains and ease the heat of summer. At first glance, a Marrakech
garden seems little more than an
enclosed room with a pool or
ftnintain at the center. (Originally a
place tor ritual washing before
prayers, the courtyard garden
contains not plants but water, ar-

the rectangular shape, walled enclosure, axial watercourses, straight paths, and bright plantings, the
Moghuls experimented with new contemplative
settings for the ancient model.
There was no more perfect paradise than the high
valley of Kashmir, with its crystalline lakes, wildflower meadows, and snowy peaks. Its ravishing
views and cool breezes, the sound of lapping water,
the scent t:)fjasmine, the soft silks and plush carpets
formed a new definition of pleasure.
The most famous gardens of Shalimar and Nishat
Bagh, on the shores of Lake Dal, are reached by
boat. On alighting from a canopied skiff, one enters
the garden walls, where a majestic calm prevails. A
central watercourse, supplied by a mountain
stream, falls as a series of channels and pools
through terraces stepping down the mountainside.
One ascends the garden, past pavilions, thrones,
and waterfalls, to its highest, deepest, and most private section, the ::ethvia, or harem,
with its long retlectmg pool,
which empties into a double cascade and pool surrounding a black
marble pavilion. Pigeonholes in
the wall of the cascade used to
house clay lamps, each filled with
a different oil burning with various colors and perfumes. These
gardens are contemplated from
black marble thrones in the form
of stepping-stones or octago- ^
nal terraces, placed in varying ^:
relations to water. When passing over a chadar, the water shoots
down the steep slide, aerated by

^<W-'i^

patterns carved in the stone. When
tailing over a shelt", water is a
transparent sheet of silver. In a
(Cotitifincd oti piK^e 109)
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he sculpture of the
seated Hon at right is

A
MISSING
FABERGE
STERPIECE
SURFACES

just eight and five-eighths
inches tall, but it gives the
appearance of grandeur.
That is a sure sign it was
made by a master, in this
case the legendary St. Petersburg firm of Faberge. But
do not regard it solely with
awe, advises the Manhattan
antiques dealer Peter Schaffer, of A La Vieille Russie.
"You might think of Faberge as the original Walt
Disney. He thought up all
his wonderful animal characters— bears and lions — and
Easter eggs filled with surprises asdivertissements, as
a way to brighten those
long,
winters."
The cruel
seatedRussian
lion was
made
between 1903 and 1905 for
Pyotr Kuzmich Kozlov, a
world-renowned explorer.
On his first expedition to
Central Asia, in 1899, Kozlov met the thirteenth Dalai
Lama, who presented him
with a seated silver Buddha
on a lion throne. To reciprocate, Kozlov commissioned Faberge to create the
lion out of Eosite, a type of
quartzite found only in Russia, with yellow diamond
eyes. The cost was 3,000
rubles — enough, in those
days, to buy some 2,750
acres of the best farmland
in Russia. Alas, Kozlov never saw the Dalai Lama again,
for the Buddhist leader was
forced to flee Tibet during a
time of turmoil. Then came
the Russian Revolution.
The lion remained, in its
original silk-and-velvet-lined
box of pale holly wood,
with Kozlov until his death,
in the village of Pcterhof in
1935. His widow kept it
until her death, in 1972.
Somehow, in a manner not
documented, it made its

I-aber^e
way out of the Soviet Union
and suddenly surfaced in
Paris not long ago. Ever
alert for a new Faberge, Peter Schaffer flew to Paris the

all that could also be faked.
What finally convinced
Schaffer was his own, highly

day he heard it was available.
He had it in the Fifth Avenue

(and facsimiles). "A Faberge
has an unmistakable techni-

shop of A La Vieille Russie
two days afterward.
Faberge has been faked
often and well. How was
Schaffer sure that the seated
lion was authentic? Well,
forget the facts that the piece
was carved from Eosite, that
it still had its original label
and was in its original box —

trained eye: he has seen thousands of Faberge objects

cal perfection and individuality tiiat is immediately recognizable and impossible
to duplicate," Schaffer says
confidently. He has put an authentic price on it, too, but
you must ask what it is. D

In 1905. whai
charaed 3,000
rubles for
tbe lion, (1
Russian
u'ouhi bave
bad to work
peasant
fifty-seuen
tbe same
sum.
years
to earn

John Bowers is a writer dtni editor
based in New York.
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1 !■ European

Charm

Restaurants

and Cuisine

Location

Where

Combine

Rating

Proprietors

1

France

England

Ferc-en-Tardcnois, 02130 Aisne, 68
miles northeast of Paris
23.82.21.13

La Bonne Idee

3 Rue des Meuniers, 60350 Saint-Jeanaux-Bois, 53 miles north of Paris
44.42.84.09

Three forks/spoons in
Guide Micheliu.

L'Auheri^e du
Pont

24290 Saint Lcon-sur-Vezere, near
Montignac
53.50.73.07

None.

Le Pave d'Au^e

14430 Beuvron-en-Auge, in the Calvados area, just east of Caen
31.79.26.71

None.

tively.owners, Jerome and Susan BanNew
sard, the chef and pastry chef respec-

L'Ortolan

Church Lane, Shinfield, Reading, RG2
9BY, 27 miles west of London

Five points. The Good
Food Guide; one star
in Guide Michclin.

John Burton Race, former sous-chef at
Lc Manoir aux Quatre Saisons, and his
wife, Christine, the hostess.
The British gentlemen Brian Sack and
Francis Coulson have enthusiastically

76.84.86.301; open March-November

Relais & Chateaux
member; 3 points,
The Good Food Guide.

Ullapool, IV26 2SS, SW, 60 miles
northwest of Inverness; 85.483.230
Dinner for inn guests only if hotel is full

One star in Guide
Michclin; two stars in
£^o« Ronay.

Norwegian-born Gunn Eriksen has
been the chef since 1980; her Scottish
husband, Fred Brown, manages.

Kentallen, Argyll, PA38 4BY, 96 miles
northwest of Glasgow

Two forks/spoons,
Guide Michclin;
Taste of Scotland.

As proprietors, Alasdair andjane Robertson have built this former tearoom
into a fine hotel-restaurant.

734.88.37.83; closed August 15-31
Sharrow Bay
Country House
Hotel Restaurant

Scotland

Altnaharrie Inn

The Holly Tree

Ullswater, Penrith, Cumbria CAIO
2LZ, 184 miles northwest of London

063.174.292; open February-October

Spain

La Posada
de Javier

Sol Ric

Belgium

Hotel-Restaurant
Due dc Boi(rtjO!j;u'

Italy

M

One star in Guide

Hostellerie dii
Chateau

An^eletti

Carretera NllO, Torrecaballeros, just
past Segovia, 60 miles north of Madrid
11.40.11.36; closedjunc20-july 20

Michclin; in Gault
MiUau, 15 out of 20.

Richard Bliah; Christophe Blot, formerly with Relais & Chateaux, has been
the chef for over four years.
Michel and Huguette Royer, proud
owners for twenty-six years, preside in
the kitchen and dining room respectively
Michel Laboe, chef and owner for

One fork/spoon in
Guide Michelin.

twenty-seven years, and Madame
Roussarie, hostess.

attended guests for forty-two years.

Mariano Cuesta Fernandez and Paloma
Vallejo-Najera, an enthusiastic, young
couple.

Via Augusta 227, 43007 Tarragona, 67
miles southwest of Barcelona
977.23.20.32

Two forks/spoons
in Guide Michelin.

The Navarro brothers, Simon and Antonio, have been running this highclass, rustic restaurant for thirty years.

12 Huidcnvettersplein, 8000 Bruges
50.33.20.38
Closed second and third week of July

Three forks/spoons.
Guide Michelin;
85 in Henri Lemairc.

A thirty-year-old family treasure, run
by Thcrcse Grobet; Chef Jules Pieters
adds a Belgian twist to French cuisine.

4 Piazza Santa Maria di Galcria, Santa
Maria di CJaleria, 20 miles northwest of
Rome; 6.304.6001; closed in August

None.

Claudio Angeletti keeps up the superb
tradition of this restaurant, which has
been in his family since 1900.

Portugal

Hotel Paldcio
de Seteais

80 Rua Barbosa do Bocage, 2710 Sintra,
18 miles west of Lisbon
1923.32.00

Top-class hotel.
Guide Michelin.

Switzerland

Ristoranle
Centovalli

6652 Ponte Brolla, 5 miles from Locar-

None.

no
93.81 1444; doscti lamiary-rehruary

Compiled By Mary Kelly

This Tivoli-chain hotel is managed by
John
The FrenchtrainedPedro
chef Clcmente.
is Luis Leate.
Passed down through three generations
of the Swiss-Italian (lobhi family. Rcnato, the chef; Sylvia, tlic manager.
CONNOISSEUR

They are off the beaten track but well worth the detour

Specialties

Charming

Features

Steamed turbot with a light champagne and
mushroom sauce; a Champagne red-wine
sauce drizzled over poached beef tails.

Elegant, romantic dining at night, when the
ruins of a thirteenth-century castle and cascading fountains are illuminated.

Duckling pate with foie gras and pistachios; aiguillettes of duckling with ginger; baked apples
with honey in a flaky pastry.

Located in the deep, lush forest of Compiegne.
Trout from local streams, game, and wild
mushrooms picked fresh daily from the forest.

Regional dishes; confit of duck; chicken stuffed
with nuts and prunes and flambeed in Armagnac; homemade ice cream.

Copious local food in a simple, rustic setting,
located in one of the Dordogne's tiniest, most
picturesque villages.
An oasis of elegance and sophistication tucked
in the old market in the cobblestoned town

Norman fare: chicken Pave d'Auge, deglazed
in local cider, with creme fraiche; for dessert,
feuillete of apples and caramel.

Local Attractions
Local vineyards offer tours and tastings of
some
of the region's finest champagnes; Reims
Cathedral.

Chateau
aux-Bois. de Compiegne; Church of Saint-Jean-

The Lascaux and Rouffignac prehistoric caves;
Losse castle.

A drive along the scenic route du cidre, where
samples of homemade cider, Calvados, and
camembert are offered at farms en route.

Roast duckling in its own juice with Sauternes,
ginger, and fresh peaches; warm raspberry
souffle with sorbet.

square.
The glass walls and ceiling of the pretty, sunlit
English conservatory afford a lovely view of
the surrounding garden and fruit orchard.

Local Eden salmon with cucumber stuffing, in
a thin casing of puff pastry with a light dill
sauce; raspberry hazelnut shortcake.

Seventeenth-century British country house,
with twelve acres of formal, English-style gardens overlooking lakes and fells.

Ullswatcr Lake; Lowther wildlife park.

Fillet of pork, lightly roasted and served with
a ravioli of mushrooms and grapes; breast of
wood pigeon with a juniper-berry sauce.

This former drovers inn, isolated on the peaceful bank of the Dundonnell Peninsula, may be
reached only by private ferry.

Measach Falls, at Corrieshalloch Gorge; Inverewe Gardens.

Salad of local quail; venison soup with currants; salmon cutlet with chanterelles and
cream; tagliatelle in mushroom sauce.

Former Edwardian railway station, charmingly renovated with spectacular views over Loch
Linnhe and the Ardgour mountains.

Historical sites of Glencoe and Glenfinnan; the

A local favorite: Castilian soup made from
ham, cumin seed, egg, and bread; outstanding
roast lamb.

Meat is roasted in a large, wood-burning oven
in the middle of the dining room, a renovated
stable with four French fireplaces.

The splendid palace and gardens of La Granja
and the Roman aqueduct in Segovia. In town,

Seafood: romesco, a shellfish stew, specialty
of Tarragona; miniature octopus deep-fried or
sauteed; kiwi sorbet.

Large outdoor garden, shaded by thick trees
and vines, for summer dining; well-kept, ISOyear-old stone house near the beach.

The archaeological museum, Roman aqueduct, and amphitheater of Tarragona City;

Lobster timbale with a light curry sauce; turbot seasoned with lime and rose pepper in a
Sancerre sauce.

A lovely view of the canals and old merchant
houses of Bruges.

Fettuccine with porcini mushrooms; polenta
with pork and sausage; pasta e fagioli; and
hearty roasts such as suckling pig, or rabbit.

The entire fifteenth-century town of Galeria is,
literally, just one large farm, with this unusual
country restaurant in the main square.

Seafood so fresh and flavorful that there is no

Luxurious eighteenth-century converted palace
in an old hill town near Lisbon overlooking
the Atlantic. Spectacular gardens.

need for sauces; gazpacho "Andaluzia"; squid,
lightly grilled and skewered with shrimp.
Famous for simple risotto with fresh Ciorgonzola; the light tiramisu alone is worth the trip.

JULY 1990

Recommendations

Turn-of-the-ceiuury villa located among
gorgelikc valleys and streams; best of all, the
warm attention of a big Swiss-Italian family.

were from food experts, per^

Windsor Castle; Newbury Race Course; Stratfield Saye Park; Mapledurham House.

West Highland Museum,

in Fort William.

handicrafts, pewter, and C'astilian fiiriiiturc.

nearby fishermen's village.
Historic center and market square in Bruges;
trips on the canals.
Lake Bracciano; the rums and tiie duircli
in (ialcria.
i'ark.
The view from Cr\\7 Alta point, near Peiia Palace; Pena Park; the royal palace; Monserrate

I ocariu) film festival, m August; promenade
on Lake Maggiore; town of Ascona.

...il-tour guides, and Counoisseurs European editors.
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LIKE A WOMAN,

A MOUNTAIN

NATE A MAN, AND

THE QUEEN.

TO

DEATH.

THE MATTERHORN

HER BECKONING

TRIUMPH,

WHY

A MAN

TO CONQUER

IS

CAN LEAD

DISILLUSIONMENT,

ASK NOT

EVERYTHING

CAN FASCI-

OR

WILL RISK

HER.

Ascent of the

brhorn
A

LOVE

STORY

THE FIRST TIME I SAW MY LADY WAS FROM

AFAR, HIGH ON A FICKLE WIND, AS I WAS

DRIFTING

ACROSS

BY RICHARD

THE

SWISS ALPS AT

A. WOLTERS

Tf

LAST DOUBT

VANISHED! THE MATTERHORN

WAS OURS! NOTHING
SNOW

REMAINED

BUT 200 FEET OF EASY

TO BE SURMOUNTED!

In 1925, the sporty
Eileen Jackson, a(^e
fifteen, made it to the
top and down (with
her papa and guides)
in just seven hours.

sixteen thousand feet in a balloon. I was
smitten, but, as I was to discover, even
the best-planned approach does not necessarily spell success.
Let us go back to that first sight. I had
waited nine days for favorable air currents to carry two teams in our gas balloons over the Alps and into Italy. Then
came the tenth exhilarating day. Every
citizen in the Swiss hamlet was on the

few hours of God-made visuals we were
stunned out of our euphoria as our sister
balloon radioed, "Mayday! Mayday!"
We frantically scanned the sky and
searched the ground but saw no sign of
the balloon. We relayed the message of
her peril.
Although we were left in total ignorance about what had happened to our
teammates, it turned out that the Swiss
Air Rescue teams, searching in helicopters, the next day found the men on an
Alp that could not be descended. Cold
from exposure but in good spirits, they
were saved. The balloon was lost. As
for ourselves, we had no choice but to
drift with the wind. There was nothing
we could do, no place we could land.
Literally thousands of mountains, all
looking alike, made the spectacle below
resemble a rough, dangerous, and jag-

Then
village green before dawn to help asged sea. something appeared that was
semble the monstrous, dead bags and
different. I strained my eyes. We drifted
closer. We flew into a cloud. All sight
fill them with the hydrogen that gave
was gone. As we came back into the
them spirit and substance. First one balblue, I saw her twenty miles away as if
loon was released, with a shout; my balloon followed, an hour later.
she were on the other side of the foyer.
Our soundless ascent brought us to a
She was the queen of mountains. She
stood alone. Her shape was like that of
wonderment. Seen from the ground,
no other: slender and tall,
the Alps have a rugged majesty. From above, they are even
On the first ascent,
eerily attractive. From a distance she was marvelous. I
more awe-inspiring. The
Michael Croz plantsnow-covered summits dazwished we could steer the balloon closer, but winds do not
zled us in the morning light.
ed aflag on the peak.
This is not the place to
obey our whims. We flew on
A photo of the spot
and landed in Italy. Still, I did
describe the flight to Italy.
Yet I should relate that after a
was taken in 1988.
not forget the mountain.

Ever since the days of the Romans,
even the clans that live in her valley have
feared the Matterhorn. No man ventured near. This stately lady was among
the last mountains conquered in Europe^— at 14,701 feet not the highest or
the most difficult, but the most fickle.
The British making their grand tour
of Europe in the Victorian era opened
Switzerland to the world. In Zermatt,
the closest town to the Matterhorn, they
were awestruck by the mountain's
beauty. One hundred and twenty-five
years ago this month — on July 13,
1865 — a jubilant British team of four
climbers, led by Edward Whymper,
started up the Matterhorn with three
local guides. Two days earlier, a team of
seven Italian climbers under the leadership of Jean-Antoine Carrel had set out
from the Italian side of the mountain for
the same summit. The race was on.
Besides Whymper, the British team
included Lord Francis Douglas, Douglas Hadow, Charles Hudson, and the
guides old Michel Croz and the Peter
Taugwalders, father and son. They
started at 5:30 a.m. from the Monte
Rosa, the oldest hotel in Zermatt, and
climbed easily to a camping area at
1 1 ,000 feet. Whymper wrote of the next
morning, "This great slope was now
revealed, rising for 3000 feet like a huge
natural staircase." They had little difficulty until they stopped to rest at 14,000
feet. Although the general slope of the
climbing face was less than forty degrees, between them and the summit
was a stretch of ice-covered rock with
little to hold on to for the next 400 feet.
With great caution they traversed the
difficulty, and Whymper wrote, "A
long stride round a rather awkward corner brought us to snow once more. The
last doubt vanished! The Matterhorn
was ours! Nothing but 200 feet of easy
snow remained to be surmounted!"
As the British toiled up the mountain
they worried that the Italians might beat
them to the peak. There were many
false alarms of "Men on the summit."
At 1:40 P.M. the Matterhorn was conquered, and not a footstep could be seen
in the snow. They ran to the Italian side
of the summit, a 350-foot-long level
area. There, below, they spotted, at a
good distance, the Italian team struggling up. The British party shouted and
wavedtion, to
atten-a
but toget
no their
avail. competitors'
Finally they pried
rock loose and sent it tumbling down.
As Whymper wrote, "There was no
mistake about (their attention) this
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time. The Italians turned and fled. Still,
I would that the leader of that party
could have stood with us at that moment, for our victorious shouts conveyed to hmi the disappointment of the
ambition of a lifetime ... to make the

THE WIND STARTED

ascent from the side of Italy , for the hon-

DOWN,

our of his native valley."
The joy of the ascent soon turned into
tragedy. The mountaineers were roped
together: the guide Croz led; Hadow
came second; and Hudson, who was
like a natural-born mountaineer in sureness of foot, asked to be third. Lord
Francis Douglas followed, and the elder
Peter Taugwalder, the strongest of the
rest, went next. The younger Taugwalder and Whymper were last. At the
difficult section, in ropes, one man
moved at a time.
Still one of the
"About three P.M.,"
best hotels in
Whymper wrote, "a
sharp-eyed lad ran into
Zermatt is the
the Monte Rosa hotel,
Monte Rosa ,
saying that he had seen
an avalanche fall from
with its cozy tea
the summit. . . . The
boy was reproved for room (rij^ht) and
telling
idleso. stories."
But it was

SCREAMED

TO BUFFET ML THEN

ITS FURY. I SPREAD OUT FLAT, FACE

AND HELD ON TO A ROCK.

bucolic setting.

The calamity happened this way.
Hadow slipped, fell against the leader,
Croz, and knocked him over. Hadow
and Croz flew downward; then Hudson
was dragged along from his step, and
Lord Douglas was yanked after him.
Whymper and the Taugwalders planted
themselves firmly; the rope would save
all. Thejerk came! They held! The rope
broke. They saw their four companions
sliding on their backs, spreading out
their arms, trying to save themselves,
finally falling over the precipice.
The rope was faulty. It is still on exhibit in the Zermatt museum.
The news of the conquest of the
mighty Matterhorn spread around the
world. Zermatt was on its way to
becoming the playground of Europe.
The Matterhorn was a splendid attraction, and eminent visitors came to
the Monte Rosa hotel to pay tribute to
the lady. On the grand tour she was a
famous stop. In 1878, thirteen years
after the first ascent, Mark Twain arrived and spun one of his best yarns, the
classic spoof called "Ascending the Ritfclberg" (to be found in his book A
Tramp Abroad).
Whymper's supplies consisted ot a
tent, some skin bags of wine, tea, cotfee, bread, cheese, a hiking stalf, an ax,
blanket bags, and rope. Twain had

somewhat grander plans: "The expedition consisted of 198 persons, including
the mules, or 205, including the cows."
Among the 205 were 17 guides, 4 surgeons, 1geologist, 1 botanist, 3 chaplains, draftsmen,
2
15 barkeepers, 1 Latinist, 27 porters, 12 waiters, 1 butler, 1
head cook, 9 assistants, 4 pastry cooks, 1
confectionery artist, 7 cows, 2 milkers,
44 mules, 44 muleteers, 1 6 cases of ham,

2 barrels of flour, 22 barrels ot wluskey,
1 barrel of sugar, 143 pairs ot crutches.
27 kegs of nitroglycerin, 22 torty-toot
ladders, 2 miles of rope, and 1.54 umbrellas (asprotection tVom avalanches).
They lined up starting at the Monte
Rosa lK>tel, and the procession spanned
over half a mile. Mounted on the tust
donkey. Twain

signaled to forward
((AVitiinicil on /'(Jyc / 10)
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The Secret

Ns VICK

OF AMERICA'S Best

Fish Restaurants

A^.-^:

By Doric Greenspan
Photographs by Sharon Guynup

Inqrid Ben^is
is known as
the Poisson
Priestess to chefs
in the nation's
top fish
restaurants.

all overboard and you'll freeze in ten
minutes, " the harbor master Steve Nevells calls out to Ingrid Bengis. It is a
bone-chilling October morning in the
small tov^n of Stonington, Maine. Bengis, who supplies handpicked seafood to
a group of handpicked chefs, has just
rowed to shore after taking her maiden
walk along her new lobster car. The car,
a living-room-size raft with a half dozen
underwater bins for keeping lobsters, is
moored in the harbor, and as she paced
its platform she had to shift her weight
to keep her balance, skipping, sliding,
stumbling, and rolling in what looked
like a sailor's soft shoe against the
rhythm of the tide. She tugged at the
hatches of the car's bins and found that
the wooden planks had swollen and
would not budge.
Nevells explains she would have to
plane the boards and get a stake to provide safe leverage for bailing lobsters.
"It's damn dangerous," he announces,
flatly. Bengis just nods. "Guess I'll need
stronger sea legs," she says, and heads
off in search of the necessary equipment
and boots with better traction. The harbor master shakes his head and says with
open respect, "That's Ingrid for you."
It takes Bengis's brand of grit and
commitment to live in Stonington. In
summer, the island village has the look
of glossy, dime-store postcards: masts

of fishing boats speckle the bay in a seascape straight out of a Homer, and the
small shops on the short main street fill
with suntanned vacationers in search of
souvenirs. But the daily life of those
who work year-round in Stonington is
hard. "Weather," the fishermen's term
for dense fog, rough waves, high
winds, and lashing rains, is a constant
concern; capsizing, a present danger;
and' death at sea, a tragedy common
enough to be engraved on memorial
plaques and nailed to the sides of weather-stripped clapboard houses. Yet it is
the harshness as well as the beauty that
has kept Bengis, a native New Yorker,
in this village for almost twenty years.
"I no longer see boats in a pretty harbor," she says, "because I know the way
fishermen and their families work. For
me, their activity is the landscape."
Since Bengis started her seafood business here, six years ago, she has become
a rock in this landscape. At forty-five, a
single woman working single-handed,
she has earned her place among the taciturn Down East fishermen. She has also
won the loyalty and affection of some of
the country's best chefs. It is she who
supplies an assortment of seafood to
such well-known restaurants as Le Bernardin and Lafayette, in New York, and
Spago and Chinois, in California. JeanGeorges Vongerichten, of Lafayette,

New
Hampshire

Mass.
90

cod

lobster

sea urchin

the scallop
Benf^is awaits
boat at sunset
to i^et first
pick of
the catch.

swears, "The only way to get it fresher
is to fish for it yourself."
Bengis's standards are high and unswerving. To get fish that pass her muster, she buys directly from fewer than a
dozen day fishermen, carries her checkbook to their wharves, and pays the
going rate and then some on the spot.
Her suppliers are the friends and neighbors who, following tradition, fish
from their small boats and never "set
over"
catch
same
when

for the night and sell a day-old
on the morrow. They are also the
fishermen who laughed at her
she first started.

An author (most notably of the feminist classic Combat in the Erogenous
Zone), Bengis was "doing fifty different
things to earn enough money to surmushroomsvive,"
in theincluding
woodspicking
near herwild
house
and
selling them to Balducci's, a fancy food
market in New York City. It was Joseph Doria, at Balducci's, who inadver-

tently got Bengis into the fish business.
"When I found out that she came from
Maine I asked if she could get us lobsters," herecalls. As Bengis tells it, "He
put in an order for a hundred pounds of
'really good lobsters. ' I knew I could get
them from my neighbors, whose judgment Itrusted, but I also knew that on
my own I wouldn't be able to tell a good
lobster from a not so good one. I had a
to learn."
lotBengis's
education took place on the
wharves. "I'd be on the wharves every
day asking the fishermen to show me
their fish and explain what I should be
looking for. I know they didn't take me
seriously," she says, "but I kept at it."
Several of Bengis's teachers admit today
that they would have bet she would not
last the first rough winter or build the
strength needed to lift fifty-pound
buckets offish or bale lobsters with the
heavy, long-handled nets.
Bengis begins her day before dawn.

sometimes waking in the night to listen
to the wind. "It's the fisherman's enemy," she explains, and although she is
not a fisherman, her instincts are honed
to their needs. She sits in her kitchen, at
the window that overlooks the bay, and
keeps watch. Surveying the boats as
they leave for work, she can tell in the
dim morning light to whom each boat
belongs by its shape, flag, and position
in the harbor.
On the two days a week she ships, she
is in touch with the fishermen by radio,
asking what they have caugiit, relaying
the information to the chefs, and checking docking times. "Because the boats
work all day and there's no knowing
what they will catch. 1 need to talk to the
chefs a lot," she explains. Eberhard
Miiller, the executive chef at Le Bernardin (see Clonnoisscur, October 1987).
says, "Ingrid can find me anytime, day
•^^^
or home."
night, atis work
or Bengis
on a call-me-no-ni.itter-
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Le Bernardin
Seafood
Recipes
When Le Bernardin
opened, in 1986, the quality ofits fish and the skill
that went into its preparation took New Yorkers
by surprise. The place
quickly became known as
the best fish restaurant in
the city, or perhaps anywhere. Diners tend to give
the chefEberhard Muller
all the credit, but he bows
to Ingrid Bengisfor supplying him with the freshest, choicest fish. Only
then, he says, can he follow his culinary rule:
"The subtle flavor offish
requires enhancement, not
masking. " His sophisticated sauces do just that.
Afier preparing the elegant
dishes shown on the opposite page, Muller agreed
to share two of his recipes.

Seared Scallops with
Sauce Mariniere
2 shallots, finely chopped
2 tb. mild olive oil
1 c. fish stock
'/4 c. dry white wine
Vli tb. white vinegar
'/2 clove garlic, finely
chopped
2 tomatoes, peeled, seeded,
and cooked in advance
until most of the liquid
has evaporated
3'/2 tb. unsalted butter
2 tb. virgin olive oil
2 tb. mild olive oil
lemon juice
salt and freshly ground pep12 medium-size scallops or
1 lb. shucked and cleaned
scallops
'/2 tsp. minced chervil
1 tsp. minced
tarragon
per
1 tsp. minced parsley
1 tsp. minced chives
10 basil leaves, julienne
1 sprig of thyme, finely
chopped
1) Sweat the shallots in 2
tablespoons of mild olive
oil without allowing them

to color. Add the fish stock,
white wine, white vinegar,
garlic, and cooked tomatoes.
Simmer until the shallots
are tender. Strain through
a fine sieve, reserving the
solids.
2) Pour the hot liquid into
a blender. Add the butter
and the virgin and mild olive
oils. Blend well. Taste, and
adjust the seasoning by adding lemon juice, salt, and
3) Heat a nonstick pan and
sear the scallops on both
pepper.
sides. They should be
cooked only until the centers
are translucent.
4) Meanwhile, pour the
sauce into a saucepan and
reheat it without boiling.
Add the reserved solids and
all of the herbs.
5) Divide the scallops among
four heated plates and spoon
the seasoned sauce over
them. Serve immediately.
Serves four.
Roasted Monkfish
WITH Savoy Cabbage
l'/4 lb. savoy cabbage, cored
and cut into thin strips
IV20Z. smoked slab bacon,
skin removed, cut crosswise into '/2-in. pieces
(lardoons)
1 c. fish stock
1 chicken bouillon cube
2 lbs. monkfish fillet in one
or two pieces, cleaned and
trimmed
salt and freshly ground pepflour
2 tb. oil
'/2 c. fish stock
'/2 lb. unsalted butter
chervil leaves, for garnish

Reserutd for Le Bernardin: the very frcihcsl halibut.
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]) Blanch the cabbage in
per

lightly salted water. Drain
and refresh in cold water.
Rinse, drain again, and set
aside. Drop the lardoons
into boiling water; bring the
water back to the boil and
drain. Lightly brown the
lardoons in a dry saute pan.
Place the sauteed lardoons
in a small saucepan with the
cup offish stock and the
bouillon cube. Bring to the
boil and cook until reduced
by three-quarters. Set aside.
2) Season the monkfish well
with salt and pepper. Roll
in flour and tap off the excess. Brown the fish on all
sides in the oil. Remove and
set aside.
3) Preheat the oven to 450
degrees. Place the cabbage,
lardoons, and 2 tablespoons
of their liquid in a deep, ovenproof casserole. Place the
monkfish on top and pour
'/2 cup offish stock over it.
Cover with a lid or aluminum foil and roast for 10 to
15 minutes, depending on
the thickness of the fish.
When the fish seems slightly
firm to the touch, remove
the casserole from the oven.
Place the fish on a plate and
cover with foil to keep it
warm.
4) Place the contents of the
casserole in a saucepan and
reduce the liquid slightly
over a medium flame. (If
the casserole is flameproof,
there is no need to transfer
the ingredients to a saucepan.) Addtothe
continue
boilbutter
until and
the
butter is melted and the
sauce is emulsified. Season
to taste.
5) Slice the monkfish on the
bias into Vs-inch slices. Remove the cabbage mixture
from the saucepan with a
slotted spoon, draining it
slightly. Place equal amounts
of cabbage on four heated
plates. Arrange the monkfish
slices in a shingle effect on
top of the cabbage. Pour
some of the sauce over them
and garnish with chervil
leaves.
Serves four.

When Chef Mailer
has finished with them
at Le Bemardin,
Bengis's halibut, sea
urchins, monk fish, and
scallops look like this.
when

schedule with other cHents as

well. "I can't tell a fisherman
until a chef gets back from
Her choosing her customers
as she culls her crustaceans

to hang on
his break."
as carefully
has limited

her business, but for Bengis, whom she
sells to and what they do with it is more
valuable than volume.
Bengis meets each boat as it docks and
gets first pick of the catch. She examines
each fish and packs it on ice. The lobsters are packed in seaweed she pulls
from the rocks. Nothing is ever touched
by freshwater, which might alter the
taste of the fish and which saps the sensuous ivory hue from the creamy sea
scallops. And nothing that has not been

inspected is sent to market.
On a good day, Bengis will send
boxes filled with scallops so fresh they
dance on your plate, monkfish, linecaught halibut, skate, netted cod, crabmeat picked and packed on kitchen
tables by fishermen's wives, shrimp, sea
urchins, and lobsters whose energetic
wiggling can rock refrigerator shelves.
But many days there is little or nothing
to ship, and no one can know m advance
when these days will be. The uncertainty stems from Bengis's two suppliers,
Mother Nature and fishermen, "neither
of whom," she points out, "can be told
what to do. If the wind blows, the boats
don't go. It's the same when there's a

wedding, a funeral, or a championship
game at the local high sch(H)l." When
there is nothing to ship and no t)rders to
process, there is accounting — invoices
and files crowd the kitchen table —
banking, stocking up on boxes, and a
myriad of jobs that nibble away at the
day. It is the reason that her sliip-t\\ uea-week business is a hill-tinie job. IJiit
most weeks by nine P.M. she has piled
her freshly packed fish into a truck en
route to the airport — the chefs pay the
shipping costs — and by the next morning it is in the restaurants, "still flap93
ping," according to Miiller.
Bengis's investment in the lobster
car, a keeping pen, was meant to be a
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h;d against th winter winds, wedc tii and everything else that can dock
? obsterman. But shortly after it was
oored in the harbc^ it had to be
dragged for repairs back to shore, where
it remained unused for the season. "As it
turned out," says Bengis, "it was a mild
winter, and we got good lobsters all
through January and most of February.
But in late winter and early spring,
when most of the lobsters available
were coming from the pound, I didn't
ship regularly." Bengis, who thinks
pound lobsters "taste like the mud
they've been living in," will sell them
only on special request from chefs.
Her lobsters are brought in by Robert
Williams, who works with just a stern
man. Although he puts in on the other
side of town, it is worth the ride for

Bengis to get what he catches. The
exchange of goods between Bengis and
Williams has much of the aura of ritual.
At sundown, Williams sets his crates on
the dock and stands to the side as Bengis
sorts through them with her bare hands.
She does everything Williams has

the very best, and I know that the chefs

taught her to do: she picks up each lobster, checks its shell and antennae,
makes sure it is lively, and rubs it until
its tail tucks under, for packing. Watching this one day, Williams remarked,
with equal parts admiration and horror,
"I don't know how you do it. I never go

("Once you know the quality of Ingrid's sea scallops," he sighs, "it would
be wrong to put anyone else's on the
menu.") And Vongerichten exclaims,
"I feel like it's my birthday when In-

near those things without gloves. " Bengis smiled and said, "I can't do it any
other way. I need to feel them."
It is a quirky way to do business but
normal to Bengis, a perfectionist by
nature. "I want to send what I think is

appreciate it," she says. Indeed they do.
David Gingrass, of Postrio, in San Francisco, telephones his thanks after each
shipment. Eberhard Miillcr accepts no
substitutes and scratches sea scallops
from the menu if Bengis cannot deliver.

grid's package arrives. It's a gift from
the Poisson Priestess." D
Doric Greenspan's expose about caviar appeared inlast December's Connoisseur.

Where

TO Catch

Bengis's

Fish

Le New
Bernardin,
155 West Fifty-first Street,
York City
Restaurant Lafayette, 65 East Fifty-sixth
Street, New York City
Le Marquis de Lafayette, Lafayette Hotel, 1
Avenue de Lafayette, Boston
The'Wildflower Inn, The Lodge at Vail, 174
East Gore Creek Drive, Vail, Colorado
Campanile, 124 South La Brea, Los AnSpago,
wood 1114 Horn Avenue, West Holly-

Bengis samples some sea urchins before she buys themjrom the fisherman Danny Weed.

Postrio, 545 Post Street, San Francisco
Chinois on Main, 2709 Main Street, Santa
Monica
geles

Business the Way Harvard Has Never Taught It
Bengis is not the fishermen's only buyer, nor
is she the chefs' only supplier, but they are
all, in an odd way, kindred spirits. Bengis
pays first-rate fishermen top dollar to get
first pick of their catch. The fishermen sell to
other dealers too, but, according to Bengis,
they like
withfishher:
"Theyas
know
I willdoing
take business
care of their
as well
they do. I tell them who is getting their fish;
they've met some of the chefs who come up
here; and I show them the magazines when
the chefs do articles. It tickles them."
Similarly, the chefs who buy from Bengis
are top toques. The world is their market
basket, and they can get the freshest and best
from anywhere, including high-grade fish
from Maine — but it would come without
Bengis, and her style is part of the draw.
"You can get good fish from other suppliers
in Maine, but not consistently," says Eberhard Miiller. "Ingrid handles so few restau94

rants and inspects and packs each fish herself
I never have to look at the fish, because she
has. Her standards are the same as mine. " In
that sense, she has no competition.
Bengis refuses to talk numbers when it
comes to her business, but clearly she is
doing well. She ships thousands of pounds
of seafood each week in her unorthodox
fashion. Like other dealers, she follows the
rules of the wharf and pays the fishermen
when they hand over their catch. Unlike
other dealers, Bengis, through what she calls
"a good-faith effort" on the part of the eight
restaurants she supplies, gets paid promptly
at the end of each month. That way she can
operate with minimal financial stress. To
make her business practices less onerous,
Bengis does no formal end-of-the-month
billing. Instead, she includes an invoice with
each shipment and lets the restaurants do the
addition. She checks the figures, of course.

and has only occasionally found an error.
Bengis clearly is a maverick business person. She sets her prices, she says, by raw
instinct. "I sell the fish to the chefs at a price I
think is fair and profitable enough, but I ask
them if my prices are in line. I'd never want |
to Though
charge myshefriends
too much."
has hired
and trained an |
assistant, Bengis also refuses to let her business take over her life. Last year she had the
opportunity to buy a seafood dealership
with its own wharf, a move that would have
allowed her, or perhaps forced her, to expand. "I decided against it, because I like my
improvised business in which everything
happens around the kitchen table," she explains. "For a while, it seemed to me I was
only
dealer. But
I'm begun
a writer."
Indeed,a seafood
she is finishing
a novel
nine
years ago. Not surprisingly, it is set in a
Maine fishing community. — D.G.

DiDiER Aaron & Cie
118, fg Saint-Honore - 75008 Paris - Tel. : (1) ■4^.42.-4^.34
32 East 67 th Street New York NY 10021 - Tel. (212) 988.S2.48
21 Ryder street London SWIY 6 PX - Tel. (1) 839.4^.16

AvELiNE - Jean-Marie Rossi
20, rue du Cirque - ^5008 Paris - Tel. : (1) 42.66.60.29
Michel Meyer
24, av. Matignon - 75008 Paris - Tel. : (1) 42.66.62.95

Jacques Perrin

3, quai Voltaire - 75007 Paris - Tel. : (1) 42. 60.27. 20
98, fg Saint-Honore -75008 Paris - Tel. : (1) 42.65.01.38

Maurice Segoura
20, fg Saint-Honore - 75008 Paris - Tel. : (1) 42.65.1 1.03

Bernard Steinitz
75, fg Saint-Honore 75008 - Paris - Tel. :( 1 ) 47 42 31 94
125 E. 57th Street New York N.Y. 10022 - Tel. : (212) 832 37 1 1

Meeting of six top antique dealers, specialized in French 17th
and 18th century Furniture, Objets d'Art and Great Masters.
Their skills and professional experience give collectors every
guarantee of QUALITY and AUTHENTICITY.
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The Trotter scam, or the near triumph of greed
By

Gertrude

Left: Imitation, a real Haberle.
Above: Trotter's fake made two
experts' "bells go off."
century American trompe

ed
o, ryUnit
agsu
ntesuryTrea
ceat
agents
St
A
in New Haven admonished alocal artist, John Haberle, to "cease and desist
inting greenbacks." His
pain
pa tings of currency were so
realistic, the agents said, that
they could pass as counterfeits. Haberle, the most obsessively precise of all nineteenth96

I'oeil painters, had in fact been
trained as an engraver and lithographer, so the zealous Tmen had a point. The same
fastidiousness, however,
makes Haberle the most difficult of American painters to
copy. And that point has not
yet quite been learned.
On May 17, 1989, Robert
Lawrence Trotter, thirty-five,
was arrested for forging a Haberle, an overweening act that
he can now repent at leisure.
Before being caught, he had
painted and sold at least

Grace

Sill

$100,000 worth— probably
much more — of phony folkart paintings, phony earlyAmerican portraits, landscapes, seascapes, and still
lifes. His victims ranged from
respected experts to innocent
antiquers, many of whom
probably think to this day that
the
over life
the stern
mantellady's
or theportrait
naive still
in the hall is authentic.
Trotter's downfall began in
May 1987 when a rare, rediscovered Haberle painting, Imitation, sold for $475, OOO plus
commissions
itation surfacedat asSotheby's.
a result ofImmy exhibition "John Haberle:
Master of Illusion," which
toured in l98(')-87. The paint-

ing was purchased by BerryHill Galleries, in New York,
and helped to inspire their
1988 exhibit of currency paintings entitled
Money."
The show
and"Old
the millionplus-dollar price caught Trotter's attention. He decided to
switch styles from folk art to
something
tive, ifalso more
more remunerachallenging.
The choice of Haberle was
shrewd. His work is extremely rare, and much is still missing, including a rack-type
painting of Civil War mementos entitled G.A.R. Trotter's
resulting picture is a pastiche,
not a direct copy of an existing
wt)rk. its subject is a rack of
objects that Haberle favored —
CONNOISSIUU

ADVERTISEMENT

Are You An Art Collector?
HOW A RUSSIAN SCULPTOR

CAME

TO BE FAMOUS

IN AMERICA

We sell art. A lot of it. But our clients are very demanding, so when we went looking for a sculptor to
represent we were faced with a tough task. There ore a lot of artists out there, but none hod that
perfect mixture we were looking for. The artist (sculptor) we wanted had to hove the following:
1) A worldwide reputation (not notional — worldwide!)
2) Strong museum representation
3) A desire to moke his or her art accessible (and affordable) to the public
4) An artist whose concern was for the art — and not its commercial viability
So how did we find this artist? We reviewed hundreds of submitted portfolios — and reviewed
dozens of art magazines. Oh, and I almost forgot, we went to a lot of art shows.
But then as fate has it, we found the sculptor we were looking for, right under our noses.
It was in New York in early 1988 that we were introduced to Misha Frid by a good friend. But that
meeting did not culminate into a relationship until almost nine months later when Misha flew into
Los Angeles to meet us at the Art Expo. It took us just o few minutes to realize that Misho's new
works were far and away the most beautiful we hod ever seen.
Misha is a hero in the Soviet Union, and upon arriving in America he hod been hired to do the
physical sculpting on some of the Erte bronze sculptures, (we can't name them but they were
among, if not the most popular Erte pieces).
Misha also did the physical creating of a large port of the Erte Art to Wear collection. But more
important than even his collaboration with Erte were Misho's other accomplishments
Misho's art that he created in the Soviet Union has been declared a notional treasure there, and
by low is not allowed to be removed from the country.
Misho's work was a major feature at the Russian Pavilion at the World's Fair in Montreal (Expo 67).
Not only has Misha had shows worldwide (Japan, Poland, Germony) but his work has been
featured in major museums around the world (including the Hermitage in Leningrad).

In the short time since our collaboration began, Misho's newest bronze and acrylic works (known as
done by the
the Dream Series) and his new all acrylic masterpiece "Swan Lake" (o 39" toll wonder
same master craftsman who produces the Frederich Hart acrylic sculpture) hove been received
beyond our wildest expectations. We attribute this to three very good reasons:
1) The limited edition sculptures ore signed and numbered and kept to small edition sizes
(only 190 to 300 works per masterpiece)

2) The works are extremely affordable (Misha doesn't think you should have to be rich to enjoy
and own great art, and we agree)
3) The sculptures ore incredibly gorgeous!

A PICTURE IS WORTH

A THOUSAND

WORDS

If you would enjoy seeing the beautiful works of Misha Frid, please coll us at Diane Fine Art for o free
brochure and color photos at 1-800-323-2787 or 1-813-572-7727. There is no obligation and you ore
welcome to keep the brochure and photos as our free gift.
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As was his cunning practice. Trotter first bought an
old pamting, stripped the
paint surface, and reworked
the old canvas. On May 5,
1989, he telephoned the antiques dealers Shannon Fine
Arts, in Woodhndge. Connecticut, and offered them his
Haberle for S25. ()()(). The
Shannons expressed interest.
A jaunty Trotter arrived at
their house the following
morning, carrying the painting under his arm.
"He was handsome, well-

N.

and report that we were libelShannons
remember. the
ing his masterpiece,"
Then the FBI special agent
William Reiner appeared from
a nearby bedroom. Trotter
was surprised but still protested. Three hours later, at
the FBI offices in New Haven,
Trotter confessed; he was formallv arrested and released on
S50. 000 bail.
During questioning, in a
desperate effort to prove his
innocence. Trotter urged the
FBI to contact the well-respected dealer Marguerite
Riordan for a character reference. He said that he had recently sold her an authentic

spoken, well-bred," Gene
Shannon
a reporter.
"You
could
tell told
he came
from the
right prep school, could yacht
and all that." Casually dressed
and chatty. Trotter explained
that his wife had inherited the

at a bargain price. "I'm an authority on stretchers; I can
date one
within told
ten me
years,"
Gene
Shannon
later.
"Everything
looked
kosher."
The Shannons
called
the
New York dealer Alexander
Acevedo to offer him the
painting. Their asking price:
8750,000. But on the phone,
Acevedo was unfazed. "If it's
the best Haberle ever, it could
be worth a million," he said.
Then he actually saw the

antique family portrait. Unfortunately for him, he had
not chosen his character witness well.
"Trotter is an incredibly

Trotter (ri^^ht) used his preppy
looks to help sell Portrait of Eliza
bcth Goodwin.

and advised them to stop payment and call the FBI. The
Shannons soon complied.
A series of phone calls followed between Mary Anne
Shannon and Kari Trotter, relaxing in Florida. Kari was
irate, accusing the Shannons
ot ruining the family vacation
and degrading the quality of
her inherited masterpiece. She
elaborated about family provenance, wills, probate, and so
forth, all of which later proved
false. Finally Larry said that he
would retrieve the painting
immediately. (The phone was
bugged, and Trotter was confraud.) victed, technically, for wire

painting. "Flags went up; bells
went off," Acevedo recalls.
"It was just instinct based on
experience. The Haberle just

iioth the FBI agents and the
Shannons feared Trotter

wasn't right." Acevedo told
the Shannons that their painting was almost surely a fake

would "smell a rat" and not
show up. However, on May
U), 1989, as cocky and confi-
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dent as ever. Trotter appeared
to collect his masterwork.
While hidden recorders taped
the conversations, he expressed his outrage at the aceven
threatenedcusation ottoforgery.
call the "He
police

coins, stamps, spectacles, even
a battered envelope addressed
to himself.

painting
from herConnecticut,
aunt's estate
in
New Canaan,
along with other antique
paintings and furniture. She
did not like it and wanted to
sell. Trotter said the price he
had named was based on an
old appraisal and that he could
supply the original bill of sale.
The Shannons fell for the story and the painting.
Mary Anne Shannon gave
Trotter a check for 525,000
made out to his wife, Kan
Trotter, and the deal was finalized. The Shannons
thought they had found a
missing American masterpiece

M

slick and ruthless con man,"
she
steaming.that"HeI
knewsays,
my still
reputation,
never deal with strangers, buy
out of a car. So in mid-December he carefully set me up
with a phone invitation to
come to New Canaan and examine his mother's estate of
American furniture and paintings, ahouseful. This is just
what a dealer wants to hear in
this time of great scarcity and
great
demand for first-rate
fresh merchandise.
He knew
my reputation for paying a fair
price with a good check. I told
Trotter I was too busy but to
contact me after Christmas.
"On December 29, 1988, he
called a third time. He was on
his way to New Hampshire
for a ski holiday and asked if
he could stop by with a family
portrait. I ignored my rule of
not dealing with strangers; he
was so convincing, with many
specific details about wills,
probate, et cetera, all of which
proved false. I agreed to look
at thebethfamily's
Portrait of ElizaCjoodwiti, supposedly
in
the stvle of Noah North."
( ONNOISSFUU
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"ac( fptable
Dusk was falling as Trotter
pulled up to Riordan's handsome shop in the charming
fishing village of Stonmgton,
Connecticut. "He was attractive and poised," Riordan remembers. "He brought the
painting in. I spent a lot of
time looking at it, especially
the back, at the signature, the
canvas, the stretcher, the general appearance. You can tell a
lot more about the life of a
painting from the back than
from the front. I was convinced ofits authenticity, althoughknew
I
the paint surface, especially the face, had
been tampered with and
needed attention. I agreed to
buy the painting and gave
Trotter a check for $50,000.
He promised to send me the
family provenance, which he
did; it turned out to be
trumped up. He also sent a
Xerox copy of Miss Goodwin's diary; he'd probably
picked it up at a tag sale. I was
taken. I made a mistake. But
remember, your hopes are up;
you think you're getting a
whole household."
Within a few days Riordan
began to feel uneasy about the
portrait, though she had been
offered S125,000 for it by a
fellow dealer. She took it to
the restorer Lance Mayer, at
the Lyman Allyn museum, in
New London, who confirmed
her suspicions.
"To the naked eye the Portrait ofElizabeth Goodwin is
completely convincing. However, under the microscope,
the forgery becomes clear,"
says Mayer. "The high points
of the original, old paint were
removed. The paint itself did
not behave like any hundredyear-old oil paint, which
would be very hard. The majority ofthe crackle of the
original painting showed
through and was accented by
scratching with a pin and rubbing with black paint." The
discredited painting was put in
storage.
As might have been expected, Riordan was unable to
reach Trotter. He had vanished. So she swallowed her
loss and smoldered. With the
JULY

I WO

FBI phone call five months
later, she began to get her revenge.
Confronted with Riordan's
bitter story — Trotter thought
she had been permanently
gulled — he panicked and began to sing. Trotter hoped
that, by cooperating with the
FBI, he could avoid jail and
protect his wife, a pretty
woman who helped sell the
counterfeit paintings, and their
two young children. It seems
that he had dealt with at least
six antiques dealers and twenty-nine auction houses in eleven states along the Atlantic
coast. He often cooked up a
phony provenance for his
painting, usually to the effect

1985. "It looked as if it had
been run over by a truck when
I bought it," she recalls. She
had it expensively restored by
a top New York expert, who
did not spot the forgery, and
then sold it to a valued customer. Riordan insisted on
taking back the painting and
giving her client the pick of
her private collection instead.
The other was the Portrait of
Stdsari Crowell, which Christie's had expected to put in a
June 1989 auction. It was
withdrawn from the sale.
As for Robert Lawrence
Trotter, he became the holder
of a dubious distinction. On
January 16, 1990, he was sentenced to serve ten months

Resiorat
ion"at least
"Everyone
is fooled
once, even the most expert
expert," says Robert Bishop,
director of the Museum of
American Folk Art, a former
collector and dealer. "We all,
curators, collectors, dealers,
want to achieve a bit of immortality byfinding an undiscovered work of art. It's a way of
That might
affirming
one's help
self"to explain
how Robert Lawrence Trotter
got away with his scam. In
addition, says Bishop, no one
in the trade expects to encounter
faked American folk paintings.
"More likely, there are ordinary, mediocre paintings which
have been 'embellished' by contemporary restorers to enhance
their appeal. For example, when
I was in business years ago, I
sold a pair of rather dreary authentic portraits for a reasonable
price. Two years later, I saw
the same couple, gussied up,
selling for over ten times the
original price, at the East Side
antiques show. Another thing
I see now is upgrading of signatures, especially among
American Impressionist paint-

Convincing? Portrait of Susan Crowell; Boy with Cat and Parrot.

All this brings up questions,
not quite of outright forgery
but of restoration. How much
work should a restoration do?

that he or his wife had inherited the work. If he found
himself being questioned

In Bishop's isview,
restoration
when "acceptable
the basic

about any painting's authenticity, hejust took it to another auction house or dealer.
Somebody's
greed, their
he knew,
would
overcome
scruples.
There is no accurate count
as yet of Trotter's fakes. At
press time, the FBI has located
sixteen canvases. Each has
been marked as a Trotter in
unremovable paint by a conservator so that It cannot ever
be resold as an antique. Four
have been given to Yale University's art gallery for its forgery-study collection. Riordan
has subsequently spotted two
other Trotters. One of them.
Boy with Parrot in Caf^c, she
bought at a country auction in

without parole at a federal correctional institution, the first
such conviction of an American artist for forging American works of art. He must also
pay $62,800 in restitution to
Riordan and will be supervised for three years after being released. Tearful and contrite at the sentencing. Trotter
claimed he intended to mend
his ways and earn his living as
a legitimate artist when he was
freed. His wife, Kari, says he
already has one painting tor
sale at a Manhattan gallery, in
the interim — while he has time
on his hands, so to speak —
Trotter is said to be writing a
book about his artistic escapade. Michael Lewis, author
of Liar's Pok'cr And a man who
can name his price, is being
considered as co-author. G

integrity, the basic expression
of the work and the artist, is
undisturbed. Unacceptable restoration iswhen something
major is restored or greatly
ers."
Maybe the distinction can
embellished.
"
save
experts troni
being fooled.
But it will not much help lay
people, especially the ones who
are just starting .is collectors.
Bishop's advice tor them is simple: "Buy remarkable works
from reputable dealers. Pay a
tair market value and get a written guarantee." — G.G.S.
Gertrude Grace Sill, an art historian at r'airfield University,
was called in to the Trotter case
by the h'BI to authenticate the
forged Haberle paintirtg.
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Too hot to handle?

By

Geraldine

n, it has
widte ope
Wif
drew
ld.s Wha
e h fieeye
d heb
o a! min
inty's
tiptoeSot
Poor
them is the most magnificent
hoard of late-Roman silver
ever discovered, fourteen
pieces valued in excess of $65
million. Sotheby's hoped to
place the whole group in a
single sale, or, failing that,
The niello roundel of the Sevso
hunting plate. Note the
Constantinian chi-rho
symbol (between the
S and the H).
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EVERYTHING

BAG

▼ BACKj<\CK CHAIR

People on the go always have so much
to carry around The Everything Bag
makes it a snap This oversized shoulder Pag
IS constructed of tough, water-resistant
canvas material and features nine roomy
pockets Plus, an unusual zipper design
enables the bag to expand to double its
normal width— to a full eight inches Adjustable 2"wide straps provides a real comfort feature In 3 great colors $24.98
($400) #A1955-Blue; #A1956-Khaki; #A1957Cray

Versatility,
comfor'
ind convenienceall in the new
Backpack
Chair Upright,
It s a firm back rest, for s ttmg, studying or
reading Flip it over and vou have a reciiner
with a cushion headrest -perfect for TV.
watching or just relaxing Extremely well
constructed, BackJack features a tough
zinc-plated steel frame The seat boasts a
polyurgthane foam cushion and a removable cover crafted of all cotton army duck
that IS water repeilant and mildew resistant So now there's a chair for any room
in your house— or take it along when you
head for the beach, pool or campsite.
$26.98 (S600) |A1958-Ped, #A1939-Blue,
M1940-Tan.
f IT SWIVELS!

T WORDFINOER'",
DICTIONARY, THESAURUS
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FRESH AIR

Concern about air pollution is on the
rise. The Pollenex- Pure Air "QQ" Air
Cleaner with Ionizer will help clear the air
around you. A high voltage generator produces negative ions that help reduce
minute particles of dust, tobacco smoke
and other airborne pollutants. An electrostatic air filter intercepts larger airborne
particles and has a deodorizing action too
Two speed air flow control. So now you can
breathe easier with Pure Air "99 " $69.98
($7 50) #A1952, 2 for $125.98 ($10 00)
#1962/2

HOW

TOLL
FREE
-456
-2454

CALL

1-800

TO
24

ORDER

The worlds smallest and smartest electronic dictionary/thesaurus. Small
enough to fit into your pocket, purse or
briefcase, but large enough to include over
100,000 spelling words and 220,000 synonyms. Italso includes 4.5 megabytes of information, proper names, major cities and
states, jumble key for unscrambling words.
(Great for those difficult spelling games)
Ideal for students, business executives, all
who desire to improve and expand their use
of the English language Large 20 digit display with 9 operation indicators, auto shutoff. Weighs only 8 ounces Uses 4 AAA batteries (included). 90 day warranty $119.98
($5.00) #A1897.

HOURS

A

DAY,

7

DAYS

A

WEEK

ABOVE NUMBER IS FOR ORDERING ONLY. CUSTOMER SERVICE
CALL 201-357-2900. WE HONOR MASTERCARD AND VISA.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

had to give up moPility to sit thise intelli-rs
gently — thes chai were unidirectional
and if you needed to change orientation
you had the awkwardness of moving the
it swivels' In its brandwhole chair Finally io
new swivel incarnat n, the Back Chair is
suited for use at any work station, desk or
rced oak 4-star base has
table The reinfoty
li
commercial-qua ility dual-track casters for
over carpets or floors
easy maneuverab
Effortless swivel action. Manual height adjustment Cray poly-cotton fabric over
plush cushion This is a new twist on a good
Idea and until you use it you don't know
how relaxed and productive you can be sitting down. The price is a nice turn too, only
$79.98 ($15001 *A1816 Minimal assembly

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

CORPORATIOM

*

If ordering by mail send remittance to
H.M. SPECIALTIES, Dept CNXS 070, P.O
Box 1574, Radio City Station, NY, NY
10101 Item price is followed by shipping
and handling in ( ) Be sure to add both
together to arrive at total price When
using credit card — include account
number expiration date, signature
Sorry, no Canadian, foreign or C.O.D
orders Alow 50 days for deliver/
Magalog Marketing Croup Inc c. 1990
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furnished Sotheby's with Lebanese export licenses. A close
look at the silver suggests a
different provenance. The dish
with the niello roundel carries,
over a group of swimming
which
the Latin name
for
fish, theis inscription
"Pelso,"
Lake Balaton, in what is now
Hungary. In the days of the
late empire, the area was popular for hunting and fishing,
and prosperous Romans built
luxurious
on the
waters'
shores. So villas
it seems
reasonable
to think that the silver originally belonged to a family that
lived there.
But even if that is so, it constitutes no proof that the Sevso Treasure remained there
until modern times. When the
barbarians descended from the
north, they might have
claimed the silver for their
own. More likely, the Roman
owners would have taken such
valuables with them as they

The Sevso Treasure on display at
Sotheby's. Can it be kept intact?
Can it be sold at all?
to sell the individual pieces at
auction next autumn. Do not
hold your breath.
Probably commissioned as a
gift from Constantine the
Great (ca. 288—337) to a member of his family, a top general, or a senior governing official, the hoard comprises massive dishes, ewers, bowls, and
buckets ornamented with
scenes from classical mythology and daily life. The first Roman emperor attested to have
become a Christian, Constantine adopted the superimposed
Greek letters chi and rho, an
ancient symbol for Christ, virtually ashis personal monogram. This symbol appears on
the most fascinating of the
fourteen pieces, a dish decorated in niello inlay with a
roundel of hunting and fishing
scenes. Encircling the roundel
is a Latin inscription that
reads, "Let these dishes last for
you, Sevso, through many
centuries so that they may be
worthy of and benefit your
descendants." Who exactly
Sevso was is not known, but
Sotheby's has dubbed the
hoard "The Sevso Treasure."
1 he consignor, as Sotheby's
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announced in New York on
February 9, is the immensely
rich, mystically inclined, fourtimes-married marquess of
Northampton, forty-four, the
owner of two historic country
houses and a substantial section of north London. According to Sotheby's,
Northampton
bought Lord
the
fourteen pieces of imperial silver in an attempt to keep a historic treasure as completely intact as possible, acquiring ten
items in the early 1980s and
the remainder in 1987. The
sale, it adds, was transacted
through an agent acting for an
unknown owner. Lord Northampton has refused to comment.
The consigning of the silver
to Sotheby's
to have
been
a measureseems
of last
resort.
In collecting circles it has long
been known that Lord Northampton has been attempting
to resell the pieces since 1982,
approaching
confidence a series inofstrictest
rich museums
and private collectors. But no
one bit. Some of the silver was
actually sent on approval to
the J. Paul Getty Museum, in
Malibu, which is said to have
made thorough checks before
turning it down.
The problem is that though
the quality and authenticity of

the offerings have never been
in doubt, their origin could
not be ascertained. Without
the right papers, the silver is
simply too hot. The mere fact
that the place of discovery is
unknown suggests that the silver was illegally excavated and
smuggled out of its country of
origin in violation of heritage
laws bound sooner or later to
be noisily asserted.
Sotheby's took every precaution to preserve the appearance of propriety. The hoard
was on view with great fanfare
in New York during the annual convention of the College
Art Association of America. If
its origin was known in academic circles, Sotheby's argued, word should come out
on this occasion. At the same
time, the auction house was
careful to stress that the actual
marketing of the silver would
be handled out of Switzerland
— whither it would return
once the exhibition was over.
Switzerland's laws, understand, favor a good-faith purchaser of stolen goods over the
victim of a theft. United States
law does the reverse.
Where does the silver come
from? Lord Northampton has

fled, probably into presentday Yugoslavia.
Therespect
actionsto oftheSotheby's
with
Sevso
Treasure hint that, assurances
to the contrary notwithstanding, there is cause to question
the Lebanese provenance. Officials from the auction house
took Lord Northampton's export licenses to the Lebanese
embassy in Bern to check their
authenticity (Lord Northampton had purchased the pieces
writing.
in
Switzerland) and received
the requested confirmations in
then Sotheby's
theBut
cultural
attaches at wrote
the to
Bern embassies of twenty-nine
other countries whose territory had come under Roman
rule in the fourth century, inquiring about records documenting the theft of the silver.
In most cases, if no claim
came in within the next few
weeks,
Sotheby's
let the
ter lie. But
in the case
of matYugoslavia it pressed for and
got a written reply.
But if Sotheby's thought it
could now proceed without
interference to a fibulously lucrative sale, it was mistaken.
At the end of February the
Lebanese government anc:()NN()issi;uR

D

I

nounced that it had never authorized the export of the silver and filed a claim to recover
it in the New York supreme
court. As one diplomat remarked, "If it is ours, we
want
it."
that such aSotheby's
claim had contended
to be
heard in Switzerland but was
overruled by the court, which
had already issued an injunction against removing the silver from the United States.
Meanwhile, another bombshell dropped. The Independent, the London newspaper
that first revealed the existence
of the silver, was contacted by
sources in Western Europe
who gave a new account of
the silver's origin. According
to the sources, the Lebanese
export licenses were forged.
The hoard really was found,
the sources say, in the early
1970s in a cave on the Yugoslav coast between Pula and
Rovinj by troops who were
seeking to extend the cave for
the storage of explosives. The
troops were said to belong to a
crack division deployed for
the protection of tight security
installations and for the personal safety of the Tito family.
The silver, the sources said
further, left Yugoslavia as diplomatic luggage and was marketed in London on behalf of a
member of the Tito family.
The Independent published the
story but underlined there was
The parcel-gilt repousse ewer
(twenty-two inches high) and
matching buckets show scenes from
the tragic legend of Phaedra.
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no way to prove its accuracy.
Not surprisingly, these reports soon broke in the Yugoslav press, whereupon the
Yugoslavs — claiming that the

bought the first pieces of silver
that came on the market. It is

queries from Sotheby's had
been much too generic for an
identification of the silver in

close tViend
Wilson's,
theA London
dealerof Rainer
Zietz, acknowledges that he
handled the negotiations for

question — successfully petitioned the New York supreme
court for permission to join in
Lebanon's suit. They also
asked Scotland Yard to launch
an investigation in London.
The future of any plan to sell
the silver now rests on the
success of the police in tracing
the silver's former owners and
establishing how they came to
have it for sale.
It is understood that Lord
Northampton first heard of
the silver from the former
Sotheby's
chairman
Peter
son, who died
in 1985.
TheWilman
expanded
Sotheby's
from who
a small
local auction
house into an international
giant, Wilson was famed for
his Byzantine deals.
Sources formerly close to
Wilson sav that he himself

said that as they kept on coming he ran out of money and
brought in Lord Northampton.

the silver's purchase from the
beginning but will not say
which man he was acting for.
He does say that Lord Northampton has asked him not to
speak about it.
Several sources are in agreement that the silver was marketed in London by the Lebanese antiquities dealer Halim
Korban, who has a shop in
fashionable Davies Street, opposite Claridge's.
also refused
to talk.Korban has
The Dutch art dealer Michel
van Rijn, who specializes in
spectacular deals that often
spark controversy, says that
he tried to buy the last four
pieces of the Northampton
hoard from Korban. He also
says that there are at least another sixteen in circulation,
with matching Constantinian
decoration and apparently
from the same hoard. Gcza
von Habsburg, who runs the
auction house Habsburg, Feldman, out of Geneva, says that
he was approached last year to
help sell another five or six.
Two items have been described to me. One would ap-

R
pear ti; be the most spectacular
item ot them all: a dish more
than two feet across showing a
portrait head of Constantinc
and four members of his family. The asking price two years
ago was reputedly between S7
million and SIO million for
this dish alone. The second is a
dish of similar size whose well
bears the chi-rho symbol.
Korban had it on offer in 1988
at S3 million, according to a
scholar who researched it.
Where these pieces are today is
not publicly known.
No one is so naive as to suppose that the imbroglio over
the Sevso Treasure will stem
the flow of stolen antiquities
from their places of origin into
the hands of the world's most
powerful (and, in some cases,
most unscrupulous) dealers
and collectors. But Lord
Northampton's predicament
may give them pause. The
question now is, whose claims
to ownership will prevail?
At least one observer of the
case is elated by the landmark
actions of the New York supreme court. Damir Grubisa,
the director of the Yugoslav
Press and Culture Center, formerly served as undersecretary
of culture in Croatia, where
the hoard may well have been
found: "The judge's decision
gives tionspace
to allow
a real acto discover
the actual
In the past,ot governments
the silver."
provenance
seekingsures to
stolen
have reclaim
found the
resulttreaot
such discovery to be a disappointment. Ineffect, the states
with buried antiquities have
been pen.ili/ed tor not having
inventories of what has been
in the ground tor centuries.
Small wonder if grave robbers
and smugglers have thought
they had a license to steal. But
with the Sevso Treasure, for
the first time, commerce must
await the due process of law.
The trutli has a chance to
come to light. That is the first
step toward justice — and sets a
shining precedent. D
Cicuildine IWirnian is art-market
correspondent for the Independent (London).
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d: /! blow. But the gang h.u been having ahard time otY-k^adiiig tiie pictures.
First they tried for ransom, but the Beits
were not nibbhng. Then the pohce set
up a sting operation, hi the summer ot
1 988 in Amsterdam, a known Dutch
crimJnil was showing i round a httle
postcard-size Guardi (the least valuable
work among the stolen pictures), looking for buyers for the rest of the collection. He had been given it by the gang.
Unbeknownst to them, the Dutchman
had been "turned" by the Irish police by
the time he brought back a "buyer" to
view the paintings. Dozens of Dutch
and Irish police and even civilians
watched them from cars and airplanes. The gang drove to the mountains south of Dublin. "They went into
a forest and produced four of the lesser
paintings," says Thomas B. Burns, the
Dublin detective in charge of the investigation. "The driver of the car [a gang
member] came back on the road with
our agent, and then we lost them
because of the terrain."
The police let the gang escape. They
knew if they swooped down they stood
to lose all of the pictures. "The General
threatened to destroy them and send us a
video of them burning if anything came
unstuck, "says Thomas
has them."
Undone BY A

Burns."He still

Screwdriver — 1983
On November 5, 1983, major Italian
Renaissance paintings worth S35 million were stolen from the Budapest Museum of Fine Arts. It was so shocking a
theft that television programming was
interrupted to report it. Raphael's Esterhazy Madonna was the most valuable
(S20 million). The others were Raphael's portrait of Pietro Bembo (SIO
million), two Tintoretto portraits, and
two Tiepolos, each then worth about $1
million. At the time of the theft, the
museum's electronic alarm system was
out of order and the building was being
repaired. The thieves climbed the scaffolding and slid in through a window.
They left behind a cheap screwdriver,
which Interpol traced to Italy. The Italian police, in turn, pulled out of the
computer names of the shady citizens
who happened to be in Budapest on the
day of the robbery. That led to the
eventual arrest of five Italians and three
Hungarians, one of whom was an underage girl in search of romance and
104

adventure. The thieves had hidden the
paintings in their car and driven to
Greece via Romania. While in Bucharest the girl phoned to tell her parents
where she was; they told the police.

conerich toAth
to a able
ce were
poliians
Grenectekthe Ital
,
rer
ctu
-oil
ufa
olive
Efman
nian
thymios Moschachlaicies, whose brother was an art dealer in New York. In January 1984 he was arrested and charged
h
wit theft and receiving stolen goods.
He denied everything. The charges
were mysteriously dropped, and the
paintings (slightly damaged) found in a
suitcase in the yard of an Athenian monastery. Moschachlaides may have received the paintings and then been persuaded by events to change his mind
about keeping them. It certainly would
seem he made a deal.
The

All Those Rats— 1983
After the fall of the Argentine military
junta (the regime responsible for the
desaparecidos), in 1982, a number of
former police and intelligence officers
needed jobs. Some of them, known as
"the Rosaura Connection," became
part of a European gang that specialized
in kidnapping rich bankers and industrialists and ransoming them back to
their families for millions of dollars. It
made for a good living until the Swiss
police caught up with them. They were
jailed and then extradited to Argentina.
There, almost inexplicably, a judge released them, thus permitting them to
branch out into art theft.
Their first hit was in November 1983,
when three of them, sporting mustaches
and posing as plumbers, forced their
way into the Estevez Municipal Museum, in Rosario, after it was closed.
They held up three of thejanitorial crew
and cut five paintings out of their
frames, including a Goya, a Murillo,
and an El Greco, Portrait of a Youth. Four
years later, the gang stole six paintings
at the Castagnino Museum, in Rosario.

participated in the robbery. Also in
Miami was a true survivor: a member of
the Rosaura branch who had gained his
freedom by ratting on his fellow felons.
The FBI special agent Dick Keith set up
a sting operation using him as confidential source and go-between. In January
1989 they reached an agreement with
Longo: he would deliver the Goya to a
hotel room, where the source would
provide a buyer. The buyer was the FBI
agent Margot Dennedy, posing as a
rich, temperamental dealer. Dripping
mink, she began by pressuring Longo
because he showed up late for the
appointment. "I was yelling at the
source, telling him that he was wasting
my time, that I was doing this as a favor
to him and this had better not be garbage." Longo, a rank amateur,
away about the provenance. He
Dennedy a photograph of
standing with the Titian portrait
ip II. He wanted $1 million up
get the rest of the pictures.

chatted
showed
himself
of Philfront to

of
'1 him any specific amount red
Ev ennedy never actually offe
^ money. Longo went down to
his car (the FBI was watching it), where
his wife sat guarding the Goya, and
brought it upstairs in a shopping bag.
As soon as Dennedy saw the picture the
atmosphere changed. "Then I got
nice, " she said. "I told him I had to go to
the hotel vault to get the money, and I
asked him if he wanted coffee. He was
incredibly stupid. He said yes, and I
called the room next door." The FBI
and the Argentine federal police came in
and arrested him.
Following the Miami sting, the confidential source turned in some of the
Rosaura gang members. The police arrested seven men and recovered another
painting, Sanchez Coelho's Portrait of
Philip II, which had been stolen from
the Estevez Museum. The fate of the

This time, they got Titian's Philip II,
along with paintings attributed to Veronese {Portrait of a Man in a Fur-Lined
Coat) and Goya (Doves and Hens).
Doves and Hens surfaced in Miami
two years later. It was being peddled by

rest — thieves and pictures — is uncertain. As Longo told Dennedy in the
hotel room, the Rosario police had
already caught some of the thieves even
before the Miami sting, but they had a
bargaining chip. In exchange for their
freedom, the thieves gave the police six
pictures. The Argentinian system of
justice is not like ours. D

a former member of the Argentine federal police named Juan Carlos Longo,
who ran an import-export company.
Longo knew the thieves but had not

Judith Hennessee is the coauthor o/Unnatural Death: Confessions of a Medical
Examiner.
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SCHLUMBERGER
(Contuiucd from pai^e 55)
the Free French in North Africa.
At the same time, Schlumberger was
designing dresses for the firm Chez
Ninon. "Some cHents wore both his
clothing and his jewelry," says Bongard. An early patron of the Fifth Avenue shop was Diana Vreeland, for
whom he created a magnificent brooch
that he quite possibly never surpassed.
Based on an emblem of gallantry displayed in the Place Stanislas in Nancy,
this chivalric tropliee consists of a diamond-fringed, diamond-studded gold
and platinum suit ot armor, resting
against an amethyst and ruby shield and
an array of enameled weapons. When
she was not wearing this sublime object,
she "stood it up on its prongs" like a
sculpture. Vreeland also used it in a
fashion shoot for Harper's Bazaar in
1941, the very year it was made. In a
Louise Dahl-Wolfe photograph, the
trophee gleams discreetly on the belt of
the model's medieval-inspired suit.
Bongard sadly reports that nearly a
decade ago Vreeland sold the brooch to
a dealer. "I can't figure out why she
didn't bring it back to us, unless she
didn't want Johnny to know."
agreed to consult
ng
Havioth
er after the war about
ness plans if they both
vived, they opened a second shop,

each
busisurat 21

East Sixty-third Street, in 1947. "We
started with nothing — only $30,000,"
smiles Bongard, who still wears an
ingeniously elegant watch designed that
year. "I was responsible for making
wax models after his drawings and for
looking after business. I wanted Johnny
to do anything he desired, but he always
needed to ask, 'Is it feasible?' " Schlumberger modestly characterized himself
as "only a pencil." His drawings, which
are to be exhibited at the Musee des Arts
Decoratifs, in Paris, are themselves collector's items. At Tiffany they hang in a
hallway like the sacred relics of a cult.
In New York Schlumberger moved

into an exquisite anachronism, a clapboard Greek-revival house on East
Ninety-second Street, built around
1852 when the neighborhood was still
rural; it is still standing today. "Johnny
lived beautifully," remembers the magazine editor. "His house was absolutely
the prettiest thing you'd ever seen.
There was needlepoint all around that
he had designed and executed himself. I
remember especially a mannc-theme
JULY 1990

rug." He had done needlepoint during
the seven years he spent in uniform,
unable to create jewelry.
He also maintained an apartment in
Paris and a "native-style house with a
corrugated tin roof" in Guadeloupe,
whose exotic flora and fauna show up
regularly in his work. Bongard remembers how Schlumberger once jumped
out of a little boat, shouting, "Reqarde!"
What had caught his attention was a
broken shell, floating in the sea. The
next day this humble vision was translated into a sketch for a brooch. A scaly,
diamond-footed gold salamander pin,
currently in stock at Tiffany, was inspired, Bongard says, by a lizard scurrying up a wall in Guadeloupe. (Bongard
remembers the history of each Schlumberger piece, right down to the date and
the owner.) And a foot-high clock,
improbably balanced within a sinuous
double helix of lapis and gold, is based
on the headdresses worn by the women
of Guadeloupe. Alert as he was to his
surroundings, he never sketched trom
life. "His images came from up here,"
says Bongard, poking his brow.
Schlumberger's fortunes took a new
turn in the midfifties when Walter Hoving, the chairman of Tiffany, offered
him his own department, a vice-presidency, and the right to keep his store in
Paris. "One less headache for us!" was
Bongard's reaction. At Tiffany,
Schlumberger had access to important
stones that would otherwise have been
beyond his reach. Though he disdained
the wearing of flashy gems for their
own sake, he had never been averse to
fashioning imaginative settings for
them. He once cunningly transformed
two e i g h t e e n - c a r a t c u s h i o n - c u t
stones — a pink tourmaline and a sapphire— into the luminous centerpieces
for two spiny "Crown ofThorns" clips.
On the gold brambles surrounding the
pink stone he tied little diamond knots
resembling the rags used in gardens to
frighten birds.
Schlumberger's most characteristic
work was created during the Tiffany
period. In 1959 he conceived an astonishing, twenty-two-karat gold necklace
for Babe Paley. Amidst an asymmetrical garland of succulent, bow-tied tulips— languorous and shaggy like tlu)se
in Dutch still-life paintings — hover diamond-sprinkled dragonflies. No two
blossoms, no two insects are the same.
"It was a principle of his never to repeat
wmaoMimmmtma

himself within the same piece," says
Bt)ngard. Also daung from the Tiffany
era are his spectacular gold boxes, impossible to create today not only because there is no den..iiid ("People find
them too heavy," sighs Bongard) but
because the goldsmith responsible for
them, Louis Ferron, is nearing ninety.
Tiffany recently sold two "museum
pieces" — one a "ripe melon" bonbonnicre, notuatedbigger
than a rows
lady's offist,
puncwith dazzling
peridots
and turquoises; the other a compact
flecked with sapphires wrought in repousse to simulate a zinnia.

lortc sign
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enaatur
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r isSchthe
Anotheelet
. At one time these richbrac
ly hued, translucent bangles were a veritable badge of chicness. Women wore
them doubled or even tripled — a great
extravagance even then (today they go
for $25,000). "And Johnny never let us
to pay, as Fulco did, " says the
take a year
magazine editor. Audrey Friedman,
who sells periodjewelry in her Manhattan shop Primavcra, says the enamel
s are still the most requested
elet
brac
Schlumberger design, but there are few
on the market. A woman recently
called, offering to sell hers, but changed
her mind in midconversation.

Schlumberger's detractors complain
that his designs are too fussy and spiky,
that they tear one's clothing to shreds.
His taste for translating bristly substances— feathers, leaves, tentacles, arrows— into metal did indeed sometimes
make for prickly surfaces. But to customers who wail that their sea-urchin
brooches lacerate their fur coats, Bcmigard simply replies, with a shrug.
"That's the way it is."
Friedman and other dealers in period
jewelry are now preparing themselves
for the next collecting boom: 1960sjewelry. " there's not quite a market yet,
but we're buying m antuip.uiou. "
Schlumberger will lun be left out otthis
next collecting wave. 1 lis sumptiu>iis
designs are as iiuu h a [\u t ot the history
ofthat decade as of the 194l»sand 195()s.
The demand tor jewelry signed
Schlumberger is likely to continue well
into the twenty-first century. U
Ani)' (Collins writes ahoul art atid fashion
for Art in America, I IG. and Vanity
Fair. Her hooh American Impressionism has just been piihlished.
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ki;id man, a t^ood man, but ms bcncficcnccs to many others besides myselt
reflected an indifference to material
things as well as to the in- sitions of
friendshi]'. What a frier. and sometimes even a casual acquaintance, needed •: vvanted — money, liianuscripts of
'is writings, empathy — he seldom
could bring himself lo withhold. He
gave me the gift of himself.
Paris, FclmiarY2, 1984. "Dear John &
Rita, Congratulations & voeux de bonheur. Affectionately Sam."
I had remarried on January 27; my
wife was an editor and former English
teacher, Rita Stein. She had met Sam
two years earlier when we traveled together to Paris, as we did every spring
thereafter, partly to see him again. Most
people, with the preconception that
Beckett was a dour soul, were astonished and overwhelmed upon meeting
him by his warmth, kindness, and wit.
Rita was no exception. "His geniality
soon overcame my awe," she recalls.

Sam had abandoned the Falstaff because too many strangers came
there to gawk at him. We dined
instead at La Palette, on the Boulevard
du Montparnasse, where he used to sup
late with Giacometti. Occasionally,
when his health flagged, as it often did,
we met for a snack at the Pullman St.Jacques, a step from his home.
hi 1986, Sam's eightieth year, he suffered a recurrence of lung disease and
the annoyance of birthday celebrations.
"I survive not without scathe all the fuss
& potter on much as before," he wrote
from Paris on August 31 , "sometimes in
Ussy, mostly here. Had respiratory
trouble early in the year but am panting
and blowing again now as good as ever.
Work still at a stop. ..."
By 1988 friends began to notice that
his gait had become unsteady. He
seemed to tear losing his balance and
took
nasty
fall toward
end. I
wrote a to
remind
him ofyear's
our annual
spring trip abroad. "I am no longer able
to make appointments m advance," he
replied on April 4. "Nor even at times,
as now, at short notice. So unreliable is
myHe'health.'
did note the dates of our way
through Paris and phoned us at L'Aiglon, the pleasant httle Montparnasse
hotel he had recommended to me years
before. But he was too ill to meet us.
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"I am still being reeducated in the lost
technique ot walking with reasonable
chance ot remaining upright," he wrote
on November 1. "Progressing slowly, I
am told, but still a far cry from Bid. St.
Jacques. I hope we may meet again in
spiteofall asofold. . . . Andthatbefore
When we came back in the spring of
too long."
1989, he managed to phone again. He
sounded infinitely weary. "Ah, John,"
he sighed, "I'm in a home. I can't see
you just yet, but I'll try on your way
through again. " The home was Le Tiers
Temps, at 26 Rue Remy Dumoncelle.
An attendant had to help him walk.
disareobi
anti
ett, cripp
Beckeased
led,hero
oresimm
m,
Blind
lized.
Ham
the Learlike old ruin of Eiidj^anw, cannot stand
up. His handkerchief is bloodstained.
His parents, Nagg and Nell, two legless
scraps of human refuse, live in ash cans.
The aging Winnie of Happy Days is
embedded in a rising mound of earth.
Pim, in the novel How It Is, slithers on
hands and knees through slime. The
narrator rides his back, torturing him.
With his disequilibrium, in his stasis,
Sam grew to resemble his characters.
But all along, whatever he wrote was
fundamentally autobiographical. When
Jean Martin, the original Lucky in Waitin il for Godot, told Sam what one passage
Most

meant to him, Sam rejoined, "Yes, but
to understand it really, you would have
to know about the day I went mountain
climbing in Ireland with my brother."
On July 17, 1989, Suzanne died, at
eighty-nine. Sam attended the funeral
and burial. He seldom left the nursing
home thereafter. "I am not better," he
wrote to me on August 20. "Far from it.
Next week I am due for a spell in SteAnne, neurological investigations. 4 or
5 days. Then I suppose back here.
"Of some help I hope.
"Love to you both.
"Your old friend.
"Sam."
Noi'ctnhcr 1. "Ste-Anne produced
nothing of interest. So back where I
belong with the old crocks.
"Hope we connect next spring."
It was his last letter to me. I le died on
December 22, and four days later, the
circumstances of his death shrouded in
secrecy, he was buried in Montparnasse
Cx-metery, next to Suzanne.
I still grieve. D

changes in production — eliminating the
statue of the emperor from a chariot —
but the paper depicts the horses of St.
Mark's as still being in Paris (they had
been sent back to Venice).
Zuber, shrewd as ever, solved the
problem. He discovered that scenes
could be designed so that the tigures in
the foregrounds could be changed — and
not only to update the subject matter.
"Views of North America," created in
1834, thus became "War of Independence" in 1853; the Indians and settlers
on the banks of the Hudson River were
simply replaced by soldiers. "Views of
Italy," of 1819, became "Italian Revolution" in 1848. And "Views of Brazil"
was retouched in 1848 to emerge as
"The Conquest of Mexico."
dants preserved the company
1852, but his descenr itsdied
Zube
archinives for a century and
and
a half — "a wonder of the survival of artistry and taste," says Katell le Bourhis,
the associate curator for special projects
's
opol
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Metr
at the tume
tute,itan
k. CosInsti
The
Yor
in New
worst moment came during World War
II when troops burned mountains of
wooden plates as firewood. More plates
and books, including those for the passionate "The Greeks' Fight" (1840), depicting the Greeks' war of independence
against the Turks, were destroyed a few
years ago to make room for new offices.
But the basement of the factory still
contains some 60,000 wooden plates.
Only those in regular use are inventoried, and the others may never be.
In 1985, Zuber & Cie was taken over

by Giselle Chalaye, a diminutive former
decorator, with determined brown
eyes. As an admirer of the wallpapers,
she was shocked to find the company
gasping for air: "The panoramas were
hardly produced anymore, and there
were no foreign offices." By 1987,
Chalaye had turned Zuber around. She
saw that the market for its papers was
not in France but in America. Zuber had
always maintained showrooms in Paris.
Chalaye opened new ones in New York
and Los Angeles. "American decorators," she says, "found them tasteful,
ageless,
fabulous,
and classic."
The appeal
is partly
aesthetic. The
wallpaper is not only beautiful but also
beautifully made. Every Zuber panorama has a glow that fills its sky and lends
a room a special ambience. According
CONNOISSr.UK
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to a process invented at the factory early
in its history, the yellows and oranges of
the horizon are blended with the deep
blues of distant skies. The transition is
almost indiscernible to the naked eye,
but it gently gives the room brightness
and clarity.
Such an effect is possible only with
the strictest quality control in the factory. Jean Zuber knew that and enforced stringent routines. The company
records show that the factory employees have been complaining about
the hard work ever since the 184()s.
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Even today, saysJean-Paul Schwob, the
factory foreman, who started as a six-
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teen-year-old apprentice in 1959, "to
get the plates to register is very tough."
And it an impression is flubbed for any
reason, the panel is discarded. That runs
up the cost of the finished product.
The panels are hung to dry after each
impression, more than two hundred
times, depending on the theme. At this,
as at every other stage of manufacture,
hand labor is necessary. Where do the
workers come from? Who will replace
them? Chalaye worries. She knows
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from experience that today's youth does
"not find any glamour in the work."

BECOME A
CONNOISSEUR OF
CONNOISSEURS

Even so, business is booming. The
best-selling panorama wallpaper,
"Hindustan," appeals to people
who like the exotic. Second on the list is
"Isola Bella," created in 1842 by the
Alsatian artists Eugene Ehrmann and
Georges Zipelius. It is, relatively speaking, a modest panorama, of only eighteen panels, but it has a strange and eerie
aura about it. The spectator feels lost on
a distant island, one that has perhaps
never betore been visited by man. Nary
a human being is depicted; the viewers
populate the island.
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"People expect a good deal of accuracy when they buy panoramas," says
Chalaye, speaking of "Isola Bella."
"They often write to the factory to ask
for a list of the plants in the scenery.
We've tried to identify as many as possible. We've even hired a natural-sciences
teacher from a lycee in Mulhouse to help
identify the flowers and trees. We've
listed about fifty so far, but there are still
seven or eight we're not sure of "Jean
Zuber, the perfectionist, would have
torn his hair out. D
J.-C. Snares, a frequent contributor,
Connoisseur '.v desii^n consultant.
JULY
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bachclor's-dcgrce language requirement at the University ot Iowa.
A trip to the Soviet Union followed,
in his second year of college. "It was
tantamount to going to Mars!" he
laughs. Transterring to Indiana University, he soon got in with the Russian
community around the Air Force Language School. Lidia Slavatinsky, now
retired, remembers him well. "He was a
very peculiar boy," she says in tones
that are vintage Ouspenskaya. "He
didn't look at all like the other students.
He was not loose. He was wellbehaved, always very neat. He was not
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vulgar, as the majority of them unfortunately are. I knew that he was serious. In
the beginning he lived with some Russian families — teachers — who had children and cats and dogs and chickens, so
he had to talk to everyone and to everybody in Russian, to all those dogs and
cats and chickens and children. So, of
course, his vocabulary was tremendous!
I was certain he would make a life with
the Russian language."
tatieon an
ch
teaxto une
pected. invi
cam
his B.A
WithRussia
n at Indiana, where he
got points with his students by starting
them off with all the Russian words that
to them would sound mildly or wildly
titillating. While working on his dissertation at the Library of Congress, he
bumped into an acquaintance from that
first trip to the Soviet Union, by this
time a foreign-service officer. The
friend suggested that Hopkins test to be
an interpreter for the State Department.
Maybe they had something . . .

Hopkins's life-style took a radical
turn. Hours and hours now go into
updates on vocabulary in such fields as
technology, economics, and science,
where buzzwords go in and out of fashion faster than you can say "high-temperature superconductor." He browses
in Russian and English technical dictionaries the way other people readjohn
Le Carre. "I learned about SLCMs,
GLCMs, and ALCMs," Hopkins says,
his eyes unglazed. "I learned how to
converse on topics like the launch cruise
missiles, space technology," and he realized that he would never again have a
day off from Praiuia, Izvestia, and the
emigre newspaper Nouoyc Riisshoyc Slouo. "1 became a news junkie. My TV
was tuned to (^NN twenty-four hours a
day. I was into supersaturation."

lOS

He has not missed a single summit
since his first, with President Reagan in
198S. It is a general misconception that
the American interpreter would tell the
Americans what the Russians said. Not
so. That is thejob of Pavel Palazchenko,
Hopkins's Soviet counterpart. "The
protocol," Hopkins explains, "is that
you interpret into the other guy's language." Should Bush ever liken arms
buildup to "too many rattlesnakes sitting around a campfire," Hopkins will
have to punt.

would like to get involved in putEventually, Hopkins says, he
ting trade, business, and commercial projects together. Vladimir
Pozner, the Soviet media commentator
with the Brooklyn accent whose Parting
with Illusions, made the American bestseller lists, calls America "the Joe-sixpack society." "I can't imagine an Ivansix-pack society," Hopkins remarks,
"but the Soviet Union could certainly
benefit from some good old Yankee
know-how. Disposable diapers would
These dreams seem somewhat munbe a great boon."
dane compared with his present occupation. Surely it is more fascinating to be
at the elbows of the heads of state as they
speak the words that shape the fate of
nations? But no; Hopkins cannot talk
about that. The information is classified; and, anyway, gossip is not Hopkins's personal style. He does, though,
enjoy the memory of his first encounter
with Gorbachev. There, in Geneva,
stood all the tunctionaries, waiting for
the arrival of the Reagans and the Gorbachevs. And suddenly a couple came
down a staircase and walked straight up
to Hopkins — the only stranger — with
outthrust hands. " Tm Mikhail Gorbachev,' said the man. Tm Raisa Gorbachev,said
'
the woman, " Hopkins grins.
"As if we didn't know."
He admits to the occasional nightmare: "I'm about to go out onstage and
appear and I don't really know the lines
and I kuow that I don't know the lines."
Any analyst ot dreams will recognize
that as a variant on the classic actor's
nightmare. Is it prompted by experience? Has Hopkins ever gone blank?
He looks at you as if you were crazy.
"I'm never at a loss for words. "D
Jordan Schaps, photoj^raphy director of New
York, lids hiioii'ii Ilophitts since collc'^e.
CONNOISSIUU
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Paradise
(Continued from page 82)
wide channel it slows; in a narrow channel it picks up speed. Its movement
gives both sensory pleasure and contemplative delight. It is said that the
emperor Jahangir inscribed on a wall at
Shalimar, "It there be Paradise on the
tacc of the earth, it is here, it is here, it
is here."
In the gardens of Kyoto, in Japan,
water may be real or an illusion. The
"dry landscape" style of garden uses
gravel or sand to represent the sea.
Begun in the Middle Ages to aid Zen
monks in their quest for enlightenment,
these gardens, with their abstract elements, allow one to forget the self while
pondering the meaning of the universe.
Some dry gardens look like literal landscapes inminiature, with "water" flowing from mountain "waterfalls" past
artificial harbors, promontories, and
islands to a vast "sea." Others are more
austere: five rocks on an "ocean" of
white gravel. Some are so spare as to call
into question the definition of garden.
actual
Some Japanese gardens have
waterfalls or rivers and ponds, designed to reproduce the way water
flows in nature. Aesthetically, foreground, middle ground, and background overlap to create uncertainty as
to whether a garden has great depth or
no depth at all. Space is extended or contracted bythe use of a horizontal line — a
hedge, a wall, a bridge, even a mountain
ridge. This breaks space into compartments and keeps our eye jumping back
and forth. We are subsumed into a miniature world and feel huge. We are
engulfed in an immense world and feel
tiny. How big are we? How palpable?
How real? This is the enigma of the Japanese garden.
Devon in England is a laboratory tor
the lover of landscapes. Its vistas contain

a garden's basic elements — points,
lines, and planes: oaks, hedgerows, and
tields. They combine to make a crazy
quilt of abstract patterns laid over the
clean-shaven hills and valleys.
The gardens of Devon are ornamental
versions of its landscape. High yew
walls surround circular, rectangular, or

ordered. Plantings add exuberance to
this structured world.

Whereto

The Devon garden rooms derive
from medieval English gardens called
Iwrtus conclusus, or cut-off orchards or
gardens, enclosed within castle or monastery walls and so tbrtified against hostile forces. Later garden rooms, still
within castle walls, had become largely
ornamental places of pleasure, planted
with rows of shade and fruit trees. At
their center was a lawn with grass walks
and turf seats, private retreats.

Russia
The L. N. Tolstoy I

d look for
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surely be in the concrete jungle
ot Manhattan. Yet throughout the city,
gardens float above it or nestle beneath
its towers. For those who know them,
these gardens are secret and sacred.
The Cloisters, in Fort Tryon Park,
represents the qualities vital to the success of a contemplative city garden. It
teels detached, surrounded by impenetrable walls, with entry from one or two
points only. It needs movement, like the
trickling ot a fountain, and tranquillity.
It has a design metaphor, theme, or
image that carries weight, like the garth
of a medieval cloister, a roofless space
representing the threshold between
heaven and earth. Powerful images
evoke powerful memories and aid in
contemplation.
A more contemporary, secular
equivalent of the cloister garden is Paley
Park, a small, secret garden amid the
office buildings of midtown Manhattan. Designed to fill the space once
occupied by the Stork Club, it was
created in the l%Os to provide Manhattan with the first of a series of "vestpocket parks." Surrounded on three
sides as it is by high walls, it is a cloister
and place of refuge. A grid of honeylocust trees with high canopies filters
the light. At the back streams a wall of
water that acts as the garden's focal
point and masks the city sounds.
Semipublic gardens are necessary additions to cities, sacred spaces in an
increasingly secular world. Whether we
visit such gardens regularly or only once

square garden "rooms" housing distinct mind journeys and furnished with
focal points — a lily pond, a specimen
tree, a garden ornament, or a small

a year, we need them — places where we
can pause and take stock oi ourselves
before rejoining the rush ot ordinary
life; where wecan focus on the mukile

building
ruin. the
Linked
that lead orfrom
built byto "corridors"
the natural

distance, experiencing something between self-scrutiny and contemplation
of our place in tiie iiitinitc.D

world, the garden rooms tc-el carefully
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nt.-.rch. Just an hour later, they established acampsite in Winkelniatten.
Twain proceeds to tell his story for
two readers. The one in lo\\ a will sit on
the edge of his chair with c citenient at
so daring an adventure. Illustrations for
the U'-'-i edition had draw.ings of heroic
, ..'ioits: men dangling on ropes over
precipices, mules on footpaths only
inches from sheer drops.
r reader is one who has
Thebeenotheto
Zermatt. He knows
Twain's tale for a humorous
hoax. Camp at Winkelniatten? Winkelniatten is only a few hundred yards
down a flat path from the Monte Rosa
hotel. And Twain's climbing destination, the Riffelberg? It is a rolling hill
with a big stone hotel, called the Riffelberg, sitting on top. Many of the guests
of the hotel, upon arriving at the train
station, send their luggage ahead and
take the two-hour walk up through the
meadow to the building.
Twain in his way was paying homage
to the queen. He was doing what he did
best — spin a yarn — to honor the mountain. I,too, wanted to perform for my
queen with something I knew how to
do best. I was a competition soaring
pilot, and I decided to fly around the
summit of the Matterhorn.

My companion would be Adrian
Marx, a Swiss soaring pilot. It took a
year to plan. We would take off from a
glider port near Zurich and fly ninety
miles by motor into the high Alps.
There, we would turn off the engine and
simply soar.
Zermatt sits in a valley surrounded by
twenty-nine of the thirty-eight mountains in Switzerland that are over 14, ()()()
feet. Picture the scene as a deep salad
bowl made up of a circle of Alps with
the village of Zermatt in the center, at
the bottom of the bowl. The salad bowl
has only one entrance, a crack in its side.
When a traveler goes by cog railway
from the town of Visp to Zermatt, he
goes through the "crack." We simply
followed the same path in the air. Our
plan was to soar clockwise around the
"bowl" from mountain to mountain.
The last mountain in our chain would be
the Matterhorn.
The updraft currents in the bowl were
spectacular. We ran for our first Alp, the
Tiischhorn. The steady wind against its
face provided the power for our flight.
Its summit was ragged. Up we circled

to gain altitude to run for Monte Rosa,
the highest of them all. She provided
plenty of updrafts but had no real character; she was just a higher version of the
mountains around her. The Lyskamm is
the climber's mountain. Its face is a
sheer wall, but mountaineers can follow
a knife-edge ridge for miles up to the
summit. We dipped low to see the
climbers and put our wing tip just yarcis
above their heads. We raced past the
Breithorn and across the Theodul glacier toward the Matterhorn.
Majestically she stood before us. As
we ventured near, she turned dangerous. The weather had been ideal for
soaring until that moment. Storms do
not roll into these mountains. Storms
generate there. We were engulfed. Our
sturdy little plane shook violently as we
flew through the wind shears ot the
updrafts and downdrafts. I had never
encountereci such a sudden storm of
such force. We had to get ahead ot the
storm to get out of it. Into the clear we
raced, past the summit, with its characteristic hook, and took our pictures:
one, two, three, four, five. And that
fast, the Matterhorn disappeared behind
a shrouded veil, gone. We sped out of
the bowl only minutes ahead of the violent mountain storm.

e in,
mo.ve I
wanted so to movme
down
lady had let
in close, to see her as very few
e.
Though rebuffed, I was still fascihav
nated. There was only one answer. Approach her! Conquer her!
Preparations were made for the following year's climbing season, and they
were not easy. A man has got to be in
top shape to climb. Starting in April, I
carried twenty-five pounds of sand on
my back and climbed fifty flights of
stairs every morning. Every evening I
hill-climbed on a bicycle. By July I was
ready. But I was ten years older than my
two climbing mates and felt I had to go
to Zermatt two weeks ahead of the others to work out at altitude.
My

I was given daily programs, increasingly difficult hikes of eight to ten hours
a day. Toward the end of my solo work
I decided to hike up the Matterhorn to
the Hornli hut, just to see what it was
like. This is the starting place, where the
climbers stay the night before their
ascent. My legs were strong; my wind
was sound. I breezed up the trail and by
niidafternoon arrived at the hut. Over a

cup of hot chocolate, I talked myself
intt) seeing what the next phase of the
ascent would be like. Rucksack in place,
I started out for the Hornli ridge. The
weather was exceptionally good for
climbing that afternoon.
I do not remember much of what
happened next, it occurred so fast. All I
know is I was on the base of the ridge
with hundreds of feet of drop-off on
either side, and a storm hit as fast as it
had done a year before when I was in the
glider. The wind started to buffet me,
then screamed its fury. I was finally
blown ofTiiiy feet. Fearing that I would
be swept off the ridge, I huddled down
on all fours. The wind raged and blew
me on my side. I spread out flat, face
down, and held on to a rock. The rain
fell horizontally. It stung my hands to
the point of pain.

. Soak
they kly
vaniasshed
,
comethe
had to
s ed
the wind
quic
skin, I was completely unnerveti. Shaking from cold and fright, I
made my way down the mountain and
cursed the queen with every step.
The rest of the team arrived, and
As

things got better. We worked hard. I
learned to rock-climb on the Riffelhorn.
It IS a practice Alp that the guides use;
they claim it is more difficult technically
than the Matterhorn. My guide was a
descendant of the Peter Taugwalders,
the guides on the first ascent. We
climbed straight up a rock face using no
pitoiis. He went first, and I belayed the
rope around a rock. When he got to the
end of his rope, he secured me and I
climbed to him. Repeating this, we
went up, and I learneci to ignore the
thousands of feet straight down.
Making the summit was a triumph.
Our team worked together until we
were in condition, legs like steel. But
the fickle queen spurned us, suddenly
producing a snowstorm that closed the
mountain for the season.
For two more

years I started each

April to get myself into climbing condition, repeating the whole process. Each
year, we climbed most of the 14, ()()()foot mountains in the area as preparatic:)n. Each year, we were snowed out
when we were ready to ascend the Matterhorn. Finally, I could not face the
work of getting in shape a fourth time.
But I hold no grudge toward my queen.
I am glad, to this day, that I walked
across the room toward her. LJ
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Climb in Comfort
The village of Zcrmatt marks the 1 25th anniversary of the climbing of the Matterhorn
from July 8 to 15. There will be parades, a
folk festival, and celebratory climbs of the
mountain itself.
To get to Zermatt by train, you first go to
either Brig or Visp, where you take a cog
railroad up the dramatic valley to Zermatt
(one and a quarter hours), itself more than a
mile high. Automobiles are not allowed in
the village. Your hotel will meet you with an
electric cart or a horse-drawn coach.
Where to stay. Zermatt has 107
hotels, which

can accommodate

5,680

people. One of the very best is the Zermatterhof (phone: 28.66.11.00), which is priced
from S200 to $400 for two people with two
meals. The Mont Cervin (28.66.11.22)
ranges from $160 to $310 with breakfast and
dinner. The Monte Rosa (28.66.11.31) was
opened in 1839 but has all modern
niences. Its price, $155 to $245 per
includes breakfast and a multicourse
Reservations for the Mont Cervin
Monte Rosa can be made in the

convecouple,
dinner.
or the
United

States (1 -800-223-6800, or 1 -2 1 2-838- 3110).
Hiking and climbing. The best book
for preparation for hiking is Walking Swit::erland the Swiss Way, by Marcia and Philip
Lieberman (The Mountaineer; $10.95). Zermatt has hundreds of miles of walking paths
of all levels of difficulty. You must have a
pair of strong leather Vibram-soled hiking
boots, and they should be well broken in.
Equipment for serious climbing can be
rented at Burgener Schuhe und Sport
(28.67.27.94), on the Bahnhofstrasse.
Knickers are the most comfortable climbing
attire; they can be bought at any of a half dozen stores in Zermatt, along with knee-high
wool socks. Pack a wool sweater, light rain
gear, long underwear, good sunglasses, sun
block, a wool hat, and light gloves. Any
serious climbing should be done with a
guide; contact the Mountain Guide Club
Office (28.67.34.56). Climbing the Matterhorn costs about $400; the Breithorn or the
Riffelhorn, $170 — all plus a 15 percent tip.
Where to eat. For an adventure, hike
up to lunch in either of two mountain huts in
Findelen: Enzo's (28.67.25.88) or Chez Vrony (28.67.25.52). The view is memorable.
For fine dining in town, try Restaurant
Tenne (28.67. 18.01) or Nicoletta Restaurant
(28.66.11.51); both are expensive. And Elsie's Bar is the best place to drink.
Richard A. Woltcrs wrote about sportiiiii
clays in Connoisseur '5 April 1990 issue.
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THE AMAZING NEW
GARLIC MACHINE!
Here's the ultimate garlic press . . . , freshly
ground garlic, ready whenever you need it , , . .
yet stores any excess peeled cloves in itself,
so it's right at hand when you need a "touch" of
fresh garlic, or lots of it! Simply put cloves of
peeled garlic into the 6" cylinder from the
bottom, replace the cutting cap on the base,
and turn the handle to force the garlic through
the cutting cap. When you've ground out the
amount you want, slip on the end cap to seal in
the flavor and taste. Store the entire unit in your
refrigerator (and if you want to be absolutely
sure there is no odor, slip the unit into a
recloseable plastic bag). The patented knifeedge cutting cap provides uniform nbbons of
fresh garlic; no more messy crushing .... no
more residue left as in a garlic press. The
Garlic Machine prevents waste, since you only
ghnd out the amount you need, f^ade of
sturdy, high-impact plastic, it comes apart for
easy cleaning and all parts are dishwashersafe. Priced at just $14.95 plus $2.00 for
shipping, handling and insurance (total,
$16.95 each), it's a bargain that no wellstocked kitchen should be without! A marvelous gift for any cook on your list!
HOW TO ORDER: Send a check or money
order (no cash, please) payable to H.M.
SPECIALTIES for $16.95 ($14.95 plus
$2.00 for shipping, handling & insurance)
for each Garlic Machne you want. On a
separate piece of paper, please PRINT the
name and address, including ZIP code, that
you want the Garlic f^achine(s) sent to.
Please be sure to include the department
code shown below on your envelope and
on your order paper. Send your payment
and your order information to:
H.M. SPECIALTIES, Dept CNGM

P.O. Box 1117;

070;

Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10101
(Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian, foreign or C O.D.
orders.) Please allow 30 days for delivery from our
receipt of your order. We ship via United Parcel
Service wherever possible Orders outside continental U.S. will take six weeks via Parcel Post Insured.
The Hears! Corporation
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Inside Mrs. Gardner's museum
By

Thomas

Moving
cui style. But when you think
of the missing Vermeer, The
Concert — surely one ot the absolute best of the only thirtyodd splendid pictures that
have survived from the palette
of the Delft master — and of
the dynamic early Rembrandt,
well, you mourn their loss like
that of dear friends.
The physical condition ot
the Gardner Museum is frail,
like that of a dotty, elderly
member of the family you remember as witty, a bit outrageous, and highly talented,
whose circle included the most

Needing work: the courtyard, cloisters, and upper galleries.
e
on neaswsI heofardtheththeft
soic
As trag
of thirteen paintings
and objects from the Isabella
Stewart Gardner Museum, in
Boston, I rushed up to see if
the unique musee d' ambience
was still worth seeing.
It had been years since I had
been to the pseudo-Venetian
palazzo packed by the eccentric (and devastatingly vibrant)
Mrs. Gardner with a bouillabaisse ofart, some works so
exalted that they stand as pinnacles of quality, others —
squatting inches away — hunks
of junk hardly worthy of a tag
sale. To me, the Gardner has

is an aesthetic mess, but
WHAT

a mess!" This is a museum where the visitor is confronted inone gallery, called
the "Chinese Loggia," by,
yes, a huge Chinese votive
stele of the sixth century, followed by a dozen Roman
sculptures, a seventeenth-century Westphalian carved
stone, a Japanese temple bell,
some Spanish carved capitals,
and some Gothic stained glass.
The delight of the eclectic
Gardner for trained art historians is that the treasures and

diplomatically
puts it, and
"erected under her constant

trinkets are jumbled all together with only the bare essentials ofguidance from labels. Every time I have visited
I have felt as if I were back at
the three-hour oral Ph.D. examination held after five days
of written examinations — a
kind of art-spotting test
drafted in hell.
That thirteen pieces were
stolen is not all that obvious,
since Mrs. Ciardner installed

sometimes whimsical supervision." Translation: "The place

her "embodiment of a grand
house" in the purest horror i a-

always been good-bad, highlow, serious-laughable, but at
the same time such a creative,
delectable visual stew that I
have always thought it one of
the top five art museums in
the world. The Gardner was,
as the excellent little guide

ii:

creative people of her generation. The skylight is leaking in
the ct^urt; the walls are stained;
the lighting is atrocious; some
works of art are sitting in direct sunlight; there is no airconditioning, no discreet
ropes to keep the picky-pickies' fingers away trom the
beautiful objects.
I had always believed that
Mrs. Gardner's last will and
testament, an arrogant docuforbademoved,
anything's
being ment,
changed,
cleaned,
fixed, modernized. Even if the
museum wanted to fix things
up, it could not.
That's bunk! The new,
young director, Anne Hawley, formerly
of the
Massa- has
chusetts Cultural
Council,
been at the Gardner just short
of a year and says, "The will
has always been used as a bugwant aboo
to bydo
anything.
It is my
those
who didn't
goal to bring Mrs. Gardner
back to life. She grabbed at life
and would wring everything
out of it. While she was here
John Singer Sargent was
painting in one of the rooms;
Charles Loeffler was composing A Pagan Poem; someone
else was writing The Book of
Tea. The place was a center
for intense intellectual activity.
We are m the process of double-glazing the skylight, putting in storm windows, desi ^ning a general air-condi-

tioning system — having applied for our first major federal grant ever to do so — and
coming up with a new lighting system. We can do a lot to
make this place come alive,
andAnne
we'reHawley
going to
do it."
admits
to
weeping about the incomparable losses, particularly for the
Vermeer, a favorite ot hers.
But obviously her spirits are as
exuberant as those of Mrs.
Gardner herself. She calls attention to the fact that on Mrs.
Gardner's seal was
nix, the symbol of
ty, surrounded
by
"C'cst
mon plaisir"

the phoeimmortalithe
(It iswords
my

pleasure). How fitting! D

The Top Ten
Here, in order of excellence, is
best
paintings.
my choice
of the museum's
1 . Titian's worldly, glowing
paean to sensuality. The Rape
of Europa, finished in 1562
(when he was eighty-five); in
the Titian Room.
2. Giotto's incandescent, monumental, magical The Presentation ofthe Infant Jesus in the Temple; in the
Gothic
3. The
serene
and Room.
stunningly
sculptural .Madonna and Child
of the Eucharist, by Sandro Botticelli; inthe Long Gallery.
4. Piero
glorious anddella
wittyFrancesca's
Hercules, the
embodiment of the early Renaissance; Early Italian Room.
5. Michelangelo's powerful
drawing
of the Picta; in the
Short Gallery.
6. Christ Bearing the Cross, artist
unknown, maybe Giovanni
Bellini; Titian Room.
7. Botticelli's dramatic Lucretia;
in the Raphael Room.
H. Era Angelico's radiant The
Dormition and .■\sst4niption of the
\ irgin; Early Italian Room.
9. The icy-perfect St. George
and the Dragon, by Carlo Crivelli; in the Raphael Room.
10. John Singer Sargent's huge,
moody, romantic Hljaleo; in
the Spanish Cloister.
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Few cars sustain a driver'^s enthusiasm iiice a BMW.Tiien again,few cars sustain then A
selves iiice a BMW-tlie 535i sedan being a perfect exampie. It drives and feels like it w<A
built with microscopic precision. Which it was. So while other cars may sprout squeaks o i
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Hey! What happened to the Investor's File section?
Something Missing
To the Editor:
Re "The Musical-Chairs Profession" (June), John Dobkin,
who voluntarily left his post as
director of the National Academy of Design, says that the
suggestion of financial excess
was "nonsense." According to
him, the issues which triggered his departure were "presented as a deficit problem.
TheThemoney
there." are
facts, was
however,
otherwise. In March of 1989,
Mr. Dobkin told us that the
academy had finished the year
1988 with a small surplus and
that the audit soon to be completed would confirm this surplus. That audit was repeatedly delayed. Throughout 1989
we asked again and again that

A telling line from the article:
"Escalante's students have
ended up . . . following paths
into engineering, physics,
chemistry. . . ."Why have
none gone into teaching?
Meredith A. Persson
To the Editor:
I'm a high-school art teacher
and read Connoisseur to relax,
learn, enrich, motivate, and
generate ideas for my classes. I
try to bring them some bits of
new information from a
source they aren't so easily
privy to as I am. Imagine the

January issue quite by accident
and was more than a little
pleased to see the feature on
Airedale terriers. It was a brilliant article, fun and charmingly written and photographed. Chip Brown had obviously done his homework
regarding the historical notes
on the breed. . . . My main
interest business-wise is dogs.
I have contacts in cats, but my
particular fetish is pigs.
Peter J. Tamhlyn
Dogs in Art
Oldham, Lanes. England

your
publication?
Seriously
now, the article
was wonderful! Keep up the
baaad work!
I must complain, however,
that too little information (one
sentence just won't do) was
author,
Mr. Roland
Flamini.
given regarding
the article's
He writes strongly. He loads
his sentences. Still, I would
like more information. Therefore, you must have at least
one more article by him, expanding on his subject. I am
eager for news of stabilizing
influences in our world.

Can This Man SavAt^^rican

St. Louis,
Missouri
Joseph
Fischer
DiDO's

he" have the audit completed.
But it was 1990, long after
Mr. Dobkin had moved to another organization, that an audit was finally issued. It
showed a General Operating
Fund deficit for 1988 of
$881,403. Need I say more?
Richard McDermott Miller
President, National Academy of
Design

Lament

To the Editor:
Anent
Joan Acocella's
piece in
Connoisseur's
World (June),

'*^"*'-"*n»lp<»It»Ki.l<*e}irr»t-.

h«.(«Jjol,pr..i

about Mark Morris's ballet
Dido and Aeneas, I organized
and conducted the opera about

;-f«uro»-| 4a|^ t, f^ ^^ (^

fifty years ago! At the end of
the piece, she writes, "Lights
go out and you feel your heart
has been torn out in one clean
stroke." This is achingly true,
but is it Morris's doing? No!
It's almost entirely owing to

HbJi. <it tut Ui. AriBfln
Tli>
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Apples for the
Teacher
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Purcell's great aria, one of the
finest and most moving in all

To the Editor:
It is 6:20 A.M. and 1 will probably be late to school, but I
have to write this letter! I have

garding the Curia and Pope
John Paul II in the May 1990
issue. What has all that to do
with the proper subjects of

surprise when I tell them of
Escalante! What an article! I
quiver all over to know that
the excitement of education is

just finished your excellent article on Jaime Escalante, in the
April issue.
How could you allow such
a wonderful story to be published without a single mention of what he earns as a
teacher? What value does the
Los Angeles school system
place on his 60- to 70-hour
work weeks? When a small
amount of recognition of the
enormous effort involved in
good teaching is made public
in such an influential magazine

not dead. The quote "Every
morning he opens the door to
the future" certainly will grace
my bulletin board. Never
again will I consider Connoisseur a quiet little bit of cultural
enrichment. It generates ideas
and excitement!
Mary Ann Tanking

as
yours,
isn'tfact
it coupled
with
a notewhy
of the
that
most teachers arc underpaid?

To the Editor:
I came across a copy of your

Gypsum, Kansas

Woof

What Happened?
To the Editor:
File
one of
Hey! section?
Where That
is the was
Investor's
the best things about the magazine every month.
Gerry Goldbaum
Sepulveda, California
After some one hundred columns,
we ft'lt we had used up the best
subjects. — Ed.

Without"Dido's
this aria,La-I
of sung ment."
music:
think, the opera would by
now be relegated only to the
scholars. I'm sure Morris is
grateful
PurcellDido
and tohisplay
lament fortohaving
with. I wish I could have seen
the ballet!
Courtlandt Canby
Leeds, Massachusetts

Good Influences

Letters to the Editor, with the
writer's name and address, should
be sent to Letters Editor, Connoisseur, 1790 Broadway,

To the Editor:
You have no justification for
the inclusion of the article re-

New York, NY 10019. Letters
may be edited in the interest of
space and clarity.
CONNOISShUK
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VUE DE NICE
FEATURED MONTH
ARTIST RECEPTION:

72 x46

OF SEPTEMBER • CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA, CA • CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1990, 4-7 p.m. • COLLECTORS BOOK AVAILABLE

ZANTMAN

ART GALLERIES

Excellence in Fine Art Since 1959

TWO LOCATIONS ON 6TH AVENUE, CARMEL. CALIFORNIA ^
408-624-8314 • 800-344-9359 • FAX 408-626-8408
• SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE ■

73-925 EL PASEO, PALM DESERT. CALIFORNIA
619-346-0161 • 800-782-7239 • FAX 619-773-9883
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n Wild at Heart,

directed by David
Lynch, Nicolas Cage
or snow in

August, the spot is
Portillo, Chile. The
runs there are long and
steep enough to attract
the top alpine racers.
Stay at the charming —
but not luxurious —
Hotel Portillo. And
i>eek-

Dern are88)on and
the Laurun
(seera page
in the deep South.
The pace is fast; the

his awesome
1935 Duesenberg
J-561 is only one of
the 5,000 collector cars
(classics, celebrity owned vehicles, muscle
cars) to be auctioned
sold, August
off,toor September
30
4, by
Kruse International,
in Auburn, Indiana.
Prices will range from
$1,000 to $5 million.
For information, call
(800)328-0771.

Palmer travels to LaLa
Land, where he reminds ahorror-film
producer about the
$200,000 he dropped
betting basketball.
Thus starts another
fast-moving thriller
(Delacorte; $18.95)
from the author of
Grit, Freaky-Deaky,
and Killshot.
bove is the
sign on one of the
USSR's deluxe railway carriages. These
cars can be rented,
fully equipped with
chef stewards, and an
Intourist guide, to go
anywhere on rails,
even Siberia. The firm

12

ofAbcvrombie & Kent
(800-323-7308) makes
arrangements.

actwisted;
plot, tion,
sometimestheviolent.
The film won the
Golden Palm award
at the Cannes Film
troversy.
Festival, stirring con-

'

, OH read it here
first. A year ago, we
named Louis XV in
Monte Carlo as one
of the world's best restaurants. Now the
Guide Michelin has

'Co,

awarded the chef Alain
Ducasse three stars for
his delicious cuisine,
"almost rustic in its

to,
2,
o

simplicity."

'0)
' ^^

ow do you
get part of the French
patrimony out of France?
Answer: Bargain.
A Swede bought
Picasso 's 1 903 masterpiece La Celestina
but promptly gave it
to France. In return

I PdKp^Kjs
WMATTl^-TJ^fTO ^ELU

T

he mind of Pat
Oliphant, the acute
political cartoonist,
can be studied in a retrospective atWashington's National Portrait
Gallery, until November 25. Of his victims,
Oliphant allows,
"Nixon was the best";
Bush is giving him
trouble.

^S Uf IS Ffe^CEWeD

he got a permit to take
home another great
Picasso, Les Noces
dc Pierrette. La Celestina now hatigs at
Paris 's Musee Picasso.

^^,>^ ver time,
the United States Treasury Building was
allowed to fall victim
to a blight of linoleum,
filing cabinets, and
fiimsy
partitions.
But
now, after
five years
oj restoration and refiirbishing, it looks as it
did in the mid- 1HOOs:
a palace of colored marbles and burnished gold
Icaj — a monument to
exuberant capitalism.

C/^

^

A thousand points of light from a different point of view.
Only a very privileged few ever see the light, and fewer still make the delightful trip from the coast of southern
California to Hamilton Cove on Catalina Island. Its only 22 miles to one of the most charming, refreshing getaways in the world. The island is a different world — yet from your oceanfront villa at ?iamilton Cove, you can
always look across the channel and consider all the very, very important things happening on the mainland.

i^

HAMILTON COVE
On Catalina Island

Two and three bedroom oceanfront villas from one half to two million dollars. 213.510.0090
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Harvard comedians '^^ Soviet nightly news '^^ A mover and shaker ofjimiiture ^^^ Big "bad" trombone
Good cartoons for kids '^^ The latest sculpture ^^^ A not so prime Maggie Smith
SAVE THE

WOLF

a
you sit still if
pack of wolves
Would
moved into your
neighborhood? The question
is not exactly academic.
Most people are positively
medieval when it comes to old
lobo, seeing the devil there,
though no one has turned up

any records of people's being
harmed, much less eaten, by
this highly social beast.
Wolves sometimes take livestock but were never the
scourge that cattle barons
imagined when they got the
federal government to extirpate them in the lower fortyeight about a human generation ago.
Now, the gray wolf, the
timberwolf, is loping back
into the United States from
Canada. Some environmentalists are also pressing for its
reintroduction into places like
Yellowstone National Park
(ranchers nearby are appalled)
and White Sands Missile
Range, in New Mexico (the
U.S. Army is skittish). Hunters argue that the wolves

would eliminate all the elk,
white-tailed deer, and other
trophies in the land, muscling
sporting fellows off the foodchain pinnacle. The truth is
that the wolves would do little
harm and, in ecological terms,
much good. An organization
called Wolf Haven America,
in Washington State, is trying

to spread that message. It began in 1982 as a place to care
for captive wolves and now
provides home for some forty
wolves on sixty acres. Wolf
Haven also sponsors statewide
education programs, provides
scientific advice to wildlife organizations, and supports the
reintroduction of wild wolves

in Washington and elsewhere.
For S35 you can join up, get a
newsletter, and be part of their
Adopt-a-Wolf program. You
even get a color photograph of
this close cousin of man's best
friend.
— Jake Page
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While there are any number of ways to get where
you're going, we think getting there should be an
exhilarating experience. That is precisely why we created the XJ-S Convertible.
The S-type Convertible offers the kind of exhilaration that made Jaguar famous. A velvety smooth, powerful V-12 engine provides authoritative acceleration.
Modified for racing, this engine powered Jaguar to a

A

BLENDING

one-two victory at the grueling 24 Hours of L
this year.
Jaguars renowned independent suspension
and four-wheel ABS anti-lock disc brakes make <
the S-type through the twists and turns of chall
roads a joyous experience.
At the press of a button, the S-type's top fold
in less than 12 seconds to reveal a sunny dai
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it evening. Close the thickly padded, handd top and the cabin becomes a quiet, luxurious
for you and your passenger. The doors, dash and
e are adorned with highly polished, burl walnut,
iive use of leather throughout the interior assures
rt, while a host of amenities, such as an 80-watt
sound system, cruise control and computerized
e control, add enjoyment and convenience. You'll
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also appreciate classic touches, such as deep-pile carpeting, embossed doorsills and thickly chromed
"
%
brightwork
that proudly reflects the beauty of the surrounding wood.
Test drive the 1990 Jaguar XJ-S Convertible. For
your nearest dealer call l-8(K)-4-JAGUAR. One ride in
an XJ-S Convertible and you'll learn how the drive itself
can be a rich reward.

JAGUAR
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because it offered a perspective
rarely encountered here. As

LIVES!

Unitedit.States
audiences
Foster ables
puts
"Vremya"
en- to

s on
Boone —forg
theotte
sixntieEt
e
You'van
st d-up performer
who. with every show, exposed the dark recesses of a
t?ven
arho
difoferent
k ebr
wn 's Beheet
Wh
shoocel
doity
te
in the cinema-psycho-veri
adt
isr
ict
lii
epic Hci
and then
shook up Broadway with a
play exploring his late mother's passion? Who. stricken by
tragedy, put aside a book of
original tables, returning to
print with a memoir months
after his accidental death?
Nick Davis and Brooks

see the Soviet Union "not as
reported by American correspondents but as reported by
Now, Foster is working to
parlay public support into the
funding
needed to bring the
their own."
program back to PBS on a
permanent basis. (The greatest
cost will be in dubbing the
broadcasts into English.) If
that mission succeeds, he will
set his sights on adding newscasts from Australia, Hong
Kong, France, Canada, and

Hansen, both twenty-five, decided that Boone must not be
forgotten. That is why they
invented him in Boone (Summit Books; SI 9. 95). a new
novel in the form of an oral
biography. They assembled
the reminiscences of about
two dozen tictitious characters
like strips of papier-mache
around Boone's indelible absence. The recollections harden into a quirky portrait of a
minor cultural figure.
Boone began when Davis
and Hansen, as Harvard sophomores, set out to parody oral
biographies of pop icons like
Edie Sedgwick and Norman
Mailer. They assigned the
roles of Boone's loved ones to
improvisational actors and
then "interviewed" the characters they had created. Late
one night in their senior year,
they began to believe in
Boone. Then they started to
write. "At one point." Davis
recalls, "the opening sentence
of the book was 'It's no wonder that we've all conspired to
forget the man.' " Through
the thicket of engrossing
memories. Boone remains
enigmatic, never as clear tor
the reader as he seems to be
for his creators. Hansen has
undertaken to complete the
book of tables Boone began.
But whose work will that really be? Hansen is playing it
safe. "If BiioMc's a tremendous
success, " he says, "and there's
an
outcryhimforbethis,
be glad
to have
the I'd
author
of it."
18

—Russell Miller

w era R L D

more ("Today's Japan," an
English-language news program from Tokyo, is already
seen on some PBS stations) to
create a truly international
news service.
— David Ruben

EYE OF
THE STORM

Hiinseti (left I and Davis dreamed up a fiiend to relieve exam pressure.
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American television would
have been hauled before a congressional committee. Now,
Alan Foster, the executive
producer for news at Boston's
public-TV station. WGBH. is
receiving nothing but praise
for his efforts to do so.

In a month-long test that
ran this winter on nearly 100
public-television stations
around the country, same-day
telecasts of "Vremya"
("Time"), the nightly news
roundup produced by the
USSR State Committee for
TV and Radio Broadcasts,
earned uithusiastic support

trom viewers. True. "Vremya" 's production values lean
more toward socialist sobriety
than capitalist glitz. And despite ^^lasnost, the reporting is
often stiff and. to Western
ears, one-sided. But during
the experimental U.S. broadcasts. "Vremya" 's coverage
of Soviet internal unrest was
surprisingly frank. Viewers
said they valued the program

d plac
like
embattle
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thatLeba
erneseve
and,
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It IS hard
South Africa there exist quiet
corners where older conflicts
with the elements and seasons
subdue the human ones. In
such reserves where a semblance of normalcy persists
live the people that we
outsiders can identify with.
They are not the fanatics but
the stoics, the people who can
best be our guides, show us
what it feels like, what we
would teel like if we were surrounded on all sides by injustice and strife.

About just such a communiRichard & Stengel's
Sunty is(Simon
Schuster;JiiMidjr)'
S19.95), a book that allows us
safely to inhabit South Africa,
positioning us at a
strategic remove
from the turmoil.
Set in the dusty
Brits, township
the story of'
rural
reads as fiction, but
it IS not. It is the
"I'remYo":
simple
chronicle ot
tieu's with a
tuu' perspective.
CONNOISSEUR
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As a Ti'/HC journalist, Stengel stayed in South Africa for
a while, apparently listening
acutely, tor he gives us the
distinct speech rhythms ot English exactly as spoken by an
Afrikaner veterinarian, an Indian shopkeeper, and a black
taxi driver in South Africa. He
observed acutely, too. We are

Life in South Africa carefully
observed from the inside.

one day in the lives of three
Brits residents: an hidian, a
black, and an Afrikaner. Stengel draws them so well and
calibrates the tone of his reporting so gracefully that we
are able to walk with the lightest step directly into their
lives, informed by their
thoughts, by the veld sunlight, the town's ramshackle
presence, the land's history.
BRITTANY

PLAYA
Bahamian

HAIFA

DEL CARMEN

Ki;gifttr

LAHAINA

NAPLES

told that the shopkeeper's wife
stacks the early-morning rati
bread she bakes like 45-rpm
discs on an old-fashioned
turntable. The black man, a
free-lance taxi driver and a
cheerful anti-apartheid activist, gets up with a swig from
"a brown bottle marked B &
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dulating horizontal line of the
"contmuous" arm (a long arm
that extends around the back

neateot
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es is design allWhat
Mo
wood furnit e,
in Auburn,

and into the "second" arm).
But Moser's cherry-wood vereschews the Windsor's
heavysionornamentation.
Instead,!
VunctioH follows form? Whichever
way, it's ri<^ht.

Maine, atter early-American
itive t rms.
pr
Heimdocs nofo
make reproductions. For exam-

B's Kidney and Bladder Mixture." The Afrikaner is so
conservative that he prefers
blacks to disloyal Anglos.
Stengel's characters are not
mere mouthpieces; he shows
us how tragically natural it all
seems — how we too could be
any one of them.— Melik Kaylan

Armnt
ai-r
chin
ple,uouhiss Co
is inspired by the
Windsor chairs
of Rhode Island,
circa 1750. His
chair borrows its
strong vertical
s of chair
lineed
pr ecessor's
spindles and un-
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it bears the Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers signatures: an ingenious and harmonious sense of
proportion and a deep concern
for streamhned design. "There
is a total economy there in
terms of materials; nothing
can be added or taken away,"
Moser explains, laconically.
Each chair is assembled and
finished by hand. No nails or
screws are used; just all-wood
joinery (dowels, butterfly
joints, and the like). It takes
eleven hours to complete a
single seat — five of which are
devoted to the wonderfully
silken finish.
The Continuous Arm chair
and Moser's many other designs can be seen at showrooms in Portland, Philadelphia, and Alexandria. The catalog can be obtained by phone
or mail order for $9 from
Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers,
415 Cumberland Avenue,
Portland, ME 04101; (207)
774-3791. —Lisa Having
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EASY AS
BREATHING

tones and chords on an instrument supposedly incapable of
doing so. Although any number of wind players have mastered this technique, few have
used it so expressively. And
Anderson might be the first to

trombonist Ray An
es
,iedthhi
n hasht
ig
derso
tr
-e
ty
ir
th
At
hand at everything from abstract improvisation (with Anthony Braxton, among others)
to funk (with the semiregular
group he calls Slickaphonics).
Sometimes we tend to undervalue such performers: their
very versatility works against
them in terms of audience recognition.
It is worth getting to know

Ray Anderson's work. Aided
by the guitarist Allan jaffe, the
pianist John Hicks, the drummer Pheeroan akLaff, and the
phenomenal bassist Mark
Dresser on the recent What Because (Grama vision 79453),
Anderson reconciles the raucous and the cerebral, using
modified funk rhythms to
brace his frequently elliptical
originals. On the intro to "Off
PAPEETE

BORDEAUX

SYRACUSE

apply it to voice — on a version
of Duke Ellington's "I'm Just
a Lucky So and So" marred by
an unfortunate hint of blackface. This single transgression
aside, Anderson blows you
over with his brash wit and instrumental prowess.
Along with the guitarist
Mitch Watkins and the drummer Ronnie Burrage, Anderson helps the organist Barbara
Dennerlein (a twenty-fiveyear-old West Cerman who is
the best thing to happen to her
instrument since the late Larry

Laid-back troDihonist attempts the
iinpossihie.
Peak," Anderson indulges his
fondness for barbaric howls
and other wonderfully uncivilized noises, in the process of

Young)
few new on wrinkles in anputolda groove
Strai^^ht Ahead! (Enja 79608).
The old groove is the bluesy
organ-combo sound popular
in jazz in the early 1960s; the

showing ott the circularbreathing technique that —
combined with his dexterity
with plungers and mutes —
enables him to produce overWHITTIER

HAMBURG

NOVA

SCOTIA

COZUMEL

BANGKOK

QUEBEC

EIHE KEIIII?

Or put anotner way: Could anything you mignt do ms^eaa possibly
compare witn two weeks, a day, even an arternoon aboard tnis,
tne cruise line tnat readers' polls and travel critics nave again and
again named tne world's finest? Could it compare to tne thrill
or a rive-star-plus ship steaming into Sydney, all rlags tlying?
Or to coq au vin in the harhor at Istanbul, savored in an
unhurried single-seating dining room? That's what we thought.
Any second now, you should he dialing your travel agent or

(800) 426-0821
^■?«*«J

for more infor-

^,, YOUR
ROBE

FLUFFY

./ TWO

GLASSES

mation. As always, we loolc forward
to seeing you aboard ship.
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most attractive of the new
wrinkles is the substitution of
Anderson's spieling trombone
for the honking tenor saxophone usually featured in such
groups. He takes this earthy
music to unexpectedly delirious heights.
Both Gramavision and Enja
are distributed by Mesa/Bluemoon Recordings, 209 East
Alameda Avenue, Suite 101,
Burbank, C A 91502; (818)
841-8585. —Francis Davis

A CHIP OFF THE
OLD BLOCK
oosn
cartthi
nmen
sntey out
rttaiDi
Theentebes
son
vi
is not the mo e
sea
The Little Mermaid but two
half-hour afternoon television
programs, "DuckTales" and
"Chip 'N' Dale's Rescue Rangers." The shows are not up
to the graceful animation of
Disney's feature movies or the
witty, well-timed Warner
Brothers classic short films,
but they are far from the
bland, stiff cartoons nowadays
served up on Saturday morning. (Chuck Jones, the creator
of the Road Runner, once dismissed this fare as "illustrated

22

ties (plus membership in the
Junior Woodchucks), and provided them all with villains

The characters and gadgets are
imaginatively designed, and if
the animation is limited by

like the Beagle Boys and Mag-

budget,
vocal Barks
characterizations arethe
terrific.
is still
alive, and it is gratifying to see
him reaching a new generation
of children through a new medium. — Lloyd Rose

ica Deserved
Spell. asBarks's
stories
have
the basis
for a

io.")
radFor
their inspiration, they
go back twenty-five years to
the
comic
Comics
and book
StoriesWait
and Disney's
the

few of the "DuckTales," and
his influence is pervasive. He
was inventive, imaginative,
and amusing — a man born to
write for children — and these

work of Carl Barks, "the
'good duck'
artist." Donald
It was
Barks
who created

qualities survive in "DuckTales" and "Rescue Rangers."
"DuckTales" chronicles the
adventures of Scrooge and his

Duck's Uncle Scrooge ("the
world's richest duck") and his
money bin, gave Donald's
peas-in-a-pod nephews Huey,
Dewey, and Louie personali-

lb

Rcmemher Chip 'N' Dale, the insufferable chipmunks? They're hack, in more palatable form.

Beagle
in "DuckTales"
is
a BettcBabes
Davis-voiced
moll
who while telling a kidnapped
child "C^inderella" manages
somehow to turn it into What
liver Happened to Baby Jane?

interest in the and
perfume's
development
asked his
dear friend Elsa I^eretti to de-

munks Chip 'N' Dale into
more-palatable detective-adventurers (Chip wears an Indiana Jones-style hat, and Dale,
a Tom Selleck-likc Hawaiian
shirt). The stories are at once
goofy and sophisticated. In
one "Rescue Rangers" episode, the heroes have to deal
with an adventure-star screen
canine who is in real life vain
and cowardly. One of the evil

(Only a photograph of a similarly curvaceous, ambered

HALSTON
ENDURES
rf sto
Bers,gdoHal
Goo
late exthe n
n, dma
the
In
iner1970turned fashion demill
signer, made his mark with
strong colors, sensuous
shapes, and a new definition of
cashmere. It was he, for example, who created Liza Minnelli's glitzy costumes for The
Act. Along with Calvin Klein,
Bill Blass, Geoffrey Beene,
and Ralph Lauren, Halston
brought out a signature fragrance inthat heady decade.
His perfume, called simply
Halston, became a benchmark
against which others tested
their ideas.
Halston took a personal

nephews. "Rescue Rangers"
turns the insufferable chip-

sign the bottle. The photographer Hiro's clean shot of the
sinuously shaped bottle served
as the print ad for ten years.

Cindy Crawford could replace
it.) Halston Classic, as it is
known to the trade, has a rich
floral heart and a subtly green
top note of marigold. This
woodsy, utterly feminine
scent continues to delight, after seventeen years, the most
discerning of noses.
—Jill Resnick
C;()NN()ISSI
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MR. MAGIC
ar Buddhaculop
cirdr
huge
e ,back
fac
levels an
enigmatic gaze at the
audience, in The Kind's Sta^;
when you check again, its eyes
arc closed and its mouth open
in an expression of weirdly benign ecstasy. A group of actors with the drawn, bloodless
A

faces of vampires' victims
huddles together in a final tableau, in Six Characters in
Search of an Author; abruptly,
it topples over, and you realize
you have been looking at a
photograph. A shattered
mirror ball begins to smoke,
in A m.Midsummerhead
Nij^ht's n,
Drea
A skin
villai
,
ian
clad in reptil
punk-mannerist leather, hurls a corpse
down the hollow core of a triple-decker rectangle, past a series of Escher-like staircases
{The Chanj^elinj^). A tree
cracks open like a hatching
egg and disgorges a white bird
{The Juniper Tree).
No American set-and-costumc designer created more
startling stage images in the
eighties than Michael Yeargan. As the adjunct professor
of design at Yale Repertory
for most of the last two decades, the forty-four-year-old
Texan has managed to coordinate his home duties with assignments inNew York (his
Umbrellas ofCherbour'^ garnered him a Maharam

Award), at Mark Lamos's
Hartford Stage Company,

her apotheosis as
Our Lady of the
Wrists in Lettice & Lovat^e, a
t he
affer Smha
ter She
il.ac
as s
play Pe
h buesre
itsss
ne
gg
toiher weak
shri
aM
ane
Smith is otten frighteinngly
intelligent as an actress, and
she possesses an exposednerve vulnerability and swiftness of mood that are also
trightening. She can seem
rdangerously at risk, shattein
able — and there is someth g
fierce in her that suggests that
m her destruction slie will take
others with her. But she has a

The multijaceted Michael Yearj^an makes theater sets serve as characters.
with Arvin Brown at New
Haven's
Long Wharf
and
at Covent
Garden Theatre,
and the
Scottish Opera. During eight
of the first nine seasons at
Cambridge's American Repertory Theatre, he designed sets
and occasionally costumes, often in collaboration with the
artistic director Robert Brustein, a mentor from his Yale
Drama School days.
"A designer will have as
many looks as the directors he

highly conceptual, a deft scenic trickster: in a breathtaking
production inotSearch
IMrandcllo's
Characters
of an Au-Si.x
thor, a mirror suddenly came
alive and a pimp slapping the
reflection of his whore
knockedwas hera Mylar
down. scrim,
(Yeargan's
secret
lit
so that half of it was transparent, the other half opaque.) He
did a surreal collage design tor

the Hamptons just to see this remarkable show of contemporary

A Midsummer Nii^ht's Dream at
Hartford — Lamos is strong on
the use of disparate, emblematic, decontextualized objects. Two years ago at Yale,
he and Ben Edwards placed
O'Neill's naturalistic family

sculpture. "Half-Truths" presents u'orhs by ei<^ht sculptors
that have twisted the meanim^ of
function in jorm, ram^in^i from

plays. All, IVilderness! and
l-oini Day's journey into \i{^hl,
in a classic, burnished-wood
setting. His latest project is the

Robert (jober's Silly Sink ami
Joel Otterson's totems fashioned
from plundyer's pipes (left) to
Atui Messner's postinuiear versions ofan ironitifi hoard and a
television monitor. (At the Par-

Uoy.il Opera
C'ompany's
duction o{ .'\ttilii,
at C^)ventpro(iarden in October. The set is

works with," asserts Yeargan.

Summer Sculpture
It is worth takiin^ a trip out to

rish Art Museum, J.') Job's
Lane, Southampton , New
)'orh, July 29 to September 16.)
AU(;usT iwo

Working with Brustein and
Andrei Serban, he tends to be

pussycat side as well, a tendency to become just too
adorable and to let her
celebrated irony become a
mark of her superiority to
everyone else onstage. ShatTer
has written an opening scene
tor her in which, as a ted-up
tour guide at the dullest stately
home in England, she has
nothing to do but show off.
She is so coy, mannered, and
lovable it gives you the creeps.
The play is creepy enough

a mud floor against terra-cotta
walls, with sliding, blood-red
panels that keep ch.ingiiig
shape. You might call Michael
Yeargan the master ot the
magical transtbrmation.
— Steve I 7//(7'c/\j

The I'ony winner Sniilli: Ini celebrated irony i^ets the better of her.
anyway.
character,
Lettice, isSmith's
fired, tor
making ii|i
history, by Lotte Schoen
(Margaret
Ty/ack),
by-thebook
National
Iriist a otticial.
But the dour Lotte is drawn to
Lettice's romantic excesses,
and the twt) become friends.
Soon they are meeting at I ettice's flat to decry the vulgarity ot modern lite and play a
peculiar dress-up game in
which they act out fiiiious ex23
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htrodudigHie Lexus 1^ DO
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Then they accepted the challe

top
o, 1400 of Toyotas
Si
giyenearers s agset out to build an enenx
tirely new automobile. They began
by taking two steps.
First they accepted the premise

to build one a quantum leap better.

Such is the thinidng that's gone
the Lexus LS 400.
II
Take, for example, the very

that the world abeady had a surfeit of very

thing about this automobile that gr|j

good high-performance luxury sedans.

your eyes, its design

Of course, weVe also given you the
luxur\' to shatter this silence.
The Lexus LS400 is endowed
with a choice between two of the finest
audio systems possible, including the
optional Lexus/Nakamichi Premium
Sound System.
You'll find an almost obsessive
amount of thought went into other aspects
of the cars interior as well.
Lavished in California Walnut,
graced (if you choose) with leather trim
and seats, and provided with a standard
drivers-side airbag Supplemental ResHere our engineers have inge-

achieve this kind of muscle in a car, let

y managed to reconcile aesthetics

alone in a luxury sedan, would be cause
enough to celebrate.

erodynamics, creating an ele-

traint System, the LS 400 s cabin is a rare
pleasure to enter.
To do exactly that, simply call 800-

For Lexus engineers, it was just

USA-LEXUS for the name of your nearest

lappens to have one of the

cause enough to come up with

dealer. You 11 find that he's extremely

t drag coefficients of aammm

another brainstorm.

knowledgeable and able to answer all

"4

contoured luxury sedan that

ir in America, a mere 0.29.

Turn the Icey and listen.

Just as surprising, the

\

0 is equipped with a Four-

""^

For most engineers, to

Not much of anything because our engineers have found

32 -valve, 250-horsepower

igine.

What do you hear?

f
\ •'

your questions.
After all, not all our top brains
are engmeers.

(?)

ff^ a way to combine extreme power
with extreme quiet.

The Relentle\s Pursuil Of Perjeclum.

exus, A Division of Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc. Lexus reminds you to wear seat belts and obey all speed laws. *Est. 18 city/23 hwy. preliminary 1990 mileage figures determined by Lexus. See your dealer for details.
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Otie of the skilled workers to leave Eastern Europe is
Poland's Alcxatider Sroczynski, a cartoonist who can
surely look forward to many paydays in the West.
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ccutions of their historical heroes. This is all played tor
good, clean laughs, but it never quite gets away from its
shadowy sexual subtext — the
relationship of the two women seems not innocent but censored. While Smith is being
actressy and grand and wowing the audience, Tyzack does
some solid, quiet acting that
anchors the play in something
like human reality. In a silly
role as a lawyer, Paxton
Whitehead is, as always, sublime. (At the Ethel Barrymore.)
— Lloyd Rose

RAFFISH CAFE
ty in
nota
and ddo tor
paryou
moo
the to,
in ton
areBos
If
e one
get a cab
go
to
hav
to the raffish part of Cambridge (there is one) and tell it
to stop at the East Coast Grill,
where the motto is "Grills just
s
e s fun." Waiter
hav
totre
want wai
sse
who look as it
and

Forever iNvmNG.

R
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they had just come back from
surfing put you right into the
mood. So will the clientele, a
diverse group having a good
time. The brightly lit room is
long and narrow, with blackand-white tile floors and
wooden booths; animalshaped drink stirrers in DayGlo colors go with the orange
and blue labels on bottles of
the house's hiner Beauty Hot
Sauce, on every linoleumThe owners,
Cary Wheaton
topped
table.
and Chris Schlesinger, are
maniacal about authentic barbecue. Wheaton cheerfully
manages the dining room and
business enterprises of the restaurant (particularly the marketing of hiner Beauty, which
has gone national).
The blond, boyish Schlesinger became obsessed with
southern smoke during his
Virginia childhood, and on his
menu there is always North
Carolina shredded pork barbe-

One step into the Mauna Kea Beach Hotel
you'll realize there's nothing like it in the w<
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L S S E
If you want more
than the generous
portion given in each
order, you may buy
some to carry away at
the restaurant's takeout shop, Jake &
Earl's Dixie BBQ,
next door. And if you
want to try to repli< cate Schlesingcr's
.5 fare, all you have to

The scene at the East Coast Grill,
where the shrimp are dressed to f^rill.
cue (the one true barbecue, he
insists), Texas brisket barbecue, and Memphis-style dryrub ribs. Following his rule
that "slow and low is the way
to go," Schlesinger cooks
marvelously tender and delicately smoky beef, pork, and
chicken in his Wham turbo
smoker, an enormous contraption that looks like a black
iron armoire.

cookbook. The Thrill
of the Grill, written with John
Willoughby (William Morrow; S24.95). It has recipes for
smoked apple-chili relish and
much more exotic condiments
and for such restaurant standbys as grilled pork tenderloin
with roasted corn-bacon relish
and grilled Jamaican jerk
chicken. Terrific!
(East Coast Grill, 1271
Cambridge Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts; phone:
617-491-6568.)
— Corhy Kuniiner

impeccable service and amenities. And the
ige of one of the world's finest golf courses.
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behind
ressed
l-dthat
welhe
EuroISrya clic
Iteve
pean woman is a talented
dressmaker. After talking to
Fiona Lukes, one has to suspect there is a jeweler, too.
"We like to be able to explain our ideas and our work
personally," she says, sitting
with her partner John Lloyd
Morgan on a silk sofa in a sun-

L

stones, she prefers to work
with smaller
design with
them." Her
contagious.

ones, since "you
them, not around
love of jewelry is
(To call for an appointment: 4471 62V-447S.)
— Mary McDou'^all

Lukes arranges precious jewels to
suit your face.

ny paneledThey
roomshow
in London's
Mayfair.
books of
designs: earrings, necklaces,
bracelets, and rings; photograph frames decorated with
private mementos; bags in silk
or leather with gold or jeweled
clips. Clients bring their own
requirements and sometimes
even their own stones. "We
nearly always adapt, but if we
produced one ot these designs
exactly we would then delete
it from
the book."
Although
Fiona Lukes is
perfectly at home with large

Stay here, and the experience is forever yours.
Call your travel consultant or (800) 882-6060.
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Sporrans, gold coins, fish, Ferraris

Doyle's sale
consists of the
Contents
of Abandoned
Sate
Deposit Boxes from four leading banks. It is impossible to
anticipate what will show up.
Such sales have produced
everything from false teeth to
valuable Classic Comics, but
there are always enough bijoux and baubles (such as, on
one occasion, a ten-carat
emerald and diamond brooch
for $632,500) to ensure a
crowd. It is impossible to tell

s this month tend to
Sale
fall into two categories:
storeroom clearances and
special interest. The former
often represent great opportunities for tyros as well as for
experienced collectors looking
for the odd bit. A perfect example isthe Shelf sale at New
York's Swann Galleries, the
specialist book and literarymaterials house, on the 16th.
In the special-interest category are the Jewelry sales in
New York, at Sotheby's on
the 9th and at William Doyle
Galleries on the 1st and 2nd.
The former is one of the
Sotheby's "Arcade" sales,
which offer buyers good but
lower-priced material on an
expedited-turnaround basis — a
plus for the consignor.
Ahoi'c: Peploc's Still Life with
Roses, f 50, 000-170,000. Below:

precisely what will be sold until virtually the last moment,
but if gold coins interest you I
have reason to think this could
be your sale.
After lastIndian
month's
American
Art major
sale,
Butterfield & Butterfield, in
San Francisco, holds a sale on
the 1st and 2nd of Western
Memorabilia, a huge chunk of
which is from the Jack Adamson collection. It includes virtually anything associated
with the Old West — an Overland stagecoach, vintage clothing, saddles, saloon accoutrements. On the 2nd, sandwiched between the Indians
and the cowboys, is a virtual
arsenal of Arms and Armor —
antique guns as well as a collection ofantique swords, pole
arms, suits of armor, and so
on, originally bought in Germany a century ago.
In London on the 2nd, Bon-

hams presents a second Art in
Angling sale. Such classic gear
as Hardy reels and early Coxon aerials as well as largely
decorative paintings and prints
are featured. However, the
highlight of the sale should be
a limited-edition reproduction
of a fish in fiberglass (with a
glass eye) made from an original cast of the British-record
caught salmon, landed by a
woman on the river Tay in
1922 and estimated to fetch
upwards of £6,000! On the
16th, Bonhams has its annual
Marine Pictures and Works of
Art sale, timed for Cowes
Week. No fiberglass flippers
to stir your blood; only things
like paintings by Montague
Dawson and a Lord Nelson
autograph letter.
The big event at Bonharps
is an extraordinary benefit exhibition, "Long to Reign
Over Us," August 20-31. A
sale on September 8 will include the Herbert Ward collection of Royal Commemorative Pottery and Porcelain, as
well as a treasury of background materials, such as the
original art from which transfer decals were taken. The collection, formed by an American Anglophile, presents
hundreds ot rare and often ridiculous pieces spanning fourteen reigns, depicting royals in
an endless variety of elegant

and embarrassing poses.
This has been a crazy season
for classic-car collectors. Last
May, Sotheby's
and 1962
Christie's
offered
a legendary
Ferrari 250 GTO and a fabulous
1957 315S respectively. The
Sotheby's car sold for $10.76
million; the Christie's car,
strangely, did not sell. Now,
on the 20th, Christie's offers
some fifty Classic Cars at the
Lodge, in Pebble Beach, California, m conjunction with the
traditional Concours
d'Elegance auto show. Top
honors should go to a superb
1958 Ferrari 335S Speciale
VI32f, the only survivor of six
made and still racing, with a
$10 million-plus estimate.
On the 16th-17th at the elegant Villa Strassburger, in
Deauville, Sotheby's presents
a two-part preview exhibition
of Impressionist and Modern
Paintings and Sculpture and of
Jewels. These should attract
the well-heeled in town for the
Deauville horse sales. Among
the twenty-plus important
paintings are a number from
the fine collection of Georges
Encil, including an early Picasso and an important Daumier watercolor. The attair is
the work of the burgeoning
Sotheby's Paris
now
numbering
some bureau,
forty people
besides regional reps. The
paintings will be sold in early
winter in London; the jewels,
in Geneva in November.
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AUCTIONS

Steriing Flatware & China
at 800-556-7376
Ross-Simons*
Savings
Call ToU-Free
To Place An Order
Or For Infonnation.
4-Pc. Steriing Settings, New
GORHAM
Chantilty
$109.95
Buttercup. Edgemont,
King Edward.
»109.95
Newport Scroll
$119.95
Fairfax. LaScala.
REED&BARTON
Eng. Century.
Chippendale,
18th
Woodwind
Burgundy.
Hampton
Francis 1stCt.

$194.95

$124.95
$139.95

ONEIDA
Damask Rose

$119.95

Modest diamond jewelry: earrini;s,
$2,500-S3,500; bracelet, $4,500$5,500; brooch, $5,000-$8,000.

$ SALE
51.00
$ 69.00

Jasmine, Grasmere
Bellemeade

$ 91.00
$ 71.00

WEDGWOOD
Amherst
Cavendish
KuL Crane

$ 75.00

Osborne

$
$ 83.00
99.00
$115.00

Runnymede
LENOX
Charleston
Hamilton
Holiday
McKinley
Etemal, Solitaire

$ 87.00

$
$
$
S
$

57.00
77.00
62.00
83.00
80.00

Rhapsody
imERNAIIONAL
Delicacy
Joan
o< Arc. Prelude, $129.95

TOWLE
Candlelight, Chippendale.
Fr Provincial. OU AAaster,
Spanish FYovincial
$109.95
King Richard $149.95

$124.95

$ 79.00

mmoti

pr,<-„ sub)ea to change *•

KIRKSTIEFF
Old Maryland Eng.
Gold Winslow.
Wmsbg. Shell

Brand New
5-Pc. China Settings
MIKASA
Antique Lace
Imperial Lapis
Remembrance

and Factory Sealed

LUtfT
Bel Chateau.
Modem
Victorian
Fr
RegefKy,
WALLACE

$154.95

ROYAL DOULTON
Albany. Pnnceton,
Rhodes
$ 80.00
Harlow
$112.00
Cariyle
$130.00
NORnAKE
Barrymore, Shenandoah.
Magnificence $ 53.00
Gold & Steri. Cove
$ 50.00
Rothschild $ 43.00
56.00
VILLEROY & BOCH
75.00
Petite Reur, Riviera
$
Amapola, Basket
$
ROYAL WORCESTER
SPODE
Christmas Sprays
Tree
Marlboro

Rose feint
Grande
Baroque

$129.95
$134.95

$129.95
$149.95

CRYSTAL BY LENOXy GORHAM,
ORREFORS/WATERFORD AND MORE.
Firelight
$22.50 Jolie
$15.00
Monroe $24.00 King Edward $ 1 8.00
McKinley $24.00 Lady Anne $18.00
Usmore $39.95 Launn Gold $12.00
Chartres
$25.00 Illusion $24.75
Massena
$85.00 Prelude $29.50
Chenywood $2 1 .00 Royal Gold
$30.50
ToU-Free
800-556-7376

Evesham (6 fx:.)
FITZ& FLOYD
Ren Green, Peony
Peach
Cloisonne
St Nicholas

Sotheby's ends the season in
a spectacular on the 27th-28th
at the marvelous Gleneagles
Hotel, in Perthshire, with
Works and Wares of Scottish
Interest. You don't have to be
a Scot to love this stuff. It includes an exceptional collection of Highland dress, ornament, and arms once belonging to HRH Prince Augustus Frederick (d. 1843).
Other sessions are devoted to
the Wemyssware pottery
manufactured in nearby Fife
by Heron from 1880 to 1930,
British sporting guns assembled from such High Street
makers as Boss, Dickson,
Holland & Holland, and Purdey, and, on the 28th, a large
number of pleasant, affordable
Scottish and Sporting Paintings, Drawings, and Watercolors, reflecting the gamut of
decorative styles and aesthetic
taste, from classic nineteenth-

THE ULTIMATE
COLLECTOR'S FRAME!
Our unique Display Frame was designed specifically for showcasing coins, medals, stamps,
pictures and other collectibles. The secret behind this 13V8" X 17V4" oak and glass frame Is
the contour-cushioned inner surface of fabric
over foam padding. It allows you to display your
memorabilia without matting, tapes or adhesives. Just open the hinged back, arrange your
awards, nbbons, documents or treasures of any
shape up to W thick, and close the frame. Your
collection will be sealed in place just as you
arranged it. Simply reopen the frame to rearrange whenever you choose. The Display Frame
can hang either vertically or horizontally. Available in oak with Royal Blue, Burgundy or Black
background at just $29.95 plus $5.00 tor shipping, handling and insurance (total. $34.95 each)
HOW TO ORDER: Send a check or money
order (no cash, please) payable to
H.C. SPECIALTIES for $34.95 ($29.95 plus
$5,00 for shipping, handling and insurance) for
each Display Frame you want. On a separate
piece of paper, specify Royal Blue, Burgundy
or Black background and PRINT the name and
address, including ZIP code, that you want the
Display Frame(s) sent to Please be sure to
include the department code shown below on your envelope and on your order
paper. Send your payment and your order
information to:

century "heroic" hunting
scenes and genre paintings to
an uneven miscellany of moremodern material, in which the
"Scottishness" of the painter
seems to be the critical criterion. To those who want to
make it a working holiday,
Sotheby's offers a thrcc-day
resident program of lectures,
private viewings, and field
trips in the region in conjunction with the sales.
— James R. Lyons
AUGUST

1990

H.M. SPECIALTIES. Dept. CNDF 080;
P.O. Box 1117. Radio City Station;
New York, NY 10101
(Sorry, we cannot handle Canadian, foreign or COD, orders.) Please allow 30 days for delivery from our
receipt of your order. We ship via United Parcel Service wherever possible. Orders outside continental United
States will take six weeks for delivery via Insured Parcel Post.
250 W
The Hearst Corporation

55 St , NY, NY 10019
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To hear the folk tenor Luka Bloom is to he entranced
By

Peter

Wilkinson

at 89prse
essive
of th'semos19
Onetenors sondi
d noimt make
his New York debut at Carnegie Hall but sang instead in
certain Manhattan nightclubs,
ng
himself on guiaccompanyi
tar. His name is Luka Bloom,
n't really. He is anothbut itIris
er ishman who nearly drank
f
el
to death. Bloom also
hims
may be the most electrifying
solo performer on the popular-music scene since the folksinger Tracy Chapman debuted, in 1988.
Bloom arrives on the same
Aer Lingus flight as Sinead
O'Connor, whose raw, spectral wail has made her pop's
shining hope for the new decade. What distinguishes
Bloom from O'Connor, besides a repertoire of more-universal songs, is that Bloom
plays alone in this era of the
four-piece band. The singersongwriter is also more emotional than political and is
blessed with a purer voice.
A boyish man of thirty-five.
Bloom is really Barry Moore,
brother of Ireland's
youngest troubadour,
ranking
Christy
Moore. The Bloom comes
from Leopold Bloom, the
hero in Joyce's Ulysses;
"Luka" is the title of a recent
pop song about child abuse,
making for an odd name that
gives little clue to what exactly
he sings about.
Bloom has fashioned a performance that achieves the
depth and sweep of a full
band, so wild and percussive is
his guitar strument—playing.
Bloom's
a Washburn
elec-intro-acoustic guitar, a guitar
without a hole that can be
picked gently or kick and snap
like the raunchiest electric —
endears him to all camps. In
Bloom's hands the instrument
roams an equally broad spectrum of feeling. Other fine
musicians admire his instru30

People who are not interested in folk music or sim^er-som^ii'riters are flockim; to hear Luka Bloom
CONNOISSl

DK

1
mental talents to the point of
envy, though strumming with
such force has left Bloom with
tendinitis m his right arm.
Rocking on his heels during
a performance, eyes closed.
Bloom goes into a trance. His
right hand blurs across the
strings; a propulsive, often
sexual energy spreads like a
contagion to the audience. Simultaneously, Bloom also
seems to be enjoying a private
moment.
"Why
should
you be the
one, to go
out on the
edge?/Do
you really
want to be
another
dead hero?"
he sings,
about a
friend, but it
could
be anybody's
friend.
love walks
on beaches,
what"If
am I to do?/If love talks in soft
whispers, what am I to do?"
he sings, about a prisoner who
marries in jail, but it is a song
about universal love. For ninety minutes, he transports his
audience, putting them into a
trance.
"He reminds me of what 1
always loved in artists like Joni
Mitchell: that they play guitar
in a way that didn't sound like
anybody else," says Michael
Hill, the Warner Brothers executive who discovered
Bloom at the Red Lion, in
Greenwich Village, one night
in 1988. "The tunings are
what really did it for me; that,
coupled with this absolutely
lovely since,
voice."hasHill,
many
others
left like
a Bloom
show full of joy, momentarily
liberated.
Riverside, Bloom's major-label debut, on Warner Brothers
Reprise, was released last January to critical hosannas, including acoveted four-star review in Rollin';^ Stone, and, in
the perfect irony, reached
number 3 — on the Irish charts.
On the record one finds literate songs that are political
without being pedantic, romantic rather than sentimenAuc;usr iwo

E
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tal. Songs about loss capture
the loneliness of a Wicklow
glen but let in a small shaft of
hope; songs of love shimmer
like a ghost. In "This Is for
Life," a tale of an Irish political prisoner's marriage.
Bloom's longing achieves a
haunting eroticism. "Gone to
Pablo," a song of Jacqueline
Picasso's consuming love for
Pablo, captures Bloom's gift
for poignant narrative. "The
song paints
death sadly but
one critic
elegantly,"
wrote,
"with
an almost
Pre-RaphaRecently,
elite beauty."
Bloom has
turned more
toward
measured

protest in songs that chide the
Irish state for failing to change
the way Eastern Europe has.
In "Mary Watches Everything," ayoung Irish woman,
unexpectedly pregnant, must
flee to England for an abortion. To Bloom, as it has been
to countless artists, Ireland is
an obsession, a place where
"Catholicism is written into
our constitution."
"The Man Is Alive" describes the plight of an infant
boy left fatherless. A wellloved farmer and political figure in Newbridge, County
Kildare, Bloom's father died
when he was eighteen months
old. With the passing years.
Bloom became aware he was
the only person in town who
did not know the man: a town
where, as Bloom now sings,
"everyone knew everyone,
and everybody as well," an
Everytown where everybody's father eventually dies,
and where every son, in a different year, for ditterent reasons, realizes, " I'he man is
me." the personal —
alive
"Hein weaves
his life — into his work in a
way that is very revealing
without being obscure or just
ct)nfessional," says Michael
Hill. David Wild! a music critic for Rolliii'^ Stone, finds that

A.

"the sentiments are very personal, but at the same time
they are universal, eminently
applicab
le tohiseverybo
Though
singingdy."
in folk
clubs since the age of sixteen
had, until recently, led nowhere, ittaught the importance of intimacy and the importance ofcommunicating
directly to people and of carabout people.
there
was ing
a negative
side"But
to that
as
well for me, in that it was very
introverted, very elitist, as
folk music tends to be. And
not very challenging, because
it tends to be sort of very
backward-looking. It just got
boring to me after a while.
"So I ended in a position,
about 1981 or '82, where I
hated my own music. Punk
was too out there. . . . I just
was too romantic. I couldn't
take all that 'Nothing matters.' Because to me things did
Bloom recalls when the
now hugely popular band U2
matter."
on the
aappeared
sudden my
earsscene:
perked"All
up, of
because there was something
that I was hearing that was interesting. Ididn't
t
sound like
production pop. It sounded
very real. It sounded very
raw. It sounded very lyrical.
And it sounded as though
people were really trying to
directly communicate something to audiences that was
not crass, that was not comHe picked up the Washburn
and
playedfluenced
more
material.rock-inBut where
mercial."
Barry Moore had changed,
people's way of looking at
him as somebody's boozy
younger brother iiad not.
Needing to shuck off the
tight-fitting sibling suspenders, he arrived in Washington
three years ago. "Getting on a
plane and stepping off that
plane as Luka Bloom was like
the
final Often
liberating
act."cushy
says
Bloom.
offered
weekend nights by club owners. Bloom politely refused.
He'd take Monday night. It
meant
to half-filled
rooms, playing
but it also
meant
people were coming to see

R

T

hint, and it was a good way to
build a following.
The "Irishman in Chinatown" tour. Bloom's minitour
in 1989 of some of the more
hospitable New York clubs,
expanded an already devout
following. On the road he
opened for other acts; Bloom,
one man with a guitar, silenced even the largest venues.
As far as the club appearances
went. Bloom's performance
was something that had been
lacking in New York clubs
choked with "singer-songplayingfriends.
saccharine laments towriters"
fifteen

like Bloom cannot resist
ng that an old folkie
is fitti
Itborr
owing from the new
American folk music — rap. L.
L. Cool J's "I Need Love" is a
highlight of his show, a wildly
unexpected choice that works.
"Woody Guthrie was a person
who traveled around America
and sang songs about the
crises that were in America at
that time. He went right out
on the edge. He went to picket
lines. And he sang songs about
right here and now. The only
people who are doing that
nowLastarespring,
the raponartis
thets."
verge of
a spring tour of the United
States, Bloom played what in
record-company parlance is
called an "unannounced gig."
The setting was a runwayloud bar in Manhattan's East
Village. "Good evening! My
name's Luka Bloom. WcMi't
you give me a warm \\ elcome, please!"
shouted,
openingBloom
the show as
he always does. After three
songs, strange things started
to occur. A few diners put
down their forks. Three more
siMigs into the concert, and
e\eii the bar area was t|uiet.
Bloom scjumted. 1 le sweated.
I le looked liown at his guitar.
I le smiled a triumphant,
cocky smile and sang the next
number a cappella. 1 1
I.nk'ii Bloom will perjorm at the
Neti'poil /('/A' leslii'iil AuxikI IIPeter Wilkinson tcrites for it mnnher of ndtiondl nuniiizines, inilmiin\i Rolling Stone and Ci(^.
31
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Zp cm mow you a curve or two
; well as the occasional up and down. All of which
can be thoroughly enjoyed in thelnfmiti 1V130 ^—
luxury sports coupe
u

•With
riable-assist power ra'

pinion steering, and electronically--JMfcdled sonar suspension, youi
ready to handle just about anything the road throws your way.

■

Mpd all the while, your experience is further enhanced by
things like automatic temperature control and a world-class Bose®
Audio System (just to mention some more standard features of this
innovative sports coupe).

^^^^All in all, it probably sounds like a lot of fun. And that's
because, in all honesty, it is.
To find out more about or test drive the Infiniti M30
luxury sports coupe, call 1-800-826-6500 for your nearest Infiniti dealer.

created by Nissan

^^^^^^
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Timeless Thailand

i

Dawn bathes silken sands in a luminous glow. The gentle breeze carries sweet
scents of jasmine and fresh tropical fruit. it's just another day in the kingdom.
All inclusive Royal Orchid Holidays from $1 ,126

I Call your agent or Thai Airways 800/426-5204
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Eastern

Europe:

Art Show of the Century
Art

a sort of pearls-bcfore-swine gesture in one of the

is going west — to Japan, mostly. So,
our advice is to go east, to the old iron

poorest countries in the East. We sent the English

curtain countries of Europe. There, at

art expert Brian Sewell to take a look. His analysis

least, you can see it, even if under sometimes
bizarre circumstances. From Hungary to Poland,
from Czechoslovakia to the Soviet Union, this

of "Opus Sacrum" appears on page 36.
In Prague the "velvet revolution" got a real boost
from the many non-Communist employees of the
national art museums.

magazine will cover the best exhi-

Today,

bitions, the important events, the

ironically, lacking the ideological

new talents. Here are the first two

direction of the Communist party,

installments on the cultural scene.

the museum

professionals of the

In Poland, Basia Johnson — the

„<>

city find themselves at a loss about

media target and former maid

o

what to do next. So far, the most

who married the multimillionaire

oz
o

'

i significant decisions are that fewer

J. Seward Johnson and gained a huge court settle-

art treasures will be sent abroad and the galleries

ment in a legal spat with his children — opened an

devoted to foreign painters (Cranach, Diirer, Rem-

exhibition entitled "Opus Sacrum," devoted ex-

brandt, Canaletto) will be renovated at long last.

clusively toher religious holdings. Johnson's extravaganza, mounted by the spectacle-loving Fran-

On page 41 , we report on the greatest masterpieces

co Zeffirelli, has been labcledjust another ego trip.

NATIONAL

GALLERY, STERNBERG

PALACE

in Prague and the fact that the Communists built
the superior museums for indigenous painters.

PRAGUE

Klin I lyiijiiydni's
St. I'.uil Ik-.ilmi;
the Su k .It I vstiM,
ill ir.i; M/ir, (iiiil

a.iiiiilciio's View ot
1 iindim, ill l'i(i{iiic.
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TASTE IN ART
Lodovico Carraai's
The Fciiitcntc of
St. Peter (detail).
A bo vc: Basia John son
opens "Opus Sacmm"
in Warsaw. Ri<^hl:
l-'ranco Zeffirelli's
elaborate installation.

BY BRIAN SEWELL
PHOTOGRAPHS

BY

DAVID MONTGOMERY

Numerous museums have
vied for the chance to
Johnson's
present Basia
collection,
but she
\\anted
the- first public display to
be in her native Poland,
where she \\'as educated as
an art historian. It is. a bold
political gesture.

THE COLLECTION

B

HAS A LOT OF BIG NAMES
a rb a ra

P ia s c c k a

[olmson's ci)l lection
at the Royal Clastic in
Warsaw silenced its
Polish visitors as they climbed
the marble stairs that led to

"Opus Sacrum." It they spoke
at all it was in the whisper of the
telling of the rosary and the
murmur of the confessional,
for all about them were the
compelling images of flagellation, crucifixion, ecstasy, martyrdom, and miracle, of Christian sacrifice and articles of
faith, that nourish the fervent
hopes ot the Catholic spirit and
fortify the disciplined observances of the Catholic body. If
to young Polish art historians
whose awareness of the Italian Renaissance is based entirely
on books and who have never been beyond their country's
borders this exhibition is a profound experience ot what they
presume to be its realities, to ordinary mortals it is a statement
of Catholic wealth and power and taith, a bold political gesture by a Polish C^atholic who comes trom America bearing
holy images and relics, a latter-day Helena returning to her
homeland with the true cross.
In tVont of these pictures the art historian may not discuss
the tine points of his discipline, for gray-haired women bent
with age will interrupt with clucks ot disapproval and even, in
extremis, take to by no means gentle butteting as they tut-tut;
to these formidable old ladies, the great names of Leonardo,
Raphael, Botticelli, and Caravaggio, which would in the
West bring thousands thronging to the door, mean nothing —
the thousands throng, but it is to see their C'hrist suckling
against a ground of glistering gold, scourged in a tenebrous
cellar, carrying his cross, crucified, entombed, and inspiring
the tbrtitude of saints. This exhibition

pictures, a series ot low-ceilinged t^'ij/'/iictti in a Renaissance palace, leading to
a grand gallery that encourages the
visitor to cast no more than a sidelone
glance toward the gilt angels, candlesticks, and tabernacles and parade toward the exit, but he worked on the
assumption of the Western experience
of visiting galleries and did not realize
that the content of the pictures and the

T
T(J RUBrNS (top) is ,\T BFST a stock workshop
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piety of the l\)les would convert his ^^(lhim'tti into chapels and
his grand corridor into a cathedral Schatzhiunnwr.
T(^ look at this collection with the skeptical eye of the art
historian is to teel churlish, even agnostic. Yet to accept as
gospel all the assertions made in the catalog is to do poor justice to Mrs. Johnson's prowess as a collector of many masterpieces in a period of less than twenty years. She has acquired
some quite splendid pictures and in addition has chosen to
explore interesting byways and back streets of art history.
Undeterred by the absence of tirm attributions, she has often
opted for works that challenge art historians to engage in battles that may well end in her defeat or a Pyrrhic victory.
A number of distinguished art historians (among them
Mina Gregori, from the University of Florence, and Konrad
Oberhuber, from the Albertina, in Vienna) have written catalog entries that tend to obscure doubts and defeats. Their
observations are often so extended as to numb the reader into
submission and are at times ingenious exercises in ekphrasis
rather than disciplined art history; they retell at length wellknown tales culled trom the testaments and the Lc<^cuda Aurca
as though addressing a pagan audience; they discuss at length
the iconography or an underlying dogma that for a thousand
years inspired such images and made
them commonplace; they describe the
pictures in every detail, as though the
reader is not in their presence; and
when

the proposed pairtter is unknown to all but intimate specialists,

he is enhanced by being made the mirror of the famous — in the case of Corso di Buono, Margaritone, Cimabue,
and Duccio are brought into play, to
cite only one example.
The influence of Caravaggio looms
large in this collection. Tlie Ainiiniciation to the Shepherds by the eponymous
master of that title (a good example ot
Mrs. Johnson's courageous buying, for this is a painter whose
identity and nationality may never be known: perhaps Nea-

is a religious experience; Mrs. Johnson's tViend Franco Zetfirelli may have
devised its opulent setting as an entilade of small rooms containing only

ISIHI

- SOME

politan, perhaps Spanish) is based on C^aravaggio's ideas of
dramatic lighting and diagonal division, of narrative enlightened bv irrelevant subtext and enchantiiiir detail. Carlo Saraceni could not have conceived his Martyrdoui of St. Cecilia had
he not known the naked boys and dandy bravos of his slightly
older contemporary, taking tVom him the trick of posing a
studio assistant on some common piece of turniture and then
adopting an unlikely viewpoint — the assistant/angel sustains
his awkward stance by standing on a chair beside a table, his
hand firmly grasping the chair back for support. Mantredi's
Fhn^ellatiiVi is the most pert'ect reinterpretation of Caravaggio's ideas, the tenebrous light no longer harsh but tender and
lingering, the expressions of the scourgers not violent but
ambivalent, as though inspired by misgiving, theirs a duty

HI-. St. Perrw attributii)
PRODUCI ion, WHII I 1 m

AIMK I r. RlCHT: Till

RaI'HAI 1 STUin'

Ro^ AI C'ASTI F, WARSAW.

SHE HAD THE GUTS TO BUY

LESSER-KNOWN,

they regret. It is a moment of classical poise
and balance that a split second hence will twist
and turn into terrible baroque confusion.

STUNNING

crum" isthat of the new Vermeer. tor even a
single picture added to so small an oeuvre must
alter our appreciation of so rare a painter.
Because it hangs in the ecclesiastical gloom

Considering Mrs. Johnson's eye for perfection among his followers, it seems strange
that her choice of pictures attributed to Caravaggio himself shouki prove so fallible. The
St. Francis in Ecstasy is an uncomfortable fragment of a larger picture, and all the arguments
adduced in the catalog to prove that it is both
an undisturbed composition and a portrait of
Cardinal Francesco Maria del Monte are in

imposed by Zetfirelli's setting, it is impossible
to see, let alone examine, the two signatures
and the date 1655 on this virtually unknown
painting, but the loose, crumbled, shortstroked quality of handling, which combines
with soft, blurred edges to suggest convincing
modeling, is utterly persuasive in the context of
other Italianate works executed in Vermeer's
early twenties, and the inherent gravity of

error, if not outright ludicrous. In none of
Caravaggio's unquestioned works is the perspective of a head
disturbed so that it speaks of two viewpoints (as does this
one), and the dull, deliberate handling of paint is more akin to
that of a Spanish ima<^incro than to that of C^aravaggio.
A far more serious problem is posed by The Sacrifice of Isaac,
for which the catalog claims a "masterly execution" that
excludes the possibility of its being anything other than the
lost painting by Caravaggio hitherto known only from many
inferior copies (of which most are in Spain). This picture has
no provenance. The attribution to C^aravaggio himself is
made by a specialist of the highest repute and is supported by
Sir Denis Mahon. Yet doubts must be expressed, for this is a
composition that in its essentially circular
movement hiccups from C^aravaggiesque element to element, enclosing a deep shadow in
which the one gesture fundamental to the nar-

mood is wholly consonant with Vermeer's mature and independent inventions.
At other high-flown attributions the skeptic may raise an
eyebrow, if not smile with amused contempt. The two Zurbaran compositions and the pair of Apostles unhesitatingly
cataloged as by Rubens are, at best, the stock productions of
their respective workshops — the Zurbanin St. Sebastian is a
particularly lugubrious object. Of the much reduced Aud
altered imitation of Botticelli's Madonna of the Mai^nifiiai. in
the Uffizi, the author of the catalog, after long argument tiiat
suggests scholarship spiked on tiie horns of a tiilcnnna,
writes, "it is, tiierefore, a copy, but \\h.it about the date?"

rative— the angel's hand restraining Abraham's
arm — is all but lost. The blurring of the crucial
gesture occurs nowhere else in his work. And
such a circular composition is impossible to
reconcile with long-accepted paintings by Caravaggio from the period circa 1597-1599.
Such details as the ram's head, the seam running down the shot-silk sleeve of the angel, the
matching of the color and texture of the angel's
wings, and the charring brand that lies at Isaac's
fingertips are of astonishing quality, yet as
being by Caravaggio the picture is not convincing. In the faces the painter has attempted neither Caravaggio's disturbing erotic sensuality
nor his dramatic emphasis: the angel is a pretty
painted doll, sexless and empty of expression;
and if Isaac's face communicates any emotion,
it is weariness with leaning so long on his
elbow. In Caravaggio studies Sir Denis Mahon
has of late been in expansionist mood, and none
should be surprised if this Isaac is soon sacrificed from the canon of accepted works.
Perhaps the most ambitious attribution

among

the pictures exhibited in "C^pus Sa-
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UGLY BABIES DOMINATE

EVERY NOOK.

must, in the absence of a reasonable alternative, be attributed to Leonardo, Mrs.
Johnson's collection seems to contain too
few great names to be of the first rank; its
redemption lies in marvelous pictures by
artists of the second rank. Of these the
beautiful Solario, C^lnist CanyitK^ the
Cross, is the most devout of her Renaissance images, and her Ribera, The Martyrdom ofSt. Bartholomew, the most cruelly terrible; the Castiglione God Creathii^
the Animals is a brave, baroque encyclopedia ot natural histc:)ry and his St. hrancis an
elegant ascent through sculptural bulk
and pictc^rial detail, climbing from the
skull and book that mark the dry vanity
of scholarship to the passionate embrace
of the crucifix that symbolizes the virtue
of ecstatic revelation. The Karel Dujardin
altarpiece of Saint Paul at Lystra is a daring, itdisjointed, composition on a monumental scale rare in his work; it contains
beautiful passages of careful observation
that in one case undermines the content —

What indeed? Is there really any reason to accept that it is a
quattrocento picture?
The tondo attributed to Filippino Lippi (the catalog omits
all observations on its coneiition) merits even graver suspicion, for the color is crude, the drawing obvious, leaden, and
clumsy, and the structure of the bodies disjointed and grc^tesque; and any examination of such details as the angels'
wings and hair, the landscape, and the soggy tea-leaf trees
lends weight to misgivings initially aroused by the acute discomfort of the Virgin's pose and the virtually unsupported
Christ Child. Of this painting too one must inquire, "But
what about the date?"
The Mantegna Descent into Umbo has been the subject
of contention for more than half a century and,
though now unreservedly accepted by R. Light
bown, seems still to be an object of such
weakness as to justify the caution of other
scholars. The Bellini Madonna and Child is

the boy who posed as the half-naked cripple in the foreground was, no doubt, the
most muscular, the most* lusty, and the least crippled of
his studio apprentices.
The visitor not educated in the Christian traditions might
think "Opus Sacrum" a collection of naked males and very
ugly babies, for these dominate every nook and cranny of
Zeffirelli's presentation. The visitor might justifiably sense a
certain vulgarity in some of the objects, and yet even the tasteless confection masquerading as a tabernacle for a Holy Family carved in amber fades when the eye lights upon the giltbronze figures of The Fla^^ellation by Algardi, perhaps the
most perfect casts of this tender, vigorous, and explicit group.
However much the skeptic may cloubt many of the attributions and assertions in the exhaustive catalog, he must
admit that, since 1972, when Mrs. Johnson bought
her first old master (alas, a copy), she has, perhaps in spite of the willing assistance of art historians and dealers, assembled a remarkable
collection. Were she to prune the questionable items and nourish it with less ambitious but more truthful attributions, her
collection might yet grow into one of the
finest of her day. D

quite properly cataloged as a routine work
from the studio, and yet the author of the
catalog note also claims that it "was almost
wholly executed by Giovanni Bellini."
Again, the reader senses that many of these
art historians are struggling to avoid the pitfalls of patronage.
Apart from the Raphael drawing from

"Opus Sacrnm," on I'iew in Warsaw until October. Next year part of the collection will tour.
Brian Sewell is the art critic of the London Evening
Stanclard.
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Prague
A baseriiaitfull cf masterpieces
By Thomas Moving
in
I have never been able to envision Prague
terms of Franz Kafka. To me it is not his dour,

imagination of the Christian world, and came to an

labyrinthine castle but a bright, open, shining

end in 1782, when Joseph II dissolved hundreds of

thirteenth century, when monasticism swept the

place more like Camelot. The last time I visited the

monasteries in the Holy Roman

city I thought I would never see it gleaming again.

buildings deteriorated until 1956, when the Com-

The Russian tanks rolled in the next morning.

munist party started a program of repairs. In 1970,
officials decided to bring together under the former

Early this spring I returned shuddering with
apprehension. How,
Communists

maimed

Empire. The

I was wondering, had the

convent's roof all surviving Czech works of art dat' *""^ ing from the Middle Ages to

this

the waning of the rococo.

baroque and rococo para-

The tour begins in the

dise? But happy day! Except
for an ugly radio tower, a
graceless hotel in the heart of

basement, but don't be depressed. The galleries are

town, and some bunkerlike

brightly lit. The Bohemian

housing projects in the sub-

court works — about fifty in
number — are unique and

urbs, Prague is unspoiled.
compelling. Around

For centuries, the city has been famous as a repository of fme art. Of course, not all of it lives up to its
billing. Two

especially in northern Europe, an exceptional artistic movement burst forth, combining the sott

and a half days is enough time to sec

humanism

the best. Here are my picks, starting at the very top.
(Museums

of Italy and the icy precision of the

Netherlands. Elegant, delicate, graceful, poetic, its

generally are open Tuesday through

Sunday from nine to five.)
ST. GEORGE'S CONVENT,

the midfourteenth century,

work is known, quite simply, as the "beautitiil
located in the courtyard

behind the apse of St. Vitus Cathedral, houses the

style." Women are gorgeous; men arc waspwaisted, strong, and forever victorious. After

fmest art of its kind anywhere in the world. The

1347, wiien C>harles IV became king of Bohemia

earliest convent in Czech lands, dating to the late

and established his residence in Prague, tliis style
flourished. It petered out in 1425 or thereabouts.

tenth century, St. George's flourished during the

A
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SOFT HUMANISM

COMBINED

the large gallery upstairs one finds a series of dramatic and
colorful paintings by another prime practitioner of the style.
Known as the Master of the Ti^ebon Altarpiece. he worked
around 1380, and his hand is evident m the sweetness of his
faces, the attenuated limbs, the expressive gestures, and an
almost worshipful attention to details.
The mature beautiful style is to be found in four works in
the Northern Corridor. One is a painted stone Madonna and
C^hild by the Master of the Krumlov
Madonna, with the characteristical-

The development of the beautiful style in St. George's
Convent is fascinating to track. The pseudo-Byzantine Madonnas ofthe 133()s and 134()s, slightly harsh and insectlike,
have become by the 137()s human beings, as if the dry formula
of icon painting had been imbued with motherly love.
The grand master of the beautiful style m Bohemia was
Emperor
Charles's
court painter,
a genius
the
name
of Master
Theodoric,
active from
1365known
to 1390.by One
gallery contains six ot his most
striking paintings. (One hundred
and thirty additional paintings and
murals of his can be seen in the
Chapel of the Holy
stejn Castle, some
town.) There are no
art with quite the
these. It is almost

WITH ICY PRECISION.

ly sweet facial expression and sinuous pose of the Virgin, the profusion of trumpet folds that billow on
each side of her, and the angular
folds cascading below C^hrist. On
the opposite wall hangs a painting
depicting the Madonna and C^hild
on one panel and the apostles Bartholomew and Thomas on the other— graceful actors in a polite spiritual play. Nearby is a diminutive
painting of the Madonna and C^hild
barely ten inches tall (the beautiful
style is never far from manuscript
illumination). A pair of angels flank
the Madonna. The throne is covered with a crimson fabric. Her
draperies are azure. This painting is
sheer grace.
But for the summation of the Bohemian beautiful style, look across

Rood, at Karldistance from
other images in
same power as
as if Theodoric

had been painting portraits of
mimes, so forcibly do they act out
their roles. Their gazes are intense.
Saint Vitus is determinedly young
and pure. In the scene of Saint Matthew being inspired by the angel to
write his Gospel, the tiny angel all
but crawls into the Evangelist's ear
to whisper what he should write.
Saint Jerome, a thick, peasant type
with popping eyes, seems ready to
eat the Gospels he has set about
translating from the Hebrew into
Latin.
reds ot
e hunptdur
ar
s,
es, and
e
ng
r
ti
scul
The pain
s
ct
obje
on view in this
massive museum, mostly
dating from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth century, but none compares with seven works of the mature Bohemian beautiful style.
One is a bronze statue depicting
Saint George and the dragon, made
in 1373 by the brothers George and
Martin of Cluj. The saint, thin, elegant— a dancing master — gives the
coup de grace to the monster almost
with a tear in his eye. How courtly!
Another, a tiny gilded panel displayed inthe case along the opposite
wall, represents the Madonna and
Child. Her plump cheeks, her almost sultry smile, and that emphatic eye contact with the viewer are
hallmarks of the beautiful style. In

the room to number 40, by "Cesky
Mistr Kolem, 1400" (Unknown
Czech Master of 1400). The wooden frame carries a series of spectacular carved medallions depicting the
patron saints of the C^zech lands —
Wenceslas, Vitus, and Procopius.
The radiant painting ot the Madonna, with her robe the color of lapis
lazuli and its marvelous frame, \\ as
donated to St. Vitus C'athedral by
the archbishop ot Prague )i>lin lU
lenstejn, \\lu> appears at the bottom
of the frame, kneeling de\t>utly, his
hands claspei-i in adoration. In this
exceptional work all the elements ot
the beautiful style come together m
an ethereal image combining tenderness, strength, rcnalty, and
matchless serenitv.
The NA iKiNAi (;ai i \ r\ is located in the Steniberi; Palace, m 1 Ir.ui-
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ETHEREAL

IMAGES, ROYAL, STRONG, TENDER,

cany Square near the entrance to Prague Castle. Out of, say,
two hundred pictures, there are a dozen or so that are world-

some of the best — most of the IJrueghels and the mysterious

class.Madonna
The finestandis Child
Diirer'sin Feast
of the
Rose Garlands,
the
a lavish
bower
of flowers.depicting
Painted
in 1506, during Diirer's second visit to Venice, this masterpiece isin lamentable condition. Even so, the work is almost
magically colorful, deftly drawn, so peaceful. Prague is also
blessed with no fewer than eleven of the most captivating of

self-portrait by Parmigianino. Rome's Borghese has the sensual Jupiter and lo, by Correggio. Leonardo's finest portrait.
Lady with an Ermine, went on to Kracow and is the pride of the
Czartoryski museum. The pair of flamboyant Veroneses in
the Frick Collection were once part of Rudolfs hoard. The
Prado has Diirer's Adam and Eve. Had the emperor's collection remained together, Prague would today be the richest
city on earth in art.
The CATHEDRAL TREASURY is nearby, brightly installed in
the eighteenth-century Chapel of the Holy Rood. The gold,
silver, enamel, crystal, and bronze monstrances and reliquar-

Lucas Cranach's surviving works, all shoehorned into a narrow little room that looks like a pantry, off the first chamber
you enter. Take special note of Judith and HoU^t^'nies. The
heroine's smile is feminism victorious. And do not fail to
examine the female saints at the end of the gallery. Once they
graced St. Vitus, but then came the Calvinists, who all but
destroyed the altarpiece.
Also on the short list of musts at the National Gallery
is the monumental painting by Jan Gossaert
(known also as Mabuse), St. Luke Drawinj^ the Madonna and Child (early sixteenth century). The principals in this painting are wooden, but the animated sculptured figures embellishing the gilded architecture are a delight. Then there is a Canaletto, one of his finest: View of Lon-

don with the Thames, completed during the master's visit to
England in 1746 to 1750. Rounding up the prime works are a
great Rembrandt of 1634, Scholar in His Study, and the portrait
by Peter Paul Rubens of Ambrogio Spinola, who was chief of
staff of the army in the Spanish Netherlands. The flickering
reflections on his spectacular armor make the steel look as if it
were on fire.
The ART GALLERY OF PRAGUE CASTLE, in the former
stables of the old castle, is a charming, modern
installation. (Until recently, the hall was also used
as a meeting place for top Communist party offi
cials, which explains everything.) Here are a few
intriguing remnants of the fabled collection
formed by that obsessed collector Rudolt II in
the early seventeenth century. The huge Rubens, The Assembly of the Gods oti Olympus, is the

A

ies sweep you along in a river of goldsmith's beauty. Two
items are tops of their kind anywhere. One is the midfourteenth-century cross with relics of the true cross and a spine
from the crown of thorns. The second piece is an enormous
sixteenth-century enamel necklace representing, in exuberant
detail, Orpheus taming the beasts: the unicorn, the dodo, and
others even more obscure.
Another church treasury well worth a visit is the upstairs
vault in the shrine of the LORETO, the rococo church a few
blocks from Hradcany Square on Loreta Street. Inside the
church is a replica of the Santa Casa, the house said to have
belonged to the Virgin, and, according to legend, been transported miraculously to Italy, where it stands in a chapel
designed by the premier artists of the early Renaissance. The
Prague Loreto, though a 'major pilgrimage shrine, has little
artistic merit. Its walls are plastered with mediocre reliefs of
scenes from the Old Testament and the life of the Virgin.
But in the vaults in the gallery on the second floor you will
find marvels. In case after case, the most elegant and energetic
church objects abound, from a superior golden Gothic chalice
to the Wallenstein monstrance, of the early eighteenth century, studded with breathtaking amethysts. Above
all, there is a monstrance made in Vienna in 1698
after designs by the rococo artist j. B. Fischer von
Erlach. Bristling with 6,222 diamonds, it looks like
a chorus of hallelujahs.
Last on our tour, the early-thirteenth-century
CONVENT OF ST. AGNES, near the Inter-Continental Hotel in the Old Town, was opened in 1986 as
a gallery for nineteenth-century Czech painters
and sculptors along with varied collections of
modern and contemporary works. Apart from a

painter's earliest work on canvas (how far he progressed after this!). Christ Bein^i Beaten at the Column shows Tintoretto at his most magical, with
rusts and pinks thrillingly aglow against the
gloom of the dungeon. Veronese's Washini> of the
Feet is in matchless condition, with the pastel
colors forming breathtaking harmonies. And the
paintings by the unjustly neglected Italian seventeenth-century romantic Domenico Feti are among
the best he ever produced.
On the way out, do not pass up the didactic pho
to display in the second large gallery, which
shows in black-and-white prints the masterpieces dispersed from Rudolf Us Prague collec-

smashing picture by the Viennese late-nineteenthcentury master of symbolism Gustav Klimt and four
vigorous Oskar Kokoschkas of Prague itself, there is
little here worth
bothering
with.
Sadly,
Czech
painting, which declined precipitously
in 1430
just after the brief flowering of the beautiful
style, reaches its nadir in works at St. Agnes. Perhaps today's ebullient spirit of freedom will
ignite another blaze of creativity. D

tion during the Thirty Years' War. Vienna has
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bAiracle Worker
The day of his memorial service, November 19, 1985, was
cool and bleak, the kind of weather that makes New Yorkers
never want to go out. But they came to the seedy Gramercy
Gym, on East Fourteenth Street, anyway, a crowd more than
a hundred strong. The fight gang was there, of course; a thickset young fellow named Mike Tyson was close to tears.
Though the event was almost spontaneous, neighborhood
leaders came and sports columnists and, most unexpected,
many men of letters — Norman Mailer, Gay Talese, Budd
Schulberg among them. Constantine D'Amato
somebody who transcended his field.

was clearly

D'Amato, universally known as "Cus," trained and managed boxers. It was his

By David E. Outerbridge
a}ld Arthur Tobier

passion.
work,he his
For
once
said,
life's him,
every fighter was hke the
image an artist has in his

mind when he begins to work on an empty canvas. Cus's task
was to bring out what he intuitively felt the fighter could be.
He knew, in a way peculiar to great educators, that boxing is
also a skill that can be taught, a skill, moreover, that can be
tailored to each boxer's highest potential.
One of his best pupils, the boxer Jose Torres, says, "One
thing I have against boxing training is that they try to teach
you what to think. . . . Cus D'Amato taught you how to
think. . . . Cus, I think, is the greatest man boxing ever pro-

kid ot those days what he would rather do if he had a choice —
be president of the United States or a champion fighter — there
would be no hesitation, " Cus remembered. "He would rather
be a champion fighter. This is the way it was."
Blind in one eye and unable to fight himself, D'Amato
entered the ring as a trainer and manager, running up a series
of almost incredible records. His dream was to create three
world champions. Although he missed seeing it by months,
he achieved that goal: Floyd Patterson won the heavyweight
title in 1956; Jose Torres took the light-heavyweight title in
1965; and Mike Tyson became heavyweight champ in 1986.
A second record, this one virtually unnoticed, was that none
of his fighters was ever knocked out. Third, he once told a
group of reporters, his "boys" did not even get hit with solid
blows. Skeptical in the best journalistic tradition, the reporters challenged him. They promptly called Jose Torres and
asked him how many solid blows he had taken in his elevenyear career with Cus. The answer was just two.
The D'Amato regimen aimed to build a fighter's will and
character. Cus started with a standard speech about recognizing one's tear as a friend: "Fear is just as important and just as
normal as an arm or a leg or a heart. Fear is a natural asset that
nature gave us to survive. Without fear, we would all die."
His system centered on defense and included a unique stance
and style that were designed to prevent a fighter from being
hit. Cus used losses and errors as learning tools: "Mistakes are
subject to correction. Now, when you get hit, that tends to

duced, or the best man boxing ever had."
Norman Mailer, in a recent interview, put it this way: "I
think Cus was a genius. What he did was face the problem ot a
fighter abstractly, which no one else had done before. It takes
a certain genius to approach the mentality of a prizefighter
because they are all passionate, emotional people, and very
often they have such ugly sides, and at the same time they are
insecure since they never know when they are going to be

boxing

beaten half to death. Cus's approach was to say, 'Yes, but
there are principles in all this and these principles have to be

emotion. Will overcomes skill, he said. "No matter what
anyone says, no matter the excuse, whatever a person does in

researched. And I am going to research them.'
"And he did, over his lifetime."
D'Amato's career lasted half a century, from the mid-1 930s
to the month of his death. The seventh son of Italian immigrant parents, he was born in New York in 1908, onjanuary

the end is what he intended to do all along." For Cus, the
essential goal was becoming a professional, a word for which

17 — "the same day as Muhammad Ali and Benjamin Franklin," he liked to say. He grew up poor, finished his schooling
after one year of high school, and went into the fight game
because it was a prestigious profession. "If you were to ask a

make you cautious. You don't want to have that repeated. So
you are afraid to try and

you don't islearn,
because
something

PkotOgrapk

by

KCN Scllli

learned by repetition until suddenly you've got it. So I show
them how to do the same thing without getting hit."
More important, he saw boxing as a discipline of mind and

he supplied his own, special meaning: "It takes what I call a
real professional to do other than what character and personality is. Because when you become a professional, at that
point . . . you are impersonal. You just do the things that
have to be done. How you teel and how you think is not only
unimportant; it is irrelevant."
At that point, according to D'Amato, a fighter radiates
invincibility: "A fellow develops an attitude ot complete,
deep-down inner confidence, like a complete knowledge —
not just a belief — that they are going to survive and win.

Cus D'Amato:
Boxing's Saint Francis

Without a word, without doing anything, they project it." In
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the case of Floyd Patterson, D'Amato said, he actually once
saw an aura around his protege as he stood in a corner looking
at an opponent on the canvas. And at least until recently,
Tyson never had any doubts about the outcome of his bouts.
Indeed, many boxing cognoscenti state that his stunning loss
to James ("Buster") Douglas last February occurred only because his mentor (and adoptive father) Cus D'Amato was no
longer alive.
Cus's life as a manager was not easy. In the early days,
tough guys often tried to shake him down, bully him, and
take away his fighters. But he prevailed, usually by outthinking his foes. Then, as he became more successful, he also had
to combat the International Boxing Club, a cartel that had a
virtual monopoly on the fight game. If a manager was not in
their pocket, his boxers could not get bookings. Jim Norris
ran IBC, but Frankie Carbo, a Mafia chieftain later convicted
and jailed for undercover boxing roles, was the real power.
Carbo, who was reputed to be a killer, had five times been
arrested for murder. D'Amato took them on single-handedly, and although he was championed in his "holy war" by
Dan Parker of the Daily Mirror and Jimmy Cannon of thejowrnal-American, his was a lonely fight and a dangerous one.
He lived in his gym with a German shepherd. He never
walked the same route twice, never took a subway — "it was
too easy to be pushed" — and kept his pockets pinned so that
no one could plant drugs on him in a frame-up. That was the
defensive part.
His offense, at least as
115 Gramercy Gym, Cus D'Amato has somehe
told it, involved a
ig to say to Grey Gauvin back in 1957.
strange combination of
prescience and telepathy. He said that he would paint a picture
in his mind of what the enemy's next move would be. Then he
would redraw it to what he wanted them to do. That move he
would somehow project "through the air" so that it "hit those
people." As if by magic, they were influenced to do what he
wanted.

If that sounds farfetched, the facts remain that Cus D'Amato survived against all odds, and his fighters prospered. The
latter is even more remarkable when one realizes that Cus did
not look for born fighters. He accepted nearly everybody
who came in to his gym wanting to learn to box. Nor did he
charge for his training services — when he needed money,
somebody always seemed willing to help. To put it most simply, Cus liked doing what he did. Al Gavin, who took over
the Gramercy Gym, says, "What Laurence Olivier was to acting, Cus was to boxing."
D'Amato read prodigiously. He was something of an expert on the Civil War, fly-fishing, art, philosophy, and Zen.
But everything he knew was related to the science of boxing,
which was for him, finally, the science of the mind. "I don't
go by the book," he remarked. "Boxing is an area I know; I
I knoiv all areas/'
know it completely. But if I know one area,
Perhaps the key to his personality was his ability to sec
things afresh. When he was only nineteen, he read some New

York zoning law and then told an acquaintance to buy specific
lots on a neighborhood street for gas stations; the street
became the highly trafficked Bruckner Boulevard. He saw
people the same way, in terms of potential. In the case of
Rocky Graziano, one of many great fighters whom D'Amato
was later to lose, he first encountered a talented tough with a
cowardly streak. He began by convincing Rocky that he
would not get hurt and then taught him to have supreme confidence inhimself; that took choosing his opponents, even his
sparring partners, very carefully. In Floyd Patterson, he saw a
shy, emotionally disturbed person. "Instead of telling him
directly what I wanted him to do, I would say and do things in
his
presence
though I didn't mean it for him." Patterson
learned
well, asif obliquely.
In his golden years, everybody saw what they wanted in
Cus D'Amato. Novelists regarded him as a man who understood the human condition. A professor of business administration has referred to his approach to boxers as a model for
in-depth development of executive talent. Vito Perrone, the
director of teacher education at the Harvard Graduate School
of Education, sees him as a teacher — a good one, with "a
strong sense of purpose and a center that provides confidence
that enables him to reach out in diverse ways to make sense of
There is good reason for such views, but Cus might well
complexity."
have laughed at them. He never forgot the reason he went into
boxing: "I didn't want to work." Naturally, he had his own
definition of play. "One time, this guy comes up to the gym. I
don't know where he came from — he was an engineer, with a
wife and two children at the time, twenty-nine or thirty years
of age," he recalled. It turned out that the man was being so
browbeaten and bullied in the office that he walked stooped,
as if looking for something on the ground. He came to Cus's
gym hoping to do something about it.
"He said, 'What would it cost me?' 1 said, 'It costs nothing. '
'You mean to say it costs nothing at all?' 'That's right,' I said,
'just come up here. But you got to come regularly.' And I
gave him the talk, the preliminary talk, about fear. Then I told
him, 'All right, from now on when you leave here, never,
never let me see you walk with your head down. 1 want you to
walk out of here and throw your head up in the air, even it the
muscles of your body have adjusted to the stooped position. I
want you to make a conscious effort to walk this way.' And I
showed him. 'Walk and swing your arms. Look up. " Because,
I reasoned to myself, if depression made a guy walk this way.
then by pushing his shoulders back, it would uplift him. And
that's how he walked thereafter. Well. 1 don't iiave to tell you
what happened. It was a remarkable thing.
"I was never too busy to do something like th.it. In tact, it
was interesting to me, number one. Number twi), the guy
needed help. Number

three . . ."LJ

David E. Outerhridj^e and Arthur Tohier, both journalists, are conipletini^ a hio'^rapliy of Cus D'Amato.

'You can ifyou will, and you can't if you won't!'
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The Venetians' Venice
By Ridiard Comuelle
When the florist suggested that we put a potted palm tree in the
hving room of our house in Venice, we asked him if it would live.
"No," he said, "but it will die very, very slowly." Venice itself
began to die, probably with the first plague, in 1348,
f^i^^^^^ ^^^^^. ^^^^
and it has been dying ever since.

It is aging,

decaying, sinking, choking with algae and politics.
It has been under intensive care architecturally since 1967. But whatever it is that draws
so many of us to Venice so irresistibly somehow persists.
Joseph Schumpeter, a masterly analyst of twentieth-century phenomena, said that,

sa\otto
in Casa
Tito, the home of
three ^generations of
artists. Below:
The painter and
sculptor Lui^i
Tito in his studio.

except for modern dentistry, he would have preferred to live in the society that built the

There are places all over Venice — cantinas ,,bars— which noni
cathedral at Chartres. Venice is like
that. The part of you that longs to
have lived in the Middle Ages, the
preindustrial part, the part that does
not care if you have the right time or
get the right change — that part feels
more at home in Venice than in any
other place in the world.
Venice is not addictive because of
particular things that are here, marvelous as some of them are. It is the
whole of Venice that is remarkable,
Top: The garden

and most remarkable is the fact that it is still, for the most part, whole. The twentieth

of Palazzo Albrizzi.
Above: Pietro

century intrudes so emphatically on Florence, for example, as to overwhelm it. That is

Giuseppe Tito with

not true in Venice — not yet. The miracle of Venice is what is not here. Whatever is new is

sculptures by him

discordant, but there is mercifully not much of it. There is a bad bank at Campo Manin.

(left) and his father.

There is the regrettable backside of the Hotel Bauer-Griinwald. There are cars on the

Photographs by Nicolas Bruant
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netiansfind only by accident and then cannot find again.
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Left and opposife:
In the workshop of

l^iauou. Below:
The studio of the

the costume desij^ner architect h'ranca
Stefano Nicolao. Z.anuso, in Casa
Above: Bottles

Torres, desij^ned by

desii^ned by the

her ^grandfather

architect Luca

Giuseppe Torres.

The new is discordant, hut there is, mercifully, not much of it.
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Centuries of history haunt every corner of the place.
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her fan collection.
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Above: In the

Zava/^li
Left: At Lucia

Ricciardelli's, a
seventeenth-century
i^lass fan and
collection
of a

^

vcilleuses; a wooden
aii'^el by Ettore Tito;
ri^ht, her salottino
rosa. Below: At
Maria-Teresa Rubin
de Cervin's, a
Venetian still life.
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^ho Can Show You the Venetians' Venice?
By Richard Comuelle

fthe Rcdentore.

If you see one of the guards at the Doges'
Palace, in Venice, who usually seem
stricken with boredom, lurking at the
edge of a tour group, probably a small
one, straining to hear what is being said,
the group's leader is likely to be Teodora Olga Sammartini, a stately, hand-

an assessment of the extent of the damage to them; Tudy was one of the coordinators. Itwas an inspiring and sobering enterprise. She came away from it
with an angry determination to do what
she could, not to "save" Venice (she
does not believe it is immortal) but at
least to extend its life. It was then that
Tudy decided to become a guide, but
one with a particular, idealistic, almost
militant point of view about the business of guiding.
She believes, with an electric intensity, that tourists who come to Venice for
the wrong reasons — to shop, to feed
pigeons, to see glass factories or rock
celebrities or world's fairs — and those
who want to alter Venice to accommodate them will in time be the death of

everyone sees in his or her own way.
Carpaccio's Venetian paintings were
clearly nispircd by Venice, but the Venice they depict is the product of his
imagination. His scenes are nowhere to
be found in Venice. So Tudy's mission
is not to show you her Venice but to
help you find your own — above all, to
make you see.
Tudy will first spend some time getting to know you ("I am curious like a
monkey," she says), if not at dinner the
night before, then for a chat at Florian's
before you begin. And then she will take
you to the places that seem most likely
to awaken your imagination. She might
take you to the Scuola di San Giorgio
degli Schiavoni, "where you are in the
fifteenth century, as you might be in a

Venice is a very small city. If you don't get lost, you can wa
some woman whom everybody quickly comes to call Tudy.
By any reasonable standard Tudy is
overqualified for guiding. She is fluent
in Venetian, Italian, English, French;
her Swahili is a little rusty. Her education in art and architecture history began when, as a child in Florence, she
prowled the Uffizi and delighted in the
storybook backgrounds of the Picros. It
has continued ever since. She writes for
a dozen magazines. She has managed a
farm in the Veneto. Having been the
coauthor of a prizcwinning book celebrating the secret gardens of Venice, in
1988, and another a few months later on
the islands of the Venetian lagoon, forty
of them, she is finishing yet
another book, this one on historic Venetian parties.
It seems to require an occasional disaster to remind the

I

world of the obvious: how precious and how perishable the
old city really is. In 1989, the
Pink Floyd concert inundated
the city with rock fans. In 1966,
disaster struck as the great
flood, the aqua alta. When the
water receded, UNESCO underto k a complete inventory
of the treasures of Venice and
58

Venice. Tudy believes that Venice will
survive if enough people come to treasure itfor what it is. That is her secret
mission, and over the years she has presented Venice to princes and tycoons,
peasants from the Ukraine, and housewives from Iowa. But no two tours are
ever the same. That is why Tudy is the
guide most sought after by people who
are seriously interested in Venice.
Venice, Tudy says, is inaffenahile , impossible to capture; it resists — defies —
reduction to literal terms. The shelves of
the Marciana, the central library of Venice, overflow with failed attempts to do
so. Venice is, in Italo Calvino's phrase,
an "invisible city," an unreal city that

dream." Or she may lead you to the
half-forgotten church of San Giobbe,
where its abandoned, ruined condition
forces you to imagine what it might
have been. Or she may take you to Palladio's famous church, the Redentore,
not through the front door but through
the orchard in back, "where the natural
harmony of the untamed garden seems
to some like an earthly paradise." But
do not expect Tudy to take you to a glass
factory or to tell you how to get a dogsitter or where to buy a sweater. She
will, politely, pass, or perhaps suggest
you try Harvey Nichols in Knightsbridge, where she buys her own.
Tudy wants you to know not just the
stones of Venice but the Venetians, the surviving descendants of history's most enduring republic, who bear the
great names of doges, admirals, and immortal painters.
Their presence, more than that
of the churches and bell towers
and palaces, is put in peril by
the daily invasion of tourist
hordes. As a child of Venice,
the daughter of an American
mother and a Venetian aristocrat, she (Cotititiued
knows the onpeople
of
paj^e 96)

7 Hdy — 7 todoia ( )l\iii Sainmartiui — a <^reat [inidv.
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Sixty-eight Special Tips
By Gahriclla Mariotti and Naticy Moving
Venice is the city where, for a price,
privilege can be arranged. But it is
expensive. Rooms for less than S350 a
night are rare in season at the best hotels;
those with a view will top SI ,000. Three
choice suites: number 114 at the Gritti,
45 at the Cipriani, 367 at the Luna. All
have grand views. For longer stays, the
Cipriani's new residence, the Palazzo
Vendramin, at lower rates.
The concierge can arrange anything.
Make friends. Get the Ospite di Venezia
from him, a free booklet concerning
museum openings, special exhibitions,
and so on. Venetian addresses are notoriously difficult; ask the concierge to
draw you a map.
TIPPING: Tips are not owed but an
expression of appreciation. Treat 5,000

dusky velvet. Norelene: Patterned velvet
in coats and jackets. Trois-Fortuny: Real
Fortuny furnishing fabrics, at good
prices. Jesurum: Embroidered linens and
laces for tai^les, bedding, clothing.
The best glass showrooms are around
San Marco, except for Barovicr and
Toso (Murano only) and Cenedese
(Dorsoduro).
Attilio Codoi^nato: Antique jewels and
cameos. Le^atoria Piazzesi: Stationery,
paper, visiting cards. Alberto ValeseEbru: Marbleized paper, wooden obelisks. Paolo Olbi: Hand-printed paper,
leather goods. Bruno Rizzato: Masks in
the eighteenth-century tradition.
RESTAURANTS: Old recipes and restaurants are coming back. Some to try:
The Quadri: Newly renovated, ro-

At the Bortoluzzis' restaurant
Antiche Carampane , the host, Guido,
and chef, Giovanni.

om one end of it to the other in less than an hour.
and 10,000 hre like $5 and $10. Tip the
concierge $50 to $100 a week.
TRANSPORTATION: Private taxi boats,
motoscafi, have no meters. Ask the price
in advance and dicker. Though it is safe
to walk at any hour, you can get transport at night by calling the twenty-fourhour radio taxi: 5222303.
LANGUAGE STUDIES: Istituto Zambler, Palazzo Papafava, Cannaregio
3764, offers three-week courses for
groups of up to nine in summer; a
week's total immersion, solo, any time.
Phone: (3941)5224331.
COOKING SCHOOLS: Fulvia Sesani
gives classes in her palazzo: 5228923.
SPECIAL SERVICES: " Vcnezia per Voi, "
run by Contessa Lucia Zavagli
Ricciardelli and Yaya Masutti.

mantic, elegant. Harry's Bar: Still a favorite for hamburgers and peoplewatching. Harry's Dolci "di La dell' Aqua" (across the canal): Wonderful sunset
views. The Terrace, Hotel Aionaco: Harry's old maitre d' Gianni, good food.
Archimboldo: Traditional Venetian
cooking. Montin: Pleasant garden. Do
Form: A Venetian favorite. Trattoria alia
Madonna: Reasonable, popular with
Venetians. Da Ivo: Try j^ranseola (Venetian crab) salad. Ponte del Diavolo, on
Torcello: A current favorite.
Stand-up restaurants (bacari), favored
by market workers, are popular for
lunch: caffe corretto — grappa and coffee— and a cichetto — a nibble of sardine, a
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d'Oro: V^'tiezia Inveruo, Venice Winter.
Bilingual guide invaluable all year, in
every Venetian bookstore, or order bv
fax:
77. Treasure
The Riddles
of I 'enice: A(3941)
Book 522
of 11Six
Hunts,
by
Douglas M. Sardo. Enchanting guide to
the city's six sestieri. Carder troin Save
Venice Inc., 15 East Seventy-fourth
Street, New York, NY 10021.
THE BEST TIME FOR VENK L- Perhaps
September. This year: The annual Rcgata Storica, in the Grand C^inal, September 2;the Film Festival, during the
first two weeks. The Biennale
lasts until September
show of eighty Titian
in the wonderfully
Palazzo Ducale runs
October 7.

It can arrange anything: a birthday party in a palazzo, dinner m
a museum. Phone: 5222433.
SHOPPING: Best shops arc
around Piazza San Marco or the
Palazzo Grassi.
Venetia Studium: Fortunylike pleated silk with glass-bead
edging made up as scarves,
pouches, and pillows. Also reproductions ofFortuny lamps.
Antichita e O^etti d'Arte: Pillows, turbans, jackets, in a

tiny meatball, boiled potatoes with olive oil— spread on a counter, eaten with
a toothpick, paid for by weight.
BOOKS ABOUT VENICE: La Guide

Save W'nui ,- ,„,-,in^ funds (or the jcwuli Gemelery

30. The
paintings
baroque
through

inMany
season inat\\ the
opera Venice
ter. Theprefer
Fenice starts in necember. Jannary and February offer many
musical performances. Also
tlieater. CA)nsult Promove, promoting tourism in winter: San
Marco 2233. Venice 30124.
Phone: 5223222. D
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pleasure is the greatest good.
"1 hate excess," is the way
Valentino puts it. He is sitting
in his office at his boutique in
l\iris on the Avenue Montaigne. "If! make short skirts, I
don't make them extni short. If
I lengthen the hemline next season, don't
I
make it cxtm long. I
love fantasy; I love amusement, but always with control." As for himself, he is perfectly dressed, tanned, and
groomed — every hair in place;
vain, perhaps, but not cold: his
presence is positively warm,
comforting even, because he
moves easily and smiles genuinely. Refreshingly unaffected by his success, he
refuses to call what he does "art" yet is
proud enovigh of his craft to want to be
known
as a couturier rather than a
designer. I would go so far as to call him
a courtly couturier, since he graciously
insists on waiting for my hotel concierge to arrive with a replacement for
my broken tape recorder. One would
never know it is barely four days before
his fall show.
"The feeling I want to get across in
the clothes I design is joy," he says in
mildly accented French, which he prefers to English. "After all, 1 do not torment myself making them, hi this business you have to enjoy yourself when
you do collections. The work can't be
heavy or serious; otherwise the collec-

theatrics. For over thirty years, he has
excelled in articulating the familiar, particularly forms in wide use in the fifties— the waisted dress, the ball gown,
the cape, the jacket — with flawless precision. His fashion epitaph could well be

tion will not succeed."
Valentino
Garavani, born in Voghera, near Milan, in 1932, has been
successfully and happily designing collections annually since 1960, when he
opened his couture house in Rome after
ten years as a student in Paris at the

"ELEGANCE

IS MAKING

THE

Pope's line in homage to Horace: "What
oft was thought, but ne'er so well

DRESS LIVE," SAYS VALEN-

expressed."
Fashion's traditions are Valentino's
poetic meter. Like a poet working within the strict form of the sonnet, he revels

TINO. "PEOPLE SHOULD

in adhering to fashion's laws; the limits
set his creativity free, for Valentino
shares the classical philosophy of the
golden mean. To him the lesson "Est
modus in rebus" (Moderation in all
things) means what it did for Horace:
they both believe in the pursuit of pleasure through a moderate, simple cultivated life close to nature. That kind of
62

NOTICE

HOW

A

LADY

MOVES, NOT HER DRESS.'

Chambre Syndicale de la Couture Fran^aise and as an assistant to the top couturiers Jean Desses and Guy Laroche.
Although
he isdesigners,
one of Italy's
famous fashion
he was most
early
on adopted by the French and has been
showing his ready-to-wear collections
in Paris since 1974 and couture collections since 1988. "I live in Italy; therefore am
I
an Italian couturier," says Valentino. "But I was formed here in Paris.
Maybe I have Italian colors in my head,
but the way I work is more French."
Valentino says "French" the way an
ancient Roman poet would say
"Greek," meaning traditional, better.
"i start with a choice of colors; tiien I
draw and draw and draw, i don't trust
designers who cannot draw, because
CONNOISSIUR

AU(;us I I'wo
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that is how

you give your instructions to the premieres and
ateliers [fitters]. Afterward, you
check over the toiles [musHn
models] and make the necessary
adjustments. In this way a couturier develops his stamp. You
always retain that stamp when
you have trained as a couturier,
whether you are making readyto-wear, haute couture, or a pair

Valentitio makes
simplicity look
delicate and feminine in this
sleeveless wrap
dress and matching

of jeans.
The does
touchnotis there."
silk and wool
Valentino
need labels
to identify his work: his name
springs to mind when you look
cloque jacket.
at the cut of his bodice — whether it is that of a jacket, coat, or
dress — as it does with any top couturier.
The shoulders of a Saint Laurent jacket,
for example, are so dead-straight that
they form a long triangle with the waist,
and Givenchy's shoulders curl up almost imperceptibly in the back, giving a
hint of Orientalism to his clothes. Valentino molds the torso like the letter
vee. The tight-fitting, plunging bodice
looks vaguely Elizabethan and is flattering to women of different ages and,
within reason, different physiques.
The vee also happens to be Valentino's initial, and in the seventies he used
it freely, as his signature. "All women
wanted were vees, vees, vees!" says
Valentino. "I put them everywhere" —
on buttons, on pockets, at the neckline.
"But I didn't like it; I never liked it. You
should be able to recognize an outfit not
because
it has
designer's
on
the
outside
butthebecause
of itsinitials
line and
proportions. All that logo stuff belongs
the past." that he is, Valentino does
to Classicist
not vary his forms very much from season to season, preferring constancy. His
approach has worked, probably because
he started with such a wide base. French
couturiers of the fifties showed no fewer
than eighty outfits per collection. Valentino sensibly took this range as his
own and kept the fifties spirit of sunny
femininity: the day suit, the day dress,
the cocktail suit and dress, the dinner
dress, the evening dress, the ball gown,
the wedding dress. (Pantsuits were his
only concession to the sixties.) Of
course, his collections always manage to
look modern and in tunc with the times.
"I vary the details a bit and the propor"Sonicsays Valentino.
times tions
theslightly,"
shoulders
are a little more
rounded or square." But what people
have always responded to in Valentino
is his cut, his draping, his singular feel
AUGUST
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VALENTINO'S
TIMELESS, AND

FORMS

ARE

THE EXE-

CUTION ISFLAWLESS.

for the way materials work — .ill (.liffuuit
skills he learned in the fifties and has perfected ever since.
You can see ins timeless stamp on the
couture clothes made in the sixties tor
Diana Vreeland that she donated to the
Fashion histitute ot TechnoK^gys costume library: a plain beige wool pantsuit
and matching coat seamlessly waisted in
(Goutiuiii'd oil p(H;c 97)
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The Hig^h Priestess

First look at Dieeo Rivera s ne\v shriiie
By

Jeff
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For at least sixty years, Dolores ("Lola") Olniedo has not had the shghtest doubt about
who was the greatest painter of the twentieth century. It was not the Frenchman Matisse,
not the Spaniard Picasso, but the Mexican

Diego Rivera. ^

And

for some

of those years, especially in the 193()s, most people might have agreed with her. Rivera
(1886—1957) was a prodigious painter, a man whose works not only were beautiful but
also contained a message. He was the prime exponent of the socialist ideal of the Mexican
revolution and of the nationalistic idea ofMexicariidad, or "Mexicanness. " snii ujc wiii, iwo
pholosofRit'cra
•
C-T-x-iAir
T
•
TT-r
His
ramous compatriots
andirii
lellow muralists
David
Alraro biqueiros
, ^ ,
r
T
piiiiiliin^ La 1 chiia-

and Jose Clemente Orozco helped to create a blaze of interest in Mexican
art, but it was the extravagant, fat, funny, highly intelligent Rivera who
^^

caught the popular imagination. ^

Then, as the world plunged

^.

^^'^''^•/'"""
"-^Idle,
pa
and jeans.

Beioiv.oimedo today
before her portrait.

into war, virtually everybody forgot him.
Not Dolores Olmedo. Late this summer,
with the exquisite timing for which she is
renowned — and, a cynic might add, not
without a thrill of vengeance — she is turning La Noria, her magnificent private home
in Mexico City, into a museum.

It contains

fine pre-Columbian pieces and much folk
art, but what will draw the crowds is her 1 37
works by Diego Rivera and 25 by his third
wife, Frida Kahlo. These Olmedo

has col-

lected assiduously since 1950, by hook, by

)f Mexican Art
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Dolores Olmedo had a life's mission:
to rescue Rivera as part of Mexico's cultural heritage.
crook, shrewdly and well. If, in the process, she made enemies, well, Olmedo
shrugged. She was merely fulfilling a
promise she says she made to Diego
Rivera in the sad last years of his life.
Stepping through the tall double
wooden doors of La Noria, a splendidly
restored sixteenth-century monastery,
is like entering another world. Outside
it is the Xochimilco section of Mexico
City. Cars and buses rumble slowly
over concrete speed bumps while pedestrians and street vendors clog the streets
around the nearby electric-railway station. Behind La Noria's ten-foot-high
stone walls, peacocks strut across manicured lawns. There is a large pond shaded by tall eucalyptus. A curving cobblestone drive leads up to the main section
of La Noria, dominated by the two-story chapel tower. Beside it sits a massive
bronze bust of La Noria's uncanonized
saint: Diego Rivera. His bulging,
heavy-lidded eyes and slight leer make
him look self-satisfied — like a gourmet
contemplating a dream meal or a saint
contemplating his shrine.
Inside La Noria is as grand a monument as any painter could wish. The
sketches, oils, watercolors, and lithographs span every genre that Rivera
worked through, from the Postimpres-

sionism and cubism of his early years in
Europe to the distinctive blend of social
realism and mythic themes that brought
him world fame in the thirties. The
scope and detail of the collection make it
legendary among Rivera historians. Assembled emotionally rather than intellectual y, itis a lasting declaration of
Olmcdo's love for the artist, displayed
in neither thematic nor chronological
order. It is both overwhelming and
frustratingly uneven.
The early academic efforts from his
years in Europe, El Picador and El Matemdtico, and the Postimpressionist portraits are moody and subdued, unrecognizable as Riveras to one who knows
only the luminous flattened graphics
and socialist polemics of his later work.
But quickly the eye is attracted by
more-familiar pieces: La Tehuana, a
portrait of a young Dolores Olmedo, an
excellent example of his control and
strength as an easel painter; La Canoa
Enfiorada, a nostalgic scene of the Xochimilco canals, which shows his love
of Mexico's tropical greens; and Danza
a la Ticrra, one of a series of surrealistic
interpretations of a black dancer, painted in 1939.
Off the main gallery is the rare collection ot cubist works, highlighted by the
precise El Joven dc la Estiloj^rdftca, in
which Rivera shows his chameleonlikc
ability to mimic divergent styles. This
well-crafted work is clearly an exercise,
a visual statement by Rivera that he
could master any style — even Picasso's— if he so desired.
It is in the renovated chapel building— the core of the old monastery —
that one sees where Rivera's destiny as a
painter was leading him. In the place of
honor hangs the seven-by-six-foot mural Frozeti Assets, which he painted in
New York during the Depression. This
scathing indictment of the capitalist system shows Rivera at the peak of his artistic powers and socialist commitment.
With the skyline of New York above,
Rivera takes the viewer on a trip to the
bowels of the city, where the millionaires stash their loot and the homeless

'I'lie luuifitm La Nona, a splendidly icslorcd
sixtecnth-centurY monastery, opens this summer. Inside: Rivera's cuhist/ Impressionist room.
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sleep in public shelters. While his easel
portraits are often quietly soothing, Frozcti Assets is the work of angry, blistering genius.

But just a few steps away, one can see
just how bad a painter Rivera could be.
The series of watercolor and oil portraits of Soviet children, painted in
1956, are more evocative of Keene
greeting cards than they are of the man
who painted Frozen Assets. And Ri vera's last series, a group of Acapulco
sunsets, visionary in style and reminiscent of Turner and the early-twentiethcentury Mexican painter Dr. Atl, pales
in comparison with the stronger pieces
that surround it.
The collection of twenty-five Frida
Kahlo works shows none of the inconsistencies found in the Riveras. Sequestered ina tiny courtyard room removed
from the main galleries, they seem reduced to a mere supporting role. Passing between the two areas is like going
from Charles Dickens to Emily Dickinson, grand to specific, the popular to the
personal. Moving from Rivera's jazzy
black-dancer series to Kahlo's The Brokcti Coluimi is like stepping out of a
warm tropical rain into a bone-chilling
blizzard of pain.
In both quality and subject matter the
Kahlos here overwhelm those in any
other collection. "Dolores Olmedo has
ones that are more important in subject
matter," says Hayden Herrera, author
of Frida, a 1983 biography of Kahlo.
"They are complex and show what Frida was thinking. Lola has Kahlo's gritty, ferocious paintings — the kind no one
else could have painted." And indeed
one of the first paintings that meet the
eye isumn, itsKahlo's
disturbing
Broken
Coltitle a reference
to the
fractured
vertebrae she suffered in a terrible bus
accident. In the painting, the artist stares
through her tears out at the viewer, her
naked body strapped with bands and
pierced by nails, her torso split in half,
her spine a shattered Greek column. In
Henry Ford Hospital the artist lies nude
on a blood-drenched bed, her hand
clutching six cords leading ofFto objects
symbolically tied to the miscarriage she
has just undergone: her broken pelvis,
the fetus of the dead child, a snail, an
orchid, a piece of machinery, a torso on
aimages,
pedestal.it Like
all of Kahlo's
is haunting
and surrealistic
hypnotic,
powerful far beyond its physical size.
Either the Kahlo or the Rivera collecCONNOISSI
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tion would dazzle a visitor; together
with the setting and the 600-plus pieces
of pre-Columbian art and colonial-era
statues displayed throughout the galleries, La Noria becomes the Mexican
equivalent of a British stately home.
The foundation is a grand gesture,
like Olmedo's life, which has been accompanied bystories of political intrigue and culminates with this magnanimous giftto her country. Ever since
Dolores Olmedo arrived on the scene in
Mexico City, in the 1930s, she has been
the subject of rumors and gossip, a distinctive figure adorned in her trademark
jewels, her hair plastered back over her
skull in a severe tight cap, which led Rivera to dub her La Planchada (The
Ironed One). Diminutive and coquettish, the young woman from Tehuantepec lived up to the reputation of Tehuana women from the Mexican state of
Oaxaca: aggressive, strong-willed,
flamboyant, and unwilling to kowtow
to the male-dominated power structure
that ruled Mexican politics and business. While Olmedo had some peripheral connections to the art world, it was
her friendships with industrialists and
the country's most powerful politicians
that brought her a notoriety and power
unique to a woman in Mexico.
Even now, more than forty-five years
after her rise to prominence in the city's
power circle, Dolores Olmedo is a force
to be feared. "If you put the subject of
Dolores Olmedo on the table, people
will gossip," says one Mexico City art
dealer. "Some will say nice things, but
more will say terrible things." The
deeper one delves, the more disturbing
the innuendo and gossip: Lola is rich
because she was the lover of Miguel
Aleman, Mexico's president in the late
forties; Lola has so many Riveras because she was Diego Rivera's lover; Lola
sells fake Riveras; Lola can have you disappeared ifshe does not like you. But
there is also a light side to this largerthan-life character — Olmedo is also
revered for her humor, her dedication to
her four children, and her continuing
charity and environmental efforts in
Xochimilco. One wonders whether she
would be the subject of such gossip if
she were a man.
"They said I was the lover of Aleman," says Olmedo, sitting on a Victorian sofa in the main exhibition room of
La Noria. She is dressed in black, a large
coral necklace draped around her neck.
"It was a lie. I was not a lover of the president. had
I
my own affairs, but they
always say you have money because
AUCiUST
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you are the lover of somebounderstand
you
dy. They don't
can make money and use what
is between
your two ears
and not what is
between your
bluntlegs."
twoSuch
ness is typical
of Olmedo,
who
often
chooses words
for their shock
value. At the same time, a visitor is still
likely to be charmed by her vitality, candor, and wit. The daughter of a schoolteacher, she was among the first group
of women to attend the National University of Mexico (where she studied
law). After her divorce from her first
husband, she went into business for herself, becoming the first woman to be the
general manager of a construction company in Mexico. It was at this time, in
the late forties, during the Aleni.in presidency, that she began her rise to vast
wealth, especially in landholding and
political influence, refusing to let iier sex
stand in the way.
"In business I am as hard as any man,"
she says calmly. "You have to. Otherwise they make you love and you are
lost. I am very cold. Always."
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"I didn't like Frida," says Olmedo,
who has the world s best Frida Kahlo collection.
"[Dolores] is a very macha lady, " says
Manuel Avila Camacho, a longtime Olmedo acquaintance. "If Orozco or Siqueiros had a lady like Dolores Olmedo, they would be on the same level [in
the w^orld's view] as Rivera is now. She
is a titan. No Mexican painter ever had a
woman like that."
Dolores Olmedo met Diego Rivera in
1930 when she and her mother were visiting the Ministry of Education, where
Rivera had just completed his three
floors of murals for the building. Struck
by Olmedo's presence and her Tehuana
clothes, Rivera asked her mother if he
could paint the young girl.

ing him the use of her Acapulco home
during his recovery from cobalt treatments. Itwas at this time that Rivera
encouraged her to form a collection. He
gave her a list of what he considered his
essential works and prodded her to buy
nineteen of his early Spanish and cubist
paintings from the estate of a Parisian
collector, Enrique Freyman.
But when Olmedo pursued the paintings in Paris, that
she was
told by Rivera
Freyman's
son-in-law
he knew
had
cancer. He added, "When he's dead, I'm
going to auction them at Parke-Bernet

gallery,
let you
know."
Three and
yearsI'lllater,
when
the Freyman
auction was held — the first of Rivera's
"I went to the house in Coyoacan —
he was already married to Frida — and he
paintings since his death — the determined Olmedo bid
painted me in the
resolutely
against
nude," Olmedo reRivera
collectors
calls. "But I never
such as Edward G.
told my mother that.
Robinson and Otto
Many times in my
life, since 1930, I
Preminger and
walked away with
posed nude for him.
He made lots of
eleven paintings.
paintings [of me],
Ever since then, Olmedo has acquired
but I didn't have the
Riveras
wherever she
money to get them
could find them,
then. But when I beeven leaving behind
gan to have money, I
some of her jewelry
them."
to buydoes
began
when she did not
Olmedo
her
have enough cash on
best to put the record
hand.
"Dolores came
straight about Riveup to the first sale of
ra's reputation as a
/\'<i/(/()'.\ ludsl^likc scll-poiitdil, I94j
Mexican art that Sophilanderer. "I met
him when I was very young and he was
theby's held, in 1977," recalls the art
a big man, already forty years older than
dealer Mary-Anne Martin, who
I was. I was never his lover. Diego was
founded the Sotheby's Latin American
art department. "She was interested in
in love with his paintings — that's the
some portable murals that had belonged
real life of Diego."
Yet when she married the publisher
to Erhard Weyhe, but she didn't have
Howard S. Phillips, in the late 1930s,
any money. Most of her assets were
property, paintings, and jewelry. She
her new husband did not like his wife's
friendship with Rivera and angrily forbrought me an emerald — it looked like a
bade any contact. While Olmedo says
doorknob — and asked if I could arrange
something. The jewelry department
she continued to see Rivera and pose for
him, it was not until the midfifties, after
gave her credit up to $90,000, " and with
the death of Frida Kahlo, that she took
that she bought the most important
piece in her collection. Frozen Assets, for
on the dual role of protector and patron
to the master. In 1955, when Rivera
$31,000. Mary-Anne Martin was very
began to suffer from the cancer that
happy with the sale; she was less happy
with the controversy Olmedo caused
would kill him two years later, Olmedo
put her substantial resources to work for
over another painting in the auction: La
Dama del Veto.
the ailing artist, commissioning porIn 1959, Rivera had been placed on
traits ofherself and her family and offer70

the national-patrimony list, which
meant that none of his work then in
Mexico could ever leave the country. At
a presale party held at the Mexican conrecognized
La
Dama assulate,
oneOlmedo
of his
paintingsRivera's
that were
protected by the patrimony law. This
could mean only that it had been smuggled illegally out of the country.
"Lola went to the president [of Mexico] and asked what he was going to do
about it," Martin remembers. "She
caused an incredible uproar, and the
Mexican Ministry of Education put ads
in the newspapers saying, 'Beware, potential collectors — you may be purchasing works which have been illegally
exported
Mexico.'
Velo was from
withdrawn
from" {La
the Dama
sale. del
Its
current whereabouts are unknown.)
Olmedo was the head of the executors overseeing the foundation that controls the Kahlo Museum (Frida's house
in Coyoacan, which today has many
artifacts but no Kahlo paintings) and the
Diego Rivera Anahuacalli Museum.
She lobbied her friend President Lopez
Mateos to place Rivera on the patrimony list, and while the law may have limited her ability to sell art abroad it also
helped her acquire it at home. For example, when Olmedo found out that the
famous El Matemdtico had been sold to
the American ambassador to Mexico,
she says, she went to him and explained
that he could never take the picture out
of Mexico. "This was in sixty-four. He
said, 'What can I do?' And I said, 'Donate itto a museum or sell it to me. ' " She
smiles and looks up at the painting
hanging on the wall.
Olmedo adopted a more disingenuous tactic to acquire the Kahlo collection
from the widow of the Mexican ambassador Eduardo Morillo Safa, a deal that
has resulted in the most outspoken criticism of Olmedo's collection.
According
to Safa's
Mariana Morillo Safa,
her daughter,
mother sold
the
paintings with the understanding that
they be bought by the Bank of Mexico
(whichandwaswould
the be
executor
of Rivera's
trust)
hung permanently
in the Kahlo Museum. "This was in
1958,everything
after Diegoto died,"
says[includingi
Safa. "He
left
Mexico,
Frida's house. Dolores came to our
CONNOISSCUU

house and said they were interested in buying our collection
[for the museum]. There were
about thirty or forty. It was the
largest collection. My grandmother wrote a letter to Dolores saying that as long as
everything was gomg to be in
the Kahlo Museum, then she
agreed to sell two family portraits byKahlo as well. So they
belonged to the museum and
were going to be there forever
and ever. But they are not there
anymore."
Olmedo's response is that
she bought the Kahlos herself
and not with the money from
the Bank of Mexico. At the last
minute, she claims, the bank
failed to meet its commitment.
"The bank said they didn't
have the money," she says today, dabbing at her eyes with a
handkerchief. "Then Diego
began to cry and I say, 'Well, I
will
it.' Kahlo
For years
I had
them buy
in the
Museum.
Some friends of mine told me,
'If you are going to do a foundation of your own, take those
pictures away.'
There is one problem with
Olmedo's version of the story.
At the time of the sale, Diego
was already dead. Ignoring this
inconsistency, she rushes on,
stating that if the bank had
bought the Kahlos, under the
provisions
Rivera's
they
never
wouldof have
left will
Mexico.
"Otherwise Frida would be
unknown in the world. I took
the Fridas and sent them all
around the world," she declares proudly.
There is a certain irony in
Olmedo's statement, for it is a wellknown fact that she was not fond of Diego's painting wife. "I didn't like Frida,"
Olmedo says, frowning. "We were different. She was a lesbian, you know,
and I didn't like that. I don't like her
paintings. They are very trashy. I admire her very much, but I was never a
friend of hers." This may help to
explain why the paintings have such a
second-rate location in La Noria.
So, why own them at all?
"Because she loves Diego, and I think
it's out of duty to him," says Hayden
Hcrrcra. "As he revered Frida's art, [Olmedo] wants to do right by Rivera,
(Condiiticd oil jun^c 91)
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Salad of String
Beans, Shell Beans,

AND Tomatoes
(serves 6)
For vinaigrette:
1 small red onion, finely diced
3 tablespoons red-wine vinegar
'/4 teaspoon salt
'/« teaspoon freshly ground
black pepper

4 ounces mixed string beans
Romanos)
(yellow wax, haricots verts,
2 small red tomatoes, peeled
and diced

'6 cup extra virgin olive oil
To prepare vinaigrette,
mix onion with vinegar in
a bowl. Add salt and dissolve it. Add pepper.

3 tablespoons fiesh Italian
parsley, chopped
8 salt-packed anchovy fillets,
soaked, squeezed dry, cut
in half lengthwise, tossed
in 2 teaspoons olive oil
Cook each type of shell
bean in a separate small
pot in 1 quart water with
1 teaspoon salt. Each will
take from 20 to 25 minutes.

Pound garlic and anchovies
to a paste in a mortar and
add. Stir in oil.
For salad:

Sample. When they are
tender take them offbeat.
Combine all in one container and leave enough

3 cupsjresh shell beans (1

cooknig liquid to cover
them. Cool in refrigerator.
Parboil each type of

1 small clove garlic
4 salt-packed anchovy fillets,
soaked and squeezed dry

cup flageolets, 1 cup blackeyed peas or purple-hulled
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crowders, 1 cup cranberry
beans, or any combination
available)

string bean in a separate

pot in 1 quart water with
1 teaspoon salt. Remove
from water when they have
softened but are still slightly crunchy. Spread out on
plate to cool. Combine
and put in refrigerator.
When all beans are cool,
drain off water and combine. Season tomatoes with
2 tablespoons of vinaigrette
and 1 tablespoon parsley.
Taste and correct seasoning. Pour rest of vinaigrette
over beans, add rest of
parsley, and mix well.
On a large plate place
beans first and arrange tomatoes over top. Add all
vinaigrette and juices to
the plate and garnish with
anchovy strips.
Alice Waters: Chez Panisse
(1517 Shattuck Avenue,
Berkeley, California)
c:()NNO!SSLUR

Petatou de Chevre
Frais (serves 6)

18 mussels, cleaned and
steamed open in /' .' cups
dry white wine, a few parsley stems, 1 shallot, sliced,
and 1 clove garlic, pressed
12 ounces cannellini (white

1^2 pounds new potatoes (preferably Yukon Gold)
i cup heavy cream
i egg yolk, beaten

beans), soaked and cooked
in water

'/j cup balsamic vinegar
3 tablespoons fresh basil,
chopped
V/2 tablespoons fresh thyme,
chopped
V/2 tablespoons Jresh tarragon,
chopped
3 tablespoons Italian parsley,
chopped
3 shallots, chopped
1 cup extra virgin olive oil
salt and freshly ground pepper
to taste

3 garlic cloves
3 tablespoons fines herbes (tarragon, chervil, basil, parsley, chives)
3 ounces yellow frisee salad,
washed and cut in small

i W-ounce log rindless, sofr
goat cheese (preferably
Coach Farm), cut in 6 even
slices

Add reserved bean-cookpieces
ing liquid to mussels liquid
and reduce to about ^'4 cup.
Pass through a fine strainer
and reserve. Heat olive oil

/'.' cups cooking water reserved from beans

6 tablespoons extra virgin
olive oil

y 2 pound mesclun salad greens
Place potatoes in a pot
and cover with cold, salted
water. Cook until tender.

in a saute pan and add all
the seafood; then immediately press garlic cloves
over fish. Cook together
but do not allow garlic to
brown. When seafood has
lost its raw aspect, add
cooked beans, reserved
bean/mussels liquid, and

Drain, peel, and slice into
'/2-inch rounds.
Whip cream until it
forms soft peaks; then gently fold in egg yolk.
In a bowl, whisk together the vinegar with
half the herbs and shallots.
Slowly whisk in the oil.
Season the potatoes with
salt and pepper to taste.
Toss with the remaining
herbs, the shallots, and ^U
cup of vinaigrette. Place
potatoes in bottoms of 6
small metal pastry rings
set on a cookie sheet suitable for both microwave
oven and broiler. Place a
slice of cheese on top of
each, pressing the cheese
with a spoon to the edge
of the ring. Chill for half
an hour.
Preheat broiler.
Remove rings from potatoes. Cook potato-cheese
rounds for 1 minute in a
microwave oven at 50 percent. Spread 1 tablespoon
of cream on top of each

fines herbes. Toss well together over the flame and
tlnish by adding the fnsce
salad, allowing it just barely to wilt. Adjust the seasoning with salt and freshly
ground black pepper. Serve
the mixture iinmediately
in hot pasta bowls.
ALICE WATERS, OF
cm./ I'ANISSH, IN BI^RKHLEY.CAIIFORNIA.
CRHATHi) iiiis i'i:ri hcrioNisrssAi ADOrSIRINC.
BEANS. SHELl 1!1;ANS. AND IOMA IOFS

and glaze briefly under
broiler. With a spatula,
carefully transfer to 6 small
plates. Garnish with mesclun and drizzle remaining
vinaigrette over all.
jean Michel Diot: Park Bistro
(414 Park Avenue South,
New York, New York)

Simmered Salad o?
White Beans and
Seafood (serves 6)

York)
Michael Romano: I 'nion
Square Cafe {2\ East \(nh
Street. New York. New

La Salade de Lancoustes au Beurre
d'Orance (serves 6)
6 artichokes

12 nicdiiiiti shrimp, shelled,
deveined, and halved

3 ripe tomatoes
I large onion
I hou(juel garni
3 small live lobsters, or I large

12 lengtlni'ise
nieditini sea scallops

one (about 2'U pounds total)
3 oranges

3 ounces fresh sijiiid, cleaned
and cut itilo fine julietiiie
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3 cups salad greens (lamb's
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it is reduced to 2 tablespoons. Set aside.
Wash and dry salad
greens. Refrigerate.
Drain lobsters and cool
slightly. Separate tails from
body. Using kitchen scissors or sharp paring knife,

part of one. Season with
salt and pepper.

incorporated.
Remove salads om

Place plates in oven for
2 minutes. Meanwhile,

oven, pour on orage butter, and sprinkle v th chervil leaves. Serve. '
Roger Verge: Le M ilin de
Mougins (Mougin near
Cannes)
"
let tbayble

warm orange juice over
very low heat and quickly
whisk in butter, a bit at a
time, until thoroughly

cut through thin undershell. Lift out tail meat in

A SIMMERED
BEANS

AND

BY MICHAEL
UNION

SALAD

OF WHITE

SEAFOOD
ROMANO.

SQUARE

THE

CAFE.

lettuce, curly endive, romaine, escarole, radicchio)
salt and Jreshly ground black

pepper
^/4 cup unsalted butter
chervil leaves
Place artichokes in boiling water and cook over
high heat for 20 minutes,
or until center leaf pulls
out easily. Cut skinned
and seeded tomatoes into
small cubes and set aside.
Remove artichokes from

one piece. Cut into '/4-inch
slices. Crack claws with
nutcracker and remove
meat carefully. Set aside
in cool place, but do not
refrigerate.
Fifteen minutes before
serving, heat oven to 300°F.
Place salad greens on 6
warmed plates. Fan out
artichoke slices in center
of greens. On them place
tomato cubes and orange
segments. Divide lobster
slices among the plates,
overlapping them attractively in the center of each.
Decorate with a claw, or

How

TO Serve

a Salad

Petal ou de Chevre Frais:
"York" dinner plate and
"Chancellor" salad plate by
Spode. "Gold Feather" service
plate by Royal Worcester.
"Malmaison" flutes and
Rhine-wine glasses by Baccarat. "Cellini" flatware by
Ricci Argentieri. "Traditional
Imari" salt and pepper and
"Fleur de Lys" box by Royal
Crown Derby. Placemats
and napkins by Sferra
Brothers.
Salad of String Beans, Shell
Beans, and Tomatoes: "Dammouse" dinner plate by Hav-

daud.
"Maeve"
water
vice
plate by
Berng(
Waterford.
covering by "Flon
Mam . Canovas.
" Bseaalands
Simmered Salad of ihimte
and Seafood: "Paes " water
serviceandplate
by B nardaud.
plate
"Gfeen
us" des
Salade de Langoust -aauniBteeu"rrseert
d'Orange: "Les C?
Connico
plate by Hilton M
for Daum. "Enri( Borek
and wine glasses I
riatware
Royal
Sipek. "Pyramid
by Georg Jensen i-painted
Copenhagen.
table runner byHaC
Weisberg.

iland. "Spectrum Gold" ser-

pot, rinse in cold water,
and turn upside down to
drain. When cool, remove
leaves and chokes, leaving
the hearts. Slice these finely. Set aside with tomatoes.
Peel and quarter onion.
Fill stockpot with 4 quarts
of salted water and bring
to boil. Add bouquet garni
and onion. When water
boils, add live lobsters.
After water returns to boil,
cover and cook over high
heat 10 to 12 minutes.
Meantime, peel skin and
membrane from one
orange. Working over a
small saucepan to catch the
juice, cut the orange into
12 segments. Set aside with
the tomatoes and artichoke
hearts.
Squeeze juice from remaining oranges
2
and add
to saucepan. Simmer until
74
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The Mystery of a Special Wine
All you can he sure of is that Clos Baudoin will he^^ood
he Loire Valley has been called

By
Eunice Fied
Photogrph
BY

Gary Bt,s

"the boulevard of kings," "a gallery of masterpieces," and "the
smile of France." It is also the
French region offering the greatest variety of grapes and wines.
Of the grapes, the most important is the chenin blanc, which
produces white wines that can
range from bone-dry to semidry
to sweet and be made both still and
sparkling. The most celebrated
takes its name from the little town
in the heart of the chateaux country Vouvray.
At its fmest, Vouvray is immensely fruity, with an earthy
aroma and a lively acidity that give
it a long-lasting freshness. As a
still (nonsparkling) wine, it can be
sec (dry), demi-sec (semis weet), or
moelleux (mellow — which in Vouvray means full, rich, and sweet).
To complicate matters, the producer of one of the finest Vouvrays I have ever tasted puts no
description on his label. Prince
Philippe Poniatowski, a descendant of the last king of Poland, has
been making wine since 1970,
when he took over the elevenacre, 260-year-old property that
his grandfather bought a few years
before World War I. The only
words to indicate quality are the

name of the vineyard, "Clos Baudoin," and the year.
Why does he choose to be so

spends in bottle," he explains.
"Some dry ones become a little
softer, while some sweet ones become somewhat drier. I am con-

not — add "sec," "demi-sec," or
"moelleux. "
A few country roads from Clos
Baudoin, Gaston Huet produces
excellent Vouvray from the
grapes of his three vineyards.
Named Le Haut-Lieu, Le Clos du
Bourg, and Le Mont, they total
nearly eighty acres. And all of the
wine made from their grapes bears

vinced that to put 'sec, ' 'demi-sec, '
'moelleux' on the label would raise

its style on the label — sec, demi-sec,
or moelleux. So does the output of

many arguments. Think how disap ointed aconsumer will be if he

Jean-Claude Pichot, who owns
the highly acclaimed Le Peu dc la
Moriette vineyard. Vouvray has
not only wine makers like these,
who grow their own grapes, but
also tie<^ociants, companies that

unhelpful? "Vouvray is a longlived wine, and it can go through
many changes in the years it

lays down a bottle of 'demi-sec, ' for
example, and finds when it's
opened that it's drier or sweeter;
the label is no longer true."
"The best way to determine
sweetness," he continues, "is to
know the vintages: '83 is very
much like '45 — clean, rich, dry,
long-lived. The '85 is dry, delicate, supple. The '86 is similar to
the '85 but with a more floral bouquet; itwill probably be less longlived. But the '89 promises to be
theAsbestwell
vintage
of the from
century."
as wines
Clos
Baudoin,

one

of the oldest

vineyards in Vouvray, Poniatowski also produces wine under
the label Aigle Blanc, from vineyards he purchased more recently.
On these labels he may — or may

buy ers,
grapes
growfinish it,and
and wine
label from
it under
the
name of the company. One of the
best in Vouvray is Marc Brcdif.
Like the character and style of
the wine, Vouvray prices vary
with the vintage and the producer.
Generally, the range for still wines
IS about SIO to S20. Pair a bottle
with sausage, chevre, or oysters.
Drink a moelleux with toie gras,
smoked salmon, or fresh peaches.
And enjoy Vouvray at its best. D
Eunice Fried is the author o/'Burgundy: The Country, the Wines, the

People.
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BALLOONING

OVER

BURGUNDY

BETTER

PERSPECTIVE; ON THE GROUND,

At the end of a mellow summer afternoon, two identical
gray vans, each trailing a giant wicker basket, snake
along a winding road up from a Burgundian valley
toward a turreted castle. On the castle's lawn the vans
empty. Two soberly uniformed balloon pilots and four
red-shirted crew members promptly detach the outsize
baskets and tip them on their sides. Heaving and straining, the crew pulls two
enormous blue sacks from the back of the
vans. These 500-pound bundles are
dragged over the grass and each placed
before the mouth of a basket. A dozen
Ri^ht: Lunch with
Conitesse Christina
de Loisy. Below:
Preparing to take off
at the Chateau
de Savigny.

prospective passengers look on in awe,
waiting for fire to be breathed into the
great, inert bundles, now mere lumps on
the green grass. Inflated with hot air, they
will rise, magical presences above the castle walls, bearing passengers and pilots
aloft in dangling wicker baskets.
This is one of the Bombard Society's
"Great Balloon Adventures" — in fact.

SOCIETY

TAKES TWELVE

f ALOFT, THERE
NOTHING

IS NO

BUT LUXURY

Buddy Bombard himself is one of the pilots. When the
two balloons float above the turreted roof, and the valley, dotted with white cattle, stretches out below, even
the most jaded traveler will see with new eyes.
In its promotional material, the Bombard Society
avoids the phrase "package tour." The "guests" are
"travelers," not "tourists"; they go on
"excursions" or "adventures. " This careful use of language reflects in part the urge
to appeal to a sophisticated clientele,
largely American. But the circumlocutions also suggest the delicate balance this
unusual travel company maintains between the minutely planned and the impromptu. "Balloons don't just float,"
Buddy Bombard is fond of saying; "they
^^M
•^^■j^H

are flown." And yet the flight path of a
hot-air balloon cannot be predicted with

"^^^^B

any
certainty.
With
Bombard
Society
has this
madein amind,
virtue the
of
necessity and built flexibility into the

The Best Way to
See Bur
By Adam Begley

f
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very structure of its program.
The four-day trip to Burgundy includes three balloon
flights (weather permitting); a modest dose of sightseeing; wine tasting; a half dozen or so elaborate meals in
elegant surroundings (the brochure stops short of call-

ing them "culinary adventures"); and whatever offhours mingling the group dynamic happens to generate. The schedule of activities may be tentative at best,
but the "adventure" begins — at the Gare de Lyon, in
Paris — with a display of cheerful and unobtrusive efficiency. A Bombard host and his red-shirted helpers
shepherd the guests onto France's vaunted T(JV {train a
grande vitesse), which pulls out of the station, punctual as
ever, and hurtles off toward the lush hills of Burgundy.
Buddy Bombard likes to greet his guests at the local
station and, during the short bus ride into Beaune, a
well-preserved medieval town famous for its wine,
delivers a general introduction to ballooning in Burgundy and the philosophies of the Bombard Society. Short,
slight but muscular, with an expressive, weather-beaten
face. Bombard stands easily in the swaying bus and
segues neatly from anecdote to aphorism to knowing
tip. He is an epic talker in a tiny package, but at this stage
his words are welcome — most of his guests know fairly
little about Burgundy and still less about hot-air balloons. Eager to calm their anxiety, he reminds his listeners that he runs "a travel group, not a sports club"; there
will be no daredevil flying, no feats of endurance.
Deposited by midafternoon at a comfortable and
unpretentious provincial hotel, the guests are left to
their own devices until half-past six, when the two boxlike vans with the baskets hitched behind appear at the
hotel door. Ballooning time has come around.
Takeoff sites, determined by the force and direction
of the wind, are picturesque — if not a castle lawn, then a
hilltop crowned with commemorative crosses, a rugged ravine, or a pasture near a pretty village. On the way
to the chosen spot, the vans stop to check the breeze and
the pilots release a little red helium balloon and chart its
course with chronometer and compass; their calculations may force a contingency plan.
In the evening and early morning the
Bombard likes "to
wind calms and the risk of turbulence
disappears, but occasionally an
otherwise gorgeous day will prove to
be unsuitable — the pilots will not fly
in winds exceeding nine knots.
The Bombard crews have turned
the delicate business of setting up a
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balloon for takeoff into a brief, fully choreographed ballet. When the mouth of the envelope has been attached
to the basket, the pilot, his two helpers, and perhaps an
eager volunteer from among the guests grab the balloon
sack and run it out 100 feet as the brightly colored nylon
spills out behind. Without skipping a beat, the crew
turns its attention to spreading the envelope and, that
done, produces two gas-powered fans and pumps cold
air into the mouth of the balloon. The loud fans are the
beginner's first indication that ballooning is not an
entirely serene experience, a matter of floating silently

.4/HM'f; Buddy

Bombard pilots a
balloon over
Meursiiiilt. Below:
Aperitifs chcz
Christina dc Loisy.

as a cloud. But the fans' effect is sufficiently astonishing
to make the racket seem inconsequential: the vast balloon billows tentatively and then begins to fill, like a loaf
in a hot oven. At this point the pilot fires up the burners.
Crouched in the overturned basket like a machine gunner in a turret, he aims for the mouth and shoots off an
angry jet of flame. More racket: an abrupt whoosh, the
hiss of a blowtorch amplified tenfold. The burner rages
and falls silent, rages again; the envelope swells and
rises, slowly righting the basket.
The passengers clamber
aboard, three on each side of a
padded divide, the pilot sectioned off in a compartment with
the propane tank. A brief pause
follows while the crew breaks
out a bottle ot a superior white
Burgundy and passes around a
tray loaded with assorted pastry
hors d'oeuvres. The pilot shoots
another tongue ot flame into the
balloon; the basket rocks and
gently lifts while the passengers,
clutching their plastic wineglasses inone hand and clinging
to the basket with the other,
smile apprehensively at the
cheerful farewells of the ground
crew. Nervous giggles compete
with appreciative cooing as the
ground recedes and the view expands. The two balloons rise
simultaneouslv: the two envel-

opes kiss on the
of poplars looms
and the bottom
rustle of tearing

way up, then part. A shimmering wall
ahead. Another blast from the burner,
of the basket skims the treetops with a
leaves.

Buddy Bombard operates the world's largest fleet of
balloons — thirty-six in all. He has been flying for twenty-one years and has logged more than 2,700 hours as a
commercial balloon pilot. When he clips the top of a
tree, he is not exactly showing off; he is simply demonstrating how much control an experienced pilot can
achieve. He says, "People always ask me, 'How high
can you fly? How fast can you go?' That's not the point.
I'm just as interested in how low you can fly, how slowly." He likes to "drag Main Street," to float above the
rooftops of small villages. "The townspeople come out
to wave at us, and we peek into upstairs windows and
examine the kitchen garden — it's good fun." But at the
moment he is climbing rapidly, firing the burners at
steady intervals. A slight variation in wind currents produces another dramatic effect: Bombard's balloon has
leapfrogged over the other balloon. Some of his passengers gaze down at the yellow crown on the bright blue
envelope below; others, still unused to the altitude, fix
their eyes on the horizon, the rugged hills of the Cote
d'Or on one side, a patchwork plain on the other.
"We're at about 350 feet," Bombard explains. "But
now we might try something different." He fires the
burners more sporadically, and the balloon drops
smoothly toward a sloping pasture and a herd of oblivious cattle. "When we get down to this level I use what
we call the cow burner." He demonstrates the difference between the roar of the conventional burner and
the muted one of the cow burner. "When we first
started flying in Burgundy, we had a problem with the
farmers. The noise of the burners would panic the cows
and they would jump the fence, scatter, and hurt themselves. We needed something quiet, and we needed to
eliminate the dog-whistle effect — animals hear a highpitched whine that humans can't pick up. The cow
burner took care of both problems." When the balloon
is some eighty feet above the pasture, the herd takes
notice. The cows turn to watch and then, as if to confirm his remarks, trot cautiously toward the basket,
staring with bovine wonder at this airborne apparition.
The passengers stare back at them as the balloon skims
another stand ot trees.
A small glade sprinkled with wildflowers opens up,
and Bombard lets the balloon drop down to ten teet.
"We're moving at about four knots now — walking
speed. " A passenger jokes about picking flowers for the
ladies, and Bombard takes him at his word. The basket
settles in the long grass. "Don't get out," Bombard
warns when the gallant passenger reaches down to
pluck a handful of poppies. "Without your weight we'll
rise again, and you'll have to wave us good-bye."
CONNOISSEUR
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Landing a balloon in a light wind requires
only a suitable location. On a calm evening
the chase cars (the vans that ferry basket and
passengers) have little trouble keeping the
balloons in sight. The pilot uses a ground-toair radio to signal his intentions, and the crewwaits in the designated spot for the balloon's
leisurely approach. After touchdown, the
crew stows the envelope and serves champagne to the passengers and any curious farmers gathered to watch the show. (The libations are offered as a matter of tradition and as
part of a prudent, good-neighbor policy.)
Landing in a stiffer breeze is another matter:
only friction can slow the balloon's progress,
and that comes when the pilot drags the basket along the ground until it bumps to a halt
and then, pulled over by the momentum of
the envelope, tips on its side. A layover landing can be a jolting, unpleasant experience in a
poorly designed basket — the passengers are
rattled about like dice in a cup. About ten
years ago Bombard introduced a new design:
he put in the padded dividers and raised the
sides of the basket. "Manufacturers built balloons for sporting enthusiasts," he explains.
"They were meant for flying, not landing.
We needed something safe and comfortable.
With the new basket, we call layovers 'giggle
landings' — the guests like it. It's exciting but
clearly not dangerous." In fourteen years of operation
the Bombard Society has never asked its guests to sign a
waiver or release or filed a claim with its insurance com-

Fete Champetre
The Bombard Society offers nine different adventures in five
countries — but there is no such thing as a free balloon flight. In
France, the four-day Burgundy excursions cost $2,595 per
person. There are also seven-day Loire Valley excursions,
which cost $4,995, and three-day programs, for $2,695. The
Austrian excursions, in and around Salzburg, last five days
and cost $3,595. In Italy there arc five-day excursions in Tuscany for $3,575, and a special seven-day program organized
around the Falio festival, in Siena, for $5,365. A nine-day
excursion in Turkey costs $7,990. In the winter the Bombard
Society takes advantage of stable alpine air to offer excursions
near Gstaad, Switzerland. The six-day program costs $3,995.
A nine-day program that coincides with the alpine balloon festival, in Chateau-d'Oex, costs $6,495. These prices include
hotel accommodation, all meals, and copious quantities of
wine. Supplements are charged for single travelers.
For those whojust want to get their feet wet, the Bombard
Society offers one-day flights in Burgundy and the Loire Valley for $250. Needless to say, all ballooning reservations
should be made well m advance. Phone: (800) 862-8537.
AUGUST
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pany. Bombard cotnpensates for the rare bumps and
bruises out of his own pocket; there have been no seri-

oil till' last »i\'/if,

ous injuries. "We simply don't take risks," he says.
And yet the whole idea of a travel company organized
around balloon flights seems at the very least financially

ill the orangerie i>/
the ('hdlcau dc

risky. A fifty-seven-year-old former New York insurance executive who began operating travel clubs in his
spare time in the early 196()s, Bombard is no stranger to
the difficulties of making a profit in the travel business.
The Bombard Society set up shop in Burgundy in 1977.
After nine years of steady expansion (he now also runs
programs in the Loire Valley, Salzburg, Tuscany, and

Lithoidv,HQ.
Hoiiihiird
Sodi'ly

Chateau-d'Oex, in the Swiss Alps, and, starting in
October, will include Turkey), the terrorist scares ot the
mid-198()s cut off the flow of American tourists to
Europe and drove his company into the red. "1 like to
run a profitable business," he says, "ami 1 tiimk we'll be
back in the black this year." He laughs briefly .\nd aiKls.
"But I don't do this to make money."
Why, then, does Buddy Bombard spend seven
months of the year receiving Bomlxuxl Society guests
and the rest of his time drumming up customers, planning new programs, and tending to the less public
aspects of his business? Watch bim on the tbirtl evening
((Aiiiliiiiicil on /'i'\''' '^^)
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Leji: The
coluntti's
staircase.

Right: In the
Desert 's tangled
wilderness the
Surrealists dis-

selves.

Twelve miles west of Paris, on the edge of the forest of Marly,
lies a haunted wood in which the Sleeping Beautv, hidden
among trees and vines, might have passed a centurv or two. It
is the Desert de Retz, a miraculous survivor of the playful,
poignant years of artifice and hedonism that concluded the
Age of Enlightenment.
A desen, in the language of that moment, was a secluded
place in which a hermit might meditate. In this one an extraordinary architectural tantasy was created in the 1770s by M. de
Monville. a handsome and charming libertine with "superb
legs" and plenty of mt^ney. He was not onlv a splendid horseman and dancer, an archer who could down a pheasant on the
wing, a musician who performed beautifullv on the harp, but
was an amateur architect and landscape gardener besides,
with startling ideas of his own. In his rambling, wooded. KXV
acre park he constructed a series of follies of a sort required by
any self-respecting jiirditi MigLjis: an Egyptian pyramid, an
obelisk, the make-believe ruin of a temple of Pan (a genuine
Gothic ruin was already on the spot), trellises, greenhouses, a
gaily painted Tartar tent of tin, an open-air theater, an altar,
and a two-storv Chinese teahouse of teak with curling eaves
and vase-shaped chimneys. Last, and totally unprecedented.
was a four-story house in the form of a monstrous broken
column, fifty-five teet high and fifty feet around, like the fissured remnant ot i gargantuan temple "great enough to incur
God's wrath," a contemporary wrote. Within, it was an
exquisitely arranged and furnished house with oval and circular rooms lit by windows set in the columns flutes. They surrounded ashallow spiral staircase hung with clay pots of carnations, lilies, and geraniums and lit by a great skylight.
There were salons, a dining room (but no kitchen — the
food was brought through a tunnel from elsewhere), a library, a studio, bedrooms hung with hand-painted linen. The
82

ported them-

turmture and woodwork were painted gray; the fireplaces
were of white marble carved with acanthus leaves. Mirrors
threw back repeated reflections of the green garden.
Thomas Jefferson, an early and enthusiastic visitor, later
copied the column's circular floor plan at the University of
Virginia Rotunda. The king of Sweden came tor inspiration
in reworking his own gardens, and Marie Antoinette, for her
jardiu anolais at the Petit Trianon. Madame Du Barry, the due
d'Orleans, the painters Hubert Robert and Elisabeth VigeeLebrun were frequent visitors, but the public too was allowed
in if decently dressed.
The revolution that swept away the Ancien Regime took
with it M. de Monville and his garden. He survived the Terror
bv the skin of his teeth, but the fragile, fantasy Desert fell into
an uneasy sleep, changing hands several times over the next
two centuries, while the sham ruins became real ones. The
rare plants and precious furnishings had been sold off; the
irregular outlines of the garden vanished under unchecked
vegetation; the pavilions were smothered in it. One owner
smoothed the "broken" edge of the column and roofed over
the skylight. By the 1930s, the Desert was falling into swift,
final decay. The Chinese house sagged and then dissolved.
Colette wrote. "A little longer and the Desert de Retz will be
no more than a poem in the style of an era."
In 1960 a young architecture student named Olivier Choppm de lanvry
and forthwith
made emergency
it his life's
vocation.
In chanced
1972 he upon
was it
appointed
tc^ begin
repairs under a law created by Mairaux when minister of culture, empowering the government to restore historic buildings in private hands. It was too late tor the Chinese house,
but Choppin de janvry has since become a co-owner of the
Desert and is bringing it back to life. The pyramid and the
(Contiuued on page 98)
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Britain's fabled antique stores and auction rooms
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Experts share their knowledge, showing
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for yourself We even tell you the current
prices of selected antiques, explain the
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interest and value, and tell you the name,
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dealer, in case you wish to make further
enquiries or purchase directly. No other
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vou such service.
Act now and save SI 8. 1)5 trom the
newsstand cost. Just fill in the order torni
and mail it todav.

Your tlrst copy will be on its way to you in
si.x to twelve weeks. Watch tor it!
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Top performers in a variety of demanding fields

KRONE
COMES BACK
ds, 4'was
une,
,Ju1()
e Kr
poon
U)
li()
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r'ju
Befoin
red last year, she
had become the leading female
jockey in history. Bill Shoemaker, the all-tmie leading
rider of winners, gave her the
ultimate accolade atter she
beat him at Minnesota's Can-

terbury Downs in October
1988. Krone is not only "easily the best woman rider in the
world," quoth Shoe; "she can
ride with (7H}' jockey in the
To understand the complicountry."
ment, try to imagine sitting
chilly on a racehorse that outweighs you ten to one and
then slipping him between
two others at thirty-five miles
per hour in the stretch run. So

difficult is this sporting activity that it was long reserved for
tough little men. Then, some
twenty years ago, a few "jockettes" got into the game and
proved they could do with finesse what men mostly tried
to do with strength. By now,
the sexist, vaguely condescending term does not crop
up much anymore. One recent
race card at River Downs was
dominated by female riders,
who won seven out of
ten. "I think when I
started I didn't have
any role models in
There of
were
good
terms
being
a 'lady.'
woman riders, but
they weren't necessarily ladies on the side. It
took me a long time to
figure out that I could
wear a dress into the
jockey room and go
out and kick some butt
Krone, who has so
the track."
on won
far
1,899 races
and ridden horses to
earnings of over S27
million, tell in love
with horses as a young
girl. Dreams born on
her mother's ten-acre
Michigan farm were
played out at leading
racetracks on the East
Coast as Krone learned
her trade.
Then,
November, camelast
a horrifying
high-speed spill that
sent Krone crashing to
the dirt and to the sidelines. A child-woman
whose high-pitched
voice emphasizes her
diminutive stature, she
wore a movable cast
on her left arm until
June, while
the frac- the
tured ulna mended;
plate in her arm will
stay another year or so.
She plans to be back
riding again by late
July, around the time

of her twenty-seventh birthday and in good time for the
season in Saratoga, New
York.
"I don't expect anything

but perfection," she says.
"I have about 93 percent
of the function in my arm
back now." Will she still be as
aggressive? "Not going all out
is like carefully doing war,"
— Edward L. Bowen
she replies. "It won't work."
Edward Bowen is the editor of
The Blood-Horse.

MUKHERJEE
SETTLES DOWN
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cities. Her characters are displaced persons, Indians, Filipinos, Afghans, Vietnamese,
and Trinidadians, immigrants
all, making themselves up as
they make their way in the
New World. Like those who
, Benjamin Frankcame beforeick
lin, Freder Douglass, or
Ronald Reagan, say, they are
embarked on the essential
American enterprise — inventing
vent
eminadop
ing andselv
rees,
ting and th
sloughing
off identities like so much unwanted skin.

Bharati Mukherjee's genius
was in seeing, and telling us,
what was happening two
years before it became a Newsiveek cover story. And since
the 1988 publication of The
Middleman marked her as the
foremost chronicler of the
multicultural New America,
Mukherjec has been living the
American writer's dream.
Newly ceived
a citizen
herself,andshetherecritical acclaim
1988 National Book Critics
Circle Award for fiction. She
has accepted a professorship at
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the University of California at
Berkeley. In October, a Canadian company is to begin location shooting of Days and
Nights in Calcutta, based on an
earlier book Mukherjee cowrote with her husband. Producers have taken options on
several of the stories from The
Middleman. And there is
strong interest by major studios in her novel Jasmine (published last year), the pilgrim's
progress of an Indian woman
who leaves her small village
for the city and then for
America, transforming herself
as she moves from Florida to
New York to Iowa, from Jyoti to Jasmine tojase to Jane
Ripplemeyer, lover of a Midwestern banker.

"It is," Mukherjee says of
her success, "amazing to me."
Her good fortune follows
an apprenticeship at the University ofIowa Writers'
Workshop, in the 1960s, and a
longer stint as a journeyman
writer — two novels, two
books of nonfiction, and a collection ofstories by 1985. It
follows, too, a journey much
like those of her characters.
Born to a Brahmin family
in Calcutta, Mukherjee was
the daughter of the owner of a
pharmaceuticals company. It
was a comfortable, protected
life; she made few decisions,
even about things as simple as
what to wear each day. (Introduced once at a reading as "an
Indian princess," Mukherjee
responded tartly that princess
was too low a designation on
the social scale to describe her
upbringing.) She attended
schools in India, m England,
and in Switzerland before
coming to the University of
Iowa, in 1961, to earn an
M.F. A. at the Writers' Workshop and a Ph.D. in English
literature. There, she also met
her husband, the writer Clark
Blaise. The two lived in Montreal, where Mukherjee taught
at McGill, from 1966 to 1980.
It was, for a while, a good
place to be, a "very manageable, sophisticated, cosmopolitan city." But then, in 1973, a
surge of racism followed the
emigration of thousands of
Asian refugees from Idi
Amin's Uganda. Mukherjee
was verbally harassed on the
streets, in stores; assaulted in a
subway station. She tought
AUC'.UST
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back until 1980. She says, "I
realized I had come to a moment in my life when I had to
choose between being a writer
and being an activist for the
rest of my life. ... I had to
get out of this zone of distress,
this destructive situation."
She had published two novels: The Tiger's Daughter
(1972), about a young woman
who returns to C'alcutta alter
studying in the United States
and finds herself unable to adjust to life at home, and Wife
(1975), about an Indian woman so unable to cope with her
new life in New York that she
murders the husband who has
brought her there. Her collection of stories Darkness (1985)
includes several that deal with

the problems of Indian immigrants ina hostile, racist Canada. At first glance, the books
seem of a piece with Mukherjee's more recent fiction. What
distinguishes the later works,
however, is the voice — as
American as a redneck drawl
or the smart-aleck disc jockey
you hear when driving at night
through the heartland — and
the sense of iiptunism.
"My characters are not
breaking old stereotypes, because don't
I
know those stereotypes," Mukherjee says.
"And instead of seeing iminigrants as suspended people tor
whom loss of culture is a devastating loss of self, my immigrants are people of energy
and slrenglh, sometimes a

great deal of sensitivity, and
— Dai' id Nil hoi son
sometimes courage."
David Nicholson is a novelist and
short-story writer, an editor of the
Washington Post Book
World, iUid loiinding editor of the
magazine iilack film Review.

DIAMOND

mhna(;erie
overt opulence of
large stones or the
more reticent formality of
pave, diamond jewelry has always been seen as serious aend
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sons student, Vicky Tiel,
formed a ragingly successful,
Paris-based design partnership
(Fonssagrives-Tiel), whose
dreamy, liquid-lined fashions,
featured in Vogiw, personified
the times. On returning to the
United States in the I97()s, she
worked in California as a decorative spray-painter of motorcycles ("Iwas drawn to the
candy-apple paint") and furniture
somethingmaker
about ("There's
working with
wood — at the end of the day
you have something in your
hands"). Her childhood penchant for hands-on construction ("My art teacher at Dalton and I didn't agree on how
houses should look, so I took
shop with the boys") inspired
a series of large-scale abstract
canvases on wood with the cutout shapes that eventually led
her to sculpting.
For her first group of children's jungle-beast sculptures,
in 1987, she used a jigsaw
*
"like a pen" to outline the initial shapes, creating the final
dimensional forms using disc
and rolling-pin sanders as
"brushes" to refine and polish.
Her animal show encouraged
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jewelry designer Mia Fonssagrives-Solow works with diamonds, she turns playful.
She has created a stunning
menagerie of offbeat, sculptural wildlife jewelry that disdains the dowager image of
diamonds. Each piece captures
the frolicsome side of animal
nature. A frosted silver snowleopard lolls on its back toying
with a (diamond) snowball;
Hannibal's elephants charge
through the (diamond) snow;
a golden gorilla gleefully
dances about clutching a (diamond) ball in its massive paw.
"My diamond pieces are lowprofile," Fonssagrives-Solow
pomts out.
"Jewelryfun,
today
should
be discreet,
and
easy to part with."
Her signature animal jewelry is based on her series of lifesize three-dimensional wood
86
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animal sculptures. In both
forms, her construction is
unique. Fonssagrives-Solow
layers sheaves of material atop
one another (pine or chestnut
for sculptures; bronze, silver,
or gold for jewelry), building
up an illusion of dimensionality and forward movement. Like the sculptures, the
smaller, jeweled counterparts
are pleasurably tactile.
For Mia Fonssagrives-Solow, daughter of the legendary beauty and model Lisa
Fonssagrives and stepdaughter
of the photographer Irving
Fenn, jewelry marks the
fourth phase of an artistic career. She began as a painter
and clothing designer in Paris
after studying art history and
drawing at the Parsons School
of Design. During the early
l%()s, she and a fellow Par-

young gallerygoers to view
sculpture as "something to
climb
touch, about
and feel."
feel so on,
strongly
what "I
wc
do to animals. My beasts are
intended to make people
aware that animal life ii always injeopardy," she says.
In jewelry making, it is the
opportunity to juxtapose contrasting elements and textures
that intrigues FonssagrivesSolow. "I love mixing the
cruder metals with diamonds,
mixing tone on tone like the
white silver with the whiteness of the diamonds so it's all
sparkly like snow," says the
jeweler, as she puts the final
touches on a silver-bronze rhino. The "Rhino in a Diamond
Mudbath," along with several
of her other pieces, is included
in a touring collection of wildlife jewelry put together by
the Diamond Information
Center to raise money for zoos
and other wildlife organizations. The roughness of his
crumply hide (achieved by

E

\,

dripping melted wax onto
waxed paper) sparkles with a
shower ot diamonds that suggest ciroplets ot moisture.
Saks Fifth Avenue has devoted a new nook to Fonssagrives-Solow's latest designs.
These include sleek, sensuous
"glorified house cat" pins, of
gold with diamond spots
("less glorified" ones, of vermeil, sport fewer gem
"spots"), wide silver cuff
bracelets of cats chasing their
own tails, and golden "puzzle
chip" charm bracelets.
Jane Tuma, a Saks vicework
is very
conversational.
I
"Solow's
says,
president,
like its fresh approach and
high quality. Her pieces [at
about $500] are selling very
well." There are also insouciantly twinkling flapperlength necklaces of diamondspeckled chocolate bronze
M&M's, a reminder that in
Mia Fonssagnves-Solow's design world, diamonds are inand playful.would
"It's not
though formal
someone
mug as
you observes,
for something
this,"
she
of the like
latest
oxymoron of the 1990s — casual
diamonds.
— -]oni Miller
Joni
Miller'sFoods
True Mail
Grits:Order
The
Southern
Catalogue has just been published byWorkman.

FELLINI
AT SEVENTY
American filmgoers can
de for themselves
deci
Is the master's last his best?
when Federico Fellini's latest
movie. La Voce della Luna
(Voice of the Moon), comes to
this nation's screens. It is a
y's
ic
y
look
at toda
stars the
comic rust
actors Ital
Paoloand
Villaggio and Roberto Benigni. Both are well known in
Italy, and Benigni broke up
United States audiences in
Down by Law, where he
played the slightly mad Italian
wayfarer whc^ collects (and
misuses) American slang.

The great director is continuing to make films in his
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own, extraordinary way. He
creates as he goes along, continuously writing and rewriting, even working in midproduction with the carpenters,
upholsterers, and costume designers on details other directors would consider beneath
them. He calls himself a puppeteer who physically moves
actors around, playing their
roles himself, even speaking
their lines while the cameras
roll, so that the live sound
track must be put aside. Fellini
uses dubbing to create the
character of each player — he
feels that the actor's voice
sometimes does not correspond to his looks or to the
part he plays.
The "maestro" — the director whom Woody Allen and
higmar Bergman cite with
reverence — recently turned
seventy. He says he could just

as well be fifteen or fifty because his world never changes.
He looks at everything from
the same point of view: from
the inside out. He seldom
moves out of his home, preferring to stay in his living
room, where the TV flickers
in the background with the
sound turned down. The last
time he went to a movie was
in 1939 — he is too busy creating. Indeed, no sooner had
Lufia premiered — it got contradictory reviews at the
Cannes Film Festival — than
Fellini was off on his next project, about which more will be
reported later in these pages.
— GahricUa Mariotti
Gabriella Mariotti worked as an
assistant film producer in Italy for
eight years.
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CAGE

UNLOCKED
six, the star of David

vie
w moen
Lynch's ne
thodtye ,Metw
thge
atoHelarat,s is Ca
WiNldic
actor as kamikaze. He has a
cocksure, take-no-prisoners
commitment to loopy roles
that — like the low-rent pagliaccio in Moonstruck who groans
to his lover, the raven-haired
Cher, "We are here to ruin
ourselves and break our
hearts," or the yuppie in Vampire's Kiss desperate to believe
that his latest crush has transformed him into a bloodsucker— are both uproarious and
frightening. (The laughter he
elicits in Vampire's Kiss is the
shouting, eruptive kind — the
kind you emit when your jaw
has just hit the flexor.)
Nicolas Coppola, a nephew
of the director Francis Ford
Coppola, changed his name to
Cage, in honor of the comicbook hero Luke Cage, before
making his acting debut. He
first appeared in the 1983
movie Valley Girl, where he
played a hotshot downtown
Romeo to Deborah Foreman's
sheltered Valley Juliet. "That
chick . . . she's truly dazzlin'," Cage's Randy marvels,
but in their scenes together, it
is Foreman who looks shghtly
dazzled — at Cage's Elastic
Man frame, his woeful, crescent-shaped eyes, his graceful,
galumphing stride, his deepdyed romantic fatalism. He
courts her in an aggressively
nasal voice, which he somehow shapes into proof of his
sincerity. He wins her with his
willingness to plunge over the
edge, and in Moonstruck he
wins Cher the same way.
Cage's characters are amorous extremists whose affectations,era,
like James
Dean's
in another
are merely
a code
for expressing vulnerability.
That is true of the genial excon he plays in Raising Arizona, who steals a baby to
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please his down-in-the-dumps
wife, and of Al, in Birdy, who
is taken beyond the limitations
of his upbringing when he befriends astrange neighbor-

E
hood boy who longs to fly.
His scenes with Matthew
Modine in Birdy have a lovely
bittersweetness. But it is
Cage's mostformance.reined-in
per- to
He is more fun
watch when he hits that Martian outer edge. His perforyear's Vampire's
Kiss is amance1in last
1 1 -minute
tour de
force: bug-eyed, slinking
through the New York
streets, his elongated frame
arched in an absurdist parody
of a vampire, he rips through
scene after scene, stretching
the canvas he is working
against wider and wider. He
suggests Klaus Kinski with
range and humor, or De Niro
on mescaline. For a physical
and emotional daredevil like
Cage — a guerrilla actor — landing the lead, as an ex-con and
lover on the run, in David
Lynch's new movie has to be a
kind of apotheosis. (He follows itup with a stint as a
New Orleans painter in the
film Zandalee, directed by Sam
Pillsbury.) These guys do not
believe in protection;
even iro— Steve
Vineberg
ny is a step toward
deeper
peril.

Steve Vineberg regularly writes
on film and actors for the Boston
Phoenix.
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BOTS IN'S
to let his talents rust.
Educators think of him
one
n in a bow istienowh
t o,
as the ma
Leon Botstein
fifteen years ago, at the age of
twenty-nine, took over as
president of Bard College and
has kept the liberal arts and
sciences flourishing there ever
since. Readers of the intellectual press know him from his
sharp, lucid articles on history
and language. Somewhat
he is a profesmore obscurely,
sional musician, and this
month, at Baalrd, he inaugurates afestiv that draws on
cities, administraall his ca, pa
tive artistic, and scholarly,
y. to do him credit
erypmis
waes
in
andevpr
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The theme for this year is
"Rediscovering Brahms."
Territory too well charted for
rediscovery, you may think,
but be prepared for Professor
Botstein (Leon, to his students) to teach you otherwise.
Nine concerts, augmented by
lectures and a symposium,
place the composer against the
backdrop of his friends and
contemporaries, casting new
light on his originality, influence, and indebtedness to a
shared culture.
In the process, familiar
names and works will acquire
new associations. Take Joseph
Joachim, known to every music student as the virtuoso for
whom Brahms wrote his Violin Concerto. The advanced
student may know that he was
a composer, too. But who has
heard his music? At Bard, Joachim's own Violin Concerto
AUCiUST
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shares a bill with the familiar
Fourth Symphony of Brahms,
performed for the occasion
with a little-known but authentic alternate opening.
Then there
Brahms's beloved ClaraisSchumann,
whose
activity as a composer was
overshadowed by that ot her
husband. At Bard, her songs
will have a hearing, on a program that also includes the
brilliant, deranged Robert
Schumann, Brahms, I iugo
Wolf, and Gustav Mahler.
And luminaries in Brahms's
time, now neglected — Alexander von Zemlinsky, Karl
Cioldmark,
andtheEugen
d'Al-rebert — will for
occasion
gain their former tooting.
"I hope the programs we
have devised for 'RediscoveringtenerBrahms'
will involved
allow theinlisto become
the sound world of Brahms,

BY TIMOTHY

(iREENFIELD-SANDERS

thereby re-creating some of
the social and cultural milieu
in which it was created and
first heard," Botstein has said,
and further: "Our assumption
is that audience, performer,
and composer alike are interested in the future of new music, and the way the standard
repertoire becomes a living
object, rather than a dry artifact, in the musical and cultur-

(Princeton University Press).
But if it all smacks of a dry academic exercise, consider the
lineup cians:
ot themusician's
musi-OIviolinist Elniar
iveira (playing the Joachim
Violin Concerto), the soprano
Lucy Shelton, the baritone
William Sliarp. the pianist Yefim Bronfman, and, in the
specially tormed Bard lestival
Orchestra, nienibers of CV-

al lite ot our times."
What with programs tbcusing on the piano as the sine
qua noil of nineteenth-century
musical lite, tlie evolution of
chamber music, the process ot
revision, and more, this is a

Chamber
Chamber
pheus and linsemble.
the St. I iike's
musicians regulate tin nisei ves.
of course, but w here a condiu tiM^ is required, look tor
Maestro Botstein on the

program only a scholar could
have assembled. In goi)d
scholarly fashion, tiie essays
and documentary materials
prepared tor the occasion are
being gathered into a book:
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Tlic Biud Miisii I'cslii'dl's iiian\^ii)iil sciisoii inns Aiii^n^t 17 to 26
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Canaletto painted a Venice that never
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lived, photographers began captur-

Cohuw, The
White Bridge,
Vcmcc(1905).
Sold for $66,000.
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Edward Steichen,
Venice (1913):
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$600.

ing their own images. Our earliest,
from the 1860s, of a glassy lagoon

reflecting the Doges' Palace,

might
Z

almost have been

taken today —
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except for the solitariness of that gon-
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CdWo Naya,
Venice (1860s), I

found in specialist galleries.
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sold for $1,540.
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Adolf Fasshcn der,
Still of the
Evening —
Venice f/946);
$i,500.

Evelyn Hofer,
Two Statues by
Canova, Venice
(1972): S75().
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Doge's Palace
(ca. IHHO): Sl.aiH).

lilizabeth
Zcschin, The
Three Chairs,
Venice (1985):
$700.

Mania Lijypinaii,
II— Venice 1 rilogy
(19H7): $600.
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Glass in the blood
By

Madeleine

Johnson

S^

Saravalle
Archimede Seguso in his
workshop in Murano.
when he dips his stick into
a rusty bucket of water
and reapplies it to the hot
glass, sparks fly. When he
puts down the bastone, his
assistant removes the vase
for a brief reheating and
then returns to the scanno
with the vase once more
red-hot. While he rotates
the pole, Seguso scores
the vase's neck with his
shears until the rough
5
§
2
I

edge spirals off to the
floor. With his bastone he
smooths the fresh edge,
gives another pass to the
emerald green band, and

^
3
?
c
3

puts down his tool. After
one more trip to the furnace, Seguso holds the
blowpipe and vase aloft
like a trophy and then
with his shears snips the

^i navel
glass free.
He smooths
remaining
on its the
Is bottom,
his creation, and studies
nods approval.
c The assistant carries the
vase off to a large tray,
glass master
a Renaissance
Ifwere
to return to pick up
the tools scattered around a
modern glass factory and begin work again, he would find
nothing strange but the gasfueled furnace and the electric
lights. Otherwise, the shops,
with their furnaces that look
rather like little adobe houses,
could serve as illustrations for
an eighteenth-century manual
on the arts and crafts.
Venetian glassmakers are
still unrivaled. One of them is

Archimede Seguso, who became a master glassmaker
when he was twenty, the
youngest in Murano. As the
Muranesi like to say of themselves, glass instead of blood
runs in their veins.
Cilass has flowed in the Seguso family's veins for some
five hundred years. Segusos
were instrumental in raising
the Murano glass industry
from its torpor after the Vene94

tian republic fell to Napoleon
and competition from cheaper
Bohemian glass threatened it
in the nineteenth century. Seguso's
grandfather ofbelonged
to the consortium
masters

side him on his scanno, a bench
with arms almost shoulder

aesthetic potential in combining traditional Murano techniques with modern design.
Archimede Seguso and a

height, are his few tools: a caliper, shears made from a strip
of bent, sharpened metal, and
a hastonc, a thick, pointed
wand of cardboard.
He waits as his assistant at
the furnace reheats the vase
Seguso is working on, pulls
out the long steel blowpipe
with the glowing orange, fully
formed vase attached at one

group of other masters (including his father and brother)

end, and places it across the
arms of the scanno. Gradually

formed still
Seguso
d'Arte,
which
bears Vetri
the family
name. In 1946, he established

the orange fades and the pattern of the vase's tessttto — its
fabric — becomes visible. Seguso turns to two elliptical
bands of color that cut verti-

that founded the famous Venini workshop, in the 1920s,
and one of those who saw the

his present shop, Vetreria Seguso Archimede, now run by
his sons. (Neither blows glass,
citing the difficulties facing all
sons of gifted fathers.)
Now, at eighty, he still
works every day at the factory
bearing his name. Midmorning finds him sitting erect and
attentive in his workshop. Be-

cally
throughof the
vase's
elaborate
pattern
milky
white
dashes, tracing the bands with
his bastone, so that under the
pressure of his touch two
bulbs arise from its side, giving the vase its final, melonlike contour. Occasionally,

where it joins a jumble of other pieces
waiting for the final
oven
tempering.
All has passed rapidly, surely, and in silence. Reseated at
his scanno with his hands on
his knees, Seguso is impassive.
The speed and smoothness of
his last few minutes' labor are
deceptive. This is physically
demanding work, and it tires
him more than it used to. Yet
his faculties, enthusiasm, and
imagination are undiminished.
While other masters may retire, he lives for new ideas —
tessuti, colors, shapes — hundreds of ideas he cannot articulate except by giving them
form in glass.
Glassmaking, like any art,
has an internal discipline dictated by the raw material. Th(
measure of the artist is in the
expressiveness and beauty he
can bring out of a material.
Not every imaginable vessel
can be produced in glass, nor
C:ONNOIS.SEUR
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any combination of colors, because those with incompatible
chemical properties or cooling
rates will not bind readily.
The glassblower must think in
three dimensions. "To blow
glass," Seguso says, "you
have to see the piece from
every angle, all at the same
time." Making the tessuto also
demands complex, three-dimensional thought. The starting point is always the cane, a
rod of glass with many strands
of different colors. A raw cane
is monochromatic; only a
cross section tells what is hidden inside. Yet when it is
heated and blown, the concealed pattern of individual
strands expands along with
the object, like printing on a
balloon. The conceptual leap
from the imagined appearance
of the finished object to the
composition of the canes
needed to realize it is a large
one, and not all glassblowers
can make it. But he who
makes the leap enriches his
aesthetic vocabulary greatly.
Seguso is the complete master because experience and
technical ability allow him to
coax from glass forms and
colors not easily achieved. Between his abilities as a designer
and as a technician, there is a
direct rapport. As a technician
he can realize any idea that
comes to him. "A glass object,
however difficult, doesn't
frighten me,"
he says. his
His
confidence
stimulates
imagination and widens his
expressive range. His technical
knowledge encompasses all
phases of glass production, extending his control even further. The colors and shapes of
his works, the composition of
their canes, are all as he and he
alone intended.
Many masters specialize in
only one aspect of glass production. They mix the special
sands that are melted into raw
glass, changing the recipe to
vary colors (the Segusos use
twenty-odd ingredients, several of them secret). They
make canes, blow from anothdesigns, master
or do the
that er's
another
willdesigns
blow.
No one else alive shares SeguAUGUST
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bubbled. Sommersi — submerged— is apt. These objects
look as it they had lain for centuries on the sea floor.
hi 1989, Tiffany exhibited
fifty
of Seguso's
between
1932 andpieces
1972 made
to celebrate his eightieth birthday
and their long partnership
with him. Seguso is now
working on the creation of an
exclusive series lor them. This
fertile collaboration began in
1955 with a line of pieces in

"Piume" and "Merlelto, " tessuti desii^ncd by Sej^uso in the early 1950s.
so's comprehensive ability.
Masters tend to specialize in
types of glass — vases, plates,
chandeliers, sculptures of solid
glass — but Seguso is a master
of them all. He says that many
well-known twentieth-century glassmakers are designers
who compose on paper rather
than with the glass itself, as he
does, leaving the realization to
technicians.
Glass ration.
itself
Seguso's
He has isnot
set footinspiin
another workshop for forty
years and has had no masters
other than his father, his
grandfather, and the great Napoleone Barovier. The habit
of innovation that originated
in his fear of people's saying
he was imitating older models
is firmly established. With
each series he tries to introduce something never seen before— a color, shape, or tessuto. The very limits of the
glass's physical properties
challenge him, and he has
made pieces of colors that normally do not bind. Only those
who know something about
glass and its history can appreciate Seguso's achievements
completely, but anyone can
enjoy a Seguso vase. Its visual
appeal is immediate.
The Venice Biennalc used
to have a glass pavilion, and
Seguso was a frequent prizewinner. Two of his bestknown series, the "Merlctto"
and the "Piume" (lace and
feather), won in the early
195()s. Merletto describes the
effect produced by the Renais-

sance filigrain technique, in
which thin, crisscrossing
strands of opaque white glass
are suspended in the transparent body to create a tessuto that
looks like lace. Seguso gave it
new life by arranging- the lacy
white threads in a contemporary pattern, which his sons
describe as "evolved filigrain." Seguso's play with the
contrast between the enchanting immateriality of the filigrain and the solidity of the
thick glass he used gave the
pieces dynamism that remains
fresh. Seguso used a similar
technique for the feather series, in which feathers drift
across pale, transparent vases.
The "Sommersi" bowls and
vases, produced with Flavio
Poli in the late 1930s, arc massive and opaque, their goldSeguso has just created this vase,
one of a series for Tiffany.

clear
glass thatseenrecall
the Mu-and
rano classics
in Dutch
Venetian old-master paintings. The store's monumental
clear-glass candlesticks arc his.
In 1983, he helped Elsa Peretti
realize her Venetian glass objects, and he has just finished a
line with Matteo Thun, of the
Memphis group. Although
Seguso made the prototypes,
production
is left
to other
masters in his
shop.
Events such as this exhibition, the 1989 auction of Robert Mapplethorpe's
of Venini
vases, and collection
a recent
exhibition of glass by twentieth-century Venetian masters
at the Muriel Karasik Clallery,
in New York, suggest a widening interest in Murano
works
have reached
record
glass. Prices
for Seguso's
heights. Eleven of them were
auctioned
Christie's 1987,
in
Geneva in by
November
while last year it sold several
Seguso vases, including one
from the "Merletto" group,
this last for over 3(),(K)() Swiss
francs.
Seguso is gratified by such
recognition, but it is a small
reward compared with tiiat of
bringing a piece from its evanescent beginnings to its realization. And even that gratification fades. Before exhausting the possibilities ot one
idea, he is impatient to be at
work on the next. "I like to
do, to tind. to bring order to
all the things that others may
not even see," he says. D
Seguso, 14.^ IUa.:za San ,\tano.
Madeleine Johnson Surat'alle is a
writer and art historian who lives
95
in Rome.
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Venice

(Continued from pa^e 58)
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Lido and signs of creeping modernity
around the edges of Venice, but it has as

ket center, bell tower, and social calendar. The sense of neighborhood is still

yet hardly scratched the city's ancient
integrity. When you sec an RAI sound
truck in Piazza San Marco, as you do
every once in a while, it jars as would the
discovery of a Stealth bomber in the
bathtub.

very strong, and the evidence is everywhere. "Have you found your trattoria?" a Venetian asked when we first
came, and we didn't know what he was
talking about until we did find it, a little
place just around the corner where you
eat whatever is on the stove, as you
would in your own kitchen.
When we had found our trattoria, we
began to find Venice: a button shop
where you can buy one button at a time
and take twenty minutes making the
choice; a restaurant where the kids are
taken to eat in the kitchen because it is

It is easiest to see the enduring completeness ofVenice in the dark, when
the last ot the daily torrent of tourists has
gone, and the television antennas with
which the old city bristles in the daytime
have disappeared, and you can feel the
city as it was.
sit in the morning sun
Whenwith you
the paper in one of the
bars alongside the Rialto
dge
bri
and suddenly remember that
you are looking at the place where the
deals were struck that hnked East and
West in the thirteenth century, you
shiver with a sense of some connection,
however slight, with nearly a thousand
years of Western history. But even as
you are humbled by the centuries of
history that haunt every corner of the
place, you are. above all, reassured by
its human scale.
One dimension of human scale is

physical: an environment that is humanly rather than mechanically built. When
a visitor remarked on the unusual comfort he found in Robert Graves's study
111 Majorca, Graves explained that
everything in it was handmade except
the telephone.
Venice is all handmade, still. The
stonemasons and carpenters will tell
you that the last truly square corner disappeared more than two centuries ago,
if one ever existed at all. So every repair
must be carved to fit, and the whole of
Venice is as elementally comfortable as
Graves's study.
Venice is small. If you don't get lost,
you can walk from one end of it to the
other in less than an hour. There arc
only 78,000 people left iii Venice, not
many fewer than at the time of the conquest of Constantinople, but by the
modern standard it is little more than a
village, and, as Lewis Mumford pointed
out, the essentials of human scale were
built into it.
The city began as an amalgam ot
about sixty island parishes, separated by
water and linked first by ferries and later
by bridges. Each was autonomous,
with its own saint, its own church, mar96

Guide

more fun; a vegetable stand where the
proprietor will explain precisely how to
make a fine risotto with the tough ends
of the asparagus you have just bought.
This is the Venetians' Venice, which
they have somehow contrived to conceal from the tourists. (The Venetians
themselves hide behind blank expressions as they once hid behind the masks
they wore for privacy, and their private
language.) A Venetian may grumble
over a drink that Venice is becoming a
big bottci^ii, but he spends his life in a
Venice that is not.

what she calls her village. (Tudy is a
nobile donna who is uncomfortable when
that status is mentioned.) The palaces
and gardens and villas you will want to
see belong to her friends. She may take
you to the Marco Polo for a glass of
wine with the i^ondolieri. She understands the human rhythms of Venice.
At night, the tourists retreat across
the Austrian causeway and leave the
streets of Venice to the cats. There is no
night life, or so it seems. But on Burano,
still an island with the ways of an island,
the street lite continues far into the
night, and Tudy can take you to drink
with the Buranese fishermen and boat
builders. Or on San Erasmo, an island as
big as Venice itself, where a few aging
contadini, who still "work the land with
love," grow greens for the Rialto market, Tudy knows the people — and the
dogs — by name.
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Butact ifofTudy
nially threatened city she adores,
she has continued to lead tourists
through Venice" — hundreds and hundreds of them — in part as a kind of Venetian selt-indulgence. "When you exyou learn
"and
Tudy
ify,if
to simpl
have says,
and,"you
short
time is plain,
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Thereice— can
which non-Venetians find only
by accident and then cannot find again.
The fabulous cantina Do Mori resounds
with Venetian life for a couple of hours
at midday and again in the evening. It is
literally a few steps from the tourist
thoroughfare, but it is impossible to
find on purpose until you have lived in
Venice for months. Antiche Carampane, an unrepentant Venetian restaurant, in what was once the red-light district, isas inaccessible to non-Venetians
as if it were in New Guinea. Fran<jois
Mitterrand dines there when he comes
to Venice, but that is only because he
comes with a Venetian.
Venice has died some in the last few
centuries, but the essence ot Venice
endures — in the outer reaches of the
lagoon, in the hidden gardens, behind
the tightly closed shutters after dark,
and in the warm hearts of the surviving
Venetians. It is just a little harder to find
than it used to be. D

Richard Cornnelle, the author of several
Iwoks
social criticism,
hetweenofFehrnary
and July. lives in I'enice

.
is more
there ure,
you
but
is a treas
Venice" But
that. more
than even
to it learn
for those who live here it can also be a
trap. With so much that is remarkable
stutfed in so small a space, Venice can be
suffocating. Venetians, even those who
love Venice most, need frequent intermissions and sabbaticals. Tudy gets
away when she can — to Polonnaruwa,
or Bulla Regia, or Pagan, not your usual
tourist destinations — and when she cannot leave literally, she "leaves" in other
ways: "I stay alone and put my nose out
once in a while, or I turn on the segretaria
telefonica and pretend to be away." As a
guide, she has found another way to get
away without going away: "Through
an outsider's eyes, I can usually discover
yet another Venice. I always see things
I've never seen before."
"The more I see of Venice," Tudy
says, "the more I understand how very
little I know." "Sometimes," she sighs,
"I think probably I am not competent to
be a guide." And when a tourist
remarks
that
such what
a richly
int'ormed
humility is
exactly
is required
of a
superb Venetian guide, Tudy says, "I
know. I got it trom Henry James." D
CC^NNOISStlUK

Valentino

DOI

(Continued from pa(^c 65)

(Continued from paf^c 71 }

the back but not in the front (a miraculous teat ot engineering) and a C^hineselacquer-red chitton evening dress ot exquisite draping. In both cases Valentino
made simplicity look delicate and feminine, not hard-edged. And if you happened to be Vreeland's size, you really
could wear both outfits today. "The
great secret of couturiers, as opposed to
designers,"
Valentino,
"is for
thata
some
of their says
dresses
can be worn
long, long time."
Nan Kempner, who has worn Valentino, as well as other couturiers, since he
showed his first collection in America,
in the midsixties, has just ordered a pale
blue, pleated, Grecian-style mousseline
dress from his spring 1990 couture line.

woman

theatrical, and vulgar. "Sometimes designers' ideas can do women a big disservice. For example, they design too
young. A woman at forty, forty-five, is
sublime, but she should not dress as if
she were twenty-five. Some

women

can't gracefully accept growing older,
and they put on these young clothes.
They lose their elegance completely! I

dips in popularity over the years because
he has refused to compromise with the
trends of the moment. If market studies
show that a majority ot women ot a certain age want to dress young, he still
does not budge. He knows it is wrong.
Similarly, his most recent lower-priced

as for many Valentipnes,r,most
For Kem
no client
of them women
who lead busy lives and must
often appear at public functions, Valentino's clothes are not only "useful"; they
are infused with the appropriate spirit:
joy, not frivolity, an affirmation of life
reinforced with frequent images and
colors from nature — leopard-skin
prints, embroideries in animal motifs,
feathers, a penchant for earth tones, sky
blue, and (his favorite) blood red. Val-

ready-to-wear line, "Oliver" (named
after his pug), directed at the youth market, is elegant but in a mature way.
Teenagers do not need to look vulgar.

entino's "pretty pictures of nature" are
sympathetic to the world: they do not
flaunt wealth yet are luxurious; never
haughty, but rather serene. One is
reminded of Horace's famous line:
"Carpe diem, quam minimum credula

wouldn't change the designs too much;
otherwise the man will appear ridiculous." The result is perhaps the most
elegant menswear in the world — beautiful suits in superb fabrics that denote
ce but are never overpowering,
iden
conf
, or silly.
ting
mida
inti
"You wouldn't wear Valentino to a

over." In order for clothes to look alive,
they must not look overdone. It is as it
Valentino makes clothes that force a
AU(;U.ST 1990

Day oj the Duuljolk-art Juiiins.

would put these clothes in the 'vulgar'

ties," she says. "Valentino understands
the pleating, the draping, and the handling of mousseline better than any other designer. He learned how to shape a
dress, to make it very smooth through

moral terms: "Elegance is not being
overly preoccupied with how you put
things together. You must never do too
much. Elegance is making the dress Hue.
People should notice how a lady moves,
how she talks, not her dress. When we
rehearse the collections on the runway,
if the dress on a model does not come
alive when she walks, then I consider it
dead, a failure, and I discard it and start

EDO

them: she is half of the equation. "In all
aspects ot lite," he says, sounding Horatian, "things that are too extreme are
destined to die quickly."
Clothes, like everything else tor Valentino, tall into three groups: classic,

category."
The dictum "Dress your age" comes
to mind, but then, old truths do need to
be reiterated. Valentino has weathered

ero."
post
Valentino
defines elegance in almost

OlM

to bring something of herselt to

"It reminds me of the very first dress I
had of Valentino's when he was assistant designer at Jean Desses in the fif-

the midriff."

() R r:S

ques
is aVale
. "It
meny,"
n-dotion ofolde
mentr alit
says
tino. "I permit myself to des
only
sign
men' clothes that a real man
would wear. I may change a button, a
shoulder, or the lapels slightly from season to season to update a suit, but I
Nor

cabaret," says Val Cook, fashion director and vice-president ot Saks jandel, a
department store in Washington, !).(].,
and C^hevy C'hase, Maryland, that
stocks all of Valentino's Boutique line.
"Saint Laurent is the ultimate in investment clothing. Montana is the most torward: he makes the ck)thes of tomorrow. C'hanel makes the traditional 'ladylike' look. Hut Valentino is elegance
so simple!"
it all looksaptly
personified:
As Diana Vreeland
put it in her
book AUnre, "Elegance is refusal."! I

which means doing right by Frida."
In the process, she has done right by
her country. La Noria is a much-needed
addition to the museums of Mexico
City, a city that is short of quiet, intimate places in which to see the work of
the great Mexican modernists. Beyond
that, the Olmedo collection opens at a
time when interest in Mexican art is on
the rise in the United States. This fall,
tour major traveling shows will open in
New York, the largest being the Metropolitan Museum's "Mexico: Splendors
of Thirty Centuries." The Mexican
masters have also begun to be recognized bythe market. At a Sotheby's auction in May, an important Frida Kahlo
self-portrait, Die(^o and I, sold tor SI. 43
million. That would make a conservative estimate of the value of Dolores
Olmedo's paintings run into the
hundreds of millions of dollars.
While the watchman begins to lock
up the house, Olmedo says her goodbyes and walks back toward the servants' quarters, where she has been living while work continues on a new
wing of the building. A trio ot rare
esquincle dogs trail alter her, their tails
wagging wildly. As the guards unlock
the tront gates, the last sound from La
Noria is the scream of a peacock tVom
the hillside above the lu)use. Outside,
reality drops down again — workers
trudging home through the tvviliglit
troin their jobs in the city, housewives
lugging groceries in plastic bags
adorned with the image ot the Virgin ot
(hiadalupe. This is Mexico, the living
lo's soul, nof Rivera's canvases and Kahextension

Jeff Spurrier is a free-lance writer who speliatizes in Mexican and Japaiwse cuU^r.

Ballooning
(Continued from pa^^c 19)
MAGNfflCENT ANTIQUES FROM AROUND

THE WORLD

GARDEN SIATE
INTERNATIONAL
ANTIQUES FAIR
AUGUST 18 & 19

GARDEN STATE EXHIBIT CENTER
50 Atrium Drive, Somerset, NJ
New event with over 200
exhibitors featuring a wide variety
of elegant period antiques and
very fine collectibles.
Enjoy informative lectures and
unique displays. Restorations
and appraisals by experts.
Hours: 1 1 AM to 7 PM,
Saturday and Sunday.
Admission: $5.00 per f)ersoa
On-site parking.
Directions: Garden State Parkway to
Exit 127N or 129S to Rt. 287,
Exit 6. NJ Tlimpike to Exit 10 to
Rl 287N, Exit 6.

STELLA

fP^MAl

Stella Show Management Co. 201-768-2773

of a tour-day excursion, during the
mock graduation ceremony that welcomes the guests into the company of
veteran balloonists. The dinner takes
place in the orangerie at the Chateau de
Laborde, Bombard's combination
home, office, and employee dormitory.
During the copious feast an entire table
ot happy, slightly tipsy guests listens
with rapt attention as he reels off ballooning anecdotes, lectures on wine and
food, or tells about serving as a firststring crew member during four America's Cup races. If the flow of his conversation isinterrupted, it is generally by a
guest's question. Deflected, the talk
finds a new channel: skiing, scuba diving, photography — all hobbies he has
pursued with characteristic intensity.
His manner is that of the charming,
loquacious host. And there is the answer: he likes to fly balloons, but also he
likes to entertain. "What other line of
work," he asks, "would allow me to
give a dinner party every night?" D
Adam Bej^ley, (i free-lance writer, lives in
Saq^aponack, New York.

Noble

Follies

(Continued from pa(^e 82)
broken column have been restored, the
Tartar tent reconstructed. The crowd-

Bernard Steinitz
75, fg Saint-Honore
75008 - Paris
Tel. : (1)47 42 31 94

125 E. 57th Street
New York N.Y. 10022
Tel. : (212) 832 37 11
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(top left) Master of the
uiediuni, tempera, size,
mer, (top right) photo.
(bottom right) photo.

Tfcboii Akarpicce. A/.I(/i>m(i.i ivid Child, ca. 13Hi);
^0 cm x 68 cm; (bottom left) photo. Lorcn HamMichael Cicigcr; food stylist. Sarah T. Circcnbcrg;
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medium, oil on canvas, size. 31/8" x 23/8". Page 20; (left) Courtesy
Simon & Schuster, New York. Page 27: (left) Courtesy Morrow. Page

ing trees, "like towers, with their
crowns sixty feet high, an unbroken

28, Medium, oil on canvas; size, 18" x 16". Page 30: Photo. Peter Darley
Miller/Visages. Page 31: Photo. Gary Buss Page 35: (top) Medium, oil
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skirt of branches down to the ground,"
as Colette observed, have been thinned,

canvas; size. 1 18 cm x 238 cm. Pages 36-37 Medium, oil on canvas; size.
153 cm X 112 cm. Page 38: (top left) Peter Paul Rubens, medium, oi! on
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and perspectives created once again between the awe-inspiring column and its
attendant follies. The public, decently
dressed, again may visit. But Colette
also wrote — and one cannot but share a
momentary pang of regret — "Having
known
the Desert under a stormy June
sky, I tremble to see it changed, swept of
its debris and blinking in the light of its
new cleanliness."
Four hundred copies of a remarkable
book, Le Desert de Retz: A Late Eii^hteenth-Century French Folly Carden, have
just been issued by the Anon Press in
San Francisco, a publisher of fine editions. With an introduction by Choppin
de Janvry, an exemplary text by the
architecture critic Diana Ketcham, old
engravings, historical photographs going back as far as 1850, and a series of
ravishing photographs taken in 1988 by
Michael Kenna, it can be had for S37.S. ft
IS not overpriced.
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Meccasfor divers and for gardeners , and the best guide in Argentina

wo GOOD
RESTAURANTS
IN Ireland.
It is always a
relief to go
back to a
place you loved before and
find it just as you remembered. We recently returned
to the Chez Hans restaurant
in Cashel, County Tipperary. It is actually located in an
ancient church, beautifully
refurbished, and the diningroom decor is exquisite. The
service is genuinely warm
and friendly and the food
wonderful (especially the
rack of baby lamb with fresh
rosemary). Reservations a
must. Phone: 62 61177.
For a lunch break while
shopping in Grafton Street,
in Dublin, try the Sandbank
Pub, in the Westbury Hotel.
It is reasonably priced, with
delightfully prepared food
and pleasant surroundings
with roomy, comfortable
seating. Service is excellent
and never rushed.
(Grafton Street, Dublin 2,
Ireland. Phone: 1 679-1122.)
AST BECOMING A MECCA
for gardenclubbers is
Museum
London's of
Garden History. Its garden is
a seventeenth-century replica
with plant, shrub, and flower varieties brought over
from the Continent by England's famous royal gardeners John Tradescant and his
son, who are buried here. It
is in the yard of an old
<
church, St.-Mary-at-Lambeth, which is being restored
and houses both the museum, with changing art exhibitions, and an information
AUGUST

center on gardening
throughout the world. Sixty
enthusiastic volunteer work-

8AZ, England. Reservations:
800-544-7570.)

ers keep it gomg. It is directly across the Thames from
the Houses of Parliament.
(Lambeth Palace Road, at
St .-Mary-at-Lambeth , London
SE1 7JU, England. Phone: 71
261-1891.)

EED A GUIDE

TEAMBOAT
CRUISES have
returned to
Canada. The
St. Lawrence
Cruise Lines
has two replica steamboats
(Canadian Empress and Victorian Empress) plying the St.
Lawrence and several other
rivers, with vistas of historic
forts, estates, and re-created
villages. The ships were built
in the 1980s and have airconditioned staterooms.
Ships run from May through
October, with some dates
open for chartering. Details:
(800) 267-7868 or (613) 5498091.
LUXURIOUS
ADDITION to

country-tel
d's
ho
anho
gleEnus
scene is Lucknam Park, just six miles
northeast of Bath. This
tury
eighteenth-cen
building,
sh
set in 280 Wilt ire acres, has
comfortable bedrooms, all in
attractive, chintzy English
country-house style. Also
excellent food.
And at the back, well
away from the hotel, is a
splendid spa area, with a
covered indoor swimming
pool, a gym, a beauty and
room, and two tenmassage
nis courts.

(Colerne, Wiltshire SN14

IN Argentina? There is
awoman,
very competent young
Monica Kniill, who, together with her staff, will
make sure that you learn
about, see, and do everything that you want in Argentina. Well informed on
the history, politics, and economics of the country, she
leads personal tours or can
arrange hunting and birdshooting safaris in season.
She is hard to get hold of, so
keep trying.
(Avenida Las Her as 29636B, 1425 Buenos Aires, Argentina. Phone: 1 804-3882. Fax:
1 802-8872.)

ing is outside the reefs,
where currents provide food
for hundreds of varieties of
tropical fish.
It is advisable to go with a
dive master who knows the
waters and is safety minded.
The best way to enjoy Palau
is to book on the Sun Tamarin, a lovely, sixty-foot sailing yacht for six live-aboard
divers and three crew members. Itwill get you to the
best diving sites and provide
you with up to five scuba
tanks a day. Look forward to
a week of eating well and
sleeping soundly, in addition
to the wonderful diving. The
Sun Tatnarin can be booked
individually or chartered
through See & Sea Travel, 50
Francisco Street, Suite 205,
San Francisco, CA 94133.
Phone: (415) 434-3400; (800)
348-9778.
etwehn
Orleans
AND Tours

ALAU, A SCUBA DIVER'SMiDELIGHT.
Palau is not
the
easiest
cronesia's
place to get to. Most people
go by way of Guam and,
from there, via Continental/
Air Micronesia, which is
noted for its crowded planes
and uncertain schedules. But
once you are in your diving
gear in Palau, you will forget
the ordeals of the trip.
The some 300 islands are
relatively undeveloped and,
from afar at low tide, look
like giant green mushrooms.
Their appeal lies in the fascinating dives they offer for
both the novice and the advanced scuba diver. You can
explore countless reefs and
coral gardens, caves, blue
holes, and land-locked salt
lakes. Most of the best div-

stands a delittle country restaurant
;htful, sophisticated
called Bernard Robin. It is in
Bracieux, near (^hambord.
Wonderful cooking and gentle, courteous old-world service make this one of the
loveliest off-the-beaten-path
restaurants in the Loire Valin the heart of the
ley, rightcountry.
chateaux
(1 AiH'nue de Chambord,
41250 Bracieux, France:
'I'uesday
Closed
54.46.41.22.
evenings,
all day
Wedtwsday.)
Produced by Passport, the
Monthly Letter for Discriminating International Travelers, 20 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, IL 60606. For a sample issue, call (800) 542-6670.
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a. . . Sometimes Luxury
W Is Better Measured In
?:r Hours Than Dollars.
The Mazda 929S

Spending a lot of money on a car

free driving environment available at any price.
Attributable to not only the obvious benefits of

doesn't mean you'll enjoy spending a lot of time in it.
However, the Mazda 929 S is a product of Kansei

a 190-horsepower DOHC

Engineering— an automobile designed around

E-link rear suspension. But also to such subde touchei

human emotions. Creating, perhaps, the most stress-

V6, anti-lock brakes and

9^8 f\
as the discreetly placed infrared sensor
you'll find on
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